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RESTRICTED USE NOTICE: 
 

This Two Volume set comprises the historical work titled Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946), His Five 
Wonderful Wives and Their 34 Children – An Honest and Healing Account of Their Life Histories (the “O. P. 
Brown Books”).  Volume 1 is the Autobiography of Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946).  Volume 2 is the Wives 
and Children of Orson Pratt Brown, which includes 39 histories – one for each of Orson’s five wives and their 
34 children. 

 
All or any of the information in the O. P. Brown Books, in any form or format – electronic, 

mechanical, print, computer disk (including CD or DVD), or otherwise – is protected by United States 
copyright laws and the other conditions and restrictions stated in this Restricted Use Notice (these 
“Restricted Use Materials”). 
      

No part of these O. P. Brown Books, or any information in them or part of them, in whole or in 
part, may be reproduced or placed on any Internet site nor the World Wide Web for any reason, nor may 
they be used for any non-commercial or commercial purposes for any reason, without the prior written 
permission of the Editor. 
 

Additionally, there is personal information about living persons in these O. P. Brown Books, and 
no such information may be used in any way, nor duplicated in any way, and all such information must be 
completely respected and protected, and the privacy of such persons honored in every way. 
 

It is expected that anyone receiving or using these Restricted Use Materials will completely 
respect these conditions and restrictions governing their use. 

 
Descendants of Orson Pratt Brown and his wives may receive these O.P. Brown/Restricted Use 

Materials as free Gifts comprising a CD/DVD set that are subject to the Limited Family Use Notice 
appearing at the end of the Introduction to the O. P. Brown Books under Project Gifts and Use.  See below. 
 

Thank you.  O. James Brown Klein, Editor (2007). 
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Dedication 
 
 

To God’s children, all my relatives, who descend from 
Orson, Mattie, Jane, Bessie, Eliza and Angela. 

  
May this honest family history help us all to better understand 

who our ancestors really were and are, 
and to value their legacy of love and goodness, 

which they tried so hard to pass on to us. 
 

May God bless your lives and the lives of your posterity forever. 
 

We are all family, and families are forever. 
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Introduction to the O. P. Brown Books (Vol. 1 and Vol. 2) 
 
 
 
The Life Histories of Orson, His Five Wonderful Wives, and Their 34 
Children 
 

These Life Histories of Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946), his Five Wonderful Wives, and 
their 34 Children are presented in a Two Volume set.  These Volumes comprise the historical work 
titled Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946), His Five Wonderful Wives and Their 34 Children – An Honest and 
Healing Account of Their Life Histories (the “O. P. Brown Books”).  Volume 1 is the Autobiography of 
Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946).  Volume 2 is the Wives and Children of Orson Pratt Brown, which 
includes 39 histories – one for each of Orson’s five wives and their 34 children. 
 
 Originally, these 40 Life Histories of the O. P. Brown Families were intended to be 
published in one separate book because they are all family members and their lives are obviously 
interrelated.  In addition, the histories of Orson’s wives and children provide additional insight into 
his life, and into the lives of each other.  Final practical considerations, however, of over 1,000 
pages and the total weight of a single book required the Two Volume set.  The volumes cross 
reference each other, including footnote references, and should be read together.  They, however, 
list their own Contents and Index of Names. 
 
 
Gifts from Orson, His Wives, and Their Children 

 
These O. P. Brown Books are free Gifts from Orson, his wonderful wives, and their 

children (in CD format with a narrated private movie in DVD format) to each of their descendants 
who today are more than 1,400 people.  The Dedication in these Books gives the purposes of 
these Gifts: 

 
 

Dedication 
 

To God’s children, all my relatives, who descend from 
Orson, Mattie, Jane, Bessie, Eliza and Angela. 

 
May this honest family history help us all to better understand 

who our ancestors really were and are, 
and to value their legacy of love and goodness, 

which they tried so hard to pass on to us. 
 

May God bless your lives and the lives of your posterity forever. 
 

We are all family, and families are forever. 
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“Sacred Ground.” 
 
Latter-day Saints or Mormons1 believe in the eternal nature of the soul.  We believe that a 

person’s eternal soul is comprised of his or her intelligence, spirit, and physical body (in its 
resurrected state).  We also believe that God is the Eternal Father of the everlasting spirits of all 
human kind, men and women alike. 
 

 
This reality makes every mortal person a brother or sister to us.  We also believe that 

families are forever.  Thus, when we enter the life of any person, or his family, we enter sacred 
ground.  Accordingly, we need to respect that person as a child of God, and as belonging to the 
family of God. 

 
Everyone shares a type of sameness as a child of God.  Yet everyone also has a God-given 

uniqueness different from every other person, manifesting itself in an infinite number of ways.  We 
all experience our own life factors – divinely given traits, genetic imprints, learned behaviors, 
environmental conditions, and other elements.   

 
Among the “sameness traits” we all share are the desires to be understood, to be loved, 

and to belong.  We all also come from our own families, yet each family is very different, and none 
of us is perfect.  But something within us quietly urges us to keep trying to do the best we can, 
even under our limiting personal, family, and other distinctive circumstances. 

  
With these and other elements in motion, an individual’s unique life history is a growing 

composite of constantly changing experiences – day after day.  A family history is very similar.  Yet 
it adds the dynamic composite of all of its family members’ changing personal “histories,” 
including both living and ancestral members.  And so, at times, we yearn for, and seek to better 
know and understand who we really are, and who our family members really are. 

 
Sometimes in the quest to understand, unexpectedly we receive a loving nudge from the 

other side of the heavenly veil to help us out.  Then we are left to choose what we will do with the 
nudge. 

 
From such an experience came the literal inspiration and motivation to undertake this 

massive O. P. Brown family project, which was started in July 2002, and has taken thousands of 
hours, many months, and years to complete.  Our hope and prayer is that this special Gift from 
our ancestors to us serves the purpose stated in the Dedication. 

 
 

“You Must Do This!” 
 
The compiling of the 40 Life Histories of Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946) and his five 

families came about in an unusual way.  It happened while I was working on the compilation of my 
great grandfather’s history, Captain James Brown (1801-1863), who, among other things, was 
Captain of Company C of the United States Army Mormon Battalion (1846-1847), and founder of 
Ogden, Utah (1847-1863). 
                                                 
1 Members of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints are some times also called “Mormons” 
because of their belief in the Book of Mormon:  Another Testament of Jesus Christ translated by the Prophet 
Joseph Smith, Jr., and first published in 1830 in New York. 
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It began in May, 2002, when, after a long and successful struggle of 50 years, my cousin, 
Marina Brown Bowman (Gabaldón) 2 (1947-    ), achieved her life-long goal of graduating from the 
University of New Mexico in Elementary Education.  Marina sent me an invitation to her 
graduation in memory of my widowed mother, Gwendolyn Brown Klein (Skousen) (1903-1991) 
who was a masterful teacher of Kindergarten and First Grade, and who Marina said was her 
“inspiration” to get her teaching degree.   

 
I called Marina to congratulate her.  Our conversation turned to the loving memories and 

ties shared by my mother and her parents, Pauly G. Brown (Gabaldón) (1924–1998) and Lilia 
Gonzalez (1927- ), and to the common heritage shared by my mother and her father as children of 
Orson Pratt Brown.  My mother was the first child and daughter of Orson by his fourth wife, Eliza 
Skousen (1883-1958), and Marina’s father, Pauly, was the fourth child and third son of Orson by 
his fifth wife, Maria Angela Gabaldón (1900–1967). 

 
As we talked, I remembered and shared with Marina my mother’s great love for her 

relatives.  Mother always made an extra effort to visit her relatives, especially her living Brown 
brothers and sisters from Orson’s wives:  Martha “Mattie” Dianna Romney (1870-1943), Jane 
Bodily Galbraith (1879-1944), Elizabeth “Bessie” Graham Macdonald (1874-1904), and Maria 
Angela Gabaldón (1900–1967).  Mother never referred to them as “half” brothers or sisters.  They 
were always “whole” brothers and sisters to her.  She loved them all, and showed it.  I was witness 
of this reality many times. 

 
During our conversation, a special spirit came over both Marina and me as we talked of 

our parents, their lives, and their parents – of their difficulties, trials, and triumphs.  We felt close 
to them and to each other, and tears came easily.  Then the thought came to me, which I expressed 
to Marina that someone should write their histories, just like I was trying to do for Captain James 
Brown and his 13 wives and families – for the sake of their descendants.  She agreed, . . . and then 
said I should do it.  I laughed!  I said that there was no way I could or would do it.  I told her that 
it was not because of lack of desire, but because I had learned, since 2000, how utterly consuming 
in time and energy such an arduous task really would be.  Besides, I had the Captain James Brown 
project to complete, and I knew that would take many more months to do. 

 
After our conversation ended, I continued thinking of Orson and his families, their trials 

and difficulties, and of the very good people I had met who were their descendants.  I knew that 
there were legacies in each of these families that none of us really knew, understood, or 
appreciated.   

 
I also knew of some of the circumstances surrounding Orson leaving his first three living 

wives, and their divorcing him, except for Bessie Macdonald who passed away in 1904.  I knew 
that Orson’s abandonment of his wives had a devastating impact on both their lives and their 
children’s lives, and that none of us really understood how this came about, or why.  These 
“clouds” hanging over each family’s descendants needed to be “lifted.”  This was important so that 
a “healing” might take place in this great family.  Someone needed to gather the most accurate 
family information available, and write an honest and healing account of all of these good people.  
But I knew I could not do it because of my other projects and responsibilities. 

 

                                                 
2 The maternal surname of Orson’s respective wife is put in parenthesis, e.g., “(Gabaldón),” to help identify 
the children, or their spouses, of that wife. 
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That is when I heard the voice of my mother, Gwendolyn Brown Klein, say, “You must do 
this!”  I was surprised . . . and shocked, to hear her kind and firm voice again!  I was also stunned at 
the prospect of doing this work.  I did not want the stress and challenge of doing it.  I did not 
think I could.  Then, the Spirit came and brought me peace, and tears, and gratitude, and, in time, I 
answered Mother, “I will do it with the help of the Lord and all of you ancestors.” 

 
This experience immediately changed my life and my family history priorities.  I began the 

effort to gather the individual family histories of this great and good family.  Although not an easy 
task, thanks to the cooperation of every relative with whom I spoke, these 40 individual histories 
have been made possible.  All felt the spirit and desire of doing this work, and each has made 
his/her unique contributions.  Literally, this family history project would not, and could not, have 
been possible without their help and contributions of time, histories, photos, genealogies, means, 
and love. 

 
To the extent possible, we have now gathered together these 40 individual histories and 

placed them into their collective family history and heritage.  Undoubtedly, more information will 
become available as time goes on.  It should be gathered and added by their descendants. 

 
This “labor of love” has become the Gift of these 40 wonderful people to all of us, 

whether we are their descendants, their relatives, or their friends.  May we better understand them, 
forgive what mistakes they may have made, and honor them all – for they have left with us part of 
themselves, their lives, and their legacies of inherent love and goodness.   

 
I remembered that Mother said she never really knew her father (Orson), because he was 

gone from home during most of her childhood, and because he left, deserted and abandoned their 
family in Provo, Utah, when she was 10 years old.  She wanted to know him.  When Orson came 
to Mesa in February, 1943, for the funeral of his son, James Duncan Brown (Macdonald) (1904-
1943), Mother visited with him.  He asked her to record the experiences of his life, which she did, 
and then she typed it.  This record is what I call the Orson Pratt Brown Experiences 
Manuscript, 1943.  

 
Mother had told my brothers and me stirring stories of Orson Pratt Brown and of her 

mother, Eliza Skousen Brown.  She took us to the Tombstone, Arizona area, and to the Mexican 
colonies of Dublán and Juárez, so that we might gain some understanding and appreciation of our 
heritage through these people.  Mother knew that ignorance and fear give way to knowledge, 
understanding, and love.  I have come to know and appreciate that this is a great truth. 

 
 

Project Scope and Acknowledgements 
 
This project of love to gather and preserve the 40 life histories of the Orson Pratt Brown 

family would have been impossible without the loving help and contributions of the descendants 
of Orson and his five wives.  Indeed, it would not have happened without the desires and efforts 
made by Orson, his wives, and their children to preserve, record, and share something of their lives 
for the benefit of their posterity.  Likewise, it would not have happened without the inspiration 
and help of Heaven. 

 
The primary object of this family history project was, and is, to write an “accurate and 

complete history” of Orson Pratt Brown, each of his five Wives, and their 34 children for the 
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benefit of their posterity.  And then to provide it as a Gift from Orson and his wonderful wives to 
their joint posterity now numbering over 1,400.  We family members share a rich heritage that 
binds us together, and our joint heritage needs to be preserved now before it is lost.  It also needs 
to be addressed honestly so that it can be understood by us, and enable us to forgive any mistakes 
of our forbearers, so that a healing may take place within any of us who feels that need.  Thus, it 
needs also to be an “honest and healing” account. 

 
A call to all family descendants was made to gather all histories, partial histories, photos, 

genealogies, letters, documents, journals, diaries, etc., of the six parents and their children.  It was 
to be “all the information that their posterity and family descendants would like to know.”  To 
provide comprehensive histories of Orson and each of his wives, no limit was placed on the 
number of pages for each of them.  A flexible page limit was set, however, of approximately six 
pages for a summary history of each of the 34 children, with the request that their descendants 
would continue the spirit of this “gathering” and writing more comprehensive histories of them 
for future sharing and publication. 

 
Many family members responded generously to the request for materials and contributions.  

Our most sincere expression of appreciation and gratitude is given to all.  They know who they are.  
Special thanks and appreciation are given to each of the following family representatives 
(designated by an asterisk*), family members, and other friends for their exceptional help and 
contributions to this O. P. Brown family history project: 

 
Orson Pratt Brown Autobiography:  To Orson for his persistent efforts to record his 

life’s experiences; to each of his wives – Mattie, Jane, Bessie, Eliza, and Angela – for their eternal 
patience in loving and supporting him and their families under the most trying circumstances; and 
to their children who helped to preserve the documents of his life.  To the Gabaldón children who 
first wrote, and later typed parts of Orson’s different editions of his autobiographical transcripts:  
Silvestre Gustavo Brown; Bertha Irma Elizabeth Brown Navas Ferrara; Pauly Gabaldón Brown; 
Aron Saul Brown; Mary Brown Hayden Green; and Martha Gabaldón Brown Gardner.  Also to 
Gwendolyn Brown Klein (Skousen) who did the same.   

 
To C. Weiler Brown (Romney), who gathered and edited the materials for, and to Orson 

Juarez Brown (Romney), who financed, the December 1980 publication of the first autobiography:  
Memories of Orson Pratt Brown, 1863-1946.   

 
To O. James Brown Klein (Skousen), who compiled and edited the Autobiography of Orson 

Pratt Brown (1863-1946), with the loving help and patience of his dear wife, Karen Storrs Klein, and 
their children. 

 
Histories of Mattie, Jane, Bessie, Eliza and Angela, and their Children:   
 
Martha “Mattie” Dianna Romney and Children:  To Gaylen Weiler Brown*; Ray 

Brown III*; Venna Bernice Cluff Long; James W. Brown; J. Gordon Brown; Leona Lee Brown 
Olsen; Linda Brown Woodhouse; O. James Brown Klein; Orson P. Brown; Lorna Raty Brown; 
Patrick Brown; C. Weiler Brown; and Mark Silver. 

 
Jane Bodily Galbraith and Children:  To Martha Brown* and Hurvie Davis; Robin L. 

Brown; Ronald K. Brown; Suzanne Brown; Kent Brown; Arnold Grant Brown; and Mary Jane 
Guidichi; and O. James Brown Klein. 
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Elizabeth “Bessie” Graham Macdonald and Children:  To Otto Shill, Jr.* and Betty 
Robbins Shill; Talmage Shill, Fern Shill Ellsworth; Wayne Elmer Jones; Kemper Brown; Donna 
Luna; and Duncan Brown. 

 
Eliza Skousen and Children:  Eliza Skousen for her diaries, letters and notes; 

Gwendolyn Brown Klein; O. James Brown Klein*; Karen Storrs Klein; Tamara K. Anderson; 
Justin M. Anderson; Shawna K. Fastnaught; Lisa K. Layton; Maria K. Alston; Angela G. Klein; 
Daniel J. Klein; John A. Klein, II*; Michael R. Klein; Steven Petrie; Betty Brown Sorenson; Beth 
Brown; and John D. Howell. 

 
Maria Angela Gabaldón and Children:  Silvestre Gustavo Brown*; Aron and Elena 

Turley Brown; Mary Brown Hayden Green*; Lilia Gonzalez Brown; Lilly Brown Bond; Martha 
Gabaldón Brown Gardner; Lucy Brown Archer*; Arlene Brown Shepherd; Marina Brown 
Bowman; Karl Bowman; Richard Brown (reunion videos); Elizabeth Brown Jennings; and Daniel 
P. Taylor. 

 
Other Important Acknowledgements: 

 
Pictures:  A special thanks to all family members mentioned above who sent pictures to 

help us visualize who our ancestors were and are.  Special recognition and appreciation also goes to 
Lisa Klein Layton for the detailed work of love in scanning most of the pictures, and cropping 
many of them to create additional pictures and better views.  She also restored some of the 
pictures and organized all of them. 

Courtesy is noted for the pictures appearing in the Book and Appendices, except for those 
in the Histories of the Wives and Children, which pictures were normally provided by the authors 
of the Histories.  Also courtesy for the pictures which we have placed in ovals at the beginning of 
the Book are:  Orson courtesy of Eliza Skousen Brown; Mattie courtesy of Mary Brown Hayden 
Green; Jane courtesy of Martha Brown Davis; Bessie courtesy of Betty Robbins Shill; Eliza 
courtesy of Eliza Skousen Brown; and Angela courtesy of S. Gustavo Brown. 

 
Documents and Maps:  Special acknowledgement for over 120 important documents, 

papers and excerpts regarding Orson’s life in this first-time compilation and publication, appearing 
in Orson’s Autobiography in Appendices 3, 4 and 5.  They were kindly furnished by courtesy of, 
and with certain use restrictions, by family members, the Church Archives of The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints; the L. Tom Perry Special Collections Library, Harold B. Lee Library, 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah; The Huntington Library, San Marino, California; and The 
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where the events in the lives of Orson, his wives and their children took place. 
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Klein Anderson and her husband, Justin Anderson, for creating and producing the 85 minute 
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1)  Restrictive Use Notice:  Appears at the front of the O. P. Brown Books, 
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2) Limited Family Use Notice:  A limited use is granted to every family 
descendant of O. P. Brown and his Wives for the O. P. Brown Books only for the 
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(1863-1946) 
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by 

O. James Brown Klein 
His Grandson 

 
 
 
Preface 
 
 
 
The Gift of Orson’s Autobiography 
 
 This Autobiography of Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946) is a special gift from Orson to all of us, 
his descendants.  It is a separate book, and part of the complete volume of Orson’s family, Orson 
Pratt Brown (1863-1946), His Five Wonderful Wives and Their 34 Children – An Honest and Healing 
Account of Their Life Histories.  It is the result of my hearing the voice of his deceased daughter, my 
Mother, Gwendolyn Brown Klein (Skousen)3 (1903-1991), say:  “You must do this!”4 
 
 It is clear that Orson wanted his family and others to know and understand the true story 
of his life.  This is seen clearly in his efforts to write and dictate his life’s memoirs to his children, 
the resulting different transcripts, and his willingness to have his history published and even made 
into a movie film before he died. 
 
 The culmination of Orson’s desire has finally come through many hours and years of effort 
to gather, compile, organize, draft, check, edit, and finalize all of the available transcripts and 
primary documents of his life into his factual autobiography.  His accurate life history is now 
published in this work, and it has also been made into a narrated private movie, as a gift for the 
numerous descendants of Orson and his five wonderful wives.  The published work is now also 
made available to interested libraries and persons. 
                                                 
3 The maternal surname of Orson’s respective wife is put in parenthesis, e.g., “(Skousen),” to help identify 
the children, or their spouses, of that wife. 
4 See above Introduction to the O. P. Brown Books (Vol. 1 and Vol. 2) - “You Must Do This!” in 
Klein, O. James Brown ed.  Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946), His Five Wonderful Wives, and Their 34 Children - An 
Honest and Healing Account of Their Histories.  Mesa, AZ:  Klein, 2006.  (hereafter “Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, 
His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 1 or Vol. 2”). 
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1980 Book:  Memories of Orson Pratt Brown 
 

In 1980 the Memories of Orson Pratt Brown was published for the O. P. Brown family and 
others interested in his life by Orson’s grandson, C. Weiler Brown (Romney) (1952-    ), with 
financial assistance from Orson’s son, Orson Juarez Brown (Romney) (1908-1981).  This book was 
the combination of the Memoirs Transcript, 19405 (which is the Historical Transcript, 1940, 
re-titled as Memoirs of Orson Pratt Brown) plus Incident No. 7 from the Experiences Transcript, 
1943, and an appendix with photos, poem, and family group sheets.6  See next blow Orson’s 
Autobiography Transcripts. 

C. Weiler Brown expressed to me that one of his greatest problems in preparing the 
transcript information he had for publication was trying to put it into accurate chronological order.  
That is one of the primary problems with all of Orson’s transcripts.  This is because Orson told or 
wrote his experiences as he remembered them, and it is apparent from reading and studying the 
transcripts that they are not in chronological order. 
 
 
Orson’s Autobiography Transcripts 
 
 There are ten separate transcripts of Orson’s life history.  They were found in a thorough 
search of family and public sources.  Each of these ten transcripts has been very carefully studied 
and compared with the others.  Four of the ten transcripts are different, each containing some 
information that the other four do not.  They were all used in compiling the Autobiography of Orson 
Pratt Brown (1863-1946).  The other six transcripts were either duplicates of, or a combination of 
some information in, these four transcripts.  Therefore, the six other transcripts were not used in 
composing Orson’s Autobiography. 
 

All ten transcripts and their origins are listed in the Bibliography.  The four main 
transcripts are:  1) Bishop Transcript, 1932; 2) Historical Transcript, 1940; 3) Recollections 
Transcript, 1941; and 4) Experiences Transcript, 1943.7  Orson started telling or writing his 
experiences in these four transcripts over the period of about 1930 (age 67) through 1943 (age 79). 

                                                 
5 See “Memoirs Transcript, 1940” in the Bibliography - Orson Pratt Brown’s Autobiography 
Transcripts.  
6 Ibid. at “Book Transcript, 1980.”   
7 1) “Bishop Transcript, 1932”:  Brown, Orson Pratt.  A Biographical Sketch of the Life and Works of Bishop 
Orson Pratt Brown.  Unpublished manuscript, 41 pages, single spaced:  Dictated by Orson to his young 
children and typed primarily by Jean Pratt in Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico, early 1930’s.  Original in 
possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón). 
  2) “Historical Transcript, 1940”:  Brown, Orson Pratt.  A Historical Sketch of the Life of Orson Pratt Brown.  
Unpublished manuscript, 65 pages, single spaced:  Untitled, with title from the first sentence of the 
transcript.  Prepared by Orson circa 1940.  Original in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón).   
  3) “Recollections Transcript, 1941”:  Brown, Orson Pratt.  Recollections of a Mormon Pioneer and Settler, Later 
Revolutionist: As told by Himself.  Unpublished manuscript, 243 pages, double spaced:  Dictated by Orson circa 
1941 on reel-to-reel audio tapes which were later loaned to Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón) (1919-    ) 
and transcribed by Bertha Irma Elizabeth Brown (Gabaldón) (1922-1979) and Mary Brown (Gabaldón) 
(1927-    ) on paper furnished by Pauly Brown (Gabaldón) (1924-1998) in El Paso, Texas, in the early 
1950’s.  Original in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón).  
  4) “Experiences Transcript, 1943”:  Brown, Orson Pratt.  Experiences of Orson Pratt Brown as Dictated to His 
Daughter Gwendolyn B. Klein, February 1943.  Unpublished manuscript, 51 pages, double spaced:  Experiences 
dictated by Orson in February 1943 to Gwendolyn Brown Klein (Skousen) (1903-1991), which she typed 
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The Process for Compiling Orson’s Autobiography 

Reading Orson’s transcripts with a view to compile them into an accurate autobiography 
presented three fundamental problems.  One already mentioned was the almost impossible task of 
sorting out the chronological order of Orson’s experiences.  This arises from the fact that Orson 
told or wrote his experiences as he remembered them, and he did not start doing this until about 
1930, when he was 67 years old and living in Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico.  So the need 
arose to find Orson’s letters and documents, and accurate third-party written sources to help 
clarify chronology.  Such documents and sources have provided significant help in identifying the 
correct time, or estimated time, that Orson’s experiences occurred, and they are properly 
footnoted8 and appear in the Appendices or Bibliography. 

Editor’s Notes are made in Orson’s autobiographical text to provide increased clarity and 
understanding of particularly important matters. Other helpful information about Orson also 
appears in the Appendices.  Likewise, there are over 720 footnotes in the Autobiography and its 
Appendices, which not only document sources but add insight and clarity regarding the text. 

In addition, to help the reader better understand the context of Orson’s life and 
experiences, included are a synopsis of both 19th and 20th century Arizona and Southwestern 
history, in Chapter 4:  Moving to the Territory of Arizona (1880-1887), and a synopsis of 
Mexican history and governments, including the 20th century Mexican Revolution, in Chapter 23:  
The Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920. 

Second was the very difficult and laborious task of first identifying, then evaluating, and 
finally combining the same experiences Orson tells about in the different transcripts.  As is to be 
expected, when Orson tells, or retells, the same experience at different times during his life, in this 
case from about 1930 (age 67) through 1943 (age 79), he may naturally tell them a little differently.  
So it is with some of his transcript experiences.  Sometimes a few, not all, of the people are 
different, or an amount, or time, or place, or some other fact is different.   

The challenge of identifying, evaluating, and combining the same experiences with such 
discrepancies would have been nearly impossible to do accurately without computerized word 
processing.  The transcripts were first typed and verified for complete accuracy against the original 
text.  Then the identification, evaluation, and combining process began – word by word, line by 
line, and experience by experience.  It literally took hundreds of hours and months to do this.  The 
good news is that almost without exception, it has been possible to reconcile all of the differences.  
And in no case was it found that any of these “differences” changed, or challenged, the veracity of 
Orson’s recorded experiences.  All experiences that appear in more than one transcript, together 
with any differences, are all properly footnoted.9 

  Third was the challenging and time-consuming task of dealing with spelling, grammar and 
punctuation mistakes, and with Spanish words.  While all of the transcripts present these 
difficulties, the Bishop Transcript, 1932 was particularly problematic.  Orson dictated this 
transcript to his little children in Mexico who wrote them the best they could.  They did not know 
a lot of English because Spanish was the language they spoke at home.  After dictating, Orson read 
                                                                                                                                                           
and identified as Nine “Incidents,” with a number of different experiences compiled under one or more 
“Incidents,” in Mesa, Arizona, in 1943.  Original in possession of O. James Brown Klein (Skousen). 
8 A modified MLA Style of footnoting is used to make the references more understandable to those not 
acquainted with that standard style. 
9 Ibid. 
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and corrected the children’s writing.  While Orson spoke English well, he did not have a lot of 
formal education, so his English spelling, grammar, and punctuation corrections were not always 
correct.  Then a young English speaking school student, Jean Pratt, typed the transcript.  The 
original words, spelling, grammar, and punctuation are used in this transcript as much as possible 
to assure its authenticity, while shorter sentences and paragraphs were made in the text to improve 
readability.  Appropriate corrections and comments appear in brackets [ ].  As applicable, the same 
may be said about the other three transcripts. 

This massive project was started in July 2002, and has taken until now, January 2007, to 
complete.  It has consumed thousands of hours, and many months and years, but it is now done.  
Our hope and prayer is that it serves its purpose as stated in the Dedication. 
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CHAPTER  1 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 This Autobiography of Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946) was compiled from Orson Pratt Brown’s 
autobiographical transcripts, as explained in the Preface.  One of the transcripts has a short 
“Introduction” of Orson, which is presented later in this Introduction.  It was, however, written 
by someone other than Orson between 1940-1941, when Orson was 77 years old, and is 
incomplete as an Introduction for the purposes of this Autobiography.  Therefore, to assist the 
reader to better understand Orson and his life, including his five wonderful wives and children, an 
overview or summary of him and them is presented here. 
 
 
Overview:  Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946) 
 

Orson Pratt Brown was born in Ogden City, Weber, Utah on May 22, 1863.  He was the last 
child of Captain James Brown (1801-1863) and Phoebe Abigail Abbott (1831-1914), James’ seventh 
wife.  His father died five months after his birth.  Orson had 30 older brothers and sisters, 28 of 
whom were born to his father and his father’s other wives.   
 

Orson was very proud of, and very grateful for, his ancestral heritage and The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  He grew up and was baptized in the Ogden City-Weber County 
area in Utah Territory in the 1860’s and 1870’s, under the watchful eye of his mother, and 
surrounded by his father’s large extended family. 
 

Orson’s fearless, compassionate, and adventurous life spanned almost 83 years, from 1863 
to 1946.  It bridged two centuries (the 19th and 20th) and two nations (the United States and 
Mexico).  His life was filled with the daily challenges and adventures of the Wild West,  of cowboys 
and renegade Indians, decent people and outlaws, Mormon religion and plural marriage, Mexican 
colonization and revolution, U. S. citizenship and Mexican citizenship, economic success and 
depression, and family success and failure, and efforts for family reconciliation. 
 

During his life, Orson was known for his honesty, courage, and hard work as a pioneer 
settler and colonist in southern Arizona and northern Mexico; as a freighter, cowboy, rancher, 
farmer, sheep man, cattleman, lawman, U. S. Customs agent, U. S. Army Secret Service agent, 
miner, businessman, Mormon; and as a compassionate man to those in need.   
 

He was also known as, or called among other things, “O. P. Brown,” “Mormon Brown,” 
“Silvestre Moreno,” “Madero Spy,” “Arch enemy of bandits and thieves”10, “El Famoso y Temido 

                                                 
10 Hatch, Nelle Spilsbury.  Colonia Juarez:  An Intimate Account of a Mormon Village.  Salt Lake City: Deseret, 
1954, p. 93. 
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Orson Brown” [The Famous and Feared Orson Brown] 11, “El Brazo Fuerte de las colonias 
mormonas” [The Strong Arm of the Mormon Colonies] 12, “El Ministro Ejecutor” [The Minister 
or Judge Executioner]13 , “El Danite” [The Danite]14, and “The Orrin Porter Rockwell of the 
Mormon Mexican Colonies”15. 
 

Orson was deeply religious with a strong testimony of the restored Gospel and Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, and its prophets.  He experienced spiritual visions, miraculous 
healings, and divine protection.  He was always devoted to the Lord and His Church, except as he 
tells us, when he strayed twice in his life – once as a young man in Arizona, and the other as an 
adult after the Mormon Exodus from Mexico – until his repentance and re-baptism.  Thereafter, 
he continued faithful to his death.  He said of the restoration of his Church priesthood and family 
blessings:  “This was one of the happiest days of all my life.”  
 
 From the age of ten until he died, Orson always carried firearms for protection and 
defense.  They were a trademark – his pistols, rifle and shot gun.  He was an excellent marksman, 
and both his friends and enemies knew it.  
 
 Orson was a self-made man, attending school at least through the third grade.16  He spoke, 
read and wrote both English and Spanish, and he typed – perhaps a little imperfectly by today’s 
standards, yet his language and other skills were more than adequate for his life time.  He 
developed many skills and abilities in all that he did, including ranching, farming, Church 
leadership and service, and as a lawman. 
 
 Orson served the people where he lived by defending them against American and Mexican 
outlaws and Renegade Apache Indians, first as a citizen and posse member, then as a rural police 
officer in the Mormon Colonies, Captain of the Mormon Militia in Colonia Juarez, and Captain of 
the Mexican Rurales (Rural Police) in his District.  He was the International Stockgrowers 
Association executive enforcement officer against outlaws on both sides of the U.S.-Mexican 
border.  As General Agent for Security of the Mormon Colonies during the early period of the 
Mexican Revolution, he defended them against Mexican Rebel outlaws from 1910 through the 
Mormon Exodus of 1912.  He lived in El Paso to be able to monitor, and influence, the politics 
and fighting of Mexican Revolution parties around the Mormon Colonies, and to  provide accurate 
information regarding all of these activities to the Juarez Stake Presidency and to the Church 
President in Salt Lake City. 

                                                 
11 Rivero, Arturo Quevedo. Los Colorados:  Novela Histórica – ch. 3 “Los Mormones,” Chihuahua, Chihuahua, 
Mexico: Centro Librero La Prensa, 1998, pp. 63-69. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Ibid.  In early LDS Church history, there were law abiding and lawless “Danites” involved in defending 
and protecting the Church and its people from unlawful physical attacks.  For an honest treatment of 
“Danites,” see Ludlow, Daniel H., et al.  Encyclopedia of Mormonism.  New York: Macmillan, 1992, Vol. 1, pp. 
356-357.  Orson was not a “Danite” at all, but a fearless and law abiding lawman and militia military officer 
in the Mormon colonies. 
15 Orson Pratt Brown was also called the “Orrin Porter Rockwell” of the Mormon Mexican Colonies, as 
reported to some of his descendants.  Orrin Porter Rockwell (1813-1878) was a body guard of the Prophet 
Joseph Smith.  He was also involved with the “Danites.”  He was a complex man known to be fearless in 
protecting Church leaders and members.  See Schindler, Harold.  Orrin Porter Rockwell:  Man of God – Son of 
Thunder.  Salt Lake City:  University of Utah Press, 1966. 
16 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by O. James Brown Klein (Skousen), 
May 2002. 
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 Throughout the Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920, Orson worked for peace with his 
Church leaders, and with both leaders and Army commanders of the United States, the Mexican 
Federal and State governments, and the Revolutionary Rebels.  He was a U. S. Secret Service Agent 
for General George Bell, Jr. during and after the United States Punitive Expedition against Poncho 
Villa, 1916-1918.  He also helped General Hugh L. Scott negotiate a peace treaty to end the United 
States–Mexican hostilities in 1916.  Orson’s courageous efforts and work saved the lives of many 
people – Americans, Mexicans, as well as Mormon colonists. 
 

He faithfully served his Church in many capacities as an Elder, Seventy (missionary), High 
Priest, Bishop, and High Councilman.  As first Bishop of Colonia Morelos (1901-1907), he worked 
hard to help establish this new colony, providing leadership, protection, and necessities for his 
people including their first store and mill.    Afterwards, he helped construct the irrigation canals in 
Colonia Dublan.  He also served his Church in critical law enforcement and defense assignments 
as noted previously.  After his excommunication from the Church in 1922 and his re-baptism in 
1925, he served faithfully, including 11 years as Mexican Branch President in Colonia Dublán, until 
his death in 1946. 
 

He was a husband of five wives, the first four living in plural marriage legally in Mexico, 
and the father of 34 children, three of whom were adopted.  As a result of the conditions of the 
Mexican Revolution, Orson’s four families had to flee their homes in 1912 to the United States, 
and Orson lost all of his financial assets.  During the next two years, all of their efforts to live close 
to each other failed, leaving Orson broken and his families destitute.  Unfortunately, this resulted 
in his separation and estrangement from all of his exiled families living in the United States and 
caused great suffering for them.  His three living wives divorced him, his children grew up without 
him, and some were very angry with him for leaving them. 
 
 In 1919, at age 56, he married his fifth wife, a beautiful Mexican young lady, and they 
started from scratch and successfully raised their family in Mexico.  As Orson grew older, he made 
efforts to become reconciled to his prior wives and their children.  The torch of the efforts of 
reconciliation has passed to their posterity, and is one of the purposes of this book.  To understand 
more of Orson and his life, and especially his relationship with his wives and children, their 
respective histories must be read. 

 
This Autobiography is his story, told in his words.  

 
 
Overview:  Orson’s Five Wonderful Wives and Their Children 
 
 As mentioned, Orson married five wonderful wives and together they had 34 good 
children.17  Each of his wives was very special and uniquely good.  He was greatly blessed to have 
married each one of them, and to have the families and children that he did. 
 

He married “Mattie” or Martha Dianna Romney (1870-1943), on either October or 
November 10, 1887, in Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico, and they had ten children, two dying 
in infancy.   
 

After objecting to plural marriage for years, Mattie had a spiritual experience that changed 
both her mind and attitude.  Afterwards, she consented to Orson taking his next three wives, Jane 
                                                 
17 See Appendix 2:  Wives and Children of Orson Pratt Brown. 
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Bodily Galbraith (1879-1944), Elizabeth “Bessie” Graham Macdonald (1874-1904), and Eliza 
Skousen (1883-1957).   
 
 Orson and Jane Galbraith were married March 28, 1896, in Colonia Díaz, Chihuahua, 
Mexico.  They had seven children, one of whom died in Sonora, Mexico, during the Mormon 
Exodus from Mexico in 1912. 
 

He then married Bessie Macdonald on January 15, 1901, in Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, 
Mexico, who had two daughters from her prior marriage whom Orson adopted.  They also had 
two sons prior to her unexpected death from typhoid fever on October 23, 1904 in Colonia 
Morelos, Sonora, Mexico. 
 

Orson married Eliza Skousen on September 2, 1902, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico.  
They had six children, two sons dying in infancy from spinal meningitis, one in 1910 in Colonia 
Dublán, and the other in 1912 in Colonia Juarez. 
 
 In 1919, after he had left his other three living wives and their children, but before all of 
them had divorced him, Orson married Maria Angela Gabaldón (1900-1967) on March 8, 1919, in 
Las Cruces, Dona Ana, New Mexico.  He and Angela had seven children, all born and raised in 
Mexico, except one son who died at child birth in 1936 in Colonia Dublán.  They also adopted the 
daughter of Angela’s brother and sister-in-law. 
 
 Orson’s 34 children range from the first, Carrie, born in 1888 to the last, Martha, born in 
1940.  Four of his children are still alive today:  Silvestre Gustavo Brown (1919-    ), Aron Brown 
(1925-    ), Mary Brown Hayden Green (1927-    ), and Marta Gabaldón Brown Gardner (1940-    ).  
We also honor them with the publication of their father’s Autobiography. 
 
 After reading Orson’s autobiographical experiences, Eliza Skousen Brown, Orson’s fourth 
plural wife, observed that Orson did not say much about his families.  That is true.  Therefore, 
some supplemental family information has been added to this Autobiography.  The reader, however, 
will only be able to understand Orson’s relationship with his wives and children by reading their 
personal histories in Volume 2. 
 
 
Introduction from the Recollections Transcript, 194118 
 

The Recollections Transcript, 1941, has an Introduction written by someone other than 
Orson Pratt Brown, according to his son, Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón), because it is not 
written the way Orson spoke.19  It identifies Orson as being 77 years old when it was written, 
which would have been between May 22, 1940, and May 22, 1941.  It is included here, instead of in 
a footnote, because it provides an important perspective about Orson at that time: 
 

“Captain Orson Pratt Brown [Captain of the Colonia Juárez Militia Cavalry, and a Captain 
of the Chihuahua State Rurales (rural police) in the 1890s-1900’s] figured and was instrumental in 
the development of the southwest from banditry, Indian troubles, to the completion of white 
civilization.  In Mexico, he lived through Díaz’ [President Porfirio Díaz] entrenched, orderly 

                                                 
18 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 1–3. 
19 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002. 
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dictatorship with its myriad injustices, to liberation through revolution, to chaos, and social 
reforms at the point of a gun. 
 “Captain Brown began life in the Victorian era, but in a new, virgin country, not too 
subject to its customs and fashions.  Of course, there were glimpses of the Victorian way of life, as 
we know it, for instance the Army and their families with their traditions, the rude but honest cattle 
civilization; the older influence of the Spaniards, all blending and converging, and best, his own 
Anglo-Saxon customs, simple, almost primitive, but with their well-defined norms of right and 
wrong, hard work, orderliness, and pride, and independence. 
 “Sometimes he seems a little harsh and quick in his judgments and executions toward 
Indians and cattle thieves, and murderers, but he had to be, in order to protect and carry on.  
Frequently he was the law, as when he was going to throw John Cox and his partners into the well 
for stealing cattle, or when he helped hang Joe Goss, or again when he told of the whereabouts of 
Ben Tasker to Elwood.  There was no other law; when there was and shooting straight, he not only 
submitted, but helped. 
 “He was never the aggressor, always the defender, with an admirable patience, and his faith 
in himself was never in doubt in that he acted for the best, often for the good of his people. 

“Naturally, he had some narrow escapes, as the night Protillo [Portillo] saved him, or the 
day of the Americans’ timely interruption at Villa’s headquarters. 
 “He never started a fight, but once in, he made certain that the other fellow was on the 
defensive. 
 “Sometime, perhaps, we may think he is arbitrary in his division of right and wrong, and of 
people.  There are only two kinds of people for him. The good ones and the bad ones.  The ones 
that wanted to work and make a living in order to eat their bread without shame, together with 
extremes like himself, who stopped work to help others, and ended up by saving lives, many lives 
by being a ‘butter-in’ in other peoples’ business, and the other type who manage to find someone 
to blame, and feel that ‘the world owes them a living.’ 
 “Quick of decision, he reminds one of the Scottish King who came to rule England, and 
who did not understand trial by jury, and when a thief was brought to him, exclaimed:  ‘He’s 
stolen?  Hang him.’ 
 “His philosophy of frontier law was ‘that there are men and women who through their 
actions have forfeited the right to live amongst their kind, and you are justified in doing away with 
them.’ 
 “In contrast, he has always believed that when you go out of your way to do service to 
others, it repays you, and you are the most benefited. 
 “His belief has never failed him.  The guiding spirit, the hub of his, and his ancestors’ life 
[lives] is a religious fervor, simple faith, and pioneer spirit of independence, hence his ancestors’ as 
well as his constant migrations. 
 “His is the history of the pioneer and settler of the southwest, with the religious fervor of 
the Mormon.  He is the embodiment of the history of the Mormons, those who were hounded by 
their own race out of Navoo [Nauvoo], Illinois, into the desert, and into Mexico. 
 “Now seventy-seven years of age [between May 22, 1940 and May 22, 1941], he is still full 
of vitality with a wonderful memory, initiative, quick thinking, and deep religious fervor in the 
agnostic world. 
 “This is the history of some of the outstanding active events which came to pass in the 
flush of such a man’s life, by no means complete, but accurate and true, without fiction or 
embellishments.” 
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CHAPTER  2 
 
 
 
Ancestral Heritage (1700’s–1863)20 
 
 
 
Parents:  Captain James Brown and Phoebe Abigail Abbott21 
 
 I was born in Ogden City, Utah on May 22,22 1863.  The son of Captain James Brown 
[1801-1863], of Company C of the Mormon Battalion and the founder of Ogden City, Utah.  My 
mother was Phoebe [Abigail] Abbott [1831-1914],23 the third daughter of Stephen and Abigail 
Smith Abbott.  She was twenty [19] years old when she and my Father [age 49] were married in 
1854 [1850, October 17] in Salt Lake City [Ogden, Utah].24   
 

My Father died when I was five months old.  It was in the month of September [on his 
birthday, September 30, 1863].  He was sixty-two.  He had a vision on Friday that he was called to 
the other world.  “Phoebe,” he called, “I am going on another mission where people rarely come 
back.” 
 
 That Sunday he preached his own funeral sermon.  On Monday, at the Molasses mill, his 
coat sleeve caught, and it wrenched his arm up to the elbow.  Being a powerful man, he pulled it 
loose, notwithstanding intense physical suffering.  His arm was all mashed. 
 
 When the women and children went to sympathizing and crying, he said to them, “Why I 
am nobody.  The Master suffered much more.  Why should I complain?”  In three days he passed 
on.  Such a man was my Father.  Two children were born of that marriage, my sister [Phoebe 

                                                 
20 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 1; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 1; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 4–
9. Recollections Transcript, 1941, pages 4-23, were written by someone other than Orson Pratt Brown 
according to his son, Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón), because the way it is written is not the way 
Orson spoke.  Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 
2002.  The family and migration information in these pages, however, is mostly accurate, as it has been 
corrected as far as it is verifiable. 
21 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 1; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 1; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 8–
9. 
22 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 8, says, May 2, but Orson was born May 22, 1863. 
23 Phoebe’s name is sometimes spelled “Phebe.”  She spelled and wrote her name as both “Phoebe” and 
“Phebe.”  Her autobiographical history is titled:  “A Sketch of the Life of Phoebe Abbott Brown Fife” 
(underlining added), and in it she refers to herself as “Phoebe” (Sketch, p. 2).  “Phebe,” however, is how her 
name appears on her gravestone.  The spelling of both “Phoebe” and “Phebe” also appears in genealogical 
Family Group Sheets of the Abbott family.  Those sheets also show the spelling of Phoebe’s paternal 
grandmother to be Phoebe Howe Cory, and the spelling of her daughter to be Phoebe Adelaide Brown.  
Phoebe Abbott Brown did write the name of her daughter, Phoebe Adelaide Brown, as “Phoebe” (Sketch, 
p. 3, handwritten). 
24 Phoebe Abigail Abbott was born May 18, 1831, in Hornellsville, Steuben, New York.  She was the 
seventh wife of Captain James Brown who was born September 30, 1801, in Rowan County, North 
Carolina.  They were married October 17, 1850, in Ogden, Utah.  Their marriage was sealed in the 
Endowment House in Salt Lake City on March 27, 1857. 
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Adelaide Brown] and myself.  A third one had died [Stephen Abbott Brown].25  After my Father’s 
death, my Mother rented her farm out. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ancestors Came from England and Scotland, and Were Peace Officers26 
 
 I am proud to say, my people were always peace officers and on the side of the law. 
 
 My mother’s family were the Abbott’s from Stanton [Steuben] County, State of New York, 
colonizers before revolution days.  They were farmers come from England.  When the time came 
to fight for freedom, they fought, and were in the foremost ranks of the American Revolution. 
 

My [great] grandfather, on my Father’s side was William Brown, come over from 
Edinburgh, Scotland.27  He, too, was a revolutionist, and a defender of the Constitution, and 

                                                 
25 The children of Captain James Brown and Phoebe Abigail Abbott were:  Stephen Abbott Brown (August 
22, 1851 to December 22, 1853); Phoebe Adelaide Brown (October 24, 1855 to June 11, 1930); and Orson 
Pratt Brown (May 22, 1863 to March 10, 1946). 
26 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 4.  To the extent known and verifiable, most of the ancestral 
information presented hereafter is accurate.  Some of it, however, is not accurate, which is noted and 
clarified.  Whatever Orson knew about his ancestry, he would have likely learned first, from his mother, 
Phoebe Abbott Brown Fife, and then from his older brothers and sisters and relatives who lived in the 
Ogden area.  Orson never knew his father, James Brown (Captain of Company C of the Mormon Battalion 
of the United States Army during the Mexican American War of 1846-1848), who died five months after 
Orson was born, on September 30, 1863.  Phoebe would have learned what she knew about the Brown’s 
from her husband and other Brown relatives, and shared it with their son.  She, of course, would have 
learned what she knew about the Abbott’s from her own parents. 

Captain James Brown, abt 50, 1850 
courtesy:  Ray Brown III

Phoebe Abbott, abt 37, 1868 
courtesy:  Martha Brown Davis
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fought in the war of 1812 along the eastern seaboard.  He [William’s son, James Brown] married 
the widow of his comrade-in-arms who fell in action by his side.28  They first settled in the state of 
Vermont.29 
 
 Later he [William Brown] went to North Carolina, near Raleigh30, took up land and farmed.  
Here my Father [Captain James Brown] was born, in the year of 1801, September 30, and reared in 
a farming community. 
 
 One of the outstanding characteristics of my parents’ people was a love of individual 
freedom, and it has not died out in the clan, as yet. 
 
 When Father was in his late teens, he was made Sheriff31 of the county and served for one 
term.  Later he became a Baptist preacher.32  Sheriff-preacher, this combination has existed over 
and over again in our family. 
 
 I guess I am the first cattleman-miner-farmer in the family. 
 
 
Father’s Conversion to Mormonism33 
 
 In 1834 [1839], the Mormon Elders were going through North Carolina [Adams County, 
Illinois]34 preaching the Mormon faith.  My Father heard them, and they showed him the Mormon 
                                                                                                                                                           
27 Family tradition states that the Brown’s came from Scotland.  Orson’s reference that the Brown’s came 
from the Scottish city of Edinburgh is the only known source of that family information.  It is yet uncertain, 
however, whether the identification of Edinburgh is accurate.  It is also uncertain whether Orson’s great 
grandfather, William Brown, was the first ancestral Brown in his direct line to come over from Scotland. 
28 Orson here is confusing his grandfather, James Brown (1757-1823), father of Captain James Brown 
(1801-1863), with his great grandfather, William Brown (1???-1772).  William Brown made his Last Will and 
Testament in February 19, 1772, in Rowan County, North Carolina, and died there that same year.  So he 
was dead before the American Revolution of 1776 and the War of 1812.  James Brown was born in 1757 in 
either Rowan County, North Carolina, or in Maryland, and died March 23, 1823, in Davidson County, 
which had been created from Rowan County in 1822.  He did fight in the American Revolution, and 
married the widow, Mary (Polly) Williams Emmerson, whose husband was killed during the Revolutionary 
War.  We, however, have no record yet of James Brown or any other Brown family members fighting in the 
War of 1812. 
29 Orson’s reference that the Brown’s first settled in Vermont is the only known source of that family 
information.  It is yet uncertain, however, whether the identification of Vermont is accurate.  The state of 
Vermont was created in 1791, 19 years after the death of William Brown. 
30 “Near Raleigh” is a relative term and would have been probably accurate at that time.  The actual area 
where William Brown lived and died in 1772, which is near present day Lexington, Davidson County, North 
Carolina, was at that time in the wilderness area of North Carolina and approximately 100 miles west of 
Raleigh.  Raleigh was the largest city at that time in the central North Carolina and Piedmont area. 
31 Captain James Brown was made Constable of Davidson County, North Carolina in 1827 for the 
following year (1828).  Snider, Dewey.  “Abstract of Minutes of the Court of Pleas and Quarter Sessions, 
Davidson County, North Carolina 1823-1842, 3rd Monday in March, 1827.”  The Genealogical Journal of 
Davidson County.  Lexington, NC: Genealogical Society of Davidson, N.C., Vol. 26, No. 3, 2006, p. 39. 
32 Captain James Brown was a member of the Missionary Baptist Church, and as such, he believed in and 
actively practiced preaching the gospel of Jesus Christ.  His father, James Brown, and his mother, Polly, 
were also Baptists and members of the Jersey Baptist Church in Rowan County, now Davidson County, 
North Carolina. 
33 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 4-6. 
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Book [Book of Mormon], which is an abridgement of all the good books and their words.35  Such a 
fire burned within him that he knew without doubt this was the truth, and he became a convert to 
the Mormon faith. 
 
 He could not stay in North Carolina [Adams County, Illinois]36 after he embraced the 
Mormon faith, because the spirit of gathering at a central point for spiritual guidance, and 
inspiration, and protection was upon all the Mormon people, and he moved with them [up] to 
Nauvoo, [Hancock County,] Illinois where the colonists of the Mormon faith were settling, and he 
helped build the city. 
 
 It was not long before my Father was to be made to suffer for having embraced the 
Mormon faith, but he was a very determined man, high-principled and courageous.  He came to 
Nauvoo when there was just a small settlement of about 5,000 souls. 
 
 It was a strange coincidence, my Father’s family came from North Carolina, and 
Grandfather Abbott came from New York, and they did not meet until they came to Illinois, yet 
almost immediately they became fast friends.37 

 
 They were members of the same quorum of priesthood, and they were sent on a dangerous 
mission together.  On this trip, they learned to know and, of course, love each other, and they 
drew up a covenant to take care of each other’s family in case anything happened to either. 
 

                                                                                                                                                           
34 In 1833, Captain James Brown migrated with his family from Davidson County, North Carolina, to 
western Illinois.  He first went to Brown County, near Versailles, where his brother, Daniel and his family 
lived.  Then James moved his family about 23 miles west of Daniel’s family into Adams County, near 
Kingston, Illinois.  It was here in the Spring of 1839 that he heard and accepted the Restored Gospel of 
Jesus Christ taught by Mormon missionaries.  During the Winter of 1838–1839, the Mormons were forcibly 
evicted from the state of Missouri by the Missouri Governor’s Extermination Order.  They fled to Illinois, 
crossing the Mississippi River at Quincy, Illinois, where the citizens received them with great kindness.  
Quincy is in Adams County, the same county where Captain James Brown lived.  The Mormon missionaries 
who went into that country met him while preaching to a Baptist congregation in Adams county.  See 
Brown, James S.  James S. Brown, Giant of the Lord, Life of a Pioneer.  Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1960, pp. 21-23; 
Wiscombe, Erold C.  The Brown Family:  The Descendants of Daniel Brown and Elizabeth Stephens.  Salt Lake City: 
Wiscombe, 1986, pp. 14–19. 
35 “The Book of Mormon is a volume of holy scripture comparable to the Bible.  It is a record of God’s 
dealings with the ancient inhabitants of the Americas and contains, as does the Bible, the fulness of the 
everlasting gospel.  The book was written by many ancient prophets by the spirit of prophecy and 
revelation.  Their words, written on gold plates, were quoted and abridged by a prophet-historian named 
Mormon [and contains 15 distinct books].”  Smith, Joseph, Jr.  The Book of Mormon.  Salt Lake City: The 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latte-day Saints, 1981, “Introduction.” 
36 See footnote above about Captain James Brown moving to Illinois in 1833. 
37 In 1839, Captain James Brown and Stephen Abbott were living about 18 miles from each other near the 
connecting boundaries of Adams, Pike, and Brown counties, at the western edge of Illinois, not far from 
Quincy, Illinois.  James Brown and his family lived on a wilderness farm near Kingston, Adams County, and 
Stephen Abbott and family lived on a wilderness farm further east near Perry, Pike County.  After their 
conversion to The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon), both families attended the same 
Union Branch of the Church in Brown County, Illinois, as did James’ brother, Daniel, and his family, and 
James’ sisters, Polly Brown and Nancy Brown.  Eventually, in the early 1840’s, both James and Stephen 
moved their families up to Nauvoo, Hancock County, Illinois, to join the main body of Latter-day Saints 
building that city. 
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 When they returned from their mission, they built a home together, and one family lived 
on one side, and the other occupied the other side.  They became closer and closer, when my 
Father was away, my grandfather [Abbott] would see that the Brown family did not suffer from 
lack of food or fuel, and when my grandfather [Abbott] was away, my Father took on the same 
obligation toward the Abbott family. 
 
 When the Mormons had achieved prosperity by their unfailing industry and good habits, 
and built Nauvoo into a thriving community, the drivings and mobbings began, headed by envious, 
established ministers of the gospel.  The principal disagreement between the Mormons and 
Protestant Ministers seems to have been that the Ministers did not believe in revelation; they only 
believed in the Bible. 
 
 Too, the Mormon faith was very naturally against slavery, and the Mormons fought it 
politically, and any other way they could.  There was also the jealousy of the established religions, 
for where the Mormons settled, they made converts, through their good example, and the way of 
life that they offered to simple folk. 
 
 Joseph Smith, the prophet of God, was murdered by a mob, and his people were driven 
out into the desert, in the middle of the night, on a bitter-cold Winter evening when the Missouri 
River was frozen solid [February 1846]. 
 
 In the meanwhile, grandfather Abbott was killed [died of exposure October 19, 1843] while 
floating logs down the Missouri River, for the building of the Nauvoo temple, and my Father 
prepared to take up the burden of his family.38 
 
 
Father’s Exodus from Nauvoo, Illinois, to the West39 
 

With the rest of the Mormons, he [my Father] emigrated with the Abbott family west [in 
February 1846].40  In 1846 he found himself west of the Missouri River, in Winter quarters in 
Indian territory [at Council Bluffs, Iowa], near Omaha, [Nebraska] when [the President of the 
United States in] Washington declared war on Mexico. 
 
 Captain Allan, United States Army, asked for 500 volunteers and Father volunteered and 
was made Captain of Company C.  There were in all five Mormon Battalions [Companies in the 
Mormon Battalion].  In 1846 and 1847, these Mormon Battalions [Companies] crossed the 
Missouri River and started west for California, a distance of 2,000 miles, and traversed the desert, 
an unparalleled feat for infantry, over desert country.  They wintered in Santa Fe, New Mexico.  

                                                 
38 Captain James Brown married Stephen Abbott’s widow, Abigail Smith (1806-1889), February 8, 1846, in 
Nauvoo, Illinois, and cared for his children.  Abigail was his fifth wife, and his second plural wife.  James’ 
first two wives, Martha Stephens (1806-1840) and Susan Foutz (1823-1842), had died.  He was married to 
widow Esther Jones Raper (1811-1897+), and had been married to widow Sarah Stedwell (1814-1893) from 
whom he was divorced.  When James married Abigail’s daughter, Phoebe, in October 1850 in Ogden, Utah, 
Abigail “divorced” him, or “repudiated” their relationship, apparently saying that she did not believe it was 
right for the same man to be married to both a mother and daughter at the same time.  See Wait, Erwin and 
Colleen.  The Story of My Life–William E. Abbott.  Utah: Wait, circa 1970, p. 7. 
39 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 6-7. 
40 The Mormons were forced by armed mobs to leave their homes that they had built in Nauvoo on the 
banks of the Mississippi River during the Winter of February 1846. 
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 Some of the [soldiers were very sick, and they, with the] women [who] could not stand the 
trip over the country [were put into the “sick detachment” to be taken to the Salt Lake Valley], and 
they were put in my Father’s charge.  He was given arms, munitions and money.  He took them to 
Pueblo, Colorado [for the Winter of 1846-1847] from where they continued their journey north 
until they came to Salt Lake City [Valley, July 29, 1847, five days after the arrival of Brigham 
Young there].  From there he helped pioneer the road from Utah to California. 
 
 
Father’s Purchase of Weber County area in Utah Territory41 
 
 In Utah, he purchased, from Gooduear [Goodyear in English], a French trader, who had 
these grants of land from the King of Spain, 200,000 acres of land, and the city of Ogden was 
founded.  There is a river running through the land called Ogden, named after its first known 
explorer. 
 
 He gave all the land, except 380 acres, to the Mormon colonists, who were driven out of 
Illinois and other parts of Missouri.  He was declared to be the most liberal man that ever came to 
the State of Utah.  Immediately upon his arrival, he raised the Stars and Stripes and declared these 
lands to be United States territory.  This barren desert land which my Father donated is now 
Ogden, the second largest city in the State of Utah with 75,000 inhabitants. 
 
 In this arid land, it was up to the Mormons to wrest food, by planting and raising crops.  
Now, they had never known anything but dry farming, but as the battalions [Mormon Battalion] 
had passed down the Rio Grande valley, they had learned from the Mexican population how to 
irrigate, who, in turn, had been taught by the Spanish missionaries. 
 
 They had been settled in Ogden for at least six years [about 1853], when five bandits 
sprung up around the farming communities.  President Young, then Governor of the territory, 
ordered my Father to take care of those bandits.  They had their headquarters at the mouth of the 
Weber Canyon, outside of Ogden City.  Two of the bandits happened to be Mormon boys.  The 
others were bandits from Texas.  They had just murdered two families traveling to California and 
stolen their equipment. 
 
 Father called in my brothers, James and William, and they went into the mountains to see 
what they could find out.42  As they were going toward their camp, they met three of them at the 
top of the hill.  The bandits opened fire on the brothers, and William returned the fire killing all 
three.  Bill was a boy that just dived into things.  James was more timid.  The other two bandits 
were back in the caves, and Bill sent James down to throw some rocks near the cave to see if they 
would not come out.  They did come out, just as he expected, and Bill got the rest.   
 

They delivered the stolen goods to the Governor of the State who, in turn, looked up the 
families of the murdered men, and gave [them back] to them. 
 

How I thrilled to learn of these family stories, and how impatiently I waited to grow up and 
be a hero like my brother, and have like adventures. 
                                                 
41 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 7-8. 
42 These brothers were likely James Moorhead Brown (1834-1924) and William Brown (1836-1904), sons of 
James’ first wife, Martha Stephens.  In 1863, when Orson was born and his father died, James turned 29 and 
William 27.  The experience with these bandits happened before Orson was born. 
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CHAPTER  3 
 
 
 
Growing Up in the Territory of Utah (1863–1880)43 
 
 
 
Overview:  Territory of Utah (1860’s-1870’s) 
 
 Editor’s Note:  In July 1847, Brigham Young and the first Mormon pioneers, including 
Captain James Brown who commanded the “sick detachment” of the Mormon Battalion, and 
some of his family, arrived in the Great Salt Lake region.  In 1848, as a result of the Mexican War 
(1846–1848), the United States won the Utah area from Mexico.  In 1849, the Mormons created 
the State of Deseret.  The word “Deseret” is a Mormon word meaning “honeybee,” and it stands 
for hard work and industry.   
 

In 1850, Congress created the Utah Territory, and named it “Utah” for the Ute Indian tribe 
that lived there.  Brigham Young was appointed its first territorial governor.  “Between 1849 and 
1895, Utah asked several times to be admitted to the Union.  But Congress refused each time 
because of the Mormon practice of polygamy (one man having more than one wife).  Actually, few 
Mormon men had more than one wife.  But Utah was refused statehood as long as Mormons 
practiced polygamy.”   
 

On October 6, 1890, President Wilford Woodruff of the Church issued the Manifesto 
ending the official practice of plural marriage in the United States.  “Official Declaration 1.”  The 
Doctrine and Covenants of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  Salt Lake City: The Church of 
Jesus Christ of LDS, 1981 ed.  On January 4, 1896, the Utah Territory became the 45th state of the 
Union.44 
 
 
Early Childhood; Receiving a Testimony of Joseph Smith45 
 

The first impressions that I remember in my early childhood was [were] when my Mother 
had me kneel down by her side and taught me to pray.  The sincerity of her expressions made me 
feel that we were talking to a Father in Heaven who was hearing our humble supplications. 
 

As a child, she used to take me to the Relief Society meetings where I had the wonderful 
privilege of hearing the testimonies of those wonderful pioneer women, such as Eliza R. Snow, my 
Grandmother Abigail Abbott, and many others.  They impressed me with a feeling that they were 

                                                 
43 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 1; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 1; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 8-
10. 
44 “Utah.”  The World Book Encyclopedia.  1984 ed.  Vol. 20, pp. 183, 194e, 194f, 182–195. 
45 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 1; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 1.  This account of Orson gaining his 
first testimony of the truthfulness of the Restored Gospel of Jesus Christ and of Joseph Smith as a prophet 
of the Lord is not in the Recollections Transcript, 1941.  This is probably because the Recollections 
Transcript, 1941, was apparently intended for commercial use, and those responsible for it did not want his 
testimony published. 
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testifying of the truth of the Gospel of the Master, and that Joseph Smith was in truth a prophet of 
the living God.  Later on, I had the privilege of hearing the testimonies of President Brigham 
Young, John Taylor, and Wilford Woodruff in the Ogden Tabernacle.  These impressions never 
have left me. 
 

I also remember an incident worthy of note that impressed me very much, where I 
received a testimony of the Gospel and the fact that Joseph Smith was a prophet of God.  It was 
given to me by Martin Harris, one of the three witnesses of the Book of Mormon, in the Ogden 
Tabernacle in 1870.  The testimony of Martin Harris, who bore a powerful testimony to the fact 
that Joseph Smith was a prophet of the Lord, and that an angel from heaven brought the plates 
from which the Book of Mormon was translated and showed them to him, Oliver Cowdery, and 
David Whitmer, turning the leaves over which appeared to be of Gold, and declaring unto them 
that this was a history of the Nephites and Lamanites and that it contained the Gospel of Jesus 
Christ. 
 

The next testimony that I received was from Apostle John Taylor, wherein he gave a 
recitation of the matters pertaining to the prophet Joseph returning to Nauvoo after having 
crossed the [Mississippi] river, and gave himself up to the authorities of the law and was taken to 
Carthage and incarcerated.  He also related the martyrdom of the Prophet Joseph and Patriarch 
Hyrum as well as himself being wounded in the incident, and he bore a powerful testimony to the 
fact of Joseph Smith being a Prophet of God and the Book of Mormon being an inspired record. 
 

The next incident was a powerful sermon and testimony of the Prophet Brigham Young in 
which he held the people spellbound in the Ogden Tabernacle in Ogden City; bearing testimony of 
the wonderful blessings that had come to him through obedience to the Gospel, and that the 
Prophet Joseph was in very deed a prophet of God who had sealed his testimony with his blood; 
and [he] also testified with great power to the fact that the Book of Mormon was a record of the 
inhabitants of the continent of America and the word of the Lord to us. 
 

These testimonies of these men have always inspired me and have been a great help in the 
guiding of my life.  Nevertheless, my wondering away from the path of rectitude and right.46 
 

There wasn’t much of any great consequence from this my early youth until I was 12 years 
of age when I received the priesthood of a Deacon.  I remember that the three wards in Ogden 
City, they were the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.47  And as on the Sabbath day the Sunday meetings were held in 
the Tabernacle, and it became the turn of our ward to be the doorkeepers at the Tabernacle, how 
happy it made me feel when my turn came to be doorkeeper. 
 
 

                                                 
46 The apparent meaning of this important phrase is Orson’s honest acknowledgement that, although he felt 
and knew the truthfulness of the Restored Gospel from his childhood, at times during his life he did wander 
“away from the path of rectitude and right,” notably as a young man and, again, after the Exodus of the 
Mormon Colonists from Mexico in 1912.  But, he came back to this path both times; as a young man from 
about 1884 to 1917, and again after his re-baptism into in 1925 until his death in 1946, the last 21 years of 
his life. 
47 When Orson was age 17, his occupation was a clerk and he lived in the Ogden 3rd Ward with his mother, 
Phoebe Abbott Brown Fife, and step-father, William Fife.  1880 United States Census- Ogden, Utah, LDS 
Church film #1255339, p. 454C. 
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Mother’s Marriage to William Nicol Fife (1886)48 
 
 One of my first memories is when my Mother married my stepfather.  I was a little tot of 
four, and my sister, Adelaide,49 was eleven years old.  There had been a feeling of pleasurable 
excitement and adventure in our little household for some time, of something unknown, 
mysterious, and we very much wanted to know what it was all about. 
 
 At last the day came.  My stepfather’s first wife, Diana [Davis Fife], came with him 
[William Nicol Fife] to take my Mother to Salt Lake City where they were to be married [October 
9, 1866].50  Friendly neighbors came in to stay with the children.  The man my Mother married was 
William N. Fife, a carpenter and builder.51 
 
 My Father had left us a big house and my Mother gave up more than half of the house to 
William Fife’s first family. 
 
 Diana Fife brought in her little children,52 which of course, interested my sister and myself 
very much, and her little furnishings.  My mother said to us as they entered into our home to make 
it their own, also:   “These are your brothers and sisters,” she said to my sister Cynthia [Phoebe 
Adelaide] 53 and myself, as we helped take in their furniture and their belongings.  And in very 
deed, I learned to love those children as brothers and sisters, and always in that home there was 
feeling of harmony between us all. 
  
 
First Firearm (Age 10, 1873)54 
 
 When I was around ten years old, I must have acquired my first firearm.  I guess that was 
the proudest day of my life.  I have always been interested in firearms.  Early I learned that they 
were a necessary equipment for a man. 
 
 I used to go out with my brothers to hunt rabbits with a shotgun.  Finally, I acquired a 
second-hand pistol from a crippled soldier who had been fighting in the Indian Nations, up the 
Bear River.  He had been shot in the leg, and I used to buy whiskey and tobacco for him, and take 
it to him at his quarters. 
 
 It was a good long ways from his quarters to my house, and I used to get the tobacco and 
whiskey at the saloons in town.  He gave me a dime for each trip.  I saved the dimes until I finally 

                                                 
48 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 10-14. 
49 This is Phoebe Adelaide Brown (1855–1930), daughter of Captain James Brown and Phoebe Abbott. 
50 Phoebe Abbott Brown (1831–1914) married William Nicol Fife (1831–1915) on October 9, 1866, in Salt 
Lake City, Utah. 
51 William Nicol Fife also married Cynthia Abbott (1839–1915), a younger sister of Phoebe, on November 
2, 1867 in Salt Lake City, Utah.  Cynthia Abbott was his third wife, and they had two children.  They, 
however, were divorced, receiving an LDS Church divorce, March 9, 1905.  Orson Pratt Brown PAF File. 
52 William Nicol Fife and Diana Davis Fife (1837–1884) had 9 children. 
53 This is Phoebe Adelaide Brown (1855-1930), daughter of Captain James Brown and Phoebe Abbott.  
Orson’s sister, Cynthia Abigail Fife (1867-1943), daughter of his mother, Phoebe Abbott Brown, and 
William Nicol Fife, was born the next year, July 22, 1867. 
54 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 10-11. 
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had enough to buy the old pistol.  I guess from that day on, I was never without owning firearms; 
and not many years after that, I was always with them on my person. 
 
 
First Fight (circa 1873)55 
 
 Around this time, I had my first fight. 
 
 I was carrying a basket of eggs home.  There was a kind of a bully that used to run it over 
to me at school.  He met me on the way home.  This boy must have been two years older than I, 
and somewhat taller, also heavier.  He came up to me swaggering and boasting and took one of my 
eggs from the basket and threw it against the wall.  I saw red it made me so mad.  I put the egg 
basket down and went for him.  He was surprised.  He did not expect me to fight him.  But I was 
thoroughly angry, and went after him like a fury until he was against the same wall where he had 
broken my egg.  I hit him in the face until his head struck the wall and he fell on the ground, 
knocked out. 
 
 We used to play a game where one boy would kneel down and another boy stood behind, 
and the rest of us would push the boy behind over the one kneeling. There was a sickly boy not 
able to defend himself, and then they threw him over, he would hit the ground.  I went up to help 
him up.  One of the boys in the crowd called me a coward, and slapped my face, and I went to it.  
He was larger than I, and at the beginning of the fight, he got me down, but finally I wrenched one 
arm loose and twinced [twisted] it around his neck.  Then I reached for his ear and bit part of it 
off, and then I went for his face and gauged it.  I was plenty mad.  The others interfered and pulled 
me off. 
 
 
Searching for a Cow; Meeting a Giant Grizzly Bear (Age 12, 1875)56 
 
 It was my last year of schooling.  At the time, I was twelve years old.  We had a large de-
horned cow which disappeared one day, rather mysteriously.  And in hunting for her, I found out 
that she had been seen going off with a big herd of cattle, driven by a man named Fletcher 
Hammond, who was driving this cattle to his camp, about 25 miles east of Ogden, toward the 
south fork of the Ogden River.  The town of Huntsville was on the way from Ogden to the camp. 
 
 I reported all this to my stepfather. He got me a horse and saddle, and told me to go on 
out to the man’s camp and bring back our cow. 
 

Early, the next morning, I started for Huntsville.  I arrived at the home of Fletcher 
Hammond’s father who was Bishop of Huntsville, to check up and get any additional information.  

                                                 
55 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 11. 
56 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 12-14.   There is a handwritten note and line drawn down the left 
hand margin of the first three paragraphs in Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 12 b, that says:  “Esto no está 
en film,” which means “This is not in the film [motion picture?].”  It is believed that this statement: 1) refers 
to the addition of the back ground information about this experience, and 2) verifies the fact that the 
Recollections Transcript, 1941 was originally intended to be used for a “motion picture,” and other 
commercial publications, that are the subject of the May 2, 1940 Contract and Agreement made in El Paso, 
Texas, between Orson Pratt Brown, Connie Seggerman Diehl, and C. V. Rutledge.  This contract was never 
performed by Diehl and Rutledge and was, therefore, void and expired. 
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He advised me that the cattle were about fifteen miles to the east of Huntsville, off the road, and 
told me the easiest way to get there. 
 

I thanked him and started toward his son’s camp. I arrived at Fletcher Hammond’s camp at 
sun down, in a snowstorm, with a letter from his father.  He welcomed me and said that the cow 
had followed his herd and he was too far off to return her when he found her.  After hobbling my 
horse, I went into the tent with him.  We got supper and as it was bitter cold, we went to bed early.   
 

In the night, a little dog he had, began whining, and in the moonlight, through the opening 
of the tent [I saw a shadow].  It sent chills down my back.  I knew there was some kind of awful 
danger!  Fletcher whispered to me, “Boy, get on your boots.  I am afraid that that is old Web 
Foot.”  I had heard of Web Foot.  My heart began pounding.  Web Foot was a monster grizzly that 
had killed lots of cattle, and no one had been able to trap him.  He had already killed two men.  
Fletcher took an old muzzle loading rifle, and he handed me the same.  “We may have to fight for 
our lives,” he whispered tensely.  We sat on the bed without daring to breathe for about an hour.  
Finally, the little dog broke out from under the tent and ran the bear off.  We did not breathe fully 
‘til we were sure the dog had run him a little distance.  Then Fletcher said, “If it had not been for 
the little dog, the bear would have eaten us up.  He is a terribly ferocious bear.” 
 

Bears are all scared of dogs.  Nearly all animals are scared of dogs.  A vicious bear will run 
up a tree to get away from a dog.  A grizzly is about the only bear I know of who will not go up a 
tree for a dog, but he will run.  I have seen it happen time and again, Cinnamon and Black bear run 
up trees before the bark of a dog. 
 
 In the morning we went out and saw the track of the bear and it was the most monstrous 
track I have ever seen, at least fourteen inches long.  It had cleared up the next day and it was bitter 
cold, and here came the cow, at my call, with a big bag of milk, as she had been three days without 
milking.  I cut her out of the herd and milked her.  I drank some of the milk, and left what they 
wanted at the camp, and threw the rest away. 
 
 I started down the road with six inches of snow on the ground, arriving at Bishop 
Hammond’s home that night, about 15 miles distant from the camp.  I had to walk most of the 
way on foot because it was so cold that I could not stay on my horse. 
 
 The next morning, I left Bishop Hammond’s home and drove the cow on down home.  
This was my first real severe experience, and I was the hero at home for days afterward. 
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CHAPTER  4 
 
 
 
Moving to the Territory of Arizona (1880–1881) 
 
 
 
Overview:  Arizona History; The Territory of Arizona (1880’s-1900’s) 
 
 Editor’s Note:  In 1880-1881, when Orson Pratt Brown was 17, he made the 1,000 mile 
trek by wagon from northern Utah Territory to the southeastern part of the Arizona Territory.  He 
came with his Mother and stepfather, and stepbrothers.  He lived there for almost seven years, 
until 1887 when he was called by the Church to go as a missionary to northern Mexico to help 
establish the Mormon colonists there. 
 

Living in the Territory of Arizona, Orson experienced all of the Wild West conditions of 
the 1800’s.  He continued to participate in these conditions and experiences through the end of the 
19th and early 20th centuries as he lived out his life in northern Mexico and the American 
Southwest. 
 

In Arizona, Orson worked hard as a western pioneer and settler, helping to build adobe 
and wood homes for his family, as well as a small ranch for himself.  He was a freight driver 
hauling sawn timbers for use in the mines of Tombstone and Bisbee.  He worked as a cowboy and 
learned the ways of ranching.  He actively fought Apache Renegade Indians, and American and 
Mexican Outlaws.  Where lawmen were scarce, he helped other law-abiding neighbors as vigilantes 
bringing swift western justice to murdering outlaws.  He was “as fearless as the outlaws 
themselves.”  See “Bandits, Outlaws and Vigilantes” below.  Finally, he became active in the 
Church again, and decided to settle down in Thatcher, Arizona, and begin farming.  But that only 
lasted until the Church called him in 1887 to go as a missionary to help build the Mormon colonies 
in northern Mexico. 
 

To better understand Orson’s life and activities in the Southwestern territories of Arizona, 
New Mexico, southeastern Texas, and northern Mexico, one needs to know and understand the 
context of these tumultuous years.  The following brief synopsis of Arizona and Southwestern 
history provides a primer and reference for the many years he spent there. 
 

Arizona:  “The name ‘Arizona’ is derived from an Indian word, ‘Arizonac’, which described 
southern Arizona during the time of Spanish rule.  The word comes from the Tohono O’odham 
[Native American Indian] ‘ali’ and ‘shonak’, which translates as ‘place of the small spring.’”57  Spain 
ruled the land of Mexico (“New Spain”), including Arizona from the early 1500’s until 1821 when 
Mexico won its independence.  In 1848, as a result of the Mexican American War (1846–1848), the 
United States won most of the Arizona area from Mexico comprising everything north of the Gila 
River.  In 1853, as a result of the Gadsden Purchase between the United States and Mexico, the 
portion of territory south of the Gila River was added to the Arizona region.58   
 

                                                 
57 “Arizona is an Indian Word.”  The Arizona Republic, April 7, 2003, p. AIAIW2. 
58 “Arizona.”  The World Book Encyclopedia. 1984 ed. Vol. 1, pp. 654, 634–656. 
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Arizona and the Civil War:  “The Civil War (1861–1865) brought great political changes 
to Arizona.  In the 1850’s, the settlers had asked Congress to create an Arizona Territory, but their 
requests were ignored.  After the Confederacy was formed, many Arizona settlers wanted to join it 
because they had come from the South.  They chose a delegate to the Confederate Congress.  In 
1862, the Confederacy sent troops to occupy the New Mexico and Arizona areas.  Union forces 
defeated the Southerners.  ….  The Confederate activity led to action by the United States.”  In 
1863, the year Orson was born, Congress created the Arizona Territory.  Finally, on February 14, 
1912, the Arizona Territory was made the 48th state of the Union.59   
 

Arizona and Indian Wars (Orson experienced these):  From 1861 through 1900, fierce 
Apache Indians led by Cochise, Victorio, Mangas Coloradas, and Geronimo and others terrorized 
American and Mexican settlers, and other Indians, in Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Mexico.  
“Their raids increased in the 1860’s because the Civil War closed many frontier army posts.”  ….  
“Small bands of warriors made hundreds of raids on lonely ranches and outposts throughout the 
Southwest … even attack[ing] forts and towns.  The last raiding party under Geronimo finally 
surrendered on September 4, 1886, … but other groups continued to fight until 1900.”  ….  “The 
Apache disliked reservation life.  They determined to live as they had in the past, or die fighting.”60  
“Most frontier troops, stationed in about 100 posts throughout the West, agreed with the claim 
many westerners made that “the only good Indians are dead Indians.”61   
 

Arizona Mining and Ranching (Orson experienced these):  “In spite of almost 
constant Indian fighting, Arizona made great progress.  Gold and silver discoveries brought many 
miners to the territory.  As early as 1867, farmers in the Salt River Valley near present-day Phoenix 
[and Mesa] began irrigating their fields.  Ranching became a large-scale business during the 1870’s.  
The rich copper mines of Arizona became highly developed in the 1870’s and 1880’s.  The 
Southern Pacific Railroad entered Arizona from California on September 30, 1877.”62   
 

Bandits, Outlaws, and Vigilantes in Arizona, Mexico, New Mexico and Texas 
(Orson experienced all of these):  “‘Bandit’ is a robber who is usually one of a group of outlaws.  
The word comes from the [Spanish and] Italian “bandito,” which means outlaw.  Bandits have 
always been common in countries where government is weak.  ….  In Mexico during the early 
1900’s, Poncho Villa was sometimes called the champion of the people against the government.  
America’s most famous bandits lived in the West.  The typical bandit was born about 1850, lived 
only about 35 years, and rarely died a natural death.  Such a biography would fit Sam Bass, “Doc” 
Holiday, William Quantrill, or Jesse James [or the outlaws Orson knew in Southern Arizona and 
Southern New Mexico.]63  “Crime flourished in the mining camps and cow towns.  These isolated 
settlements often had great wealth in precious metals, and attracted many people who came only to 
cheat and steal.  ….  Drinking and gambling sometimes led to fighting and killing.  ….  Gold and 
silver also tempted bandits, who followed their shipments ….  They picked a deserted spot in 
which to attack a wagon or stagecoach [or train].  Criminals also included “claim jumpers,” who 
illegally took over mine claims that belonged to someone else.  “Confidence men” (swindlers) 
often sold worthless stocks.  Many dealt in “salted” mines, selling worthless holes after putting in 
small amounts of good ore.  Horses, cattle, and sheep also provided a temptation for lawbreakers.  
The animals roamed great areas, and could be moved under their own power.  Rustlers stole cattle 

                                                 
59 Ibid., p. 654. 
60 Ibid., p. 654, and “Indian Wars.” World Book, supra.  Vol. 10, p. 149. 
61 “Western Frontier Life.” World Book, supra. Vol. 21, p. 196a. 
62 “Arizona.” World Book, supra. Vol. 1, p. 654. 
63 “Bandit.”  World Book, supra.  Vol. 2, p. 56. 
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from the range, drove them to a “shebang” (hideout), and altered their brands.  …. Disturbances 
also arose from the constant feuding between cattle ranchers and the sheep owners and the 
farmers.  ….  The “desperadoes” (outlaws) usually worked together in gangs [like the Clanton’s, 
Earp’s and others Orson knew in Tombstone, Arizona area].  ….  Sooner or later most [outlaws] 
were shot or hanged.  ….   Law-abiding people lived in all parts of the frontier, and sooner or later 
they established order.  The West often found law officers as fearless as the outlaws themselves….  
[Their jurisdictions ranged over many miles in large regions] making it impossible to police all the 
territory.  In these situations . . .  the citizens themselves provided another answer to the problem 
of law enforcement.  They banded together in groups of “vigilantes” [from Latin meaning “to 
watch”] to capture and punish criminals . . . [dealing] out swift punishment.   Sometimes these 
groups killed innocent people in their haste, but most victims deserved the punishment they 
received.  ….  The ‘Wild West’ had little difficulty living up to its nickname.”64 
 
 
Family Moves to Arizona Territory in Three Wagons (1880-1881)65 
 
 Orson continues:  At seventeen, I was five feet six and a half inches tall, and weighed 
around 135 pounds, a strong-muled, stocky lad, with regular features, light brown hair, clear blue 
eyes, a large mouth and a square jaw. 
 
 It was about this time that my stepfather, William Fife, went to drinking, and my Mother, 
after talking it over with his first wife [Diana Davis Fife] and the rest of the family, decided to do 
something about it.  She thought it would be best to make a complete start in a distant country, 
away from his old haunts, where temptation would not be ever at hand, and she started planning 
our migration to the territory of Arizona. 
 
 Then in the month of October66 in 1880, we began our long trek [over 1,000 miles] from 
Utah, south into the [southern part of the] Arizona Territory.  There was [were] my stepfather, 
[William N. Fife,] and his two sons, Walter [Fife] and John [Fife], and my Mother, [Phoebe Abigail 
Abbott Brown Fife,] my own sister Cynthia [Abigail Fife]67, and myself who started on the trip for 
Arizona.68  We started out with three wagon teams pulled by two mules and one team of horses as 
we traveled down through the settlements of southern Utah. 

                                                 
64 “Western Frontier Life.”  World Book, supra.  Vol. 21, pp. 196–196a (1984), and “Vigilantes.”  World Book, 
supra.  Vol. Vol. 20, p. 294. 
65 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 1; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 1; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 
14-16. 
66 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 1 and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 14, say the month was October.  
Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 1, says it was November. 
67 This is Orson’s sister, Cynthia Abigail Fife (1867-1943), daughter of William Nicol Fife and Orson’s 
mother, Phoebe Abbott Brown, who was 13 years old in 1880.  It is not his sister Phoebe Adelaide Brown, 
daughter of Captain James Brown, who was born, married in 1877, who and had nine children in Ogden, 
Utah, all during the late 1800’s.  Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 14, says this person is Adelaide, but that 
is a mistake.  It is Cynthia Abigail Fife. 
68 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 1, names these six persons as coming on the trip.   Historical Transcript, 
1940, p. 1, only identifies “my Mother and stepfather” and Orson coming on this trip.  In Recollections 
Transcript, 1941, p. 14, it says that Aunt Diana Fife, the first wife of his stepfather, William Fife, and their 
daughter, Agnes, also came with them on this trip with his stepfather, his mother, and his sister Adelaide.  
This is apparently a mistake because in Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 9, Orson says that his Aunt Diana 
Fife with her daughter, Agnes, came to Arizona from Utah, and were there in September 1884 when Diana 
was murdered.  Orson’s sister, Phoebe Adelaide Brown did not come as explained in the preceding 
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 The best wagon, of course, was the one the women and my stepfather rode in, which was 
the kitchen with table and seats.  When they made camp, they had springs and the sides of the 
wagon spread out.  Our bedding consisted of home made mattresses and woolen quilts which my 
Mother and sister had made.  My job was to drive one of the teams, loaded with forage for the 
animals.  With my gun by my side and pistol and cartridge belt, how proud I was to feel the reins 
of the mules, as we started into the unknown, pioneering into new country infested with Indians 
and bad men.  My stepfather’s sons [Walter and John Fife] were driving the third wagon filled with 
some of our furnishings. 
 
 Our provisions consisted of such staples as flour, beans, potatoes, onions, dried fruit, and 
along the way we hunted for ducks and rabbit to supply meat for our rations.  Each wagon carried 
ten gallon barrels, but we always tried to make camp where we could water our stock. 
 
 
Searching for a Pair of Lost Mules (December 1880)69 
 
 We arrived at Johnson the most southern settlement in Utah, and on the fifteenth day of 
December we arrived at a point on top of the Buckskin Mountains right up on the divide and 
made camp there.  When I got up the next morning and went to look for the animals, I found that 
we had lost a pair of mules.  To add to our calamity, it had snowed about 6 inches in the night, and 
I could not follow the tracks which went on down the canyon twenty or thirty miles north of there. 
 

After hunting all day, the snow having obliterated the animal’s tracks, we were unable to 
find them.  Losing a pair of mules was a catastrophe for our little party, and we hunted thoroughly 
for several days for them, everywhere around the vicinity.  Finally we gave up.   
 

I put a quilt on one of my mule’s back, and thinking the [lost] mules had gone towards the 
little town of Johnson, I got on to [the] mule arriving there about 2 o’clock in the morning.  [I] 
nearly froze to death.  I tried to awaken some people, but as I was bashful.  I went and crawled 
into a hole in the haystack where the hogs were sleeping and waited till daylight.  Next morning I 
found that there was no sign of the mules there, but that there was a man with a bunch of horses 
coming from Montana and going to Arizona.  I arranged with him to let us take a pair of his horses 
for us to continue on our journey towards Arizona. 
 

We came down off the Buckskin Mountains and arrived at Lee’s Ferry70 on the big 
Colorado River [Arizona Territory] where a company of men with teams and equipment going to 
work on the Santa Fe Railroad, that was then being built there at Northern Arizona, told us that a 
man with the name of Johnson had found our mules and that they were then at a little town north 
east [west] of Lee’s Ferry about 60 miles called Paria. 
 

My step-father arranged with the man from Montana for a saddle and Pony. I started from 
Lee’s Ferry in a snow storm, and I crossed the [big Colorado] River to hunt the mules, and the 

                                                                                                                                                           
footnote.  In addition, Cynthia Abbott Fife (1839-1910), William’s third wife, apparently stayed in Ogden, 
Utah with her two children, and never went to Arizona. 
69 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 1-3; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 1-2; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, 
pp. 14-19.  In October 1880, the ages of these family members were:  Orson 17; his mother, Phoebe 49; his 
step-father, William 49; his aunt Diana 43; Diana’s daughter Agnes 11; his sister Cynthia 13; his step 
brothers William 23, and John 17.  Orson Pratt Brown PAF File. 
70 Lee’s Ferry was the only place to cross the Colorado River in this part of the Grand Canyon. 
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company moved south.  I went to the little town of Paria, [Utah Territory,] arriving there about 4 
o’clock the next day, wet and cold.  When I started, I expected to be gone two or three days.  I did 
not know that it would be about three weeks before I saw my people again.  It was my first real 
taste of pioneer life and following an unknown trail, alone.  As I lost sight of the wagons, I 
wondered when I would see my family again, but there was the thrill and pride of having 
volunteered to do this most difficult job, and even then, when I set out to do a job, I did it.  Then 
there was always that wonderful sense of the unknown, or adventure, of danger before me. 
 

At this time, this was an 
absolutely desert country, which I 
traversed in the snow.  I reached Paria 
[Utah Territory], the next day at noon in 
a heavy snow storm.  This was the place 
the people had said the mules had been 
seen by the Montana emigrants.  I went 
up to the Smithston home, leading 
citizens of the community, to get more 
information.  They fed me and I dried 
my clothes before their hospitable fire, 
as I was wet clear through.  Of course, 
they took care of my horse. 
 

From these kind people, I found 
out that our mules had been stolen by a 
man by the name of Johnson, and taken 
one hundred miles north [west] to a 
town by a name of Hildale.  Fed, and 
with dry clothes and a good night’s sleep 
behind me, also with a horse freshened 
by food and rest, they sent me on my 
way the next morning.   
 

I found the father of the man 
who had stolen the mules at Johnson.  
He was a farmer and his name was Joel 
Johnson.  I believe the little place where 
he lived was called after him.  I went up to him and asked him:  “How about a pair of mules that 
your son stole from us.”  He was a good man.  He never tried to lie out of his son’s guilt, but 
immediately wrote to him and asked him to send the mules back.  While I was waiting to hear 
news of my mules, Johnson’s son-in-law gave me a job carrying mail from Johnson half way to 
Paria, which paid for my room and board.  It was a full two weeks before an answer came.  I had 
begun to wonder, though I was busy carrying the mail.  Johnson received a letter from his son, in 
answer to his letter, that the son sent the mules with the mail carrier to a place called Kanab, [Utah 
Territory], which was 16 miles west of Johnson. 
 

I thanked them for the help they had rendered me, and started out for Kanab on the trail 
of the mules once more. The day I finally reached Kanab was Christmas day.  I saw the mules in a 
corral, on the outskirts of the town of Kanab. The people of Kanab were celebrating, by games 
and other amusements, in the center of the town.  I came in and went on up to the Sheriff’s home 
to try and get information as to our mules.  The Sheriff and his wife had a little place out in the 

Trail extension drawn by James B. Klein 
map courtesy  Our Town, Mesa, AZ, p. 16 
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country.  The mules were in the Sheriff’s corral.  I will never forget the relief and joy at finding 
them at the end of so many days. 
 

I got off my horse and went to the house, knocked on the door and a lady opened the door 
and asked me what I wanted.  I told her that I came for those mules in the Corral.  She said there 
was a $20.00 bill against them for feed.  When I heard this I wondered what I was going to do.  I 
had no money, and was figuring on how I would pay, and how long it would take me.  $20.00 was 
a sizeable amount for me!  I had absolutely nothing. 
 

Then she said, “Come in and sit down and I’ll call for my husband, who is the Sheriff.” 
Immediately she sent for him.  As I sat down she asked me who I was and where I came from, 
[and] she asked me where my Father and Mother were.  I told her that my Father was Captain 
James Brown and my Mother was Phoebe Abbott Brown.  Tears came out of her eyes and said, 
“Can it be true, possible?”  She came up and hugged and kissed me.  She told me, “Your father 
and mother saved my father and mother’s life and my husband’s father and mother’s life and their 
children, from starving to death.” 
 

And when her husband came, she called him by name, and she said, “See who is here,” 
pointing to me.  I stood up and she said, “This is Captain Brown and Phoebe’s boy, from Ogden, 
and he too embraced me and shed tears of joy, and said, “Your father and mother saved the lives 
of our fathers and mothers and our families when they were in dire need and starvation.”  The 
Sheriff was a medium-sized frontiersman, weighing 180 lbs., strong, healthy, around 45 and 50, a 
little gray, but a fine specimen of manhood. 
 

They had a big turkey Christmas dinner. We all sat down to dinner together, and there was 
a wonderful feeling of brotherliness between us, and it was almost like being back with my own 
people, and seeing my Mother and sister again.  It was only a few weeks since I had left them, but 
it seemed an awfully long time. When we had eaten dinner, he went out to the corral with me and 
caught one of the mules.  He helped me to put the saddle on him, for these mules had never been 
broke to ride, and the mule bucked and bucked around the corral and he said, “Young man do you 
think you can ride him?”  “Yes I can, I have to, this pony that I have is too weak to make the trip.”  
He held the mule while I got on to him, and when he turned him loose, he bucked around the 
corral a couple of times. 
 

His wife came out with a sack of 4 roast turkey cakes, bread and butter, and fine big lunch 
to last me for 2 or 3 days.  And when I told the Sheriff I didn’t have a dollar to pay on those 
mules, he said, “You don’t owe me anything, and when I catch that damn rascal who stole your 
mules, I’ll put him to jell [jail].”  I went on my way rejoicing, arriving at Johnson’s town about sun 
down. 
 

The next morning, it was snowing and sleeting, and about noon I arrived at a sheep camp, 
and the snow was falling very fast, and I was mighty glad to find the sheep camp. It snowed all of 
the afternoon and part of the night. The boys at the sheep camp invited me to stay, there being at 
least a foot of snow on the ground. They had a great big fire burning in front of the camp, and 
plenty of warm blankets; they fed me and my horse, and I slept right with them all night. The next 
morning, when we got up the mules, there was about two feet of snow on the ground.  I saddled 
the mule and started on my journey.  It had stopped snowing and cleared up and was awful cold.  
As I had no bedding, I pretty near froze to death.  I dug a hole in the side of the hill, but it was too 
cold, and there was no wood nor anything to get warmed with.  I pretty near froze to death.  
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As my Mother and her husband and family did not get word from me, they had traveled 
some two-hundred miles from Johnson south. 
 
 
Finding Family for New Year’s Dinner 1880; On to Fort Apache, Arizona71 
 

The next evening I arrived at Lee’s Ferry.   The next morning [I] ferried across the big 
Colorado River, and about twelve o’clock that day, at Limestone Tanks, I saw a wagon on a side of 
the road and a pair of mules grassing.  When I got there, I found out that it was my stepfather and 
his son Walter [Fife].  He was driving my team.  He was mighty proud of my successful return. 
 

  Well, we remained there that night, and the next morning we journeyed on to a place they 
call Willow Springs, where mother and sister Cynthia and John Fife were waiting our arrival.  My 
mother cried for joy at seeing me.  It was New Years day of 1881.  Mother had a fine New Year’s 
dinner.  She declared that morning before we came, that she saw me coming with the mules in a 
dream that night before, and said I would be there for New Year’s dinner.  She prepared that 
dinner and sure enough I arrived for New Year’s dinner at noon, fulfilling the dream of my 
Mother.  We had a time of rejoicing. 
 
 What a feeling of relief and safety, but above all of the sense of something well done, of a 
duty performed, when I came back with the mules!  My joy knew no bounds.  It was wonderful to 
tell them all, piece by piece, what adventures had befallen me.  It took a long time to tell all, and 
there was always some little bit I was remembering for days, around the campfire. 
 
 I will never forget that New Year’s dinner when I was just returned.  Mother was a 
wonderful provider, and for this special occasion she had cooked chicken, noodle soup, and pie.  It 
was a grand spread, but what was most important was the spirit of the thing upon my safe return 
with the mules.  I do not know when I have felt such satisfaction in accomplished work. 
 
 I have done harder and certainly more important and dangerous work, but there is nothing 
to equal the boyish pride and thrill of that New Year.  I had made good on my first big job on our 
migration!  I had commanded the respect of my people, especially my Mother and sister, who 
followed me with eyes filled with pride. 
 
 
Apache Dangers from Fort Apache to Pima, Arizona Territory (1881)72 
 

The next morning [January 2, 1881] we started on our journey southward, and after two or 
three days, we arrived at the new Colony of Sunset, Arizona, on the Little Colorado, where 
President Lot Smith had established the United Order, where all of the people of the colony sat 
down to long tables in a long hall and all ate together.  This was a new experience. 
 

We stayed there two or three days and President Lot Smith invited us to join them.  They 
treated us very nicely.  From there we traveled on south, up the Little Colorado, to the Mormon 
Colonies of H. Joseph Woodruff, Snowflake, and to Fort Apache.  There the Colonel in command 

                                                 
71 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 3; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 2; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 
19-20. 
72 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 3; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 2; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 20. 
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of the military Post, advised us that the notorious Indian Chief Victorio [or Victoriano]73, the Chief 
of the Warm Spring Apache braves, had broken from the San Carlos Reservation, and was again 
on the war path. Just the day before he had assaulted the Commander of Fort Thomas [who was] 
on his way to Fort Apache with a government ambulance, killing three soldiers and some of the 
mules of the ambulance.  We stayed at Camp74 [Fort] Apache two days. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 There was a mixture of fearful expectation of adventure and indignation of danger, and I 
wanted to do something about it while we were waiting at Fort Apache.  I wanted to meet the 
Chief himself and capture him, and bring him back for punishment.  We boys talked of him in the 
evening, and told all we knew, and all we had picked up about him during the day.   
 

This was the same Victoriano [Victorio] who succeeded Mangas Coloradas [Spanish for 
Red Sleeves], after Mangas Coloradas was murdered [in 1880].  In 1881 he lost his life in a raid 
against a Mexican town. He was succeeded by the much advertised Geronimo.  He was never 
really a renegade at heart, someone who knew him well said of him:  He went on the warpath 
because of misunderstandings and intrigues between the White Chiefs at San Carlos Reservation. 
 
 Well, we lay over for a couple of days camping outside of Camp [Fort] Apache, waiting for 
the excitement to die down, and then when we got word from the Military that it was safe to go 
on, we moved on.  My step-father, after we had a consultation, decided to proceed on south.  And 
after passing the south fork of the Salt River and climbing out of the canyon, starting down the 

                                                 
73 This Apache chief was Victorio.  Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 3, says, “Victoria,” which is likely a 
typographical error.  Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 2, and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 20, say 
“Victoriano,” which is a Spanish word meaning Victorian. 
74 Orson uses the words “Camp” and “Fort” interchangeably. 

maps courtesy:  M. Trimble, Arizona Highways Magazine
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dugway, we saw the ambulance that the Indians attacked and two dead mules that had rolled down 
the dugway along side of the mountains.  In the meanwhile, they had brought the soldiers in and 
buried them. The Indians had gone on to the east. 
 
 I was glad to be on our way again and to feel the responsibility of my team in my hands.  
We traveled on to the Gila River, crossing at Fort Thomas.  The water was two or three feet deep 
where we crossed.  We camped six or eight miles from Fort Thomas.  My stepfather and his sons 
liked this part of the country, and I believe would have gladly remained here if we had found work.  
However, we liked the country more and more.  There was plenty of water and it looked like it 
would make good farming by a little irrigating, and it was ideal for grazing.  There was no need to 
go much further.  We would stop at the first camp where we could find work, my stepfather 
decided. 
 

We were camped at Fort Thomas on the Gila River three of four days [after leaving Fort 
Apache].  It must have been about ten o’clock when John and I who were sitting up and talking 
around the fire, [about] the news of the day’s adventures, the likely camps where we would find 
work and settle down, and the folks had gone to bed, when we heard a lone horseman ride up.  
When he came into the jagged circle of the firelight we saw he was a cowboy, sandy-complexioned, 
about thirty years old. 
 

He said his name was Mort Moore, and he was following six head of horses which had 
been stolen.  We gave him to eat, fed his horse some, and that night, in about two hours after his 
arrival, he took off again.  I would like to have gone with him, to help him regain his horses and 
help out with the bandits! 
 
 
Traveling to the Chiricahua Mountains in Southern Arizona Territory (1881)75 
 

Next morning we started on our own trail again, and after traveling fifteen or twenty miles 
that day, we stopped at a little village, called Pima, Arizona, which is [was] a new Mormon 
settlement.  There were about thirty families living there, all farmers, just opening up the ground, 
working hard to wrest food from the land.  They visited us and invited us to join them, but while 
we were there we heard of some work, hauling lumber from Mosah Mill in the Chiricahua 
Mountains to Tombstone, Arizona.76 
 

We camped and rested and then continued on our way to a camp of Mormon freighters [at 
Oak Grove].  As we traveled on toward the Chiricahua Mountains we met Moore returning with 
the six stolen horses and with two animals belonging to the thieves.  He had found the thieves near 
the Mexican border, where he left the men, on the line.  We asked him how many men there were 
and how he had managed, and he told us there were two and both were well-known thieves.  

                                                 
75 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 3; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 2; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 
21-22. 
76 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 2.  “Tombstone … was the center of a rich silver-mining district in the late 
1800’s.  ….  Tombstone was founded in 1879.  By 1882, its population has grown to an estimated 5,500 
because of the silver-mining boom nearby.  Lawlessness was widespread in Tombstone, and the famous 
gunfight at the O. K. Corral took place in 1881.  In 1883, underground water flooded the mine shafts.  
Mining activities slowed, and practically ended by 1893.”  “Tombstone.” The World Book Encyclopedia. 1984 
ed. Vol. 19, pp. 254–255. 
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Everybody was thrilled that he had succeeded, and that the thieves had gotten their just desserts.  
There were two less bad men in the country. 
 
 
Building a Small Ranch in the Chiricahua Mountains (1881)77 
 

In the month of January of the year of 1881, we arrived at a point called Oak Grove,78 a 
beautiful Oak Grove in the southwestern part of the Chiricahua Mountains with two or three 
springs of clear, cool water coming from the top of the mountains. 

 
We found a few Mormon families at Oak Grove at the foot of the mountains that were 

hauling lumber to Tombstone.  We made our camp there, and found work at a logging camp 
nearby, and began to freight lumber to the big mining camp of Tombstone. I used to haul lumber 
from the [Downing] sawmill to Tombstone, and then in the evening, when I got home, I helped 
my Mother and sister.  There was plenty to do all of the time.  Walter [Fife], my stepfather’s son, 
got a job as a cowboy. 

 
We called the place Fife Springs, and it bears this name today.  We knew this was the place 

where we would settle in.  As we put up a temporary camp, I felt the appeal of the wilderness and 
roughness of the country, and the shelter of the Oak Grove.  I knew there was much to do there, 
and the thrill of doing something which had to be done right now came over me. 
 
 Almost immediately we men folk began building a frame house on one side of the “arroyo” 
[stream or brook].  We made a foundation of mud and rocks, and chopped pine for the cabin.  In 
two or three days we had put up a three-room house.  I will never forget the finish of that little 
temporary home of frame, and our first meal there, and the first night under a roof of our own, 
after camping through unknown country for almost a half year. 
 
 Later, we built a six-room adobe house, and got Mexicans from around there to make the 
adobe. To make good adobes, if the ground is good for crops, it is good for adobes.  But there 
must not be too much clay or gravel mixed in with the mud, but a little straw, and they should be 
set out in the sun to bake from two to three weeks. 
 
 79The Mexicans used the cactus for everything.  They made candy.  The “nopalitos”80 are 
used as a vegetable.  The honey of the plant they drank, fresh and sweet.  Often they let it ferment, 
and in some parts of Mexico it is almost the only drink they ever know. 
 

After we had been there for a little while, we acquired a few cows, some pigs and chickens. 

                                                 
77 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 21-23; Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 3; and Historical Transcript, 1940, 
p. 2. 
78 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 21 says, Oak Grove, and Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 3 says, Oak Creek. 
79 In the Recollections Transcript, 1941, this is the beginning of page 24, which begins the writing for that 
manuscript that is more the way Orson spoke according to his oldest son, Silvestre Gustavo Brown 
(Gabaldón).  A separate sheet separates page 23 from 24, on which is written by Silvestre Gustavo Brown 
(Gabaldón):  “Historia O. P. Brown – pag[e] 24 a pag[e] 243.”  Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    
), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002. 
80 “Nopalito” is a Spanish word meaning “boiled tender prickly pear [cactus] leaf.”  de Gamez, Tana.  Simon 
and Schuster’s Concise International Dictionary – English/Spanish, Spanish/English.  New York: Simon, 1975, p. 
1166. 
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CHAPTER  5 
 
 
 
Facing Outlaws and Apaches in Arizona (1881-1883) 
 
 
 
Working at Major Jack Downing’s Sawmill (1881+)81 
 

When I began to freight lumber from the sawmill and logging camp, I was what you would 
call a bull-puncher ox-driver who drove eight yoke of cattle and two wagons, hauling lumber from 
the Chiricahua Mountains to Tombstone, Arizona. 
 

The sawmill and logging equipment belonged to a man by the name of Major Jack 
Downing, who had been a Major in the Confederate Army.  He was a very fine specimen of 
manhood standing 6 feet tall, weighing about 200 pounds, wearing a gray mustache and goatee; a 
fine looking southern gentleman.  He had come out to Arizona from California.  He brought with 
him about a hundred fine cattle and had them in the Pinery Canyon, where his sawmill was then 
located.  He had a California Mexican man living at his ranch, looking after his cattle.  

 
After hauling lumber for a few months, I went up into the canyon and went to work at the 

logging camp.  I was 17 years old. I worked for Sam Morrison who had taken the logging contract 
from Major Downing, and Morrison later had a partner named Ed Elwood.  The work I had was 
herding the work oxen, taking them upon the side of the mountain, and getting up early in the 
morning and bringing them down to the camp in time to go to work. 
 
 
Outlaws Rattlesnake Jack Wilson and Jack McLaughlin Come to Fife Ranch 
(1881)82 

 
We had been there about a month when one evening two rough looking strangers came 

into the camp and introduced themselves as Jack Wilson83 and Jake McLaughlin.84  They were 

                                                 
81 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 24; Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 4-5; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 
2.  Beginning with Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 24, the language written in this source appears to be 
more like the way Orson spoke according to his son, Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón).  Brown, 
Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002. 
82 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 24-26; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 10.   Orson gives an enlightening 
introduction to this account in Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 10:  “Going back to the year 1881, I desire to 
relate some incidents that happened to show the conditions that existed in that section of the country.  
There was [were] a number of men whose names were:  Old Man Ike Clanton, and his son Ike; Billy and 
Jim, the two McDaniels brothers, Big [Face] Jeff Lewis and Rattle Snake Jack Wilson.  They attacked a 
Mexican caravan from Basaricia [Bacerac] and Bavaspia [Bavispe], Sonora; mortally wounding the head of 
the caravan and killing the two mules that were loaded with Mexican silver dollars.  These Mexicans were on 
their way to Las Cruces, New Mexico to purchase merchandise.” 
83 This is “Rattlesnake” Jack Wilson. 
84 There is some confusion here of whether this is Jake McLaughlin, mentioned in Recollections Transcript, 
1941, p. 24, or Big Head [Face] Jeff Lewis, mentioned in Historical Transcript, 1940, p.10.  Reading all 
sources, it appears to be Jack McLaughlin. 
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tough-looking characters.  Rigged out like bandits with the Mexican sombrero, colorful fine 
“Mascadas” [silk neckties, or silk kerchiefs], expensive shirts, and skin colored trousers, and the 
best boots money could buy, armed to the teeth with two cartridge belts and two pistols, 
swaggering and boastful. 

 
We were sitting around the kitchen fire talking when they rode up.  They asked for 

something to eat for their horses and for themselves, and if they might stay for the night.  Of 
course, it was a custom of the land, and we were glad to provide for them, and even if we had not 
been, we lived in the very heart of bandit strongholds. 

 
After a bit my stepfather asked Jack Wilson where he was from and he replied that he was 

from Ogden.  The minute they stepped inside our door, I knew they were bad men.  And of 
course, I was very curious, for they fitted into the roughness of the country.  That night when they 
had retired to their camp, my stepfather told us he had known Jack Wilson around his old haunts 
in Ogden.  He told us the following:  He was born and raised a Mormon boy at Wilson’s Lane just 
west of Ogden City. His people were Mormons.  He is a bad character.  He was known as a tough 
kid back there.  
  

My stepfather’s words sounded like a warning to our young ears.  We were horrified and at 
the same [time] excited at the nearness of such bad men.  The next morning I was up, and as usual, 
at daylight, I went to get their horses, whom I had hobbled the night before. 
 
 Jack Wilson came after me and said:  “Kid, I am going down to the border.  Would you 
like to go with us?  We are going up to make a raid on a Mexican ranch.  We may have to kill a few 
greasers, but we expect to bring a herd of cattle and we got them sold to Sanderson and Lyle at 
Soldiersholes, in Sulphur Spring Valley, Arizona.”  Sanderson and Lyle were merchants and 
cattlemen who bought anything from anybody cheap. 
 
 Something within me contracted and gave me warning, and I felt only an awful repulsion 
toward that human being who was nothing but a bandit and was trying to get me to be one too.  
Sure of myself, I said that is not my game.85  He left me alone after that.  They started out for 
Tombstone but returned by way of our camp in a few days, loaded with cartridges, ready to make 
the raid.  They went on to Galeyville86 where their other companions were waiting for them:  Old 
Man Ike Clanton, and his son Ike; Billy and Jim, the two McDaniels brothers, and Big Face Jeff 
Lewis.87 
 

In about three weeks Jack Wilson returned alone with his saddle bag and pockets filled 
with Mexican silver pesos.  The Mexican silver peso was worth as much as the dollar is today.  He 
came in about sunset, and after he had fed and watered his horse and eaten something that my 
Mother cooked for him, he told us what had happened. 
 

                                                 
85 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 10, Orson says, “I replied that it was only a matter of time till they 
would find its [their “game’s”] termination, and their extermination, but they only laughed.” 
86 Galeyville was a notorious outlaw mining camp in the Chiricahua Mountains.  Orson says of it:  
“Galeyville was a bandit stronghold where the miners also did a little stealing and rustling when they were 
not doing silver [mining].”  Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 36. 
87 Historical Transcript, 1940 at p. 3, says, Big Face Jeff Lewis, and at p. 10, it says, Big Head Jeff Lewis; 
Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 25, says Big Handed Jeff Lewis. 
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 They did not get to the ranch in Mexico.  At Animas Valley, east of San Simon Valley, on 
the border of Arizona and Mexico, they met a Mexican caravan from Bavispe and Bacerac, Sonora, 
Mexico, on their way to Las Cruces, New Mexico to purchase merchandise, and killed the leader 
and two mules.  He had [a] thousand peso bills in his “portamoneda” [change purse, or 
pocketbook] and in his “aparejos” [riding gear or equipment] of the mules, four to five thousand 
pesos in silver.  They did not get any more loot, as there was another bunch of Mexicans from 
Bacerac, Sonora, Mexico, right behind them and the Mexicans took to the hills to defend 
themselves.  The bandits fled. 
 
 We all felt a deep repulsion toward this boastful swaggering fool, but he was tired and 
hungry and unwritten law of hospitality of the whole land was for all, good and evil. 
 
 Jack Wilson called himself Rattlesnake Jack, and he certainly gave me the feeling of a 
poisonous rattler.  He had two rows of rattlers sewn onto his hat band.  He was a big mouth, bad 
man.  My mother tried very hard to get him to stop his mode of living but all in vain, for only a 
few days later, instead of going back to Gayleville [Galeyville], Arizona with his other friends on 
the other side of the Chiricahua Mountains, he went on to Clifton, Arizona.88 [There he] had been 
drinking and carousing all night, and as he rode out of town towards Duncan he met a Chinaman 
with a load of vegetables taking it into Clifton.  He shot the Chinaman, got into the wagon, tying 
his horse behind, and began to peddle vegetables.  He raised the Chinaman’s head up every once in 
a while and laughed. 
 

When the Sheriff was notified and went to arrest him, Jack reached for his pistol but the 
Sheriff shot him all to pieces with a double-barreled shot gun.  Thus ending Rattlesnake Jack, 
another incident of swift justice and retribution.89  
 
 
End of Rattlesnake Jack’s Companions:  The McLaughlin’s, Clanton’s, and 
Lewis90 
 

A little later, Rattlesnake Jack’s companions, John [Jack] McLaughlin and his two sons, 
John and Jim, Old Man Ike Clanton, his son Billy, the two McDaniels brothers, Big Head [Face] 
Jeff Lewis and James Clanton made a raid on the Carretas Ranch, which belonged to the Samanies 
family of Bavispe, Sonora, Mexico.  
 
 This was an old Spanish family which was not only renowned for its wealth, but for their 
moral qualities and talents.  There were famous physicians, educated in Paris, France, talented 
musicians, singers, nuns, priests, and it was from this fine family that a well renouned [renowned] 
movie star sprung [sprang].  The raiders killed one or two “vaqueros” [cowboys] at the ranch and 
rounded up the cattle and drove off about five or six hundred head together with saddle horses.  
One of the men from the ranch had left the day before and coming back from Bavispe, saw his 

                                                 
88 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 26, Orson says, Morenci, Arizona.  Clifton and Morenci are 2 or 3 
miles apart, and are northeast of Pima, Arizona. 
89 Throughout his autobiography, Orson periodically uses the phrase “swift justice and retribution,” or 
similar phrases referencing the West’s law of justice and retribution.  In his day, the late 1800’s, the “Law of 
the West” included the accepted notion of both “swift justice” and “retribution” for those who committed 
serious crimes.  See “Western Frontier Life.”  World Book, supra.  Vol. 21, pp. 196– 96a; “Bandit.”  World 
Book, supra.  Vol. 2., p. 56; and “Vigilante.”  World Book, supra.  Vol. 20, p. 294. 
90 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 26-28; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 10-11. 
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two companions killed and immediately rode back to Bavispe and Bacerac, and raised the alarm.  
They got together fifty men and followed the bandits until they crossed the American side, at a 
place known as Cloverdale, between San Simon Valley and Animas Valley. 
 
 The bandits, having driven the cattle night and day, when they got across the U.S. line they 
lay down and slept, thinking they were safe. 
 
 The Captain of these fifty men, Ignacio Davila, came upon the bandits asleep, and shot all 
six of them.  He thought he had killed them all, but he and his men killed the McLaughlin’s and 
old man Clanton.  Bill Clanton and Big Head Jeff Lewis were only severely wounded.  But they 
pretended that they were dead when they were being examined by the Mexicans.  Jeff dragged 
himself fifteen miles to the first ranch to get help.   
 

Later on, Billy Clanton was killed in Tombstone while Lewis was killed by his own 
companion; thus ending another incident of swift justice and the law of retribution being satisfied. 
 
 After their work of vengeance, the Mexicans drove the cattle and horses back to Carretas, 
taking with them arms, saddles, and the horses of the bandits. 
 
 On this occasion, forty-seven outlaws gathered at Soldiersholes, Sulphur Spring Valley, to 
go down and avenge the death of their companions.  They rode into the state of Chihuahua, across 
the border, but when they got down there, they found a Mexican behind every tree and rock and 
they concluded it was healthier to return. 
 
 Years later, I was buying cattle in Sonora, and employed Captain Ignacio Davila in [as] one 
of my  “caporales” [persons in charge of herds of cattle], and he told me the rest of the story.  He 
said that when he came upon the sleeping bandits, he searched them and found the 
“portamoneda” of the boy from Bavispe that the bandits had killed, and by this time he knew 
without doubt that these were the murderers from Carretas.  Davila was a fine fellow and a straight 
shooter. 
 
 
Challenging Web Foot Smith to a Gunfight (1881)91 
 
 When I was eighteen years old [1881], I had gone to work for the Sam Morrison and [Ed 
Elwood] who had [an] all wood lodging camp.  Web Foot Smith, a well known prospector in those 
parts, wandered through the camp with his little Jenny.  His Jenny, or commonly called in Spanish 
a “burra” [a female burro], was a very intelligent creature, completely devoted to him.  He said she 
used to bray whenever she wanted to give him warning of danger, and took care of him, just like a 
watchdog.   
 

I had never seen him before, but the rest of the cowboys seemed to know him.  He was a 
powerfully built man, about 5 feet 6 inches high, broad shoulders, and long hands and feet.  He 
had a heavy head of black hair, black beard, rather shaggy eyebrows, and a little biddy black eyes, 
rather a furious looking man, weighing about 175 pounds.  He said he wore number twelve shoes.  
He must have been about forty-five years old. 

 

                                                 
91 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 3-4; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 29-32. 
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 He was a regular mountaineer, hunter, and hermit and used to supply the camp with dried 
and fresh meat to trade for flour, beans, coffee and sugar. 
 
 On his second trip to camp, while I was there, he began to do some bragging. I had taken 
the work cattle up on a side of the mountain and had come back to camp for my supper.  This 
man by some means knew that I was a Mormon boy, and he began talking about the Mormons, 
saying that he was from Missoura [Missouri]; and that the Mormons were very wicked people, a 
bunch of thieves and murders, and needed to be driven out of Missouri, and that his people had 
helped drive the Mormons out of that state. He cited the master of the Mountain Meadow Masicry 
[massacre], and said that Brigham Young and the rest of the Mormons in Utah were all a bunch of 
murdering thieves, and that those up in Utah should be exterminated. 
 
 I listened, getting madder and madder at what he was saying.  I don’t know what I would 
have done if Sam Morrison,92 the boss, had not interrupted and turned to me and said, “What 
about it kid?” And I said to him, “I don’t know who this man is, but he is a damn lying s__ of a 
b____!” 
 

Smith jumped up and so did I, on the opposite side of the table, and he looked at me with 
those beady eyes and said, “I don’t take that from any man.  No man can call me that, and live!” 
And I said to him, “You’ll take that from me and swallow it!” And he said, “I will whip the earth 
with you!”  I came back, “I will fight with any arms on any terms you want!”  
 
 There was no getting away from it.  We agreed to fight with pistols.  So the next morning, 
after breakfast, the men all went out of the cabin, and were standing on both sides in little formal 
groups, and he said to the boss of the camp, as I walked out of the cabin and approached the men, 
“I don’t like to murder a damn kid.”  I said, “My being a kid doesn’t help you any.” Then, he came 
out of one of those groups and said, “What’s your distance?” 
 

With my hand on my pistol, I walked right over to within one step of him, taking off my 
red handkerchief from my neck, and holding to one end of it, I threw him the other end, and said, 
“Take it you s__ of a b___.  That is my distance.” 

 
He also had his hand on his pistol.  Instead of taking hold of the handkerchief, he went 

pale, took his hand off from his pistol, and raised his hands and said, “My G__, I don’t want to kill 
a kid in cold blood.”   And then I said, “Then swallow what you told me last night,” and he said, 
“Well I guess I was mistaken, I beg your pardon.”   

 
Then I let go and told him what I thought of him, and he took back what he said the night 

before.  He was in the wrong, and he knew it.  When they saw that he did not have the guts to 
make good his threat, the cowboys shouted and laughed out loud, Sam Morrison, Elwood, 
Denton, Bill and the others. 
 

                                                 
92 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 5, Orson identifies this person, Sam Morrison, as Sam Ellsworth.  In 
Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 3, Orson says that around this time he was working for Ed Elwood.  It 
appears that Elwood became a partner with Sam Morrison in the lumber freighting business.  So at some 
time, Orson would have been working for both Morrison and Elwood.  We do not know where the name 
of Samuel Ellsworth comes from, unless who ever was typing the transcript mixed up Sam Morrison’s first 
name with Ed Elwood’s last name, which is similar to Ellsworth. 
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 A little later he came up to where I was working and wanted to make friends, and we 
shook hands, and really became quite friendly.  But I never trusted him, and no wonder, after what 
he had said that his people had done to mine. 
 
 Two or three months later, on another trip, he came to camp and the first thing he did, was 
to ask for me.  I asked him what he wanted.  He said, “I am in serious trouble.”  I could tell it was 
real trouble.  “What kind of trouble?”  He had his camp located between our logging camp and 
Fort Bowie in the Chiricahua Mountains. 

 
He said he was chopping some wood for fire wood when his Jenny had warned him that 

there was someone near at hand.  He looked up from his work and sure enough, there was an 
Indian with a gun in his hands about 50 yards from him coming over the little hill.  He picked up 
his rifle and shot at him.  Another Indian was right behind him, and he shot at him.  Then he shot 
at a third Indian, thinking that they were Renegade Indians. 
 
 But when he went up to examine them, he found that he had killed them and that they 
were Apache scouts for the U. S. Army, and not hostile or Renegade Indians.  He dragged them 
into a small “arroyo” [stream or dry wash] covered them up, hiding their guns and ammunitions. 
 

Then [he] asked me if I wouldn’t go with him. He said, “You know all good Indians are 
dead ones.”  I said to him, “You better get out of this section of the country, because if you don’t, 
they’ll get you for sure.  Indians never forget.”  He, with his Jenny, started, saying he was going 
down to the south end of the Chiricahua Mountains.  I told him, “You better leave the country all 
together or they would sure get you.” 
 

A couple of days later, there came a Lieutenant and five soldiers and 10 Indian scouts.  
They had found the 3 Indian scouts, and had trailed Smith to our camp.  At the time I was not in 
camp when they came, but the cowboys told me that the scouts were following his track, and they 
kept following the track to the southwest. And about a month later some prospectors found 
Smith’s Jenny, and it was a forgone conclusion that they had found and killed Smith, because he 
was never heard of afterwards.  

 
 
Catching and Hanging Buckskin Joe Goss (1881)93 
 

In July of [1881], it must have been the greatest rainy season in at least sixty years in the 
territory of Arizona.  At this time, I was working for Sam Morrison who had taken the logging 
contract from Major Downing.  After working for Morrison for about three months, I had lost 
two of the oxen. 
 
 Two murdering bandits by the names of Buckskin Joe Goss and Dave Estes, from 
Galeyville, went up into Pinery Canyon.  There Major Downing had about one hundred head of 
fine cattle that he had brought from California under a Californian Mexican, a man of confidence, 
living at his ranch [and] looking after his cattle.   While Major Downing was absent on a trip to 
California, [these two bandits] went to the ranch and murdered the Mexican man chopping off his 
head with an ax, and drove the cattle off.   
 
                                                 
93 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 4-6; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 2-4; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, 
pp. 33-41. 
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 By and by some Mexicans came along and saw the murdered man.  Major Downing was in 
California at the time, and he came home and found that had happened.  He sent a couple of men 
to investigate where his cattle had gone.  He found that they had been sold to some people in the 
Animas Valley, New Mexico by two men, one of [by] the name of Buckskin Joe Goss and the 
other by the name of Dave Estes, as the country was over run by outlaws and murderers, and there 
being no legal protection in the country. 
 
 Shortly after this murder, another cowboy came into the lodging camp of Major Downing.  
This was all together a different type of man.  He name was Ed Elwood.  He was short, heavy set, 
with clear blue eyes and an honest face.  He came from Nevada. 
 
 He said he had been accosted by three men in San Simon Valley, while he was eating his 
lunch.  The three men, as he described them, were Dave Estes, Buckskin Joe Goss, and Jeff Lewis 
– Big Face Jeff Lewis.  He had given them something to eat, and when they had eaten they had 
held him up and taken his saddle horse, his pack animals, his pistol and rifle, and his money and 
tobacco, kicked him, and drove him out of his own camp a foot.   
 

Elwood walked into our camp, tired out, and we gave him something to eat.  After a while 
he took work with Sam Morrison94, and then became his partner. 
 
 In time Elwood told us the rest of the story.  He said that in a little town called Pioche, 
Nevada, north of Saint George, Utah, he had a pardner by the name of Anderson [Petersen?]95 
who was a Mormon.  Anderson stayed on the ranch, and he worked in the mines to supply the 
necessary means to keep the ranch going.  But while Anderson was looking after stock, an outlaw 
and bandit by the name of Ben Tasker shot him down in cold blood, in the presence of his wife.  
Petersen had only been defending his own interests.  The outlaw had left the country and Elwood 
had been following Tasker’s trail when he was held up by these bandits and robbed.   

  
 This killer [Ben Tasker] had passed through our camp some weeks back, and he was riding 
the horses stolen from the man he had killed.  I remember it was a Buckskin horse.  If we had 
known of this latter murder and that Elwood would be along, looking, we might have acted 
differently, at least tried to find out where he was going. 
 
 A few months afterwards, Elwood and Morrison went into Tombstone after provisions.  
The roads were very bad because of rains, and they had suspended logging operations.  Buckskin 
Joe Goss, knowing they were away, came into camp and stayed the night.  There were a number of 
men besides myself, but I was looking after the camp while they were away. 
 

                                                 
94 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 5, Orson identifies this person, Sam Morrison, as Sam Ellsworth.  In 
Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 3, Orson says that around this time he was working for Ed Elwood.  It 
appears that Elwood became a partner with Sam Morrison in the lumber freighting business.  So at some 
time, Orson would have been working for both Morrison and Elwood.  We do not know where the name 
of Samuel Ellsworth comes from, unless who ever was typing the transcript mixed up Sam Morrison’s first 
name with Ed Elwood’s last name, which is similar to Ellsworth. 
95 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 34, 61-62, Orson says that Elwood’s partner was named 
“Anderson,” while in Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 3, Orson says he was named “Petersen.”  This may be 
an error in understanding by the transcriptionist since “Anderson” and “Petersen” might be misunderstood.  
At this time we do not know which surname is the correct one. 
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 He rode up all dressed up.  He was a man about five feet eight or nine inches, weighing 
one hundred and eighty lbs. [pounds.]  He was dark skin[ed] with dark eyes, heavy eyebrows, 
mustache and a large mouth.  He wore a buckskin coat, buckskin leggings with high heeled boots 
over [the] leggings above the knee.  He was armed to the teeth, as the saying is, carrying two pistols 
and a Winchester rifle, with a couple of belts of cartridges, bowie knife, and buckskin gloves with 
fringe. 
 

I would have known he was a pretty bad one, just through his appearance even if I had not 
learned quite a little of his history by this time.  And I listened to what he had to say in silence. 

 
Joe was from a prominent family down in Louisiana of plantation owners.  He had studied 

law, and had started out with a law practice in southeastern Texas in the beginning of his career.  
He was trying a case down there in a little town, defending a bandit, when the prosecuting attorney 
made some sarcastic remark about his defense, and Buckskin Joe slapped his face.   

 
The judge called his hand and told him he either conduct himself or get out.  Buckskin Joe 

lost his head and killed both the judge and the prosecuting attorney on the spot. This threw the 
courtroom into a tumult.  Everybody made way for him.  But the Deputy Sheriff tried to lay hands 
on him and he killed him on his way out.  He got up on his horse and left, and this was the 
beginning of his becoming an outlaw.  I had also heard the story of his hold-up of Colonel Cage. 

 
A few months previous he and Dave Estes had accosted Colonel Cage and his wife, riding 

along, near the Grand Central Mine, outside of Tombstone.  Colonel Cage was superintendent of 
Grand Central Mine at Tombstone.  They were riding a beautiful pair of saddle horses.  He had 
sent to Kentucky for them. 

 
Dave Estes and Goss took them off their horses and told them to get them three hundred 

dollars and to make no complaints to any officer of the law, or he would never see his horses 
again.  Too, they threatened to come back and kill him if he made complaints of the hold-up.  
Both the Colonel and his wife were forced to walk back to Tombstone.  They took the horses to 
Sulphur Spring Valley, where they had their stronghold and their cabins and ranches of stolen 
cattle.  Colonel Gage sent the money and got his horses back within three days.  Goss bragged 
about his valor, and said, “I may die with my boots on, but I will never surrender two or three days 
later.”  He said he would never surrender to any officer. 

 
The next morning when Buckskin got ready to leave, I told him I had lost two work oxen, 

one with a bell on, and I asked him if he had seen them.  I strongly suspected him of having taken 
them, and I wanted to hear what he had to say.  He laughed with an oath and said he had driven 
them over to Galeyville, and butchered them and sold them to the miners there.  Galeyville was a 
bandit stronghold where the miners also did a little stealing and rustling when they were not doing 
silver [mining].  It made my blood boil to hear him bost [boast] of his stealing from honest, hard 
working folk, and I knew in my heart that he wouldn’t always be riding so high! 

 
In a few days Elwood and Morrison came back, and I told them of Goss’ insolent visit.  

Elwood went hot under the collar, and exclaimed: “That s__ of a b____!  He held me up at San 
Simon Valley!”  We three went over to the sawmill and talked with Major Jack Downing.  Elwood 
repeated that Goss was the man that held him up in the San Simon Valley and took his outfit from 
him and set him a foot.  Major Downing said, “He is one of the men who murdered my cow 
hunter, and stole my cattle.”  Elwood said, “Now is my time.  I shall not sleep till I get Buckskin 
Joe.  I shall not rest till I get Ben Tasker.”  Major Downing said, “If you see that murdering 
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Buckskin Joe, let me know, and we will hang the bandit and murderer!”  And I was instructed to 
look out for Buckskin Joe and advise them when he would be coming that way, and they would 
take care of him.  

 
I made it my job to be on the lookout for Buckskin Joe, and for the next few days I 

watched for his return.  I was proud to be picked out for the job, and then, too, there was the thrill 
of going in search of a murderer and outlaw, and the danger of the whole adventure appealed to 
my hot blood.   

 
A few days later I was riding on the top of the mountain peak of the Chiricahuas, a few 

miles from camp, when I saw a lone horseman coming up the trail, about two or three miles away.  
I put my long spyglass on him, and to my great surprise, I saw that it was Buckskin Joe.  I rode my 
mule back to camp as she had never been ridden before until I found Morrison and Elwood, and I 
told them I had just seen Buckskin Joe. 

 
They told me to go back to the canyon and ride Buckskin Joe to the ranch house.  They 

said, “Buckskin Joe will not come this way.  We will meet you at the ranch house, over at Pinery 
Canyon, where he murdered Downing’s Mexican cowboy.”  Downing’s ranch house was ten miles 
away. 

 
I rode back to the canyon where I had first seen Buckskin Joe, thinking a little of how I 

was to get him to the ranch house, but all the time inside filled with courage, confidence and that I 
would get him to the place.  There was never a doubt that I could get him down there.  I was just a 
good a man as he was; besides I had the right on my side.  I would do it or die, was the way I felt 
about it. 

 
It was about the middle of the morning.  I followed the trail and up another canyon where 

I knew he would be coming.  Sure enough, shortly he was along, just as I had expected.  I caught 
up with him a few miles from the place where I had put my spyglasses on him.  I felt that 
outwardly I was calm but inside I was full of excitement and determination.96 

 
When I was within talking distance he asked me, “Have you seen a bay horse with a star on 

his forehead, hobbled?” Quietly I answered, “Yes, he is right down below!”  We found the horse 
about a mile distance and we put a rope on the horse’s neck, and led him along.  All the time I was 
thinking, we are coming along alright [all right], not hurrying, but just the same making toward the 
ranch house, as sure as fate. 

 
After a while of pulling the horse along, he said, “A fine big, strong fellow like you should 

not be riding a mule.  Let me sell you this horse.  I will sell him to you cheap, for sixty dollars.  Just 
do not show him in the streets of Tombstone too much, for he is sort of a sensation.”  “No,” I 
told him, “I didn’t want a horse. A mule was better for the mountains.”  I knew it was a stolen 
horse.    

 

                                                 
96 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 3, Orson says, “So I rode back to the other canyon and sure enough, Joe 
came up while my mule was drinking water.  He said, ‘You must have been in a terrible hurry.  Did you get 
scared of somebody?’  And I told him no.  I was just trying out my mule to see how fast he could run.  So 
we rode down the canyon together and he asked me if I had seen a hobbled horse and I said I had, and 
where I had seen him.  So we went out and found the horse and unhobbled him and put a rope on his neck 
and we rode along together talking.” 
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Then he went on:  “You haul lumber for Major Downing’s outfit.  Let me sell you a four 
mule team.”  When I asked him where they were, he said they were over to a mining camp, but he 
would get them for me and protect me; that I could pay him $200 dollars down and $200 in three 
months.  I finally said, serious, “No, I didn’t care to make any business of that kind.”  He said, on 
the defensive, “Dick Roberts buys from me.”  I said, “I know, but there is always an end to those 
kind of things.”  Dick Roberts ended by leaving the country, broke. And we rode along down the 
canyon. 

 
As we rode on down the canyon, just before arriving at the Major Downing Ranch,  we 

met a couple of miners on their way to work at Tip Top, a mining camp three miles up Pinery 
Canyon. One of them knew me; he asked the time of day, and they went on.  After we had passed 
them, Joe broke out, “I know one of them.” 
 

He knew Major Downing was laying [searching] for him.  He said, “When I see Major 
Downing, I am going to murder the s__ of a b____!  When you do a man a wrong, you hate him.”  
I kept silent, but I thought to myself how his own time of understanding anyone else was mighty 
close to a finish. 
 
 We had ridden up to [Major Downing’s] lumber house with a lumber fence.  There was a 
little truck garden there and plenty of cedar, oak and juniper.  It was rather a beautiful spot. Goss 
said, “There’s some honey bees, lets go up and get some honey, and I’ll tip them bee’s hives over.” 

 
I knew the men were not far off.  I felt that the time had come to do something.  And as 

we got in front of the cabin I jumped off from my mule.  The horse that he was leading hang 
[hung] back and tightened the rope around the horn of the saddle, [and Goss] was loosing it.  I 
threw my rifle down on him and said, “Throw up your hands!”  He smilingly throwed [threw] ‘um 
up, thinking it was a joke, but when he went to put them down, I said in deadly earnest:  “Do not 
put them down [or] I will bore you through!”  He kept them up and his face turned white. 

 
As my friends were not in sight I hollered for them, and they came out of the “arroyo” 

[stream, or dry wash] where they were hiding:  Major Downing, Morrison, Elwood, Bill and Jim 
Gill. 
 
 I called out, “Take his gun off him.”  Gill went up to him and took his gun and pulled him 
off his horse and he walked him across the creek.  There was a clump of big junipers, [and he 
walked him] to a big juniper tree.  There in the most profane and vile language, he cursed us who 
had him disarmed.  When we asked him the question if he wasn’t the man who had murdered a 
man at this same place, he said, “Yes.” Then Elwood accused him of being the man who had held 
him up.  Buckskin Joe said, “I was the man who held you up and took your guns away.” 
 

He said he had expected to die with his boots on, and if it had not been for the kid, 
meaning me, he would have killed the whole bunch of them.  He said, “I knew that kid meant 
business.  He has more guts than the rest of you put together.  I ain’t afraid to die and I’ve been up 
against this before.” 

 
I made a regular hangman’s knot and put it on him.  I put the knot under his left ear, and 

tied his hands behind him.  The men held the horse [as] I put the noose around his neck. 
 

He died cursing Major Downing.   
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While his spurs were still jingling, we heard horse’s hooves.  I ran upon the little hill and 
saw two horsemen coming.  We hid in the brush.  Here came the Deputy Sheriff from Galeyville, 
together with his nephew.  He was coming to arrest Buckskin Joe, who had driven him out of 
Galeyville a few days before.  When the Deputy Sheriff and his nephew saw him hanging there, 
they turned their horses and rode off fast, terrified.  We knew well enough they would not come 
where we were.  When you see a man hanging, you keep away from the croud [crowd] that did the 
hanging. 

 
We took a board off from the fence and wrote on it with charcoals, and nailed up above 

his head:  “This is the fate of Buckskin Joe.  Any others that pass this way of his class will suffer 
the same fate.  Do not cut him down till morning –  Vigilantes.”97 

 
It all must have taken only about thirty minutes. 

 
The Deputy Sheriff and nephew went up to Tip Top mining camp and brought down a 

number of men to bury the corpse.  But when the Deputy Sheriff and his party returned to where 
the man was hanging [and saw the sign], they returned to the mining camp and left him hanging; 
and the next morning they came down and buried him.   Joe Goss  had a beautiful shepherd dog 
and the [Deputy] Sheriff had to kill him before he could cut the body down. 
 
 Thus ended the life of Buckskin Joe [as] violently as [he] had been lived.  He was around 
forty years of age.  Retribution came to him quickly and thoroughly.  

 
The hanging of Buckskin Joe was the beginning of a new era in that whole section of 

country, as it was infested with bands of outlaws and Indians, and one never knew when he 
stepped out of the door whether he was going to be shot down or not.  When you saw an Indian 
you knew what to do, but when you saw a white man you did not know whether he was friend or 
foe. 
 
 
Outlaws Sandy King, Bogus Charlie, and “Shoot ‘Em Up Dick” (1881)98 
 
 I had another experience with outlaws just after the hanging of Buckskin Joe.   
 

It took about twenty days to make the round trip from the sawmill to Tombstone and 
back, and on one of these trips we camped about eight miles from Soldiersholes.  I remember that 
it was a miserable rainy night, and we had only our canvass over our bedding, as usual. 
 
 About four o’clock in the afternoon, a man by the name of John Heanan, uncle of the 
famous world-champion pugilist, who boxed seventy two rounds with John L. Sullivan, came into 
the camp somewhat intoxicated, bringing with him about a half dozen quart jugs of Scotch 
whiskey. 
 

                                                 
97 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 6, Orson says the sign read:  “The end of Buckskin Joe Goss, the Bandit 
and Murderer.  Any others of his kind coming through this way, will suffer the same fate as Buckskin Joe 
Goss. -- Vigilantes.” In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 4, he says:  “Before the Vigilante committee left, they 
nailed a board up above Joe’s head and wrote on it, “The end of Buckskin Joe,” and “Don’t cut him down 
until tomorrow.”  Vigilantes.” 
98 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 11-13; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 44-46. 
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 Dick Roberts was camped along with us on his way back from Tombstone.  We were on 
our way to Tombstone with two loaded ox-team and eight yoke [of] cattle.  Roberts was a sort of 
protector of bandits who bought stolen horses. 
 
 John Heanan was reclining in the bed, under one of our wagons, when about at early 
morning, it was still dark and drizzly, two horsemen came into camp. 
 
 They were Sandy King and Bogus Charlie, well known bandits. Of course, they knew Dick 
Roberts.  It was the first time I had seen them.  This Dick was a son of a Russian general from 
Russia.  He had come out to participate in the things of the Wild West.  They had made a raid on a 
ranch in New Mexico and come out into Arizona. 
 
 They took a few drinks of the old man’s whiskey, and then they began using him, and 
helped themselves to a cinch from the saddle.  When he came out from under the wagon and 
protested, Sandy King shot at his head, and he fell on his back.  We thought surely the old man 
was killed. 
 
 They took us all so much by surprise, that we did not have a chance to do a thing, and 
before we knew it, they took Heanan’s horse, bridle and blankets and left.  Fortunately the old 
man’s head was only grazed and we washed it with whiskey. 
 
 Sandy King and Bogus Charlie went on up to the country by Fife Ranch, where they got 
their breakfast.  They passed Prou’s Ranch at the mouth of Bonito Creek.  There they rounded up 
Mr. Prou’s horses in the corral and saddled them.  Then the owner came out hearing the 
commotion, and through the bars of the fence, asked them what they wanted.  They shot at him, 
wounding him slightly, and told him to keep quiet or they would kill him.  Only the splinters from 
the wood fence had hit his face, but he laid [lay] as if [he were]dead. 
 
 They finished saddling the rest of the horses and drove on to San Simon Valley into 
Shakespeare, New Mexico, where Sandy knew the storekeeper well.  Sandy threw the pistol down 
on the storekeeper and said, “Hand her our [over]!” 
 
 The storekeeper looked at him and sized up the situation.  He did not lose his head, as he 
slowly said, “Hold on a minute, Sandy.  Just a minute and I will give it to you.”  He looked square 
into Sandy’s eyes, and pulling out his pistol, he gave it to [shot] Sandy and brought him down.  All 
this while Charlie was at the door, and when he saw what happened to his partner, he beat it. 
 
 They took Sandy to the hospital, and when he was recovering, they put him in jail, where 
the famous “Shoot ‘Em Up Dick,” the noted Russian outlaw, was incarcerated. 
 
 “Shoot ‘Em Up” was a Russian who had come west to be a wild and wooly bad man.  His 
greatest pleasure was to come into a mining camp and shoot out the town, hollering and yelling 
and raising all kinds of hell. 
 

Then the law abiding citizens of Shakespeare heard of the hanging of Buckskin Joe by the 
vigilantes, they formed a vigilantes committee there, and they took Sandy and ‘Shoot ‘Em Up 
Dick” out of jail to an old abandoned adobe Mexican house, where the rafters were the law for 
hanging without knee-strapping. 
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They had to tie up their legs.  They hung them and left them there for twenty four hours, 
and this was the end of Sandy and “Shoot ‘Em Up Dick.”  After that time, the Sheriff came and 
took them down and buried the bodies. 
 
 
Outlaws Curley Bill, Billy Grounds, and Miss Green (1881)99 
 

On this same trip of ours to Tombstone, when we arrived at Soldiersholes, I met Curley 
Bill and his pal, Billy Grounds.  They were coming out of a little saloon where they have been 
drinking heavily. 

 
I was looking after the work cattle when I saw a beautiful black and tan dog going down 

the street.  Curley Bill said, “You are too damned proud” and with that he shot his tail off.   
 
A rooster came out and he said, “You are too gay” and he shot the rooster’s head off.  He 

was giving all the on-lookers the idea that he was a dead shot.  Curley Bill Brocius had come out 
west from the Indian Territory.  [He was] a big one, dark, with little beady black eyes, and kinky 
hair. 

  
That night there was a dance at Soldiersholes and the occasion was the wedding of Miss 

Green to a man by the name of Jim Amelor.  Curley Bill and his pal, Grounds, were at the 
wedding.  It seemed that Miss Green had been a special favorite of Grounds, but she would have 
nothing to do with him. 
 
 Along about midnight, he was dancing with her, and he danced her right out of the room . 
. . .100 
 
 
Miners’ Strike; Burning Grand Central Mining Company Plant in Tombstone, 
Arizona (early 1882)101 
 

Some two months later, in the early part of 1882, there was a big miners strike at 
Tombstone and they burned down the Grand Central Mining Company plant.  The “Mineras” 
[miners] who demanded higher wages, and this, for the time being, paralyzed Tombstone.  Of 
course, there was no freighting of lumber. Major Downing ceased operating his sawmill and 
returned to California.  The whole country was in a great depression, there being no business.  
Silver instead of being worth one dollar and ounce fell to 60 cents an ounce and the mining 
company of Tombstone nearly ceased all operating. 
 
 

                                                 
99 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 46. 
100 This sentence and story about Grounds and Miss Green ends abruptly because the following page, 
Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 47, is missing, and could never be found in any available family copies of 
the Recollections Transcript, 1941. 
101 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 6; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 55; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 
41. 
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Detective Tom Keef Seeks the Hangmen of Buckskin Joe Goss (1882)102 
 
 When Buckskin Joe’s people heard of his hanging, they employed a detective agency to 
find out who had hung their relative. 
 
 I had gone to work with a man with the name of Chris Grover at his ranch over in the 
mouth of Pinery Canyon.  I was helping him build the concrete house. 
 

And while we were at work, a man by the name of Tom Keef, came to Grover having a 
team of mules from Tombstone, with a letter telling Grover that this man was a carpenter and 
wanted a job.  Grover hired him, and he stayed there about a month. After a few days Keef began 
talking about the hanging of Buckskin Joe, and my suspicions were immediately aroused that he 
was there as a detective, and I had nothing to say.  I knew nothing about the matter.  And every 
once in a while he would say something about the hanging of Buckskin Joe Goss, and indicated 
that I knew all about it.   

 
He commenced making inquiries, and, as I had been seen by a young man a little way from 

the hanging,103 he supposed I knew all about it, and he tried to make me confess.  But when he 
asked me any questions, I evaded answering them, pretending to know nothing about it.  He said, 
“If you give state evidence, you will come free, and the others suffer the consequences.”  I knew I 
could never turn against my companions. 
 

He was through [finished] with his carpentry on Chris Grover’s house, and ready to leave. 
 
One night in talking he began telling me about his experiences as a Deputy U.S. Marshall, 

and he had bragged about being a detective from San Francisco, California, and he told about his 
many exploits of running down criminals. Among other things he said he was one of the detectives 
parties that arrested the famous John D. Lee, the author of the Mountain Meadow Massacre.  Also 
of him following the trail of President Brigham Young and arresting a number of polygamists in 
Utah; and that he, in his braggadocio way, was a very big gun man. 

 
We were living in a big tent.  The next evening, I overheard him and Grover talking.  He 

said that he was going to take me to Tombstone.  Grover had gone to a neighbor’s by the name of 
Proof and hired his light spring wagon, and I knew from all things that were happening that they 
intended to take me to Tombstone. 

 
I went down to the pasture, got my horse, and saddled him up, ready for anything it [that] 

might happen.  I was not going to Tombstone.  I knew I would get away some way, but I did not 
know just how, but one thing was sure.  I was not going to Tombstone to give evidence against my 
friends, the vigilantes. 

 
We had just finished our supper, and Tom Keef was sitting at the head of the table and me 

at the foot of the table.  He pulled out his British Bulldog forty-five double action pistol and 
slapped it down on the table and said with an oath, “Kid you’re under arrest.  You haven’t talked 
                                                 
102 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 6-7; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 4-5; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, 
pp. 42-43. 
103 This may have been the miner mentioned by Orson who knew him and who, with a companion, was 
going up Pinery Canyon to the Tip Top mining camp and greeted Orson and Buckskin Joe on the day 
Buckskin Joe was hanged. 
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any yet but I’ll make you talk.  You are my prisoner, and you’re going into Tombstone with me 
tonight!”  I looked at him, never having for a moment been without my own pistol.  And he held 
his hand on his pistol and commenced cursing me with it pointed towards me. 
 

I said, “That’s alright [all right].  I like Tombstone pretty well, anyway.  Don’t’ be so bad 
about it.  You don’t need to do that to get me to go long.” 
 

An incident that I had heard of my brother, Sheriff Bill Brown of Ogden, using, came to 
my mind like a flash, and I took my eyes off of him and looked towards the open door of the tent 
so he turned his head thinking there was someone coming in.  I pulled my pistol on him and told 
him to throw up his hands and turn his back. He was the most surprised person I ever saw. 

 
I went over and got his pistol, putting it in my belt, and picking up my Winchester rifle.  I 

saw Chris Grover come to the door having his pistol on.  He asked what was happening.  I made 
him unbuckle his belt and drop his pistol.104  I made them both go outside where the light wagon 
was waiting that was to have taken me to Tombstone.  I made them get into the wagon and drive 
off. 

 
When they got a little distance off, I got up on my horse, which was tied close by, and 

followed them for ten miles. I warned Keef that I would have the men that hung Joe hang him 
before morning, if he was about.  And I told Keef that if he ever came back to that country, there 
would be another neck-tied party as bad off as Buckskin Joe.105  He never came back. 

 
 No peace officer never [ever] asked me for any details on the death of Buckskin Joe.  As 
for Joe’s partner and side-kick, Dave Estes, the last I heard he was a Globe, Arizona, and became 
an inveterate drunkard. 
 
 
Hiding Out and Leaving Southern Arizona for a While (1882)106 
 

I immediately took my pack horse and loaded him with provisions and my saddle horse 
and went into the mountains and stayed there for more than a month, just me and my dog Jeff.  
When I returned from the mountains, I got the information that Keef had left for San Francisco, 
and it appeared that the incident was closed.  But I thought it best to leave that section of the 
country for a short time.  Besides, there was no work in that section of the country. 
 
 

                                                 
104 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 43, says, “Chris Grover was a little ways off, ready to drive us in, but 
though he was partly in on these [this], he did not dare interfere, but had he, hell would have popped open.  
I was just in a mood to defend our rights.” 
105 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 5, says, “[I] told Tom Keef that if he ever came up there again, that the 
same Vigilantes that hanged Buckskin Joe Goss, would serve him with the same kind of medicine.” 
106 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 5. 
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Apache Indians Attack Orson, John Sponseller, and Mike Brown (1882)107  
 

I left with two companions, an Irishman with the name of Mike Brown, who was about 50 
years old.108  The other [went] by the name of John Sponseller.  We started for Phoenix, Arizona. 

 
We crossed the Sulphur Spring Valley and went over into the San Pedro Valley, and 

followed down the valley to near where the San Pedro River enters the Gila River, and we made 
camp.  About ten o’clock the next morning, we found that we were in front of the Indian’s Village 
of the San Pedro Apache Indians of old chief Skimasan [Eskiminzin].   

 
Eskiminzin was an interesting character, and most people of that day are of the opinion 

that he was a pretty good Indian.  Britton Davis, in his splendid story of Geronimo, tells of his 
astonishing visit to the home of the famous chief, and has nothing but praise for him. 

 
After we had our lunch, there were 5 or 6 young buck Indians [who] came into our camp. 

They dressed in overalls, [were] farmers, and apparently well-to-do.  They wanted to buy cartridges 
from us. It would have been foolhardy to sell them any ammunition what with Geronimo causing 
and encouraging discontented Indians to murder, raiding and stealing.   

 
We sold them nothing.  When we wouldn’t sell them any, they wanted to wager and us to 

shoot with them to see who was the best shot.  I guess [they wanted] to see whether we were good 
shots or not.  John Sponseller obliged them and shot with them four or five times.  The wager was 
a dollar a piece and shot, and a hundred yards distance at the bluff, where we encircled a charcoal 
spot.  It was shooting off the hand without any rest, and he won every time, easily. 
 
 After they left, I said to my companions, “Those fellows act mighty suspicious to me.”  
That night we heard their dance across the river, the rhythmic beat of the tom toms.  Sponseller 
and I decided to go see what was up.  We crept up on our bellies through the brush near enough to 
their camp to see what was going on. 
 
 They had their war paint on and looked gruesome in the changing light of the fire, doing 
those savage steps of the dance, and working themselves up to a frenzy of lust for killing.  It was 
the war dance preparatory to an uprising, and there were about sixty or seventy-five of them. I 
said, “We must get out from here.” 
 
 Sponseller and I crept back to our camp where [Mike] Brown was anxiously waiting our 
return, standing up on his bundle of bedding with his guns ready.  Hurriedly, making as little noise 
as possible, we saddled the horses, put the packs on our pack mules, and started down the river.  It 
took us about thirty minutes to break camp and start in the direction of the Gila. 
 
 It was early morning, about one o’clock, when we crossed the Indian Agent’s Store where 
the San Pedro runs into the Gila River.  We rode on down the Gila River and crossed to where the  
 

                                                 
107 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 7; Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 55-58; and Historical Transcript, 1940, 
pp. 5-6.  This account is primarily from the Bishop Transcript, 1932 and Recollections Transcript, 1941.   
These two accounts are much more consistent.  By comparison, the account in the Historical Transcript, 
1940 has some places, e.g., Prescott and Tip Top, and statements, e.g., killing more than one Apache Indian, 
that do not appear to be accurate. 
108 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 55, says Mike Brown was about 60 years old. 
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road turned to a mining camp and made a temporary stop to cook some breakfast.  Then we got 
on our horses and started up the road.    

Orson’s references to locations underlined map courtesy:  Christopher Layton, p.149
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 We had not gone far from our first stop, when we hear the sound of hoofs beating the 
hard road, coming toward us.  It was now sun-up.  The mail carrier was coming toward us in all 
speed.  He was on his way to Globe from the Indian Agency with the mail.  He had taken a cut-off 
on the north side of the river to reach us and warn us that the Indians were on our trail. 
 

As he came up to us, he said, “The Indians are on your trail.  As I passed the Indian 
trading store, I saw the two brothers laying [lying] dead out in front of the store, and the squaws 
were carrying out the merchandise.  I took a cut off, and saw six Indians coming, riding just as fast 
as their horses can run.”   

 
He rode along with us, up the dug way about five miles.  It was not long before we heard, 

first, only a distant rumbling, but gradually distinguishable, a half dozen horses’ hoofs.  The 
Indians were riding toward us as hard as they could ride. 

 
Brown and the mail carrier only had a pistol, so they went down into the “arroyo,” as our 

second and close line of defense, and Sponseller and I, on the first line, waited for the Indians at 
the brow of the hill, hiding out of sight. 

 
When they get within one hundred yards, I said to John, “You shoot the horse, and I will 

shoot the Indian.”  One of the Indians was a few yards ahead of the rest, and when he was within 
shooting distance and instinctively we knew we could not miss, we shot and they both fell at the 
same time.  As the horse reeled over, we could see that they both were dead.  They did not move 
and this took a very few seconds.  The other five coming up, close behind and seeing we had made 
a stand and put up a fight and killed their leader, turned and ran as hard as they could go. 

 
We got back on our horses and continued our journey, arriving at a little mining camp 

about eight o’clock that evening.  We found that they were all in excitement that not only the San 
Pedro Apaches but also the Tonto Basin Apaches were on their war path, and had killed a number 
of families. 
 
 
Arriving at Globe, Arizona; Tonto Basin Apache Indians’ Uprising (1882)109 
 

The next morning all the women and children in the camp, together with a scout went over 
to Globe, Arizona, about twenty-five miles distant. We arrived at Globe, Arizona about two 
o’clock, and the whole community were [was] excited and fearful of an Indian raid. The Indians 
had attacked three or four ranches, and the word of alarm had spread.  The people of Globe were 
all huddled together for protection, preparing to defend themselves.  They were guarding the town 
on all sides.  

 
They said that two days before, the Sheriff with a posse of twenty-five or thirty men had 

gone over north onto the Tonto Basin to bring in some families scattered in the little ranches.  
Later that night, word came that the Sheriff and his posse had put their horses into a pasture and 
that the Indians had stolen their horses and put them a foot, and the people were asked for teams 
and wagons to bring in the families and the Sheriff’s posse.  When they arrived, they brought news 
of the terrible massacre of about twenty persons. 

 
                                                 
109 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 7-8; Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 58 – 59; and Historical Transcript, 
1940, p. 6. 
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 Globe was then a small mining camp of two to three thousand inhabitants.  There was a 
smelter there at the time, but no railroad, and all merchandise was hauled in ox teams and horse 
teams and mule teams.  The metal was hauled out in the same method as far as Wilcox, Arizona to 
the railroad. 
 
 We camped on the northwest part of town, at Taylor’s place, a friend.  We stayed at Globe 
for a month.  John Sponseller got employment in the smelter, which was what maintained most of 
the inhabitants of Globe, and I took a contract to make a rock wall for one of the smelter men. 
 
 I hired a Mexican with a wheelbarrow and began to hauling [haul] rock from an “arroyo” 
[stream] nearby.  Our friend, Brown, was a gambler and spent most of his time at gambling halls. 
 
 We were still camped on Taylor’s ground, cooking our own meals.  We had to make a little 
money before we could continue our journey.  When we had finished our jobs at Globe, and 
gotten a little money together, we started on our trip to Phoenix again. 
 
 
Going to Mesa, Arizona, for Work; Finding Bunker Relatives (1882)110 
 
 Upon arriving in Mesa, Arizona, I learned that my Mother’s [oldest] sister, Emily [Abbott] 
Bunker111, and her husband, Edward Bunker, and their children were there.  They had emigrated 
from Utah, and were coming out to join us.  They had a couple of wagons and teams, and the 
oldest boy freighted.  My uncle [Edward] and the smallest boy had acquired a vineyard and were 
working with that.  After I had given the news about the family, they would not have it any other 
way, but insisted that I remain with them. So after counsel with my companions I decided to 
remain there with them. 
 
 Mesa must have had about five hundred inhabitants at the time, and there was nothing in 
the way of work for my companions, and they went on their way to Phoenix, but I remained 
behind with my kinfolk. 
 
 
Finding Ben Tasker; Elwood Comes to Kill Him (1882)112 
 
 I had been there about a week or ten days, when the Bunker horses strayed out into the 
desert toward Superstition Mountain.  We thought they had been stolen.  I got on my pony, next 

                                                 
110 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 8; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 6; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 60. 
111 Emily Abbott Bunker (1827-1913) was oldest sister of Orson’s mother, Phoebe Abbott Brown.  Emily 
married Edward Bunker in 1846 as the Latter-day Saints were expelled from Nauvoo, Illinois into Iowa 
Territory.  Edward Bunker (1822-1901) volunteered and served in the Mormon Battalion.  Afterwards he 
returned to Iowa to bring his family to Ogden, Utah.  There he and Emily participated in Plural Marriage.  
Subsequently in about 1877, he moved his families just south of St. George, Utah where he became the 
founder of Bunkerville, Nevada.  Thereafter, he moved with Emily and family to Mesa, Arizona, arriving 
there April 25, 1882, where Orson found them.  They would eventually move to southern Arizona 
Territory, then back to Bunkerville, Nevada, and finally move to help colonize Colonia Morelos, Sonora, 
Mexico, where Orson would serve as its first Bishop.  Edward died there November 17, 1901, at age 79.  
Emily Abbott Bunker eventually moved to Panguitch, Utah where she died February 8, 1913, at age 85.  See 
Autobiography of Edward Bunker (1822-1901).  http://www.bunker.org/book (Accessed 10/2/2006). 
112 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 61-62; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 6. 
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morning, early, and followed their tracks out about ten miles into the desert.  They were out there 
feeding. 
 
 As I was returning with the four horses, I met a man by the name of Morris who was an 
apostate Mormon and renegade, driving a four horse team.  He, thinking that I had just stolen 
these horses and that I was an outlaw, he began to tell me things that would be of mutual interest 
to both of us. 
 
 He asked me if I knew Ben Tasker.  I said, “No, I don’t know him, but I’ve heard of him.”  
He said he was a friend of his.  Immediately I thought of Elwood, and that maybe here was a 
chance to do my friend a good turn.  I ventured cautiously, “Where is he?”  He said, “He is right 
out there at a certain ranch, near Superstition Mountain.  We got a scheme where there is some 
easy money.  You look just like the right kind of a fellow to join up with us in that kind of a game.  
Old man Tasker is out there.”  And he told me right where he was.   
 

Ed Elwood and I had an understanding that if I heard about Tasker, I was to tell him.  
Elwood had gone to Nogales, Arizona, working, very likely mining. 
 

I slept out on a nearby shed that night, and got the horses home in the morning.  As soon 
as I got home, I sat myself down and took pen in hand and wrote Elwood.  I told him to come to 
Mesa, that I had located Ben Tasker. 

 
 In about five days, Ed arrived.  He came on the train as far as Phoenix and then he came 
by wagon.  After he had something to eat, and rested a bit, I said to him, “Ed here is my horse and 
gun.  Ben is at the X Ranch near Superstition Mountain.  You know the rest.” 
 
 I was very proud of my horse, Whirlwind, of Arabian stock.  He was nearly all white with 
only some black spots in the neck, hips and sides.  He could run ten miles without stopping and 
had nostrils so big you would put your hand in. 
 
 Elwood went out in the night so that no one would see him.  The place where Ben Tasker 
was hiding was bout twenty-five miles from our home.  He came back the next night.  I went out 
to meet him; he was tired and dirty, but there was a satisfied something in his blue eyes, and I 
knew he had done what he set out to do.  With him was old Buck, his partner’s horse, the friend 
whom Tasker had murdered.  Elwood brought back not only the horse but his partner’s pistol. 
 
 He said to me, “I told the family of Anderson that I never would come back without old 
Buck.”  A few days later, old man Tasker was found dead, shot through the head, and his horse 
was gone.  Elwood did not stay long; he rested for a little while, and had something to eat and was 
ready to be off again.  He wanted to give me some money.  I said to him, “No, you cannot give me 
any money.  This is a friendship; something you cannot buy with money.” 
 
 He left that same night.  He must have been some twenty miles away about daylight.  He 
was bound for Pioche, Nevada, where Anderson’s family lived, and he took with him Tasker’s 
horse and saddle and pistol.  Upon arriving at Pioche, he wrote me a letter, “I am here safe and 
sound.  Thanks to you.  Retribution.”113 

                                                 
113 Orson often uses phrases involving “the law of retribution.”  In Historical Transcript, 1940, page 6, he 
states that the events leading to of the death of outlaw Ben Tasker and his associates “thereby prov[ed] the 
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Heading Home to Sulphur Springs via Benson and St. David (1882)114 
 
 After staying with my uncle and aunt in Mesa for about six months,115 we all decided to go 
on to where mother and her family were. 
 
 We packed up the wagons in the Fall, and started up the San Pedro River to Tucson, 
through Benson and into St. David.  I was riding my horse.  It took us about six days to get down 
there. 
 
 We got a couple of rooms there in St. David, and Uncle Bunker took a contract to haul the 
rock for the building of a schoolhouse.  I dug out the rock, and he and his son hauled it. 
 
 
St. David Mormons Called to Repentance; Their Town is Destroyed (1882)116  
 

After being in St. David a short time, Apostles Erastus Snow and Moses Thatcher, came 
and visited the colony, and they found that the people there were very much in need of repentance.  
The bishop was given to drinking of liquor, and the patriarch was not living as he should.  The 
community at large had been living lives not worthy of Latter Day Saints.   

 
After a meeting they concluded to re-baptize the whole community for the remission of 

sins.  So we all went down to the San Pedro River, with the exception of a very few, and there were 
re-baptized by Apostle Moses Thatcher. 

 
And in a meeting held immediately after, Apostle Erastus Snow gave a very powerful 

testimony and severely rebuked the people for the manner in which they had been living.  Then he 
prophesied in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ, that if they did not repent and mend their ways, 
and live the lives of Latter Day Saints, that there would not be one thing left to recognize that 
town of Saint David by. 
 

This was in the year 1882.  And in the year 1886 a severe earthquake came and shook 
down the houses.  And a flood came down one of the big washes and completely destroyed the old 
town of Saint David, bringing to pass literally and absolutely the prophecy made by the prophet, 
Apostle Erastus Snow. 
 
 
Going to Fife Ranch for Christmas; Attacked by Renegade Apaches (1882)117 
 
 During the holidays, before Christmas, one day, I made up my mind, I wanted to go on 
and see my Mother and sister, as I had not seen them for over a year.  So I started to get my horse 

                                                                                                                                                           
great law of retribution that came upon Buckskin Joe, Ben Tasker and Tom Keef, the great detective from 
San Francisco.” 
114 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 8; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 6; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 62. 
115 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 6, says six months, but Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 8, says three or four 
months. 
116 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 6-7. 
117 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 8; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 7; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 
63-65. 
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Whirlwind118 in condition for the trip, and fed him a little grain for five or six days.  On Christmas 
morning, after packing my lunch, at six o’clock, I left St. David for Fife’s Ranch in the Chiricahua 
about seventy five miles distant. 
 
 I went over the tops of the mountains, to the east of Saint David, not following any trails, 
and down into Sulphur Spring Valley.  When I got down in the middle of Sulphur Spring Valley, 
about four o’clock in the afternoon, I felt pretty sleepy, for I had gone to a dance the night before 
at St. David, and had danced till midnight.  I got off my horse and tied the rope and unsaddled him 
and lay down to sleep a little while.119 
 

About sun down my good dog, Jeff, began to paw at me and nudged me with his nose and 
whine.  I jumped up, startled, as my horse Whirlwind was snorting.  I knew there was something 
wrong, and I felt there was real danger.  I saddled my horse, as quick as possible, but I was in a low 
place, and I could not see what was happening.  With rifle in hand, I rode up on the road.  There I 
saw 6 horsemen, three ahead of me on the road and three behind me, closing in on me.  I 
recognize them as Apache Indians.   
 

I had to decide what to do, right now.  I paused for a moment to get my bearings and 
decided there was only one thing to do and that was to go straight ahead, confronting the three in 
front of me.  The thought came to me, quick as a flash, they will not shoot, for fear they will hit 
one of their companions in the back of me, and they won’t shoot for fear to hit the ones in front 
of me. 

 
I put my rifle in its scabbard, and jerked my pistol and rode straight to those that were 

blocking my way to the east. The thought came to me, “They are going to try to capture me alive.” 
I took my time and let them come on. 
 
 When the ones in front were within fifty yards, I shot the first Indian’s horse down.  The 
Indian jumped clear from this horse with gun still in hand.  And as I came up to him, he jumped 
up with his rifle and I shot him down before he could use it.  Then I emptied my gun on the other 
two.  And then I rode as fast as I could, the others following close behind.  I just lay down on the 
side of my horse and let Whirlwind run.  He was of Arabian stock and I knew he was faster than 
anything following him.  I must have ridden about two miles to the top of a little ridge, where I 
stopped, having pulled my rifle out of the scabbard, and I jumped off my horse, and turned loose a 
barrage of shots on the oncoming Indians. I shot down another horse and the others immediately 
gave way and returned to the west.  
 
 I rode on about three or four miles and then got off the road, and laid my ear to the 
ground to see if the Indians were still coming.  I could hear nothing.  It was now getting dark.  So I 
slackened my speed and went on to Mud Springs, which was about five miles west of our ranch.  
Here I rested a little, and watered my horse and the dog, and let my horse graze some, but I did 
not dare sleep.  The dog was very tired. 

                                                 
118 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 8, states that Orson’s Arabian horse was named “Whirlinwind,” which 
correctly should be “Whirlwind.”  “Whirlwind” is the name of his horse in Recollections Transcript, 1941, 
p. 63.   “Ciclon” [“Cyclone”], a Spanish synonym equivalent of “Whirlwind” appears in another source.  
“White Cloud” is mentioned in Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 7, but this appears to be a transcription error. 
119 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 8, says, “. . . having been to a dance the night before until 2 o’clock in the 
morning.  I became very sleepy and about four o’clock in the afternoon, I arrived to the center of the 
Sulphur Spring Valley.” 
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After a while I got on my horse and rode on into the ranch, [arriving] about ten o’clock 
that night.120  The dogs at the ranch made an awful racket for a while. They always kept a bunch of 
vicious dogs on the place, half bull and half wolf.  My dog, Jeff, run [ran] to the other dogs, and 
they stopped barking.  His mother and brothers were there and they knew each other.  He was one 
of them. 
 

When I spoke to the dogs, mother came out and said, “Oh, it is Orson. I knew you were 
coming because I saw you coming.  I saw you in awful trouble.”  My stepfather said, “Your mother 
has been saying all day, she knew you were in great trouble, but knew you had gotten through it.”  
She told me later, she had had a dream and saw me in great trouble and coming out of it. 
 
 In three or four days later, we found out that this little bunch of six Indians belonged to 
the Kid’s Bunch of Renegades,121 and that the day before they attacked me, in the early morning 
they had attacked three American men that were making hay in the Sulphur Spring Valley.  These 
men had loaded up a load of hay and were going into Tombstone to spend Christmas.  These 
Indians surrounded them and killed them, cut their ham strings, and burned them on the load of 
hay, taking their horses and equipment.   
 
 
Freighting to Bisbee, Arizona; Outlaws Dowd, Delany, Heath, Kelly, Red, 
Tex, Buckles, and Hall (1883)122 
 

Just after this incident with the Kid’s six Apache Renegades, I went to work for Sam 
Morrison and Jake Shears, who had gone into partnership with Morrison.  I remained working for 
them for about a year, still driving teams, hauling lumber from the sawmill in the Chiricahua 
Mountains to Bisbee, Arizona. The sawmill was located just north of Rucker Canyon. 

 
My companion for driving our teams was a man by the name of Dan Dowd.  He was about 

25 years old, 6 feet tall, weighing about 180 pounds. He had a record behind him of being a 
remarkable shot.  He was continuously practicing with a pair of six shooters that he always carried.  
He could throw up a can and fill it full of holes before it came down. 

 
Will Hall and Tom Ford were driving the other teams for them. Will Hall was a half-breed 

Indian from the Indian Territory. He had a partner by the name Frank Buckles. Buckles and Will 
Hall owned a little ranch on the White Water Creek [Buckles Ranch, or White Water Ranch], 
located on the road from the Sawmill to Tombstone, where they had some cattle.  
 

While Dan Dowd was driving the team with me, [a man by the name of] Delany had come 
to the Buckles Ranch, and he made a trip with us to Bisbee.  He and Dowd were very thick pals.  
When we got back from Bisbee, and were sitting around talking about the trip, Dan Dowd spoke 
up and said, “Kid, this world owes me a living and damned if I’m going to work for it any more.” I 
asked him if he was going on the highway, and he said yes.  Delany had been talking to him.  

                                                 
120 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 6, says “ten o’clock” at night, while Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 63, 
says “twelve o’clock that night.” 
121 The Kid [“El Chivito” in Spanish] was from the San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation, which lies 
between Pima and Globe, Arizona. 
122 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 9-12; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 12-13; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 48-54. 
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Delany came from Morenci, Arizona where, I found out later, he had murdered a Chinaman.  Both 
of them stayed about the ranch for a while, then one fine day they disappeared. 
 
 Mr. Shears took my team, and they gave me Dowd’s team to drive.  After about fifteen or 
twenty days, Dowd and another man by the name of Johnny Heath came riding up to the Hall - 
Buckle’s Ranch at White Water.  I was down at the ranch at the time [with] my new companion, 
whose name was John Hall, [brother of Will Hall].  Heath had a pair of white handled (Mother of 
Pearl) six shooters.  He was rather a dandy looking fellow, with two belts of cartridges, and a fine 
saddle and horse, and Winchester rifle. 
 
 “That’s a suspicious looking fellow,” I said to Hall.  But Hall quieted my suspicions.  “He is 
only a gambler.” 
 

On another trip, as Hall and I came down from the mountains with our teams of oxen and 
lumber, we stopped at the ranch and found five men there:  Dowd, Delany, and Kelly, Tex, and 
Red.  When I saw these men, I said to Hall, “What does [is] this bunch of hard looking men doing 
here with our friend Dan Dowd? This looks mighty bad.”  But he said, “Oh, they’re hunting for a 
ranch.” And he thought they were all right.  
 

We made another trip into Bisbee with loaded wagons.  Later, when we came back, we 
found out that Dowd and Delany had left the Hall-Buckles Ranch and had been joined up by three 
more men:  Kelly, Tex, and Red, and that Heath, the suspicious-looking gambler, had gone off by 
himself. 
 

We traveled on, and the next evening before sun down, I noticed off to the east of where 
we were traveling, five men riding and we couldn’t recognize the men.  I recognized two of the 
horses, one being a big pinto and the other a sorrel white face horse that belonged to Hall and 
Buckles.  They rode on in the directions of the mouth of the Bisbee Canyon, and when we got in 
within about three or four miles of Bisbee Canyon, we made our camp.   

 
The next morning, just before daylight, I was getting breakfast when two men road [rode] 

into our camp.  I recognized one of them as the Delany fellow that had come into Buckle’s Ranch 
with Dan Dowd, about two weeks before.  They got off from their horses, drank a cup of coffee, 
and they said there had been a hold up in Bisbee, Arizona that evening before; and the bandits had 
murdered two men and a woman, and that they had robbed the Copper Queen Store.  They said, 
“We are on their trail; they have gone towards Tombstone.”  [Then they left].  My partner Hall was 
out rounding up the oxen.   
 

In about an hour, I saw five horse men riding, and they saw the smoke of our camp and 
our wagons and they came over.  It was Sheriff Daniels and his posse who had been following the 
trail of the bandits, and he asked me if I had seen anything of strange men around there. 
  

[From what Sheriff Daniels said,] five men rode to the suburbs of Bisbee.  [It appeared to 
me that these were Dowd and his partners.]   They left one holding the horses, and then [it turned 
out that] Red and Tex went into town to the Copper Queen Company store, the only banking 
institute in that section of the country.  Dowd and Delany stayed out side and when a man came 
out of the store door carrying a hand full of bills they told him to stop, but he did not so they shot 
him down.  Then the firing began.  Heath had rented a place for [in] a dance hall right close by the 
Copper Queen store, and it seems that he opened fire on the citizens of the town.  A woman 
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opened a door and they shot her down.  They took some watches and jewelry and about $3000 in 
cash and bills, some of them marked. 
 

I immediately said to Hall,  “That is Dan Dowd and his bunch and I believe your pardner, 
Frank Buckles, knows all about it.”  Then Hall became very much enraged and we had a rough and 
tumble fight over the matter.  I was the stronger and choked him until he promised to be good. 
 

I then called Sheriff Daniel to one side.  He got off his horse, and I told him the following 
story.  I told him about Dan Dowd leaving his work and declaring that the world owed him a living 
and that he wasn’t going to work for it, after the trip that Delany had made with us to Bisbee.  I 
told him that Delany came in to our camp an hour ago, and that he was the same man that came to 
Buckle’s Ranch about two weeks before this time; and that I had seen five men riding along 
towards the mouth of the Bisbee Canyon the evening before, and that some of them were riding 
horses belonging to Hall and Buckles Ranch. 
 

Sheriff Daniels thanked me, and sent two of his men to overtake the two men that had 
gone towards Tombstone with orders to arrest them and put them in jail.  Sheriff Daniels and the 
other men rode straight to Hall and Buckles Ranch, arrested Frank Buckles. There they found the 
two horses that I had described to them. 
 

Frank Buckles turned states evidence and told all he knew about the matter.  They took 
him to Tombstone and put him in jail.  Buckles told them that Delany had gone toward Sonora, 
Mexico, and that Dan Dowd had gone to Corralitos in the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, and that 
Red, Tex and Kelly had gone towards Silver City, New Mexico. Sheriff Daniels on getting back to 
Tombstone, wired the officers at Silver City.  

 
 There was a treaty between Mexico and the United States at that time, for their mutual 
protection against bandits and Indians. 
 

Sheriff Daniels then followed the trail of Dan Dowd to Corralitos Ranch in the state of 
Chihuahua, Mexico, and he was found staying with the blacksmith on the ranch who was an 
American.  Daniels went into the house where Dowd was.  Dowd’s pistols were hanging on the 
wall and he made Dowd surrender, buckling Dowd’s pistols on himself.  He made the blacksmith 
make some leg irons; then he put these and handcuffs on the prisoner.  Lieutenant Davis, who was 
in charge of the Corralitos Ranch, furnished him with a buck board wagon, a pair of mules, and a 
Mexican driver; and he took Dowd to Deming, New Mexico. The next day they went to 
Tombstone. 

 
Daniels later followed Delany into a little town called Fronteras in Sonora, where he found 

Delany in Jail for shooting up the town. Delany had been on a drunk and shot up the town and 
they had him in jail.  As soon as he saw Daniels coming he shouted that he was glad a gringo had 
come to his rescue.  Daniels had a picture and asked Delany if he recognized it.  He shouted, “Is 
that the picture my Mother gave you for you to come and get me with?”  The Sheriff told him yes, 
and the officers turned him over.  He was taken to Tombstone. 

 
Kelly’s horse gave out on him, near San Simon Station, Arizona, and he bordered a freight 

train there disguised as a tramp.  And at Lordsburg, New Mexico, they arrested him as a tramp.  
They found he was armed and had a lot of money on him besides some jewelry, and among the 
money was some of the marked money that they stole [stolen] out of the safe at the Copper Queen 
Store at Bisbee.   
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Red and Tex went to Silver City, New Mexico.123  Red had a sporting woman he visited 
there, and he spent the evening with her.  A Deputy Sheriff there found that Red had visited a 
sporting woman that night before. When he left next morning, the Deputy called on the woman, 
and as he went in he saw on the bureau a fine gold watch.  And she said to him, “My old pal Red 
gave me that last night, and he gave me $100. She gave her friend away and told the Sheriff he 
would be back that evening.   

 
The Deputy and his posse watched for him, and caught and arrested him that evening on 

the road.  The next morning, early, they followed his horse’s track back in the hills about five miles 
and there they found Tex cleaning his guns and they arrested him, taking both of them to 
Tombstone. 
 
 The other five that were arrested and taken to Tombstone, were tried by a jury of Mormon 
farmers, having been subpoenaed from a little Mormon farmers’ settlement known as Saint David.  
They found them guilty of murder in the first degree, and they were given the sentence to be 
hanged until they were dead.  They built a scaffold, in the court yard at Tombstone, that 
accommodated the five of them and they were all hanged at once. 
 

Later, it came out in the testimony of Frank Buckles and others against John Heath, that he 
was the instigator not only of the Bisbee, Arizona, holdup and murder, but also for the holdup at 
Stein’s Pass, New Mexico of a Southern Pacific Railroad train. Heath had planned and carried out 
the train hold-up at Stein’s Pass ten days before the robbery at Bisbee, in cahoots with five other 
bandits.  The five men had robbed the passengers and express car and gone into the north to the 
Black Range.  They all got considerable booty.  Heath had gone to the Bowie Station himself and 
asked the operator if there had been news of any hold up.  Just twenty minutes later the operator 
received word of it.   

 
The five men that had robbed the train at Stein’s pass were followed by a Sheriff’s party 

who caught up with them in the Black Range Mountains in New Mexico. In a pitched battle, they 
killed three bandits, wounding one, and the other surrendered.  These two they took them to Silver 
City, [and] put them in jail. When the wounded man was sufficiently recovered to be able to stand 
trial, the two broke jail and escaped, and went to the mountains. Sheriff Posse followed them, and 
in a fight killed both, ending that little bunch of bandits, and closing another incident of justice and 
the law of retribution again being satisfied. 
 
 John Heath was caught, and he was tried before the same jury that the other five were 
tried, and as he personally did not participate in the murders at Bisbee, he was given a life’s 
sentence in the Arizona penitentiary in Yuma.  Just the day before Heath was to have been taken 
to the penitentiary; about fifty to one hundred miners and business men from Bisbee came over to 
Tombstone.  They held up Sheriff Ward at the County Jail, went in to the Jail and took John Heath 
out and hanged him at a telegraph pole in front of the court house. 
 
 Frank Buckles who turned state’s evidence was given his liberty, and he and Will Hall sold 
out the Hall and Buckles Ranch.  Frank Buckles [went] to the state of Colorado, [and] he later 
came to Douglas, Arizona trying to sell wild cat oil stock.  When he [went] into the bath room in a 
little hotel and turned on the gas without burning.  I guess he knew nothing about gas, and the 
next morning he was found dead, suffocated by gas fumes. 
                                                 
123 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 13, says, Clifton, Arizona.  Clifton, Arizona is on the route to Silver City, 
New Mexico. 
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 Will Hall knew all about it and, also, was mixed up in the Bisbee hold-up and killing.  In 
order to escape justice, he escaped to the Mexican line, where he was stealing cattle and crossing it 
over to the Mexican side.  He and his brother, John Hall, moved down into Guadalupe Canyon 
near the American line, where they began systematic raids into Sonora, Mexico, stealing little 
bunches of cattle. Colonel Gallegos owned a ranch on the international line, on the Mexican side.  
It was his cattle, mostly, that Hall was stealing, and one of his “vaqueros” [cowboys] went over to 
Magdalena, Sonora and advised the Colonel that the outlaws were stealing his cattle. 

 
Gallegos immediately got together some of his big Indian fighting men and some 

“vaqueros,” and he went out and rounded up a bunch of cattle that had been branded with Hall’s 
brand on them. 

 
They were coming down a long ridge.  The Colonel had five men with him, one of them a 

noted killer. Will Hall saw them on the run, came up from behind and shot and killed Colonel 
Gallegos’ fighting man. The old gentleman was seventy years of age, wheeled his horse, and pulled 
out his six-shooter and killed Will Hall before he could shoot again.  Thus ending two more of the 
would be bad men. 

 
So, eleven of the worst robbers, murderers, and bandits of the country were finally 

eliminated. 
 
 
Outlaws Billy Grounds, John Hunt, Bud Moore Steal Stockton Cattle (1883)124 
 
 
 I had been at Fife Ranch a couple of months. There was another band of outlaws and bad 
men who were Billy Grounds, known as Billy the Kid, No.2,125 John Hunt, and Bud Moore, who 
were going around under a man called Curly Bill.  This man, John Hunt, was a freighter, and had 
sold two of his freight teams to the owners of a little ranch they called “Stockton’s Ranch,” and he 
joined the outlaws.  He and Bud Moore and the Kid had stole [stolen] about two hundred head of 
cattle from Stockton’s Ranch, twelve or fifteen miles from Tombstone. 
 

One morning I went up into the Chiricahua Mountains, upon a round hill, about five 
hundred yards east of the ranch.  There was a pass between the hill and the main mountain, and 
through that pass I saw a bunch of cattle coming, driven by these three men.  The cattle had 
Stockton’s brands, and I knew that they were evidently from Stockton’s Ranch, about sixty miles 
from there.  I recognized Bud Moore, Billy Grounds and John Hunt.126 
 
 I was thinking that these were stolen cattle when I came up close to them.  Bud Moore saw 
me looking closely at the cattle.  I was trying to make sure of the brands, and he rode over to me 
and said in an ugly mood: 
 

                                                 
124 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 11-12; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 66-71. 
125 We conclude that Billy Grounds is Billy the Kid, No. 2, because Orson speaks of Billy Grounds in this 
experience in the Recollections Transcript, 1941, and Billy the Kid, No. 2, in the Historical Transcript, 1940 
for the same experience. 
126 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 66, John Hunt is called Zwig Hunt, which may be his nickname. 
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“Kid, you don’t see nothing, “sabe”! [understand!]  “Turn your head the other way and 
keep your mouth shut, or it will cost your life.”127  I did not say anything to this.  But went 
immediately to the ranch, and sent by a teamster who was hauling lumber, a letter to Mr. Edmonds 
and Jack Chandler, the owners of the ranch, and told them about their cattle being driven off.  
When this incident happened Mr. Edmonds and Chandler refuted a $1600 note that they had given 
to Hunt as a balance due on his freight teams.  They published in the local newspaper the fact that 
they refused to pay the note because of the cattle theft.   
 
 Edmonds128 came on to the ranch, and got all the information I could give him.  He was a 
man about sixty years old, one of the forty-niners from California.  [He was] a good citizen and a 
brother to Senator Edmonds. 
 
 He followed the trail of his stolen cattle, unarmed.  When we asked him why he took such 
a risk, he said, “If I have a gun they will kill me.  If I [do not] have a gun, they surely will not 
murder me.”   He found most of the cattle at Animas Valley in New Mexico and hired a couple of 
men to help him drive it home. 
 
 Two months after the stealing of the cattle, Billy Grounds and Hunt went to the Stockton 
Ranch with a view to killing Chandler and Edmonds.  
 
 Edmonds was not there.  Mrs. Edmonds and the children were the only ones home, and 
she got her twelve year old girl to jump out the window, and run out in to the desert to meet her 
daddy.  He was gone to Tombstone for provisions.  The little girl met her father and Chandler 
about a mile away from the ranch, and they all three went back to Tombstone and notified the 
Sheriff’s office and six Deputy Sheriffs in charge. 
 

Deputy Sheriff Breckenridge accompanied by Edmonds and Chandler and five men came 
out to the ranch and surrounded the houses and demanded the surrender of Hunt and Billy 
Grounds. 

 
They refused to surrender, and coming daylight, they came out with guns smoking, 

wounding one Deputy Sheriff and killing another. Sheriff Breckenridge shot Grounds through the 
head, and he died the next day.  Hunt was wounded in the shoulder, running into the “arroyo” for 
cover. 

 
When they followed him up, he said:  “I’m wounded.  Don’t shoot any more.”  They took 

them back to Tombstone, and they put Hunt in a hospital.  About two months later, when he was 
getting better, his brother from Texas came and stole him out of the hospital, and took him up 
into Rucker Canyon in the Chiricahua Mountains, a stronghold for rustlers and outlaws, where he 
was looking after him until he got well, so he could take him on home.   

 
Hunt and his brothers lived up in their hiding place in tents.  One morning Hunt was lying 

on his cot in front of his tent.  Of course this was sometime after my encounter with the Kid’s 

                                                 
127 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 66, says, “or it might be unhealthy for you.” 
128 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 66, says, Stockton instead of Edmonds.  But it appears Edmonds is the 
correct person. 
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Bunch of Renegades, some two months back.129  Five Indians had gone into Rucker Canyon where 
they were hanging around.  They ran into Hunt and his brother’s camp. 

 
As the [Indians] were snooping around, [and] as an Indian appeared at the door of his tent, 

Hunt shot and killed him with his pistol.  The others, turned, and killed Hunt.  They also wounded 
Hunt’s brother who was out looking for the horses, when he, hearing the shots and seeing the 
Indians, he got on a hobbled horse and escaped, riding to military Camp Price, about 15 miles 
south east of old town Port Rucker, where he got some help. 
 
 The Colonel in command at Camp Price sent Lieutenant Glass with 25 soldiers and ten 
Indian scouts.  They got over to Hunt’s camp, surrounded the Indians and killed the four Indians 
that were left, and found that two of them had been wounded a few days previous.  This was their 
first time they had caught and killed Indians in a good many years since the United States had 
made a clean up of the Renegade Apache Indians. Another evidence of the justice of the law of 
retribution, both in the case of the Indians and this man Hunt who was a murderer and outlaw. 

 
These Apache Indians were from the Kid’s bunch of renegades.  They had come down 

into the reservation and got girls and recruits and returned to Mexico.  The Kid’s bunch of 
renegades raided back and forth from that time, in 1883, up till recently, killing, and stealing, and 
plundering. 

 
 
Outlaw Bud Moore Seeks Revenge on Orson (1883)130 

 
Bud Moore was laying to catch me, but the Sheriff’s party soon caused him to leave.  He 

had remained up in Pinery Canyon, waiting for his companions [Billy Grounds and John Hunt] to 
come back. 

 
Sometime after Hunt’s death, I lost a saddle horse, and as I had seen the horse in the 

direction of Pinery Canyon, I rode on up there, hunting for him.  While hunting for the horse, I 
ran into Sparks, a sawmill man.  He asked me where I was going and I told him I was hunting for 
my horse.  He warned me, “Your horse is a little ways up, but don’t be a fool, Bud Moore is at the 
fork of the canyon and he says he is coming down to treat with you for giving them away for the 
sealing of those cattle.  He is going to whip you half to death, and if needs be, kill you.”  

 
I thanked him for his warning and went on up [the] canyon.  Sparks rode on up the canyon 

with me and I caught my horse and we started back with him.  Sparks left me after a bit, and went 
on back to the sawmill, while I went on to my place.  The next morning Bud Moore’s uncle, 
Scotty, came riding by going somewhere, very fast. 

 
A couple of hours later came Deputy Sheriff Breckenridge with two other Deputy Sheriffs, 

to arrest Bud Moore.  When they got to Moore’s cabin up in the Box Canyon, where he was 
supposed to be staying, they found nothing.  Later, we learned that Moore’s uncle, Scotty, whom 

                                                 
129 In BP, pp. 8-9, Orson says about these Renegade Apaches, that it was “the next day after they attacked 
me, [that] they went south to Rucker Canyon, in the Chiricahua Mountains, where there were two men 
camped by the name of Hunt.”  In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 67, Orson clarifies that the Renegades 
did not find and attack the Hunts for “some two months” after Orson’s encounter with these Indians. 
130 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 69-70. 
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the Sheriff and his posse had left at Soldiersholes, had started out before them, and taken a short 
cut and reached his nephew in time, to warn him. 
 
 I saw Bud Moore once more, years later, in Mexico.  I had gone into Sonora buying cattle.  
Moore and a fellow by the name of Shorty Rector had driven some cattle into Sonora and were 
trying to sell.  It was stolen cattle. 
 
 At Ojitos, I walked into the Englishman Barker’s store, and found Moore sitting in the 
doorway between the store and Barker’s bedroom.  When he saw me, he just wilted.  I could see he 
was frightened, trembling.  I put my hand on my pistol [and] backed out.  His partner, Shorty 
Rector, followed me.   “Mr. Brown, won’t you help us out?  We will give you three hundred pesos 
for the cattle.” 
 
 I knew the owner, of course.  I spoke up, “The owner made the reservation that he wanted 
the cattle or the money, and I will not take advantage of a man who is away.”  Rector paid me for 
the cattle. 
 
 Moore beat it and never came back for the cattle. [He did] not even come back for the girl 
he was going to marry.  When asked who had run him out of the country, he explained that there 
was a feud between us back in Arizona.  Later, Bud Moore came over into Animas Valley, New 
Mexico, and became a respectable rancher. 
 
 
Outlaws Curly Bill, MacLowrey Brothers, John Ringold, Earp Brothers, Doc 
Holiday, and Clanton’s (1880’s)131 
 

Curly Bill, and Jim and Tom MacLowrey, and John Ringold who was a cousin to the 
famous outlaws of Missouri, Jesse and Frank James, went west of Tombstone to hold up the stage 
that was coming from Benson.  While they were there in waiting, another band of outlaws who 
were officers, the Earp brothers, Wyatt, Jim Virgil and Tom, together with an outlaw by the name 
of Doc Holiday also were in waiting to hold up the stage.  Wyatt Earp was Marshall of Tombstone; 
Jim was chief of police; Virgil, Tom and Doc were police officers.  The two parties came together 
and had an understanding; they held up the stage and divided the spoils. 
 

Later, Bill Clanton was on a drunk in Tombstone and also shot up the town, and these 
men, the Earp brothers with [Doc] Holiday, shot him down. The MacLowrey brothers were with 
Curly Bill and the bunch who were holding up the stage.  The ranch had just been sold for $13,000 
and they had the money on their person, expecting to leave Tombstone the next morning for 
Benson to take the train into Texas.  The Earp brothers knew this and opened up with their shot 
guns and murdered them both in the street, robbed their bodies of the money, went into court and 
with their evidence and proved self-justification. 
 

A little later, Curly Bill, John Ringold, and Pat Burns (a man whom I had ridden the range 
with and slept with) at night opened fire on these Earp brothers, killing Jim and shooting an arm 
off Virgil. They wounded Tom.  Pat Burns came about two o’clock in the morning and said, 
“Come, and take me into the mountains please.” 

 

                                                 
131 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 11-12; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 46. 
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He did not tell me why but after being in the mountains with him for a month he told me 
the whole circumstance.  A little later the two Earp brothers and Doc Holiday started on the hunt 
for Curly Bill and his pardner.  In the lower part of Sulphur Spring Valley they came on Curly Bill 
and killed him, and later followed John Ringold into the Chiricahua Mountains; and while he was 
sitting in a tree, shot him in the head.  Later, my friend, Pat Burns, was made Deputy warden at 
Yuma, Arizona. 
 

The Earp brothers that were still living and Doc Holiday went to Dodge City, Kansas, 
where Doc Holiday and one of the Earps was [were] killed, leaving only Wyatt Earp who went to 
San Francisco.  [This closed] another very interesting incident of swift justice and the law of 
retribution being complied with. 
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CHAPTER  6 
 
 
 
Fighting Arizona Apaches (1881–1886) 
 
 
 
The Chiricahua Apache Indians132 
 
 The Chiricahua Apache Indians were the worst in the whole Republic, more treacherous.  
They never fought in the open.  Cochise 
 was their Chief, located in the Dragoon Mountains in southeastern Arizona.  The government 
rounded up the Renegade Indians and put them in the reservation established at San Carlos on the 
Gila River. 
 
 In April 1880, at full moon, was the time signal for the Indians to leave the reservation and 
start for Mexico.  Joh, the Chief who succeeded Cochise, came down the San Simon Valley into 
the Sierra Madre Mountains around Casas Grandes, and held up a stagecoach carrying two 
American families, [going] from Silver City [New Mexico]to a mining camp at Cusihuilachic, 
Chihuahua, Mexico. 
 

The Indians attacked the stagecoach carrying these two families at Chocolate Pass, between 
Casas Grandes and Galeana. The two men and their wives were killed and only the driver of the 
coach escaped on horseback to Galeana. 

 
Juan Mata Ortiz, Presidente Municipal of Galeana, with twenty-eight of his picked men 

went out to combat Joh and the Renegade Indians.  The Indians saw them coming and ambushed 
them, driving the Mexicans to the tops of the mountains, where they built fortifications.  After 
they had exhausted their ammunition, they broke their rifles and waited, fighting with rocks.  They 
were all exterminated.  But Joh was drowned upon trying to cross the Casas Grandes River.  And 
the famous Geronimo took command, and went into the Sierra Madre Mountains, where General 
Crook went down, and in a peaceful way, convinced [him that] Geronimo should return to the 
reservation.  And in the Fall, they did return with about one thousand head of cattle and horses, all 
stolen, [and] protected by the American Army. 

 
Again in 1881, Geronimo left, at full moon in April, and went back into Mexico, and again 

General Crook followed and brought him and his Renegades back in the Fall with another bunch 
of stolen cattle and horses. 

 
Geronimo, or Gokliya [his Apache name], came from the southeast of the Arivaipa River 

and was one of Cochise’s bad boys.  He was a short, stocky Indian about 5.5 feet, weighing about 
175 pounds.  He was around sixty years old when finally captured. 

 
The first time I saw him was at White’s Ranch when General Crook brought him back.  I 

saw him again at Bowie Station when they put him in the cars and sent him to Florida. 
 

                                                 
132 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 71-72. 
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Apaches Seriously Wound John Fife, Kill Tom Fernoy and John Lobley; 
Orson Wounded, Kills Two Apaches (1883)133 
 
 In 1883, when I arrived at the sawmill, after the trip from Bisbee and the Bisbee murders, I 
went home to the Fife Ranch. Shortly afterwards, in April, the bandit sub chief “Loco” broke away 
from his chief Geronimo from the San Carlos Reservation with about 80 young warriors. They 
came down through the Sulphur Spring Valley, and then crossed into the San Simon country north 
of Fort Bowie, murdering ranchers, stealing horses, plundering, and destroying property along the 
way.   
 

They were called “Apachureros de Huesos” [Apaches of Bones] by the Spaniards 
according to Britton Davis in his book, “The Truth About Geronimo.”  They used to turn their 
wounded prisoners over to the women and children, who amused themselves by crushing their 
bones. 
 

At the point known as “The Three Irish Friends” Ranch, near the little town of Galeyville, 
thirteen of them crossed over the Chiricahua Mountains, on the west slope, into the Pinery 
Canyon. 
 

That morning, my stepbrother, John Fife, and two men, one by the name of Tom Fernoy, 
and the other John Lobley, went up the canyon with four mules and two wagons, to bring a load 
of mining timbers to take to Tombstone Arizona.  John was about nineteen years old. They were 
hauling mining timber.  As they crossed Pinery Creek, the Renegade Indians surrounded and 
attacked them in the canyon.  They were about fifteen miles from the ranch.   
 

Tom Fernoy jumped down and ran across the creek.  He was shot through the head and 
killed instantly.  John Lobley ran down the canyon and made for the road about fifty yards from 
where Fernoy fell.  He was shot seven times in the back and killed. John Fife ran right down the 
canyon, but fortunately kept off the road, and stayed close in the thick timber. He was shot three 
times, through the left fore arm, in the right leg, and just above the wrist.  He kept to the bottom 
of the canyon running as fast as he could, arriving at the little mining camp of Tip Top, in the 
Pinery Canyon, on the left hand fork, about three and a half miles from the place from where he 
was wounded. 
 
 He found the whole camp in uproar and panic.  The news of the Indians on the warpath 
had traveled and the seventy-five men who comprise[d] the silver and lead camp were panic-
stricken.  They were ready to abandon the smelter and mine and everything. 
 
 A family who still had their wits about them took my brother in, and treated him as best as 
they knew how.  A runner came to the ranch about midnight, advising us of what had happened as 
we had had previous arrangement that in case of serious Indian troubles, we would congregate at 
the Riggs’ Ranch about six miles north of our place. There were three of us men at the ranch:  
John Sponseller, a man by the name of Stevens, and myself.  My stepfather was at Wilcox.  [He 
had] gone after provisions. There also were my Mother, my sister Cynthia, Aunt Diana Fife, and 
her daughter, Agnes.  As we had no wagons nor teams available there, we all got up and dressed,.  

                                                 
133 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 12-14; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 7-9; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 71-75. 
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We all went over the trail on foot.  I taking [took] the trail on feet [foot] ahead and the other two 
men coming [came] behind the women folks.  We arrived at the Riggs’ Ranch about three o’clock 
in the morning. 

 
At sunrise, about five o’clock, Thomas Riggs, hitched up his mules on his team wagon and 

we went up to the Tip Top mining camp to get John Fife.  There was a man by the name of 
Colonel Clutt, who was general superintendent of Tip Top Mining and Smelting Company.  When 
we got there up in the canyon a little ways, we met Colonel Clutt on horse back and a Lieutenant 
of the U.S.A. army and about twenty five soldiers.  Stringing along behind them was [were] about 
seventy five miners and other men from the camp.  They had become stampeded, and they were 
scared half to death. They advised us that they had left five men behind to guard and protect John 
Fife until we came.  His wounds were of such a nature that it was impossible for him to ride on a 
horse. 

 
As we got up to the camp, John, my brother, was laying under a tree with five soldiers 

guarding him.  They said that if we hadn’t arrived, they were going to tie him on a mule and bring 
him out.  We lifted him as carefully as we knew how into the spring wagon where we had a 
mattress springs, and started down the canyon.  Mr. Tom Riggs said to the Sergeant in charge of 
the soldiers, “If we are attacked by the Apaches, what shall we do?”  He said, “We’ll run like Hell.”  
And I said, “The first one that runs, I’ll shoot him!  First you fellows stand hitch, or there will be 
serious trouble!”134   

 
We arrived at the Riggs’ Ranch about ten o’clock in the morning where people had taken 

refuge, and there was a Captain with about 50 American soldiers and a doctor who dressed John’s 
wounds.  
 

The next morning135 we formed a small posse of five and went up the canyon to bury the 
bodies of Fernoy and Lobley.  We took with us picks and shovels.  John Fife told us just the spot 
where they had fallen. My blood was boiling for the opportunity to kill an Indian and take revenge 
for what our people had suffered.  
 

As I knew the country well I was in the lead, and in about two hours we were near the spot 
where the poor men had fallen. It had rained a little during the night. About a mile before we got 
to the dead bodies, I saw in the road tracks of 3 Indians who had crossed the road leaving their 
moccasin tracks fresh on the trail.  I stopped and said to the men, “There are their tracks, fresh on 
the trail.  They are here.  Be ready!” 
 

I suggested to them that we separate; three going up the road and two on each side of the 
canyon flanking the road, looking out for the Indians.  This whole country was covered with Oak 
brush; in places so thick you could hardly get thru it.  So one of the boys went on one side of the 
canyon and I went on the other, and the other three men went along and up the road.  They found 
the two bodies. One was about one-hundred yards from the other.  They carried Fernoy’s body to 
where Lobley lay.  They dug a grave and placed the bodies in the grave, having wrapped them in a 
blanket, while we two were standing guard on each side of the canyon. 
  

And when the burial was finished, I told the boys that these fellows were going to be laying 
                                                 
134 Orson has this statement in all capital letters in Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 12. 
135 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 8, says they went “in the afternoon” of the day they brought John Fife 
down to Riggs’ Ranch. 
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for us and that instead of going down the canyon the way we had come, we had better cross over 
to a divide in Pine Canyon, which was west of the canyon where we buried the two men. We 
decided to do this.  I was asked to take the lead.   
 

It will be remembered that a lot of these Apache Indians had received an education in 
government schools and could speak English.  Undoubtedly some of these [them] understood 
English, for when we went over the top of the divide I saw some fresh signs.  The five of us were 
riding about twenty five steps apart and I hollered back, “Here they are!  Here are the fresh signs 
again!” 
 

I was the only one who had a pistol, and I had it in my right hand, ready for action.  All at 
once an Indian clothed in buckskin raised up from behind a pine stump and shot.  I also shot, the 
two shots being almost together.  This Indian fell over backward.  
 

Another Indian just to my left, also rigged out in buckskin, raised to shoot my companion 
behind me, and I shot.  He jumped in the air and yelling like a wild animal, throwing his gun over 
his head, falling over backwards.  
 

I yelled to my companions who were the farthest away to come, and I fired the rest of the 
cartridges in my pistol in the direction that I saw other movements.  I rode down around the bend 
of the canyon, and stopped to wait for my companions to come up 
 

The first one to arrive looked at me and went pale.  He had seen a bullet hole in my 
jumper. Not till then did I feel blood running down by breast.  The first Indian had shot me in the 
breastbone. The wound was directly over my heart, and I had not even known I was shot till then.  
I had not felt the wound at all.  I stuck my hand down in there and pulled the bullet out. It was all 
flattened out.  We could not understand why.  We wondered how it was that it had not penetrated 
and passed through my body. 
 

I felt grateful and humble that my life had been spared.  I was thankful that I had been able 
to kill some Indians and revenge the death of some of my people. 
 
 We rode on down to Riggs’ Ranch, where we had a consultation and remained there over 
night.  The Doctor dressed my wound.  We were a pretty blood thirsty bunch of men, determined 
on revenge.  We got two more men with us and at daylight the next morning; we started up into 
the canyon where we had had the fight with the Indians the evening before. There were 
bloodstains along the way, and we found where the two Indians finally fell. On examining the 
ground where the first Indian fell who had wounded me, we found out that the bullet that had hit 
me had passed through a small oak limb first, which flattened it, thus saving my life. It was a spent 
bullet, all right, but it was also nothing short of a miracle. 
 
 The Indians had put their dead brothers on the mules which they had stolen from John 
Fife, and they had taken the bodies up into the mountains.  We followed their trail, crossed the 
canyon, and went up under some cliffs where there were some small caves, and found that they 
had deposited the two bodies in one of these crevices and piled in rock tight so that the animals 
could not get into them.  We took out these rocks and took out the bodies. They were well-to-do 
Indians, dressed in buckskin from top to toe, with fine moccasins. One Indian had been shot just 
under the left eye, the bullet coming out at the back of his head. The other one was shot just below 
the arm pit, the bullet coming out just above the right hip bone. 
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 We again followed the Indian trail and we found that they had gone up on the top of the 
mountain.  And so we went over to the Morrison sawmill and arrived there at two o’clock, about 
12 miles from where the first encounter had been.   At the sawmill we got seven more men and left 
our horses there under guard.  We climbed the steep mountain that night to attack the camp in the 
early morning.  But when we got on top of the mountain as it was coming day light, we saw to the 
south of us, the mountain was on fire.  It was dry, in the early Spring, and the fire burned for 
several days until it finally extinguished itself. As we were on foot, we could not follow any longer.  
We made our way back to where our horses were.  We went over to where the Indians were, and 
found that they had left going south towards the Mexican border.  That night, [I] went back to the 
Riggs’ Ranch, making two days of very hard work. 
 
 
Chief Loco’s Apaches are Destroyed by Mexican Soldiers136 
 

This particular bunch of Loco’s Apache Indians, about eighty, were trailed by the United 
States Cavalry of about 300 men, who never really tried to overtake them.  They had instructions 
from Washington not to fire on them. The Indians disappeared, crossing into Mexico near the 
“Sierra Namedio,” going up the Arroyo de Alisos, on the San Pedro Ranch. 
 

When the Indians got up there, about five miles, there was a regiment of about five or six 
hundred of Mexican soldiers coming from the Yaqui country in Sonora, to their homes in the state 
of Chihuahua.  They were encamped in a bend of the canyon when the Apache Indians ran into 
them, neither of them knowing that the other was there.  The Mexican soldiers immediately 
attacked the Indians. The Indians not knowing that the soldiers were there, just around the bend of 
the “arroyo,” were taken by complete surprise. Cornered, the Indians lost their head and did not 
know which way to turn and kept going right on up the “arroyo.”  The soldiers were able to 
surround them easily, and killed all of the eighty except six or eight that got away. 
 

After the battle was over, the Mexican soldiers saw the American troop coming in sight.  
The American soldiers came on up and the American doctors attended for the wounded Mexican 
soldiers.  The Mexicans lost forty men in that encounter.  After a while, the Mexican General 
demanded surrender of the American troops.  The American Colonel refused and there came 
pretty near being a fight, which was averted by the Mexican General rescinding his demand and 
allowing the American troops to return to the U.S.A., thus terminating another Indian raid by the 
Chiricahua Apache Indians. 
 
 
Apache Kid (El Chivito) and Geronimo Raids and Killings (1883–1886)137 
 
 In 1883, a young Indian Renegade who had been a menace at San Carlos Reservation from 
the time he was a small boy, who was called “El Chivito” (the Kid), killed a Mormon freighter by 
the name of Ferrin, and his twelve year old son.  They were hauling freight from Wilcox to Globe 
when they were murdered.  The Indians then took their horses and loaded them with merchandise 
from the wagons, and escaped into the mountains, but the San Carlos Indian Police from the San 
Carlos Reservation rounded them up and brought them in.  They were tried for murder and given 
a sentence of life imprisonment at the State Penitentiary. 

                                                 
136 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 13-14; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 76. 
137 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 73-81; and  Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 14-15. 
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 While they were being taken by two Deputy Sheriffs from Globe to the State Penitentiary 
[in Yuma, Arizona], on the way, there was a very steep dug way and the driver of the coach 
suggested that they get out and walk up the dug way, which for the horses was hard to pull loaded.  
The coachman had gone on ahead.  The Indians were handcuffed together, and when they got out 
and started up the incline, halfway up they stopped, and the two Sheriffs started rolling cigarettes.  
The Indians throwed [threw] their arms around the two deputies, while they were lighting their 
cigarettes, and took their pistols away from them and killed them.  The coach driver, seeing the 
situation, unhitched a horse and escaped.  The Indians took the other three horses and also 
escaped.  This was the beginning for [of] the famous Kid raids in and out of Mexico, which only 
subsided three or four years ago. There are still a few left of the band in the Sierra Madre 
Mountains. 
 
 Again in 1884, by the light of the moon, the Chiricahua Apache Indian, Geronimo, and the 
balance of his Renegade Indians left the San Carlos Reservation with about one hundred men and 
women, raiding down through Sulphur Spring Valley, killing and murdering ranchers and stealing 
their stock. 
 
 I was working for the Chiricahua Cattle Company138 at the time they came down through 
this country.  As they came down on the east side of the Valley, they passed within a mile of Fife 
Ranch.  We had information that they were coming.  Word was sent from one ranch to another, as 
was the custom of the country.  There were five of us at the ranch, and we took our position 
behind the adobe barricade on the roof by each porthole, and could see the Indians coming for 
many miles.  There must have been about a hundred, and they passed on without making effort of 
attack.  We had put the horses and mules in the corral, so we could protect them.  The [Indians] 
went down the valley along the edge of the mountains, and when they got opposite the White 
Ranch, they halted for several hours.  We knew they had gone on that way through [by] the trail 
they took, which was sure to pass them by the White Ranch.  It was six miles there.  My brother, 
Charles [Brown],139 with [William] Nelson, and myself went on down to help the people there, and 
we left my stepfather and his son, John [Fife], at home. We got there about a half hour before the 
Indians. 
 
 The first thing we did was to put the horses in the corral and lock the great iron gate, and 
Jim Perseley, the manager, suggested that we lay for them down on the trail, leaving two men to 
guard the ranch.  There were fourteen of us.  They asked for volunteers for an advance guard, and 
I volunteered and went on ahead. 
 
 I was hiding behind some rock and bushes, and while I was lying there, I put my ear to the 
ground, and could hear where the Indians were going below us instead of on the trail. I went on 
                                                 
138 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 89, tells us that the Chiricahua Cattle Company was owned by three 
White brothers who lived at the White Ranch, which was north of the Fife Ranch. 
139 This Charles is Charles David Brown (1856–1926), son of Orson’s father, Captain James Brown, and 
Cecelia Henrietta Cornu Robellaz (1825–1882), who was a widow and James’ eighth wife and whom he 
married after his marriage to Phoebe Abbott, Orson’s mother.  In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 16, Orson 
confirms this fact by identifying his brother Charles with Charles’ wife Sarah, who is Sarah Ellen Dixon, 
according to the LDS Church Family Group Sheet that includes this family.  Therefore, Charles would be 
Orson’s half brother.  In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 10, Orson says that “Charles who had been 
employed in the hayfields at the [Fife] ranch [and] came to my little cabin and told me what had happened” 
regarding the murder of Orson’s Aunt Diana by a Mexican army deserter.  Orson never mentions in any of 
his manuscripts how Charles came to be at the Fife Ranch. 
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back and notified the rest, and suggested that the Indians might go down to the ranch and kill 
those people at the ranch, whom we had left unprotected. 
 
 The whole group of the posse went on back to the [White] Ranch, except James McClure, 
aged nineteen, and myself, and we went through and found my brother, Charles, who together 
with another man had gone to warn the outlying ranches. 
 
 McClure and I were going through a big oak grove, when we run [ran] onto the tail end of 
the Apache Indians, and found that they had changed their course, and were going into the 
direction of the southwest instead of keeping to the south.  We run [ran] into them and shot them 
up; the front guard rushed to the rear and we returned to the ranch.  We found that when they had 
gone by the ranch, they had killed the watchdog, a big half-wolf.  The man who was guarding the 
gate, protected behind an adobe wall, fired on them and scared them away, for they had no way of 
knowing how many men were at the ranch. 
 
 They wandered on down the valley and at daybreak they reached one of the large ranches, 
where they laid in ambush, waiting for the people to come out and here they murdered two men.  
They continued their journey into the center of Sulphur Spring Valley. 
 
 When they got near where [what is] now Douglas, Arizona, on the American Mexican 
border, Sheriff Daniels and a companion, hearing of these Indians murdering some ranchers down 
in the Sulphur Spring Valley with two companions, [he] came out of Tombstone to see where the 
Indians were going, expecting a posse of volunteers to follow immediately. The posse for some 
reason or other were [was] delayed and they were a few miles behind and did not get to Sheriff 
Daniels and his companions on time. Sheriff Daniels and one of his men were murdered in cold 
blood by the Renegade Indians near Agua Fria.  The Indians went on their way into Mexico, 
unmolested. 
 
 The killing for [of] Sheriff Daniels and his companion so aroused the whole people of 
southeastern Arizona, and so many letters of protest were sent to Washington to the effect that if 
the United States Government did not do more than follow those Indians, allowing them to 
murder and plunder the best citizens of Arizona, they would take the matter into their own hands. 
 
 General Miles was Commander-in-Chief of the American Army at that time, and he took 
command in person of this situation, and sent soldiers not only into Mexico, but all through 
Southern Arizona and New Mexico to guard every water-hole in the country.  He sent an 
expedition of Indian scouts, Pimas, Apaches, and Maricopa Indians, under the command of 
Captain Crawford, about one hundred and twenty five Indians in all. 
 
 The famous Tom Horn, who was hanged in Cheyenne, Wyoming, later accused of killing 
sheep-men (he was hired by the cattle interests) was his chief of scouts and interpreter.  At the 
same time, an expedition was formed in Mexico.  The Mexican Federal Government sent Colonel 
Perez to follow and run down Geronimo.  Colonel Perez was an old Indian from the Pueblos in 
the mountains in Chihuahua.  He organized an expedition of one hundred men and started to 
follow Geronimo. 
 
 He ran into Captain Crawford’s scouts and, thinking they were Renegade Indians, a fight 
was started.  Crawford was killed, and Horn was wounded before either party found out who they 
were.  This was one of the most tragic events which took place in hunting Geronimo.  Crawford, 
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according to his comrade-in-arms, was one of the finest officers of his regiment, and for him to die 
at the hands of a people he was [had] come to protect, was bitter irony. 
 
 When it was too late, a reconciliation took place.  Captain Crawford’s expedition returned 
with Tom Horn, [and] reorganized.  They followed Geronimo in a hide-and-seek manner for 
nearly two years.  Colonel Perez was more successful.  He run [ran] Geronimo north and out of 
Mexico.  Geronimo finally landed in a place called Cave Creek, right along the International line 
between Mexico and the United States.  Some “vaqueros” [cowboys] saw him and went down and 
notified Colonel Sheriff John Slaughter, the invincible outlaw hunter.  He immediately notified 
United States officers who were encamped at San Bernardino Ranch, and they went and rounded 
up Geronimo in August of 1886.  
 
 They took him and his band, with the exception of the two Indians, one Nachise, and 
another who escaped and joined the “Chivito’s” band in Mexico.  They took the Indians up to 
Fort Bowie with all their accoutrements.  They did not disarm them, for they could not.  It would 
have meant too much loss of life.  From there they took them to the Bowie Station, where General 
Miles was waiting with a special train.  The Indians thought they were going back to San Carlos. 
There were about five hundred infantry and about five hundred cavalry guarding them, and these 
surrounded the Indians altogether.  It was not till then, when everything was perfectly safe, that 
they forced the surrender of the Indian’s arms. 
 
 There was nothing left for the Indians to do.  They knew when they were licked, and they 
delivered up their arms and ammunition.  It was then that they were put on a special train which 
had the right of way, clear on into El Paso, without a single stop.  They put ten soldiers in each end 
of the car to guard the Indians.  The windows were all fastened, so they could not jump out.  They 
took them to Florida where most of the older ones died because of not being use [used]to the 
unhealthy climate, and for being confined.  The remnants left, complained to Washington, and 
again, they were moved to Oklahoma.  When finally all the older ones had died off, they moved 
what was left to the Mescalero Reservation, near Alamogordo, New Mexico, and there, today, is 
the end of the rest of the Chiricahua Apache Indians and their raids. 
 
 
Orson Builds His Own Ranch; Apache Kid (El Chivito) Raids (1884)140 
 
 At about this time [in 1884], I had acquired a little ranch, five miles east of Fife Springs.  
There was a little misunderstanding with my stepfather, as a young man with any will of his own 
will usually have with his elders, and I had acquired my own little place, where I could do my work 
in my own way without too much supervision and criticism. 
 
 There were three Irishmen who had a ranch on the eastside of the Chiricahuas, some one 
hundred miles from mine.  Their brand was 3I F, meaning “Three Irish Friends.”  Their names 
were Shaunessey, Hennessey and Keating.  Keating’s brother had only been out of Ireland, at the 
ranch, about a year. 
  
 The brother, [who] just came from Ireland, was at the ranch, alone, at the time, with a 
Mexican boy.  Hennessey was looking after the cattle, and he must have been many miles away.  
Shaunessey had gone to Tombstone.  He ran the Can Can Restaurant, the largest restaurant in 
Tombstone, and stayed there most of the time.  He had put up the money for the boys. 
                                                 
140 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 82-84. 
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 Keating was off, prospecting, as he was a leasor [lessor] in mines.  Six Indians of the 
Chivito’s [Kid’s] bunch came up to Keating’s brother, while he was rounding up the horses and 
burros, and they shot and wounded him.  Later he died.  He said he saw them coming, but thought 
they were cowboys until they were up so close that it was too late to do anything. 
 
 These Indians rounded up the horses and drove them over into the Chiricahua Mountains 
and onto [the] Sulphur Spring side.  I had left my little ranch early that afternoon to spend the 
evening with my folks [at Fife Ranch], and while we were talking, the dogs made a terrible racket.  
This must have been about eight o’clock that evening.   I ran out in time to see the horses being 
driven down the road in front of the ranch. I went to where I could hear the noise of the horses.  
It was dark, and I hid behind a tree.  I could see in the little light that there was [were] Indians 
driving off the horses. 
 
 I hollered:  “Who is there?”  A short rang out.  In turn, I opened up on them, and went to 
shooting. They ran for the north. I could hear them better than I could see them, but when they 
came out on the clear side of the trail, I could distinguish men on horseback.  I went back to the 
house and stayed there overnight, saddling my horse.  I brought him into the barn, and I slept with 
the horses that night. 
 
 The next morning, I got breakfast and was on the trail before daybreak.  I followed the trail 
up into the mountains and down in the valleys.  I looked all around but I never did see an Indian.  
I found Hennessey’s horses in the center of Sulphur Springs Valley, twenty miles from the ranch.  
The Indians had abandoned them when I shot at them, evidently.  I rounded them up and brought 
[them] back to the ranch. 
 
 This same bunch of Indians were the ones that killed Mike Nunan.  Nunan was a 
prospector around those parts and had a little isolated cabin in the mountains.  Nunan said that he 
had killed an Indian the year before.  They went by Nunan’s cabin from Fife Ranch. 
 
 They must have taken him by surprise and killed him.  They took off all his clothes and 
together with the bedclothes.  They left the body lying in the feathers and straw.  Before they left 
they set the whole thing on fire. 
 
 From there, they rounded the Valley, going to the southeast into the Rock Canyon, in the 
Chiricahuas.  From the Rock Canyon, they went into Ferris’ Canyon where a man by the name of 
McGowen had a garden and cabin.   They shot him through the stomach and left him there to die, 
after they had thoroughly rounded the cabin.  From there, they  went on into Mexico. 
 
 The next morning the neighbors down in the canyon heard the Indians and went over to 
McGowen’s place to investigate.  They found him and doctored him.  He recovered from his 
wounds. 
 
 Victoria [Victorio], the famous Chiricahua Indian Chief joined up with this little band and 
went into [the] state of Chihuahua, Mexico, where General Joaquin Terrazas, with one thousand 
soldiers surrounded him at Tres Castillos, and exterminated the whole bunch. 
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CHAPTER  7 
 
 
 
Murder of Aunt Diana Fife at the Fife Ranch (1884) 
 
 
 
Aunt Diana Fife Murdered by Mexican Army Deserter; Orson Helps Hang 
Him (September 1884)141 
 
 In September of this same year [1884],142 I was living on a little place that I had taken up 
about five miles east from where the family lived at Fife Ranch.  I must have been around twenty 
[twenty-one], at this time, and it was hay-cutting time.  I had just about finished building my ranch 
house. 
 
 The other boys in the family were working for the Chiricahua Cattle Company.143 
 
 My mother and sister, Cynthia, had gone with my uncle, Edward Bunker and family, to do 
work in the Saint George Temple, and to visit in Utah.  My Aunt Diana Fife, my stepmother, the 
wife of William Fife, who was my step-father, had come from Utah.  Diana and her daughter, 
Agnes, were alone out at Fife Ranch, but for a Mexican boy,144 raised by the family who spoke 
English well.  My stepfather, William was gone to Wilcox, Arizona, for provisions. 
 
 A Mexican who had deserted the Mexican army in the state of Sonora, Mexico came to the 
house and asked for a watermelon.  They gave him a watermelon and his dinner.  Then he asked 
for work. There is always work around a farm, and they gave him some work, and when he had 
finished, they paid him with a $20.00 gold piece.  Paying him with a $20.00 gold piece must have 
given him the idea that there was lots of money there.  And too, we believe, he wanted to steal 
Agnes, who was in her early teens and a very beautiful young girl.145 
 

He went in and down where Aunt Diana was ironing on a table in the kitchen. And while 
she was ironing in the center room he pulled out a pistol and shot her, the bullet passing through 
the cords of the arm just above the wrist, then passed through her stomach just above her hip 

                                                 
141 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 14; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 9-10; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, 
pp. 85-88. 
142 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 9, Orson says it was September 1883, but he is less certain in the 
Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 85, saying “I must have been around twenty, at this time, and it was in the 
Fall of the year.”  Actually, the year 1884 as noted on the LDS Church Family Group Sheet in reference to 
the death date of his Aunt Diana Davis Fife as follows:  “September 12, 1884” at “Oak Grove Ranch, 
Cochise County, Arizona.”  The basic chronology of Orson’s manuscripts to this point also confirms that 
the year was 1884. 
143 In 1884, Orson says in Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 89, that he also “had been working for 
sometime with the Chiricahua Cattle Company as a cowboy.” 
144 Orson refers to this Mexican, alternatively, as a boy, a man, a laborer, and a hired man.  He was at least a 
young man because of what he does in this story. 
145 Agnes was 15 when this incident happened.  She was born January 11, 1869, in Ogden, Utah, and died 
August 13, 1891, at age 22. 
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bone.  He must have taken her by complete surprise.  Her daughter, Agnes, was in the kitchen, and 
on hearing the shot ran out of the back door.   
 

At this, the Mexican boy, who was chopping wood just outside in the yard when he heard 
the shot, rushed to the door to see what was the matter.  The deserter turned on him and shot him 
under the arm, missing.  The Mexican boy came right on and grabbed hold of the other and 
wrestled for the pistol, and got the pistol away from him.  Both became bloody from the blood of 
Aunt Diana.   
 

In the meantime, Agnes had run around the house into the front room and got her mother 
by the shoulders and dragged her from the kitchen to the parlor, trying to find something with 
which to staunch her mother’s blood.  
 

The Mexican laborer had taken the pistol and thrown it to one side and asked Agnes for a 
rope, but she, fearing treachery, did not give him one.  There, the Mexican murderer got away.  
The Mexican boy picked up a pistol and fired a shot but missed.  Then [the] Mexican boy went 
around to the window and asked Agnes what she wanted.  He called to Agnes, “What shall I do?”  
She did not dare let him in, and said: “Ride to the nearest ranch and bring me help for my 
Mother!”146   
 

The Mexican boy got on a horse and rode to the ranch.  This was the White Ranch.147  Mr. 
White,148 the president, immediately sent two men back with the Mexican, but when they arrived at 
Fife Ranch, they found Aunt Diana dying.  She died within an hour after they reached Fife 
Ranch.149   

 
Mr. White himself rode to Tombstone where he was one of the county commissioners and 

there started a search for the murderer.  
 
 I did not learn of the tragedy till it was too late.  That night when my brother Charles 
[Brown], who had been employed in the hayfields at the ranch, came to my little cabin and told me 
what had happened with William Nelson, who both were living at the Fife Ranch.  I got my horse 
and came right over.  It was ten o’clock that evening before I finally got there. We immediately 
started searching, going to the north. 
 

The night was very dark, and we came to a little ranch belonging to an Italian, by the name 
of Joe.  He told me that a wounded Mexican had passed there two or three hours before.  He got 
something to eat and was gone in the direction of Fort Bowie, where there was [were] lots of 
Mexicans.  He confided to the man who fed him, working on Joe’s place, that he had been 
                                                 
146 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 9, Orson says that Agnes wrote a note to a ranch about six miles 
distant, and the Mexican boy got a horse and rode to the ranch with the note.  It is not improbable that she 
could have done this and delivered the note out the window to the Mexican. 
147 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 89, tells us that the White Ranch was owned by three White brothers, 
and managed by a man named Vickers.  They all owned the Chiricahua Cattle Company.  Orson also 
worked for them as a cowboy. 
148 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 86, Orson says that the Mexican rode to Judge Blake’s place, and Judge 
Blake together with another man came over to help Diana.  So we don’t know whether it is Mr. White’s 
Ranch or Judge Blake’s place where the Mexican went.  Perhaps Mr. White and Judge Blake were together 
or near each other at this time.  It is clear that both became involved in the matter. 
149 The LDS Church Family Group Sheet for the family of William Nicol Fife and Diana Davis Fife states 
that Diana died on September 12, 1884, at Oak Grove Ranch, Cochise County, Arizona. 
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wounded, as he was fighting to get loose from a Mexican working on a nearby ranch to whom he 
had proposed that they ransack the house for money and whatever valuables they might find; also 
steal a very beautiful girl, the daughter of the place, and take her into Mexico with them.  The man 
had gone for him, and he had been wounded trying to get away. 
 

On the way our horses became frightened and shied and I said to my brother Charles that I 
believed the fellow would be along here somewhere.  The country was prairie country so we rode 
up to the pass and waited for daylight.  We guarded the pass to see whether the man would come 
through.  But just at daylight we saw what appeared to be, in the distance, Italian Joe coming with 
his horse and buggy taking vegetables, as was his custom, to Fort Bowie.  We decided we had 
better go down toward a little camp near there as the Mexican might have gone through the pass 
before we had arrived there. 
 

We searched out the little camp and then went to a mining camp called “Dos Cabezas” 
where we met Deputy Sheriff Ward with another man.  They had come from Wilcox, Arizona, in 
obedience to a telegram sent them asking them to help in the search for the murderer. 
 

That morning, while we were at Dos Cabezas, this Italian Joe on the road to Fort Bowie 
overtook the Mexican, and knowing him to be the man we were hunting, he throwed his shot-gun 
town on him and drove him to his place, and then to Riggs’ Ranch.150 
 
 The people at Riggs’ Ranch took him over to Fife Ranch in order to identify him by Agnes 
and the Mexican boy, as being the man who murdered Diana Fife.  It was easy to identify him.  
Agnes and the Mexican boy identified him. 
 

From Dos Cabezas, my brother Charley and Billy Nelson accompanied the two Deputy 
Sheriffs, and I went by the Riggs’ Ranch to see if they had found out anything.  One of the Riggs 
boys said to me, “Yes! They found him,” and that was all he would say. I went quickly to the Fife 
Ranch. 
   

We men then took the Mexican to an oak grove nearby and hanged him to an oak tree.151  
As we were coming back, I hurried over toward the Riggs’ Ranch, looking for the two Deputy 
Sheriffs and caught up [with] them down at the “arroyo” before they got to Fife Ranch. 
 
 They asked me if I had heard anything and I said, “No, I haven’t heard much, but I’ve seen 
the biggest acorn that I ever saw hanging to a black jack oak tree.”  One of them smiled and said, 
“Then they got him did they?” and I said, “Yes.”   
 
 We went on to the ranch where they were getting ready to bury my Aunt Diana Fife.  The 
ranchers from all around the country that had heard of it were there.  It was a very, very sad 

                                                 
150 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 89, tells us that the Riggs’ Ranch was north of the White Ranch, and 
both ranches were north of the Fife Ranch. 
151 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 87.  Orson participated in the hanging of this man.  In Bishop 
Transcript, 1932, p. 14, and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 10, however, Orson says that after hearing that 
the captured Mexican had been taken to Fife Ranch, as Orson was riding up to the ranch, he saw the 
Mexican already hanging from the oak tree.  This latter version is what he says also in the Recollections 
Transcript, 1941 after participating in the hanging.  It appears that this was the answer he felt appropriate to 
give under the circumstances to the Deputy Sheriffs. 
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funeral. Little Agnes was inconsolable.  She was only fifteen years old.152  Then I heard from the 
Mexican boy who had defended Agnes what the murderer had proposed to him.  The deserter had 
proposed that they rob the house, burn it, take the horses and girl and escape to Sonora.  I heard 
from Agnes how much the Mexican had done in defending her life. 
 
 Judge Blake read the formal reading from the Bible pertaining to the dead.  Then he went 
up to bury the hanged Mexican. 
 

By this time a great many men had gathered and we proceeded up to where the murderer 
was hanging.  The mob spirit took hold of the crowd and one of them suggested that we hang 
every Mexican we could find. This was seconded by all with a shout.  And he made as if to go after 
our Mexican boy. 
 
 Quickly, I put the boy behind me and said:  “No one can touch this Mexican, and if they 
try to, it will be over my dead body!  If it had not been for him, Agnes would be dead or worse 
than dead!  He saved her life!”  
 

The mob spirit immediately vanished.  They dragged the body of the Mexican murderer to 
where the ground was soft, and dug a hole and buried him in a shallow grave at a side of the hill 
and in three days the coyotes had dug him up and gnawed the flesh off his bones.  Thus again 
proving the law of retribution to those who willfully take lives. 
 
 

                                                 
152 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 14, mistakenly says she was 12, and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 10, 
records that she was 13.   
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CHAPTER  8 
 
 
 
Becoming Active in the Mormon Church in Arizona (1884–
1887) 
 
 
 
Spiritual Experience with Hymn Book Changes Orson’s Life as a Cowboy 
(1884)153 
 
 In the year of 1884, I had been working for sometime, with the Chiricahua Cattle Company 
as a cowboy.154  This company was organized by the three White brothers,155 and Vickers.  The 
White brothers had the ranch and the cattle, and Vickers put in the capital, and became manager.  
Their brand was three Cs.  They tried to interest all their cowboys in buying an interest in the 
business by selling stock. 
 
 Later, Ferrley of the Sulphur Springs Cattle Ranch was induced to bring his interests into 
the company, and he became ranch manager. 
 
 These people in the company were among the finest people in the cattle world as [that] I 
have ever known, strictly on the square.  In the round-ups, they always cut out the stray cattle, 
whether the owner was there or not, and they branded the calves the brand of the cow. 
 
 There was adjoining them to the north, the Riggs family on the Rigg’s Ranch.  This was all 
open range at this time. 
 
 Brannock Riggs was the father of six boys and four girls, and all were very fine specimens.  
Mr. Riggs had a unique manner of getting his sons and daughters married.  As soon as they were 
old enough, he would employ a lady schoolteacher, and two of his boys married two 
schoolteachers.  He was a pretty good judge of human nature, and that way kept the business and 
interests within the family. 
 
 After working for this company for some two years, in the Fall of 1884, I made up my 
mind that I did not like that kind of a life.  I was working as a cowboy for the 3C Cattle Company 
in Sulphur Springs Valley, and while engaged in this work it was the custom for the ranch hands to 
all cut and haul hay.  My brother, Charles, and I with four mule teams were hauling hay from the 

                                                 
153 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 14-16; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 13-14; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 89-90. 
154 Recollections Transcript, 1941, 85.  There is a little confusion here as to how long Orson worked for the 
Chiricahua Cattle Company.  In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 85, he says that in 1884 he had been 
“working for sometime’ for them.  But in Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 14, he says that it was “just after” 
Diana’s murder in September 1884 that he went to work for the 3 C’s company.  Later, in Recollections 
Transcript, 1941, p. 89, he says in what would have been 1885, that he had been working for them for 
“some two years.” 
155 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 14, Orson says of one of the White brothers:  “Mr. White was a refined 
person, an engineer by profession.” 
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White Water section to the Sulphur Springs Ranch, a distance of about fifty miles, taking four days 
to make a trip. 
 

The Sunday previous I had been over home and returned.  My brother and I were camped 
at Alamo Ranch, a little ranch about half way from White Water to Sulphur Springs.  And as it was 
chilly the next morning, I put on my overcoat, it being in the month of October.  When I got up to 
the load of hay, I felt something kind of hard in the pocket of my overcoat.  I put my hand in my 
overcoat pocket, [and] I pulled out a Hymn book mother had given to me.  My mother was a very 
Christian woman, full of inspiration. 
 

I opened the book and began to read the hymns, and the tears fell down my cheeks.  The 
first one that I read was “Oh My Father.”  This brought many recollections of the past to my mind 
and inspiration that thrilled me throughout, and I found myself in tears.   I began to remember the 
things that had happened in my childhood, and the testimonies of President Brigham Young, John 
Taylor, Martin Harris and many others, among them the wonderful testimony that was always 
borne to me by my Mother.  And I knew, by that spirit of inspiration, that the[ir] testimonies . . . 
were true, and that the inspiration that had come to me at this time, was the testimony given by the 
Spirit of the Lord. 

 
I had been wild and wayward, but never an idea had come into my head of being a robber 

or bandit.  On the other hand, the inheritance of justice to everything contrary to banditry that I 
had received from my birthright from my Father and Mother had always stayed with me.  And the 
reading of these hymns was a turning point in my life for it awakened in me a desire and 
determination to find out what there was in Mormonism for me, and [it] brought about a desire to 
have a home of my own, and a wife and [a] family.  I then resolved and promised the Lord that if 
he would help me, I would live a better life.156 

 
When we arrived at the Sulphur Spring Ranch that evening, and they unloaded our loads of 

hay, I said to my brother, Charles, “I am through with this kind of a life.  I am going to find out 
for myself what there is in Mormonism and try to live the life of a Latter-day Saint.  I am going to 
quit this kind of a life now and go down to the Gila River among the Mormon people, and try to 
get a piece of land and settle down.” Charley said to me, “Orson, if that’s what you’re going to do, 
I am too.”  We called William Nelson over, another young man there from Ogden City who had 
been our neighbor when we were boys, and who had come from Ogden with my brother Charles.  
We told him what we were going to do.  Billy Nelson said, “That suits me too.  You go down there 
on the Gila and if you can get a piece of land for yourselves, get one for me too.  I will stay here 
and work and help keep up the expenses until such time as it will be for me to join you.”   
 

So we went and saw Mr. Vickers, the manager, and asked for our time.  He called me to 
one side.  He said, “Orson, what is the trouble?  Are you dissatisfied?”  I told him no, not with 
him, but with the kind of a life I had been living.  He asked what I was going to do, and when I 
told him, he said that was right.  He was glad I had seen the light, for he had thought many time 

                                                 
156 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 15, states:  “And I knew, by that spirit of inspiration, that the testimonies 
that I had heard born by my Mother, my grandmother, Sister Elisa R. Snow, President Brigham Young, 
John Taylor, Wilford Woodruff, and many others, were true, and that this inspiration that had come to me 
at that time, was the testimony given by the Spirit of the Lord.  I then resolved and promised the Lord that 
if he would help me, I would live a better life.”  Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 89-90, records:  “I began 
reading this hymnbook, and all the hymns were those heard in my infancy, and this brought about a desire 
to have a home of my own, and a wife and family.” 
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what a shame it was that a young man like me was wasting his life in that kind of business.  He 
gave us checks and bid us God’s speed.157 
 

We went to the Fife Ranch [and] rounded up and shoed [shod] Charles’ mules. After we 
settled our few affairs, I sold my little place, and we started out traveling down the Gila River.  As 
we traveled to our destination, I felt that we were doing the proper thing.  It was an inspiration for 
a better life.158 
 
 
Settling Among Mormons in Thatcher, Arizona (Fall 1884)159 
 

We went to Safford, Arizona, where we met President Christopher Layton.160  He made us 
welcome, and we made a purchase of a hundred and twenty acres of land, with forty acres for my 
brother Charles, forty acres for William Nelson, and forty acres for myself [near Thatcher, 
Arizona].  The greater part of this land was covered with mesquite trees, which had to be grubbed 
out and cleaned before being put into cultivation.  
 

We began to clear the land with the feeling that we were going to work on something 
which belonged to ourselves.  I had sold my place near Fife Ranch for $500.00 and this helped me 
pay for my new land. 

 
 I wanted to be in a community.  I felt the desire for a family and the need of community 
and religious association.  The other ranch had been mine and I had worked on it with pleasure, 
but it had served its purpose.  It was not suitable for a family, too far from everything, about five 
miles from the nearest neighbor. 

 
 Shortly after being there, my brother, Charles, went to the Fife Ranch and brought his wife, 
Sarah, and his children.  My brother, Charles, always had a jug of whisky in the house, and we 
always took a glass of whisky in the morning and in the evening.  We [also] drank tea and coffee, 
and as I had resolved to live a different life, it became necessary for me to move down on the farm 
to get away from the temptation of these things. 
 

Because of the difference in our religious feelings, my brother Charles, William and I 
divided up our lands and each worked separately. 
 
                                                 
157 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 15, Orson says, “I advised Mr. Vickers, the manager, of our proposition 
and he said to me, ‘Young man, I appreciate your service while you have been working for us, and have 
wondered just how long you would stay with this outfit.  You’re too good of a man to be living this life and 
doing this kind of work.  I’m glad you’re going to do things that you’ve resolved to do.  I congratulate you.’   
He gave us checks and bid us God’s speed.”  Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 90, states:  “When I 
reported my intentions to Mr. Vickers, he said to me, ‘I have been wondering just how long you were going 
to keep on at this.  I invited you into our home, for I felt there was something different in you from the 
ordinary cowboy.  I appreciate your leaving this kind of life, and going where you can better your 
conditions.’” 
158 This move to Safford, Arizona appears to have happened during the Fall of 1884, since Orson mentions 
this experience happened in October 1884. 
159 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 16; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 14-15; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, p. 92. 
160 Christopher Layton was President of the St. Joseph Stake of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints Church (Mormon) at this time. 
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 During the next two years, I was busy clearing my little land.  I planted alfalfa and wheat.  I 
bought the place from President Layton, and the title was in the making until I paid for it fully.   I 
expected to pay off gradually from my crops. 
 

My real work and experience in the Gospel began here.  I labored in the Mutual and 
Sunday School and did everything that I could to make myself worthy of service among my fellows 
and in the Gospel. 
 
 
Ordination as a Seventy (Missionary) in the Church (Spring 1885)161 

 
In the Spring of 1885,162 we were visited by Apostles Francis M. Lyman and John Henry 

Smith, together with President Simor [Seymour] B. Young, the First President of the seven 
presidents of the Seventies of the Church.  They were organizing a new Seventies [89th]163 Quorum, 
and President Layton recommended my brother Charles, William Nelson, and myself to be 
ordained as seventies.  President Young had previously advised all of those who were to be 
ordained as seventies of the necessity of living clean lives and keeping the word of wisdom, and 
that in every way, we would keep the commandments of the Lord to the best of our ability. 
 
 My brother Charles and William Nelson were asked first if they would accept this 
responsibility with the promise to live lives as had been explained to them.  They both refused to 
accept the obligations, and when it came my turn I said, “With the help of the Lord, I will accept 
the responsibility and try to live the life of a Latter day Saint.”164  This was truly the beginning of a 
new life. 
 
 When I was ordained to the office of a seventy by President Seymour B. Young [March 21, 
1885],165 there were present at the ordination, Apostles Francis M. Lyman and John Henry Smith.  
They questioned me very severely and put me under some very strict covenants.  One of them was 
that I would not introduce Mormon girls to outsiders, and that I would do everything in my power 
to serve the Lord and keep all of his commandments, including specifically the entering in and 
obeying the law of plural marriage. 
 
 
Renegade Apache Indians Kill the Wright Brothers (Spring 1885)166 
 

After the wonderful meeting at Safford that was held by Apostles Lyman and Smith, and 
President Young, and my ordination along with two Wright brothers as Seventies, my brother 
Charley and William Nelson and Lorenzo Wright and his brother and I had a fine talk at about 
twelve o’clock at night. 

                                                 
161 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 16, 35; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 14. 
162 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 16, says that this visit happened in the Fall of 1885. 
163 Martineau, Joel Hills (1867-1955).  Oral Interview by Aron Brown, circa 1952.  Transcribed by Maria R. 
Klein (Skousen), Mesa, Arizona, August 2002, and titled: 1952 Audio Recording Transcript of Joel Martineau, Age 
85,  p. 1.  Unpublished. 
164 Orson has this statement in all capital letters in Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 16. 
165 Orson’s seventy ordination year may be 1896.  Joel Martineau says that “[Orson Brown] and I were both 
ordained seventy’s on the 21st of March, 1886.”  Martineau, Joel Hills (1867-1955).  1952 Audio Recording 
Transcript of Joel Martineau, Age 85, supra. 
166 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 16, 35; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 90-92. 
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About two in the morning a little bunch of the Kid’s (Chivito’s) Apache Renegade Indians 
rode through the outskirts of Safford stealing and driving off a number of horses.  They had been 
reinforced from the San Carlos Indian Reservation, and came up along the Gila Valley. This bunch 
of Indians was a part of the Kid’s Bunch, who some years before killed Brother Ferrin and his little 
son on the San Carlos Reservation. 
 

That morning, the Wright brothers, who were farmers from Brigham City, Utah, together 
with Robert Welker and Benjamin Peel went after them.  They caught up with the Indians between 
Safford and Solomonville, but the Indians saw them coming, and ambushed them and killed the 
Wright brothers.  One of the Wright brothers was riding by the side of Benjamin Peel and the 
other by the side of Robert Welker.  The Indians opened fire and killed the two Wright brothers.  
Benjamin Peel and Robert Wright escaped back to Safford and advised of the killing the brothers. 
Apostles Lyman and Smith advised the brethren not to follow the Indians, that if we did follow 
them there would be others who would be killed. 
 

We went out and brought the bodies home.  Theirs was one of the saddest funerals I have 
ever attended.  Those two boys were two fine specimens of manhood; fine, principled young men, 
and they were shot down in cold blood, leaving their young families without protection.  The 
boxes [coffins] for the two young men were made by Mormon carpenters.  They were buried at 
Safford, and the two Mormon apostles were present.  Sadness fell over the whole community. 
 

The Mormons are people of great, simple faith, not believing in hollering and yelling.  In 
cases of young people dying like the Wright brothers, the feeling among the elders was that 
sometimes we do things that lead us to death.  We rush headstrong, through lack of experience, 
through foolish foolhardiness, we lose our lives.  However, if you lead a good life, death is only a 
rebirth into a new sphere of action.  It is only the death of the mortal and the birth of the immortal 
being – the greatest blessing. 
 
 
Guarding Mormon Dances from Outlaws in Safford, Arizona (Fall 1885)167 
 

An incident happened in the Fall of 1885. Our dancing parties that were being held 
throughout the St. Joseph Stake were opened to all the public, and in consequence of this there 
were coming into our dances the worst kind of characters, some of them being drunk and having 
their own way to a great extent.  At a Stake priesthood meeting held in Safford this question of 
allowing everyone into our dances was discussed and a decision was made that they would bar all 
of those who were not members of the Church.  After this meeting the stake presidency, President 
Layton, Martineau and Johnson, called Brother Arvel Allen and myself into a private counsel and 
asked us if we would take charge of the dances that were being given at Safford. 
 

There were no school houses either at the Layton Ward or Thatcher, and all of the people 
in these two wards came to the parties at Safford.  Brother Allen and I asked for specific 
instructions.  President Layton came to see us.  “We want you to keep them out and not allow 
them to participate in dances,” he told us. 
 

After a consultation between Brother Allen and myself, we decided that there might be 
serious trouble and we went to those parties prepared for any emergency. 

 
                                                 
167 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 16. 
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The first party given after these instructions was a very large one, filling the hall.  After we 
began dancing, two men came in and sat down close to the door.  We knew them to be murderers 
and outlaws; one by the name of Frank Morris who had just been released from the penitentiary 
for killing a man; the other a man by the name of Alkalide Dick who boasted of three notches on 
his gun for three men he had killed. 
 

We were dancing the Scotch reel at the time the incident I am going to relate happened, 
and Brother Allen said I had better go down by those fellows and he would look after the dance.  I 
went down close to where they were and listened to what they had to say.  While everybody was 
dancing and enjoying themselves, Alkalide Dick said to his companion, “Now is the time to shoot 
out the lights.” 
 

As he started to rise I brought them to a halt by poking a six shooter in their faces and told 
them the first lights to go out would be theirs and for them to beat it.  They went out of the door 
and I followed close against them, my pistol in my hand.  When they had crossed the street they let 
out a yell and began shooting but I returned the fire and they beat it, so we had no more trouble 
with those bandits and outlaws. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1887 – Orson Pratt Brown moves from Thatcher, Arizona 
to Colonia Juárez, Mexico, drawn by James Brown Klein 

 

map courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 144 
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CHAPTER  9 
 
 
 
Missionary to Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico (1887) 
 
 
 
The Call to Go to Mexico (January 1887)168 
 
 In January 1887, having cleaned my land and having planted it to wheat and alfalfa, I was 
preparing to build me a little home.  Apostle Moses Thatcher came up from Mexico and was 
explaining the distressed conditions of the saints down there, at a conference that was held at 
Pima, Arizona.  He said that the majority of the men and women there were passed [past] middle 
age, that they were poor financially, and that they were living very hard.  They had gone into a new 
country.  There were no crops yet, and they were being harassed by Mexican thieves. 
 

And he said, “We would like to have young men volunteer [as] Missionaries who are 
willing to serve and go down in Mexico and labor to help build roads and bridges, dig ditches, and 
kill the Snakes, and help to redeem that land, and do any other work necessary for the helping out 
of those courageous families. 
 

I was thrilled with the desire to go that came to me at the thought of the privilege of 
helping people under those conditions, and notwithstanding I was preparing to make a home and 
expecting to marry and raise a family of my own, everything of that sort seemed secondary in 
comparison. 
 

I volunteered along with about twelve or fifteen young men, as I remember, and after the 
meeting I went up and talked with Apostle Thatcher and asked him how soon he wanted us to 
leave for Mexico, and he laid his hand on my shoulder, and said[:] 
 

“Just as soon as you can arrange your affairs, get ready and go; and I promise you in the 
name of Israel’s God that his blessing and Spirit and protection will be with you, and that this will 
be the greatest blessing that could ever come to you to have volunteered this service, for it is a 
service in the work of the Lord.”169  And he sent me on the way rejoicing.  Every word that he 
spoke was later fulfilled.  Later, He gave me a letter to Apostle Teasdale who was then presiding 
over the colonies in Mexico 
 
 

                                                 
168 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 16; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 15; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, 
pp. 93-94. 
169 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 16-17, Orson says that Apostle Thatcher “Laid his hands on my head 
and gave me a blessing and promised me that I would be blessed beyond all of my expectations, and that I 
should have the privilege of many blessings that would be impossible to receive if I’d remain where I was 
there.”  In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 93, Orson says, “He laid his hand on my head, blessed me and 
predicted that I would prosper more by going down there into Mexico than by staying.” 
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Preparation and Trip to Colonia Juárez in Mexico (May 1887)170 
 

I wanted to visit my family and tell them of my decision.  So I went to Fife Ranch, and 
when my Mother heard what I was going to do, she said, “Orson, I am going with you.”  My sister 
[Cynthia] had recently married [Joseph Layton in September 1886].171  Apostle Thatcher, on 
returning to Mexico, had stopped at the Fife Ranch and there advised my Mother to go to Mexico. 
She desired to come with me.  My stepfather gave his consent and promised to join us later. 

 
So I began to arrange my affairs, and sold my farm and disposed of what little I had.  With 

my team of mules and wagon, I went to the Fife Ranch for Mother, and we loaded a few more 
things into my wagon, and from there [we went] to Thatcher.  And on arriving there, my 
stepfather, William Fife, who had brought his last wife, Cynthia Abbott Fife,172 and children from 
Ogden, was to have sold out his ranch and come to Mexico also.  But instead of him coming to 
Mexico, he sold out his ranch and went back to Utah. 
 

On the first of May 1887, my Mother and I started on our journey towards Mexico, 
arriving there on June 1st, 1887.173 
   

I have always been thankful that I went into Mexico.  I feel that when you do something 
for someone else, it will prosper you in the end.  “Cast your bread upon the water and after many 
days it will return to you.”174 
 
 
Arrival at Colonia Juárez; Orson’s Healing from Malaria Fever (June 1887)175 
 
 

At the very threshold of our destination, just before getting into the little colony of Juárez, 
Chihuahua, Mexico, I broke a wagon wheel, and had to unload, and pitch tent among the trees.  
And in the work of reloading and moving, the malaria fever came back on me that I had acquired 
while I was on the Gila River.  I was taken sick with chills and fever, and I became seriously ill.  On 
arriving at Colonia Juárez on the first day of June 1887 with my Mother, we pitched our tent down 
by the side of the river and the people were very kind to us. I was in bed for about three weeks, 
nigh unto death. 
 

                                                 
170 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 16-17; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 15; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 93-94. 
171 Orson’s sister, Cynthia Abigail Fife (1867-1946), married Joseph Layton (1864 -1886), a son of President 
Christopher Layton, in Safford, Arizona, the year before on September 2, 1866.  McIntyre, Ed Myron, and 
Noel R. Barton. Christopher Layton.  Christopher Layton Family Organization: 1966, p. 340. 
172 Cynthia Abbott was Phoebe Abbott’s younger sister. 
173 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17, and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 94, both say they arrived June 1, 
1887; while Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 15, says they arrived May 30, 1887. 
174 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 94, Orson adds this important observation:  “We arrived at Colonia 
Juárez, in the year of 1887, where I began my labors in that country which were to go on for over forty 
years, and which are still going on, in spite of revolutions, and all the other viciousness that accost a man in 
any ordinary life; how much more in a life among peoples of a different race from one’s own.” 
175 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 15; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 
94-95. 
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I remember very well what happened to me. I asked Mother to call in President A. F. 
Macdonald from the Colony to come to administer to me.176  He brought with him a man by the 
name of Doctor Metz. When they had finished administering to me, they all went out of the tent, 
and I heard the President ask Dr. Metz, “What do you think of the young man’s condition?”  Metz 
replied, “Sorry.  I am very sorry for his mother, for she is going to be left alone.  He will not last till 
morning.”177 

 
I got perfectly furious.  I called President Macdonald back, and as he came back to my bed 

side, Doctor Metz coming to the door of the tent, I said to President Macdonald, “Doctor Metz 
don’t know what he is talking about.  I will live to see him buried and many of his kind.  Don’t 
bring him back again to administer to me.”178  Brother Macdonald clasped my hand and said he felt 
also that I was going to live.  While I felt weak, I had a certain determination and understanding 
that I was going to get well.   

 
And I began to get better because I depended upon the Lord.  I knew I had a Mission to 

perform.  Dr. Metz has been dead many years, and here I am. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
176 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 95, Orson explains what administer means:  “Administering in the 
Mormon faith means prayers for the recovery of the sick and anointing with oil, consecrated and blessed by 
the Elders.” 
177 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17, says, “I heard President Macdonald ask Doctor Metz what he thought 
about me, and he replied, “Poor woman, she is going to be left alone.  He can’t live till morning.” 
178 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 15, records, “I will live yet to perform the work that has been promised 
me I should; I will see this man buried and live many years.”  Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 95, states, “I 
said to Dr. Metz as he followed President Macdonald to my bedside, ‘I shall live to see you buried and live 
for many years afterwards.’”  

courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 144  
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CHAPTER  10 
 
 
 
Colonia Juárez:  Life and Early Church Service (1887–1893) 
 
 
 
Making Adobes to Help Build a School in Colonia Juárez (Summer 1887)179 
 

It was three weeks before I was well enough to present myself before the presiding 
authority of the colonists, [who] happened to be at the time Apostle George Teasdale.  When I 
stood before him, he said to me:  “Go see Bishop George Sevey, and present yourself as a 
volunteer missionary at his service.” 

 
Immediately I obeyed his command and went to Colonia Juárez to present myself before 

Bishop Sevey, who was bishop [of] the Colonia Juárez ward.  When I arrived at his home, I 
presented my credentials, consisting of a letter from Apostle Thatcher, and said to him, “Here I am 
at your service.” 

 
He asked, “We want to build a school house.  Can you make adobes?”  I answered, “I 

never have, but I can try.”180 
 
We picked out a suitable location where the earth had neither too much clay [n]or alkali, 

and we dug deep for the earth, and mixed the earth with water and straw, and shaped the mixture 
into bricks. Then we let the bricks bake for a good two weeks.181 

 
Just as soon as I could get a little more strength, I went to the mountains and began to haul 

lumber and gradually got my strength back.  I built an adobe mill and began to make adobes. 
 
After the adobes were ready, I helped the man [men] lay the foundation with sand, cement 

and rock, and carried the adobes and mud to the location we had picked out for the schoolhouse. 
 
Although my health wasn’t the best, I continued making adobes into the rest of the year, 

making the adobes for the first school house.  This was the beginning of my work and service in 
Colonia Juárez.  I made adobes and served as counselor in the Mutual Improvement Association 
there. 

 
Later, I went with President Macdonald to Galeana, where we built a reservoir for men 

who had a flour mill, thereby earning a little money. 
 
                                                 
179 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 15; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 
95-96. 
180 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17, Orson say, “As soon as I could walk around, I went and presented my 
letter to President Teasdale and he sent me to Bishop Sevey, and Bishop Sevey asked me if I could make 
some adobes.  They wanted to build the school house, and not withstanding my weakened condition, I told 
him, “Yes,” that I had never made any adobes but that I could and would make them.” 
181 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 15, Orson says, “I immediately went and laid out an adobe yard and 
began making adobes.” 
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Marriage to Martha Dianna Romney (Fall 1887)182 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I had not been in the Mexican [Mormon] colony long before I was married.  I courted a 
nice young lady by the name of Martha Dianna Romney, daughter of Miles P. Romney.  And in the 
month of November 1887,183 we were married, which made me very happy, for she was a beautiful 
and lovely [girl] of eighteen years.  I was twenty four at the time. 

 
We build [built] a little bowery in an old schoolhouse building for the wedding.  There was 

an organ in the building, and we brought a small orchestra of violins and triangles.  Diana’s father 
was a minister of the gospel, and performed the ceremony.  We had a grand “baile” [dance] 
afterwards with songs and speeches. 

 
I took my bride into a tent and there we passed the first months of our married life.  

Together with my Mother we passed an enjoyable Winter.  Later, I built her our adobe home in 
our two and a half-acre plot of land.  Here also, is where we raised our necessities in the way of 
vegetables and fruits. 
 

                                                 
182 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 16; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 
96. 
183 Both Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17, and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 16, say Orson and Mattie were 
married in November 1887, but the Martha Diana Romney Personal Ancestral File (PAF) states their 
marriage date was October 10, 1887, at Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico. 

Orson Pratt Brown, abt 24, 1887 
courtesy:  S. Gustavo Brown & Lisa K. Layton

Mattie Romney, abt 19, 1889 
courtesy:  Mary Brown Hayden Green 
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 The next October [1888], our little daughter Carrie was born, which made us very happy, 
but to our sorrow, she passed on when she was eighteen months old.184  Then in a few months a 
boy [Orson Pratt] was born, and then to our sorrow again, passed on at eighteen months old, both 
dying with that terrible infantile disease paralysis.185   Then we were made happy again by another 
boy, Ray, and after followed seven more, Clyde, Miles, Dewey, Vera, Tony, Phoebe, and Juárez 
Orson. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  The ten children of Orson and Mattie Romney were:186  1) Carrie Brown, 
born September 30, 1888, Colonia Juárez; 2) Orson Pratt Brown, born August 28, 1890, Colonia 
Juárez; 3) Ray Brown, born October 4, 1892, Colonia Juárez; 4) Clyde Brown, born November 27, 
1893, Colonia Juárez; 5) Miles Romney Brown, born April 8, 1897, Colonia Juárez; 6) Dewey B. 
Brown, born November 14, 1898, Colonia Juárez; 7) Vera Brown, born April 17, 1901, Colonia 
Juárez; 8) Anthony Morelos Brown, born January 30, 1904, Colonia Morelos; 9) Phoebe Brown, 
born April 23, 1906, Colonia Morelos; and 10) Juarez Orson (Orson Juarez) Brown, born 
December 28, 1908, Colonia Dublán. 
 
 
Starting His Herd of Cattle (circa 1888)187 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Joel Martineau (1867-1955) knew Orson very well, and tells of how Orson 
got his start as a cattleman: 
 

I had a piece [of land] joining [Orson Brown’s in Thatcher, Arizona] and we became very 
good friends, which lasted until his death.  . . . .  I came down [to Colonia Juárez] right after he was 
married.  We were dear neighbors and we associated together a great deal in the colonies. 
 

I remember traveling with him quite a number of times, and also some of the experiences.  
It was once upon a time that when I came in from Gila [Valley] before we moved out [to Colonia 
Juárez].  I brought in a lot of farming machinery when [Orson] and Brother Taylor were in 
Deming.  So we came in together, and then he had a little spread of mules.  When we got to 
Ascension, [Chihuahua,] he traded those mules for a couple of horses.  One of them was old and 
bucked a lot.  Now I had a couple of great big mules, so I let him take one to go with his [mare] 
horse, and I took the bucking one.  So we came through that way.   
 

But when [Orson] got here to Colonia Juárez, there was a man that saw his mare, a nice 
looking mare, and she was quite serviceable in a good many ways.  He had a new colt that was very 
mean and vicious, and this man was afraid of his colt; he was well bred and a fine animal.  So the 
man offered to trade it for that mare, and Brother Brown traded it for that colt.  The first thing he 

                                                 
184 Carrie Brown was born September 30, 1888, and she died May 20, 1890, according to the Martha Diana 
Romney Personal Ancestral File (PAF).  Carrie was named for her maternal grandmother, Caroline “Carrie” 
Lambourne Romney. 
185 Orson Pratt Brown (Jr.) was their first son, and he was born August 28, 1890, and he died April 10, 1892, 
according to the Martha Diana Romney Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 
186 Children’s birth information is from the Martha Diana Romney Personal Ancestral File (PAF).  As he 
says above in his Autobiography, Orson calls his last son Juarez Orson, but apparently the son used his 
name as Orson Juarez, and that it how it appears in the Romney PAF record.  See also Bishop Transcript, 
1932, p. 18 for the name Juarez Orson. 
187 Martineau, Joel Hills (1867-1955).  1952 Audio Recording Transcript of Joel Martineau, Age 85, supra pp. 1-2, 4. 
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did was he broke that colt to understand who was the boss.  It made him tractable so he wouldn’t 
kick and bite and fight anymore like he had been doing.   
 

Then [Orson] took him out to Carmen [Ranch].  The people saw him there with the fine 
animal, and they gave him 20 mares and 30 heifers. They had lots of cattle and they had lots of 
stock on the range, so they thought they were going to get him cheap. 
 

[Orson] brought them [the mares and heifers] in, and [there was a] man that had a large 
team of horses and a heavy old wagon, and he didn’t have much use for them, so he said that he 
would give them to [Orson] for 12 of his heifers. So [Orson] told him, all right, he would give him 
15 for them, which was a fair price for selling here. 
 

Then [Orson] took [the team of horses and wagon] out to that same ranch, Carmen Ranch, 
and he sold them the same outfit. They wanted that team and that wagon because they were hot 
and drained after the railroad.  It suited them very well, so they gave him another lot of mares and 
2 year-old heifers.   
 

[Orson] got him a start that way, and the mares he got were these kiosk kind who are not 
worth very much, and so he used them to make soap grease and harness oil.  He put his stock on 
the range because that gave him a start.  So he got along very well.   
 

Brother Brown was quite a trader, but I never knew of him taking advantage of anyone in a 
deal.  He was always regarded as being honest, and a man who was full of compassion. 
 
 
Rural Police Officer Protecting Juárez Cattle and Horses (Spring 1888)188 
 
 Orson continues: 
 

In the following Spring of 1888, Mexican thieves began stealing the horses and cattle from 
the colonies.  At a priesthood meeting, which was very spiritual, men began asking themselves:  
“What are we going to do about it?” We had complained to the [Mexican] authorities in Casas 
Grandes, but could get no protection.  During the discussion, having been given the privilege of 
speaking by the Bishop, I said:  “Let us stop them.”   

 
Apostle Teasdale who was President of the Mexican Mission, called his counselors 

together.  Bishop Sevey and his counselors, Miles P. Romney and Ernest L. Taylor, called me into 
council then, after the priesthood meeting at which these matters were discussed, and gave me a 
mission to stop the stealing of the colonists’ horses and cattle on the range, and [to] protect them 
from the thieves.  And I accepted the request.189 

                                                 
188 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 17-18; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 16; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 96-97. 
189 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 17, Orson says, “The next Spring the colonies were loosing [losing] some 
of their cattle and horses being stolen, and in a Priesthood meeting the question came up, “What can we do 
about it?”  We had complained to the [Mexican] authorities in Casas Grandes, but could get no protection.  
During the discussion in the priesthood meeting, as to what we should do, I suggested that we should stop 
them, and after the priesthood meeting, Apostle Teasdale and his two counselors, President Macdonald and 
President Eyring together, with Bishop Sevey and his counselors, Miles P. Romney and Ernest L. Taylor, 
called me into council and gave me a mission to stop the stealing of the colonist’s horses and cattle.  In 
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So after having made the adobes for the school house and helping Brother Philip Cardon 
lay them in the walls of the school house, I graduated from adobe maker and a mud carrier to a 
rural police officer of the Colony.190 

 
 No sooner was I given the proper authority, then [than] I got busy.  I traded my mules in 
for a saddle horse.  I took my rifle and pistol, and I started out on my new job.  The first thing I 
did was to round up two or three of the thieves which I found at the north end of the Colony, and 
put them in jail at Casas Grandes.  After that, the rest begun [began] to behave themselves, and I 
heard no more complaints.191 
 
 
Mexican and American Horse Thieves Steal from Colonia Díaz (1890)192 
 
 In the Winter of 1890, again the people of Colonia Díaz were menaced by horse thieves.  
Colonia Díaz was near Ascención, Chihuahua, close to the [American] border on the Casas 
Grandes River.  Some of these horse thieves came from the United States, and they were a hard 
boiled bunch who had accosted and abused some of our men. 
 
 William Adams had been named to look after the defense of Colonia Díaz.  I considered 
him one of the strongest characters in the defense of his people. 
 
 These bandits were rounding up horses ready to take across the line.   When he consulted 
with Bishop Johnson and President Apostle George Teasdale of Colonia Juárez as to what to do,  
Apostle Teasdale said to him, “Go to Brother Brown, and he will instruct you.” 
 
 Forthwith he came to me, and after telling me something about the situation, he said that 
two men, one by the name of Heiges, and the other named Meyers, were driving off the horses and 
making threats on the lifes [lives] of those who tried to defend the interests of the colonies. 
 

                                                                                                                                                           
Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 97, Orson says, “Apostle Teasdale called his counselors together.  The 
Bishop and his counselors called me in then.  And, as I was a special missionary, a volunteer come down to 
give protection, to build bridges, dig ditches and kill snakes, they gave me the mission to stop the thieves 
from stealing the cattle and horses.”  Editor’s Note:  Orson’s recollection that Apostle Teasdale was 
President of the Mexican Mission in the Spring of 1888 appears to be incorrect.  This conclusion is reached 
by reference to Henry Eyring’s Journal.  By assignment of Apostle Erastus Snow who was President of the 
Mexican Mission, Henry Eyring was made responsible for the Mexican Mission in Mexico City area, and he 
lived there from July 1887 through December 1888, when he returned to Colonia Juárez and remained the 
rest of his life.  In 1891, Henry Eyring was called as a counselor to Apostle George Teasdale who was then 
President of the Mexican Mission.  See The Journal of Henry Eyring, 1835-1902, BX 8670.1, .Ey67, pp. 64-
68, L. Tom Perry Special Collections Library, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, 
Utah. 
190 It is interesting that Orson uses the phrase “rural police officer” because the well trained police force 
used by Mexican President Porfirio Díaz to control and enforce the Mexican federal laws throughout the 
rural areas of the country were known as “Rurales,” or Rural Police.  See Ordeal in Mexico, Tales of Danger and 
Hardship Collected from Mormon Colonists, retold by Karl E. Young, 1968, p. 24, Perry Special Collections, BYU 
Library, Provo, Utah.  Joel  Martineau, Joel Hills (1867-1955).  1952 Audio Recording Transcript of Joel 
Martineau, Age 85, supra p. 5. 
191 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 16, Orson simply says, “The stealing soon ceased.” 
192 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 108-109. 
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 I said to him, “Your duty is plain.  If those men return to the colonies and try to drive off 
my [your] horses again, leave them where you find them.  Take their equipment to the authorities 
at Ascención.  I have instructions from Governor Ahumada to proceed in this manner.  When you 
have finished, advise me.” 
 
 He and his son ran into the thieves down on the river below Colonia Díaz.  That country is 
covered with brush, mesquites and big sacaton grass.  Adams and his son were both dead shots.  
Under a cover of a bank, they dismounted, and while the old man entertained the thieves, the son 
went around and got near to them and shot them both. 
 
 About a month later, Adams came and told me they had carried out my instructions, [and] 
in turn, advised Governor Ahumada.  He complimented us very highly for having disposed of 
those two bandits.  He delivered their equipment to the presidente [president] at Ascención. 
 
 
Orson Asked to Care for Juárez Colony Sheep (1890–1893)193 
 

Later on [prior to January 1891], I took the [Juárez] Colony sheep herd on shares. These 
sheep had been brought from Arizona to save them from being confiscated. 194 
 
 
Renegade Apaches Kill Thompson Family Members; Colonia Juárez Militia 
Formed (Fall 1892)195 
 
 
 In the Fall [of 1892,] while I was looking after the [Colony] sheep and cattle and interests in 
general of the people, we were having a round-up on the Tinaja Wash, north of Colonia Juárez.  
Five Americans came along from San Pedro Ranch, following the trail of some horse thieves that 

                                                 
193 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 16. 
194 In addition to being a cattleman, Orson was involved with raising sheep for a period of time, from at 
least from some time before January 1891 through 1893 and beyond.  He apparently accepted the 
responsibility for caring for the “colony sheep herd on shares” before January 1891, according to a diary 
entry by his wife Mattie Romney:  “January 1891- Severe coldness of the weather is taking a great toll on the 
colony herd of sheep.  Orson is in charge of them this year.  We are losing ten to fifteen every night.  May 
the Lord help us that our loss will not put a greater hardship upon our families.”  Another entry from 
Mattie:  “April 10, 1892 - Orson and I lost our baby boy, Orson Pratt, today and we are now without 
children.  It is a day of great sadness and our burden heavy, but with faith in our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ we will survive.  On top of the loss of our son, Orson is struggling desperately against all odds to 
save the sheep he is in charge of.  This is his 2nd year and the worst.  The 1st year, thanks to the Lord, turned 
out to be after all a good year.  Some type of disease has come upon the sheep this year and they are dying 
by the hundreds and the severe wind and dust storms are scattering them, so there are several hundred 
missing sheep and lambs.  But as the Company states, ‘Orson is a very energetic young man and when the 
sickness and storm’s are over he will have prevailed’.”  Brown, Gaylen Weiler.  Martha “Mattie” Dianna 
Brown, pp. 4-5, in Klein, ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories Vol. 2”).  Hansen, Jennifer 
Moulton.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife.  Chicago: University of Illinois, 1992, pp. 192, 202. 
In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 152, Orson says, “In 1893, I purchased from Mr. Gruelle [Gruwell] of 
Colonia Díaz, 3,500 head of sheep.  He was running a ranch called “Dog Springs,” near Colonia Díaz, but 
on the American side.” 
195 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 30; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 16-17; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 97-99. 
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might be Indians.  We immediately turned the cattle loose that we had rounded up, and I joined 
them on the trail. 
 

As we were riding down the wash on the trail, I picked up a piece of discarded shirt, put 
into my nose, and smelled of it.  I said, “It is Apache Indians.”  They wanted an explanation. 
 
 I said, “Apache Indians eat the root of the “chuchupate,” and they eat so much of it, they 
throw it off in their sweating.  It comes out in their clothes, and it is a very pungent smell 
distinguishable on all Apache Indians. 
 
 As we rode along a little further, I picked up a rawhide horseshoe.  I said, “This is 
confirmation that we are following Apache Indians.  I know just how they make the horseshoe.  
They take and cut out a piece of raw hide round, and cut it in the shape of the hoof, on the back 
part of the hoof they sew on a wet thong, and when it dries, it contracts and stays on till it wears 
out.” 
 
 We had followed the Indians for several more miles to where the Indians had crossed the 
river at the Bocilla, just below the San Diego Ranch, and gone into the mountains east and south 
of San Diego, and it was coming dark when I said to these people, “There are Indians over in that 
mountain.  Shell [Shall] we go get them?”  They answered:  “No, it don’t [doesn’t] look good to 
us.” 
 
 They went back to the San Pedro Ranch, and I returned to Colonia Juárez.  As soon as I 
arrived I reported to the Bishop’s home, and recommended that the colonists scattered in the 
mountains and in the ranches, [and] be gathered in.  I feared some of them would be murdered.  I 
knew who the murderers were from my life in Arizona.  It was the Kid “El Chivito” and his bunch 
of Renegade Apaches. 
  
 When I made my report to the colonists, and I told that I could tell they were Apaches by 
the smell, they, and Brother Romney especially, laughed at me and said:  “You have [a] pretty good 
nose for smelling Indians.” 
 
 At this time I was getting ready to go to Chihuahua City with several loads of wool we had 
sheared from the sheep that I had in charge.  Before going, I again told Apostle Teasdale and the 
brethren that the people in the mountains should be called in.  They formed a posse under the 
direction of Brother Helaman Pratt.  We were informed that the Indians had just passed by a little 
ranch that was occupied by Charles Whipple at some springs south-west of the colonies.  We 
followed their trail and found they had gone into the mountains, then returned to the Colony and 
reported there was nothing farther to be done. 
 

I went to Chihuahua City with the wool with a number of wagons and on my return trip I 
met Brother Henry Martineau, who was one of a group of Mormon freighters going to Gallegos 
after merchandise, and he told me of the killing of the Thompson family by Apaches.   
 
 It occurred about thirty-five miles right up Piedras Verde River from Colonia Juárez.  They 
were farming at Pratt’s Ranch.  Pratt owned the ranch, but the Pratt’s lived at Colonia Juárez while 
the Thompson’s had the ranch leased. 
 
 Mrs. Thompson and the oldest son were murdered, and the second son was wounded.  
The little girl, ten years old, ran and hid in the chicken coop. 
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 When the Indians had stolen everything and gone, she came out of her hiding place.  She 
walked four miles to the Williams Ranch.  There, the men immediately gathered and followed the 
Indians into the high mountains, but they never caught up with them. 
 
 On my return home, I proposed that we form a posse of men and try and run down the 
Indians, but I could get no support.  I then asked the Governor of Chihuahua for permission to 
organize a militia.  Elder Miles P. Romney was made Major, and I was made Captain of the 
militia.196  Notwithstanding I was only twenty-five years old,197 I had had more experiences than 
anyone there on fighting Indians.  Now, after the Thompson murders, and my warning, the 
colonists were more ready to take my advice. 
 
 
American Gold Miners Ambushed in Sierra Madre Mountains (Fall 1892)198 
 
 Along about this time, three Americans, Quigley from Dos Cabezas Mining camp, located 
eighty miles west of Casas Grandes, with two others came into Juárez.  They had about ten burros, 
loaded with provisions and equipment, and they were going up into the mountains, west of the 
colonies, hunting for supposed, rich gold mines. 
 
 I had known Quigley in Ogden City when he was a boy, and I talked to him and told them 
of the danger of Indians.  Quigley replied, “We have a thousand rounds of ammunition, 
Winchester rifles and six-shooters.  They won’t get us until we have spent it all.”  I said, “You 
might have them with the intention of using them but you might not get the chance.  The Indians 
will sneak up on you before you know they are there.” 
 
 I tried to argue them out of going, but they seemed very confident and away they went.  
About eight or ten days later, he and his two companions came straggling into Juárez one by one 
and reported they had been attacked by Indians in Apache Valley at the head of the Hole country, 
and that the Indians had taken everything they owned except the guns that they were carrying.  
They related this incident:  
 
 They said that they had gone back into Apache Valley of the Sierra Madre Mountains,  and 
as they were climbing into the mountains further, they saw an Indian, not a hundred yards away.  
When he saw them, he immediately disappeared.  For their safety, they kept on climbing up the 
steep north side of the mountains, and then about sundown, they made camp there on the rim of 
the mountain. 
                                                 
196 Speaking of the Juárez Militia and Temoche Indians in 1893, in Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 20, Orson 
states:  “At Juárez, we had previously organized a . . . militia with Brother Miles Romney as Major in 
command and myself as Captain of the cavalry.” 
197 There is a discrepancy here regarding the time when the Militia was organized, in 1888 when Orson was 
25, or 1892 when he was 29.  In 1888, Orson was 25 years old when he was called to be the colony’s rural 
police officer to protect their horses and cattle.  In 1892, he was 29 years old when in September 1892 the 
Thompson’s were killed.  See Romney, Thomas C.  Life Story of Miles Park Romney.  Independence, MO: 
Zion’s Printing, 1948, p. 270; and Hatch. Colonia Juarez: An Intimate Account of A Mormon Village, supra  pp. 
83-86.  It is clear from both Romney and Hatch that Orson was a leader in the Colonia Juárez Militia.  See 
Romney at pp. 266-267, and Hatch at pp. 92-93.  The only logical explanation is that at his elderly age, when 
dictating these events in the 1930’s-1940’s, Orson must have confused the time when the Militia was 
formed, circa 1888, with the time of the death of the Thompson’s, 1892. 
198 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 30; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 17-18; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 99-101. 
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 The first thing they did was to build a strong barricade, around the camp, consisting of 
rocks and of their “aparejos” [riding gear or equipment].  One man stood guard all night long.  In 
the early morning one of the men made a fire and got breakfast.  When it was ready, he called to 
the other two:  “It is ready, come and get it.”  One stood guard in the early morning while the 
other two ate breakfast, and after eating, instead of continuing their guard, they all [sat] around the 
fire discussing what they were going to do when all at once three Indians sprang up from behind 
their own barricade and fired on them.  But as they were sitting in a low place, they missed them.  
The men became panicky and scampered in every direction, instead of staying together for mutual 
protection, leaving everything in the hands of the Indians except the guns they were carrying. 
 
 When they arrived at the colonies, one by one, neither of them knew whether the others 
were dead or alive.  It took them three days to get to Juárez.  Two came in the first day. The last 
man, a Swede, came in the third day.199  That finished the expedition. 
 

I asked them, “What about it?”  Quigley answered:  “You were right.  We were wrong.  
Damn if we want any more of it!.” 
 
 
Apache Indians Steal Colonia Pacheco Cattle and Horses (Winter 1892)200 
 

The Indians got quite bold after this and came over to Colonia Pacheco, and ran off with 
some of the cattle and horses.  The Bishop, Jessie M. Smith, of Colonia Pacheco, wrote to Colonia 
Díaz, and asked what they should do about it.  Apostle Teasdale wrote a letter and gave it to me.  
He told me to go up to Colonia Pacheco, and organize a posse of men to find out about this 
[these] Indians, and see what I could do.201 

 
 I went in high spirits, grateful that I was going to do something for the defense of the 
colonies.  When I got there, Bishop Smith said: “What about it?”  I replied, “A half dozen men is 
all I want.  We do not want a croud [crowd] to scare everybody away.”  He said, “I will go with you 
with four picked men.” 

 
 John T. Whetten, George Naegle, Samuel Jarvis and Robert Beecroft, together with Bishop 
Smith and I went on the trail of the Indians. We left Colonia Pacheco in the morning, going into 
the Gavilan country, making our first night camp on Quigley Creek about twenty miles west of 
Pacheco, where about a month previous to our going in there, Quigley and his two prospector 
companions had camped.   
 

The next morning we went into the Apache Valley, which was at the head of the Hole 
country.  We found one of the burros belonging to these Americans.  We also found that the 
Indians had seen us and they went down the box canyon into the Hole country, and took up the 

                                                 
199 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 30, says, “They ran as hard as they could run and arrived at Colonia Juárez.  
One of them arrived at Colonia Juárez in two days and a half, and the other two three days and a half, all 
coming in separately.” 
200 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 30-31; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 18; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 101-102. 
201 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 30, Orson says, “The [Renegade Apache Indians] had been raiding and the 
stealing stock in the colonies when Bishop Smith from Colonia Pacheco came down and advised President 
Teasdale, and asked what could be done.  They had just been another raid of the Renegade Apache Indians 
and Apostle Teasdale advised Bishop Smith to come and consult with me.” 
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right hand canyon, going west.  They knew better than to attack us in that deep, boxed canyon, as 
we were armed and on the lookout all the time. 

 
   We got as far down the canyon that afternoon as we dared, and then it began storming.  It 
snowed and hailed all afternoon.  It also sleeted.   We found where the Indians had gone up a very 
steep, rough canyon leaving behind cattle they had been driving.  We drove the cattle into our 
camp.  We protected ourselves and our horses by cutting timber down so the animals could not get 
out.  Someone stood guard all night. 
 

We camped that night down in the box canyon; it rained and snowed all night.  We knew 
that it would be impossible for us to follow those Indians any farther because the snow and rain 
would obliterate their track, so after a council of war, we concluded that it was useless to follow 
into the deep, rocky gorge, and we decided on returning to Colonia Pacheco.  I said, “They will 
have every advantage over us.” 
 

The next morning, we took the stock and gathered up, and broke camp. We climbed up 
out of the deep canyon, and drove on to the top of the mountain that day.  When we got on top of 
the mountain, we found about one foot of snow on the ground, and in places there were 18” of 
snow.  It was still snowing very hard, and the clouds were down on the mountain so that we 
couldn’t see only a little distance ahead of us.  We could not see any land marks and did not know 
which way we were going as we had no compass. 

 
I told them, “There is only one thing to do and that is to make camp, until the weather 

clears and the snow stops, for we are lost.”  We stopped and Brother Samuel Jarvis said he could 
lead us out of there blind folded.  He said, “I know just were we are.”  So we told him to take the 
lead and after traveling about an hour, we came back on our own tracks.  We had made a perfect 
circle.  Brother Jarvis said, “Here’s the Indians trail,” and when we had examined the tracks we all 
decided that we had made a perfect circle getting back on our own trail. 
 

So there we decided to wait.  We made camp and tied up our animals so they wouldn’t 
leave us.  It continued snowing until about two o’clock the next morning, [and] then it cleared up.  
There were six or eight inches of snow on our beds that night. When daylight came, everything 
was clear the next day and we could see where to go, and we returned to Colonia Pacheco that 
night.  Then I went to Juárez. 

 
Those Indians took warning, and it was about [eight] years before they came back to do 

any harm.202 
 
Because of this trip through the Gavilan Valley and country, I purchased a Gavilan ranch 

from the Colonization Company.  This was one of the best investments that I ever made, for it 
paid me a profit first and last of approximately forty thousand pesos.  It was another evidence to 
me that if I was willing to do my duty in defense of the interest of the people of the Colonies, the 
Lord would open up the way and shower down his blessings upon me. 
 

                                                 
202 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 102, Orson says that it was about “fifteen” years before the Indians 
came back.  It appears, however, that the Apaches came back about eight years later in 1900.  This is 
determined by the incident involving the killing of Apache Nachise (thought to be the Apache Kid) by 
colonists, John or Thomas Allen and Martin Harris, which other writers document as happening in 1900.  
See Hatch. Colonia Juarez: An Intimate Account of A Mormon Village, supra pp. 87-90.   
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Karl G. Maeser’s Miraculous Healing (November 1892)203 
 

I am reminded of a trip I made to Colonia Díaz.  President Ivins [Teasdale?] asked me to 
go there and bring back to Colonia Juárez President Karl G. Maeser [1828-1901], of the Brigham 
Young University at Provo, Utah.  Brother Maeser was about 65-70 years of age. 

 
When we arrived at the head of the Casas Grandes River, we got out of the buggy, 

unhitched the team, watered and fed them.  Then [we] got out our lunch and Brother Maeser, very 
much excited exclaimed, “Brudder Brown, I have left my catheter at Brother Johnson’s house.  I 
haven’t been able to urinate in 10 years without it. I don’t know what to do.”  

 
I answered, “We’ll return if you wish, but you won’t be able to keep your appointment in 

Colonia Juárez tonight if you go back.” He looked very pale and I felt very sorry for him.  He was 
suffering very much.  We had stopped under a big cottonwood tree.  He stepped around the tree 
and knelt down and said, “Father in Heaven forgive me for not having faith in thee.  I pray thee 
Father to relieve me. I am on your mission, doing your work.  I must be in Colonia Juárez to keep 
my appointment with your servants. Help me and heal me.  I have left “der” [the] instrument in 
Colonia Díaz at Brudder Johnson’s.”  He got up on his feet and immediately was relieved. And 
then in tears and humility he said to me, “Oh Brudder Brown, how thankful I am to the Lord for 
his blessing to me for I am healed.” 

 
Before we got to Juárez he got out of the buggy and was relieved again.  He remained at 

Colonia Juárez two or three days, and it was my privilege to take him back to Colonia Díaz and on 
to Deming, New Mexico.  He never needed his instrument again.  He related many instances 
wherein the Lord had blessed him, and it was a great privilege to associate with such a grand, 
humble servant of the Lord. 
 
 
Salt Lake Temple Dedication; Logan Temple Sealing to Mattie Romney 
Brown (March-May 1893)204 
 
 
 In March 1893, I had the glorious privilege, together with my wife Mattie, to go to the 
dedication of the Salt Lake Temple in company with my very good friend, Joseph S. Cardon and 
his wife, Rhoda.  We went together from Juárez by wagon to Deming, and from there on to Salt 
Lake City and Logan, Utah [on the railroad] where we had the privilege of going through the 
Logan Temple and receiving our washings and anointings and then we had the privilege of having 
our wives sealed to us by Apostle Merrill who was then presiding over the Logan Temple. 
 

Then we returned to Salt Lake City in time for the dedication of the Salt Lake Temple, 
which was [a] very inspiring privilege.  It was one of the most wonderful manifestations I have ever 
                                                 
203 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 49.  It is believed that this event occurred in November 1892 when Karl 
G. Maeser went to Colonia Díaz to appoint “Bishop Johnson to the board of education as General 
Superintendent of Church Schools of the Mexican Mission.”  Hatch, Nelle Spilsbury, and B. Carmon 
Hardy.  Stalwarts South of the Border.  Hatch, 1985, p. 362.  If this event did occur in 1892, then Apostle 
Teasdale would have the presiding officer in the colonies who asked Orson to accompany Brother Maeser.  
Brother Anthony W. Ivins became the first president of Juarez Stake December 8, 1895. 
204 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 29; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 40.  See Hansen.  Letters of Catharine 
Romney, Plural Wife, supra pp. 211, 214, 216. 
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witnessed.  While Joseph Cardon and his wife, me and my wife stood in the assembly hall of the 
temple, the choir and congregation were singing, “The Spirit of God Like a Fire is Burning,” and 
they were joined in this most wonderful hymn by a heavenly host whose description of their 
singing is beyond words.  We heard the most wonderful singing, and while we couldn’t distinguish 
the words, we knew by the inspiration that came to us, that they were the voices of Angels.  This 
gave us great satisfaction and joy, and it gave me a wonderful testimony. 
 

On returning home to Mexico [in May 1893], with thanksgiving to our Heavenly Father for 
the privilege that we had had, I had the privilege of bringing with me my Mother who has always 
been a wonderful inspiration to me.205  Her faith and testimony was [were] always a great blessing 
to me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mexican Horse Thieves Caught; But Orson Spends 18 Days in Jail (Fall 
1893)206 
 
 When I returned from the trip of hunting the Indians from Colonia Pacheco, I layed [laid] 
down on the ground and went to sleep.  I caught a severe cold as a consequence.  When I got 
home I had a slight case of pneumonia.  I had to stay in bed for two or three weeks. 
 
 While I was still sick, and not yet able to get out and ride, David Hawkins came rushing 
into the house to me one morning and said he had sighted seven Mexicans on the Tinaja Wash 
that morning driving a bunch of horses, and among them some of the Colony horses.  I 
immediately asked him to go and call Brigham Stowell and David Stevens.  He brought them back 
                                                 
205 Hansen.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife, supra pp. 211, 214, 216. 
206 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 17-18; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 18-19; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 105-108.  Hansen.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife, supra pp. 218-219. 

Phoebe Abbott Brown Fife with her children, 
abt 1893 (l-r):  Cynthia Fife Layton, Phoebe, 
Adelaide Brown Snyder, and Orson standing. 

courtesy:  Patrick Brown 
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with him in about two hours.  I told them to get me a horse from Brother Taylor and saddle him.  
I got out of bed and mounted.  We took a couple of blankets apiece, and with these two men, we 
started out hunting these Mexicans. 
 

Their trail led us up into the Tapasita Canyon where we found the thieves’ camp about six 
o’clock, and some of the horses but no men.  We stayed there that night and guarded the camp, 
and as the trail of part of the horses went up the canyon, next morning we went up the canyon to 
see what we could find.  On returning we saw the Mexicans, seven of them in their camp, and 
[they] were just eating their breakfast.  They had part of our horses saddled. 
 

As we rode toward them, and they saw us coming, they mounted hastily and started to run 
off with our horses. One of them shouted, “There comes Brown.  He will kill the whole bunch of 
us.”  We chased them and started shooting at them.   
 
 A Mexican, one Teofilo Hermosillo, was in charge of the bunch of thiefs [thieves].  We 
caught him and three of the others.  The other three got away from us.  One of them was riding a 
race horse that belonged to Judd, of Colonia Juárez.  As he was getting away from us, I said to 
Brigham Stowell, “Take a shot at him.”  He shot his hat off.  [The] Mexican fell off his horse.  We 
went and got the horse, but we could not find the Mexican. 
 
 We brought those four thieves to Colonia Juárez that afternoon. On arriving at Colonia 
Juárez we decided to guard them there that night, taking them to Casas Grandes, Chihuahua the 
next morning. We put a guard over these Mexicans in a little lumber butcher shop that belonged to 
Brother Harper on the corner of his lot where his house now stands.   
 

On our way [to] Juárez, a Mexican from Casas Grandes, overtook us.  He inquired as to 
what had happened.  When he found what it was, he went into Casas Grandes and notified 
Colonel Chabano Reyes, who was a partner of Hermosillo’s.  Chabano Reyes was a candidate at 
that time for President Municipal of Casas Grandes.  Hermosillo was “primero regidor” [first 
councilman or alderman], or hand [head?] of the municipality.   
 

During the night, I [had] gone home to bed, not being well.  That night, about midnight, 
Reyes with thirty-five armed men came up to the Colony to take the prisoners away from us. I had 
left five men on guard. James Skousen, one of the guards, came up and told me that Reyes was 
there with some of his men, and was demanding the prisoners, and he could hear men coming 
over the dugway.  He asked me what he should do.  I told him to return and tell the boys to get 
ready and protect the prisoners and not let them go. 
 
 I had gotten up from a sick bed to go after the thieves, and I was still weak, but I got up 
and took my gun and went down where the prisoners was [were] as soon as I could, carrying my 
rifle in my hand.  As I neared the men in the middle of the street, I heard Reyes shouting and 
cursing, saying, “I would just like to see this fellow Brown, who is to blame for the whole thing, so 
I could hang him to a tree there,” and saying that he had about thirty men with him to take the 
town. 
 

It was dark, of course, and I walked up to about five steps from him, and spoke in English 
to my boys, to be ready for serious trouble. 
 

When I had listened to his boast as long as I could, he not recognizing me because of the 
dark, I threw my rifle down on him and told him who I was, and [I] said if he did not shut up I 
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would shoot the top of his head off, and silence reigned.207  I told my men, “Any false move he 
makes, put a bullet through him.”   
 
 Just then, two horsemen came riding as fast as they could.  They had an order from the 
Presidente of Casas Grandes, who was then Manuel Hernandez, to deliver the prisoners over to 
them.  I sent for the “comisario” [commissioner].  Henry Eyring was the “comisario,” or political 
head of our party.  He was a highly educated man and one of the straighter shooters I knew.  He 
came down, and we officially turned these men prisoners over to those two men.   
 

In the morning, we went to Casas Grandes.  The town was very much excited.  Those 
thieves with their damn lies had the people worked up to a high pitch.  They had accused us of 
capturing them while in their camp eating breakfast, and that the horses of ours we had found 
among theirs had only been drinking with their horses, and they had not stolen them.   
 
 We presented ourselves to the presidente and he turned us over to the judge.  The judge 
put us in jail, Brothers Brigham Stowell, David Stevens, David Hawkins and myself, and there we 
remained for eighteen days and nights.208  The [future?] presidente [president], Jose Quevedo,209 the 
father of General Rodriquez Quevedo, took the responsibility of allowing us each day after the 
second day, to go out to a little farm that belonged to my father-in-law, Miles Romney.  There we 
would spend the days, helping him in the farm.  At night we could come back to our cell and be 
locked up for the night. 
 
 In the meanwhile, Brother Helaman Pratt and Miles Romney went to Ciudad Juárez to see 
the “Jefe Politico”[Governor of the State of Chihuahua], and tell him the true story.  They returned 
in about eight days.  There was no railroad then to Ciudad Juárez, and they had to go on light 
wagons as far as Gallego where they caught the Mexican Central.  The Mexican North Western 
was not built yet.  They had orders for our release. 
 
 We then had to begin a fight for our recognition.  When we were free, I asked if I might 
have permission to go to Ciudad Juárez.  The Bishop granted it.  I went to Ciudad Juárez.  Upon 
arriving at Ciudad Juárez, the first thing I did was to go and see the Honorable Guillermo Urrutia, 
Presidente of the Supreme Court of the State of Chihuahua.  He was at the “palacio municipal” 
[municipal palace].  I related our story to him and accused the judge of using his office to protect 
thieves.  He went up to the “Jefe Politico” [Governor] of Ciudad Juárez, and called on the district 
judge.  I made an accusation against the judge of Casas Grandes. 
 
 They brought the Casas Grandes judge up to Ciudad Juárez, and the judge lost his office 
and he was put in jail for six months.210  From then on, things went better and we began to get 
some protection from courts and officers of the law.  Up to that time we were always being 

                                                 
207 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 106, Orson says, “Here I am, and you shut up or I will put a bullet 
through your mouth.” 
208 Hansen.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife, supra pp. 218-219. 
209 There is a little confusion here as to the identity of the chief political president.  In Historical Transcript, 
1940, p. 19, Orson says the president is Manual Hernandez, but in Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 107, he 
says the president is Jose Quevado.  We learn a little later that Jose Quevado is elected as the new president 
about the time this incident occurs. 
210 In Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 18, Orson says, “The judge in turn being given one year in prison for false 
imprisonment and the turning loose of thieves.” 
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persecuted in a number of small instances, but after that we were treated with justice by the 
officers at Casas Grandes. 
 
 
More Mexican Horse Thieves and Quevedo’s Justice (early 1894)211 
 
 Just about this time the Quevedo’s came into power and we always found the hand of 
justice with that family. There had been a new election and a new Presidente [President] of Casas 
Grandes was elected [Jose Quevedo,] and there was a notice put up that any one desiring to hunt 
any straying animals on lands belonging to the colonies would need to come and get permission.  
And the Presidente [President] advised that anyone of his people found riding the range without 
permission would be severely dealt with. 
 
 Not long after this, I was going from Casas Grandes by Ojo de Molino, north west of 
Casas Grandes, on the Tinaja, and just after passing the divide above the springs, I saw four men 
coming, driving a bunch of horses.  Even from a distance, I recognized that some of the horses 
were those belonging to the colonies.  The men also recognized me.  They were the two Varelas 
and Reyes’ nephew. 
 

As they were all well armed, they separated, leaving the horses to surround me.  I got off 
my horse and threw my gun down at them, and shot over their heads.  Then I motioned them to 
beat it, at the same time, hollering to them that if they came any nearer there would be serious 
trouble.  They were about three hundred yards away.  They took fright and went as fast as their 
horses could go to the north. 
 
 I went to the bunch of horses, and sorted out those belonging to the colonies and drove 
them home.  The next day, we went to Casas Grandes and had these men summoned before the 
Presidente [President] and, there again, I advised them, that if a like condition occurred, I would 
leave their bones bleaching in the prairie for the coyotes. 
 
 Evidently, they took me at my word, and we were not bothered for a good many years. 
 
 
Apache Nachise Killed by Colonists John Allen and Martin Harris (1900)212 

  
When [the Apache Indians] came back, they stole some washing, corn, and potatoes.  The 

colonists, John Allen and Martin Harris, followed them.  At first they thought they were Mexicans, 
but then they saw Indians crossing the canyon.   
 

They went up to a point and waited.  One of the men had a shot gun, another, a rifle.  
Those Indians came up to within twenty five steps, then the colonists shot and killed two of them, 
and a little girl four or five years old.  She was strapped onto the Indian’s back.  The shot went 
clear through the Indian and the child. 
 

                                                 
211 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 19, and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 119. 
212 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 102-104.  Hatch. Colonia Juarez: An Intimate Account of A Mormon 
Village, supra pp. 87-90, says that this event happened in 1900, that the colonists were Thomas Allen and 
Martin Harris, and that the Indian chief killed was thought to be the Apache Kid. 
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 I sent word to the “Jefe Politico” [Chief Political Officer] of what had been done.  He 
argued, “Those are not Indians.  You have killed Mexicans!”  I took him up to see the dead 
Indians.”  He was convinced.  “Si son Indios barbaros!”[“Yes, they are treacherous Indians!”] 
 
 I had taken my camera with me, and I took a photograph of the Indian chief.  He had been 
shot through the nipple and the bullet came back out on his back, left side.  I sent it to the 
reservation, and they said it was a Nachise, one of Geronimo’s men.  He had never surrendered 
but had joined “El Chivito’s” band. 
 
 Those Indians back in those strongholes [strongholds] of the Sierra Mountains, where very 
few white men had dared venture, had killed innumerable prospectors, men hunting for gold, men 
who disappeared into the mountains and never came back.  They had taken their toll of many 
Mexican families, too. 
 
 When I was over there in that mountain country, I ran into a Moroni I. Fenn, about three 
years ago.  I asked him if he had any news of any Indians.  He replied, “Here is my boy who joined 
some Mexicans and followed the Indians to see where they went.   Three of the Indians he 
followed up the defile.  He killed all three of them.  We have never seen or heard of Indians since 
that time.” 
 
 This is probably the last of the Kid and his bunch of Renegade Indians of 1884. 
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CHAPTER  11 
 
 
 
Healing, Preaching, and Learning Forgiveness (1893-1894)213 
 
 
 
Sickness, Healing and Preaching 
 

As I have previously stated, on my trip to the mountains after the Apache Indians [during 
the Winter 1892], I had become sick and had had an examination by two doctors who said I had 
Bright’s disease and my health was very poor.  Joseph C. Bentley had gone to El Paso, Texas, and 
Mexico City, and on his return in a conversation with Max Weber the manager of Ketelsen and 
Degatau’s Banking and Mercantile Institution, arranged to get me to purchase cattle.  Brother Guy 
Taylor and myself started on my first trip to Sonora 
 

On our way over [to Sonora], at Ojitos, Chihuahua, we met an old French doctor who 
looked at me and said, “Young man, you are in a very bad condition but you are going to the 
country where you can get a medicine that will cure you if you will take it as a medicine and not a 
beverage.”  This was Mescal de Cabeza [Maguey plant].   

 
Just previous to my leaving home I called upon Apostle Teasdale and while talking with 

him, I told him of my anticipatory trip and my bad condition of health.  He immediately stood 
upon his feet and laid his hands upon my head and gave me a blessing, in the which he said I 
would find on this trip to Sonora the medicine that would restore my health; and also that I would 
encounter people who would oppose the principles of the Gospel. 
 

He said, “I hereby set you apart and give you a mission to preach the truth of the Gospel in 
this foreign tongue, and I make you the promise that there shall not be any one who shall rise up 
against these sacred principles, and you, that shall have power either to confound you in your 
language, or their own, for you will have the gift of tongues.  You will be able to confuse and bring 
to naught those who oppose you if you be humble and depend upon the Lord.” 
 

And sure enough, on this trip when I was staying at the little town of Guachinaro, Sonora, 
there was living at the house I was staying at, a Catholic priest.  I remained there some eight days 
awaiting returns from a messenger that had been sent to the pueblos south and west to find [out] 
about some cattle.  I had had a number of conversations with this priest, and one Sunday morning, 
he had made an appointment with some of his people of the little town.  And while we were at 
breakfast in the large “sala” [room] of the house, the people began to come in, and they filled the 
parlor.  The priest, with a Bible in his hand and his other books, stood up and began to speak, 
referring to me and my religion.  The notes that he had taken, had been taken during his 
conversations with me. He ridiculed [my religion] and asked me a number of questions in the 
presence of these people. 
 

One of the most potent questions was:  “The idea of this man professing to be a follower 
of the Master when the church that he is a member of was only organized some sixty years ago, 

                                                 
213 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 23-24. 
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while our church has come down during the ages from the Master Apostle Peter.” 
 

I asked him some questions, and said if he would confine himself to the Bible, I would be 
glad to discuss this matter with him.  And before I knew it, I was standing on my feet and 
preaching the simple principles of the Gospel of the Master in the language of those people, and 
the power of testimony and the spirit of the Gospel came to me with such power that the Father 
of the village, Mr. Leonardo Doriella arose. 
 

He said, “Stop!  This man is teaching us the pure principles of the Gospel of the Master.  
We as Catholics are sinning against all of our traditions in listening to a new religion, even if it is 
the truth.” 
 

He went on to say, “My good friend, what you have said is true, but I am sorry that we 
cannot accept it because we are Catholics.” 
 

The Catholic priest was confused and confounded, and from that time on, during the 
remainder of my stay, he made himself absent from my presence; thus bringing to pass the 
promises that were given me through the prophet Apostle Teasdale.  Also, I found the medicine 
that restored my health, and I became strong and healthy again, thus proving the efficacy of the 
promises of the servants of the Lord under the inspiration of the Spirit of the Lord. 
 
 
Learning to Forgive Others:  Orson and Apostle Teasdale (circa 1894)214 
 

There was a very important incident and circumstance that came into my life in which 
Apostle Teasdale again manifested the spirit of prophecy.  There had been some discord.  
President Macdonald, who was first counselor to Apostle Teasdale at Colonia Juárez, had gone 
out, or been released.  He was also President of the Juárez Colonization Company, and had gone 
to Mexico City, and a false report had come to us that he was using his office as President of the 
Colonization Company to power his own personal interest. 
 

The people of Colonia Juárez had become very much disunited because of a gross 
misunderstanding in regard to an action of President Alexander Macdonald.  The Bishop and 
about two thirds of the members of Colonia Juárez signed a petition and sent it to Presidency of 
the Church asking that President Macdonald be removed from his office without having made 
proper investigation.  I was one of the signers of this petition, and manifested more zeal than 
wisdom and more audacity than humility. 
 
 The presidency of the Church sent Apostles Brigham Young, Jr. and John Henry Smith 
down and they, together with Apostle Teasdale, called all of the brethren together to find out what 
the matter was.  After several hours of hearing, it became evident that the complaint that had been 
sent was without foundation, in fact, and President Macdonald was exonerated with the 
satisfaction of the Brethren.   
 

But because of my stubbornness, I was not converted, and in the conference following, 
when the brethren were being sustained in their offices, I alone voted against President 
Macdonald.  And so Apostle Teasdale, who presided over the Colonies, instructed Bishop Sevey 

                                                 
214 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 29-30; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 26. 
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and his counselors after one of the conferences to call me before them to investigate my case and 
try and make me see the folly of my presumptuous attitude. 

 
So one day in accordance with these instructions, I was called before Bishop Sevey and his 

counselors, but to no avail.  My blindness and stubbornness was such that they gave me no light in 
the matter.  Apostle Teasdale had advised them that if they could not reconcile me to my wrongs 
to send me to him, so immediately on being dismissed from the bishopric they directed me to 
Apostle Teasdale’s home.  He was waiting for me in his office.  I knocked at the door of Brother 
Teasdale’s office, and he got up and opened the door, and told me to come in.  And as I entered, 
he said for me to take a chair in front of him. 
 

He said to me, “My boy, did the brethren have the right effect upon you?”215  And I said, 
“No.”  And with a spirit of bravado I said, “Should one man forgive another when he does not 
repent?” 
 

He didn’t answer me, but just looked at me as though he was looking clear through me, 
and it appeared that his eyes were consuming my very soul for all of the bravado in me left, and I 
bowed my head and tears filled my eyes.  I hung my head in shame and when I could get courage, I 
raised my head.  I said to him in tears, “Forgive me Apostle Teasdale.  I know my duty now, for 
these words have come to me:  ‘Of you it is required that you forgive all men, and I will forgive 
whom I will.’”216 
 

He asked what my duty was.  I replied, “It doesn’t matter what other people do, it is my 
duty to forgive them.  And if I do not, the Lord will not forgive me.” 
 

I was as humble as a lamb, and he said to me, “My son, as with Peter of old, flesh and 
blood had not revealed this to thee, but my Father who art in heaven.  For I have been praying to 
Him that He would reveal this unto you.”  And as we stood up, he clasped me in his arms, kissed 
me and blessed me.217 
 
 It was another very important turning point in my life, for ever since then, I have known 
my duty in regard to that great principle of forgiveness, and that spirit of forgiveness has always 
remained with me even until this day. 
 
 

                                                 
215 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 29, records that Apostle Teasdale “said to me, ‘My boy, did the brethren 
convert you of the errors of your way?’” 
216 In the Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 29, Orson emphasized the underlined words that are all typed in 
capital letters.  The scripture he quotes is from Doctrine and Covenants, supra 64:10. 
217 In the Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 29, Orson emphasized the underlined words that are all typed in 
capital letters. 
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CHAPTER  12 
 
 
 
Temoche Indians; and Business Partners in Mexico (1893-
1900’s) 
 
 
 
Temoche Uprising; Captain Orson Brown and Juárez Militia Cavalry (Fall 
1893)218 
 
 It was in the year of 1893.  The Temoche Indians,219 intermixed with a few Mexicans, lived 
in a little village by the name of Temoche, in western Chihuahua where the whole country is wild, 
which is near Cabora, in the state of Sinaloa. 

 
Some two or three years before, there had been a girl, named Teresita de Cabora of 

Sinaloa, 15 years old who claimed to have visitations and spiritual instructions.  The spiritual 
messenger visiting her, she claimed, had told her that the Catholic priests were not supposed to sell 
the church sacraments, nor charge people for sermons pertaining to the church, and that they had 
no connection with the church of the Master. 
 

These people at Temoche, together with the people from the surrounding towns, as well as 
those scattered in the mountains, believing what they had heard of her, visited her at her home in a 
little mountain village of Cabora in northeastern Sinaloa.  Among them went the Presidente of 
Temoche, Cruz Chavez, with several of the people of Temoche.  They returned home very much 
impressed with the things they had heard and seen at Cabora, with regard to the manifestations 
given to Teresita. 
 

When the priest from Guerrero came down to visit them in Temoche, and was holding 
services in the church, the people, instead of going to these services, went to the house of the 
Presidente, Cruz Chavez.  He had erected an altar in his humble little parlor where the people of 
Temoche were having their Sunday services.   

 
This infuriated the priest of Guerrero, and he forthwith went to the house of Cruz Chavez, 

and started to tear down the altar and destroy the images that had been erected there.  Cruz 
Chavez in return, entered and drove the priest out of his house and told him to leave his house and 
the town also. 

                                                 
218 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 18–29; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 19–23; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 120–132.  The Temoche story is told best and most completely in the Bishop Transcript, 1932 
than in any other Orson Pratt Brown autobiographical source.  This description, comprising Bishop 
Transcript, 1932 pages 18 through 29, is verbatim, word for word, except for a few phrases or sentences 
added for clarification from the Historical Transcript, 1940. 
219 During the Mexican Revolution 1910-1920, Temoche Indians took part in the overthrow of the Porfirio 
Díaz government.  At the time of Madero Revolution 1910-1913, Abram Gonzalez, governor of 
Chihuahua, and Generals Pascual Orozco and his father were Temoche Indians.  Hatch.  Colonia Juarez: An 
Intimate Account of A Mormon Village, supra pp. 98-99.  Porfirio Díaz himself was part Mixtec Indian and was 
born in Oaxaca, Mexico.  See Chapter 23:  The Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920 infra. 
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The priest immediately went to Guerrero and informed his brother that was “Jefe 
Politico,” that he had been abused and driven out of the town.  The “Jefe Politico” sent an escort 
of seventy-five men to Temoche with instructions to arrest all of the men and bring them to 
Guerrero. 
 

Cruz Chavez and his men anticipated this, and had made preparations for the reception of 
the armed men from Guerrero.  They sent out a messenger to meet the escort and tell them not to 
come into Temoche or there would be blood shed.  The soldiers, instead of heeding Chavez’s 
announcement, started on into the town.  

 
Chavez and his men met them with a battle cry of liberty and in defense of their lives and 

homes; they opened fire and killed about thirty of the soldiers sent to capture them.  The balance 
of the soldiers returned to Guerrero and reported the conditions.   

 
The Mexican Federal government then sent three hundred soldiers to Temoche to subdue 

the Temoches.  In a like manner, they were received by Cruz Chavez and his men, who scattering 
in bunches of five, hid in the bushes around the village, and as the soldiers advanced, they shot 
down their officers first, then played havoc with the soldiers killing over one hundred at the first 
battle. 
 

Cruz Chavez and his men only numbered thirty-seven.  Then the Federal government sent 
down to Temoche five hundred soldiers, and the same thing occurred.  The Temoche killed the 
officers first, then the soldiers that happened to linger.  The conditions became intolerable.   

 
Next, the Federal government sent fifteen hundred soldiers to go in and capture the 

Temoches, dead or alive.  The General in command formed an attacking party, sending five-
hundred soldiers around to the west to come down the canyon, thus having the town completely 
surrounded.  The men from the west that were coming down the canyon were the first to come 
near to the village.   

 
The Temoches shot down their officers and disarmed the soldiers and drove them into the 

church.  When the General on top of the mountain demanded that they surrender he was shot and 
killed instantly by a Temoche.  The battle had raged for some hours when the Federal army fired 
some incendiary explosives into the church from a canon, thinking that the Temoches had taken 
refuge in the church. The roof of the church was of lumber and immediately began to burn and 
the soldiers locked in that church were cremated. 
 

The Temoches escaped to the mountains through the entrance left in the west where these 
soldiers had come down.  The army followed them into the mountains and the death rate to the 
soldiers was terrible.  It was estimated that before these Temoches left the country that they had 
caused two thousand soldiers to loose [lose] their lives during their campaign of two years.  

 
The remainder of these Temoche Indians then went to the United States and were there 

for a couple of years.  Then they decided to return to their homes and families in Mexico.   
 
They came by appointment to the border at Palomas, Sonora, Mexico, and in the early 

morning assaulted the customs house and guards, wounding some of the guards, and capturing the 
customs house.  They gave the customs administrator a receipt for the money and other things 
they took.  They then started on their way south, having taken six horses and saddles from the 
customs guards. 
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They went close to Colonia Díaz, Chihuahua, and stole out of a pasture four horses 
belonging to W. D. Johnson.  Bishop Johnson immediately sent a runner to Juárez to tell us what 
had happened, and to warn us so we could be on our guard against any stealing or plundering.  
Also about this time, runners came in from Casas Grandes with the same warning of danger.  At 
Casas Grandes, the people had been warned by runners from Ramos where the Temoches had 
stolen four mules from a wagon belonging to the San Pedro Ranch, which was loaded with 
provisions, and that the Temoches had carried all the provisions they could on the mules.  They 
advised that these Temoches had passed by Ramos coming towards Juárez. 

  
 At Juárez, we had previously organized a home guard or militia with Brother Miles 

Romney as Major in command and myself as Captain of the cavalry.  On receiving this information 
we began to make preparations.   
 

We knew the whole country side had been warned, as was the custom.  Serious trouble lay 
in the air.  I knew the symptoms well.  My blood warned, and my heart beat faster, as we began to 
prepare for the fierce Temoches’ coming. 

 
I was at the house when the Mexican runner came.  The first thing I did was to arm myself 

with pistol and rifle and belt full of cartridges.  In the meanwhile, some of my boys saddled my 
horse and brought it to me. 

 
I rode over to Brother Amos Cox place, and I got Cox to go up north of the Colony with 

me.  Before we started off, I sent a man name Trejo [who was] a man working for me, to Casas 
Grandes to report, and to ask them to send me some soldiers or volunteers to help out, in case 
there was trouble. 

 
On our way north, we passed Brother Carl Nielson’s place.  He was out in the field.  He 

asked us where we were going.  He knew by our serious and determined way that there was 
something up.  I said to him, “We are on serious business.  The Temoches are on their way south, 
and will very likely try and go through the Colony.”  He said, “I want to go with you.”  I said, 
“Good.  We want volunteers.  These Indians are horse-thieves.  I have just had word that they 
have stolen four horses from Brother Johnson at Colonia Díaz.” 

 
We waited till he went into the house and got his pistol and cartridge belt, and the all three 

started up the east side of the river.  We had gone about two miles when, at the first river crossing, 
we ran into Brother George F. Sevey, half way between his farm and the Colony.  He was all 
excited and out of breath.  [He was] a brave, strong-looking lad of sixteen or seventeen.  By the 
look of concern on his fine honest face, I knew he had news, and was speeding to the Colony to 
tell us.  I called,  “What is up?” He told us. 

 
“Three suspicious-looking characters came up as near as the farm of Luanna Baker, who 

was standing at the gate when they happened by.  They looked like Mexicans, dressed in the 
ordinary Mexican “camisa” [shirt], “sombrero” [hat], and American overalls, but they are strangers 
around these parts.”  There was not a doubt in my mind as to who these suspicious-looking 
characters were.  They were the advance guard of the Temoches come to investigate at the farm to 
see if they dared go through the colonies.220 
                                                 
220 The date of this encounter with the Temoches is placed as November 21, 1893.  See Turley, Clarence F., 
and Anna Tenney Turley.  History of the Mormon Colonies in Mexico (The Juarez Stake) 1885–1980.  Salt Lake 
City: Publishers Press, 1996, p. 82. 
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Luanna Baker spoke Spanish fluently so they could talk to her.  They asked her: “Where 
was the store?  Did they have a good stock of flour, corn and beans?  Did they have any 
“Aguardiente” [brandy, spirituous liquor], “Mescal” [Maguey plant liquor] for sale?  How about 
rifles? Cartridges?  Clothe[s], to take to their families?  How large was the store actually?  Where 
was the door?  Did she think they could buy cartridges there?  How fare [far] from the farm?  To 
the east or west?  Sister Baker gave them very little satisfaction, and answered their many 
inopportune questions vaguely. 

 
Then they began asking about the Colonists.  “How many were there?”  Sister Baker 

answered, “Over a thousand.”  “Over a thousand men?” they wanted know.  They did not believe 
it.  She could see their incredulous faces.  There was no doubt in their voices, too.  She pretended 
not to understand what they were driving at.  “Were all these men well armed?”  Sister Baker had 
answered promptly.  “Oh, yes, to be sure; every body is armed and with the newest and best arms 
from the United States.”  All the colonies were well armed, particularly Colonia Juárez.  There were 
always a few horse and cattle thieves.  She finished looking at their leader and spokesman straight 
in the eye.  She also added that the town of Casas Grandes was well garrisoned.  But they did not 
seem impressed with this information. 
 
 I interrupted, and dispatched Nielson up the river, back to the Colony to call some of the 
Brethren together to go back around the Sevey Farm and try and capture these three men.   
 

I sent Sevey down to the Colony to advise Major Romney of the situation.  Major Romney 
was head of the militia and I was his Captain.  I said to Brother Sevey before he started off, “Go 
first to Major Romney, and tell him everything you have told me.  Tell him that Brother Cox and I 
are going toward the Tinaja (the deep “arroyo” wash; it was like a gorge during the rainy season) 
and ask him to send me some men to help; and that I was satisfied these Temoches were on the 
Tinaja.” 

 
After talking with Brother Sevey, [I] was pretty well satisfied in my own mind that these 

Temoches were hiding in the Tinaja, watching for an opportunity to come through the Colony.  I 
knew what they wanted above all things.  They wanted to go to the store and loot the place.  I 
started my horse at a smart, hard pace in the direction of the Tinaja, Cox following close beside 
me. 

 
“Come on Cox,” I called, as I felt him just behind me.  “I have got to know the exact 

location of these Temoches.  They are dangerous and not to be fooled with.”  We knew them 
through reputation.  We had heard of their spirited defense of a few years before, [as] had the 
whole country side.  I was half-thinking out loud, half-talking to Brother Cox, who was a few paces 
behind me. 

 
“We must not let them get a foothold inside the Colony or else we will have real trouble.  

We will probably have trouble anyway.  But the families must be protected against fright as much 
as possible.  We must meet them before they get in, and put the fear of the Lord into them.  We 
must show ourselves well-armed, determined, without fear of hesitation to keep them out.  The 
sooner we meet them the better.”  I could hardly restrain my horse, he wanted to fly as I did, I was 
so anxious to get at them. 

 
There was a narrow path leading to the Tinaja which had been walked through by the 

women and children going to gather small wood to start fires in the dry seasons, or to take the 
small cattle for water during the rainy season.  [The] young men sometimes took the path to hunt 
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ducks and jackrabbits. 
 
This was the month of September, and it was dry and dusty as we stepped on crunchy 

mesquite twigs.  As we were nearing the Tinaja, we abandoned the well-worn path and struck out 
through the dry mesquite Sacaton (tall Grass) more carefully and slowly, to avoid the surprise.  
Although I was a little too determined to be very cautious.  

 
As we arrived near the Tinaja, and were scouting along the south rim, suddenly, without 

warning, a few yards from us, we almost stumbled into three of them, without realizing they were 
upon us.  They raised [rose] up from behind big boulders.  With rifles cocked and pointed at us, 
they demanded that we surrender.  We were surprised to find them so suddenly upon us, but I 
jerked my gun out without an instants’ loss of time, and Cox followed me, so that it seemed as if 
we had rehearsed when to jerk our guns.  I demanded, in turn, “put down your guns.”  Neither 
side lowered their guns; Cox and I watching the least movement – the slightest lowering of their 
guard.  There we stood tense for [what] seemed minutes, but it was probably only seconds.  
Finally, the climax was reached, and the man who appeared to be the leader, together with a 
second man who had his gun on Cox, gave in, and lowered their guns, and I sighed in relief inside.   
 
 We had won the first round.  There was a breathing spell.  The third man had his gun on 
me.  He was a pure blooded Indian.  I knew the difference - a darker, deeper, richer color of skin; 
piercing black eyes; longer, straighter, blacker hair.  He did not lower his gun with the rest.  He 
went a step further, and half-distrustful, half-annoyed with the lowering of the guns of this leader 
and companion, he asked, “Are we going to surrender to these two gringos?”  He seemed to have 
more backbone, more boldness than the others, and I always suspected him of being one of the 
guiding spirit of the Temoches.  I cut in before they could say anything.  “Of course, you will 
surrender to us.  You are “banditos” [bandits] and thieves going through the country stealing 
honest hard-working peoples’ horses and cattle!” 

 
Their leader answered me quietly.  “No, we are not thieves and bandits, and steal only 

when it is a matter of necessity, when we are hungry or to get home when we can no longer walk.  
Ours is another mission.  We are on our way south to join our families and go back to our home.  
We have been away from them for a long, long time.” 
 
 I told him, “You are Temoches, and have caused a lot of trouble, first, in your home town 
with the Federal soldiers, then now with the officers at Paloma.  We know all, and now you have 
just stolen horses from Colonia Díaz, also mules and provision from the San Pedro Ranch.  They 
did not deny it.   
 
 “Now you want to steal from this Colony.  You want to go to the store perhaps and steal, 
but I warn you that if you so much as steal a garment from this Colony, I am here, and I will 
follow you to the end, even if it leads to the very shore of the sea!” 
 
 They seemed impressed with what I said, and remained quiet for a few seconds.  Finally, I 
said: 
 
 “Where are the rest of your companions?’  The leader answered, “They are close by.”  Just 
then about five hundred yards distant, behind a little hill, still on our side of the Tinaja, I saw down 
one of their men going out from their camp with a bucket in his hand for water to the Tinaja.  The 
Indian who had never lowered his gun said to the man in charge, “Why not send our other 
companion down to the camp to tell the others to come up here?”  That was all the third man 
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needed.  At that, he turned around to go.  I called out sharply:  “Stop, or I would [will] put a bullet 
through your back.”  He stopped, and I went on.  “Even if you put two through me, I am in 
command here, and you do as I say.” 
 

The man in charge said, “You let us go to our camp, and we will let you go to yours.”  We 
all agreed to this.  But the Indian still did not lower his gun, and I had to do something.  I said, “If 
you did not lower your gun, I will shoot you.” As they started toward their camp, he gave in and 
lowered his gun, but hesitantly and with very bad grace.   
 

As we turned to go to the Colony their leader called to us, “There are three of our men 
gone down into your Colony, and we recommend that you see that nothing happens to them.”  I 
called back, “All right.” 
 

As Brother Cox and I rode back, we came to the place where we had met Brother Sevey 
that morning, and saw him coming again.  We stopped within a few yards of each other, and I 
called, “What is the news?”  He said, “Brother Nielsen ran into the three men who talked to Sister 
Baker, and followed them, but when they saw they were being watched, they beat it onto the mesa, 
east of the Colony.  Nielson did not give up, and was still in pursuit.”  After I talked with Sevey, I 
had the feeling that those Temoches were going to try and come into the Colony.  I knew there 
was no time to lose.  
 

I sent Cox down to tell Major Romney: “Tell him to hurry the men to help out.  Tell him I 
feel sure that these Temoches are going to try to go through the Colonies, and I need some men to 
help me hold them, quick, before they get a foot hold.”  He sped off, and Brother Sevey and I 
started in the direction of the hills by the Tinaja where we had just had our short encounter with 
the Temoches. 

 
On our way to the hills, I met Brother David Johnson, coming toward us with some 

horses.  I said to him, “What is up?  Any new[s]?”  He replied, “I just saw Brother Nielson, 
following three men, riding fast toward the north.  I did not know what to make of it, so I thought 
I would come down into the Colony and find out.  I said, “Good Heavens!  He is following these 
three Temoches.”  I thought out loud:  “It is really dangerous for Brother Nielson to be following 
those three Temoches, alone.  We had better follow him.  That is the only thing to do, follow 
Brother Nielson.  He is the one in most danger right now.”  But just as we turned north, I saw 
some men coming toward [us] from the Colony, so I waited. 

 
Cox had met Carlton, Judd, Taylor, and Stowell on his way.  Major Romney had already 

sent them when I sent word by Cox the second time.  I saw that they were all well armed and eager 
and ready for any emergency.  I sized up my little band, mentally.  All were men of extra-ordinary 
valor; they had proved it many a time in past difficulties.  They could be depended upon in any 
situation.  What was more important, they had faith in their great Creator that he would protect 
them in doing their duty.  (With the exception of one, they have all gone before me to the other 
side.) 

 
We reached the Tinaja, and following along up the north ridge, [we] saw Nielson.  He was 

riding back and with only four hundred yards between him and the three Temoches he had been 
following.  The Temoches were beckoning for him to come to them.  When he saw us within 
calling distance, he said, all excited, “Come on Captain.  We got ‘em now!”  I could not help 
laughing.  We had them like the fellow who had the bear, and had to have help to let him lo[o]se. 
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The three Temoches were north of Nielson, and still further to the north, we saw another 
bunch of Temoches, about twenty-five in all, coming up out of the Tinaja wash onto the Mesa.  
The main body of the Temoches joined the three, and they kept on beckoning to us.  Nielson 
joined us and said, “I believe they want a parley.”  I said, “There is no doubt about it.” 

 
I rode up to within talking distance of them, followed by Brother Nielson and Brother 

Cox, and when I knew they could not help but hear me, I called, “Send one of your leaders to meet 
with me, alone, for a parley.  They assented, and sent their second in command.  He walked out 
form among the Temoches, a tall, straight Indian.  When I saw that he let his gun down, I let mine 
down also, and went out to meet him.  We walked toward each other until we were about fifty 
yards from each other.  There was dead silence in our respective little armies.  Everybody was 
tense, waiting for the outcome of the parley. 
 
 I let him speak first.  He said, “We are on our way south to join our families and go back to 
our home, after wandering for years, and we want to go through the Colony.”  I knew why they 
wanted to go through our Colony.  They wanted to replenish their supplies from our store.  They 
wanted to rob us.  I answered firmly: 
 
 “We will not permit you Temoches to go through our Colony.  You will have to go around 
it on your way home.” He came back, “If you do not allow us to go through your Colony 
peacefully, we might go through anyway.”  I answered just as quickly, “We have plenty of well-
armed men, as you have a sample yonder,” and I swept my hand toward our men.  “And we will 
clean you all out if you so much as try to go through the Colony.”  With my hand, I then 
proceeded to mark and point the way they should go. 
 
 Besides, I continued, “You are bandits, pure and simple, in trouble with the government, 
and we are loyal citizens and cannot treat with bandits.”  Again I marked and pointed the way they 
should go.  He left after that and went back to his people, and I rode back to mine.  We could see 
that he was telling them what I had said. 
 
 We moved on up the ridge a little nearer to where I had left Brother Judd with some of the 
others to guard the canyon from a surprise attack.  They were waving their hats back and forth 
three times, which was the signal of warning that the Temoches were coming down to attack us. 
 

As we got a little further up the ridge, we saw six men on horseback, guns out, coming 
upon us.  As I looked down over the ridge, I saw ten men marching on foot, to surround us from 
the other side.  In an instant they had almost surrounded.  We were quite a ways down the canyon.  
For the moment, it looked as if there was nothing to do but to run.  I passed word.  We start to 
run down the ridge.  Then suddenly the thought came to me that they could roll rocks down and 
kill us like rats in a trap.  I called to my companions to stop.  They were only a few yards ahead of 
me. 
 
 With that we all stopped, and I had them walk back and forth as if we had a lot of men.  
You see the enemy was over the brow of the hill and could not see us, but we could see them.  We 
were out of sight.  It was a desperate bluff, but we had nothing to lose and everything to gain.  It 
worked. 
 
 Our attacking enemy stopped dead in their tracks when they realized that we going to make 
a firm stand.  Again I stepped forward and motioned them to come and finish the attack.  There 
were only three of us behind the brown of the hill.  There were sixteen of them surrounding us.  
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They did not come on! 
 
 When I saw that our bluff had worked and that they had hesitated in their attack, I knew 
we had won the battle.  I motioned them, again more calmly and carefully, the direction in which I 
expected them to pick their way south. 
 
 They turned from their original path and started in the direction I pointed.  Five or six of 
us followed them.  We kept them at a distance of five hundred yards, the rest of that day.  By night 
we had lost their camp.  It was directly west of the Colony, and of Macdonald Spring, on top of 
one of the mountains. We went on back to the Colony that night.  We found that Casas Grande 
had sent us twenty-five soldiers, and twenty-five citizen volunteers, and ten “gendarmes” [armed 
police force], sixty men in all. 
 
 We held a council of war. 
 
 The Mexicans from Casas Grandes said that they were very anxious to capture the 
Temoches, dead or alive, as they had been as source of great trouble and bloodshed for many 
years.  The government had a price on their heads, and there would be much glory to be earned 
through their capture. 
 
 I told them that we were ready and willing to help in every way we could.  With that, I 
marked a plan by which we could surround them and capture them.  They began to argue about 
the plan, and were not as anxious to get started.  “Let us wait till morning,” they advised.  The next 
morning, we had another council.  At this meeting, they said: 
 
 “Captain Brown, you take the trail, and when you have found out which way they are 
going, come back and tell us, and we will come immediately and destroy the whole bunch.”  At 
daylight, I left with E. L. Taylor, Jerome Judd, Peter C. Wood, Carl Nielsen, Amos Cox, and 
Brigham Stowell. 
 
 We rode to the top of the mountain, west of Macdonald Spring, where they had had their 
camp the night before.  There, we found the remains of camp, and that their trail led directly 
south.  We followed the trail for the greater part of the day until we hit a canyon, or rather a 
narrow gorge, leading into the Stairs country [which was about eight miles up the river from 
Colonia Juárez ].221  We had called it the Stairs country because the rains had formed a little creek, 
which had been flowing down the country through hundreds of years, and the water had cut stairs 
down the mountain. 
 
 Instead of following the trail across the canyon, and up the high ground, we went right up 
the canyon.  When we neared the pass, we saw a saddled horse, and almost immediately a man 
stepped out and shot his gun in the ground as a signal. 
 
 We had come upon them, again, suddenly.  There was no time to waste or plan.  I said to 
Brother Taylor:  “You know the trail, take it!” 
 
 As we ran by them, they opened up on us.  When we reached a little ridge where we had 
some sort of defense, we stopped.  I told my companions we would return the fire here.  We 
opened up on them for about twenty minutes and kept it up.  But neither side gained anything.  
                                                 
221  Martineau, Joel Hills (1867-1955).  1952 Audio Recording Transcript of Joel Martineau, Age 85, supra p. 7. 
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We were too far to do any harm.  Then I noticed that they were gradually creeping upon us.  They 
had the advantage of the ground.  I told our men. “We had better get away, now, before it is too 
late, or the bullets will soon be coming where we are.”  One bullet struck rock a few feet from 
Brother Wood.  He was hiding behind the rock, and the hot lead sprinkled his thin hair. 
 
 Quick, we moved further on, and took a good position about five hundred years from the 
Temoches.  I had already sent Brother Nielson to advise the people of Juárez and the soldiers that 
we had found the Temoches and to come on.  There we waited the coming of the Federal soldiers. 
 
 They did not come.  Finally, we spied them at a distance but they were hesitant of coming 
any nearer.  I guess they were afraid.  The only ones who separated themselves from the main body 
of men were the ten gendarmes.  I could not understand what was the matter. 
 
 It was decided that I go out and meet them, while the rest remained in our fortified 
position, which was near the Alamita Ranch. 
 
 In the meanwhile, the Indians had come through the pass, and were now onto the low 
ground.  Their proximity was getting more and more dangerous, as the minutes went by. 
 
 As I neared, I could tell the gendarmes were nervous.  They did not seem at all anxious to 
meet the Temoches. 
 
 Brother Nielson, who had gone with Taylor, recognized me.  He called me, “Here is the 
Captain.”  He came forward to meet me with Brother Carlton.   They were the soldiers’ guides.  
We held a parley with the Lieutenant in command of the gendarmes.  He said, “I have instructions 
to tell you, Mi Capitan [my Captain], to come on in to the Colonia.” 
 
 It was an awful let down.  We could have whipped them so easily.  I could not fight the 
Temoches alone with my men.  There was too much risk for so few.  I had no right to expose my 
men.  That was not their mission.  That was the duty of authorized government officials.  We had 
done our part, and above all, we had protected our homes and families.  Even Johnson’s four 
horses which the Temoches had stolen and been left for us by them. 
 
 I was baffled and furious at their cowardliness, but there was nothing to do but to follow 
them into the town.  We rode on into Colonia Juárez, and I went straight to Major Romney’s 
home to report.  He took us all up to Apostle Teasdale’s home. 
 
 It seemed like every one in the Colony had gathered at Brother Teasdale’s.  They were 
anxiously awaiting news of us.  They were anxious because Brother Nielson had reported that the 
Temoches had us surrounded and probably had killed us all by this time.  There was some basis for 
his report.  There were only six of us, and Temoches counted around twenty [thirty]-seven. 
 
 When Brother Teasdale looked upon us, he blessed us, saying, “Whereas you have 
protected your home town, the Lord will bless you and be with you, and you will have power over 
your enemies, and they will not have power to destroy you.” 
 
 That afternoon we had a meeting at the schoolhouse building with the Mexican officials. 
 
 These Mexicans, instead of wanting to follow and capture the Temoches, were the most 
fear-filled lot of men I ever saw, under arms.  They tried to excuse their cowardliness by crying, 
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“Those Indians have a charmed life and bullets will not harm them.  Why one Temoche can whip a 
hundred ordinary men.” 
 

I could not make them budge.  In vain, I pointed out that the day before we had them 
bluffed and whipped them with only a handful of men. 
 
 As soon as dark came, they sneaked off in the direction of Casas Grandes.  Some of the 
more timid brethren were very much alarmed when they found out of the desertion of the 
Mexican soldiers, and volunteers, and gendarmes.  They were sure the Temoches were going to 
attack the Colony, under cover of darkness.  Again, I pointed out, how twice, with only six men, 
we had beaten them the day before.  I said, “You need not fear that they will attack.  For, they too, 
are afraid for their lives.”  These few words seemed to calm the colonists.  But just the same, some 
of us stood guard most of that night, in order to avoid a surprise attack. 
 
 The next morning, a small number of men, went back with me to the Alamita Ranch.  We 
went up as far as the Pass, which we had christened, “Temoche Pass,” the day before.  We found 
where they had killed three of General Terrazas’ beef, and only taken a small portion of the meat 
with them. 
 
 We followed their trail most of that day, and found where they had gone to the west of San 
Diego, and later we saw they had gone to a little Mexican village known as Rusio south of San 
Diego, and continued their way south into the mountains. 
 
 
Temoche Juan Soso Works for Orson; Later He is Killed Resisting Arrest 
(1893; 1911)222 
 

I knew I would know the Indian who had refused to lower his gun anywhere I might meet 
him.  It was not long after that I arrested a couple of Mexicans for drunkenness and carousing.  I 
hand cuffed them, and left them under guard of Pablo Soso at the store, with my gun in his hand.  
I was going to take them into Casas Grandes.  I went home for a bit to eat before starting out. 

 
When I returned, Pablo Soso was gone, but the men were there guarded by a stranger who 

had my gun in his hand.  I went up to thank him and to take my prisoners on to Casas Grandees.  
As I thanked him and shook hands with him, I recognized him and I knew he recognized me.  But 
he did not let on that [he] had ever seen me before.  It was no other than the Temoche Indian who 
wouldn’t lower his gun when Cox and I met the Temoches up in the mountains.  [His name was] 
Juan Soso.  Here he was back again, and Pablo Soso turned out to be his brother.  Pablo had gone 
on an errand and left him behind.  [Juan Soso] had [come] back to the Colony and Brother Stowell 
had hired him to put up some fence posts. 

 
A short time after Juan Soso came to the Colony, I employed him.  One day he was up in 

the mountain behind the Colony, working on the last of a piece of road I had given him to do.  I 
happened on my [way] to the sawmill and stopped for a minute to give him some instructions. 

 
In a burst of confidence, he said to me, “You people are the only outfit that ever opposed 

                                                 
222 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 27-28; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 23; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, pp. 128-130. 
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us Temoches to amount to anything.  I have often wondered why we could not kill you.  I have 
thought about it a great deal.”  He said they had fired about 300 shots at us, and had seen with 
their own eyes plainly, that not one of us were [was] hurt.  He continued, “In the fight at Temoche 
Pass, you killed two of our men, and wounded three others.” 

 
I knew in my heart that the reason they had been unable to harm us.  The Lord had 

protected us.  If  it had not been for his protection, undoubtedly we would have been destroyed.  
They were fierce Indians who not only out numbered us, but had the advantage of ground, and 
who not only that long past, had caused the death of so many Mexican soldiers. 
 

Juan Soso came to a bad end.  He was a natural bandit.  He began stealing around Juárez, 
and when they went to arrest him he tried to kill the police with a shovel and they shot him.  He 
was very bitter in his feelings towards the Mormons before he died.223 
 
 
Mexican Mission Presidency Asks President Díaz to Forgive Temoches 
(1894)224 
 
 A few months after the Temoches passed through the country, Apostle Teasdale and his 
counselors, Alexander Macdonald and Henry Eyring, learned the real reason of [for] the uprising 
of the Temoches.  Some of the Mexican officials told them what it was all about.  The Brethren 
saw the fairness of the fight in defense of their homes and land on the part of the Temoches, and 
they decided to take up their cause. 
 
 They directed a communication to President Díaz, President of Mexico, telling him the 
reasons for the uprising, and asked that these men be forgiven for the past, and be given another 
chance.  The President replied, as always, graciously to the Colony.  He wrote that the [he] and his 
cabinet were taking the Temoche rebellion into advisement.  As a result of our intervention, these 
poor Indians were given a reprieve. 
 
 Teresita de Cabora, the unwitting cause of all this loss of life, finally had to leave her native 
town and country because of opposition by the Catholic clergy there.  She came out through the 
mountains and went down to Florence, Arizona, where the Mexican people all over the 
surrounding country, even from northern Chihuahua and Sonora visited her. 
 
 All who visited her returned to their homes greatly impressed and influenced by her words 
and counsel.  She later married an American at Florence, Arizona, and lost her power of influence.  
What became of her I do not know. 
 
 

                                                 
223 Juan Sosa was killed by Colonia Juárez officers during the Mexican Revolutionary activities as he resisted 
arrest in April 1911, according to Hatch. Colonia Juarez: An Intimate Account of A Mormon Village, supra pp. 
167-177. 
224 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p 28; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 23; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 
130-131. 
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Temoches Ask Orson to Help Them Find Old Spanish Mines (1890’s+)225 
 
 I had anther encounter with the Temoches, of a different nature.  It was a friendly business 
meeting [regarding old Spanish mines], years later, and it was then that I learned all the details of 
their rebellion. 
 

Editor’s Note:  See this account in Chapter 21:  Orson and Mining in Mexico (1890’s-
1940’s). 
 
 
Orson’s Partnership with Ernest L. Taylor (1894–1899)226 
  

After the Temoche incident [in 1894], while living in [Colonia] Juárez, I went in business 
with Ernest L. Taylor and Joseph C. Bentley, to raise, buy and sell cattle.  And after the first year of 
successful business, Brother Bentley withdrew from our co-partnership.  Brother Taylor and I 
continued in business for six years. 
 

This co-partnership proved of great benefit to both Taylor and myself.  We became 
engaged in many ventures, not the least of which was the famous smuggling of arms into Mexico 
during the revolution for the defense of the colonies [in 1912].  He was a brave man. 
 

I should like to pay Brother Taylor a compliment, in that we never had a cross word or any 
disagreement in our whole career of six years of business.  We got along very good [well].  I found 
him upright and honorable in his business dealings, and I learned to love him very much. 
 

After five or six years of a co-partnership with Brother Ernest L. Taylor, he had three of 
four grown up sons who he desired to participate in the business of our co-partnership.  He and 
his son in law, Joseph C. Bentley, and his three oldest sons formed a co-partnership.   
 

And thus I operated from my own account separate from theirs.  I was prospered in my 
efforts very greatly notwithstanding I had some reverses. 
 
 
Orson’s Store Partnership with Miles P. Romney (1896) 
 
 Editor’s Note:  In early 1896, Orson also opened a store with his father-in-law, Miles P. 
Romney, in the vicinity of Colonia Juárez.  Miles’ wife, Catharine Cottam Romney, reports:  
“Orson . . . . and Pa [Miles Romney] are going in partners in a small store at the farm, as soon as 
they can get a room built for it.227 
 
 

                                                 
225 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 28-29; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 131-132.  It is believed that 
because this event was “years later,” that it occurred sometime after 1900, and could have happened 
anytime between 1900 and 1930. 
226 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 30; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 27-28; and Recollections Transcript, 
1941, p. 133.  Orson was in business with E. L. Taylor for about six years, 1894–1899. 
227 Hansen.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife, supra p. 228. 
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CHAPTER  13 
 
 
 
The Law of Plural Marriage228 and Apostle Teasdale’s 
Blessing (1895-1902) 
 
 
 
A Seventy and Plural Marriage229 

 
Another incident in which Apostle Teasdale figured in my life [was] when I was ordained 

to the office of a seventy by President Simmer [Seymour] B. Young [in Arizona in 1885] . . . 
Apostles Francis M. Lyman and John Henry Smith . . . put me under some very strict covenants . . 
.  including specifically the entering in and obeying the law of plural marriage. 
 

And after coming to Mexico and getting married [to Mattie Romney], and seeking the Lord 
in earnest prayer in regards to my entering in to this holy and sacred law, I was reminded of the 
covenant that I had made when I was ordained a seventy.  The Spirit of the Lord admonished me 
that it was my duty to enter in to this law, and keep this commandment of plural marriage.  I was 

                                                 
228 “Plural marriage was the nineteenth-century LDS practice of a man marrying more than one wife.  
Popularly known as polygamy, it was actually polygyny.  . . . .  In 1843, one year before his death, the 
Prophet Joseph Smith dictated a lengthy revelation on the doctrine of marriage for eternity (D&C 132).  
This revelation also taught that under certain conditions a man might be authorized to have more than one 
wife.  . . . . Far from involving license, however, plural marriage was a carefully regulated and ordered 
system.  Order, mutual agreements, regulation, and covenants were central to the practice.  . . . .  The Book 
of Mormon makes clear that, though the Lord will command men through his prophets to live the law of 
plural marriage at special times for his purposes, monogamy is the general standard (Jacob 2:28-30); 
unauthorized polygamy was and is viewed [by the Church] as adultery.  . . . .  Public opposition to polygamy 
led to the first law against the practice in 1862, and, by the 1880s, laws were increasingly punitive.  The 
Church contested the constitutionality of those laws, but the Supreme Court sustained the legislation, 
leading to a harsh and effective federal antipolygamy campaign known by the Latter-day Saints as “the 
Raid.”  Wives and husbands went on the “underground” and hundreds were arrested and sentenced to jail 
terms in Utah [and Arizona] and several federal prisons.  This campaign severely affected the families 
involved [in many ways, with some migrating to Mexico and Canada where polygamy was permitted], and 
the related attack on Church organization and properties greatly inhibited its ability to function.  Following 
a vision showing him that continuing plural marriage endangered the temples and the mission of the 
Church, not just [Utah] statehood, President Wilford Woodruff issued the Manifesto in October 1890, 
announcing an official end to new plural marriages and facilitating an eventual peaceful resolution of the 
conflict.  Earlier polygamous families[, however,] continued to exist well into the twentieth century, causing 
further political problems for the Church, and new plural marriage did not entirely cease in 1890.  . . . .  
Some new plural marriages were contracted in the 1890s [and early 1900s] in LDS settlements in Canada 
and northern Mexico, and a few elsewhere.  With national attention again focused on the practice in the 
early 1900s . . . , President Joseph F. Smith issued his “Second Manifesto” in 1904.  Since that time, it has 
been uniform Church policy to excommunicate any member either practicing or openly advocating the 
practice of polygamy.  Those who do so today, principally member of the Fundamentalist groups, do so 
outside the Church.”  Ludlow, Daniel H., editor.  “Plural Marriage.”   Encyclopedia of Mormonism, Vol. 3, pp. 
1091-1095.  New York: Macmillan, 1992.  Also see Hardy, B. Carmon.  Solemn Covenant: The Mormon 
Polygamous Passage.  Chicago: University of Illinois, 1992. 
229 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 35; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 26-27. 
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very anxious and prayed to the Lord for a blessing to come to me as I was desirous to enter into 
the law of plural marriage, and the door seemed to have been closed, and I could not get any 
answer to my prayers. 
 

Just before Apostle Teasdale left for the U.S.A., I was at Colonia Díaz with him.  Many 
times he had blessed and assured me that as long as I was willing to protect the interest of the 
people of these colonies, that the Lord would sustain and protect me from all evil, and that the 
elements that my enemies might use against me for my destruction would be turned against them, 
and that my life would be preserved.  But on this special occasion, he put his arms through mine 
and said, “Come with me Brother Orson.  The Lord has a blessing for you.”   

 
We were at Bishop Johnson’s home.  It was a beautiful moonlit night.  We walked around 

the block of Bishop Johnson’s lot with his arm in mine to the back of Bishop Johnson’s house.  
There he stopped all at once, and faced me and put his hands on my shoulders, and with the power 
of the priesthood, he gave me a wonderful blessing and promise in the which he said, “The Lord 
has heard your prayers and supplications, and in his name, I bless you and promise that you shall 
have the privilege of entering into the holy, sacred law of plural marriage.”  He said I should to be 
humble and listen to the whisperings of the Holy Spirit, and those blessings would be given to me. 

 
 Editor’s Note:  Again, the ten children of Orson and Mattie Romney were:230  1) Carrie 
Brown, born September 30, 1888, Colonia Juárez; 2) Orson Pratt Brown, born August 28, 1890, 
Colonia Juárez; 3) Ray Brown, born October 4, 1892, Colonia Juárez; 4) Clyde Brown, born 
November 27, 1893, Colonia Juárez; 5) Miles Romney Brown, born April 8, 1897, Colonia Juárez; 
6) Dewey B. Brown, born November 14, 1898, Colonia Juárez; 7) Vera Brown, born April 17, 
1901, Colonia Juárez; 8) Anthony Morelos Brown, born January 30, 1904, Colonia Morelos; 9) 
Phoebe Brown, born April 23, 1906, Colonia Morelos; and 10) Juarez Orson (Orson Juarez) 
Brown, born December 28, 1908, Colonia Dublán. 
 
 
Plural Marriage to Jane Bodily Galbraith (March 28, 1896)231 
 

 
My wife, Mattie, was very much opposed to it [plural marriage].  She had repeatedly said 

that if I ever married another wife, she would either commit suicide or would never live with me 
another day.  I was converted to the law and tried to explain and convert her to this principle, but 
all to no avail.  She was obdurate [obstinate?] in her desires and sentiments.   
 
 Time went on, and there was a young lady who lived at Colonia Díaz who made it a special 
point to come to the house where I stayed every time that I went there. I stayed at the home of 
Sister Henny [Haynie], who was President of the Young Ladies Mutual Improvement 
[Association], when I was at Colonia Díaz, which was quite frequent.  [I had] bought a lot of cattle 
in that vicinity from the colonies,[making] it necessary for me to go there quite frequently.  
 

And finally, Sister [Haynie], on a visit said, “Brother Brown, you ought to know by this 
time that Jenny [Jane] Galbraith is in love with you, and she said that there was no other man that 
                                                 
230 Children’s birth information is from the Martha Diana Romney Personal Ancestral File (PAF).  In his 
Autobiography, Orson calls his last son Juarez Orson, but apparently the son used his name as Orson 
Juarez and that it how it appears in the Romney PAF record. 
231 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 35-37; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 27. 
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she wanted, only you.”  “Well,” I said, “she is a pretty nice girl, but there is no use of thinking of 
marrying any wife, with the present attitude of my wife, that she was very bitter in her feelings and 
[in] regard to plural marriage.”   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And when I spoke to my wife Mattie, telling her what Sister Galbraith [Haynie?] had said to 
me, she said, “Yes, that damn thief wants to steal my husband.  Let her get a husband of her own.”  
And so that was that.  Apparently at that time also it appeared that the door was closed for the 
entering of plural life marriage.   

 
But in the meantime, some months later, I was down at Colonia Díaz on business.   One 

day, in the afternoon, I was thinking about this matter, how that the Lord through his Apostle 
Teasdale had made me the promise of the entering of this law, and that my wife Mattie was so 
strongly opposed, and the other [problem] was the fact that they were not solemnizing any plural 
marriages at that time, when the spirit of prayer came over me.  I saddled up my horse and I rode 
up into the mesquite brush north of the Colony, where I knew there wasn’t anyone but the Lord 
[that] could hear me. 

 
I got off from my horse.  I knelt down in humble prayer and in a few words poured out my 

heart’s desire.  I said to the Lord that he had spoken through his prophet Apostle Teasdale, 
promising me that I would have this opportunity and privilege to enter into this high and holy law, 
and that the way was unopened to receive this blessing.  That in the first place my wife was 
opposed, and that it was impossible for me to convert her, that I didn’t want to lose her, that I 
loved her.  I asked the Lord, that if it was [were] His will that I should enter into this high and holy 
law, to convert by his spirit my wife because I loved her and wanted her to enjoy the same 
blessings that I would enjoy in this matter; [and] that if it wasn’t his will, that it would be made 
known to me by the lack of her conversion.  And after this supplication, I rose to my feet with a 
feeling of comfort.  I got onto my horse and rode to Colonia Díaz. 

Orson Pratt Brown, abt 32, 1895 
courtesy:  S. Gustavo Brown 

Jane Galbraith, abt 17, 1896 
courtesy:  Martha Brown Davis 
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 The next morning, I hitched my horses to the buggy and rode back to Colonia Juárez.  On 
arriving there, my wife was waiting for me at the gate with a beautiful smile and with a welcome 
that I hadn’t had for a long, long time.  We went into the house, and she had supper ready.  And 
after supper, as it was our custom, we kneeled down and said our prayers, and was [were] getting 
ready to retire to our bed, when she said to me, “Orson, I want to tell you something before we go 
to bed.”   

 
She said, “Night before last, I had a vision in which I found myself standing in the 

doorway there, leading to the parlor.  There stood a man dressed in a long white robe, like a temple 
robe.  His arms nearly to the elbow and his feet above the ankles were bare, and part of his bosom; 
he had a white beard.  And in front of him was a pulpit, and on the pulpit was the largest book that 
I ever saw.  He pointed his finger at me, and said calling me by my name, ‘Martha, don’t you 
oppose your husband in doing what is right or your name shall never be written in this book.’”  
She said, “I knew then what my opposition had been, and I knew that the book was the Book of 
Life.232 The comforting influence of the Lord came to me and blessed me, and now I am just as 
anxious for us to enter into that high and holy law of plural marriage as you are.  Do not allow an 
opportunity to pass without entering into this principle.” 

 
Her spirit had altogether changed, and her ideas and desires in regard to that great and holy 

law, plural marriage, were also changed.  I clasped her in my arms and we found ourselves both in 
tears.  We knelt down by the side of our bed and thanked the Lord for this revelation that had 
come to her at this time. 
 
 Some months previous to this time, Mattie and I went to Colonia Díaz to a conference and 
while walking along the sidewalk, we met two young ladies, one of them being Miss Jane Galbraith, 
and I introduced Mattie to her and her companion.  Mattie refused to shake hands with her 
because I had previously spoken to my wife Mattie about Miss Galbraith.  But after we received 
this inspired vision, the next time I went to Colonia Díaz she handed me a letter addressed to Miss 
Galbraith.  When I got to Colonia Díaz at Mrs. [Haynie’s] place where I stayed, Miss Galbraith 
came in and I said to her, “By the way, I have a letter for you.”  I handed it to her, she read it, and 
began crying and handed the letter to sister [Haynie].  Sister [Haynie] was also in tears and handed 
the letter to me and there was a time for rejoicing between the three of us.  The letter said: 
 

“My dear Miss Jane Galbraith: 
 
“My husband has spoken to me about you joining our family and I assure you that you’ll be 
made perfectly welcome to be a member of our family.” 

 
 So after several months passed, President John Henry Smith and Apostle Heber J. Grant 
came to Colonia Juárez, and I spoke to President Ivins about the matter of my having the privilege 
of marrying Miss Galbraith, according to the promise made to me by Apostle George Teasdale 
before leaving Mexico [in December 1895].  I had this promise fulfilled and was married to Miss 
Galbraith [March 28, 1896].233 
 
 When I returned home from Colonia Díaz, I left her home at Colonia Díaz.   
 
                                                 
232 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 36, says, “Book of Eternal Life.” 
233 Orson married Jane Bodily Galbraith, March 28, 1896, in Colonia Díaz, Chihuahua, Mexico, according to 
the Jane Bodily Galbraith Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 
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 When I arrived home at Colonia Juárez, my wife Mattie said, “Why didn’t you bring Jane 
home with you?”  I said, “What do you know about Jane?” and she said, “I know that you was 
[were] married to her, because I saw you both together and it is alright [all right].  Only you should 
have brought her home.” 
 

[This was] a wonderful change brought about by the power and Spirit of the Lord, and in 
succeeding years, she never opposed me in that high and holy principle.  [This is] another evidence 
that the futile efforts of man without the Spirit of the Lord are vain, but when he has the power 
and Spirit of the Lord, everything is success[ful]. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  When Orson and Jane were married March 28, 1896, he was 32 and she 
was 17.  They had seven children:234  1) Ronald Galbraith Brown, born April 11, 1898, Colonia 
Juárez; 2) Grant Galbraith “Duke” Brown, born September 16, 1899, Colonia Juárez; 3) Martha 
Elizabeth Galbraith Brown, born June 19, 1901, Colonia Juárez; 4) Pratt “Orson” Galbraith 
Brown, born January 17, 1905, Colonia Morelos; 5) William Galbraith Brown, born January 17, 
1905, Colonia Morelos; 6) Porfirio Diaz (or Thomas Patrick) Galbraith Brown, born July 19, 1907, 
Colonia Dublán; and 7) Emma Jean Galbraith Brown, born December 10, 1909, Colonia Dublán.  
–   The life history of Jane Galbraith, including her marriage to Orson, is found in Jane Bodily 
Galbraith Brown by Martha Brown Davis235, and in Chapter 19:  Colonia Morelos: Orson’s 
Service as Bishop (1901-1907). 
 
 
Plural Marriage to Elizabeth “Bessie” Macdonald (January 15, 1901)236 
 
 Another evidence of the inspiration to [of] the Lord concerning this matter [came] about 
five years later.  [While] discussing this matter of plural marriage, my wife Mattie said to me, “I 
believe that you ought to get another wife, and there is Bessie Macdonald.  I believe that she would 
make a fine wife to you and a fine addition to our family.”  We kneeled down to pray about it, and 
the next morning, not having had any previous social contact with Bessie Macdonald, I said to 
Mattie, “Well I don’t hardly know her; notwithstanding, I think that she is a wonderful and very 
fine woman.” 
 
 So I went down to her father’s home, where she was staying with her Aunt Fanny, and I 
said to Aunt Fanny, “Where is Bessie?” She is down in the garden with her father.  So Aunt Fanny 
called Bessie in and told her there was a man there to see her.  I sat down and talked to her [about] 
my object of being there, saying, “My wife Mattie and I after consultation have decided to enlarge 
upon our family matter and that we had decided upon asking her to join our family group.”  She 
said, “This is a surprise to me.  I hardly know you.”  I asked her if she would consider the matter 
and then I said, “I will be back here to see you at 6 o’clock this evening.”  I then went and 
discussed the matter with my wife Jane, and she was perfectly willing also. 
 
 When I returned to the Macdonald home that evening and discussed the matter with 
Bessie Macdonald she said, “I have discussed this matter with my father, and I have prayed about 
it to the Lord, and I am willing to accept your proposition.”  And the next night, at ten o’clock, 

                                                 
234 Children’s birth information is from the Jane Bodily Galbraith Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 
235 See Davis, Martha Brown.  Jane Bodily Galbraith Brown in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and 
Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
236 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 37. 
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[January 15, 1901] in the presence of my wife Mattie, we were sealed together by one having the 
authority [Bessie’s father, Alexander Macdonald]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

I had been called to preside over the new Colony at Colonia Morelos, Sonora.  A few days 
later, President Ivins and Helaman Pratt and I took Bessie Macdonald and her two little girls, Elsie 
and Marguerite, who were five and three years old to Colonia Morelos.  I was installed as Bishop at 
Colonia Morelos.  This was in February 1901. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  When Orson and Bessie were married January 15, 1901, he was 37 and she 
was 26.  Their four children were:237  1) Elizabeth Elsie Webb Brown, born October 9, 1895, Lehi, 
Arizona, and adopted by Orson; 2) Marguerite Webb Brown, born December 9, 1897, Lehi, 
Arizona, and adopted by Orson; 3) Donald Macdonald Brown, born March 10, 1902, Colonia 
Morelos; and 4) James Duncan Brown, born January 10, 1904, Colonia Morelos.  –   The life 
history of Bessie Macdonald, including her marriage to Orson, is found in Elizabeth “Bessie” Graham 
Macdonald Brown  by Betty Robbins Shill238, and in Chapter 19:  Colonia Morelos: Orson’s 
Service as Bishop (1901-1907). 
 
 

                                                 
237 Children’s birth information is from the Elizabeth (Bessie) Macdonald Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 
238 See Klein, O. James Brown.  Eliza Skousen Brown – Her Life, Family, and Legacy in Klein ed., Orson Pratt 
Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 

Orson Pratt Brown, 39, 1903 
courtesy:  Eliza Skousen Brown

Bessie Macdonald, 17, 1892 
courtesy:  Betty Robbins Shill 
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Plural Marriage to Eliza Skousen (September 2, 1902)239 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In July [ 1902, after breaking my neck and back in Colonia Morelos, and my miraculous 
healing ], I got into my buggy and was driven to Colonia Juárez to a conference that was held there 
over a very rough road over a 100 miles.   

 
And after that conference, the Spirit of the Lord came to me and in confirmation of the 

blessings that came to my wives, Mattie and Bessie, before I returned to Colonia Morelos, the way 
opened up and the Lord saw fit to give me another wife.  And there [in Colonia Juárez] on the 2nd 
day of September 1902, I was blessed with a privilege of marrying Eliza Skousen and taking her 
back to Colonia Morelos, Sonora [in November 1902].240 
 
 Editor’s Note:  When Orson and Eliza were married September 2, 1902, he was 39 and she 
was 20.  They had six children::241  1) Gwendolyn Brown, born August 27, 1903, Colonia Morelos; 
2) Anna Brown, born September 26, 1905, Colonia Morelos; 3) Otis Pratt Brown, born September 
6, 1907, Colonia Morelos; 4) Orson Erastus Brown, born May 22, 1909, Colonia Dublán; 5) 
Francisco Madero Brown, born May 24, 1911, Colonia Dublán; and 6) Bessie or Elizabeth Brown, 
born December 24, 1914, Provo, Utah.  The life history of Eliza Skousen, including her marriage 

                                                 
239 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 39; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 36-37. 
240 Eliza and Orson were married and sealed for time and all eternity September 2, 1902, by President 
Anthony W. Ivins in Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico.  She was his fourth wife.  See the detailed story of 
their marriage and family in Klein, Eliza Skousen Brown – Her Life, Family, and Legacy in Klein ed., Orson Pratt 
Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
241 Children’s birth information is from the Eliza Skousen Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 

Orson Pratt Brown, 40, 1902 
courtesy:  Eliza Skousen Brown 

Eliza Skousen, 20, 1902 
courtesy:  Eliza Skousen Brown 
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to Orson, is found in Eliza Skousen Brown: Her Life, Family, and Legacy  by O. James Brown Klein242, 
and in Chapter 19:  Colonia Morelos: Orson’s Service as Bishop (1901-1907). 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson’s friend, Joel Martineau (1867-1955), made the following 
observation about Orson’s families:243  “In our later years, our paths separated, and I did not see 
him so often, although we always got together whenever we could.  After a number of years had 
passed he married [Jane] Galbraith of Colonia Díaz, and later Eliza Skousen of Colonia Juárez, and 
as far as we know they all lived very happily together.  He also married Bessie Macdonald, and his 
home-life was always considered to be exemplary.” 
 
 
 

                                                 
242 See Shill, Betty Robbins.  Elizabeth “Bessie” Graham Macdonald Brown in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His 
Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
243  Martineau, Joel Hills (1867-1955).  1952 Audio Recording Transcript of Joel Martineau, Age 85, supra p. 4. 
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CHAPTER  14 
 
 
 
Fighting Cattle Thieves Along the Border (1895-1897) 
 
 
 
Cattle Thieves; Killing of John Coleman in El Paso (1895)244 
 
 George Scarbrough, the noted bandit hunter, was the man who shot and killed John 
Coleman in El Paso.  It was a strange accident. 
 
 Ted Broughman and I had come down to El Paso, hunting for two cattle thieves and 
murderers.  We had information that George Musgrave and Bob Hays were there.  We went 
straight to the Sheriff’s office and told the Sheriff what we knew.  The two bandits had murdered 
the Sheriff at Midland, Texas.  They had also stolen a number of cattle in Mexico and driven it 
across the line.  Later they had shipped the cattle west.  I had indictments against both of them for 
cattle thieving and smuggling. 
 
 The Sheriff recommended John Coleman to work with us.  He was the noted peace officer 
who killed John Delany Hardy.  We said to him, “Don’t let anything happen to those boys!” 
 
 We started looking through the dance halls of the restricted district, trying to find the two 
bandits.  We searched around ‘til about two in the morning.  When we were looking in the dance 
halls, watching for the appearance of Musgrave, Coleman told me some interesting things.  Hardy 
was the fourth man he had killed as a peace officer.  He said he would just as soon kill one of them 
fellows as a rattlesnake.   
 
 When we finally gave up any hope of finding the bandits that night, and started walking up 
town, Coleman confided in me.  He said his son, John, had stolen a Mexican girl, fifteen years old 
and had taken her to Ciudad Juárez.  The Mexican police had put him in jail in Ciudad Juárez.  The 
girl’s people lived in El Paso.  He asked me to help him go over to get the boy out of jail.  I told 
him, “Yes, of course I will help you, but to wait ‘til morning and I will go over with you.” 
 
 We were at the State National Bank corner.  Coleman went into a saloon, located where 
the Wigwam theatre is now, and I went on up Oregon Street to my hotel, the Cattleman’s 
Quarters. 
 
 As I was undressing, I heard three shots ring out in the night.  I knew from the sound of 
the shots, that they had all taken effect.  It was the sound of lead going into a human body. 
 
 John Coleman had gone into the saloon and had found George Scarbrough there.  He had 
called him out into the alley and said,  “Let us go over to Ciudad Juárez and get my son, John out 
of jail.”  George Scarbrough replied, “No, John, not tonight.  We can do no good tonight.  We will 
go tomorrow morning.” 
 

                                                 
244 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 136-137. 
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 Coleman put his hand on his gun; crazed with worry and drink, he cried, “I will kill you if 
you do not come.”  Scarbrough knew there was only one thing to do and that was to kill John 
Coleman before he killed him. 
 
 
Orson Vigorously Attacks Cattle Thieves Around Deming, NM (Fall 1895)245 
 
 In the Fall of 1895, Brother Taylor started up to northern Arizona and Utah on his way to 
Salt Lake City to [Church] conference, driving fifteen hundred head of cattle.246  When he got as 
far as Deming, New Mexico, he found that there was a bunch of thieves operating in northern 
New Mexico. 
 

In the meanwhile, I had received a telegram at Juárez from our bankers, Ketelson and 
Degetau, at El Paso, Texas, to come out immediately as there seemed to be a discrepancy in our 
bank account.  In particular with E. L. Taylor’s buying and selling of cattle. 
 

I went to El Paso.  There was a discrepancy on our account of $9,000, a bookkeeping 
error.  The bookkeeper simply had listed $10,000, instead of $1,000, just the addition of one 
cipher!   
 
 When I got to El Paso, I wired Brother Taylor, letting him know where I was. I had 
expected to return home in two or three days.  Within a few hours I got the following reply from 
him:  “Come to Deming immediately.  There is trouble.”247 
 
 On my arrival at Deming, I found Taylor unable to proceed with the cattle [because] the 
ring of cattle thieves operating the surrounding country were [was] very active.  He said that cattle 
thieves were not only stealing our cattle but cattle belonging to other Colonia Díaz residents.  They 
were working as far north as the Utah line, and as far south as Northern Chihuahua.  They had 
stolen from some of the brethren at Colonia Díaz, and had helped themselves around the 
surrounding ranches.   
 

Their headquarters were about eight miles south of Deming.  Some of these better known 
bandits were George Musgrave, Bob Hays, Cole Estes, Jeff Burgett, John Hall and Oscar Gruelle 
[Gruwell].  I hated to hear of young Oscar Gruwell in with this ring.  I knew his father well, an 
honorable man,248 but my duty was clear.   
 

Since Taylor was on his way to Salt Lake City to conference, he asked me to stay and tend 
to it.  [So] instead of returning home, I got busy immediately and began a vigorous attack upon 
these outlaws.  

 

                                                 
245 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 27-29; Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 133-161; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 4-17. 
246 See “Cattle Shipments – More Cattle Coming Through Deming Than Any Other Port on the Line.”  
Deming Headlight, Friday, December 6, 1895, p. 4. 
247 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 27, says, “Brother Taylor wired to me and said, ‘Come down here 
immediately.  There is trouble.’”  Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 133, states, “Come to Deming 
immediately.  There are conditions here needing your attention.” 
248 Oscar Gruwell’s father was a Mormon who ran the “Dog Springs” Ranch, near Colonia Díaz, but on the 
American side, who sold 3,500 head of sheep to Orson in 1893. 
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I went to [the] Chief of Customs at El Paso, Mr. Charles Davis, and told him undoubtedly 
[that] they were smuggling those stolen cattle across the [border] into the U.S.  As there was no 
fence along the international line between Mexico and the U.S. at that time, cattle drifted from one 
side to the other.  The Chief of Customs made me a U.S. Customs Officer, [and] wrote a letter to 
Mr. Jack Kyle, his man in charge at Deming.249  

 
The next step was to let the law know I was going after this ring.  I went to the Sheriff of 

the county in Deming, and he deputized me and I hired two gunmen, Pinkey Peters and Tom Hall 
[or Ward]. Then we were ready to act.  We started out. 
 

With the aid of the officers of the law, both Federal and county, we arranged and brought 
things to order and put fourteen men in jail inside of thirty days.250  On getting this evidence we 
prosecuted a number of people who had been stealing and some we had placed in jail, among them 
five Americans in Ciudad Juárez. 
 
 
Report to Governor Ahumada of Chihuahua, Mexico; Orson Appointed 
Captain of Mexican District Rural Police (1895)251 
 

I then went to Chihuahua [City, Chihuahua, Mexico] and laid the matter before Governor 
[Miguel] Ahumada.  He authorized me to act for the State Government and made me Captain of 
Rural Police for that district.  I had received instructions from the Governor [Ahumada] to act 
vigorously on the frontier of the state of Chihuahua. 
 
 
International Stock Grower’s Protective Association Organized; Orson is 
Executive Officer; Outlaw Israel King (Fall 1895)252 
 

I came back to Deming and got together all the prominent stockmen along the border, 
both from the Mexican and the American side.  I called all the responsible ranchers of Grant 
County, New Mexico for a meeting at Silver City.  It was headquarters.  When I had all the 
ranchers together, I read them a decree issued by Governor Ahumada and sent to me: 

 

                                                 
249 Charles Davis is listed as the Collector of Customs for the District of Paso del Norte (El Paso) Texas at 
the United States Custom House in El Paso, Texas, in the El Paso, Texas City Directories from at least 
1895 through 1899.  Andrew J. [Jack] Kyle is listed as a Deputy Collector for the same District in the same 
Directories for 1895 through 1897.  El Paso City Directory.  Dallas: McDevitt, 1895-1896, p. 17; Directory, City 
of El Paso, Texas.  Dallas: Evans Worley, 1896-1897, p. 17?; and Dallas: Worley, 1898-1899, p. 21.  The El 
Paso City Directory for 1894-1895 was not available for checking.  See also “A Serious Complaint – Some 
Cattlemen Accused of Handling Stock Not Belonging to Them.”  Deming Headlight, Friday, March 13, 1896, 
p. 4. 
250 In Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 5, Orson says, “In ten days we had six American cattle thieves 
behind bars.  As we couldn’t do a thing to them for stealing cattle in Mexico, we applied the law of 
smuggling cattle without paying duty to the U.S. government.”  The most likely time period when Orson 
was involved in going after these outlaws and helping in their prosecution was during the Fall 1895 through 
the Spring 1896.  See also Hansen.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife, supra pp. 229, 231, 233. 
251 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 6; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 28. 
252 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 144-145; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 6-7. 
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“Unless the decent people of Grant County cooperated in the putting down of banditry of 
cattle, I will not allow them into Mexico, to get your cattle when it is stolen and taken into 
Mexico.” 
 
There were no fences around the international border at that time.  I suggested that we 

organize the International Stock Grower’s Protective Association, and this Association was thereby 
founded. 
 
 Jastrol represented the Diamond A Cattle Company.253  The Corralitos Company at 
Chihuahua, Mexico, was represented by Ted Houghton.  There were also the two William 
Brichfield brothers, George Kerr, Simon Holstead, and Lou Brown, President of the Bank of 
Deming and also President of a big cattle company of New Mexico.  The Associates of Ascension 
were there:  Lord Barenford [Beresford]254 of Ojitos, and Captain Ernston of Scotland. 
 

Israel King, attorney by profession, who was then running for Representative of Congress 
for the Territory of New Mexico [was there].  He had come up from Illinois because of lung 
trouble, and he was the intellectual leader of a gang of thieves.  King had bought a large tract of 
land near Deming, [New Mexico] on the Mimbres River, [the river being] nine-tenths dry.  With 
maps and charts, King showed that steam ships run [ran] up the Rio Grande, on up the Mimbres 
River to a town by that name.  Going East he sold this interest out to people there for about 
$150,000.  
 

With this money, King went into the cattle business on both sides of the border.  When I 
met him he said, “I have a bunch of gun men and we will take what we want, and where and when 
we want them.”  And they started in with that kind of game.  They bought a big herd of cattle at 
Palomas, [Sonora, Mexico], and as they had no permit from Mexican authorities to pass them over 
the line, a Mexican lieutenant with 25 [Mexican] Federal soldiers stopped the cattle and the men. 
King’s foreman, Henry Coleman, a gunman and a killer, called the lieutenant aside and pulling his 
pistol told him to tell his men to let the cattle pass or he would be killed. Coleman took the 
lieutenant and the cattle across into the U.S. 
 

Lou Brown was made President of this new organization.  He was authorized and 
instructed to run down and bring to justice the cattle thieves on both sides of the border.  
 
 [At the Association meeting], we put on a quota as to the number of cattle, and charged so 
much per animal.  When the question as to the policy we should follow on prosecuting in the 
Association, Israel King spoke up and said, “I want it written in the constitution and by-laws of the 
association that we will prosecute all others except members of the association.” 

 
Immediately, I interrupted him, “Fair play is all we want.  Any member guilty should be 

first prosecuted.  This association, under no circumstances will be the protector of thieves and 
robbers.”  Everyone present voted for this.  King also raised his hand.  It was written and signed 
by every member. 
 

                                                 
253 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 157, says that “Jastrol represented one of the biggest cattle companies 
in the country, the Kern Land and Cattle Company.” 
254 Thomas, Estelle Webb.  Uncertain Sanctuary: A Story of Mormon Pioneering in Mexico.  Salt Lake City: 
Westwater Press, 1980, pp. 61-62. 
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 The president had authority to name an executive, known only to himself.  As there were 
so many bandits and outlaws, as they were so powerful, the life of the executive would be in peril 
at all times if his name was made public. He named me his officer.  
 
 
Israel King and His Cattle Thieves Caught in Mexico (November 1895)255 
 

[After the organization of the Association, we received] evidence that part of the big herd 
of cattle King had gotten at Palomas were [was] stolen.  We also learned that King, Coleman, and 
three other of their men had started a roundup crossing the border [into Mexico] at a place away 
from the customs house. 

 
I took three of my men and went to the site of their operations.  They weren’t there but 

when they came into camp we arrested them and took five [six] of them to jail at Ciudad Juárez, 
King, Henry Coleman, [John Ward,] Maime Reed, and three [two] others.  Here they were taken 
care of for a while.256 
 
 
Special Blessing of Protection from Apostle Teasdale (December 1895)257 
 

While I was there [in December 1895], Apostle Teasdale came out to Deming and that was 
the last trip he made from the colonies as he went on to Salt Lake City and never returned.258  
Again, as I went into his room and shook hands with him, he shook hands with me and asked 
what I was doing.  I told him and when I explained the situation to him, he said, “That is right.” 
 

And he placed his hands on my head and gave me a blessing and set me apart to defend 
not only the interests of the Association, but the interests of the colonists in general, against 
bandits and thieves. 259   He promised me that if I would serve the Lord and keep his 
commandments, I would be protected against all such kinds of people.  He said in his blessing that 
all those who rose up against me, [that] their arms and [the] material they used would be turned 
and made useless, and through the power of the Lord my life would be spared and protected 

                                                 
255 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 142; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 7-9. 
256 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 142, Orson says, “Israel King …. got into some trouble with the 
Mexican authorities on account of cattle stealing and I had helped to put him in jail in [Ciudad] Juárez with 
the others.”  Newspaper reports, which show a bias towards King, indicate that Israel King, Henry 
Coleman, and John Ward were first arrested in November 1895 in northern Chihuahua and taken to 
Ascension for jail and trial.  King put up bond for himself and was released, while the other two may not 
have been.  They may have been taken to the jail in Ciudad Juárez.  It appears that King went there April 1, 
1896, to try and get his men out of jail, but was imprisoned himself on the testimony of O. P. Brown.  See 
“Arrested In Mexico – Israel King, Henry Coleman and John Ward Imprisoned at As[c]encion.”  Deming 
Headlight, Friday, November 11, 1895, p. 4.  “Again Under Arrest – Israel King and Two of His Men Are 
Wrongfully Detained at Juarez.”  Deming Headlight, Friday, April 10, 1896, p. 4. 
257 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 28; and Experiences Transcript, 1943 p. 7. 
258 Apostle George Teasdale was released as President of the Mexican Mission when Elder Anthony W. 
Ivins arrived in early December 1895 to take his place.  Hatch. Colonia Juarez: An Intimate Account of A 
Mormon Village, supra p. 143. 
259 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 28, Orson says the blessing was “…especially to protect the interests of 
the brethren in Mexico.” 
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against any of those class of men, and verily it was so.  In [the] performance of my duty, I always 
depended upon that blessing and promise.260 
 
 
President Anthony Ivins Calls Orson to Colonia Juárez Stake High Council 
(December 1895)261 
 

On my return home, I found there had been a new organization in [of] the [Juárez] stake 
[on December 8, 1895] with Brother A.W. Ivins as President, and Henry Eyring and Helaman 
Pratt as counselors.262  I was called into counsel by these brethren and asked if I would accept the 
calling of a High Counselor in the Juárez Stake, and [I] was set apart and ordained. 263 
 

My association with these brethren, both in the council and in visiting the stake and wards 
was always a joy and satisfaction, as well as an inspiration to me.  I had the privilege of becoming 
very intimate with these brethren and found them to be of the highest type of manhood, and 
sincere and devoted Latter-day Saints. 
 
 
Oscar Gruwell Arrested; Marshall Loomis Kills Cole Estes (March 1896)264 
  

We heard around Deming where we would be likely to find some of the bandits in hiding; 
maybe at Deer Creek, a favorite haunt.  We went out on the trail.  Sure enough, we found Oscar 
Gruwell camped at Deer Creek.  Before he realized what it was all about, we demanded his 
surrender.  He did not put up a fight and we arrested him easily [in early March 1896].265 
 
 We took him back to Deming with us and he helped us a lot.  You see he turned in state 
evidence and gave us all the information we wanted regarding the rest of the ring.  He told us who 
they were and where we were likely to find them.  We learned that they were planning several hold-
ups in the next few days.  We left Gruwell in Jail in Deming and started on the trail of Musgrave 
and his bunch. 266  We followed the trail [west] until they turned off, going due northeast in the 
direction of San Simon Valley.  Here we found out that they had picked up Black Joe [Jack]. 
 
 We returned to Deming and a few days later, learned that they had robbed the post office 
at Nogales, Arizona.  From there, they went on up as far north as St. John’s, Arizona.  Sheriff 
Williams and his posse from Deming followed them almost to St. John’s.  There the Sheriff, 
hearing of their incriminating numbers and bold attacks, decided not to expose his man, but to 

                                                 
260 It will be remembered that earlier, Orson had said, “Just before Apostle Teasdale left for the U.S.A., I 
was at Colonia Díaz with him.  Many times he had blessed and assured me that as long as I was willing to 
protect the interest of the people of these colonies, that the Lord would sustain and protect me from all 
evil, and that the elements that my enemies might use against me for my destruction would be turned 
against them, and that my life would be preserved.”  Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 35. 
261 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 30. 
262 Hatch.  Colonia Juarez: An Intimate Account of A Mormon Village, supra p. 144. 
263 Colonia Juarez Mexico Stake General Minutes, Vol. 1, LDS Church Archives microfilm #LR 528-11.  
Courtesy of the Church Archives of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
264 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 134-136. 
265 “A Serious Complaint – Some Cattlemen Accused of Handling Stock Not Belonging to Them.”  Deming 
Headlight, Friday, March 13, 1896, p. 4. 
266 Ibid. 
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turn back and get reinforcements.  They left two young men to watch the movements of the 
bandits, August Gibbons and Frank Lawrence from St. Johns. 
 
 Augustus Gibbons and Frank Lawrence were supposed to stay around St. Johns and pick 
up what information they could.  However, they went on into the mountains and ran into the 
bandits unexpectedly.  The bandits saw them coming.  They ambushed them and killed them. 
 
 When the Sheriff came back with reinforcements, he found the bodies of the murdered 
young men.  Instead of following the murderers any further, the posse took the bodies of these 
two unfortunate young men to St. Johns, where they were buried. 
 
 Unmolested, the bandits went on to a point west of Gallup, New Mexico.  Here they set 
fire to the train track and when the westbound train to Santa Fe was just crossing the bridge, they 
held it up.  They lined up the whole train crew and demanded that they open the baggage car. 
 
 There was a United States Marshall named Loonie [Loomis], on that train.  He was on his 
way to Gallup for a prisoner.  He saw what was happening and got down from his car and went on 
in front where the bandits had the train crew all lined up.  Loomis, coming up alone, had heard 
Cole Estes giving all the orders.  Without hesitation, he turned both barrels on him and killed him 
instantly.  The bandits, seeing their leader killed, lost their nerve and fled in a panic. 
 
 Loomis told the engineer to back up to the first station, and at the station, [he] advised the 
Sheriff and railroad officials what had happened.  He said to them.  “I will remain here till you 
come, and I’ll see if they do not come back after their partner.” 
 
 He remained alone.   He got down on the opposite side of the railroad grade and kept 
watch along beside the dead man.  He had blown the man’s face half off with the charge of his 
shotgun.  He remained there till daylight.  The bandits never came back for the body of their 
comrade.  At daylight the train returned with the Sheriff and railroad detectives.  They picked up 
the body of Cole Estes and took it to Gallup where it was buried. 
 
 Then Loomis and the railroad detectives with the Sheriff and his posse followed the 
bandits.  George Scarbrough was with them, the noted bandit hunter. 
 
 
Posse Pursues Outlaws; Posse Member and Outlaws Die (Spring 1896)267 
 

Loomis, Scarbrough and the rest of the posse were on the bandits’ trail in the Chiricahua 
Mountains near Stalligan Canyon [in southern Arizona].  The bandits were laying up in the canyon, 
behind the bank of the “arroyo.”  They ambushed George Scarbrough, who was riding a little 
ahead of the others, and killed him. 
 
 Then the bandits cried out a warning to the others, not to follow, or they would get what 
Scarbrough got.  They had the best of the ground.  They did let the posse officers come down for 
Scarbrough’s body. 
 
 From there, the posse went on up to Deer Creek, knowing that this was the favorite 
rendezvous.  After putting up there for a couple of days, they saw two of them come riding up to 
                                                 
267 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 137-139. 
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Deer Creek Ranch.  It was Black Jack and Bob Hayes.  This ranch belonged to the Diamond Cattle 
Company of Bakersfield, California. 
 
 Loomis and his two partners were hiding behind the water trough.  When the bandits were 
within one hundred yards from them, they opened fire on them.  They killed Hayes but they only 
wounded Black Jack’s horse.  The horse was [went] around the bend, and fell dead.  Black Jack ran 
for cover and hid behind some rocks.   He watched to see if the officers had seen where he was 
hiding.  He meant to kill, if the officers came for him.  They did not see him. 
 
 Shortly after dark, he slipped off in the night and made his escape on foot to a near by 
ranch.  Here he stole a horse and continued his escape, up north as far as Santa Fe.  In Santa Fe, 
New Mexico, posse officers caught up with him.  He was tried before the courts and found guilty 
of taking part in the train hold-up, in the murder of August LeSueur, and for other crimes.  He was 
hung in expiation. 
 
 Jeff Burgett, another member of this ring of bandits was lost sight of.  Later we learned he 
had been killed. 
 
 George Musgrave went south into Mexico into the mountains northeast of Temosochic, 
Chihuahua.  He remained in hiding for a while, until people forgot a little.  Colonel Kosterlitzky 
tried to follow him into the mountains, but with no success.  His brother came down into the 
colonies in Mexico to warn him.  He hid in the mountains.  Up in the cattle ranges he got 
acquainted with a Mexican widow.  Winning her confidence, she allowed him to sell her cattle.  He 
got fifteen thousand dollars for the cattle and beat it to South America.   
 
 
Capture of John Hall, Shaw and Eddie near Deming, NM (March 1896)268 
 

We had an indictment against one bad man in particular, with the alias of John Hall [in 
early March 1896].269  He had five notches in his six shooter, saying he had killed six men along the 
Texas-Mexican border.  He sent me word if I did not leave Deming and go back to Mexico and 
stay there, he would kill me on sight and leave my carcass on the desert for the buzzards to pick.  I 
replied by putting up a poster, offering $100 reward, for information leading to his whereabouts.270 

 
 We had suspected that a man by the name of [Shaw] had been buying stolen cattle from 
Mexico [and was involved with Hall]. One day, shortly after Hall’s threat, a young man working for 
me, Tom Ward, was in one of the saloons, around Deming, having a drink.  A friend of Hall’s was 
writing a letter to him.  He was one of those go betweens.  He gave the letter to a boy and my man 
heard him tell the boy to take the letter to Hall.  Wort [Ward] immediately came and reported to 
me. 
 
 We mounted our horses and rode out of town, down the road toward the northeast a bit.  
And sure enough, pretty soon, here rides the boy.  We stopped him.  “Where are you going?” I 

                                                 
268 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 139-141; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 5-6. 
269 “A Serious Complaint – Some Cattlemen Accused of Handling Stock Not Belonging to Them.”  Deming 
Headlight, Friday, March 13, 1896, p. 4. 
270 Experiences Transcript, 1943. P. 5, says Orson offered a “$100,000 reward” for the information about 
John Hall, but that sum is exorbitant and has to be a typographical error. 
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asked.  “Never mind,” he replied.  He would have ridden on, but my men had his horses bit.  I was 
losing my patience. 
 
 “You have a letter to a bandit.  If you do not hand it over, there will be trouble.”  With a 
little persuasive force, he let us have the letter.  It was to John Hall, and it read as far as my 
memory serves me, “John you better go out to the old fort.  Brown and his dogs are after you.” 
 
 The old fort was about fifteen miles northeast of Deming.  An ex-soldier had made a little 
ranch out of it.  He carried out a flourishing business with bandits and protected them at every 
opportunity.  A number of bandits had their headquarters there. 
 
 We returned to Deming to prepare to go to the old fort.  [Tom] and I got hold of Pink 
Peters, the head Deputy, Jack Kyle, Chato [Shorty,]271 and myself.  At midnight we started.  Jack 
Kyle represented the [U. S.] Customs Department.  Peters and [Tom] were hired by me.  Shorty 
was a man we had caught mixed up some with the bandits who knew all these fellows’ conditions.  
Often he had helped them steal cattle and drive it away.  He offered to help if we did not put him 
in jail.  He was our guide. 
 
 We arrived there just before daylight.  The cowboys were not even up yet.  When the men 
finally started [getting up]. We learned that Hall was off; he had gone to a ranch about five miles 
north of the ranch.  He went up to Shaw’s place, to warn them to be on the look out.  Shaw had 
been buying the stolen cattle.  Hall was expected back soon so we waited around. 
 

I sent three of the men for their breakfast while Shorty and I stayed on the outside and 
watched for his return.  When they came out, Shorty and I went inside for our breakfast.   I 
foolishly gave my gun to one of the men to hold for me, and gave my pistol to Shorty, going into 
the house without a gun.   
 
 The other three waited outside, while Shorty and I were having our breakfast.  I was sitting 
with my back to the door when I heard a horse coming.  Shorty shouted, “My G__, it’s John Hall.”  
Before we knew what was happening, someone was darkening the door.  I had my back on him 
and I could not see.   
 

“Give me my pistol,” I commanded.  But Shorty was paralyzed and could not move.  I 
turned about quickly and before Hall knew what it was all about, I grabbed his hand and took his 
pistol.  I turned it on him.  Slowly, as if stupefied, he put up his hands.  The whole thing happened 
as quickly as lightning.  It takes more time to tell it.272 
 
 My other three men, not fifty yards away, hearing the commotion came up.  Peters, the 
head Deputy, read the complaint against Hall to him.  Almost immediately, we started him on up 
the road to Shaw’s place.  We arrived there about ten o’clock in the morning, and I left John Kyle 
about a quarter of a mile from a ranch guarding Hall.  No one was at the ranch when we arrived.   

                                                 
271 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 139, this name “Chato” is mistyped as “Chapo.”  The Spanish word 
“Chato” means, among other things, “short” or “low.”  From the rest of the text, it is apparent that this 
person is Orson’s guide, “Shorty.” 
272 In Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 6, Orson says, “I said, ‘Give me my pistol!’  He was frozen with fear, 
couldn’t move.  I turned my chair around, jumped up just as John Hall stepped into the room pulling his 
pistol.  I grabbed his gun twisted it from his hand [and] stepping back shouted, “Put ‘em up you s__ of a 
b____.” 
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 Shaw and his partner had gone to meet a cattle buyer from Kansas City.  They came back 
about four or five in the afternoon.  We were sitting around in the ranch house, and when we saw 
the dust of their mounts, we made ready for them. 
 

We’d left our guide, Shorty, with our horses down in the creek. One man was at the corner 
of the house, one man behind the chicken coop, and I was in the doorway as these men rode up.   
  

As they approached, Peters and I threw our double-barreled shotguns at them.  They threw 
up their hands, and we disarmed them.  We took them down from their horses. The cattle buyer 
from Kansas City was so scared, [he lost his] self-control.  He could not get off his horse at all.  He 
was so badly scared that he had an attack of diarrhea, and smelled so strong that we had to get him 
a clean pair of pants.  Then we ordered them into the house to cook our supper.  These ranchers 
by the name of Shaw and Eddie [Gregg?] were partners. 
 

Next morning we took them down to Deming, together with Hall, and held an examining 
trial, before the justice of the peace. They swore that they had bought the cattle from Hall and a 
man named Gruwell, and that they had helped to bring the cattle from Mexico to the U.S.   The 
judge sent them to Silver City.273 
 

There they were bound over to the grand jury. The U.S. attorney made a case against all of 
them for smuggling stolen cattle from Mexico.  Gruwell had turned states evidence. Each was 
given three years in the state penitentiary. 
 
 
Finding Stolen Cattle in Wagon Mound, NM; Outlaw Israel King (April 
1896)274 
 

I received information that some of the stolen cattle [from Mexico] were [was] taken to 
northeastern New Mexico.  Ted Houghten, who was superintendent of Corralitos Cattle Company 
in Mexico, accompanied me to a railroad station named Wagon Mound, New Mexico, [northeast 
of Albuquerque].  Here we found a lot of stolen cattle which had been driven up by Israel King, 
Henry Coleman, Maime Reed, and others.  They were being rounded up and shipped into Indian 
Territory.   

 
I had Coleman and Reed in jail in [Ciudad] Juárez with Israel King.275 (Recommend change 

of name.) 276  Schumacher (Change of name)277 of Wagon Mound had been buying the stolen cattle. 

                                                 
273 “A Serious Complaint – Some Cattlemen Accused of Handling Stock Not Belonging to Them.”  Deming 
Headlight, Friday, March 13, 1896, p. 4. 
274 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 142-144; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 8-9. 
275 “Again Under Arrest – Israel King and Two of His Men Are Wrongfully Detained at Juarez.”  Deming 
Headlight, Friday, April 10, 1896, p. 4.  See also the footnote explanation supra in this Chapter  14: “Israel 
King and His Cattle Thieves Caught in Mexico (November 1895).” 
276 This parenthetical typed comment “(Recommend change of name.)” appears in Recollections Transcript, 
1941, p. 142.  It is apparent that someone involved in recording the Recollections Transcript, 1941, not 
Orson, was recommending a “change of name.” It is thought that since Orson’s contractual partners 
involved in developing the Recollections Transcript, 1941, for commercial use were apparently affiliated 
with cattle people, it may be that they, or someone involved with them, were embarrassed by reference to 
Israel King and/or his henchmen, Henry Coleman and Maime Reed, being in the Ciudad Juárez Jail, and his 
associate Schumacher, and wanted their names changed. 
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We cut out some of the stolen cattle, killed four or five of them, skinned them and shipped 
the hides to El Paso, Texas as evidence against these thieves.  I had an order from Charles Davis, 
Chief of the Customs in El Paso, who had made me [a] custom inspector, to seize this cattle.  The 
cattle had been smuggled out of Mexico, without paying duty.  As it had been stolen in Mexico, it 
was hard to do anything with the thieves in the United States. 
 
 While we were at Wagon Mound, New Mexico, getting the stolen cattle, King got out of 
jail [in Ciudad Juárez] on [a] $10,000 pesos bond [April 20, 1896].  Houghten received word that 
King would be on the afternoon passenger train.  The train was due in then. 278  I was cutting out 
stolen cattle in the yards all day. 
 
 Just before the train pulled in, Ted Houghton came to me and said, “Schumacher and his 
men came to the corral while I was examining the cattle, well armed, and they looked ready for 
anything.” 
 
 Schumacher came up to me in an ugly fashion; “I am dammed tired of you butting into my 
business.”  I had cut out a lot of cattle he had bought.  I replied, “All right, if you do not honor an 
agent of the United States Government, just shoot your way, and I will see what we’re going to 
do.” 
 
 I started out to the telegraph office, just across the road.  Schumacher followed me.  “What 
are you going to do?”  He asked.  I did not answer, but kept on going.  I wrote out a telegram to 
Charles Davis at El Paso.  Schumacher was right close behind me and read the telegram over my 
shoulder. 
 
 “You are not going to send that telegram.”  I said, “You bet I am.”  He toned down 
immediately and said, “I beg your pardon, come on back.” 
 
 Houghton was with me all the time; and after this encounter, he warned me, saying:   
“Now Brown, be careful, for I’m afraid there will be a killing.”  I asked, “What do you mean?”  He 
answered, “King is a killer and you want to watch out.”  I replied, “Well, if there is going to be 
anybody killed it will be the other fellow, for I’m not going to take any chances.”279 
 
 I went on down to the water tank and was leaning against it, with my hand on my six 
shooter.  So King got off the train.  He was met by Schumacher with two other armed men, and 
Houghten.  He shook hands with Schumacher and Houghton.  Then I heard him ask, “Where is 
Mr. Brown?” “There he is standing by the water tank,” they answered. 
 

He knew I was on his trail.  When he saw me, he came running toward me.  I put my right 
hand on my pistol and awaited his coming, watching him very closely.  As he came up to me he 
extended his right hand to shake hands with me.  I stuck out my left hand and he asked, “Mr. 
Brown, why do you do that?” 
  

                                                                                                                                                           
277 Ibid. regarding this parenthetical written comment “Schumacher (Change of name.).” 
278 “King Released.”  Deming Headlight, Friday, April 24, 1896, p. 4.  “Israel H. King Dead.”  Deming 
Headlight, Friday, June 19, 1896, p. 4. 
279 In Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 143, Houghten says, “Now Brown, I am going to tell you 
something.  I think there is going to be a killing here.  King is a killer.  I am just saying this to you.”  “Well,” 
I replied, “if anybody is going to be killed, I propose it be the other fellow.” 
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I answered, “I’m taking no chances with cattle thieves and murderers.” He grabbed my left 
hand and shook it.  I kept my right hand on my six-shooter.   
  

He spoke in a very humble manner, “For G__’s sake, Brown, do not send me to the pen.  
It means my wife going to the poor house.”  He hurried on, “You could not want to put my child 
in an orphanage.”280 

 
There was a very serious charge against him.  He had a quarrel with his manager back up 

on the Mimbres River.  He had killed the manager. 
 

I said, “King, you are a member of the International Stock Growers Protective Association 
[and] know what my instructions are from the President and Manager of the Company.” 
  

After having cut out a number of cattle belonging to us, and leaving the cattle in the care of 
the Deputy Sheriff, Houghton and I went to Kansas [City]281 to follow another bunch that had 
been shipped by [Henry] Ward and George Musgrave. 

 
Previous to our going East, King and his attorney came to me in El Paso and asked, 

“Brown, do you know who I am?”  I replied, “No.”  The attorney continued, “We are Free 
Masons, and if you continue to prosecute Mr. King, you will suffer the consequences at the hands 
of Free Masonry.” 

 
I said to him, “I know a lot of Free Masons and I know them to be gentlemen.  You may 

be outlaw Free Masons and think you can intimidate me, but if ever you cross the border into 
Mexico again, I’ll put you behind the bars with the rest of them.” 

 
In Kansas City, Houghton and I found cattle belonging to Corralitos, to Ascarates, to 

Ojitos, and to Taylor and myself.  We showed the man who purchased it that it was stolen cattle 
and seeing the situation, we made settlement and paid us twenty five percent of the cattle. 

 
We returned.  Upon arriving back at Deming, New Mexico, my partner, Mr. Taylor 

telegraphed me to come to the colonies immediately, as there were some Mexican thieves stealing 
down there. 

 
Later, I learned of the end of King.  He had been in a highly nervous condition since he 

came out of the Ciudad Juárez jail.  I guess his health could not stand it.  He came down with 
pneumonia at Wagon Mound.  He went on home to Deming [May 21, 1896], where, after lingering 
two or three months [weeks], he had died [June 14, 1896].282 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
280 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 8, records:  “Then he [King] exclaimed, “For G__’s sake don’t put me 
in the penitentiary with my wife in the poor house and my daughter in the orphanage.” 
281 Hansen.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife, supra pp. 229, 231, 233. 
282 “Israel H. King Dead.”  Deming Headlight, Friday, June 19, 1896, p. 4. 
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Return to Colonia Juárez to Arrest Mexican Horse Thieves (Spring 1896)283 
 
 Upon my arrival at Colonia Juárez, from Deming, New Mexico, I found that the Mexican 
horse thieves from the south had stolen a large stallion, seven mares, five mules and a couple of 
horse colts from our Alamita Ranch.  The day before I got there, the horses had been grazing in 
the San Joaquin Canyon. 
 
 Aurelio Ramirez, an Indian, was working for me.  He and I started following the trail of 
these thieves.  When we started, I wanted to give him a horse to ride but he said, “No, I am going 
on foot.  I can shoot quicker.”  He did not know much about riding a horse. 
 
 He took the trail and I followed him.  It was a very windy day, and as we went along the 
trail, we saw that they were headed towards the San Joaquin Canyon.  We followed them up a 
canyon over a mountain, into another canyon. Just about four o’clock in the afternoon, as we rode 
down into the canyon, out towards the left a little, we found our stock, hobbled, peacefully grazing.  
At the same time, the wind was blowing, we noticed in a little side canyon smoke fire. 
 
 I got off my horse and slipped along up this little canyon about thirty or forty feet.  There 
were three thieves roasting a calf they had stolen and butchered for their supper.  We held them up 
and disarmed them, brought them out, and tied their hands behind them and then tied them 
together.  Their supper was just ready so we helped ourselves.  It was a real delicious supper.   
 
 That night we hobbled our horses and were to take turns guarding them until daylight. I 
went to sleep leaving the Indian to guard them in the cave, and telling him to awaken me when the 
moon reached a certain point, which would be about midnight.  When he finally awakened me it 
was coming daylight.  We untied the thieves and gave them their breakfast, and ate. 
 
 After breakfast, we tied them together again.  Then we saddled the horses.  I put my Indian 
boy on one of the horses.  He drove the stock, while I drove the men.  I made the Mexican thieves 
walk to Casas Grandes on foot. 
 
 The municipal authorities had two or three days’ investigation, and as a result, they were 
given a sentence of six years each in the penitentiary.  This cleared the ring of thieves from the 
south. 
 
 
Buying Gruwell’s Sheep; and Sheep Thieves (1895-1896)284 
 
 As I was needed at home in Colonia Juárez, it was a month before I went out again.  While 
home, a runner brought a letter from Father Gruwell to whom I had sold a lot of sheep the year 
before.  The letter stated that bandits had driven his sheep and sheep herders across the border 
into Mexico.  He asked me to come and take care of the matter.   
 
 In 189[5], I purchased from Father Gruwell of Colonia Díaz, 3,500 head of sheep.  He was 
running a ranch called “Dog Springs,” near Colonia Díaz, but on the American side.  
                                                 
283 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 146-147; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 28; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 9. 
284 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 152; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 28; and Experiences Transcript, 
1943, pp. 9-10, 12. 
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[In 1896,] a part of the same ring of outlaws as Hall, Coleman, Reed, [and] Musgrave had 

rounded up Gruwell’s Mexican sheep herders and drove them across the Mexican border into 
Mexico, and [had] declared war on the Mormons.  

 
The first thing the Mexican “gendarmes” [policemen or guards] did with the sheep was to 

take them over as a smuggled property. 
 

Immediately, I got in touch with “Teniente” [Lieutenant] Martinez, head of the Mexican 
“Rurales” [rural police].  I explained in detail what had happened.  I asked him for the privilege of 
leaving the sheep there, in order to safeguard them.  He listened and when I was finished said,  “I 
will see that your property is protected.  You can leave the sheep here until you have made 
arrangements to take them to the other side.”   
 

I rode horseback to Colonia Díaz.  When I arrived to [at] Gruwell’s place, I told him I had 
left the sheep with Mexican authorities at the border.  He was very relieved.  Then he asked me,  
“Will you ship them to Kansas City and sell them for me?”  Not long before, I had put his son, 
Oscar in jail for cattle thieving.  Another of his sons had been killed.  His other children were too 
young to help him.285  I promised him I would do as he wanted me to.   
 
 There was a spring wagon and horse [at Colonia Díaz] that had to be taken to Palomas.  So 
from Gruwell’s place, I drove it and went to Palomas, [which is across the border from Columbus, 
New Mexico,] and arranged with Mexican officials to release the sheep and have them taken back 
toward Deming.   
 

At Palomas, I ran into a friend, a Jew, who owned a local store and was just back from 
Deming.  He looked me up to say, “Mr. Brown, where are you going?”  I answered, “I’m going to 
Deming from here.”  He said, “No you aren’t, they’ll murder you as soon as you get there.”  And 
he told me the following story: 
 
 
Cox Gang Attempts Coleman’s Escape from Ciudad Juárez Jail (early 1896)286 
 

Just before Gruwell’s sheep were stolen, it seems John Cox with four other outlaws had 
gone on down to El Paso to try and get Henry Coleman and Johnny [Maime?] Reed out of the 
Ciudad Juárez jail.  I had put them in there, at the same time as Israel King for cattle stealing. 
 
 In some way, probably through bribery, they had communicated with Coleman.287  He had 
made plans for their escape.  Coleman was under a sentence of ten years, while Reed was there 
under only a sentence of five years.  Coleman could not persuade Reed to try the plan of escape.  
He was too much afraid of failure. 
 

                                                 
285 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 10, says, “Father Gruwell wanted me to get them back and sell them 
and he said, ‘They have murdered one of my boys and the other is in jail, and I have no one to take care of 
them.’” 
286 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 28-29; Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 153; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 12. 
287 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 9, says, “Henry Coleman was a brother of a U.S. Senator and when he 
was sentenced in a Mexican penitentiary, they tried influence to get him out of jail.” 
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 Cox and his men got horses at a livery stable at El Paso.  They mounted and rode over, 
across the [Rio Grande] river, each with two six shooters apiece, to drive off any guards.  The 
penitentiary in Ciudad Juárez is up a steep hill toward the west, a medieval building of red brick 
facing and back [on block] adobe walls. 
 
 When they got over there, Cox threw a rope over the high, adobe wall.  Henry Coleman 
put the rope around his waist.  Cox tied the rope around the horn of his saddle.  There were two 
prison guards in each corner.  It took nerve to even try an escape.  Cox and his mount, with help 
from the others, began to pull Coleman up over the wall.  When Coleman was half way up the wall 
the horse suddenly balked and reared backwards and let the prisoner drop.  
 
 This alarmed the guard, and he came around to see what was the matter.  When he saw 
what was happening, he gave the alarm.288  Cox and his men knew then the plan had failed when 
they saw the Mexican guards closing up on him. 
 

Cox let go the rope, and high-tailed it [left to get away].  He shot his way back toward the 
river.  The others followed.  The escape developed into a running fight, ‘til they got across the Rio 
Grande River into the U.S.  They left two of the prison guards wounded. 
 

Then these men, including Cox, had come into Deming.  Here they swore vengeance 
against “Mormon” Brown and that if ever I came back to Deming, I would be served the same 
medicine as was served Colonel Fountain and his son who were murdered in the sand hills while 
they were traveling from Las Cruces to Carlsbad, New Mexico.  Colonel Fountain was prosecuting 
attorney for two counties and had been after outlaws and thieves and they had murdered him and 
his son. 
 
 
Orson Goes to Deming, NM; Showdown with John Cox (Spring 1896)289 
 
 The [Jewish] merchant continued: 
 
 “Now, they are in Deming and everything is going their way.”  He said, “You had better 
not go to Deming or those fellows will kill you just as sure as your name is Brown.  They have the 
whole country in their power.  They have declared war on the Mormons, and you especially.  They 
say they are going to bury Mormon Brown when he crosses the line.  And they are going around 
the streets as if they were the officers of the law.” 
 
 I said to this man,  “I think I will go up to Deming anyway.”  “You are taking an awful 
risk!” he told me. 
 

I confess I did not know just what to do, but just then a boy carrying the mail drove up 
and my mind was made up to go with him.  I felt that my duty was the first thing to perform, and 
felt that I would get the protection of my Heavenly Father in doing my duty.  So I disguised myself 
as well as I could, and got on the mail stage to Deming.  I put on a big Mexican sombrero, [and a] 

                                                 
288 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 12, says, “A guard saw this, got to Coleman and hit him over the head, 
untied him, took him to his cell and locked him up.  Then the guard gave the alarm.” 
289 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 28-29; Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 154-157; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 10-12. 
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red handkerchief around the mouth, and as the wind was blowing, the disguise did not appear 
unusual.  You could only see my eyes. 
 
 I got into Deming the next day.  I got off the stage at the Deming Hotel and got myself a 
room.  After that, I stepped down into the street.  I went to the general store to see my friend, 
Tom Bullock.  He did not know who I was at first.  When he recognized me, he threw up his 
hands in horror and said: “My G__, Mr. Brown, what are you doing here?  They will kill you on 
sight!”  “Oh, no, they will not.  I’m here on business,” I answered, “and I want you to go to Sheriff  
Pink Peters to tell him to come up to my hotel room.”  I had an inner conviction that the Lord 
would protect me.   Peters had assisted me previously in running down and putting in jail some of 
these outlaws. 
 

Bollock told me they would sure get me if I remained.  He said it was a public affair that if 
I ever returned to Deming, they would kill me.  Then I decided to take the warnings of my friends, 
and not show myself, alone, on the streets. 
 
 I went on back to my room.  When Tom Bullock found Peters, he merely said to him, 
“There is a man up in room number fifteen, at the hotel, who needs to see you, right away on very 
important business.”  It was not long before Peters came on up to my room.   
 

When he saw it was me, he was genuinely alarmed.  “My G__, Brown, what are you doing 
here?  These men have the town, and any time you go down on the street there’ll be a killing. Do 
not come down stairs at all.  I don’t want to be seen in your company because they will kill both of 
us.  For the part I took with you, they have threatened me and told me I have to leave town.  They 
are wearing their guns and nobody has the guts enough to disarm them. See, I have even taken off 
my gun.”   
 

He asked, “What on earth are you going to do?”  I said, “I do not know.  I have come to 
dispose of some sheep.”  Then I told him of Gruwell’s sheep and that I had come to ship them to 
Kansas City.   

 
When I finished, he said, “I tell you, I will go and see the railroad people.  There is a freight 

train that goes to El Paso at 10:00 tonight, and I will make arrangements so you can go on to El 
Paso and transact your business from there.  A wagon will pick you up and take you to the freight 
yards.  Wrap up in an Indian blanket, he cautioned. If you do not do this, your life and mine are in 
jeopardy. They will kill you as sure as the world if you remain here.” 
 
 As he left, I said, “Well, I will see what I will do.”  I was undecided.  I promised nothing.  I 
let him go on out to make whatever arrangement he wanted.  I really did not know what to do.  He 
said he would send a messenger to see whether I decided to go out on the freight train. 
 

After he left, I kneeled down in the room and prayed.  I said, “I am here in Thy service and 
for the protection of the interests of Thy people.  If it is Thy will I should run away and hide, put 
fear in my heart.  If it is Thy will that I should stay here and meet these enemies, make me to have 
the courage of a lion that I may not fear to meet them.  Help me in this labor that I have come out 
to perform.”  As I stood upon my feet, I felt that with the courage that came to me [that] I could 
whip a whole regiment of that class of outlaws and people.290 
                                                 
290 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 155, records:  “I knelt down and in very few words, I told the Lord the 
situation.  ‘I am here on your business, to look after the interests of your people.  If it is your will that I 
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 I put on my hat and took off my coat.  I had on a double-breasted corduroy vest on, and 
my pistol was hanging to my suspenders in the guard.  I walked on out of the hotel, and down the 
street.  Nobody, and least of all, bandits and cattle thieves, were going to keep me off the streets, 
much less, run me out of town.  
 
 At the corner, I stopped to talk to Jack Gibbons, who was running a livery stable.  I had 
information that he had bought a horse with saddle and a mule from a Negro.  This Negro had 
stolen it from my camp, down in Mexico.  I found him alone, hanging up some leather on the big, 
iron hooks.  I told him the situation.  Of course, he had known that was my horse and mule.  As I 
left his stables, I made a parting warning, “You keep the animals there and do not let them out, or 
I will put you behind bars.” 
 

Just then the famous John Cox, who was the head of the bunch of outlaws, started across 
the street.  He came out of one saloon, and headed in direction of another.  Gibbons said to me, as 
I walked out of his place, “There comes John Cox now.  He will kill you on sight.” 
 
 I said, “You stand here and be a witness of what happens.”  I had no idea of what I was 
going to do, only that I would have to kill him.  I thought he would fight.  It never occurred to me 
that he might not fight. 
 
 As I walked toward him, I made toward the middle of the street.  I must have been about 
ten yards from him, when I hollered up at him.  He stopped short and turned around.  I kept on 
coming, until I was within five steps of him.  I did not speak ‘til I was pretty sure he could hear 
clearly what I had to say: 291 
 
 “Is your name John Cox?” And he replied, “Yes.” I said, “Well, my name is Orson Brown, 
‘Mormon Brown’, and as you said you were going to bury me if I ever came around here, I thought 
I’d like to be present at the funeral, and here I am.  Get your gun, you damned coyote you!  We’ll 
see who is going to be buried first!”  It was not ‘til then that I threw my gun on him, and I had it 
cocked.  All this time, he made no move to go for his gun, which is what I had expected. 
 

He threw up his hands and started stuttering and trembling, and said,, “No! No! No!  I did 
not say that.”  I was plenty mad by this time.  I said, “Get your gun, you damned Coyote, and let 
us settle it here.”  He denied it. 
 

He started to walk backwards and I told him he did not need to run as I could run as fast 
as he could.  I gave him some very uncomplimentary things and drove him back into Bullock’s 
store.  There I unbuckled his belt and turned the pistol over to the storekeeper and told him to 
never wear it again.  Then, I told him I had come out to make a cleaning of him and his bunch.  
                                                                                                                                                           
should not remain here and attend to this, put fear in my heart that I may run from this situation.  But if it is 
your will for me to remain here and attend to this business, give me the courage of a lion.’  As I got to my 
feet, I had the courage needed to attend to my business.” 
Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 10-11, records:  “I knelt down and prayed, telling the Lord that I was here 
in the interests of his people. And if it was his will that I should stay here and tend to it, to give me the heart 
of a lion that I would not fear anything, and to protect [me] in so doing.  And if I should get away, to put 
fear in my heart so that I would accept the suggestions of Sheriff Peters.  When I got off my knees, I felt 
that with the help of the Lord, I could whip the whole bunch.” 
291 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 11, says, “And as Cox neared the center of the street, I was within five 
steps of him and I called him.  He whirled with his hand on his pistol; I had mine cocked and I asked him, 
‘Is your name John Cox?’” 
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 Just then three men walked into the store.  Fortunately, they were members of the 
International Stock Growers Protection Association.  They were Jastrol, Holstead, and Steve 
Brickfield.  I do not know what would have happened if they had not walked in.  They were trying 
to decide what they were going to do about these outlaws. 
 
 As I have mentioned before, Jastrol represented one of the biggest cattle companies in the 
country, the Kern Land and Cattle Company.  When he saw who it was, he said,   “By G__, Mr. 
Brown, I think we will make a cleaning of all of them.”  I said, “Let us hang him first, right now, 
the long legged thief.  Get the ropes.”292 
 

John Cox was one scared man!  He was scared nearly to death!  Then we discussed the 
matter and decided to let him go.  I told him just what he was, and further told him that if he or 
any of his gang made another crooked move we’d hang them right here.  He had been well warned.  
He would not threaten any more peaceful citizens for awhile, we well knew. 

 
One of Cox’s men, Shorty Rector, who had accompanied Cox to Ciudad Juárez to get 

Coleman out of jail, came to me and said, “Mr. Brown, you befriended me one time and I’ve never 
forgotten it.  And I’m not going to be mixed up with this bunch anymore, but if I were you I’d 
leave this country for they plan to murder you.” 
  

I answered, “Shorty, I appreciate your advice but whenever they open up on me I will get 
two of them for one. I’m not afraid of them.”  These bandits began to quiet down. 

 
I stayed at Deming three weeks at the sheep round-ups.  During this time, I disposed of 

Father Gruwell’s sheep and shipped them to Kansas City, and he received about $2,000 more for 
his sheep than they had cost him the year before.  Thus was settled a very disagreeable situation. 

 
The cattle round up was going on at this time, also branding and selling, and I sold $2,250 

worth of cattle.  After I finished up business affairs I returned home. 
 

All of this is another evidence of the promises of the servants of the Lord being fulfilled 
when we are humble and obedient and subject ourselves to the will of the Lord. 
 
 
Orson’s First Run-In with Henry Coleman; Coleman’s Death (1895-1896+)293 

 
My first run-in with this Henry Coleman, whose brother was a U.S. Senator, had been at 

Colonia Díaz.  We were sleeping in the same room when a young woman came to the door and 
said, “Henry, Henry, my husband has a shot gun and is coming to kill you.”  He answered, “I’ll just 
step out and kill that old man.” 
  

I said, “You’ll just step out of here.  Take your saddle, saddle up, and get out. Any man that 
will monkey with another man’s wife needs killing.”  I followed him out and saw that he got away.  
He hadn’t been gone ten minutes when the outraged husband came with a shotgun to kill him. 

 
                                                 
292 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 11, says, “Three of the International Stock Growers Association came 
in just then and one of them remarked, “We’ll have to do as they do in Montana, hang him to a telephone 
pole.”  I answered, “Here’s one right here, let’s hang him right now.” 
293 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 12-13. 
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 Finally Henry Coleman got out of [Ciudad Juárez] jail by paying the jailer a big fee.  By this 
time he was so weak that a big Negro had to carry him out.  Coleman then went to Deming, 
married a sporting girl, moved to Gallup, New Mexico, [and] bought a ranch.  Later he divorced 
this girl, married another New Mexico girl, went back to his ranch and it was reported that he 
murdered his ex-wife and the boy helper.  And just as Coleman was running away from the ranch, 
another rancher whom Coleman regarded as an enemy came along.  Coleman was afraid this man 
would testify against him, so [he] had two Mexican Deputies arrest this rancher, and while they 
were leading him away from his ranch Coleman shot him in the back.  Because of the influence of 
Coleman’s brother who was a U.S. Senator, he got free. Next he got into trouble with a Mexican 
rancher and killed him. 
  

He came over to El Paso and into Mexico, and down to Juárez.  His brother was arranging 
to get him land south of Juárez, and trying to get his cattle from New Mexico onto this land.  A 
friend of Coleman’s said to me one day, “Mr. Brown, what would happen if you should meet 
Coleman?  “I’ve seen him. I know where he is,” I answered. “Well, he wants to meet you and see 
what can be done about getting his cattle down here.” 

 
I saw Henry Coleman later and he told me he was going down into New Mexico to get his 

cattle.  I replied, “Well, I’ll say goodbye to you then, for those people have your number [and] will 
kill you on sight.”  “Why?” he asked me.  I answered, “Well, I’d do the same if I had papers for 
Henry Coleman.  I’d shoot first and then read the papers.”  “Well, that’s a pretty bad reputation,” 
he answered.  “That’s what you are,” I replied.  

 
He went into New Mexico and his old friend John Cox and six other men, all of them 

afraid of Coleman, found out he was at his ranch and went out to lay for him.  When he came 
along all seven fired at him but only one bullet hit him.  The bullit [bullet] cut an artery in his leg.  
He jerked his pistol [and] laid in the wash where he bled to death.  Finally, one man dared to look 
over to see why he didn’t move, and saw him lying there and shot him in the back of the neck.  
Then they walked over to where he lay. Later the doctor said he was dead before the second shot 
hit him.  So ended the career of a bandit and a murderer and a thief. 
 
 
Israel King Sells His Ranches to Orson (June-October 1896)294 
 
 

During this time [Spring 1896,] Israel King was dying in Deming from pneumonia and had 
authorized Sim Holstead to act with the power of attorney in selling his interests in and out of 
Mexico, and settling up his affairs.295 

 
After we had decided to let Cox go, Holstead started talking to me about this.  He came to 

me saying, “Mr. Brown, we have an offer of $2,000.00 for Mr. King’s interests on this side of the 
line as well as the cattle over the border in Mexico. We can close the deal if we can get a guarantee 
from you that the purchaser will get protection in going into Mexico to get the cattle.” 
 

We talked awhile and finally he said, “Why don’t you buy this outfit, Mr. Brown?”296  
“Well,” I answered, “ If I should, then they’d raise a howl that I had King on his back where he 
                                                 
294 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 145, 157 -158; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 14. 
295 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 157, says, “Holstead had been given power of attorney from Mrs. 
King, to handle the King interests in and out of Mexico.”  Israel King died June 14, 1896. 
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couldn’t help himself.”  He replied, “Your friends know you better, and you don’t care a damn 
about your enemies anyway, so let them howl. Make us an offer.  How much would you pay if you 
wouldn’t pay $2,000.00?”297 

 
Finally I said, “You make out a bill of sale for the remenant [remnant] of his cattle and 

horses on this side as well as in Mexico together with the Three C Ranch, including all equipment 
on the ranch such as wagons, buggies, harnesses, drilling machine, etc., and I’ll give you $3,000 for 
it, $1,500.00 now and a note to be cashed at the bank in six months.  That will be $1,000 more 
than you have offered to sell it for.”298 

 
[By]299 the month of October[,] there was a general round up of cattle all over this 

southwestern country of New Mexico.  I collected and delivered at stockyards at Deming enough 
cattle in three weeks time to bring $2,400.00.  I took 50 head of fine cows, 3 bulls, 20 calves, 2 
buggies, 4 sets of harnesses, a wagon, a drilling machine, and a lot of tools down into Mexico.  I 
sold the ranch for another $1,000.00, and by the end of the year had collected enough cattle in 
Mexico to bring another $2,000.00.  All this helping to pay for the cattle they had stolen from us. 
 
 Mr. King died [June 14, 1896,] and his widow sold their home and returned to Illinois.  
Before she left Deming, she sent her kind regards by Mr. Holstead, thanking me for my liberality in 
purchasing their outfit.   
 

I got two of the boys of the King outfit released from jail in Ciudad Juárez and sent home 
because they were so young. 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                           
296 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 157-158, records:  “With reference to the King property in Mexico, 
Holstead said, ‘I want to sell everything, but everybody is scared to go down.  They are afraid you will be on 
their trail.’  I asked him, ‘What do you want for the whole estate …?’  He came back, ‘I was about to close a 
deal with a fellow for $2,500.00.’  ‘Why did you not sell to him’? I asked. ‘He was afraid of going into 
Mexico.  Why don’t you buy it, Brown?’”  Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 14, says the offer was for 
$2,000. 
297 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 158, records:  I told him, “If I should buy it, people would say I was 
trying to put something over Mrs. King.”  It is contrary to my ideas of honor to take advantage of people’s 
unfavorable circumstances.  I just could not take advantage of her.  He tried to put aside my scruples and 
put it squarely up to me.  That as long as everybody was afraid to touch the property, on my account, it was 
up to me to do something about it.  “Make me a bid.”  He said. When he put it up to me that way, I made 
up my mind.” 
298 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 158, records:  “‘I will give you $3,500.00.  $1,500.00 down and 
$2,000.00 in six months’, I offered.  ‘Sold.  We will make out the papers.’  He had the papers drawn up and 
we signed them that very day.  I was glad to be able to do a little something for poor Mrs. King.  Holstead 
took the papers to her, and she signed and she sent word through him that she thanked me for being so 
generous.”  Editor’s Note:  While there is a $500 difference between the total amounts in the two accounts 
($3,000 versus $3,500), the $1,000 additional amount offered and paid by Orson is the same. 
299 Orson says, “This was the month of October and . . .,” but October was when Orson began selling his 
stock, and his six-month $1,500 Note was due as final payment on King’s ranch before the end of the year.  
See also the report in June 1896 that King was under the “necessity of sacrificing his cattle to one of the 
men who was at the bottom of his trouble.”  “Israel H. King Dead.”  Deming Headlight, Friday, June 19, 
1896, p. 4. 
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Catching John Cox Stealing Orson’s Horses (Fall 1896)300 
 
Before I sold out the Three C Ranch, I was down at the stock pens at Deming when John 

Cox and a murdering companion came there.  It was six o’clock in the morning.  They had their 
guns on.  I thought they had come to get me as they had threatened to do so many times, but they 
began talking to the corral man.  I was taking no chances, I pulled my pistol and moved behind a 
post.  As the corral man passed within hearing distance of me, I said to him, “Tell those fellows to 
beat it, or I will be pouring it into them right now.”  He told them.  They saw I was ready for them 
so they moved on.   

 
I came out from behind the post and asked the corral man, “Come and have breakfast with 

me.”  He readily accepted.  We went into a restaurant.  When we sat down at a table, he said to me, 
“I am used to taking something before breakfast.”  I told him, “Order what you want.”  He 
ordered three whiskies.  When the whiskey had had a little time to loosen his tongue, I asked, 
“Where is friend Cox going to?” 
 
 He said without thinking, “They are going to the Three C Ranch for horses.”  The Three C 
Ranch was the King Ranch, which I just bought.  Then realizing it was the ranch I had bought he 
tried to change what he had said saying, “No, they were going up into the north country, to the 
Mimbres Valley.”   
 

What right had they going down there to my property?  I was getting madder and madder 
and ready to cottle them right now.  That was all I wanted to know, but I got a little more 
information. 
 
 When we finished our breakfast, he said to me, “I think you are a pretty decent fellow.  
Here you set me up for breakfast.  John Cox and his men told me otherwise.” 
 
 After I had gotten all the information I needed, I went up to the Gibbons Livery Stable.  I 
had Gibbons saddle my horse, while I went after my Winchester rifle and my double-barreled 
shotgun.  With these and the six shooter I always carried, I got my horse and mule and started for 
Three C Ranch.  This was about ten o’clock in the morning and it was twenty miles across the 
border to the ranch.   
 

 About half way there, I noticed the dust of horsemen, on their way to Deming.  Then I 
saw two men driving the horses towards me.  I stopped, got off my horse, and hid behind a big 
mesquite tree beside the road.  Fortunately, it was in the Spring and [the tree was] in leaf.  When 
the men got to where I could make them out, I saw that it was John Cox and his partner, driving a 
bunch of horses with the three CCC brand.   

 
As the horses came by, they shied from me.  The men reached for their pistols but I 

covered them with the double barrel [shotgun] as I yelled, “Put up your hands!”  They did not 
hesitate.  Both threw up their hands.  They were surprised and scared plenty, and did as I told 
them. Then I ordered them, “Hold up your right hand, and with your left unbuckle your cartridge 
belt and let it and your guns fall!” They followed my instruction to the letter.  “Now ride forward a 
little, get off your horses and get out in front there.”  

 

                                                 
300 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 159-161; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 15-16. 
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I said to Cox, “I told you that if ever I caught you at this business again I’d kill you and 
that’s just what I should do now.  You are murdering thieves.”  I had in mind to take those fellows 
and throw them in a deep well, five hundred yards away, in an old abandoned ranch.  I had meant 
to kill them and throw them in the well.  Just then two boys came riding from Deming hunting 
jack rabbits.  I knew the boys, and as they rode up one called, “Why, what’s the matter Mr. 
Brown?” 

 
I answered, “Nothing much.  I was just going to kill these thieves when you boys came.  

These fellows were driving off some of my horses and I am just taking them away from them.”  
Cox protested, “These horses which we were driving off belonged to Henry Coleman and Reed, 
from way back in the days when they were riding for King himself.”  But, I said, “These horses 
had the three CCC brand on them, and Mrs. King made no reservations to me when I bought the 
ranch.” 

 
  I said to the boys, “Now go unsaddle the horses they were riding and turn the rest of the 

horses back towards the ranch.” Then I said, “Take all the cartridges they’ve got, even those in 
their rifles and pistols, put them in this [horse] nose bag I have here, and give them back their 
guns, empty.  Then I turned to Cox and said, “These boys saved your lives, I was going to kill you 
and dump your bodies in that well over there.  Now hit out, and if ever you so much as turn 
around once I’ll kill you.”301 

 
I hired the oldest of the two boys to go with me to the ranch.  I waited till they were out of 

sight, then I drove the horses into the ranch.  When I got there, with two other men from the 
ranch we rounded up the cattle and horses and, taking the wagon and buggies, we went into 
Mexico, down home.   

 
This was my last encounter with Cox.  And fortunately, it was not without effect.  Cox 

moved from there and went up to the northern part of the state. 
 
(Papa explained to me that in the many times he was at the point of justifiably killing some 

of the thieves, something always interfered, and so he was prevented from committing murder. He 
felt that it was the hand of the Lord protecting and watching over him. G.B.K.) [Orson’s daughter, 
Gwendolyn Brown Klein (Skousen)].302 

 
 
Corralitos Ranch, Chihuahua, Mexico, and Killing of Schugt (1897+)303 
 
 Britton Davis was in charge of Corralitos Ranch sometime in the latter part of the 19th 
century, and brought his beautiful bride there to live.  Houghton was in charge of the cattle there, 
and I believe one of his sons is still down there. 
 

                                                 
301 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 161, records:  “They started to get on their horses.  I told them if they 
even turned around, I would kill them.  The boys went on with them.” 
302 In February 1943, Orson, age 79, told experiences from his life to his daughter, Gwendolyn Brown Klein 
(Skousen) (1903-1991), which she wrote down and typed, while Orson was visiting in Mesa, Arizona.  
Orson came there to attend the funeral services of his son, James Duncan Brown (Macdonald), who was 
killed January 31, 1943.  What Gwen wrote and typed at that time is the Experiences Transcript, 1943. 
303 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 51-52. 
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 Schugt was in charge of agricultural projects for the Morgan interests in New York and was 
murdered there by Genaro Baray. 
 
 There had been a fourth of July celebration at the mining camp nearby; the much-loved 
and courageous D. B. Smith was in charge.  The miners and the “rancheros” [rustic, country 
persons] drank mescal and Tequila.  The blood was hot, and Schugt’s bookkeeper shot a friend of 
Genaro Baray’s in the leg.  The bookkeeper was put in the one jail room, called the Devil’s room.  
In a couple of days, Schugt needed his bookkeeper, and took him out so he could work on his 
books. 
 
 Genaro Baray vowed revenge.  Two or three days later, Schugt was out fishing with a 
friend, Bremen.  On the way home, with their catch, they met Genaro Baray with a companion, 
half drunk.  They asked the “patrons” [masters] to have a drink; 
 
 “Patron, un tragito, --”  [Master or Boss – a little drink] 
 
 Schugt was proud as Lucifer.  He only drank with those he considered his equals, but some 
sixth sense must have warned him of danger, and he took and drank with them.  The bandits let 
them go their way.  That night, the bandits started shooting it up on the little plaza, in front of the 
ranch house. 
 
 Schugt was enjoying his trout with his young wife and Bremen.  He got up to attend to the 
outside commotion, but only took his rifle.  His wife went to the back of the house to get Breman 
a pistol.  It was a beautiful moonlight night, and the whole plaza was lighted as for a feast.  Schugt 
just rounded the corner of his home, alone, and was shot and killed instantly. 
 
 Bremen coming up, wounded Genaro’s companion.  They heard the bandits groans all 
through the night, as no one could bring succor, nor lift the dead till the authorities from 
Ahumada, Chihuahua, Mexico, came. 
 
 The Morgan interests gave Schugt’s widow $600 and passage home.  She was left with 
three children to raise.  Genaro Baray was caught and brought before the widow; she was asked 
what manner of death or revenge she wished for him, and she replied, “His life cannot bring my 
husband back.”  He went free. 
 
 Later, he was gambling with his companion.  There were eight of them.  An argument 
started, guns were taken out and not one of the eight bandits escaped a mortal wound.  The death 
of Schugt was revenged by Genaro’s own equals. 
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CHAPTER  15 
 
 
 
Mexican Citizenship and Other Experiences (Late 1890’s) 
 
 
 
Orson Becomes a Mexican Citizen (September 7, 1897)304 
 

Editor’s Note:  Orson became a naturalized Mexican citizen September 7 , 1987.  His 
naturalization Mexican citizenship document, No. 62, is signed by Mexican President Porfirio 
Díaz.  His Mexican citizenship entitled him to own properties, including titles to lands, minerals 
and mines, and to vote and participate as a citizen in Mexican political activities. 
 
 
Learning from Elder Moses Thatcher’s Apostasy (circa 1896)305 
 
 I have just remembered what a wonderful manifestation of the Spirit of the Lord came 
from Apostle Brigham Young, Jr.  He came to Colonia Juárez to a General Conference of the 
Colonia Juárez Stake.  Ex-apostle Moses Thatcher, his brother-in-law, Aaron Farr, and a man by 
the name of Standing [Hinds?]306 also came to the Conference, the three having been disciplined by 
the Church authorities, and Moses Thatcher having been disfellowshipped.307 
 

During the morning session, Apostle Brigham Young, Jr. arose and said, “There are those 
here in this building who will not like what I am going to say, and now I will give them an 
opportunity to retire from the building.”  And he stood without speaking for a few minutes. His 
words threw a cold wave over the whole congregation, for without doubt it was Apostle Brigham 
Young, Jr. speaking without the Spirit of the Lord.  Moses Thatcher and his two companions were 
sitting at the back of the stage but they made no move to retire.  When Brigham Young, Jr. 
resumed speaking, he manifested that the Spirit of the Lord was with him and, in humility and 
thanksgiving, he bore one of the most wonderful testimonies and related many of the 
manifestations of the goodness of the Lord to him in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints.308  
 

At the dismissal of the meeting, I had invited Brothers Thatcher, Farr and Hinds to my 
home for dinner.  We sat down to dinner.  I said to Brother Thatcher, “There’s something very 
                                                 
304 See Orson’s original Mexican Citizenship document in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt 
Brown, courtesy of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón) (1919-    ).   
305 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 2-4; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 40-41. 
306 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 40, says that the third man was “a man by the name of Hinds.” 
307 Elder Moses Thatcher was “dropped from the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles April 6, 1896.”  Deseret 
News 2003 Church Almanac.  Salt Lake City:  Deseret News, 2003, p. 71. 
308 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 41, records:  “Apostle Young arose and in the language of severity said, 
‘I’m going to say something that may not be agreeable to some who are here.  I give them an opportunity to 
get up and leave if they don’t want to hear what I’m going to say.’  He stopped speaking for a moment, and 
there was a terrible spell of anxiety came over the congregation, but when he continued speaking, instead of 
that harshness in his voice, it was mellow with the Spirit of the Lord which came to him, and he bore 
testimony after testimony of the manifestations of the Spirit of the Lord.” 
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strange. You have always sat at the front, and we have always looked to you as one of the greatest 
leaders of Zion. I am not unmindful of the wonderful promises made to me when you set me apart 
in Pima, Arizona for the mission of coming to Mexico.  But today I noticed that you had a back 
seat, together with these companions, Farr and Hinds.” Then I said, “I enjoyed the outpourings of 
the Spirit in the testimony of Brigham Young, Jr., but there is something about all this I can’t 
understand.” 

 
Then Brother Thatcher answered, “I, too, enjoyed the testimony of Brother Brigham 

Young, Jr., and I too have a great manifestation from the Lord Jesus Christ.”  He continued, 
“When my Brethren of the authorities of the Church were persecuting me, I went into my secret 
closet and in humble prayer sought the Lord and said unto him, “Oh Thou, my Father in Heaven, 
in the name of Jesus Christ, why is it that Thou hast allowed my Brethren who preside over me to 
persecute me the way they are doing? And the voice of the Lord came unto me and said, “Oh thou 
my servant Moses, why dost thou depend upon the arm of flesh?” 

 
Then Brother Moses said, “My cause will yet be hailed from the housetops throughout all 

Zion.”  And he spoke with the spirit of defiance and not humility.  Then there came to me a great 
testimony that Brother Thatcher had been resting on his strength, upon his own arm of flesh, and 
upon those of his evil advisors.  For he said then, “How could I submit to their arbitrary rules after 
the Lord Jesus Christ had thus spoken to me?”309 
 

And I answered, “Why Brother Thatcher, I can’t understand why you place that kind of an 
interpretation upon the word that came to you when in truth you are resting upon the arm of your 
own flesh, and taking your own counsel and advice, and the advice of the enemies of the work of 
God instead of those that could help you.”  He went pallid and made no remark.  It was a 
wonderful testimony to me that he had committed some great sin and was being blinded by the 
master hand of Satan, and being guided by that power. 

 
To me this was a most momentous occasion, for I had learned to love and honor Brother 

Thatcher.  Now the testimony that had come to me with regard to him was satisfactory; that it was 
he who was wrong and not his Brethren who presided over him. And notwithstanding this 
testimony, it grieved me very much that a man whom I had learned to love was in rebellion against 
the prophets of the Lord, and by his actions had been disfellowshipped from the Church. And it 
grieves me now to think of it.  
 

At a later conference, Apostle Heber J. Grant came to Colonia Juárez, and it was he who 
made the first statement with regard to Moses Thatcher and the fact that he had been cut off 
[from] the Church, and it caused a feeling of mourning at what he said.  He related how he and 
Moses Thatcher had been bosom companions, and how at the quorum meetings he would second 
the propositions advanced by Brother Thatcher not realizing to the fullest extent just what he was 
doing.  He said they had been in a council meeting, and he and Brother Thatcher had opposed 
advice given by one of the Brother Apostles, which was almost unanimously accepted.  And that 
he and Brother Thatcher opposed it so vigorously that the other members of the quorum couldn’t 
sustain their opposition, and so the question was suspended until another meeting.  Then he said 
he and Brother Thatcher came out of the Temple arm in arm.  Brother Moses Thatcher said in a 
loud voice, “Well, we showed those old fogies where to head in again,” meaning the other 
members of the Twelve Apostles.  
                                                 
309 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 41, records:  “After that manifestation how could I accept the advice and 
counsel of my persecutors and the Presidency of the Church.” 
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Heber J. Grant went on to say, Apostle Erastus Snow caught up with us, slapped us both 
on the shoulders and as we turned around he said, “Unless you young men cease coming into the 
council of the Twelve Apostles and the Presidency of the Church with your minds made up as to 
what you are going to do, and are not willing to allow the Spirit of the Lord to direct and council 
[counsel] in those meetings, you will apostatize and go to hell.” 

 
As they walked along Moses Thatcher said, “Well Heber, you again hear the predictions 

that old fogie of a father-in-law had made upon our heads.”  Heber J. Grant replied, “I don’t know 
Moses, but I believe Brother Snow is right.” 

 
Apostle Grant continued by saying, “I knew Brother Snow was right, and from then on I 

avoided the company of Moses Thatcher.”  This showed the haughtiness and lack of humility of 
Moses Thatcher. 
 
 
Newspaper Editor Proposes Succession of Sonora and Sinaloa (1898)310 
 
 On one of my trips to El Paso, just after the Spanish-American War,311 Captain John Hart, 
the editor of the El Paso Morning Times, and a distinguished member of a pioneer family, together 
with his editor-in-chief, came to my room at the Hotel Lindo.312  The Hotel Lindo was located on 
South Oregon Street.   
 
 “Mr. Brown,” they said, “We have a proposition to make to you which we believe will be 
of interest and benefit to you and your people.”   
 
 They said, they had made a thorough investigation of the business.  American mining and 
agricultural companies, as well as the wealthier Mexicans in the states of Sonora and Sinaloa, 
wanted to secede from the Mexican Republic if they could get help. 
 
 They spoke of the richness and desirability of these two states in mineral and agricultural 
resources.  After development, its products could be shipped into the United States.  They printed 
[painted] glowing pictures.  They came to me to find out the attitude of the Mormon people in 
regards to this matter.  They wanted to know if the Mormons would not be willing to put up part 
of the money to finance this revolution.  They had in mind for all the Mormons to throw in with 
them.  The number of the colonies in Chihuahua could leave Chihuahua and come into the other 
two states.  In return for the Mormon’s support, they could have their own civil authority, and live 
their religion including plural marriage, without any interference, while their group would have in 
hand the military forces. 
 

They said that they felt sure that within a short time, they could form a republic. Then, they 
could get recognition from the United States and other foreign governments.   

 

                                                 
310 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 148-149;  and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 30. 
311 The Spanish American War was from April to August 1898.  “Spanish-American War.”  The World Book 
Encyclopedia. 1984 ed. Vol. 18, p. 589. 
312 Juan S. Hart is listed as the proprietor, editor and publisher; J. D. Ponder as city editor; and Thomas 
O’Keeffe as business manager, of the El Paso Daily Times newspaper in Worley’s El Paso, Texas City 
Directory for 1898-1899, p. 55. 
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After they finished laying their plans and propositions to me, I said to the gentlemen, “You 
have a very pretty proposition on paper, but it will not work out in practice.  It will not do.” 

 
 “In the first place, the Mormon people are not interested in anything of that kind.  They 
appreciate the privilege of coming into Mexico.  They are grateful for the protection they have 
received from the Mexican government and would be the last people to show their ingratitude by 
raising up against that government.  In the second place, you see [if] we did join in such a 
proposition, because of the well-known conditions of morals, or lack of them, existing among 
soldiers of fortune, it would be necessary for us to kill off some of you fellows before we would 
feel we had protection for our wives and daughters.  Instead of our seconding a proposition of this 
kind, if we were called on by the Mexican government, we would be ready to thwart the plan 
suggested by you fellows.”313 
 
 When I got through with my little speech, they said, “Well, if that is your attitude, we thank 
you.”  And they left.  As far as I know, that was the end of the plan of annexation of the states of 
Sonora and Sinaloa. 
 
 

                                                 
313 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 30, records that Orson responded:  “In the first place the Church to which 
I belong is not interested at all in any such a program, and in the second place I am a Mexican citizen and if 
you made any invasion into Mexico, with all my power and force I would resist you or any such invasion.”  
They went away from my room considerably crestfallen, and their project, not receiving encouragement, fell 
down.” 
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CHAPTER  16 
 
 
 
Colonia Oaxaca Land Problems (1896-1905) 
 
 
 
Colonia Oaxaca Land Embargo by Colonel Emilio Kosterlitzky (1896)314 
 
 Relative to the early colonization of the Oaxaca Colony.315  This colonization scheme was 
promoted by George C. Williams (a man who had apostatized from the church).  A number of the 
brethren with their families went over to Oaxaca and began the colonization of a large tract of 
land.  They were under contract with Williams and had paid [him] some $20,000.00 pesos, and he 
in the contract had agreed to make title to them for their holdings.  But as he had not made full 
payment to one Colonel Kosterlitzky (a Polish Russian) from who[m] he had made purchase of 
this Oaxaca land; therefore, he had no title to this land, and consequently could not give one to the 
colonists. 
 

Finally, Kosterlitzky and Williams entered into an agreement and made a scheme by which 
they could make the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints pay the balance of about 
$30,000.00 pesos to Kosterlitzky by getting an embargo on the interests of G. C. Williams in the 
Federal Court at Montezuma, Sonora, signed by the head judge of the district, and making it apply 
to the colonists. 
  

Bishop Scott, who was then presiding over the Colony, sent a runner to President Anthony 
W. Ivins316 at Colonia Juárez, stating in the communication that Colonel Kosterlitzky and his rural 
police were on their way to Colonial Oaxaca to embargo all of the interest of the colonists, and he 
asked Brother Ivins to come immediately.  

 
President Ivins, [who] was having an appointment at Mexico City, called me and said, 

“Orson, I would like you to go over to Colonia Oaxaca and untangle this difficulty.”  I immediately 
saddled my horse and covered the 150 miles by evening of the second day.  The brethren were 
very much excited and did not know what to do.   

 
The next day, Colonel Kosterlitzky came with 25 of his men and the Presidente municipal, 

Judge of Bavispe, and the clerk of the court.  They arrived about 10:00 in the morning. He sent 
word that he wanted to see all the men of the Colony.  We met in the little school house, and 
                                                 
314 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 17-20; Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 25-26; Historical Transcript, 1940, 
pp. 31-32; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 150-151. 
315 The land on which the Oaxaca settlement was eventually made was first purchased on contract in 
February 1892 by George C.  Williams and John C. Naegle.  It took until December 1893 to select a 
permanent town site, and on March 11, 1894, the Colonia Oaxaca Ward was organized with Franklin Scott 
called as Bishop.  Taylor, Harold W.  Memories of Militants & Mormon Colonists in Mexico.  Yorba Linda, 
California: Shumway, 1992, pp. 177-178.  Cottam, Thomas Romney.  The Mormon Colonies in Mexico.  Salt 
Lake City: Deseret, 1938, pp. 117-118. 
316 Anthony W. Ivins was called as the first stake president of the new Juárez Stake when it was organized 
December 9, 1895.  Orson P. Brown was called at the same time as a member of the new stake high 
council. 
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Colonel Kosterlitzky, a tall military figure, arose and in his authoritative manner said, “You people 
have not paid your payments on these lands and we are going to confiscate all of your personal 
property, together with your improvements, and unless these payments are made within ten days 
time you can walk out of here.  I have come here with an embargo from the Federal Court on all 
your properties, your cattle, horses, wagons, household goods, agricultural equipment, everything 
you have.  And I state to you that I shall leave all of your interests here in the hands of the judge, 
and will leave also ten of my soldiers to see that my orders are enforced, until you pay $30,000 
pesos, which is the balance due on the Oaxaca purchase.”  And G. C.  Williams, in a very rabid and 
excited manner, abused the people and told them that because they had failed, it had made him fail 
in payments. 
 

Bishop Scott had notified him that I was their representative.  He turned to me and asked, 
“Do you understand this embargo?”  I answered, “No, I don’t understand this embargo.  These 
people have no contract with you whatsoever.”  I then asked the Colonel what his legal status was, 
and who had given him such executive power to confiscate this property without having given 
them opportunity to appear in their own defense.  He said, “The judge has the document and is 
going to execute judgment.” 
 

The people were very much excited, but I said to the Colonel, “Let the judge read the 
document and let us see what it contains.  Let’s hear the contents of the embargo.”  He ordered 
the judge to read the embargo out loud.  The judge arose and read the document.  I listened 
carefully, while he read.  Immediately I caught on to the fraud.  The embargo applied to Williams’ 
property only, and [said] that he was responsible to the Colonel for the deal on the land, and [it] 
had nothing to do with the people of Oaxaca.  The whole business as far as Colonel Kosterlitzky 
was concerned, was just a big bluff.   

 
So when the judge finished reading the embargo, which was on all the interests of G.C. 

Williams in favor of Emelio Kosterlitzky, I arose and turned to Kosterlitzky and to the judge and 
to all the others assembled there, and in a defying manner, with considerable emphasis to 
counteract the audacity of their plans, I said, “Apply the embargo where it belongs, but in the 
name of justice I defy you or Williams, or this court who have brought here your plans, to place 
their hands on any part of this people’s property.”317  Then I turned to the people and said, 
“Brethren, rest on your arms; I am here to help you defend you[r] interests against these imposters 
who have come to take from you that which is yours.” 

 
 The judge was embarrassed, and did not know how to proceed from there.  Kosterlitzky 
turned purple with anger.  He could hardly talk he was so mad.  He jumped up cursing, and said to 
the judge, “Vamanos! Vamanos!” [Let’s go! Let’s go!]  I followed him to the door where two of his 
police were guarding, and as he went out of the door, I turned to the brethren, who where pretty 
much excited, and told them to be calm, and said, “He’s made his bluff and we have called it, and 
if needs be, we’ll protect these interests with force of arms!”  The Colonel and Williams went 
towards the Williams’ home.   
 

I then said, “The devils are whipped at their own game.  I am going down and prod the 

                                                 
317 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 151, records:  “I said, “Apply the embargo where it applies.  The 
purchase of this land by G. C. Williams is a private enterprise and has nothing to do with the Mormon 
colonization schemes [“schemes” means “plans or programs,” Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, 1984, 
p. 1050].  Do not touch anything belonging to these people, and don’t you try to apply it on the interests of 
these people for we won’t stand for it.  I am here to protect them.” 
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lions in their own den.”  Some of the brethren were fearful for my safety, but I said there was no 
danger for they were whipped.  And so I walked down to the house of G. C. Williams and knocked 
on the door where Williams and the Colonel were, with their men, who were cursing because their 
plans had failed.  Sister Williams opened the door and I asked, “Is the Colonel and Brother 
Williams in?”  She answered they were in that room, pointing to the door.  I heard Williams going 
out the back door not wanting to confront me.   

 
As I entered, Kosterlitzky with an oath exclaimed, “You’ve raised hell with me.” “Well 

Colonel,” I said, “Yes, that is the way it is. You had hell in your necks and a desire to raise hell, and 
I have raised that hell and put it on your own heads.  Don’t you dare to touch any of this property 
or molest these people.  They came here under a private contract with Williams and have complied 
with their part of the contract, and it is up to him to make good with them.  You have no right to 
expel them from their lands or homes.  You’ve barked up the wrong tree when you and Williams 
concocted this scheme to make the Church come to the rescue of G. C. Williams.” Colonel 
Kosterlitzky never forgave me. 
 
 A few months later, President Ivins received communication from Colonel Kosterlitzky 
telling him the balance due on the Oaxaca purchase was due his superior officer, and that if Mr. 
Ivins would come to Magdalena, Sonora, Mexico, where he was living, they would be glad to take a 
discount and fix up the matter of the title.  President Ivins asked Bishop Scott and me to 
accompany him to Magdalena.  Here President Ivins made the deal with the superior officer, 
receiving title for the Oaxaca property, and as I remember it was settled for $15,000 pesos instead 
of for $30,000 pesos, showing that right will prevail when you have the Spirit of the Lord with you.   
 

So was settled a very vexatious and disagreeable matter for the time being only.   
 
Editor’s Note:  Joel Martineau said of Orson:318  “He was runned and helped in the settling 

of quarreling and the settling of problems over there [in the colonies].  He had a clear head.  He 
was brave and not afraid to talk up to those who tried to beat our people out of anything.” 
 
 
Apostle John W. Taylor and Colonia Oaxaca Land Problems (1898-1905) 319 
 

In the year 1898, Apostle John W. Taylor, President A. W. Ivins, President Helaman Pratt 
and myself went to Colonia Oaxaca, Sonora to hold a ward conference and try to settle the land 
difficulties between the brethren living there, which had arisen out of the purchase and 
colonization of this property.  Upon arrival, we called the brethren together in the evening and 
held forth until 2:00 o’clock (A.M.).  This was a very disagreeable affair. 
 
 At 10:00 o’clock the next morning, another meeting was held but with no favorable results. 
After these meetings we saw it was impossible to bring those people together 
 

Then in the afternoon a general meeting was held in which Apostle J. W. Taylor said, “You 
people remind me of a couple of bull pups I have and which I think a lot of.  I went to the market 
and bought a piece of venison and gave one piece to each pup. They both took hold of their meat 

                                                 
318  Martineau, Joel Hills (1867-1955).  1952 Audio Recording Transcript of Joel Martineau, Age 85, supra p. 2. 
319 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 17-20; Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 25-26; Historical Transcript, 1940, 
pp. 25-26; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 150-151. 
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and looked at each other, and began growling.  They dropped their meat, jumped at each others 
throats and began chewing each other.  A strange dog came along and ate their meat.” 
 

“You people remind me of these bull pups.  We came here to feed you on venison but 
your prefer bull dog.  We came here with the Spirit of the Lord.  I tell you in the name of Israel’s 
God that unless you people repent of your selfishness and become united in your efforts in serving 
the Lord and keeping his commandments, this will never be a land of peace unto you; and the 
elements will destroy these houses which should be homes and are not, for the Spirit of the Lord is 
not here with you.  And there will not be any Latter-day Saints who will live here in this place. 
There will only be ranch houses for cowboys in this Oaxaca valley. I say this through the authority 
of the holy priesthood I hold, and in the name of Jesus Christ, Amen.” 
 
 And verily these people did not repent, and these very conditions prophesied by Brother 
Taylor came to pass.  Today there is only a ranch house for cowboys and a mescal joint for making 
liquor.  The great flood of 1903 [1905] washed away most of the houses, the canal, and the land. 
And now it is a place inhabited by one family of cowboys and several other families who are 
making mescal, and here drunkenness and revelry abound, thus fulfilling the prophesy made years 
ago by John W. Taylor 
 
 In the first place this Colony was established without the sanction of the presiding 
authorities of the Church.  And like many other efforts to colonize in different parts of the country 
by scheming, avaricious self-appointed men, they eventually failed.  And there is only one safe 
guide for Latter-day Saints to follow.  And this is to follow the lead of those who have authority, 
the right, and the responsibility to guide the affairs of the Church. 
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CHAPTER  17 
 
 
 
Continuing Threats of Colonel Kosterlitzky (1889-1907) 
 
 
 
Colonia Morelos:  Site Selection (1889–1900)320 
 

Previous to the settling of Colonia Morelos, I had made two trips into northern Sonora at 
the end of the century with President Ivins, President Pratt and party.   We were looking for places 
for settlement and colonization for some of the brethren who were coming from the north.  On 
the last one of these trips, we found fertile land and water at the fork of the Bavispe and Sonora 
[Batipito] rivers, and decided to purchase the land which later comprised the whole of Colonia 
Morelos.  On each one of these trips, I was very much inspired with the wisdom and sincerity and 
greatness of Brothers Ivins and Pratt.   
 
 The year following [1900], President Ivins, President Pratt, Bishop Scott of Oaxaca and I 
went to Magdalena, Sonora, and there purchased the land from Fonocle and Kosterlitzky, and 
cleared titles.  This was one of the few colonies where some legal provision and settlement of land 
was made before the people actually arrived to make their homes. 
  
 
Morelos:  Colonel Kosterlitzky Authorizes Henry Ward to Kill Orson (1900)321 
 
 It was on the third trip to Morelos, Sonora in 1900, some of the colonists were already with 
President Ivins and myself, that I ran into trouble at Ojitos Ranch.  The Ojitos Ranch is located 
about fifty miles northwest of Casas Grandes in Chihuahua, near the Sonora border.  Lord Dalavel 
Beresford owned and operated the ranch. 
 
 This is the famous resting-place where Lieutenant Britton Davis found rest, food and 
shelter, on his way out of the country, when he was hunting Geronimo and his Renegade Indians.   
 

When we arrived in front of the ranch house there was a lot of men around.  I noticed one 
man ride up to Charles McDowell, the ranch manager, and he was cursing.  Immediately I 
recognized him, Van Lee, a friend and relative of Henry Ward.   
 
 I dismounted and President Ivins got down from his buggy and joined me.  Together we 
went to see Charlie McDowell.  As we approached, Van Lee rode off, and I could not hear just 
what he said as he left.  After McDowell greeted us, he turned to me, “Mr. Brown, do you see that 
fellow that just rode off?”  “Yes,” I said.  “You know him?”  “Sure I know him,” I answered.  
“Well,” McDowell continues seriously, “He just said some uncomplimentary things about you.  He 
just said to me that if you had your just dues your head would be shot off.”  He also told me that 
this fellow had said I was going to get mine and for me to look out.   
 

                                                 
320 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 162; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 32. 
321 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 163-166; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 32-33. 
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 I had known Van Lee and Henry Ward in New Mexico.  They were part of a ring of cattle 
thieves.  Henry Ward had actually stolen some of my animals around Deming.  The cattle had 
strayed away and he had picked them up and disposed of them.  I had gotten a warrant out against 
Ward in the United States and he had gone to Mexico because of this. 
 
 Later in the day, at the Pueblo of Ojitos, I walked into Barker’s General Store.  President 
Ivins was right behind me with his right hand on his pistol as a guard.  He did not trust Barker.  
Barker who professed to be my friend, said, “Henry Ward is due here on the 17th; this is the l4th, 
and I as a friend am telling you to be careful because he is a bad man and a killer, and knows he 
will get protection from the Colonel [Kotzerlitzky].”  He knew we were enemies. 
 

I had previously received a letter from an American from Moctezuma, Sonora, and one 
from a Mexican in Bacerac, Sonora, stating that an outlaw and cattle thief by the name of Henry 
Ward was going to kill me on sight and was supported by Colonel Kotzerlitzky. 
 

Colonel Kosterlitzky had given Ward permission to kill me on sight.  He had promised him 
protection in case he succeeded.  This was revenge on Kosterlitzky’s part for [my] having thwarted 
his plan to take the land away from the colonists at Oaxaca.  He never forgave me for that, nor did 
he ever forget it. 

 
Ward had come into Mexico and brought his family with him, as I said, because of a 

warrant I had out against him for cattle stealing.  And since his entry into the country, he had been 
making threats against me.   

 
I did not like a fellow of that kind; running around the country, making these kind of 

threats.  I wanted to meet him and get it over with.  We journeyed on to Colonia Oaxaca that night 
and the next morning early I got up and saddled my horse. 
 

I went to President Ivins, and I said to him, “I do not like a fellow like Ward, following me 
around here and making loose threats.   This is preying on my mind, so I want your permission to 
go over to Ojitos and lay for that fellow ‘til he returns.” 

  
Brother Ivins put his hand on my shoulder and said, “Orson, I will excuse you from the 

rest of this trip as I feel you are doing the right thing; but don’t let him get you!  If anyone bites the 
dust, let it be him.” 
 

So I went on Ward’s trail with a fixed determination.  I knew I had President Ivins’ blessing 
and approval.  My own mind was full made up. 

 
When I arrived near Ojitos, I camped just outside of the ranch and decided to wait.  I had 

come in plenty of time.  I waited for three days and nights, expecting Henry Ward to show up.  
Finally on the 18th, I grew impatient and I came into Ojitos to see Barker.  When I walked into the 
store, I said to him, “What is the matter with this fellow, Ward, that he does not show up; have 
you warned him against me?”  “Oh no, but I have just had word that he will not be here ‘til the 
25th,” he answered me.   
 

I stated that this country was too small for me and him together.  I said I knew of his 
threats, and that if I did not get a satisfactory answer in ten days of the date, that this country 
would not be big enough for both of us unless one of us [was] buried under the sod, and I 
proposed to stay on top of the sod.  [I told him that] unless I receive word within the next ten 
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days, I will [would] be on [his] trail.  I gave the letter to his friend, as I knew well enough it would 
reach him through Barker. 

 
Five days after writing the letter, a messenger came with a long letter from Ward pleading 

with all that was in him that I let him stay in the country.  It was full of explanations, begging my 
pardon, saying that he had made those threats because an enemy of both of us, meaning the 
Colonel, had tried to get him to do some dirty work and while he was drunk he had made these 
boasts.  He said it was impossible for him to live in the U.S. and he had a family here.  He was on 
his way back to Tres Alamos with cattle, and would be glad to meet me and talk the matter over 
with me. 

 
Immediately, upon receiving this letter, I made my calculations and started out for Tres 

Alamos.  It is about fifteen miles from Ojitos, and I got there the same day [to meet] him near the 
stock pens at the Tres Alamos, or Dublán, Chihuahua stock yards.  Sure enough, here he was with 
four other companions. 

 
I waited for them, a little out of sight.  Then I rode up to him and took him by complete 

surprise.  He turned pale and went to trembling.  He certainly was not expecting me. 
 
I did not waste time in talking, but merely called out, “Peace or war?”  He said,  “My G__, 

it is peace,” and he threw up his hands.  Two of his companions came up.  We talked matters over 
the rest of the day; settled old scorns and shook hands.  He was always very friendly afterwards. 
 
 It has always been my idea in life that if I had an enemy, quick as possible, meet him and 
get it over with. 
 
 Henry Ward established a little ranch of cattle about twenty miles down the river, south of 
Morelos.  Strange coincidence, when he was a peaceful, law-abiding citizen, in 1908, he and his 
wife were murdered [there] by a band of outlaws who had previously murdered three other 
Americans.  Their house [was] ransacked and horses stolen.   His little girl who was out playing, 
saw the bandits come up and hid.  I know [knew] who those outlaws were and told their friends 
later.  The poor little girl escaped and was adopted by friends. 
 
 About this same time, Van Lee and his partner, his cousin, Montgomery, were in the cattle 
business together.  They had a ranch southwest of Morelos.  When Lee went down for settlement 
with Montgomery, they got into an argument and Montgomery slapped Lee’s face.  The cousin was 
a large man weighing about two hundred pounds.  Lee only weighed about one hundred and forty 
pounds. 
 
 It seems that Montgomery had made threats against Lee’s life and when he slapped his 
face, Lee drew his pistol and shot Montgomery.  He killed him.  When he went up for trial, he 
claimed self-defense.  After a short time in the pen [penitentiary], he was released. 
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CHAPTER  18 
 
 
 
Missionary Experiences; Premonitions of Truth (1900) 
 
 
 
Kansas City Trip; Independence Temple Lot Inspiration (November 1900)322 
 

In the month of November, 1900, I made a trip to Kansas City, Missouri to settle up an 
old business account.  While I was there, there was a very peculiar circumstance [which] happened 
to me.  I had learned the lesson that if I wanted to know the will of the Lord concerning me, to 
seek him in earnest prayer.  I went down to Independence, [Missouri] on the Sabbath day, and was 
there on the temple lot.  As I was strolling around,  I saw a big oak tree and the Spirit admonished 
me to seek the Lord in prayer. 

 
I looked around and found that I was alone, and I kneeled down under that tree, just west 

of the church building belonging to the Josephites, and there poured out my soul to the Lord.  I 
sought the Lord in humble prayer, asking my Heavenly Father to guide me and make known unto 
me his will concerning me.  And the Spirit came over me and said, “My son, you are going to be 
called unto a special mission.”323  I thanked him for this inspiration.  I got up and pondered and 
thought and wondered what that mission was going to be.   

 
I hunted up the missionaries who were Mormon who were in Independence.  I found them 

in a fast meeting.  I had the privilege of bearing my testimony to them and the Saints who were 
gathered there.  And in the evening, I accompanied two missionaries to the Mission Home and, 
with five other missionaries, I invited them out to supper at a large restaurant, and then took them 
all to a large theater.  We all returned to the Mission Home and talked till two o’clock in the 
morning. 

 
[When] I returned home to Juárez, [I] told this [experience of my prayer and inspiration] to 

my wives, for in the meantime the Lord had opened up the way and I had married another wife 
[Jane Galbraith].  We had before this time arranged plans for doing some more building.  I said, 
“We will suspend that for the present for I know that I am going to be called on a mission, just 
what or where it will be I do not know.” 
 
 
Kansas City Missionary Experiences; Religious Dress (November 1900)324 

 
The next morning, I [left Kansas City and] took the train for El Paso, Texas.  In the 

Pullman car that I got onto, there was an English Lord from England, who was a Colonel in the 
British army, and a sporting man, a millionaire financier of New York City, going to the Black 

                                                 
322 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 31; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 30. 
323 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 30, says, “While in the attitude of prayer, a very strong impression came to 
me that I was going to be called on a mission.” 
324 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 31-33; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 35-36. 
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Range [Mountains]325 in New Mexico on a hunting trip.326 They had in the baggage car their 
equipment including eight beautiful dogs, among them two stag hounds and the others being 
blood hounds.  At a station in Oklahoma where there was a twenty minutes wait, they got off to 
see how their dogs were getting along in their baggage car.  And as I [had] heard them talking 
about them, I got off with them to look at the dogs.  I admired them very much, and by this means 
we struck up a conversation.  They ask[ed] me where I was from. 
 

As we traveled along down into [New] Mexico, a man that we called Colonel Hunt, then a 
Sheriff in New Mexico, got onto the train and I introduced him to these gentlemen.  Colonel Hunt 
only rode from one station to the other.  This English Lord said to me, “Of what regiment of the 
army does Colonel Hunt belong to.”  I said, “Colonel Hunt belongs to the army of construction 
rather than the army of destruction.  We honor our men who are the captains, Colonels, and 
generals of industry, who are leaders in the opening up and developing of the resources in the 
frontier.”327  And then he said, “That is a wonderful idea.  It is truly very commendable.” 

 
I had been introduced to these men by Colonel Hunt as a Mormon Elder.  And as we were 

journeying along, a protestant minister got on the train and came by, bowing to these two 
distinguished gentlemen.  And this New York financier made the remark, “Present company 
excepted [because I had been introduced as a Mormon Elder], I desire to express my sentiments 
and give my reasons why I could not belong to any church.  There goes one of those long tailed 
hypocrites.  You can tell them by their dress,” and he said it with an epitaph.  “They are the 
damnedest, crookedest people in the whole world.  They are educated to the science of bleeding 
people.  One of them got into the confidence of my wife and beet [beat] her out of ten thousand 
dollars, and tried to seduce my daughter.”  And he said, “They are the limit of everything that is 
low and full of deception.  If Jesus the Christ supports those kind of things and those kind of men, 
then I don’t want to have anything to do with him.” He explained that the reason he said, present 
company excepted, was because I did not have on that long frock coat with the collar turned the 
wrong way, and that pious long face and hypocritical look that accompanies such hypocrites.328  
This [explanation] so impressed me. 

 

                                                 
325 The Black Range Mountains are northeast of Silver City in western New Mexico. 
326 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 35, erroneously says that these men were “being taken by Colonel Hunt, 
then a Sheriff in New Mexico to the Black Range in New Mexico on hunting trip.”  It is clear from a 
reading of all sources that Colonel Hunt got on and off the train at different stations, and was not involved 
with these men. 
327 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 35, says:  “While discussing with them many problems, the Lord from 
England said to me, ‘Mr. Brown, why do you call this gentleman that has just been introduced a Colonel?’  
[H]e said, ‘Do you know what regiment in the army he belongs to?’  Then the thought came to me which I 
gave him, ‘We may have Captains and Colonels of industry and I think it more appropriate, because they are 
of greater value and service to the country for its development and construction than Captains and Colonels 
in the army who are educated for the destruction of material and mankind.’  He said, ‘That is a wonderful 
idea and I am very glad for the information.’” 
328 In Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 35, Orson states:  “I said, ‘I beg your pardon, but an explanation is 
due.’  He said, ‘That is what I want to give.  My wife and daughters belong to one of those churches and 
they are continually being hounded by those damn, long tailed hypocrites!  I would not trust my wife or 
daughters alone with one of them for five minutes.  The experience of me and my family is the experience 
of one of thousands of other honorable families and business men.  The contrast between them and you, 
and I compliment you for it, is that you are not wearing the same apparel, and have not the same look on 
your face.’” 
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Then I told then that I was a believer of [in] the words of Jesus Christ, and told them that I 
belonged to the Church of Jesus Christ of the Latter-day Saints.  “Well,” he said, “Where is your 
paraphernalia, your long tail coat and your collar turned the wrong way?”  He said, “You must not 
be a very good preacher.”  This gave me a wonderful opportunity to explain the principles of the 
Gospel as revealed through the Prophet Joseph Smith.  I was so earnest in what I had to say, and 
bearing testimony to these men of the simplicity of the principles of the Gospel, that they were 
very favorably impressed.   

 
And as they got off the train going into the [Black Range] Mountains to hunt bears, lions 

and wolves with their dogs and equipment, this great financier from New York shook my hand 
very cordially and begged my pardon if [he] had offended me.  And he said, “I feel that for once in 
my life I have met with a Christian gentleman and not with a damned hypocrite.” 

 
 

Christian Ministers Dress vs. Mormon Elders Business Suits (December 
1900)329 
 

On arriving home at Colonia Juárez from Kansas City, a few days later, we had a stake 
conference, and present were the presiding Brethren of the Church, President John Henry Smith 
who was counselor to President Joseph F. Smith, and Apostle Heber J. Grant. 
 

During the conference I was asked to speak.  I had had a wonderful impression [to] relate 
the experience that I had just had with the gentlemen [the English Lord and New York financier] 
that I had met coming form Kansas City to El Paso [about Christian minister’s dress].   

 
I very emphatically suggested that our missionaries who were preaching the Gospel in the 

world, that they were aping or following the customs of the ministers of the world, and that it was 
my opinion that we should change our mode of apparel, and that instead of following the system 
of the Christian ministers, we should use neat business suits, so that we could be distinguished and 
preach the plain truths of the Gospel of the Master; and that in the days of Jesus the apostles had 
gone around in the same plain clothes of the people.330   
 

President John Henry Smith followed me in speaking and said, “The remarks and 
suggestions of Elder Orson Brown are very timely and when I return to Salt Lake City, I, as 
Chairman of the missionary committee, will suggest the changes as suggested by Elder Brown.”331 
 

Immediately after this conference, the elders going into the world to preach the Gospel 
were advised to wear business suits instead of aping the ministers of the world in their method and 

                                                 
329 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 32-33; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 35-36. 
330 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 35-36, records:  “This [issue of the minister’s dress] so impressed me that 
when I was asked to speak in the conference in Colonia Juárez I related the circumstance and made the 
suggestion that it seemed to me, being at this time our elders were aping and following the customs in their 
dress of the ministers of the world, that we should change that custom in of aping the ministers of false 
doctrine and wear plain business suits so that we could be distinguished and preach the plain truths of the 
Gospel of the Master; and that in the days of Jesus the apostles had gone around in the same plain clothes 
of the people.” 
331 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 36, states:  “President John Henry Smith said, ‘My boy, I am president of 
the missionary work, and you have given us an idea that I feel we should follow.’” 
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manners of clothing.332  This shows that even the authorities of the Church are open to suggestion 
for the betterment of the work of the Lord from others who are humble. 
 
 
Impression Heber J. Grant to be Called as Church President (December 
1900)333 
 

At this same conference [in 1900], President John Henry Smith and Apostle Heber J. Grant 
were guests at our home in Colonia Juárez, Mexico. 334  A discussion of the colonists of Mexico 
was precipitated by President Smith in the which he said, “Heber, the people of these colonies are 
the salt of the Church, the salt of the world.  The fact that they have left their comfortable homes 
of the north and have come down to these desert wastes to be able to live the higher law of the 
gospel of plural marriage marks them, as I have said before, “the salt of the earth.”  And Apostle 
Grant replied saying, “Brother John, I believe you are correct.  I have the same impression with 
regard to the people living here in these colonies.” 

 
Apostle Grant further said, “My constant prayer is that I will be able to live in such a 

manner that I will be worthy of any calling the Lord sees fit to call me to.”  It was then revealed to 
me by the Spirit of the Lord that Apostle Heber J. Grant would be the next President of the 
Church. 
  
 Next morning I went over to President Ivin’s home and I said, “President Ivins, Brother 
Heber is going to be the next President of the Church.”  And he answered, “That could hardly be 
possible, Brother Brown, because there are four brethren that have the seniority over Brother 
Grant and, besides, from natural conditions it would be hard, because these men are all strong and  
vigorous men while Brother Grant’s health is very bad and he might be the first one of the five to 
go.” 

 
 And I replied, “It doesn’t matter, even the state of Brother Heber’s health at present 
doesn’t matter.  He is going to be the next President of the Church.  I know this because the Spirit 
of the Lord has revealed it unto me.”  He then answered, “Well, we’ll wait and see. Maybe you are 
right.  We cannot always tell.”  
 

And later when Apostle Grant was made President of the Church, I went to Brother Ivins, 
who was now an Apostle, and reminded him of this fact and he said, “Well, Orson, that’s one time 
you were right and I was wrong.” 
 
 
 

                                                 
332 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 33, states:  “And it was done.  The change was made and the elders going 
into the missionary field from then on wore business suits instead of long tailed protestant minister suits.” 
333 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 1; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 35. 
334 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 35, says, “At this time Joseph F. Smith was President of the Church; John 
Henry Smith was one of his counselors.  President John H. Smith and Apostle Heber J. Grant were guests 
at our house….” 
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CHAPTER  19 
 
 
 
Colonia Morelos: Orson’s Service as Bishop (1901-1907) 
 
 
 
President Ivins Calls Orson as Bishop of Colonia Morelos Ward (1901)335 

 
True to the manifestation made to me [earlier in Kansas City], after a special meeting of the 

High Council at the first of January 1901, as we came out of the meeting, President Ivins took my 
arm and we walked over to the gate in front of my house.  When we got there he said, “Orson, I 
can’t think of Colonia Morelos without thinking of it in connection with you.  And I feel it is the 
will of the Lord that you go over there and preside over that colony.  There are bandits and thieves 
molesting the people and there aren’t any of them who speak the Spanish language.  They need 
you very badly.  I know from what you have told me of your plans for building that it will break 
you all up financially.” 
 

I said, “If there is where the Lord wants me to labor, there is where I will go.  I am no 
better than you or any other servant of the Lord that I should not make any sacrifices.”  And we 
both shed tears together and he went over to his home. 
 

I said to my wife, Mattie, “Here is the call of the Lord.  And she asked, “What are you 
going to do about it?”  “Why,” I said, “I’m going of course.”  We prayed about it. 
 

I did not sleep much during the night thinking of the matter, and early at day light, I was 
up and over knocking at President Ivins door.  He, having awakened early, let me in.  He said, 
“Orson, I was expecting you.”  He repeated again, “Orson, I know this will break you up 
financially but I know the Lord will bless you for accepting this call.” I said, “Brother Ivins, I have 
come to tell you that regardless of what sacrifices, financially, it may cause to me, I have come to 
say to you that I want to go and be where the Lord wants me, and where his servants see fit to call 
me.” 

 
And we both shed tears of joy again together.  He said, “Your name has already gone up 

north. Prepare yourself and make ready to move.”  So I began to get ready to move to Morelos, 
Sonora.336 
 

At the time, I was thirty seven years old, and notwithstanding I had just bought a new 
ranch and was stocking it, I left everything to go over to help these people build their homes and 
to protect them against bandits.  That new country was infested with cattle thieves and horse 
thieves.  Of course, these pioneers spoke no Spanish and my work was to iron out difficulties with 

                                                 
335 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 30-31; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 50-51.  See also Appendix  
3:  Colonia Morelos Church Service of Orson Pratt Brown. 
336 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 162, records:  “I was called to leave Colonia Juárez and go to live 
among these people at Colonia Morelos.  President Ivins could not go himself.  I was chosen to go and give 
those pioneers from Utah and settlers in a new country, protection; and I was made a bishop to preside 
over these people.” 
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government officials and with dealings with the natives.  The people began to arrive and make 
their homes there in 1900. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plural Marriage to Bessie Macdonald (January 15, 1901)337 
 

So I began to get ready to move to Morelos, Sonora. Again my wife Mattie was impressed.  
She said to me, “Orson, I think you ought to take another wife.”  I asked who it should be.  “I 
heard you speak very complimentary of Bessie Macdonald.  I believe she would be glad to join our 
family.” 
 

So before going to Sonora, I spoke to her [Bessie] about the matter and also to her father.  
My wife, Mattie, took Bessie by the hand and gave her to me, the sealing being performed by 
Bessie’s father, Alexander Macdonald.338  Another blessing come to me for in her I found one of 
the most noble souls I have ever known; a wonderful counselor, splendid mother, and a worker in 
the Church.  She brought peace and harmony into my home. 
                                                 
337 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 31. 
338 Orson married and was sealed to Bessie Macdonald January 15, 1901, in Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, 
Mexico.  She was his third wife.  See the detailed story of their marriage and family in Shill.  Elizabeth 
“Bessie” Graham Macdonald Brown in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 

courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 155  
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Move to Colonia Morelos; Beginning Service as Bishop (1901)339 
 

A few days later, President Ivins and President Pratt and I went to Colonia Díaz and from 
there to Colonia Morelos.  [There I] was presented to the people and ordained bishop.  One of my 
counselors was the most faithful man I have ever known, Patriarch Alexander Jameson.  The other 
was elder L. S. Huish.  I began to move my families over to the Colony Morelos. 
 

I saw the financial condition of the people.  I first sold a bunch of steers for 7,500 pesos 
and went back to Casas Grandes and bought wheat, barley, considerable flour, and took also a 
herd of cattle, and went back to Morelos and furnished the people who were without flour and 
meat.   

 
Later I sold another herd of cattle for 14,800 pesos and bought a small grist mill, threshing 

machine, mower, header and other tools, planes, pumps, etc. that were necessary, and took them to 
Morelos.  Next [I] bought 8,000 pesos worth of merchandise and opened a store and put Brother 
Jameson in charge of it.   

 
Next we planted wheat and barley.  Soon, however, the two rivers that came together 

below Morelos dryed [dried] up and we had no water with which to irrigate.  We were rather in a 
distressing condition. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
339 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 31; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 50-51. 

courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 147  
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Apostle Teasdale Visits Morelos; Blessing Regarding the Water (1902)340 
 

In 1902 Apostle Teasdale and his wife came to visit us in Colonia Morelos, Sonora, and I 
explained the situation of our crops and drought to him.  There was a terrible drought throughout 
all the land and the rivers had ceased running, and to the north and east the San Bernardino River 
and the Big Bavispe River had no water running in them.  The people had planted wheat and 
barley, and it never had had any water on it, and it looked very discouraging and the people were 
desirous of cutting their grain for feed. 

 
The next morning, being Sunday, I asked Brother Charles W. Lilywhite who was 

Superintendent of the Sunday School, to line up the children and the other Sunday School 
members in their classes in two files, one on each side of the entrance to the little school house, 
and as Apostle Teasdale and his wife and my counselors and myself came up, to begin singing the 
hymn “In our Lovely Deseret Where the Saints of God Have Met.” 
 

As we walked down through the two files of Sunday School children and into the 
improvised Church building, everyone took his seat except Apostle Teasdale.  He raised his eyes to 
the heavens and thus he spoke, “I the Lord have heard thy supplications and prayers, and I say 
unto you that your crops will mature; that you will have plenty for yourselves and for your 
neighbors, and you will be united.  This will be a land of peace and plenty unto you, and if you 
serve me and keep my commandments, my blessing will be constantly with you.  But if you allow 
the spirit of the adversary to come among you, and divide you, this will not longer be a land of 
peace and plenty unto you.”341   

 
It was the voice of our Heavenly Father speaking through his prophet Apostle Teasdale.  

And I have never before or since heard any man speak with such power as did Apostle Teasdale 
on this occasion. 
 

As time went on, we got no water, we got no rain.  Notwithstanding, every morning on the 
heads of the barley and the wheat, there would be heavy dew.  Some of the brethren despaired and 
came to me and said, “Bishop, we think we ought to cut the grain and get some feed out of it as 
there is not a chance in a hundred that we will get any grain.  It will never mature.”  I answered, 
“Oh ye of little faith.  The Lord through his prophet said that the grain would mature and that we 
would have plenty for ourselves and to spare for our neighbors.  The Lord has promised it 
unconditionally, and He never fails when He makes a promise.”   

 
And so it was.  We had an abundant harvest – plenty for our sustenance and seed for 

another year, and sold 10,000 pesos worth of flour and barley to our neighbors – the neighboring 
mining camps of El Tigre and others at a good price.  And thus was the word of the Lord through 
his prophet Apostle Teasdale fulfilled. 
 

                                                 
340 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 25; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 51. 
341 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 25, records the blessing:  “I, the Lord your God, declareth unto you that 
your crops will mature and you will have plenty for your own use and to spare for your neighbors.  This is 
the beginning of the times of the changing of the seasons and you will have the early and late rains if you 
will serve me and keep my laws and statutes and be united.  This will be a land of plenty unto you; but if 
you cease your obedience to my laws and statutes this will not be a land of Zion unto you.  Thus sayeth the 
Lord, your God.  Amen.” 
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 Later [in 1903] the people became disunited because the Devil sent a man among us who 
sowed the seeds of discontent.  This man had been a Latter-day Saint and had apostatized.  His 
name was George Noble.  Peace ceased to reign in that colony.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Morelos Tithing Granary Accident; Miraculous Healing (July 1902)342 
 

In July 3, 1902, I had a very extraordinary experience. We were building a granary for 
stor[ing] the tithing grain of the people.  I was standing on a scaffold with Patriarch Alexander 
Jameson, James Thompson, and Edward Vandluven, we were pulling up green cottonwood logs 
for the rafters of an adobe building for the supporting of a dirt roof on the grainary [granary].  The 
scaffold gave way, precipitating Brothers Jameson, Thompson and myself to the ground. 
Vandluven, seeing the condition, grabbed the wall and saved himself from injury.  Brothers 
Jameson and Thompson were slightly injured.   

 
The distance of the fall was fourteen feet, and I fell, and my head struck the ground.  One 

of these logs from above weighing about five hundred pounds fell, striking me on the hips and 
crushing me badly.  My neck was broken, also my right shoulder and elbow and this log fractured 
my skull.343  While I was under this log, the impression strongly came to me that I would not die 
from these injuries.  A Mexican by the name of Pablo Soso who was tying the ropes for these logs 
to be drawn up, removed the log from my body. He straightened up my body and put me on one 
of the logs.  I was conscious of the conditions and asked him to raise up my head, which he did.   

 
The brethren carried me into the house and administered to me.  They laid me on the bed, 

but I could not lay down, and they put me in a large chair and tied my head back to the large 
rocking chair.  My left side was paralyzed.  I told them not to fear that, notwithstanding my critical 
condition, I had had a strong impression that I would not die from these injuries. 
 

                                                 
342 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 37-39; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 36-37. 
343 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 38, records:  “When a scaffold gave way participating me violently to the 
ground, my head hitting the ground, and doubling my neck, my head under my body and my right shoulder 
striking the end of a log, tearing my shoulder out of place and breaking my elbow.  A log having at the same 
moment loosened from above fell, striking my body and crushing me badly.  The impact of my head on my 
back fractured my skull.” 

Flour Mill built by Orson P. Brown 
courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 161   

Flour Mill built by Orson P. Brown 
courtesy:  M.H. Webb and Steven Petrie   
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They immediately sent for Doctor Keet [Keats] who came four days later from Nacozari, 
Sonora, where he was the company’s doctor. On his arrival and examining my neck and skull and 
arm and shoulder, he said that it was one case in a million and that it was beyond all medical or 
surgical health help.  There was not anything that could be done for me.  He said that while my 
neck was broken, he feared that if he tried to adjust the joints under the present conditions that it 
might cause my death.  So I remained thus with two joints out in my neck even up until the 
present time.   My shoulder and elbow were adjusted, and my skull seemed to only have been 
cracked. 
 

During all of this time, I had not lost consciousness.   I had no control what ever over the 
movement of my head or body.  And after about 6 days, in this suffering condition, the pain that I 
was in concentrated in my right arm, and it was the severest pain that I had ever experienced.  It 
continued for nearly twenty-four hours until I was left without any physical strength because of the 
intense suffering.  It seemed that it was beyond all of my power of resistance, to be able to resist 
this awful suffering, and I could get no relief and my life was fastly ebbing away.   

 
In my agony, I cried out to the Lord and asked him to relieve this suffering for I could not 

stand it any longer, or to take me to Himself.  And then came one of the grandest experiences of 
all my life. In that instant, a voice spoke to me, and he that spoke was standing by my side, and he 
said, “My son, Orson, unless you can stand this suffering as our Father stood it without 
murmuring, you cannot come where I am.”  I knew that it was my Father, James Brown, that died 
when I was a baby that was speaking to me. And with this knowledge of my Father being at my 
side and pleading for me and sympathizing with me, tears came into my eyes.  I thanked the Lord 
for this wonderful manifestation to me and I said to him. “O Father in heaven, forgive me for 
murmuring, and help me to realize and feel the spirit of repentance and relieve me of this suffering 
by letting thy blessing come to me.  And for this knowledge and testimony and the understanding 
that my earthly Father is here with me, I would be willing that my body should be torn to pieces, 
or any other suffering that Thou seest fit to come to me.” 

 
Immediately I was relieved of all of that suffering and pain, and a blessing came to me that 

is impossible to express in words; for the Spirit of the Lord was there and blessed me to the extent 
that I could not express myself further. 
 

About three days later I had another experience.  The left side of my body was paralyzed.  I 
had no feeling in my left side and no sight in my left eye.  I was bolstered up in a large high-backed 
rocking chair and my head was tied to its back.  By some means or other, I must have slipped 
down and gone to sleep, and my head fell forward and was out of joint again, and I became 
unconscious for the first time during all of this period of suffering.  The Brother attending me, 
immediately grabbed my head and drew it back up and tied it again.  Those that were waiting upon 
me worked with me, throwing cold water on my head and I became conscious in a short time. 
When I became conscious, I was so weak that it took several hours for me to be able to speak.  I 
was not being able to take any nourishment, and it looked to those who were waiting on me that 
the end was very near. I continued between life and death in the balance of the day and the night. 
 

In this distressing, weakened condition, my wife, Bessie, came to me.  She said, “Orson, 
shall I send for the elders?”  She put her ear to my mouth, and I whispered to her to call the 
brethren to come and administer to me. She sent for Patriarch Jameson, Charles Lilywhite and 
George Bunker.  It was in the very early morning just at daylight, and as they came in Brother 
Jameson spoke.  He said, “Orson, what shall we do?” 
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I whispered to him to kneel down in a circle and each pray for my relief; and they knelt 
down and in turn prayed for me.  And they arose and came forward and Brother Lilywhite 
anointed me with holy oil.  Brother Jameson was mouth [voice] in the confirmation blessing.  
Brother Jameson who, with great power having the Spirit of the Lord, and in the name of Jesus 
Christ, rebuked the destroyer from my body and promised me that I should be restored to my 
wanted health and strength.  And I immediately felt the blood coursing through my left side that 
was paralyzed, and it was like a pricking of pins or an electric shock, and this left arm and hand and 
leg that had been paralyzed and dead, was [were] made alive. 
 

The power of the Lord was so great, though humble, in the room that no one could speak 
for a long time.  When I recovered I praised the Lord for his blessings that had come to me, and 
we all rejoiced in the great manifestations of the Spirit and power of the Lord.  With this left hand 
I loosened the bandages from my head, and as I rose up from the chair, and spoke, “I am healed.” 
 

I immediately asked for nourishment, and I later asked for more nourishment.  And in the 
evening of that day, [I] took a cane and walked four blocks and did not feel a particle of pain in any 
part of my body.  From that time, my strength rapidly grew until I was able in three or four weeks 
time to get into my buggy and was driven to Colonia Juárez to a conference that was held there 
over a very rough road over a 100 miles. 

 
A miracle had been wrought and, as Doctor Keet [Keats] wrote in the Scientific Medical 

American Journal, that my case was one in a million that I should live under those conditions. 
 
 
Plural Marriage to Eliza Skousen (September 2, 1902)344 
 

After that conference [at Colonia Juárez], the Spirit of the Lord came to me and in 
confirmation of the blessings that came to my wives, Mattie and Bessie, before I returned to 
Colonia Morelos, the way opened up and the Lord saw fit to give me another wife.  And there [in 
Colonia Juárez] on the 2nd day of September 1902, I was blessed with a privilege of marrying Eliza 
Skousen, and taking her back to Colonia Morelos, Sonora [in November 1902].345 

  
 
Salt Lake Temple Sealing of Bessie Macdonald Children; Jane Galbraith 
Brown in Medical Training (1902)346 
 

[In October 1902], I had the privilege of taking my wife Bessie and her two children to the 
Salt Lake Temple.  In Salt Lake City, I met my wife Jane who was studying medicine and mid-
wifery.   We went through the Salt Lake Temple where we received our washings and anointings, 
and the two little girls of Bessie’s were sealed to me, and after these wonderful ceremonies were 
performed, Apostle Teasdale, together with President Winder, took us through the Temple and 
explained all of its magnificence and pictures and the wonders, of that wonderful building.  It was a 
glorious privilege and opportunity, and as we were leaving Brother Winder pronounced a 
                                                 
344 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 39; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 35. 
345 Eliza and Orson were married and sealed for time and all eternity September 2, 1902, by President 
Anthony W. Ivins in Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico.  She was his fourth wife.  See the detailed story of 
their marriage and family in Klein, Eliza Skousen Brown – Her Life, Family, and Legacy in Klein ed., Orson Pratt 
Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
346 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 41. 
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wonderful blessing upon us. 
 

Then a little later, I went to President Joseph F. Smith, and in his private office I presented 
the records of sealing that were performed by Patriarch Alexander Macdonald. 
 

He looked them over and said, “Brother Brown, all of this work that Brother Macdonald 
performed was duly authorized by me, and I want you to take these records back to Mexico with 
you and keep them until a later date, as we do not know under the present conditions what search 
may be made by our enemies for records of these kinds; and when the time comes, bring them 
back and have them deposited with the Church recorder.” 
 

At the breaking of the [Mexican] Revolution,  I had those records deposited, and I took 
them from their place for fear they might be destroyed, and on the return of Apostle Ivins from El 
Paso during that period after our people had been driven out of Mexico, I gave them to him to be 
taken to Salt Lake City to be deposited, as I had been instructed by President Joseph F. Smith. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Morelos:  Saved from Death by Lightning (July 1903)347 
 
 In the month of July 1903, I was riding on the range looking after some cattle and horses.  
I was going down a big wash known as the Caballero Wash when a thunderstorm came up and I 
was on my way home.  I was in my shirt sleeves, and it began to thunder and lightning and rain.  I 
rode fast to take refuge under a big walnut tree, and got down off my horse, and backed up against 
the tree with the bridal reins in my hand.  As I stood with the bridle of the horse in my hand, I 
heard a voice speak clearly:   It said, “Get out from under that tree or you will be killed as Bishop 
Scott was killed.”  I took three steps forward and the lightning struck the tree, peeling the bark 
down its side, and my horse fell to its knees and I was full of electricity.  When my horse got up he 
was trembling all over.   
 

I knelt down and thanked the Lord for the preservation of my life and for His voice which 
had come to me in a warning.  This is another manifestation of the power of the Lord when we 

                                                 
347 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 174; Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 39; and Historical Transcript, 1940, 
pp. 37-38. 

Morelos houses and Old Flour Mill 
courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 141   

Morelos Church and School House 
courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 143 
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will heed his warnings.  Because of listening to the warning of the voice of the Lord, my life was 
saved. 
 

The year before in the same month, while Bishop Scott was riding down on the canal bank 
about Colonia Oaxaca with his shovel to look after the water.  A thunder storm came up, and he 
got down off from his horse, and got under a tree.  A lightning struck the tree, came down, and 
struck him, and as he had the reins of the bridle in his hands, lightning also killed his horse, and 
they were both found dead the next morning. 
 
 
Visiting the World’s Fair in St. Louis (1903)348 
 

While I was in Morelos in 1903, I had the privilege of visiting the world’s fair at St. Louis [, 
Missouri] in connection with Edward Eyring.  One of the outstanding features of our visit was 
when we reached New Orleans, we saw on the bill-boards of the grand opera house “Brigham 
Young and the Danites.”  We bought our tickets early to get a good seat and it was lucky that we 
did for the seats were at a premium.  This was one of the most damnable and outrageous plays that 
has ever been presented before a public. 
 

I remarked to Brother Eyring, “I believe that if we should get up and denounce these lies 
and assert who we are these people would hang us to the rafters of this theater.” 
 

We visited the wonderful fair and found a great many interesting matters.  We would go 
down to the fair grounds in the morning and take notes of the places visited and things that we 
wanted to remember, and after three weeks of very interesting and educational matter, we returned 
home; Brother Eyring to Juárez and myself to Morelos. 
 
 
Morelos:  Vision of Savior and Small Girls (1903)349 
 

After my return home [from the St. Louis World’s Fair,] I had the most wonderful 
experience of my life.  I had a vision in which I was standing on the banks of the beautiful river 
Bavispe, at the south of the town of Morelos.  And as I looked to the southwest, down the canyon 
where the Bavispe river runs, I saw the most terrible black clouds, and thunder and lightning that I 
have ever witnessed.  It appeared that a terrible storm was coming with such rapidity that it was 
going to destroy every thing before us and consume the people who were all collected in back of 
me.  And as the clouds rolled and came towards us, we all started to run to our homes in fright.  
And then I thought to myself, I can’t out run this terrible storm that is coming, and I stood there 
with amazement. 

 
All at once the black clouds stopped and opened up, and a beautiful white cloud came out 

of the opening.  And out of the bright, white cloud walked a Man in a white robe whose hair hung 
down to his shoulders.  He had a small white beard.  He walked down in front of where I was 
standing.  He was standing in a semi-circle of twelve little girls all dressed in white and they all had 
light white hair. And he kneeled down on one knee.  I could see that this Personage had on a 

                                                 
348 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 34. 
349 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 40; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 34-35. 
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Temple robe; his hands and feet were bare because he was in a inclining position.  I knew it was 
Jesus, the Son of God, the Savior.  I knelt down before him. 
 

I said, “O! Father, in the name of Thy Son, forgive me, for I know that I am a sinner, and 
know I am not worthy of this wonderful presentation.”  When he stood up, the Master spoke and 
said to me: “Unless you can become as these little children, you cannot come where I am and enter 
into my Father’s Kingdom.”350 
 

And then they all disappeared, going back into this beautiful white cloud, and the vision 
passed.  The impression left with me was that I must be humble and clean like those little girls, 
who were all dressed in white - and that it meant for the people, and me especially, to be humble 
and prayerful and clean in thought and action that we might have a share of the kingdom of our 
Father. 
 
 
Dalhart, Texas Train Accident; Train Missionary Experience (1903)351 
 

The year [1903] that Apostle Smoot was elected to the United States Senate, I had been to 
Denver, Colorado to purchase some [mining] machinery for the purpose of concentrating ore.  On 
my return to El Paso from Denver on the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad to Dalhart, Texas, 
before the train arrived, the conductor said to me, “You may be able to catch the Rock Island train 
to El Paso which is due to arrive at Dalhart at the same time that we are due to arrive.  But they 
have different station than we have, but it usually arrives a little late.”  And as we came into the 
Dalhart Station he said, “There comes the Rock Island now.  I think you can catch it if you hurry.” 
I saw the headlight of the train nearing the station. 

 
I took my overcoat in one arm and my suitcase in my other hand, and as I got off the train, 

I started running towards the Rock Island Station, which was about 300 yards distance, along the 
Rock Island railroad track.   And just before I got to the station, the engine had blown it’s whistle 
and had started.  I went to cross the railroad track, just in front of the engine, I tripped and fell on 
the track in front of the engine, about 20 steps from it.  The engineer saw me fall.  I got what they 
call the “solar plexus” blow and I could not move.  He reversed the engine and stopped within 
three feet of me.  He jumped down, and he and the fireman picked me up and they took me back 
to the conductor who placed me on the car, in charge of the Pullman porter.  He gave me a 
stimulant.  To be more specific, the stimulant was a glass of whisky, which revived me.  The porter 
undressed me and put me to bed, and by the next morning I was restored to myself. 

 
The next morning, on arriving at some station, we met the eastbound train, which had the 

latest newspapers and the account of the big fight in U.S. Congress over the seating of Apostle 
Reed Smoot in the United States Senate.  The man who was in the seat just in front of me had 
bought a paper as well as myself.  This man’s name was Watson, who had been an ambassador or 
counselor representative of the U.S.A. in one of the smaller European countries, and if I remember 
correctly, it was Belgium.  He was a member of the Christian church and had a family.  He seemed 
to be a highly educated gentleman.  He was on his way from his home in Chicago to Tucson, 
Arizona to be with his son, who had been a tuberculosis patient.  He had been in the forest service 
and fought forest fires in the mountains near Tucson, and had had his lungs injured and was in a 
                                                 
350 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 35:  Underlining is in the original text.  Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 40, 
records: “Unless you can become as these little ones here, you can’t come into my Father’s kingdom.” 
351 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 33-35; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 39-40. 
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very dangerous condition.  He was now in a hospital, and not expected to live.  
 
 When he finished reading the article in regards to the seating Senator Smoot in the United 

States Senate, he said to me, in a very vehement manner, “This is the most despicable and 
outrageous thing that I have ever read.  These Mormons are the blackest spit in the American 
History and should be burned out and destroyed from the body politic, as well as their religion 
being blotted out from America.  And this man Smoot, a Mormon Apostle, who is undoubtedly a 
polygamist, should not be allowed to enter the sacred hall of the Congress of the United States of 
America, much less as a Senator of the United States.”  “Well,” I said, “My friend, you seem to 
have a pretty hard feeling towards these Mormons.  “Yes,” he said, “I have.  I heard one of their 
members in Chicago the ex-wife of Brigham Young, Anna Lisa Webb Young and her husband 
Dr._____, a Christian gentleman, give six lectures and tell of the damnable practice under the guise 
of Christianity of the Utah Mormons.  And then I read their book tell[ing] of the most diabolical 
unchristian action of those debased Mormons of Utah.” 
 

“Well,” I said, “My friend, I guess that you’re [your] prejudices are based upon hear-say of 
unscrupulous people.  Then I asked him if he belonged to some church and he said, “Yes,” that he 
belonged to the First Christian Church of Chicago, which church was commonly known as the 
Candle Light Church.  “Well,” I said, “I am really surprised that a man claiming to be a Christian 
should had [have] formed such a dislike and a feeling of contempt for people that he knew nothing 
about, only hear-say.”   

 
He asked what I knew about the Mormons.  I said I had been privileged to mingle among 

them.  I told him I had always found them honest and upright. I did not desire to tell who I was 
just then and told him I also was a Christian. So we began a discussion of the principles of the 
Gospel of the Master.   

 
And then he said to me, “What church do you belong to?”  “I belong to the Church of 

Jesus Christ.”  “Why,” he said, “Then we’re brothers,” and he began asking me questions about my 
faith, and I began very earnestly seeking the Lord in secret [prayer] to help explain to this man the 
principles of the Gospel as revealed through Joseph Smith.  There were two middle-age, refined 
looking ladies that were seating [sitting] across the isle from us, who seemed to be very much 
interested in what we were discussing, the principles of Eternal Life. 

 
Then Mr. Watson said there was one thing he had never been able to understand and that 

was why the Lord had revealed himself to the people on the other continent but not on this 
continent.  He said that when Columbus discovered America, he found millions of people here 
who had never had the opportunity of receiving the Gospel of Jesus Christ.  Also there were many 
millions of people in Asia and Africa who had never had the privilege of hearing the Gospel of the 
Master. 

 
And then the opportunity came to explain to them that there had been a record found 

hidden in a hill, and it was written in gold plates and had been translated to our language.  I told 
them of the coming forth of this Book (Book of Mormon) [without naming the book], and the 
principles of the vicarious work that had been revealed through a prophet of God for the 
redemption of those who had died without having had the opportunity of receiving the Gospel in 
this life.  I also explained to him that this Book was a record from the time of Adam down through 
the ages, and that it bore witness that the Master told his disciples that he was going to preach the 
Gospel to another people who were not of those people in Jerusalem.  And after his resurrection, 
he did come to this continent of America and established his Church among them with prophets, 
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apostles, evangelists, and so forth.  I told these people that when ever the Lord had people on the 
earth that kept his laws and commandments, he’d always have prophets among them that he would 
recognize, and that he spoke through, in other words, a living Prophet.  That without revelation 
the people perished; that it [revelation] was the foundation of Christian life. 
 

Mr. Watson said that was very strange that he had never heard of the Book.  I said, “Mr. 
Watson, you know we get into a rut and will not listen to those things that would be most 
beneficial to us.”  He asked if I could get him one of these books.  I told him yes.   

 
And then one of the ladies spoke and said, “Why Mr., those principles that you have been 

abdicating [advocating] are true Christian principles.”  Then Mr. Watson said, “Mr. Brown, they 
say there is not perfection in this life, but I pronounce you and the principles you have explained a 
99% Christian.” And he said, “What church do you belong to?”  I said, “I belong to the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, commonly called the Mormon Church.”352   And then he said, 
“My G__, is it possible?”  I said, “Yes, it is possible.  It is the truth.”  Mr. Watson was very 
astonished and told me I had said some marvelous things.  I told him that these were the principles 
of the Gospel as revealed through Joseph Smith and that this book was the Book of Mormon.  
 

Then he said, “Do you believe in polygamy?” and then I said, “Yes, I believe in plural 
marriage.”  Then I had the opportunity of explaining that wonderful principle to them and quoted 
scripture and told them that only the finest of people could enter into the law of plural marriage.  I 
said it had been revealed through the Prophet and I was a product of this high and holy law.   And 
that I had also entered into this principle.  I also then told him who Anna Lisa Webb was, and 
whose book he had read, that had made him prejudice[d] against the Mormon people.  I said, “She 
was the wife of a man by the name of James Dee, who drove her away from his home because she 
was immoral and was cohabiting with another man.  He divorced her and married my sister Ellen 
Brown.  And then Anna Lisa Webb’s father and mother went to President Brigham Young and 
told him that their beautiful daughter wanted to marry him.  He married her and when he found 
out the deception that they had played on him, he immediately divorced her and sent her home.  
Her first husband, James Dee had two children, which he kept and educated.  And that was the 
class of woman Anna Lisa Webb D. Young that married a protestant minister, and together, they 
did all the harm they could against an innocent people.”  
 

 Mr. Watson was very much impressed. He embraced me and said he had never had such 
light come to him and was very thankful for it.  I corresponded with Mr. Watson for eight months 
and he looked up the elders in Chicago.  Later received a letter from him saying that he had been 
converted to the Mormon faith. He was just going to be baptized when I received a letter from his 
son saying his father had just passed away.   
 

This experience proves the power of the Lord in breaking down false information. 
 
 
Morelos:  Patriarchal Blessing from Patriarch Skousen (October 21, 1903) 
 

                                                 
352 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 40, records:  “A lady had been listening and clapping her hands and 
thought this the most wonderful explanation of the principles she had ever heard.  She asked what church I 
belonged to.  I told her I was a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saint, commonly called 
Mormons.” 
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 Orson received his Patriarchal Blessing353 from his father-in-law, Patriarch James Niels 
Skousen:354 
 

No. 64.    Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico Oct.[ober] 21st 1903 
 
A [Patriarchal] blessing by James N. Skousen, Patriarch, upon the head of Orson P. 

Brown, son of James Brown and Pheobe Abbott [Brown].  Born May 22nd 1863 at Ogden 
City, Weber Co., Utah. 
 
 Brother Orson, in the name of Jesus Christ, I place my hands upon your head and 
give to you a Patriarchal and Father’s blessing.  Thou art a descendent of the royal house of 
Israel through the loins of Ephraim and a legal heir to all the blessings of the new and 
everlasting covenant.  The fullness theirof [thereof] shall be given to you in the own due 
time of the Lord.   
 

Dear Brother, be of good cheer.  The Lord is well pleased with you because of the 
integerty [integrity] of your heart.  Thy desires shall be like Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob.  
Thou shalt multiply like the stars of heaven.  Through you and your offspring many people 
shall be blessed.  If thou desire any good thing in the heavens or on the earth your desires 
shall be granted if you ask in righteousness, the Holy Ghost shall rest upon you [to know] 
what to ask for.  The holy Angels have a watch care over you and will still have a watch 
care over you in the future if thou will seek the Lord in secret prayer early and late.   

 
Thou shall be mighty in the hands of the Lord to do a mighty work in this 

generation you live in.  The gift of wisdom to speak in the time and season thereof, the 
spirit of wisdom to guide and control shall rest upon you.  Thy calling shall be to prepare a 
people for the center stake of Zion.  If you desire of the Lord and ask in the name of Jesus 
Christ, thou shalt see the Son of Man in the pillars of heaven.   

 
Thou shalt be blessed with this world’s goods that it shall be a burden for you to 

count it.  Thou shalt feed the poor of the house of Israel in the time of starvation.  Your 
families and children shall bless you in your old age.  If thou art taken before the Lord 
comes, I seal you up to Eternal life to come forth in the first resurrection to reign as priest 
and king over your posterity forever and forever.   

 
This blessing I seal upon and all you former blessings by authority of the Holy 

Priesthood and in the name of Jesus Christ.  Amen. 
Bessie Brown, recorder   

 
 
Morelos Discord Caused by George Noble (1903); Blessing from Patriarch 
Skousen (1904)355 
 
                                                 
353 Family and Church History Department, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Patriarchal 
Blessings, 258:66. 
354 James Niels Skousen was the father of Orson’s fourth wife, Eliza Skousen. 
355 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp.40-41; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 25, 42.  The discord in Colonia 
Morelos occurred after Apostle Teasdale’s 1902 blessing Colonia Morelos with water according to their 
obedience and unity. 
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[In 1903] there came to Colonia Morelos a wolf in sheep’s clothing in the form of a man by 
the name of George Noble. This man had been a Latter-day Saint and had apostatized.  He began 
to sow the seeds of dissention among the people.356  Nearly one third of the people joined him in a 
petition to have me released as the Bishop of Colonia Morelos.   
 

After deceiving the people and getting them to put up some money for him, he fixed up a 
cart, got a horse from one of the brethren stating that he was going to Douglas, Arizona to arrange 
for money to help them build a Dam for to store water for irrigation purposes, but instead of 
going to Douglas, he went into Deming, New Mexico, crossing the international line at the San 
Bernardino Ranch about 20 miles from Deming.  He stopped at a little ranch, unhitched his horse, 
and then when he went to hitch him up to continue his journey, the horse kicked him and broke 
his leg.  Some people came along and took him to Deming, and from there he went to El Paso, 
Texas.  

 
On a trip to Salt Lake City to Conference while I was conversing with Brother Helaman 

Pratt in the railroad station of El Paso, this man, Noble, heard me talking.  He was lying in the 
baggage room on a stretcher with his leg broken.  He asked that I go in and see him, and Brother 
Pratt and I went in.  And he confessed his guilt and said that he [had] taken what means he could 
from the people and was leaving for his home in Utah when the horse he was driving had kicked 
him and broken his leg.  He asked me my forgiveness for what he had done. 
 

Brother Pratt and I administered to him and he went with us on the same train to Salt Lake 
City.  Brother Pratt and I administered two or three times to him on the trip and saw he had 
something to eat.  But he only lived four or five days after arriving in Salt Lake City, and being in 
the hospital. 

 
 Because of these circumstances, and the people of the Colony not being united as they had 
been, it worried me considerably, and I wondered how much I was to blame.  I sought the Lord in 
earnest prayer for many, many days, and months, and could get no answer as to how much I was 
responsible for the conditions.  I continually prayed to the Lord to know whether or not my labors 
were acceptable to him, and for inspiration that I might be able to be in harmony with his Spirit 
and be worthy of the place I had been called to occupy as a bishop.  It worried me that I could not 
even have the peace of mind one should.  I thus prayed and sought the Lord for more than a year 
without getting any satisfaction from my prayers. 
 

And finally, I remembered an incident that passed and was told to me by Apostle 
[Abraham Owen] Woodruff in the which he said that he desired to know the will of the Lord 
concerning him regarding a certain matter pertaining to him, relating to his private life, and he had 
asked continually without any results.  He said that while he was preaching to the people at Snow 
Flake, Arizona, he was looking down on the congregation and saw a man by the name of Hatch 
who was a Patriarch, and this matter that he had been praying about so long came into his mind.  
And the Spirit of Lord came to him, and told him to ask this Patriarch and he would receive his 
answer.   
 

He said that immediately upon the dismissal of the meeting, he went down into the 
congregation and took Patriarch Hatch by the arm and took him out back of the meeting house, 
                                                 
356 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 25, records:  “Later [in 1903] the people became disunited because the 
Devil sent a man among us who sowed the seeds of discontent.  This man had been a Latter-day Saint and 
had apostatized.  His name was George Noble.  Peace ceased to reign in that Colony.” 
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where he sat on a pine stump.  And he said to Patriarch Hatch, “The Spirit of the Lord has 
directed me to ask you to answer my prayers.” He said that Patriarch Hatch put his hands on his 
head and, instead of giving him a patriarchal blessing, gave him the answer to his prayers to his 
satisfaction.  Thus proving in truth that the patriarchs are the prophets of the Lord unto his 
people. 
 

I, at this time [1904], had just been to a [Church] conference in [Colonia] Juárez and in 
returning brought home with me Patriarch, James Skousen, the father of one of my wives, Eliza 
Skousen.  This all came to me while I was praying in the evening, when Patriarch James Skousen 
was there; and I asked in my prayer that Patriarch Skousen would answer my prayer.  When I got 
up very early in the morning as usual, I remembered that the Patriarch and I were leaving this 
morning for Douglas, Arizona.  When I was remembering this, I retired to the barn and there knelt 
down before the Lord and asked him to reveal his will and answer my prayers through his servant, 
the Patriarch. 
 

I had made my rounds, visiting the families. I returned to the call for breakfast and Brother 
Skousen was sitting at my left.  I got through breakfast a little before he did.  I had not mention 
this matter to him at all and in fact, it had slipped my mind.  And as I raised to go, he put his hand 
over and detained me and said , “Brother Orson, wait a minute, the Lord has a blessing for you.”  
And when he had finished his breakfast, he got up.  I told my wife Bessie to bring paper and 
pencil.  Brother Skousen rose and laid his hands on my head and, instead of giving me a Patriarchal 
Blessing,357 he answered my prayers and began to speak in the name of the Lord and said: 
 

“I, the Lord, have heard your many prayers and supplications.  And through this, my 
servant, the Patriarch – I say unto thee for thy comfort and blessing that thy labors and sacrifices 
have been acceptable unto me, and thy sins are forgiven.  I do not hold you responsible for the 
adverse conditions that have existed in this Colony.  I bless you with health and strength and the 
spirit of humility, and this spirit of love, in the which spirit you have been devoted.  As long as you 
are prayerful and keep my commandments, my Spirit and blessing will be with you.” 
 
 This assurance to me gave me great strength to continue in the work of the Lord.  
 

 I bear testimony to the fact that just as long as I did my part, that His blessing and Spirit 
were with me; but when I ceased to do His will, that Spirit left me, and I was left alone to wander 
in darkness and doubt.  But at no time did I ever doubt the promises of the Lord. 
 
 
Morelos:  Casting the Devil Out of Brother Hunsaker (1903)358 
 

Another very powerful testimony that came to me while I was in Morelos was the casting 
out of the devil in Brother Hunsaker.  Brother Hunsaker had been afflicted with typhoid fever. 

 
I came home one night from a trip and my wife said to me, “Brother Hunsaker is very bad 

off and in despair of his life.  He is afflicted with a devil.” 
                                                 
357 Orson received his Patriarchal Blessing October 21, 1903, in Colonia Morelos from Patriarch James N. 
Skousen, his father-in-law.  See above Morelos:  Patriarchal Blessing from Patriarch Skousen (October 
21, 1903). 
 
358 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 38-39. 
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In the early morning Brother Jameson and I went to Brother Hunsaker’s home where there 
were two men waiting on him because he had driven his family from home.  Brother Hunsaker, it 
will be remembered, was a man who had been on a mission and was a faithful Latter-day Saint and 
had entered into the higher law of plural marriage, but [he] had become somewhat discontented 
and had quarreled, and even fought with one of his neighbors, and had not been able to get the 
spirit of repentance.  In his affliction, he had failed to be humble, but rather censured the brethren 
whom he had had trouble with, and under these conditions, the evil spirit of the Adversary had 
taken hold of him, because he had not forgiven his brothers their trespasses. 
 

As we knocked at the door, the evil spirit said, “Here comes that old Bishop,” with an 
oath, even before the door was opened.  When the door was opened, with the vilest kind of 
language he said, “I am here to stay.  You have come to drive me out, but I will not be driven out.” 
 

Brother Jameson and I had knelt down and prayed before we got there, for the power and 
blessing and Spirit of the Lord to guide us in what to do.  With my hat in my hand I walked into 
the house and Brother Jameson was inside of the door.   

 
In the name of Jesus Christ and by the virtue of the Melchizedek Priesthood which I held, 

I rebuked that devil and commanded him to come out of Brother Hunsaker and depart from that 
house.  And he came out, and Brother Jameson said he heard the spirit as it left through the door.   

 
Brother Hunsaker naturally was weakened and fell back on his bed, and tears came into his 

eyes, and he confessed his failure to forgive his brothers.  And we administered to him, and the 
blessings of the Spirit of the Father came to him, and comforted his soul.  But he was in such a 
weakened condition, the Adversary having wrestled with him so long, that he had a hemorrage 
[hemorrhage] and passed away in a couple of days, but he had repented, and the blessings of the 
Father went with him to the other side. 
 
 
Death of Orson’s Wife, Bessie Macdonald (October 1904)359 
 

The death of my wife, Bessie Macdonald, at Colonia Morelos, [October 23, 1904], was one 
of the severest blows in all my life, for she was one of God’s noble women, and a wonderful 
counselor and companion.  God bless her memory. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Bessie died of typhoid fever contracted while caring for Clyde Brown, the 
young son of her sister-wife, Mattie Romney Brown.  Clyde had the fever and his mother was 
exhausted, and Bessie had taken him so that Mattie could have rest.360 
 
 
Vision of Floods Coming to Morelos (Summer-Fall 1905)361 
 
 One morning in July 1903 [1905], I was riding my horse across the Bavispe River at 
Colonia Morelos, and as I got into the middle of the stream and while my horse was drinking 
water, I had a wonderful vision, just as plain as the sun shining in the heavens. 
                                                 
359 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 63. 
360 See Shill, Elizabeth “Bessie” Graham Macdonald Brown, in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children 
– Histories, Vol. 2. 
361 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 39-41; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 38. 
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 I saw a great flood of water coming down the river bed, which was about a half mile wide 
at this point, and the water overflowed the banks and swept everything before it.  The two 
Lilywhite brothers, Charles and Horace Lilywhite, were building two small brick houses on the 
south side of the valley near a high embankment.  I saw that the rock foundations of those two 
houses, and that their wives, having married sisters, escaped up this high embankment.   
 

I rode over to where the Lilywhite brothers were building these houses.  They had the walls 
about four feet high.  I told them what I had seen in the vision, and said, “Do not continue to 
construct those houses because they will be washed away until there will not be one rock left to 
show where they have been built.  Your families will be in danger and it will only be a miracle if 
their lives are saved.”  They both smiled and said they thought that I had a wonderful imagination. 
 

Then I rode across the river to the low lands where my second counselor, Brother Huish, 
was constructing an adobe house for his wife Ana.  I said, “Do not build this house for there is a 
flood coming.  I just saw it in vision and it will wash away this house, and your wife and family will 
only escape through the mercy of the Lord.” 
 

But these brethren continued in constructing their houses.  I advised the people of the 
Colony not to build any more homes on the low lands or in the way of the flood. 
 
 In public meetings three different times through the Fall of that year, I took occasion to 
especially relate this vision I had and warned the brethren not to build on the low lands.  There 
were a number of the brethren who took my advise and ceased their construction.   
 

This vision was in the month of July 1903 [1905], and in February 1904 [November 
1905]362 the unusual thing happened. It rained for three days and nights without ceasing and the 
flood came down just as I had seen it, washing everything before it.  And [it] washed away most of 
Colonia Oaxaca that was 20 miles up the river from Morelos.  It washed away those two little brick 
houses.  The husbands were not at home but the girls and their father were there.  He happened to 
feel the water around his feet in the night and they barely escaped with their lives, going onto the 
high grounds.  Brother Huish’s family only escaped by getting on the backs of horses and the 
horses had to swim to safety.   
 

This shows that if we will listen to the manifestations of the Spirit it will always give us 
warning. 
 
 
Bisbee, Arizona Ward; Secret Fraternities (circa 1905)363 
 

I remember another incident.  While I was in Bisbee, Arizona, on business, I visited the 
little ward that was presided over by Bishop John Warren, an old time friend of mine, and after the 
services in the evening, the bishop and his two counselors said they wanted to talk with me. 
 

Among other things they said was, “We are continually being asked to join these secret 
                                                 
362 The year this flood occurred is put in 1905 by at least two other sources.  Burnes, Barney T. and Thomas 
H. Naylor “Colonia Morelos:  A Short History of a Mormon Colony in Sonora, Mexico.”  Tucson Corral of the 
Westerners, Spring 1973, No. 27, pp. 172 – 173.  Taylor.  Memories of Militants & Mormon Colonists in Mexico, 
supra p. 178. 
363 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 42-43. 
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fraternities. What do you know about the instructions of the authorities of the Church in regard to 
this matter?” 
 

I told them my understanding was you should not join these societies; that there was 
enough in our Church to take care of all of the matters of the Latter-day Saints.  But as these 
people were under rather peculiar circumstances, I promised to wait and think it over. 
 

On returning to my room in the hotel that night, I asked the Lord in regard to this matter, 
and I had a wonderful dream which I related to the brethren as follows.  I dreamed that I had 
joined one of the secret societies, and I had died, and over my temple burial clothes I had the 
Masonic emblems; the robe and apron and other emblems that make up the burial clothes of the 
Masonic order.  I thought I went up to a great gate in a wall that surrounded a large city and there 
met the gate-keeper, and I thought he was dressed in temple robes. 
 

He looked at me and said, “Who are you?  What are you doing, and where are you from?”  
I told him all and that I had come to get entrance into that large city.  “Did you come to get in this 
city with those clothes on?”  “Yes, but I have my temple clothes under these.” 
 

“You cannot come here with those clothes on; there is only one thing to do.  That is to 
return to where you came from, repent of this condition and those strange things you have been 
doing, and take off those clothes, then come back with those clothes on that belong to the house 
of the Lord.” 
 

I awoke with the feeling that as far as I was concerned, I would never participate in any 
secret orders. I told them the dream at breakfast, and they said they were mighty glad the 
information had come to them; that they could not accept the secret orders. 
 
 
Salt Lake Temple Endowment of Eliza Skousen Brown (1907) 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson took his wife, Eliza, to Salt Lake City in April 1907 to attend Church 
General Conference, and so that she could receive her Temple endowment.  She received that 
blessing April 7, 1907, in the Salt Lake Temple.364 

                                                 
364 Eliza Skousen Brown Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 
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CHAPTER  20 
 
 
 
Colonia Morelos: Outlaws and Cattle Thieves (1901-1907)  
 
 
 
Morelos:  Bad Character Andy Wilson Threatens Orson (circa 1902)365 
 
 Another wild west shooting character in and around Casas Grandes was a man who went 
by the name of Andy Wilson.  We never knew his real name.  The last time I was at Ojitos, I had 
occasion to go into Barker’s store. 
 
 Wilson saw me go in and followed me.  When he had caught up with me, he said, “I want 
to talk with you when you get through.”  When I got through, he was not there.  I went around to 
where Lord Beresford was having a round up, and sold him fifty fine bulls. 
 
 My business over, I mounted and rode off on my way back to Colonia Morelos.  It was not 
long before I heard Wilson coming after me, shooting up in the air.  He had threatened me before.  
I stopped and pulled up my rifle.  I had a six-shooter in the scabbard.  I said to him, “This is the 
last time I take anything from you; if you ever make another assault on me, I will fix you.”  He left 
me alone after that. 
 
 Later, I learned that while Captain Ernston was down there at one of his ranches, a place 
called Pañuelos, he found that Wilson and two other bandits were keeping a bunch of cattle there.  
They had been there about six weeks and were raising cattle, never asking anyone’s permission.  He 
spoke to them about it. 
 
 They cursed him and twisted his nose and pulled his mustache.  They abused him generally, 
threatening to kill him if he ever interfered with them again.  Captain Ernston went to Chihuahua 
and complained to Governor Ahumada.  Governor Ahumada let Captain Ernston have a special 
man to protect his interest at the San Pedro Ranch. 
 
 When Andy Wilson was driving some cattle to the railroad station, he ran into Bob Lee.  
There was some difference between them, and upon their meeting face to face, they came to blows 
and had a regular fistfight.  The next morning Wilson went down to the Tres Alamos Ranch where 
Bob Lee was camped.  He found Bob Lee in bed.  He threw his Winchester on him and told him 
he was going to kill him. 
 
 Cantrell, an ex-confederate soldier and a member of the famous Quantrell’s band, the great 
southern raider, was in bed with Bob Lee.  The ex-soldier said to Bob, “Shoot him, Bob, shoot 
him!”  While Andy had his rifle on him, Bob pulled a pistol from under blankets and shot him five 
times.  Immediately Lee surrendered himself. 
 
 I took the matter up with Governor Ahumada and in a few days, Bob was released.  He 
had rid us of one more bad bandit. 

                                                 
365 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 167-168. 
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Morelos:  Bad Character Ed Smith (1903)366 
 
Another bad character around Casas Grandes was Ed Smith.  Bob Wright married a very 

fine young lady from a prominent family from Queretaro, Julia Franklin. 
 
 Bob was an old, worn out rouse.  Ed Smith was a cowboy and a bad character, as well as an 
invader of other men’s horses.  Bob Wright took him into his home and cared for him and even 
paid his doctor’s bills.  Ed was a much younger man and better looking.  And it was not long, I 
guess, before the wife became enamored of Smith. 
 
 On the train, as I was coming to Juárez, whom should I encounter, but Bob Wright.  It was 
evident that he was much troubled about something, and in the course of the journey, he said to 
me, “Mr. Brown, I have information that Ed, after all I have done for him, is living with my wife, 
Julia.  I am going back home and if I find that it is so, I am going to kill both.” 
 
 I said to him, “No, Bob, you will not do that.  You are to blame more than her.  You 
brought a lion to lie beside a lamb into your home.  You know [knew] who he was.  You are no 
account physically and no one but you are to blame for that.  If you kill Ed Smith, nobody will 
complain, but if you kill Julia, your wife, we will hunt you down and get you no matter where you 
are, and I will be the first of the pack!” 
 
 As hard a man as he was, he shed tears and said, “My G__, Brown, you are right!”  
Sometime afterward, he again visited me.  I was in El Paso at the time.  He came to my room in 
the hotel and said, “What I feared was right.”  I said to him, “Do not attempt to kill Smith on this 
side.  Wait until he does come down to the other side.”  
 
 Sure enough, while Smith was eating his dinner in a restaurant, at the station of Nuevo 
Casas Grandes, Bob fired through the window with a double barrel shot gun, killing Ed Smith 
instantly.  Then he mounted his horse and made his escape into the United States.   
 
 He came out through the Imperial Valley.  He had taken the precaution to arrange all his 
business affairs before killing Smith.  Julia’s father got Julia to go into the United States and join 
her husband.  Both settled down to farming and in the course of time had two children. 
 
   Wright, then employed a young man to work on the farm, and again Julia lost her head and 
became enamored of the young man.  This time she demanded a divorce.  Wright gave it to her. 
 
 But, he used to come over to the farm and play with his children, and the new husband 
objected to the first husband’s coming.  Julia warned him, “I want you to keep away and never 
come back.”  He did come back, poor devil, he probably could not help it.  Julia got herself a 
thirty-eight pistol and shot him five times.  The last I heard from him, he was still in the hospital.  
Julia was arrested and then turned loose. 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
366 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 169-170. 
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Morelos:  Mexican Outlaws Murder Three Americans; Mexican Justice 
(1903)367 
 
 On that same year of 1903, while still at Colonia Morelos, I received word, one Sunday 
evening, that three Americans had been murdered, together with their guide, and the bodies had 
been thrown into the Bavispe River in Sonora.  These men were hunters coming from New York 
City to Mexico.  They had come down to Douglas, Arizona, where they were outfitted with their 
pack mules and camping equipment.  They brought with them their hunting dogs with a view of 
hunting the Mexican spotted tiger or leopard.   
 

On arriving near the Tigre crossing on the Bavispe River, they were met by this bunch of 
Mexican outlaws, and the three Americans and their Mexican guide, while swimming in the river, 
were murdered together with all their dogs and their bodies left in the river. 
 
 The officers of the law went after them, and when the Mexican officers asked for help, 
some of the colonists went with them as posse, about ten of them in all.  They had a fight with 
these outlaws on the side of the river in the early morning of Monday.  The posse killed one of the 
mules and wounded two of the horses.  They had taken these horses and mules from the 
Americans.  We formed a posse at Morelos and followed them all the next day, but they escaped 
into the mountains in the rough Tigre country.  The terrain there is hilly, rocky, with tall grass, 
streams, “arroyos,” and an easy country to lose the trail. 
  

These Mexicans continued their depredations, one of them being the killer of Henry Ward 
and his wife, and stealing and robbing, and things were looking very bad. Being that local 
authorities were doing next to nothing about capturing these bandits, I went to Hermosillo, the 
capital of Sonora, and laid the matter before Governor Inslo Isaba.  He suggested that I form a 
posse from our people and try and exterminate this nest of bandits. 
 
 I said, “No, mi Gobernador” [No, my Governor], that will not do.  Notwithstanding that 
many of us were Mexican citizens, a notion of this kind, would raise the race question.  We are of 
one race and they of another.  Besides this is not our mission.  Our mission is one of peace and 
good example, and not to hunt down outlaws.” 
 
 I had a plan in mind and suggested it to the Governor.  “My idea is to get a man that can 
be trusted and send him among them, and give him some money, and let him gamble, and 
participate of all activities, until he gains their confidence.  Then to get their names, description, 
and location and learn all he could about them.”  The Governor drew a long breath and said, “Mr. 
Brown, I have no such man.  Can you furnish me one?” 
 

I said, “Yes, I can.”  I wrote to a man in whom I had every confidence and he came and 
met me at [my] ranch in Morelos.368  He had worked for me for many years.  I mounted him on a 
good horse and saddle, with gun and pistol, and gave him one hundred pesos, and his instructions, 
and started him out on his mission.  He knew something about that rough country in Sonora up 
there.  About four or five years previously he had driven cattle up through that country for me.  
He went off, and joined the bandits and in explanation he said to them, “I have killed a Gringo and 
this is his horse and equipment.”  They believed him, and he became one of them to all outward 
                                                 
367 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 171-174; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 33-34. 
368 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 172, records:  “I said:  ‘Yes I can.’  I came over to Casas Grandes, 
Colonia Juárez, and I found a Mexican in whom I +had absolute confidence.” 
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appearance and lived their life with them in the mountains.  He found out their plans, who they 
were, and where they were located.   
 
 He was gone about two months.  One night he came up in front of the house and I came 
out and talked with him.  He had the names of twenty-three of the bandits.  I told him to wait 
around the Colonia.  One of them lived in Morelos.   

 
Then I wrote to Governor Isaba.  I sent this list to the Governor with the suggestion that 

his men meet me on a date that I set, at a spring away from the Colony, between Morelos and 
Fronteras.   He sent me fifteen armed men.  We met these men and outlined a program as to the 
method of procedure.   

 
 I divided them into two bunches, and they proceeded into the country, guided by my scout.  
It was rough, broken mountain country with side “arroyos,” huge boulders and deep gulches.  
There was brush, Mesquite and cactus in the foothills.  They went down the river from Morelos 
about thirty miles. 
 
 In one days’ time, from the day those men left me, they had captured eighteen bandits out 
of the twenty-four.  In one haul, they took fifteen.  This bunch of fifteen was camped in the hills, 
near the mouth of the river, and at the time the soldiers came upon them, they were gambling on 
their blankets.  The attack was made at daybreak.  Half of the men surprised them coming down 
on the outlaws from above the hills and meeting the rest of the soldiers, coming up from the deep 
gulches.  They closed in upon them and completely surrounded them and got them right now. 
 
 Later, they got three more men, they found in a lower place.  They tied their arms together 
and put their hands behind them, and were going along down the river, when the leader stripped 
the ties from the skin and dived into the river to get away.  He was shot and the body dragged out 
and hung. 
 

After this, when they had them all together, they divided them into two groups and put a 
bean and a grain of corn in a hat.  Two blindfolded persons, one of each group, drew.  The group 
which drew the grain of corn had the chance of going and joining the army of Sonora to fight 
Yaqui Indians.  But the group getting the bean were sentenced to be shot and hung.  Then the 
bean men were stood up and shot, and the bodies hanged.  The other nine with the grain of corn, 
they took and put in the army to fight the Yaqui Indians. 

 
 When  Governor Isaba learned of the capture, he sent me a check for one thousand pesos.  
I sent him back 500.00 pesos and gave my man, who went down and lived among those cut-
throats, 500.00 pesos for his good work. 
 
 I wrote the Governor the following letter:  “I am just as much interested in this work as 
you.  Your men did a good job in our country and we appreciate it very much.  I cannot take any 
money, but I will give 500.00 pesos to my man.” 
 

And thus was that section of the country cleaned up from the gang murderers and bandits. 
 

Three years later I ran into one of the bandits who had been sent into the Yaqui country, 
and who had made his escape.  He told me that only three had ever gotten away, and he guesses 
[guessed] the others had been killed. 
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 It was late one afternoon that I was riding along, when I saw a Saber flashing in the sun.  
He was cutting mescal sprout, with a Mexican machete.  When he saw who I was he said, “No me 
mate, senior.”  (“Do not kill me, Sir.”) 
 
 I had known him years before at Colonia Morelos.  His family lived there.  Previous to his 
joining the ring of bandits, I had had discussions with him.  He had been stealing some cattle 
belonging to the colony.  I found out about this, and I wasted no time. 
 
 I took him and hanged him three times until there were scars around his neck.  He 
confessed to the stealing of cattle and horses.  After this I sent him into Moctezuma, [Sonora] to 
the local authorities.  Of course he still had the scar of rope around his neck, when I sent him in.  
Not long after that, I got a letter from the “Jefe Politico.”  “Next time you do any hanging, do a 
good job.  He is a bad character and trying to make trouble for you.” 
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CHAPTER  21 
 
 
 
Orson and Mining in Mexico (1890’s-1940’s) 
 
 
 
Orson’s Interest in Mines369 
 
 I had been fooling around mines for a long while.  I could not help it.  I had talked to 
prospectors, miners, mining engineers, [and] had guided them through passes in the mountains; [I] 
had warned them against Indians, so that I thought I knew something about mining.  And the time 
came when I began to dabble a little in mines myself.  Of course, in that primitive country, news 
travels fast, and everybody knew I was [had] a little interest in mines.370 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson was involved with mines and mining in some way during most of his 
adult life. Orson’s interest in mines likely began when as a young man he hauled mine timbers to 
Arizona mines at Tombstone and Bisbee.371  He brought that interest with him when he came to 
Mexico.  Prospecting and mining were then significant activities in both the southwestern United 
States and in northern Mexico. 
 

When Orson became a naturalized Mexican citizen September 7, 1897, he was entitled to 
own properties in Mexico, including titles to lands, minerals and mines.372  Orson obtained legal 
title to various sites for mining gold and silver.  Most of these efforts, however, if not all, 
apparently never panned out. 
 
 
Mining Activities in Sonora, Mexico (1900-1910) 
 

While living in Colonia Morelos, Orson mentions that in 1903, “[He] had been to Denver, 
Colorado to purchase some [mining] machinery for the purpose of concentrating ore.”373  This 
event may have involved an unsuccessful mining venture of the Morelos Development Company 
in which Orson was a partner.  It is reported that Orson’s cousins, Thomas and Lydia Naegle 
Romney, who were living in Morelos, “invested in the Morelos Development Company, along with 
Orson and two partners.  Believing a certain area in Sonora to be rich in minerals, they bought and 
installed a processing plant, and Thomas built a small adobe house near the plant, where they lived 
with their young children.  The machinery did not function well, however, and the quality of the 
ore was so poor that the cost of processing it exceeded the value of the final product.  
Determining the venture a failure, they [the Romney’s] were planning to return to their home in 
Morelos when a great flood washed down the mountain [in November 1905 that destroyed 

                                                 
369 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 28; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 131. 
370 Ibid. 
371 See Chapter 5:  Facing Outlaws and Apaches in Arizona (1881-1883). 
372 See Chapter 15:  Mexican Citizenship and Other Experiences (Late 1890’s). 
373 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 33. See also Chapter 19:  Colonia Morelos:  Orson’s Service as Bishop 
(1901-1907) – “Dalhart, Texas Train Accident; Train Missionary Experience (1903).” 
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Colonia Oaxaca], forcing them to evacuate in the middle of the night.  . . . after a few days they 
were able to return to their home in Morelos”374 
 
 In 1909, Orson obtained two mining titles in the District of Moctezuma, State of Sonora, 
signed by Mexican President Porfirio Díaz.  One title, No. 46346 dated May 7, 1919, was for a gold 
and silver site of 20 hectares called the “San Sebastian,”375 which was located near the town of 
Bavispe, Sonora, Mexico.  This site was south of  Colonia Morelos, up the Batipito river.  The 
second title, No. 48393 dated December 31, 1909, was for a gold and silver site of 10 hectares 
called the “Creston de Plata,” 376 which was located  Oputo, Sonora, Mexico.  This site was south 
of  Colonia Morelos, up the Bavispe river.  Orson does not tell us what he did with these mine 
sites. 
 
 
Mining Activities in Chihuahua and Sonora, Mexico (1910-1920) 
 
 During most of the Mexican Revolution 1910-1920, the instability of the government and 
the constant fighting among the revolutionaries and rebels in northern Mexico often made it 
impossible for much mining to be safely done there.   
 

Orson continued some involvement in mining during the later part of the Revolution.  In 
1918 and 1919, he was living in El Paso, Texas.  In 1918, he listed himself in the El Paso City 
Directory as a “mine promoter.”  In 1919, he listed himself as being in “land and mining 
brokerage.”377 
 
 
Temoches Seek Orson’s Help to Find Old Spanish Mines (after 1900)378 
 
 I had anther encounter with the Temoches, of a different nature.  It was a friendly business 
meeting, years later, and it was then that I learned all the details of their rebellion.  . . . and 
everybody knew I was [had] a little interest in mines.379 
 

So, the second in command of the bunch who had tried to scare us on their march home 
[in November 1893], in the south, accompanied by one other Temoche, came.  They had in their 
heads the history of three famous mines; La Guaynopa, La Guaynopita, [and] La Tayopa.380  They 
                                                 
374 Hansen.  Letters of Catharine Romney, Plural Wife, supra pp. 246-247. 
375 See Orson’s original Mexican Mineral Title to the “San Sabastian” mine in Appendix 5:  Documents of 
Orson Pratt Brown. 
376 See Orson’s original Mexican Mineral Title to the “Creston de Plata” mine in Appendix 5:  Documents 
of Orson Pratt Brown. 
377 El Paso City Directory 1918.  El Paso:  Hudspeth Directory Co.: 1918, p. 284.  El Paso City Directory 1919.  
El Paso:  Hudspeth Directory Co.: 1919, p. 258. 
378 Bishop Transcript, 1932, pp. 28-29; and Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 131-132.  It is believed that 
because this event happened “years later,” that it occurred sometime after 1900, and could have happened 
anytime between 1900 and 1930. 
379 The missing part of the quote between “rebellion.  . . . and” is Orson’s statement that appears as the first 
paragraph of this Chapter 21. 
380 There is a little confusion in the two manuscript records about the spellings of these mines, and which 
ones Orson and the Temoches actually found.  On close reading, however, it appears that they found both 
La Guaynopita silver mine and La Tayopa gold mine, neither of which had any bullion hidden in them.  
They did not find La Guaynopa because the river was running to high. 
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sounded interesting and worthwhile taking time to look into.  It was on this trip that they told me 
the whole story of their rebellion and the reason for it.   
 

At first, we went over to find the famous Guaynopa mine.  This was in the month of July, 
our rainy season, and there had been some heavy rains.  We never found it.  When we came to the 
river, the water was high, and we could not cross.  It was supposed to be on the other side of the 
Arizona River.381  But on this trip, we did find La Guaynopita, an old rich, silver mine.  They have 
taken out lots of silver and gold out of that mine.   
 

The Temoches assured me that there was lots of gold bullion hidden in the Tayopa.  We 
found the mine all right, but not the gold bullion.  It was supposed to be on the other side of a 
deep “arroyo” past two tall Mesquite bushes, almost as big as good-sized oak, by three immense 
boulders.  Behind one of the smaller boulders was the door to the shaft.   
 
 There was a legend connected with this mine.  It seems [that] there were noises heard 
inside, and a strange white being guarding the bullion.  We found the shaft door all right behind 
the loose boulder, and the “arroyo” and Mesquite trees; but when we got there, no one wanted to 
go down with me.  They all held back, so I had to go down alone.  Ghost or no ghost, we had been 
on the trail of a real mine for three days and we had traveled over a hundred miles, and I just had 
to go down. 
 
 After I got down there and found no bullion, or white ghost on guard, I decided to have 
some fun.  I fired a shot in the air and then called for help, as if I was [were] in the grip of the 
white guardsmen.  My two companions, instead of coming to my rescue, stampeded across the 
“arroyo.” 

 
I was out laughing, till the tears rolled down my eyes.  Even the mules we had brought to 

carry off the bullion had stampeded.  When they saw me on the surface again, they came back with 
the animals, rather shame-faced at their performance. 

 
The silver veins did not warrant exploration in such an inaccessible location that the 

Tayopa found itself. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Subsequently, Orson and his oldest son, Ray Brown (Romney), searched 
again for the Tayopa mine themselves, but they were unsuccessful in finding it.382 
 
 
Mining Activities in Chihuahua and Sonora, Mexico (1920-1940)  
 
 Orson’s son, Ray Brown, went on in the 1930’s to become very successful in the mining 
business in Mexico, primarily by buying and selling mining leases.  Ray involved his two brothers, 
Dewey Brown (Romney) and Clyde Brown (Romney) in his mining business.383  Orson maintained 
contacts with Ray, Dewey and Clyde during time, but was apparently not directly involved in Ray’s 
mining business. 
 
                                                 
381 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 29, says, Arizona River, but the river’s name may be Arris? 
382 See Brown III, Ray, “Ray Brown” in the “Family of Orson Pratt Brown and Martha “Mattie” Dianna 
Brown,” in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
383 Ibid. 
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 In 1925-1926, when Orson was 63 years old and moving his wife Angela Gabaldón Brown 
and their family from Ciudad Juárez to Dublán, he was also actively developing a mine in 
Corralitos, Chihuahua, just north of Dublán.  He started mining there with about 50 men, with 
picks and shovels, bars and crowbars.  He would feed the men 50 to 100 scrambled eggs and a 
large boiled potato for breakfast.  At noon he fed them beans and corn and flour tortillas.  But this 
mine was not successful, so he left it.  To pay off his debts incurred at the mine using credit to a 
merchant in Casas Grande, Orson exchanged an old Cadillac car that his son, Ray, had given him.  
In addition to canceling his debts, at Orson’s request, the merchant gave him the deed to an old 
abandoned house the merchant owned in Colonia Dublán.  Orson and Angela moved their little 
family into that home.384 
 

Orson’s final account of mining occurred when he was age 79.  He was living in Dublán, 
and in November 1942, he and a Scottish Irish man, Robert Tate, were hunting for a big zinc 
deposit in the region of Cajon Bonito in the Espinelo Mountains in northern Sonora.  They did 
not find the zinc deposit.  But, while coming down a high mountain horseback, Orson’s horse 
jumped, throwing him off, and his head and shoulders hit a rock.  That accident actually fixed a 
kink in his neck from a prior accident in September of that year when the horse pulling his buggy 
kicked him in the head and kinked his neck.385 
 
 
 

                                                 
384 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.  Brown, 
Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ).  Oral Interview by Lorna Raty Brown (Romney) (1955-    ), 
Mormon Mexican Colonies, June 1990. 
385 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 47-48.  See Chapter  40:  Colonia Dublán:  Mexican Branch 
President (1930-1941) – “Dublán:  Orson’s Buggy Accident; and Horse Accident (1942).” 
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CHAPTER  22 
 
 
 
Colonia Dublán: Call to Help Build Canals (1907-1910)  
 
 
 
Called to Help Construct Colonia Dublán Irrigation Canals (1907) 386 
 

[In] 1907, President Ivins and President Pratt came over to Morelos, and President Ivins 
asked me if I would like to be released from my position as Bishop in that ward.  [He] said, 
“Orson, this Colony can now carry on without you.  You are needed more at Colonia Dublán than 
you are needed here.”  He said, “The people of the Colony [Dublán] are very much divided on the 
matter of building the canal and doing the work on the lakes necessary for the growth and 
prosperity of the Colony. Brother Pratt and I feel that you can bring about harmony among the 
people and that the work can eventually be consummated.” 
 

I replied that I would like to go anywhere the authorities wished me to go.  I said, “You 
know, Brother Ivins, that if that is where I’m needed, that’s where I want to go.  What is there that 
I can make a living at?  You know I have a large family.”  He advised me to arrange my business 
affairs and to go to Dublán as soon as possible.  And then he told me that he had five tracts of 
land there that I could have. 

 
So, in accordance with this, they released me as Bishop of Morelos, and Charles Lilywhite 

was made Bishop and Daniel H. Snow [as] first counselor, and Walter Steiner as second 
counselor.387  I made a satisfactory settlement of the funds that had been entrusted to my care of 
the Morelos Ward and turned over all accounts.  I left my cattle ranch in charge of three Mexican 
“peludo,” or longhaired, and two others in whom I had absolute trust.   

 
I then moved my families to Dublán and began working out a plan by which we could 

begin operations on the canal leading from the river to the lakes. I bought a brick house and a 
couple of lots from George Clayson.  Then traded the Morelos houses and lots to Minerly for his 
house and lots in Dublán and 20 acres of land.  And then traded for another house from Brother 
Haynie. 
 
 There I was called to be a member of the high council and assistant superintendent of the 
stake Sunday School with Bishop Jesse N. Smith, and Lorenzo Payne, his first assistant.  We began 
immediately to hold meetings to try and bring about harmony among the people in Dublán. 
 

We organized the Lagoona [Laguna?] Canal Company, a legal company, to which a 
concession had been granted by the Mexican Government for the privilege of using all the surplus 
waters in the Casas Grande River.  Also to build a large canal to conduct the waters to the lakes 
and to enlarge the lakes to full capacity for storage purposes, and began operations.   

 

                                                 
386 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 43; Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 176; and Experiences Transcript, 
1943, pp. 21–22.  See also Call, Hannah S.  The History of Colonia Dublán.  Call:  Mesa, AZ (no date), p. 17. 
387 See also Appendix  3:  Colonia Morelos Church Service of Orson Pratt Brown. 
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Just at this time, the Green Gold Mining Company owned by William C. Green collapsed 
and broke up, leaving indebtedness to the Union Mercantile Company of Dublán of $20,000 and 
to Willard Skousen of $10,000.  This mining company had all kinds of railroad equipment, 
including mules, plows, freznos and harnesses and other material, having bought the railroad 
known as the Mexican South Western running from Ciudad Juárez to Casas Grandes.  And they 
had started a [railroad] grade running from Casas Grandes southeast towards San Buena Ventura in 
the Galeana Valley, at the time of the collapse.  We needed such equipment as owned by this 
mining company to complete the work on the canal and lakes. 

 
I went out to El Paso and there found the real status of their interests which proved to be 

hardly more than ten percent of what they were supposed to be.  I immediately reported to 
Brother Bowman this condition, for he was intending to take notes from the Green Company for 
the amount of money due the Union Mercantile Company.  I suggested to him that they take this 
grading outfit instead.  They had already attached this outfit but were about to release it and take 
notes instead of the outfit. 
 

I went up to Colonia Juárez and met President Ivins who was President of the Union 
Mercantile Company and laid the matter before him.  He came down and had a consultation with 
Mr. Bowman, the manager, and Willard Skousen who owned part of the company, and they 
accepted my recommendation. 

 
They advised Mr. Green’s agent that they would not take notes for the $35,000 pesos but 

would take a bill of sale for the mining and grading equipment which consisted of about 40 mules 
and construction equipment, such as plows, freznos, scrapers, drills, blacksmith outfit and other 
things.  And so a bill of sale was made transferring all this equipment to the manager of the Union 
Mercantile.  And it was this equipment that was used for the construction of the canal from the 
Casas Grande River to the Dublán Lakes.  When done, this made the water of the lakes available 
for irrigation purposes, thus greatly increasing the value of our farm lands.  And the Union 
Mercantile Company got all of their money and considerable more out of the outfit. 
 
 
Land Fraud on Canadian Company in Tepic (State of Nayarit) (1908)388 
 
 In 1908, I received a telegram from L. E. Brooker, El Paso, asking me to come to see him. 
On arrival there, he told me there was a Canadian company which had bought an option on 
500,000 acres of land in the territory of Tepic,389 now known as the State of Nayarit.  And that 
their agent who had examined these lands had now contracted small pox.  He had made his report 
from there and they now wanted me to go down to examine the land and check his report. 
 
 I went to the city of Mexico and got an extension on the option for 60 days, and then went 
to the city of Tepic.  From there [I went] into the mountains to examine the lands which had 
supposedly been examined by the agent of the Canadian company.  I found that he had never been 
on the land.  I returned to Mexico City and had the pleasure of meeting President Díaz and 
reporting to him I had found that a company of exploiters were trying to sell the lands, or more 
often options on the lands, by representing their value falsely.  The company of exploiters was 

                                                 
388 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 23. 
389 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 23, has a parenthetical note here that gives the apparent location of the 
lands, saying:  “territory of Tepic (now at the Junction of Highway 15 and 200),….” 
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composed of three Mexican Senators with a German as manager.  President Díaz thanked me for 
the report and said that these four men would certainly be called on the carpet.  
 

While still in Mexico City, the German manager offered me 25% of the $40,000 to be paid 
by the Canadian company if I would return to El Paso and report favorably on the lands.  I simply 
told him, “Nothing doing. You are barking up the wrong tree.” I returned to El Paso and reported 
my findings to the Canadian company which had already paid out $10,000 as options on the 
worthless land. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mormon Colonies in which Orson Pratt Brown lived, drawn by James Brown Klein 
 

map courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 144 
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CHAPTER  23 
 
 
The Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920 
 
 
Overview:  Mexican History; The Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920390 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson Pratt Brown lived in Mexico before, during, and after the turbulent 
years of the Mexican Revolution of 1910-1920.  Orson was General Agent for Security of the 
Mormon Colonies during the Mexican Revolution from 1910 through the Mormon Exodus of 
1912.  Thereafter, he worked with both leaders and Army commanders of the United States and of 
the Mexican Federal government, the northern Mexican State governments, and the Revolutionary 
Rebels, trying to bring about peace.  He was a U. S. Secret Service Agent for General George Bell, 
Jr. during and after the United States Punitive Expedition against Poncho Villa, 1916-1918.  He 
also helped General Hugh L. Scott negotiate a settlement of the United States–Mexican hostilities 
in 1916.  Orson’s courageous efforts and work saved the lives of many people – Americans, 
Mexicans, as well as Mormon colonists. 
 

To better understand Orson’s life and activities during this Revolutionary period, one 
needs to know and understand the context of these tumultuous years.  The following brief 
synopsis of Mexican history and the revolution provides a primer and reference for the remainder 
of Orson’s Autobiography.  In addition, see Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon 
Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown.. 
 
 
Introduction 
 

Mexican society grew out of the interaction between the two diverse civilizations of the 
Central American Indians and the Spanish.  These people, and the lands of Mexico, have always 
been the paramount political focal points in Mexican history.  Who owned and controlled Mexican 
lands, and their feelings about it, were always the critical questions.  Mexican land, its benefits, and 
feelings about it were also at the root of the lives and eventual forced exodus of the Mormon 
colonists in Northern Mexico during the Mexican Revolution. 
 
 
La Conquista Española - Spanish Conquest, Mexican Independence, and the 
Mexican American War (1519–1848) 
 

                                                 
390 The information for this section, and the identification of the dates, of Orson’s experiences during the 
1910-1920 time period, are taken from the following sources:  “Mexico–History.” World Book Encyclopedia.  
1985 ed.  Vol. 13, pp. 384–387.  “Díaz, Porfirio.”  World Book.  Vol. 5, pp. 152–153.   Eisenhower, John.  
Intervention! The United States and the Mexican Revolution, 1913-1917.  New York: Norton, 1993.  A Brief History 
of the Mexican Revolution.  http://www.sp.utexas.edu/~jnicolopulos/cwp3/fvg/historybody.htm  (Accessed 
9/2/2003).  Mexican History–La Reforma and Mexican History-El Porfiriato.  http://www.california 
org.mx/Mexico/Mexico_files/mexican_history.htm  (Accessed 9/3/2003).  Burnett, MR.  The Revolutionary 
Time Line.  http://www.mrburnett.mine.nu/GCII/U1/outside/aztec/rev1.html  (Accessed 9/2/2003). 
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Beginning in 1519, the Spanish Conquistadores, notably Cortes, came to the land of 
Mexico to exploit its riches, and conquered the Aztec Indian empire to do so.  After three 
centuries of rule, in September 1810, the Creole priest Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla started the 
Mexican War of Independence against Spanish domination, leading native Indians and Mestizos in 
revolt.  Although crushed, their revolt inspired Mexican independence from Spain in 1824.  
Mexican independence, however, brought its own internal power struggles led by Santa Ana, 
culminating in the Mexican American War of 1846–1848, which resulted in annexation by the 
United States of almost half of Mexico’s land.  That war also increased hostile feelings between 
Mexicans and Americans. 
 
 
La Reforma – The Period of Political Reform (1855–1876) 
 

After the Mexican American War, with its devastating results on the Mexican economy and 
politics, the conservative, Santa Ana, seized power again in 1853, but was ousted from power in 
1855 by Mexican liberal reformers led by Benito Juárez, a Zapotec Indian, and other men.  The 
reformers promoted the private ownership of land for the benefit of the Mexican people by taking 
the large estates from the Roman Catholic Church and lands of the Indian villages.  Their success 
resulted in a revolt from the conservative Church leaders and landed barons, which, eventually, 
brought the French Invasion and conquest of Mexico in 1862.  In time, Benito Juárez’ troops 
successfully ousted the French by 1867, and the Mexican liberal reformers returned to power.  
While they made mistakes, Juárez’s reformers did much to lessen or destroy the excessive power of 
the army, the church, and other conservative elements. They institutionalized democratic principles 
in the federal constitution of 1857.  And they created a strong sense of nationalism against foreign 
interests previously unknown in Mexico, which survives today in Mexico.  After Juárez’ death in 
1872, his liberal successors faltered. 
 
 
El Porfiriato – The Rule of Porfirio Díaz (1877–1910) 
 

When President Lerdo de Rejada was elected in 1876, Porfirio Díaz, a mestizo army 
general, led a revolt against him, in which Díaz seized control of the country and ruled it as a 
dictator from 1877 through 1910, except for the period of 1880 to 1884.  Díaz basically ignored 
the federal constitution and controlled all of Mexico with his troops.  During his rule, a new 
Mexico emerged.  Díaz established order and workable government.  Civil wars ceased, and 
eventually banditry disappeared from the countryside.  Now provincial governors obeyed the law 
emanating from Mexico City.  The army became more professionalized.  The Rurales, a militarized 
police force of several thousand, maintained order throughout the country.  Díaz and the 
“Cientificos” [Scientifics], the group of wealthy intellectuals that advised him, adopted French 
positivism as a national creed.  The positivists’ worship of science, technology, and quantitative 
growth served as Díaz’s ideological justification for what he did.  Foreign investors rushed to take 
advantage of the new political and economic climate, and money poured in. The results were 
extraordinary.  Exports and national income increased; new highways, railroads, and telegraph lines 
crossed Mexico; and new industries dotted the countryside.  Foreign investment and technology 
revived mining and created major oil fields.  Formerly despised for its backwardness, Mexico 
became the model for much of the then developing world in Latin America.  
 

Porfirian Mexico, however, like prior dictatorships, contained the roots of its own 
destruction.  Díaz allowed no effective opposition to his “elections.”  Attempts to form labor 
unions were crushed.  Indian villages lost their land to large landowners.  Peasants were kept in 
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debt and were prevented from leaving the landowners’ estates.  The great majority of Mexicans, 
the urban and rural masses, remained impoverished and in ignorance.  The benefits of Mexico’s 
improved economy went chiefly to the large landowners, businessmen, and foreign investors.  
Mexicans of all classes hated the increasing foreign economic dominance.  Finally a politically 
ambitious younger generation came to resent the 30-year dominance exercised by the Díaz elite. 
 
 
La Revolución Mexicana – The Mexican Revolution of 1910, and the Devastating Counter 
Revolutions through 1920 
 

Opposition to the dictatorship of President Porfirio Díaz in Mexico began to grow after 
1900.  It culminated in the Mexican Revolution of 1910 when Francisco I. Madero, a moderate 
liberal landowner, decided to run against him in 1910.  During the campaign, Madero became 
widely popular.  Díaz had him jailed until after the elections, which Díaz won.  Madero escaped 
from jail and fled to the United States (Texas).  From San Antonio, Texas, he issued a call for 
armed rebellion against Díaz to begin on November 20, 1910, known as the Plan de San Luis 
Potosí.  Revolutionary bands developed throughout Mexico.  They defeated Mexican federal 
troops, destroyed railroads, and attacked towns and estates.  By May 1911, Díaz resigned and fled 
to France, where he died in exile.  A compromise government ruled Mexico until October 1911, 
when Madero was elected constitutional President of Mexico. 
 
 Then came power struggles among the Mexican Revolutionary army generals and political 
activists.  These resulted in these major counter revolutions, death, and destruction throughout 
Mexico, and changing new presidents: 
 

Francisco I. Madero - President of Mexico - October 1911 to February 1913, when he 
was forced from office and assassinated on orders of his chief of the army, General Victoriano 
Huerta, who was backed by the United States ambassador in Mexico, Henry Lane Wilson.  
Republican William H. Taft was then President of the United States (1909-1913).  Republican 
Theodore (Teddy) Roosevelt had been the U.S. President from 1901-1909.  But in 1912, Roosevelt 
formed the Progressive Party and ran against Republican William Taft and Democrat Woodrow 
Wilson, which split the Republican vote, and resulted in Wilson’s election and presidency (1913-
1921). 
 

Victoriano Huerta - President of Mexico - February 1913 to July 1914, when his army 
was defeated and he was forced to resign and flee the country by General Venustiano Carranza, a 
rich landowner who had supported Madero, who successfully lead other generals and regional 
leaders against him, including Francisco “Poncho” Villa, Emiliano Zapata, and Alvaro Obregon.  
During Huerta’s time, violence, militarization and destruction increased.  Political assassination was 
widely used by the Huerta regime.  United States President Woodrow Wilson refused to officially 
recognize Huerta and imposed sanctions against Mexico.  And in April 1914, the U.S. navy 
occupied Veracruz following an incident against a U.S. ship.  Because of their nationalism, most 
Mexican factions opposed U.S. intervention.  Woodrow Wilson then became President of the 
United States (1913-1921). 
 

Venustiano Carranza - President of Mexico - August 1914 to May 1920, when he was 
forced to resign and flee by General Alvaro Obregon, but was assassinated on orders of General 
Obregon.  During the latter part of 1914, civil war broke out between Carranza’s forces and those 
of Villa in the north and Zapata in the south.  They opposed Carranza’s regime. Villa and Zapata 
met in December 1914 in Mexico City, but failed to reach an agreement.  By 1915, Mexico was 
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immersed in political violence.  World War I had begun in Europe in June 1914 and would last to 
November 1918.  General Alvaro Obregon was in charge of fighting against Villa, Zapata, and 
other rebel groups.   

 
In October 1915, the United States officially recognized Carranza, who ruled Mexico until 

1920.  This recognition angered Villa who, in March 1916, started attacks on U.S. properties and 
citizens.  President Wilson authorized United States intervention in Mexico, sending a U.S. Army 
Punitive Expedition under General John J. Pershing into northern Mexico against Villa.  This 
action inflamed Mexican nationalism against Americans, and Carranza insisted on U.S. withdrawal, 
which did not happen until February 1917.  Villa, Zapata and other guerrilla raids continued until 
1917, when Carranza’s forces finally prevailed. 
 

Carranza won the 1917 presidential election and started a process of political and economic 
stabilization.  In October 1916, Carranza called a constitutional convention, which legislated a new 
constitution in January 1917, that embodied principles of anticlericalism, land reform, nationalism, 
and protection of workers.  It gave the federal government control over education, farm and oil 
properties, and the Roman Catholic Church.  It recognized labor unions and limited Mexico’s 
president to one term.  Although very nationalistic, Carranza desired neither land reform nor a 
strong labor movement, and did little to implement the new constitutional changes. 
 

In January 1917, during World War I, Germany invited Mexico to join in declaring war on 
the United States via the famous Zimmerman telegram  In return, Germany promised that Mexico 
would get back all the territory lost in the Mexican American War of 1846–1848.  Carranza did not 
accept Germany’s offer.  The United States declared war on Germany April 6, 1917, and by 
November 1918, that war was over.  In April 1919, Carranza had Emiliano Zapata assassinated.  In 
1920, Poncho Villa surrendered.  In 1920, Carranza tried to prevent General Alvaro Obregon from 
succeeding him as president, but Obregon led a military coup in April 1920 against him, and 
Carranza fled in May, and was later assassinated.  In July 1923, Poncho Villa was assassinated. 
 

Alvaro Obregon - President of Mexico - May 1920 to 1924; and Plutarco Elias Calles 
- President of Mexico - 1924 to 1928.  Alvaro Obregon was again elected President of Mexico 
again in 1928, but he was assassinated before he took office. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

maps courtesy:  Matthew White
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CHAPTER  24 
 
 
 
The Madero Rebellion Against Díaz (1910-1911) 
 
 
 
The Madero Rebellion (November 20, 1910)391 
 

In 1910, before [Francisco I.] Madero became President, he [campaigned against President 
Díaz and was so successful that he] was put into prison [June 1910] by President Díaz and upon 
his release [escape in October 1910 to San Antonio, Texas,] he continued his propaganda against 
the Government as run by President Díaz.  Little bands of rebels were making it very 
uncomfortable for the Federal Authorities.  The Madero Revolution [against Porfirio Díaz 
officially began] November 20, 1910.392  In the Spring of 1910, in April, [however,] we had heard 
of rebel movements in the south of Mexico. 
 
 
Scouting to Find Salazar’s Rebels (Fall 1910)393 
 

[In the Fall of 1910,] we were called upon by the “Jefe Politico” of Casas Grandes, Mr. 
Mesillas, to go out scouting to the north east [of Colonia Dublán] around the San Pedro mines.  
There was a rumor that Salazar was coming with a bunch of men from that vicinity.   

 
I took out with me, four men, from Colonia Dublán - Leon Pratt, Ammon Tenney, Ira 

Pratt and Nathan Tenney, and myself.  We put our horses into boxcars at the stock yards north of 
the Colony and were taken by the train to Summit Station, close to San Pedro.  There we took the 
horses out of the cars and mounted.  Then we started scouting around the foothills of the 
Escondido Mountains, and into San Pedro. We found that the tracks of the animals, supposed to 
have been made by the rebels, were merely those of work animals, hauling ore from the Leon 
Mines to the San Pedro Mines.   We came home and reported the matter to the “Jefe Politico.” 
 
 
Campa, Salazar, Alaniz Rebellion Against Díaz, then Madero (1908-1912)394 
 
 During 1908, a spurious revolution headed by three men, Emilio Campa, Emiliano [Jose] 
Salazar, and one Alaniz, was started. They gathered together about sixty or seventy men around 
Casas Grandes.  They exposed [espoused] the radical–socialistic revolution, and were followers of 
Flores Magón.  Magón’s radicals in Mexico City and other parts of the Republic were immediately 
suppressed.  These three men with their rebels were about to attack Casas Grandes and 
surrounding communities.  One of the men’s brothers told the Federal authorities and about thirty 
of the men together with the three leaders, Campa, Salazar, and Alaniz, were put on the Island 

                                                 
391 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 176; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 43-44. 
392 Eisenhower, John S.  Intervention!  The United States and The Mexican Revolution, 1913-1917.  New York: W. 
W. Norton, 1993, pp. 3-6. 
393 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 177; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 44. 
394 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 176; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 23-24. 
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Prison, San Juan de Lua, the famous fortress out in the Vera Cruz Harbor.  This jail was so 
medieval and antiquated that there were cells in which a man could not even stand straight.  They 
were kept there until the uprising of Francisco Madero in [November] 1910. 
 

In [October] 1911, Madero, was elected President. He then pardoned these three ferocious 
radicals, Campa, Salazar, and Alaniz.  They then returned to Mexico, banded together and called 
themselves Socialists and organized a small army, which was disbanded by President Madero.  But 
these three men bided their time and later, with characteristic ingratitude, they rebelled against him.  
Around Casas Grandes, Generals Salazar and Alaniz had gathered together sixty or seventy men 
and they were riding around this section of the country independent of the Madero revolution.  [In 
January 1912,] at Casas Grandes, they grabbed Juan de la Luz Blanco, and forced him to deliver to 
them the command of his 350 soldiers stationed at Casas Grandes. 
 
 
Colonia Juárez Meeting; Decision on Neutrality and Defense (Sunday, 
November 20, 1910)395 
 

Shortly afterwards [after our search for Salazar’s supposed rebels,] at a stake priesthood 
meeting of the men of all the colonies, held in Colona Juárez [on Sunday, November 20, 1910,]396 
it was decided that from then on we would try and remain as neutral as possible.  We would not 
take up arms on either side.  But at the same time we resolved we would defend our own interests 
against any intrusions [or] an invasion. 
 
 At this meeting, we made a check on the arms and ammunition of the several colonies, and 
found most of our arms were of small caliber and power, and that if we came in contact with any 
of these rebel bands, they could attack us from a long distance and we would not have anything to 
defend ourselves with.  We decided to procure arms and ammunition and to ask the Church for 
means to procure [them] so we would be on an equal footing with any rebel band, which might be 
tempted to attack us. 
 

I was made general agent and delegated to get these arms as soon as possible.  I was 
dispatched to El Paso with this object in view but found it was impossible to get these arms for the 
purpose for which we needed them. 
 
 
Orson Made General Agent for Safety of the Mormon Colonies (Sunday, 
November 20, 1910) 397 
 
 On [Sunday,] November 20, 1910, I was made general agent for the safety of all the 
colonies.  This serious and important step was taken because already there were rumors of the 
coming Mexican Revolution.   

                                                 
395 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 177; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 44. 
396 It appears that this stake priesthood meeting was held on Sunday, November 20, 1910, because Orson 
says that he was appointed General Agent for the Safety of all the Colonies on that date, and he also states 
that this appointment occurred during this meeting. 
397 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 176; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 44. 
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 Editor’s Note:  Sunday, November 20, 1910, was also the day for which Francisco Madero 
had called for a nationwide revolution in Mexico “to overthrow the ‘illegitimate’ government of 
Porfirio Díaz.”398 
 
 
Orson in El Paso to Buy Arms; Meets Abraham Gonzalez and Francisco 
Madero (Early 1911)399 
 
 I was sent to El Paso with this object in view [to buy the arms and ammunition].  While in 
El Paso, on this first trip of the revolution, I met my old friend, Abram Gonzalez.  While walking 
down a strange alley I came face to face with him.  He said, “Why Mr. Brown, there isn’t anybody 
I’d rather see than you. I want you to meet Madero who is in hiding in a back room of an upstairs 
building here.” Gonzalez was at this time the rebel governor of the state of Chihuahua, as well as 
commander-in-chief of all of the forces of that state. 
 
 Abram Gonzalez was from Guerrero, Chihuahua, and at the time the revolution broke out, 
he was head of the district of Guerrero.  He had been educated in one of the colleges of the 
United Sates, and was one of the straight shooters and finest of men I have ever known.  Upon 
returning to his country, after finishing school, he went into the cattle business with a man by the 
name of John Cameron and founded the Cameron Cattle Company of El Paso. 
 
 In my conference with Gonzalez, at the beginning of the revolution, I advised him of our 
resolution to remain as neutral as possible and it pleased him very much.  He said to me, “I have 
been very much worried about you people, and your position in the country.  I feared that the 
Federales might force you to take up arms with them, or that bandits might take advantage of the 
situation and bring on international complications.”   
  
 He took me and introduced me to Francisco I. Madero and several other patriots.  
Francisco Madero was the leader of the rebel movement.  He came from an old aristocratic family 
and had been educated in Paris where he had made a study of social problems confronting the 
world, even then.  He returned to Mexico fired with enthusiasm to improve the conditions of the 
common people. 
 
 Madero gave me a copy of their proposed operations.  I discussed with them at some 
length the object of their uprising against the government and became converted that their cause 
was just. After reading the copy of their proposed ideals of government, I went back the next day 
and had another conference with them.  Abram Gonzalez told me he was afraid of complications 
with our Mormon Colonists and afraid, too, that the U.S. Government might intervene in case of 
any trouble with the Colonists. 
 
 Both Madero and Gonzalez wrote letters and gave them to me to give to representatives of 
each one of the colonies.  These were to be shown to any rebel officers who might come around 
and molest them.  In every way, the rebels were admonished in these letters, to respect the lives, 
property and interests of the Mormons. 

                                                 
398 Johnson, William Weber.  Heroic Mexico:  The Narrative History of a Twentieth Century Revolution.  New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1968, rev. ed., p. 46.  Eisenhower, John S.  Intervention!, supra at p. 4.   
399 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 177-178; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 44; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 24. 
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There was no communication between El Paso and the colonies at this time, as a band of 
rebels had torn up the railroad track and burned some of the bridges between Ciudad Juárez and 
Casas Grandes.  I took these communications and also a letter to General Jose [or Juan] de la Luz 
Blanco, commander of the forces at Ciudad Chihuahua.  General Blanco was at this time at a Tigre 
mining camp known as the “Pilares de Torres,” about fifteen miles south of Colonia Morelos, on 
his way to Agua Prieta, Sonora. 
 

I sent the colonies’ communications to President Junius Romney by my son, Clyde Brown, 
and I went myself on horseback into Sonora to meet General Blanco.  This communication 
advised him to go to Ciudad Juárez with his troops as soon as possible. 
 
 
Madero’s General Blanco and the Battle of Agua Prieta (Early 1911)400 
 

When I met General Blanco, I delivered to him the letter.  When he had read the 
communication, he said to me, “I will go to Ciudad Juárez when I have cleaned Agua Prieta and 
gotten enough money there to take care of my needs.”  This flagrant delay in obeying orders was 
nearly the cause of the failure of the rebellion at its very incipiency, [and] as a consequence, 
Madero almost suffered complete defeat at Casas Grandes. 
 

So I went with General Blanco as far as ten miles from Agua Prieta [across from Douglas, 
Arizona].  The army camped at Los Ojos de Cenizo, only a few miles from the Tater Springs.  That 
evening, we rode over a little ridge and I showed him Agua Prieta.  I advised him the best way to 
attack the town. 
 
 I told him to go down the main “arroyo” and go under the big bridge just about two miles 
from south Agua Prieta.  This would bring him out along the railroad.  I told him that the 
embankment of the railroad would furnish the men a fine protection and not to forget to leave a 
guard at the bridge.  The enemy, or Federales, might have reinforcements coming up from the 
south.   
 

When I finished, he laughed at me and said, “Why, I am a military man.  The idea of a 
civilian giving me advice as to how to attack Agua Prieta.” I said all right.  I took a communication 
from him to the military chief in Agua Prieta demanding the surrender of the city to save blood 
shed, but if they would not, the town would be attacked in the morning.  Also, a communication to 
Mr. Santiago Hernandez, agent of Madero, who was at Douglas, Arizona. 
 

Before leaving that morning, General Blanco said to me, “When they see my army of 350 
men, they know me by my reputation as a real fighter.  They will surrender without a struggle.”  I 
replied, “You might be very much mistaken, because these soldiers are not like ordinary Federal 
soldiers.  They have been fighting the Yaqui Indians for five years and know how to handle arms.  
They are real troopers.”  He only laughed. 
 
 [After arriving in Douglas, Arizona] I learned that during the night Agua Prieta received 
reinforcements.  Santiago Hernandez, Madero’s representative, and I hired a man to take this 
important notice to General Blanco.  Instead of doing this, he took the money I gave him and got 
drunk.  That night I was prowling about the streets of Douglas to see what I could find out and I 

                                                 
400 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 178-181; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 44-45. 
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found our messenger drunk in the streets.  Right away I made up my mind to go out and warn 
General Blanco, myself. 
 
 I started out before daylight in the morning with a communication from Hernandez to the 
Madero representative in Douglas, going around the west side of Agua Prieta.  I was going up the 
big wash to advise General Blanco not to come down.  When I got about five or six miles 
southwest of Agua Prieta, I saw the Federal troops coming out of Agua Prieta, just at sun-up.  To 
my consternation, I also saw General Blanco and his troops advancing from Cenizas spring. 
  
 It was impossible for me to reach him now because the Federal mounts were then within 
three or four hundred yards from me.  There were instructions to put me against an adobe wall [to 
shoot me] in case they captured me.  I hid myself between the tall cactus plants. 
 

From there I saw General Blanco on a white charger at the head of his army, without an 
advance guard.  As he came out of the wash at the top of the little ridge, the Federal soldiers 
attacked them before they knew the Federals were anywhere near them.  Blanco and all of his men 
fled, and his whole army was routed.   
 

The only exception was a nephew of Governor Abram Gonzalez, eighteen years old, who 
was in command of sixteen Tauramari [Tahuamara?] Indians who were all on foot to guard their 
retreat.  These Indians hid in the brush and shot the soldiers as they came along.  They killed six 
Federal officers; one Captain, two Sergeants and three Corporals.  They lost four of their own men 
and two were wounded.  But they held the Federals off until General Blanco and his men had 
made good their escape. 
 

The next morning I went around the west side of Agua Prieta and came to Douglas and 
saw Governor Hernandez of Zacatecas.  He cried like a child because of Blanco’s foolishness.  The 
next morning at daylight I left Douglas on horseback riding the International Line. I went into 
Blanco’s camp with a letter from Hernandez advising him to immediately go to Ciudad Juárez. 
 

General Blanco had escaped and was fifteen miles from Agua Prieta.  On arriving at 
Blanco’s camp in the morning, I gave him the communication.   I also told him that the Mexican 
Federal troops were then on their way from Agua Prieta to his camp and were going to attack him 
again.  I said to him, “You not only expose yourself, but all your men in a foolish way, to those 
Federales.”  I rebuked him very severely.  One of his Lieutenants standing by asked, “By what 
authority do you speak to my General in this manner?”  “I am a Maderista and I have orders that if 
you do not get away, the enemy will be on you again.” 

 
It was then that General Blanco and his men immediately saddled their horses and left 

camp.  They made the march towards Ciudad Juárez, which he should have done in the very 
beginning and saved himself and his men a defeat.  They were a very disappointed bunch of men.   
 
 
Caught Between Díaz’ Federales and Madero’s Revolutionaries (Early 1911)401 
 
 After leaving Blanco, I returned to Colonia Morelos.  Upon my return to the Colonies, the 
“Jefe Politico” or Chief Political head of Galena [District, Chihuahua,] Senior Masillas, called me to 
his office at Casas Grandes.  I was still head of the armed forces of the Colonies.  He said to me, “I 
                                                 
401 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 24-25. 
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have called you down here to tell you we want 100 armed Mormons to come down here to Casas 
Grandes to help defend this municipality.” 
 
 I explained to the Chief of the District the situation of the colonists, and that at a meeting, 
previous to his call, we decided to remain as neutral as possible.  And when I told the Chief of our 
resolution he railed out, “I’ll show you what neutrality is.  If you don’t furnish me a hundred men, 
when the revolution is over I’ll get an order of expulsion and drive you out of the country.”   I 
replied, “When this revolution is over you may be the one driven out of the country.” 
 
 
Madero Generals Rojas and Medina in Battle of Agua Prieta; Orson Saves 
Lives (~April 1911)402 
 

I returned to Colonia Morelos and to the Petacachi Ranch, my ranch where my cattle 
interests were.  I gathered a bunch of beef cattle to take to Agua Prieta.  I had made a sale to 
Madero’s agent by the name of Manuel Hernandez who lived at Agua Prieta.  No telling what 
banditry the revolution was to let loose.   

 
We started with the cattle.  When we neared Agua Prieta, as we drove the cattle into the 

stock pens to the east of Agua Prieta, about a mile and a half along the International Line, we 
heard the rattle of musketry and saw they were fighting at Agua Prieta.  The rebels were again 
attacking the town. 
 
 General Rojas of the Madero troops and a number of his follows had come out of the 
mountain country coming up the Nacozari river.  There they got on the ore train and came up on 
the regular schedule.  And they fired from the train cars when the train arrived [at Agua Prieta] and 
drove the Federal soldiers defending the town, together with the customs guards, across the 
International border and took Agua Prieta. 
 

While they were in this fight, the International line along the American side was lined with 
Americans, Mexicans and Chinamen and all kinds of people who were watching the battle.  Manuel 
Hernandez and I rode down to the American Customs House and we could see rebels going into 
the back of his yards toward his house.  He said, “O G__!  What will happen to my family.”  
 
 An American Captain, with a few soldiers, were guarding the gateway at Agua Prieta.  I 
asked him permission to cross the line and he said to me, “You cannot go there, they are fighting.  
You might get killed!” 
 
 At this I put spurs to my horse and crossed the line and rode to the house of Manuel 
Hernandez where I found the family frightened nearly to death.  
 
 I took charge of the situation and put five soldiers in front of the house and five in back 
with instructions not to let anybody pass there, to molest the family.  Then I went around the back, 
into town.  Twenty-five soldiers with a Sergeant had been left at the military quarters to guard the 
retreat of the Federals who were crossing the line at that time. 
 
 I met the commander of the [Madero] general forces, General Medina, sent down by 

                                                 
402 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 181-186; and Historical Transcript, 1940 pp. 45-46. 
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Madero to take charge of the situation around Agua Prieta.  General Rojas and his men had gone 
south of Agua Prieta to fight the Federal reinforcements.  I said to him, “General Medina, what are 
you going to do with that little bunch of Federales?”  “If they will surrender, they will come to no 
harm, but if they don’t, I will kill them all.” 
 
 I rode over to the “Cuartel” [soldiers’ barracks] and asked them to surrender.  The little 
Sergeant in charge said with spirit, “It is better to die like men than like dogs!  If we surrender, they 
will execute us.”  I said, “I do not believe they will execute you.”  I argued with them, and they 
agreed to surrender their arms on one condition, I must safeguard them over to the United States 
side, where the rest of the Garrison’s gone.  I agreed to take them over to the U.S. side.   
 
 I rode on back to the American side to try and get a little help.  A Sergeant was now on 
duty at the International Bridge.  I asked him, with two soldiers, to come over and help escort the 
men.  While it was against international law, two Sargeants [Sergeants] and two American soldiers 
and I came back to the Cuartel. 
 

The Mexican Federales surrendered their arms to the rebels and with the American 
soldiers, we took the Mexican Federales across the line.  When we were just ready to escort these 
men across, some women came and said they had some of the soldiers in another place, but we 
could not wait, so we escorted these twenty five men over to the American side.  I immediately 
returned to Agua Prieta, and found a little bunch of Federales had not gotten across, six of them in 
all.  They had taken off their soldier equipment and were only in their underwear and a rebel 
Captain had them standing up against the wall to execute them.  The firing squad of twenty 
soldiers was ready.  Immediately I put spurs to my horse and rode to him and shouting at him to 
stop and release these men. 
 

He said, “By what authority?”  I said, “By the authority of Madero.”  He believed me and 
turned them over to me.  I took them and their woman folks across the border to the American 
side.   
 

The Federales got reinforcements the next night from Cananea, Sonora.  The next 
morning, after fighting until night, the Federales drove the rebels out of Agua Prieta.  One of the 
rebels’ captains, Rojo Lopez, who was holding the railroad station and the grades along the west of 
Agua Prieta, was bought over.  He was a traitor.  He withdrew his men allowing the Federales to 
take over the most strategic point of defense in the town. 
 
 I, then, returned to El Paso and found that General Blanco had arrived and increased the 
rebel forces considerably.  I reported the Agua Prieta battle to Abram Gonzalez.  While I was at 
headquarters, in walked [Rojo] Lopez. 
 
 The President was present at the interview.  He told Lopez in no uncertain words, that he 
ought to take him out and have him shot.  He told him to get out of his presence.  Madero was at 
this time camped across the river from El Paso, south of the International New Mexico line.  
Lopez returned to Douglas and a little later crossed over to Agua Prieta.  The town was now in the 
hands of the rebels.  They took him out and shot him as a traitor. 
 

Before the rebels took Agua Prieta, a man by the name of Talbot and a member of the 
American Legion, went from El Paso to Agua Prieta to take part in the battle.  General Medina 
had ordered all his men two by two to dig trenches all around the east and north side of Agua 
Prieta.  The west was protected by the railroad grade.   
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The Federales came up around the southeast ridge and planted their machine guns raking 
the trenches.  Talbot left his partner.  He tunneled along up the old road, which had been washed 
out by ruins.  He did not leave the gully, until he was within 300 yards of the machine guns to the 
west.  He crawled about fifty yards behind a cactus palm and raised and began shooting.  As the 
wind was coming from the southwest and he was shooting from the north, the Federales could not 
locate his position.  Before they found him, he had killed six men.  Talbot, later became a World 
War I soldier in the United States Army, and went to France.  He was every inch a soldier. 
 
 
Maderista’s Successful Battle for Ciudad Juárez (May 1911)403 
 

While I was at El Paso, the battle for Ciudad Juárez was fought.  There was nothing 
planned and no orders given.  Ciudad Juárez was occupied by about 3,000 Mexican Federal 
soldiers. One morning while the Madero scouts were scouting near Ciudad Juárez along the west 
side of the river, the Federales opened fire, and they returned the fire.    
 

I was walking down by the Union Depot when I heard the shooting begin.  I ran down the 
railroad track in order to see what was happening along the river.  Running down the east bank of 
the river, I saw a Madero soldier by the name of Vaca from Chihuahua.  He was wearing a red 
shirt.  He with three or four others scattered along the bank of the river.  They named him 
“Camisa Colorado” [Red Shirt].  The advance guards of the Federales were in an old brick kiln 
about a hundred yards away.  The kiln is about a mile north of Juárez. 
 

Vaca was running along the rocks and brush on the side of the river, opposite the brick 
kiln.  The Federal soldiers came out along the canal.  Vaca shot the first soldier to show himself, 
another soldier came out and he was shot, and a third and he shot him, too.  In less than a minute 
I saw three solders shot. 
 

When the shooting started, other Maderistas came running down the river until the 
shooting became general.  Some of the soldiers came down the canal and into Juárez that way, 
throwing hand grenades, gradually driving the Federales into their Cuarteles.  This was the 
beginning of the battle in Juárez.  The first thing Madero General Orozco did was to give orders to 
cut out the water from the canal and the rebels came streaming along the river front, and from 
there attacked the Federal forces, driving them back. 
 
 General Orozco was a mountaineer from the Sierra Madre from Chihuahua, with red hair 
and blue eyes, who joined Madero with all his followers.  He had a deep-rooted hatred of 
Chihuahua’s aristocracy. 
 
 In the afternoon, a parley was held, after Madero sent one of his cavalrymen with a white 
flag, in an effort to try and get some of his soldiers back.  They were fired off by the Federales, but 
it was too late, by this time the rebels were screaming down the canal.   
 

That night some of the rebels set fire to a number of homes, among them some municipal 
buildings, which were being constructed on the public square.  One of the buildings damaged was 
the Federal public schoolhouse. 
 
                                                 
403 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 186-188; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 46; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 25-26. 
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 There were a number of general assaults upon Juárez, before the surrender, or rather 
before the general battle was decided.  The rebels would pass back and forth from the riverbanks 
to the town and fight until they were out of ammunition, or hungry, then go back for more 
ammunition, or to eat, and return again. They did this until they finally drove the Federales back 
into their Cuarteles.    

 
This battle lasted fifty-six hours, or three days.  Madero’s secretary, Juan Sanchez Azcona, 

and I watched the battle during all its progress.  We were near the Santa Fe Bridge in El Paso, on 
the porch of an adobe building.  Madero was up the river, across from the smelter. 
 
 On the third day in the morning at 10 o’clock, he and I went down to the river by the Santa 
Fe Bridge.  We went up the stairway in the house on a balcony on the east side of the street.  We 
were watching the rebels closing in on the Federal Garrison, looking with our field glasses, when 
all at once we saw the white flag go up on the Federal Military Headquarters.  The Federal forces 
were surrendering the Garrison.  But a rebel soldier shot down the man from the pole with the 
white flag.  The reason for this was that in Casas Grandes and other places, the Federales had 
deceived them with a flag of truce.  A little later, another man climbed and he too was shot.  Then 
we heard the bugle sound of surrender from the Federal Garrison. When Madero’s secretary saw 
the white flag, he said with tears in his eyes, “God grant that it be true.” 
 

The officers finally came out of the Garrison.  General Navarro, the little Mexican General, 
surrendered to General Smutts of South Africa, and General Garibaldi, grandson of the Italian 
liberator.  General Orozco, supposed to be in command of those forces, had been in hiding up 
until the time of the surrender. 
 

We immediately got in touch with Madero and told him the good news.  We all went over 
to Juárez together and made the customs house Madero’s headquarters. 
 

When the Federal commander Navarro came into the Customs House, General Pascual 
Orozco of the Madero troops demanded that the Commander and his aides be turned over to him 
to be executed, but Madero and some of his aides slipped the Commander and his party below 
Juárez to the Rio Grande River to let them wade across to El Paso, Texas.  And this was the 
beginning of the collapse of the Federal Government all over Mexico. 

 
This battle of Ciudad Juárez was the key that opened the way for General Madero to take 

charge of Mexico.404 
 
 
 

                                                 
404 Madero negotiated the Treaty of Ciudad Juárez, or the Ciudad Juárez Accords, with President Díaz 
which provided for Díaz’ resignation, which was signed on May 21, 1911.  In the agreement, Francisco 
Leon de la Barra, Díaz’ Minister of Foreign Affairs and the Mexican ambassador to the United States, 
would serve as interim president until elections could be held.  See Burnett, “The Revolutionary Time Line,” 
supra. 
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CHAPTER  25 
 
 
 
Problems of Madero’s Transition Government (1911-1912) 
 
 
 
Return to the Colonies After Battle of Ciudad Juárez (May-June 1911)405 
 
 After the battle of Ciudad Juárez, I returned to the colonies.  I had been absent for about a 
month.  At the time, the colonies were still at the hand of the Federales. I found that in my 
absence, the “Jefe Politico,” Senior Masillas, had died.  It seems that someone saw a big herd of 
cattle coming from the west toward Casas Grandes, and reported that the rebels were coming.  He, 
with others, had climbed on top of the municipal building, and [were] was looking to the west.  
They saw cattle coming and became very much excited, and thought surely the rebels were coming.  
The “Jefe Politico” became so frightened that he had to be helped down the ladder, and he smelled 
so strong [of] diarrhea that they had to change his pants. He took the next train out, and died three 
days later from shock and fright.  He is one instance of a man being literally scared to death. 
 
 Anastacio Napola was sent from Chihuahua City to take his place.  When he heard that I 
had returned, he immediately sent for me.  I went on up to Casas Grandes.  He immediately 
demanded from me one hundred armed men from Colonia Juárez and Colonia Dublán to help 
protect Casas Grandes.  He said he anticipated an attempt from the rebels. 
 
 I advised him of the fact that we had decided to remain neutral as far as possible in the 
question of the Revolution.    I told him we would absolutely refuse to take up arms for either side.   
He said, “If you people will not furnish me these men, when this revolution is over I will see that 
you and all your people are expelled under article thirty three, the expulsion law.  I replied that 
when this revolution was over, then we would see.  
 

Shortly after this he was driven from Casas Grandes and was taken to Chihuahua City as a 
prisoner by General Villa’s men and was executed. 
 
 
Francisco I. Madero Elected President of Mexico (October 1911) 
 
 General Pascual Orozco, as commander of all rebel forces in Chihuahua, demanded that all 
Federal troops be withdrawn from the State of Chihuahua, leaving him in supreme command. 
Madero then, with his aides, went to Mexico City and took charge of the Federal Government.  
President Díaz and his cabinet and all other officials had left the country.  A Provisional President 
was in charge pending an election.  He remained as such for several months until an election put 
Francisco I. Madero in as President (October 1911), [and] Pino Suarez as Vice President.   
 
 
 

                                                 
405 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 188-189; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 46-46; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943 pp. 24-25. 
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CHAPTER  26 
 
 
 
General Orozco’s Revolt Against Madero (1911-1912) 
 
 
 
Orson’s Communications During the Revolt Against Madero 
 
 Editor’s Note:  During the 1912 Mexican Rebels’ Revolt against President Francisco I. 
Madero, Orson communicated regularly with Church leaders and United States Senators Reed 
Smoot (Utah) and Albert B. Fall (New Mexico) regarding the hostile conditions the Mexican 
Rebels were causing the Mormon colonists, which eventually forced the Mormon Exodus in July-
August 1912.  Many of Orson’s telegrams and letters to these persons, and their responses, are 
included in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson 
Pratt Brown. 
 
 
General Pascual Orozco and the Scientific Party Revolt Against Madero 
(December 1911 – January 1912)406 
 
 Meantime, the Scientific Party, as they were known, which was the old [Díaz] Federales or 
aristocratic, wealthy, domineering party, of Mexico began to work to overthrow the Madero 
regime.  General Terazzas and ex-ambassador Enrique Creel were two of the leaders of the 
Scientific Party and they had entered into the plot of rising up against the Madero government.  
They had their representatives approach General Pascual Orozco at Chihuahua.  He and his 
officers were banqueted by this Terrazas-Creel Scientific faction who made him great promises to 
persuade him to rebel against the Madero government. 
 
 
Orson Captured as a Madero Spy in Nuevo Casas Grandes (January 1912)407 
 

Just previous to my returning to El Paso to purchase arms and ammunition for the 
Colonies, I had heard that Orozco and Salazar, Alaniz and Emilio Campa were about to rebel 
against the Madero government.  [Madero] General Jose de La Luz Blanco was then quartered with 
about three hundred and fifty men in old Casas Grandes.   

 
I had come to find out the facts in the matter and while investigating in Nuevo Casas 

Grandes, I was held up by a Major and a Captain and a Sergeant who said they had information to 
the effect that I was a Madero spy.  With drawn pistols they tried to force me behind an old store 
house that was just south of the station house where they said they were going to execute me.  
When we got to the center of the road between the station and the old Ketelsen and Degetau 
store, I stopped and told them to shoot.  I pulled out my book and pencil and took the description 
of these men, then put away my book and pencil and told them I was going to go back to the 
Ketelsen building; if they wanted to shoot, go ahead.  They punched me with their pistols.  The 
                                                 
406 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 26-27; and Historical Transcript, 1940 p. 50. 
407 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 49. 
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one responsible for this, and he was present at this time, was Teofilo Hermosillo who was then 
acting as a Major in the forces of Salazar.  I advanced towards the building.   
 

Hermosillo said to the others, “Look out! He is a bad man.”  They stepped to one side and 
let me go by but followed me with their pistols in their hands.  That morning I had felt an 
impression to take my pistol out of my scabbard and put it around at my back in my belt and when 
they saw I had no pistol in sight they thought I was unarmed.  I leaned against the wall of the 
building and it looked like a matter of life and death.  I was reaching for my pistol to open up on 
these three fellows that were there when a man by the name of Reyes Portillo came in sight. 
 

He said, “Hermosillo, compañero, what are you doing with this man?”  He replied, “We 
are going to hold him here until Colonel Silvestre Quevedo comes and then are going to hang him 
to the tallest tree at the crossing of the Casas Grandes River.  He is a spy and is here in the 
interests of the Madero government.  We are going to show this Mormon as well as the others 
where he will head in.” 
 

Portillo said, “He is the best friend I have.”  Then Portillo told him an incident.  [He said 
that] while I was driving some work mules along the lane coming from Casas Grandes to Nuevo 
Casas Grandes I met Portillo and his hired man in the road.  The hired man had hit Portillo’s work 
mare on the head with a shovel and killed her because she was balky.  Portillo did not have another 
mare or horse to harvest his crops and was in need so I let him have one of the mules and said he 
did not need to pay for it until he got ready. 
 

“I have never paid a cent for that mule and he has never asked me for any money and it 
has now been two years.”  “Will you respond for him,” asked Hermosillo.  Portillo said he would.  
My wife [Mattie] was at David Spilsbury’s place and I asked the privilege of taking her home, for 
she was not well.  They told me I could take her home if I would return in one hour.  I replied I 
would return in one or two hours. 
 

I immediately went and took my wife, Mattie, home and got my rifle and belt of cartridges 
and waited for them to come until after dark but they did not come.  I got on my horse and started 
for [Colonia] Juárez.   

 
It seemed they had been watching my movements and a bunch were at the crossing of the 

river, but instead of crossing there I went down farther.  I heard these men and saw them; there 
appeared to be about fifteen.  I went on to [Colonia] Juárez and stayed in the home of Brother 
Guy C. Wilson for two or three nights.  Then I was taken to Pearson and got on the train 
somewhat disguised.  Some of these rebels got on the train at Pearson, Nuevo Casas Grandes and 
San Pedro, looking for me but I arrived at El Paso. 
 
 
Orson Advises Madero of Orozco-Salazar Revolt Plot (January-February 
1912)408 
 

[On my return to El Paso,] I advised the Mexican consul general in El Paso and had 
written to President Madero and Abram Gonzalez advising them of the combination Pascual 

                                                 
408 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 195-196; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 54-55; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 27-28. 
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Orozco had made with Salazar, Alaniz and Campa and [their] plot to raise up against the Madero 
government.  I also had warned [them] of conditions in the north, especially at Casas Grandes and 
Oaxaca.  I told him, “The entire northern country is in dire need of funds.”   Madero had made 
many promises which he had not kept, up to date.  I urged him to come north and do something.  
I wrote, “The people are waiting for their money.  They have been made promises by the Madero 
Government which have not been fulfilled.  The widows and orphans of the revolution are 
starving and we do not even have enough money to take care of the wounded.”  I said if they did 
not do something immediately that this would be one of the blackest spots in Mexico’s history.   

 
In reply to my letter President Madero said:  “We will look after this matter immediately.” 

 
Meanwhile, conditions were getting worse and worse around Oaxaca and Casas Grandes.  I 

got reports right along, of how Salazar and company were running the whole show and everything 
was going their way.   
 

At last, I received a telegram from my friend, Abram Gonzalez, who was secretary of the 
Interior in the Cabinet of President Madero, and learned that he would be in El Paso in three days.  
When Abram Gonzalez arrived, I immediately went to see him.  I certainly was glad to have him 
back.  But deep down inside of me, I was afraid conditions now were such that he could not stop 
the tide of another revolution.  I said to my friend, “You come too late.  The Revolution is now a 
bona fide fact.”  He looked as with anxiety and said, “Is it possible that Orozco is a traitor?”  I 
said, “Yes, he is a traitor of the darkest kind.”  I told him the truth.  “I know he is in on the plot.  
The latest rebellion is backed by the Terrazas-Creel faction of Mexico. With their gold they have 
bought Orozco over.” 
 

When I finished, he said [that] Pascual Orozco came to see Madero in Mexico City.  He 
wanted $50,000 pesos from Madero for himself and $50,000 pesos for his father.  I told him, in the 
presence of the President, “Pascual, we are not fighting for money, we are fighting for the freedom 
of the people.”  Both President Madero and Abram Gonzalez protested against this large amount 
but offered to give Pascual Orozco and his father $25,000 pesos each as a gift but not as payment 
for their services.  And Orozco said, enraged, “To hell with the people.  If you do not give me this 
money, there are those who will.”409 And he turned and walked out, not even saying goodbye to his 
lifelong friends. He returned to Chihuahua and there inaugurated his revolution against the Madero 
government.410 

 
We held a consultation in which he stated he had with him $350,000 pesos to pay to the 

widows and orphans and the men who had served in the cause of the Madero government in the 
state of Chihuahua.411  First he was going to pay the widows and orphans of husbands and fathers 
who had died during the revolution.  The revolutionists in the north had put Madero in power.  
                                                 
409 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p, 27, says, “And Orozco replied, ‘If you don’t give us this money, there 
are those who will give it to me without further asking.’” 
410 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 27-28, and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 50, record:  “So General 
Orozco and his father went to Mexico City and demanded of President Madero 100,000 pesos, 50,000 for 
himself and 50,000 for his father, as bonus for their services up to that date in the Revolution [January 
1912].  Abram Gonzalez who was Secretary of the Interior in the cabinet of Madero was present when this 
demand was made and he told me he said to Orozco, “Why this demand is ridiculous.  I thought that we 
were fighting for the principle of freedom.” 
411 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 195, states Abraham Gonzalez “had with him $50,000 pesos.”  The El 
Paso Morning Times, Sunday, February 11, 1912, p. 1, reported Gonzalez brought $300,000 pesos for soldiers, 
widows and orphans. 
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But, when he arrived in Mexico City, he forgot Chihuahua and Sonora.  The pressing problems of 
the whole nation, now on his shoulders, were too much.   

 
But still, Gonzalez could not believe that all his people had turned against Madero and 

himself in Chihuahua.  He determined to go down and speak to the people.  He said, “Well, I think 
I shall go to Chihuahua City.”  I warned him, “Do not go, I tell you, they consider every follower 
of Madero as an enemy.  You will be murdered.”  I told him of my narrow escape in Casas 
Grandes.  I begged him not to take such a chance.  But, he would not believe me.  He still had 
confidence in his people.  I told him, “It will cost your life if you go to Chihuahua City.”  But he 
went to Chihuahua City and had to remain in hiding there, and later it cost him his life. 
 
 
Orozco-Salazar Rebellion Against Madero (February 1912)412 
 

Three days after I had left [Casas Grandes], Salazar, Campa and Alaniz gave General Jose 
Blanco an opportunity to leave or they would kill him.  He also came to El Paso.  A few days later 
General Pascual Orozco came to Ciudad Juárez and took all of his troops to Chihuahua City, 
leaving the road open for Salazar and his followers to come into Ciudad Juárez and capture it, 
which they did without any resistance whatever.  In fact, Mr. Alaniz came into Juárez with sixty-
five men and took charge of the city, looting the banks and mercantile companies, taking whatever 
they desired, waiting the arrival of Salazar and Campa.  A few weeks later, Salazar, Campa and 
Alaniz, with their forces in Chihuahua joined with Orozco’s forces and they commenced their 
march south, driving the [Madero] government troops before them.   
 
 

                                                 
412 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 50-51.  See also the February 1912 documents in Appendix 4:  Mexican 
Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
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CHAPTER  27 
 
 
 
Purchasing Arms for the Mormon Colonies (1912) 
 
 
 
Purchase of Arms and Ammunition for Colonies at El Paso (March–April 
1912)413 
 

[In the meantime,] on my return to El Paso from the colonies, I had received the money to 
purchase some arms and ammunition for the colonies.  Previously I had asked the United States 
government in Washington, through Senator Smoot, from Utah, a Mormon, and an Apostle of the 
Church, for a permit to export 250 rifles and 10,000 rounds of ammunition to be used in the 
defense of the colonists and their homes. 

 
In a meeting, as already stated, of the general priesthood it was decided we would stand our 

ground and protect our interests.  Most of the arms we had were of small calibre and would not 
suffice to defend ourselves against the long range guns, and for that reason we purchased these 
long range rifles and ammunition. 
 

The President of Mexico [Madero] had issued an order to arrest and execute any one that 
was found exporting arms and ammunition into Mexico other than those to be used by the 
Mexican government.  And there was a law in the United States to the effect that anyone found 
exporting arms and ammunition into Mexico without a permit from the War Department in the 
United States would be given from one to five years in the penitentiary and fined $5,000.  They 
would be prosecuted to the full rigor of the law. 
 

I purchased a part of these arms and ammunition before obtaining the permit from 
Washington, as the permit was delayed in coming.  I did not try to procure a permit from Mexico.  
I knew that was useless.  In the meanwhile, my people were entirely at the mercy of every cut-
throat band which roused the country.   

 
I loaded these arms and ammunition on the train, and shipped them in the name of T. G. 

Ernest, which was the alibi of Brother E. G. Taylor.  He went down to a little station west of 
Columbus, New Mexico [called “Tres Hermanas”] where the arms were scheduled to arrive.  
Taylor got down there to receive the arms just as the train arrived.  And just then a Sergeant with 
two soldiers rode up on their motorcycles, coming from Columbus having received instructions 
that there was a shipment of arms on that train.414 
                                                 
413 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 189-192; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 47-48.  See also the 
April 1912 letters, telegrams, and journal entries regarding this matter in Appendix 4:  Mexican 
Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown.  For some additional 
information and some times different viewpoints, see also Hardy, Blaine Carmon and Melody Seymour.  The 
Importation of Arms and the 1912 Mormon ‘Exodus’ from Mexico.  New Mexico Historical Review 72, no. 4, (Oct. 
1997), pp. 297-318. 
414 These arms were seized Sunday, March 31, 1912, and were reported to have been seized by a Lieutenant 
Hall, stationed at Columbus, N. M.  “Arms and Ammunition Seized at Hermanas.  “El Paso Morning Times, 
Wednesday, April 3, 1912, p. 1. 
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 The Sergeant had very definite orders as to the arms.  When the Sergeant saw Brother 
Taylor, he said, “Is your name T. G. Ernest?”  Taylor had his reply ready of course, “My name is 
Guy Taylor.”  I had prepared a letter in case he got caught.  The letter said that he was looking for 
stolen horses and cattle, giving colors and brands so in case he might get caught so he could use 
this alibi.  The Sergeant asked him,  “Have you anything on you for identification?”  Taylor 
showed him the letter.  The Sergeant took and read it.  The Sergeant sent the arms and 
ammunition on the next train back to Columbus. 
 

After the incident, Taylor came on up to El Paso and reported to me.  “They are on our 
trail.  It looks like we are going to jail!”  I told him to hide out, and I would see what I could do.  I 
immediately telegraphed Senator Smoot the whole story, and he replied by telegram.  “Can not see 
what to do to keep you from going to the penitentiary.  Should not have shipped those arms 
without the special permit.  You are subject to the law.” 
 

Then I went up to see General Steever at Fort Bliss, a friend of mine.415  He was in 
command of Fort Bliss outside of El Paso.  He also let me down.  “Mr. Brown, I cannot see 
anything I can do for you.  If you had advised me about this matter, my men at Columbus would 
not have intercepted those arms.” 
 
 For the moment it looked as though I was headed straight for jail.  I got on the street car 
and was undecided what to do.  In fact, I was worried.  But I uttered a silent prayer to the Lord to 
inspire me to do the right thing.  Immediately I became calm and before I reached my room I felt 
as calm as a Summer day.  I went to my room, and as I was coming out, I met the mail carrier.  He 
had a letter for me, from the War Department in Washington, permitting me to export these arms 
and ammunition.   
 

I immediately went down to the Federal court, as I had found there was an indictment 
against me, to see the prosecuting attorney.  While I was sitting there he was examining some 
witnesses in another case and a man by the name of Sam Brown was being questioned for jury 
duty.  The attorney looked at him and asked, “Are you the Brown interested in exporting guns to 
Mexico?”  I was sitting right by the side of Sam Brown.  Mr. Brown answered that he was not and 
knew nothing about any such matter. 
 

The attorney went on with his examination.  I sat there about two hours until the court was 
dismissed for lunch, then I walked over to the attorney and spoke to him.  “How are you, Judge 
Oliver?”  He said, “Fine.  How are you?”  I went on.  I said, “I am curious to know what relation 
this examination you were giving to Mr. Brown has to do with exporting of arms and ammunition 
into Mexico.” 
 
 He replied, “It has this relation.  I am looking for this man, O. P. Brown, and my men are 
out looking for him.  He is attempting to smuggle arms and ammunition into Mexico.”  I looked 
into his eyes and said, “Why, don’t you know me?”  There was [not] a recognition for awhile.  
Finally he broke out, “Oh Yes!  By Jolly!  You are O. P. Brown.”  I said, “Yes, I am the fellow you 
have been looking for.”   
 

And I pulled out this letter from the War Department in Washington.  I was in a position 
to do something now.  I said, “There is a crisis upon my people, and these arms are being held in 
                                                 
415 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 48, says, “I then went up and saw General Steever who was our devoted 
friend.” 
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Columbus and I am being thwarted in getting them into Mexico.  If anything happens to them, I 
will feel like holding you responsible.  I want you to give me a release for those down there and a 
release for these here, also.” 

  
 He said, “Why did you ship them without this permit?”  I replied, “I wanted to get part of 
them down there first so they wouldn’t be so bulky and likely to be suspected by the Mexican 
Detectives.”  But it seems the Mexican government had had a Secret Service man in the freight and 
express who had watched the shipments and had discovered this one. 
 
 He said, “Come into my office and we will fix this matter up.”  I went with him and he 
cancelled the indictment against me.  He gave instructions to release the arms in Columbus, and 
also to let me ship these arms from El Paso.  These arms were received by Brother Taylor, Ira 
Pratt, Oscar Bluth and some others. 
 
 That night the chief Secret Service man for Mr. Yorente [Llorente – Mexican Consul E. C. 
Llorente],416 who was in charge of the rebel government’s affairs in El Paso, came to my rescue.  
He asked me to come to rebel headquarters immediately.  I put on my clothes and went with him 
up to their office where they were waiting for me. 
 
 Mr. Llorente looked me straight in the eye and said, “Mr. Brown, can it be possible that 
after the great assistance you have given me, you would do such a thing as this.  Don’t you know 
the law in this regard?”  I replied, “Yes I know all about it.  I know the law.  And while I am in 
sympathy with the revolution, my first loyalty is to my people.  They are down there in Mexico apt 
to be attacked at any time by those red-flag murderers, headed by Salazar, Alaniz, and Campa.” 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson communicated with Church leaders and United States Senator Reed 
Smoot (Utah) regarding the need for arms and ammunition to protect the Mormon colonists 
against the Mexican Rebels.  Most of his communications to these persons, and their responses, 
during March-April 1912 are included in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon 
Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
 
 
Madero Generals Jose Salas and Victoriano Huerta Fight Orozco-Salazar 
Rebels (March–July 1912)417 
 

[From the State of Chihuahua,] Generals Orozco, Salazar and their followers started on the 
southern campaign arriving just south of the city of Jimenez, about 150 miles north from the city 
of Torreon. Here General [José Gonzáles] Salas, who was Commander in Chief of the Army at 
Mexico City, came north with 10,000 soldiers and met Orozco and his rebels.  During the 
preliminary skirmishes a Captain Pone conceived the idea of loading an engine with dynamite and 
starting it down the tract toward the Federal Camp.  When the engine struck the Federal train the 
great explosion killed a number of soldiers.  General Salas, thinking all was lost, went into his car 
and committed suicide. The government troops became demoralized and retired towards Torreon. 

 
Then President Madero sent General Victoriano Huerta with reinforcements to stop the 

                                                 
416 The Mexican Consul in El Paso during this part of the Mexican Revolution appears to be E. C. Llorente.  
The correct spelling is Llorente, not Yorente.  See “Mexican Consul Says It Is Only A Scare.” El Paso 
Morning Times, Wednesday, July 31, 1912, p. 2. 
417 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 27-28; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 50. 
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on-coming of the rebels.  He had with him artillery, infantry, and cavalry.  He asked President 
Madero for Secret Service men to go down and find out the extent of General Orozco’s army and 
artillery, [and make] a general topographical map of the country where he had dug in awaiting the 
coming of the Federal soldiers. 
   

General Llorente and Alberto Madero, uncle of President Madero, who were in charge of 
Mexican affairs in and around El Paso, had sent two different Secret Service men to the Orozco 
army to try and get information as to their guns and amount of artillery and war equipment [and] 
they had never returned.  Mr. Llorente was the consul general in El Paso for the Madero 
government.  Then they asked me if I didn’t have a man I could send down.  I had a man whose 
wife had [a cousin who was a] wounded soldier with Orozco.  I sent him down with his wife 
pretending friendship.  He came back with a small topographical map together with the number 
and kind of artillery, cavalry, [and] infantry that Orozco’s bunch of rebels had. 
 

He also brought his wife’s cousin back and left him in the hospital at Juárez.  On his return 
I went over the ground with him and we made an enlarged map of the hills and mountains.  This 
map was sent by a special courier hired by Llorente around by Laredo, Texas to General Huerta 
who had just arrived at Torreon.  General Huerta had his army equipped and with the information 
and map, he started on his advance northward toward the city of Chihuahua, driving the rebels 
before him.  He deployed his cavalry on each side of the railroad, coming around and flanking the 
rebel army and driving them back into the city of Chihuahua. 
 

Then the rebel army split.  Orozco and the majority of the army came on north toward 
Ciudad Juárez.  Salazar, Campa, and Alaniz, with about 500 men started west over the railroad 
coming through Madera and Casas Grandes.  Pascual Orozco with his 1,500 men came north, 
tearing up the railroad, burning the ties, piling the rails on top of them, burning bridges. General 
Huerta remained in Chihuahua for at least a month. 
 
 
Orson Requests Madero Troops Protection of Colonists from Rebels (March-
July 1912)418 
 

Before Huerta arrived at Chihuahua, I went to Mr. Llorente and Alberto Madero, who was 
then acting as advisor to his nephew, the President, and I told them of my fears of the rebels 
coming northward and disturbing the colonies.  I made the suggestion that there be organized in 
the state of Sonora an army of government troops, sufficiently large to come into the Casas 
Grandes section to protect the Mormon colonies and other Americans against all this bunch of 
thieving and killing bandit rebels when they came north.  They and their advisers accepted my 
recommendation and it was sent to President Madero in Mexico City for his final approval.  

 
President Madero immediately dispatched General Garibaldi, grandson of the famous 

Italian Liberator.  This was the general who had taken part in the battle of Ciudad Juárez.  He 
asked Mr. Llorente to purchase arms, saddles and everything, and I was asked by Mr. Llorente to 
purchase arms and saddles and make arrangements for the purchase of horses for this expedition, 
which I did.  General Garibaldi came with his aides to organize and take command of forces from 
the northern state of Sonora.  

                                                 
418 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 193-195; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 50-51; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 28-29. 
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I accompanied General Garibaldi to Douglas, Arizona and Agua Prieta, [Mexico] to help 
out in the organization.  I bought 500 rifles, 50,000 rounds of ammunition and arranged for the 
purchase of 500 cavalry horses and 500 saddles for this expedition while it was being organized at 
Agua Prieta, as a concentration point. 
 
 And when we arrived there, Colonel Juan Dozal, who had been Poncho Villa’s chief of 
staff, began a tirade against General Garibaldi, complaining, “Why do we need a foreigner to 
organize and lead our army.” He said that Madero had no business putting a foreigner in charge of 
so important an expedition.  He caused so much difficulty that General Garibaldi was unable to do 
anything. The troops that were organized refused to go with Garibaldi because of the fact that he 
was a foreigner.  They demanded another commander to take charge of the forces.  So President 
Madero released General Garibaldi from the command and sent General Sanjinez [Agustin 
Sangines], an old Federal general of the days of Porfirio Díaz, to organize and take charge of this 
expedition.  This very much delayed the expedition in its leaving of Agua Prieta. 419  In the 
meantime I had returned to El Paso.  

 
General Sangines, with his men and all their equipment started from Agua Prieta.  They got 

as far as Colonia Oaxaca, Sonora.  They had two pieces of light artillery with them.  When they 
came to that terrible mountainous country, they did not know how to get it through.  They asked 
some of the Mormon colonists at [Colonia] Morelos to transport them across.  The people of 
Morelos were afraid to help them because they feared reprisal from the forces that were sure to 
follow. In the meanwhile, Colonel Alvaro Obregon, a big plant of “garbanzo” (chicken feed) from 
the Yaqui Valley in Sonora, had joined the Federal forces with his hundred and fifty Yaqui 
workmen.  They wired Señor Llorente.  He asked my advice, and said they were stuck down and 
did not know what to do.  He asked me to come down to arrange the matter.  I thought the 
problem over.  Then I wrote to William Nelson that I wanted him to help.  I was dispatched by 
Mr. Llorente to Morelos and there met Colonel Obregon.  I arranged with William Nelson who 
sent over to Oaxaca and got the artillery up over the top of the Pulpit Canyon. 
 
 General Sangines and Colonel Obregon started their march toward Casas Grandes. 
General Sangines was 75 years old, very cautious and not very anxious to meet the enemy. He 
marched with his forces and the artillery as far as a ranch called Ojitos [in Chihuahua] where he 
stayed 18 days instead of marching on to Casas Grandes.  There they decided to await the coming 
of the rebels.  In all, it had taken them sixteen days to arrive at Ojitos from a small distance.  They 
should have kept on going and marched to Casas Grandes, where our people badly needed their 
protection.  The expedition originally had started with that purpose in view.  But evidently, they 
were worn out with the sixteen days march and made up their minds to make their stand at Ojitos. 
 

In the meantime, Salazar, Alaniz and Campa with the rebel forces had come over the 
Northwestern Railway to Madera and Pearson and Casas Grandes.  Salazar left part of their Red 
Flaggers in Casas Grandes.   

 

                                                 
419 Orson reports that he met with General Sangines and his staff, and they left El Paso June 26, 1912, for 
Douglas, Arizona to take charge of the command.  See letters dated June 24 and June 27, 1912, and July 1 
and July 8, 1912 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson 
Pratt Brown, and Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown, Letter to President Joseph F. Smith, 
June 27, 1912. 
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CHAPTER  28 
 
 
 
Murder of Mormon Colonists; Armed Protection (1912) 
 
 
 
Murder of James Harvey at Colonia Díaz; Orson’s Intervention Saves 
Colonists (May 4, 1912)420 
 
            In the meanwhile, conditions were becoming more and more intolerable for the colonists 
and for all Americans.  One abuse followed another.  The conditions around Colonia Díaz had 
become almost unbearable.  There, one of our brethren, [James D.] Harvey, in going out to his 
wheat field, found a Mexican’s horses grazing in his young wheat.  His fence had been torn down.  
He knew to whom the horses belonged.  He went to him and said “Amigo, I have found your 
horse in the fields.  You have [had] better take care of your horse in the future.”   The Mexican 
raised his shovel and beat this brother to death in the presence of his little boy.  He left a very large 
family of very small children. 
 

Then, this same Mexican, together with a friend, went and robbed the [Colonia Díaz] store 
of a great quantity of merchandise.  An alarm had been given and the brethren of the Colony tried 
to intercept the thieves, but the thieves opened fire on them.  The brethren returned the fire and 
killed one of them but the other escaped to Ascención, Chihuahua and said that the Mormons 
were up in arms and had hanged a Mexican to a mesquite tree and were going to come and 
exterminate them. 
 
 They immediately sent word of the disturbance by special courier to Ciudad Juárez, to 
General Orozco, the father of Pascual Orozco, who was in command of the rebel troops at Ciudad 
Juárez.  He immediately organized an expedition and began to entrain his men and horses on the 
train to go to Gusman, and from there to [Colonia] Díaz to disarm and clean out or drive out the 
Mormon colonists. 
 
 Of course, I was immediately notified of the seriousness of the incident from Bishop 
Ernest Romney in Díaz stating the facts in the case, that these robbers had broken into the back of 
the Union Mercantile store and, while escaping with the merchandise, one of the brethren had 
tried to stop them and they had returned the fire.  The brethren immediately sent a courier to 
Columbus with the information to me.   
 

I had a man on duty as a Secret Service agent, at this time, at Ciudad Juárez, watching 
conditions over there.  About the same time I received communication from Romney, my man 
advised me of General Orozco’s expedition and intent.  At once, I called at [the] office of 
Professor-Colonel Hernandez, who was the representative in El Paso of the Orozco rebel forces 
and advised him of the facts.  This was the same man, Hernandez, who had turned from Madero 

                                                 
420 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 199-202; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 53-53; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 33-35.  See also the May 1912 documents in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and 
Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
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to Orozco.  I told him what was happening.  He said, “Our troops are going to Colonia Díaz to 
disarm and expel your people from the country.”   

 
I had previously arranged for ten machine guns and 50,000 rounds of ammunition.  I had 

organized a band of frontier men along the border for an emergency of this kind and I advised 
Hernandez that if those troops left for Gusman that we would head them off before they got to 
Díaz, and the consequences of their actions would be made a matter of history, for at all hazards 
and costs I would protect those people in Díaz.  He knew I was speaking the truth. 
 
 He immediately became alarmed and said, “For G__’s sake, don’t bring on international 
complications.  Come and go with me and see General Orozco at Ciudad Juárez.” 
 

I said, “You know that General Orozco and all of the rebel officers have orders to shoot 
me at any time that I am caught on the Mexican side because of the information that I got and 
gave in regard to their rebelling against the Madero government.”  But he said, “I will guarantee 
you the safety of your life.  Please come with me to see General Orozco that we might avoid a 
crisis.” 
 
 I knew he was speaking with all sincerity.  Yet, in such a serious crisis, I did not dare trust 
myself in the hands of those wolves again.  I got in touch with General Steever in command at 
Fort Bliss, and told him what was happening.  He advised me to go over there at this time.  He 
telephoned General Orozco and said to him, “Mr. Brown is going over to speak with you 
personally in peace terms and I make you personally responsible for his safety.”  He told General 
Orozco that if anything happened to me while over there that he and his forces would be attacked. 
 

So Professor Hernandes and I got on the streetcar; and as we crossed the international line, 
two Secret Service men sent for my protection, got onto the car and accompanied us to military 
headquarters. They followed us on up to General Orozco’s quarters, at the municipal palace.  We 
found him waiting for us.  Hernandez had telephoned him.  He was around sixty years old at this 
time.  We were escorted into the presence of General Orozco who said, “What is this all about? 
What do you want?” 
 

Professor Hernandez very much excited replied, “My General, we are confronted with a 
very serious situation,” and he began to explain.  General Orozco turned to me and asked, ‘What is 
it you want? I answered, “I want you to know the seriousness of the situation and the facts of the 
matter.  This bandit . . . and another man robbed a store and when two of the Mormon colonists 
tried to stop them, and in returning fire this one was killed and as his horse ran, he fell into a 
mesquite bush.  There is no fact that he was hanged to a mesquite tree.  And if your men go down 
there to drive out the Mormon colonists, there are American ranchers there who are ready421 with 
machine guns to cross the line and exterminate them.  If you want international complications, 
now is a good time to have them.” 

 
Then he said, “Do you want international complications?”  I answered, “No, but if you 

sent [send] these men down there you are going to bring them about.  I too, am ready to move at a 
moment’s notice and stop anyone disarming my people and driving them from the country.  
Detrain your men and equipment and horses or my men will start in two hours’ time!” 
 
                                                 
421 Taylor, Daniel P.  The Life and Times of Harvey Hyrum Taylor, 1890–1972, An Autobiography.  Yorba Linda, 
CA: Shumway, 1990, p. 275. 
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 The General was convinced of the sincerity of my words.  He well knew I would do what I 
said.  He said they did not want international complications and he gave orders to his chief of staff, 
Demetrio Ponce, to immediately have the horses and all troops detrained and taken from the cars.  
When he had given the counter orders, I told him, “When conditions are such that it is practical to 
have a hearing, my men will submit to a hearing and allow the courts of the land to decide in the 
settling of the matter in Colonia Díaz.”  He agreed.  
 

I returned to the American side communicating with General Steever and others in regard 
to this and also [to] Mr. Llorente, the Madero consul general in El Paso.  I told them of the 
satisfactory arrangement. 

 
Editor’s Note:  Orson made this agreement known to the El Paso Morning Times422 as well as 

to Church leaders.423 
 
At this time, Orson also made a statement to the El Paso Morning Times regarding the 

overall situation in Chihuahua:  “Notwithstanding the chaotic conditions that exist in and around 
our colonies, we expect to remain in the country, and look after our homes and cultivate our 
farms, for we don’t propose to be run out by that class of outlaws and bandits that are infesting 
that section of the republic.” After Orson’s quote, the Times then states:  “The Mormons in 
Chihuahua and Sonora are all American citizens.  Their settlements have been in existence for 
many years.  They are known to be a most law abiding and industrious people.”424 
 
 Orson also communicated with Church leaders and United States Senators Reed Smoot 
(Utah) and Albert B. Fall (New Mexico) regarding the murder of James D. Harvey and the hostile 
conditions Mexican Rebels were causing the Mormon colonists. 425 
 
 
Murder of William Adams at Colonia Díaz (July 2, 1912)426 
 

William Adams was one of God’s noblemen, and one of the bravest men I ever knew.  I 
have never seen anyone, throughout a whole lifetime, defend the homes and lands of his people 
with more zeal and courage.427 

                                                 
422 “Red Flaggers Promise To Protect Mormons.”  El Paso Morning Times, Tuesday, May 7, 1912, p. 1:  “In 
response to a demand from the Mormon colonies at Díaz and Juárez in Chihuahua, Col. Pascual Orozco, 
Sr., commander of the Juárez garrison, has promised to send a detachment of Red Flaggers at once to 
protect the colonies.  Jefe Politico Portillo of Casas Grandes and Bishop R. V. Romney of the colonies are 
making an investigation of the murder of J. D. Harvey at Colonia Díaz Saturday.  The rebel authorities have 
agreed to suspend prosecution of Mormons who are said to have pursued the bandits who robbed the 
community store at Díaz Friday and killed one of them.  The Red Flaggers declare that the murderer of 
Harvey was not a rebel, but simply a bandit.  He has not yet been captured.” 
423 See the early May 1912 letters and telegrams, including to President Joseph F. Smith, in Appendix 4:  
Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
424 “Red Flagger Kills Mormon Colonist.”  El Paso Morning Times, Monday, May 6, 1912, p. 1.   
425 See the early May 1912 letters and telegrams in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon 
Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
426 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 241-243.  See also the June and July 1912 documents in Appendix 4:  
Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
427 Orson knew William Adams well.  Orson worked with him in the 1890’s and early 1900’s in defending 
the cattle, horses, and sheep of Colonia Díaz against bandits and thieves.  For his prior account of this 
relationship, See Chapter 10:  Colonia Juarez: Life and Early Church Service (1887-1893). 
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 In the [early] part of [1912]428 he was living at Colonia Díaz.  He had gone back there from 
El Paso to help protect the interests of the colonists.  He braved the Red inferno reigning in that 
part of the Republic at that time, to try to save something for his people, of the wreck.  His wife 
died [July 1, 1912]. 
 
 Immediately, he [Adams] sent a runner to Deming [Columbus], New Mexico, where his 
daughter lived [to notify her of her mother’s death].  She and her husband came in through 
Palomas.  At the border they told the office of their trouble and why they were hurrying into the 
country without the necessary red tape, and he had kindly human feeling, and let them in without a 
regular permit. 

 
The driver of the car was a man from Ascención – Evans was his name.  They left the 

driver off at Ascención and went on to the Colonia Díaz.  The “comandante” [commander] at 
Ascención asked Evans for his papers and when he told him that he had no papers and how they 
had gotten across without papers, the “comandante” went to Colonia Díaz, and ruthlessly 
demanded, at the Adams’ house to see the son-in-law.  They immediately put him under arrest and 
said they were taking him to Ascención.  William Adams protested, “You cannot take him, my wife 
is lying in there, just dead.  This is my son-in-saw.  Let him stay ‘til after the funeral at least.” 
 

But the Mexican officer did not obey and threatened to arrest him as well.  Adams still 
remonstrated and pleaded with him, the officer pulled out his gun and shot Adams in his front 
door, with his wife, lying dead, in the house [July 2, 1912].  He forced the son-in-law to go with 
him and after keeping him in jail over night, released him.  The colonists buried Adams by the side 
of his wife. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson communicated with Church leaders and United States Senators Reed 
Smoot (Utah) and Albert B. Fall (New Mexico) regarding the murder of William Adams and the 
increasing hostile conditions Mexican Rebels were causing the Mormon colonists.429  He also gave 
a report of Adams’ murder to the El Paso Morning Times.  After Orson’s report, the Times then 
states:  “There have now been eight distinctive cold blooded murders by rebels of Americans in 
the Chihuahua colonies.  Their settlements have been in existence for many years.  They have been 
quoted as models of what settlements should be, and the Americans themselves, who are of the 
Mormon faith, are spoken of as a law-abiding and industrious people.”430 
 
 President Junius Romney of the Juarez Stake and of all the Mormon colonies investigated 
the murder of William Adams and traveled to Ciudad Juarez arriving there July 5, 1912, where he 
met with Orson about it and the hostile conditions in the colonies.  President Romney gave a 
statement to the El Paso Morning Times:  “The slaying of William Adams was terrible.  It was 
wanton in the extreme.  We have made protest to General Salazar and feel that he will do all in his 
power to bring the murderers to justice.  I believe he feels deeply the outrage and I know that he 

                                                 
428 Orson mistakenly says “1914.”  The murder of William Adams occurred on July 2, 1912.  See “Red 
Flagger Kills Mormon Colonist.”  El Paso Morning Times, Monday, May 6, 1912, p. 1; and Johnson, Annie R.  
Heartbeats of Colonia Diaz.  Salt Lake City:  Publishers Press, 1972, pp. 312-316. 
429 See the early July 1912 letters and telegrams in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon 
Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown, and Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown, 
Letter to Bishop Ernest Romney, July 5, 1912. 
430 See “American Killed at Colonia Diaz – Red Flagger Shot Wm. Adams in Cold Blood.”  El Paso Morning 
Times, Thursday, July 4, 1912, p. 1;  and “How Adams Was Killed By Rebel Red Flagger.”  El Paso Morning 
Times, Monday, July 8, 1912, p. 1. 
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does not and would not countenance such an act.  I am returning tomorrow to my home in 
Mexico by way of the North-Western railroad.  Absolute quiet prevails in the colonies and we hope 
to be accorded every attention and protection.”431 
 

At the same time, July 5, 1912, Orson provided an article to the Editor of the Times 
regarding the general conditions surrounding the American colonies in the state of Chihuahua, 
Mexico: 432 
  

“Dear Sir:–-The object of this article is to inform you and the public of the general 
conditions now surrounding the American colonies in and about Casas Grandes.  As I 
stated in an article that I gave you on the evening of the 2nd that a commission from 
Colonias Juarez and Dublán went to Casas Grandes and there interviewed General Salazar 
of the rebel army in regard to armed bodies of rebels entering the colonies, as also to make 
complaint in regard to the many and repeated murders that had been committed in the 
colonies without the murderers being brought to justice, as also the many robberies and 
other crimes of minor importance.  These propositions were presented to General Salazar 
both in writing and verbally, and Gen. Salazar expressed himself as being very much 
grieved over these aggravated conditions, and said that he would do all in his power to 
protect the colonies from any further depredations of any kind being committed upon or 
against them, and that he would immediately send a detachment of men to apprehend and 
bring to justice the murderer of William Adams, and said that he wanted the friendship and 
not the enmity of the American people, and was ready and willing to give them every 
protection within his power as long as they obeyed the law. 
 “We feel, as neutrals in this Mexican political question, that it is not only a duty, but 
also a pleasure to give justice its dues wherever it is, and we appreciate very much the 
sentiments expressed by General Salazar, and from promises that he has made in the past 
to our colonies, feel that he is going to make good on this occasion. 
 “Trusting that this will find space in your valuable paper, I am, 

Yours respectfully, 
O. P. BROWN” 

 

                                                 
431 See “American Colonists Furnish Statements.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, July 6, 1912, p. 1. 
432 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER  29 
 
 
 
Salazar Threatens Americans and Mormon Colonists (July 
1912) 
 
 
 
Salazar Drives Out Americans and Mormon Colonists (July–August 1912)433 
 

It will be remembered that Madero General Sangines and Colonel Obregon had marched 
their forces, which were sent to protect the Americans and Mormon Colonies, to Ojitos, between 
the states of Sonora and Chihuahua where they decided to await the coming of the rebels instead 
of marching to Casas Grandes, where our people badly needed their protection. 
 

In the meantime, Salazar, Alaniz and Campa with their rebel forces [retreating from 
Madero General Huerta’s army] had come over the Northwestern Railway to Madera and Pearson 
and Casas Grandes.  Salazar left part of his Red Flaggers in Casas Grandes.  They came in and 
drove all the Americans out of Madera and Pearson, and then came into Colonia Dublán and 
Colonia Juárez and drove the Mormons out of this territory, threatening them with extermination 
unless they left.  They robbed stores, houses, demanded arms, etc.  

 
Salazar made anti-American and anti-foreigners speeches at Madera and Pearson, and 

blamed all their troubles on Americans.  He boasted that he was going to drive them out of the 
country!  Among other things he said, “All the Gringos must leave under pain of death.”434 

 
Then he and his cut-throat radicals came into the colonies, and they abused many of the 

families and their homes.  He demanded their arms, and treated the colonists as such that it was 
impossible to stand it any longer.  The people were forced to flee.435 
 
 
Orson’s Dream of Black Rattlesnakes (Salazar’s Rebels) Driving Out 
Mormon Colonists (July 1912)436 
 
 Before my people finally abandoned their homes in Mexico, I had the following dream.  I 
dreamed that my son, Ray, and I had crossed over into Mexico, from Douglas, Arizona.  We were 
both riding horses and had a pack horse carrying the bedding and other things.  We arrived at a 

                                                 
433 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 195-197; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 51; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 29-30. 
434 “. . . .  Today in Pearson General Salazar made a speech.  He said in substance that it would have to be 
intervention by the United States or death to all Americans and that they would not wait more than forty-
eight hours before massacreing [massacring] every American now in Mexico in their power.  . . . .  The ‘Red 
Flaggers’ state that Americans have done everything to hurt their cause and now they will retaliate with the 
bullet and the knife.”  “Will Massacre Americans.”  El Paso Morning Times, Monday, July 29, 1912, p. 1. 
435 “Mexican Conditions Are Intolerable – Red Flaggers Drive Americans From Their Mexican Homes.”  El 
Paso Morning Times, Monday, July 29, 1912, p. 1. 
436 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 203-205; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 51-53. 
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ranch known as Cuchavirache, which was about half way between Douglas and Morelos at the fork 
of Cajon Bonito and the San Bernardino River.  As we came upon a mesa by the ranch house I 
heard the clanking of spurs and sabers and men riding down the river under the mesa. 
 

One of the men said, “We will have to hurry to catch those fellows before they get to the 
colony.”  I said to my son, Ray, “We had better take the upper road instead of going down the 
river.” 
 

As we rode along up the side of the steep hill, climbing up onto the upper mesa, my saddle 
cinch became loose and I got off my horse in order to tighten it.  Immediately, I was surrounded 
by a horde of black rattlesnakes.  One of them especially large, jumped at me and bit me on the left 
arm.  The large snake had a face and eyes exactly like General Salazar.  After a fierce battle I was 
able to shake him off, and I got on my horse and we rode up the ridge.   As we rode on top of the 
upper mesa, I said to my son Ray, who was ahead of me leading the pack horse, “Son, take the left 
hand road and we will go around and back into the United States, so that these rebels will not get 
us.  I know now, without a doubt, that these rebels under Salazar are going to attack our people 
and our people will have to come out of Mexico.” 
 

This dream so impressed me that I felt it was a message from beyond.  The next morning, 
I went to Apostle Ivins437 who was in El Paso and I told him Salazar and his rebels were going to 
drive the people out of Mexico, and I related to him my dream and the impression that I had 
received.  He said, “O, I guess you are mistaken.  I have not had any impression in regard to this 
matter.”   

 
 I was not satisfied with President Ivin’s sense of security.  I went to Counsel General 
Enrique ____, to Mr. Llorente, and to Alberto Madero, and I told them of my fear for my people.  
All of one accord, said to me, “Bring your people out of Mexico, so as not to bring about 
international complications.  The Mexican Government will pay all indemnities of damage done to 
your people.” 
 
 We were getting no help from the United States Government, as yet.  The Mexican 
Government’s assurance of payment of indemnities for damage suffered during the revolution was 
of slight comfort, as I well knew the government was broke.  In the meantime, Salazar, Alaniz and 
Campa were a constant threat to the lives of the colonists.  There was only one solution to the 
problem.  That was for our people to come out of Mexico. 

 
At this same time I wrote a letter to the President Junius Romney to this effect, “I feel 

impressed to say to you that Salazar and his rebels are going to demand the arms and ammunition 
of the colonists and will then drive them out of Mexico into the United States.  It seems to me the 
best policy to follow would be to deliver them the old arms and old ammunition and keep the new 
guns and ammunition that I have sent for your protection.  I feel sure that the people are going to 
be driven out of their homes.”438 

 

                                                 
437 Apostle Anthony W. Ivins was sent by the First Presidency of the Church to evaluate the condition of 
the Mormon Saints living in the Mexican colonies at this time during the Mexican Revolution.  He is the 
same Ivins who was called as the first stake president of the Juarez Stake December 8, 1895, and was 
released when he was called as an Apostle in October 1907.  He was a friend of Orson. 
438 See Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt 
Brown. 
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 I also apprised Senator Smoot of our plight.  He took up with President Wilson and 
Secretary of State, then, Mr. Bryant, and told them of our critical condition.  They told him that if 
we did anything to bring about international complication, we would not have protection or 
assistance.439 
 

I sent this information to President Romney at Colonia Juárez, “I have received 
communications from Senator Smoot stating that he had just visited the Secretary of State and the 
President in regard to our critical condition and that if we did anything that might bring on 
international complications in Mexico, the American government would not give us assistance or 
protection.  This looks to me that our policy [to] defend ourselves and our homes is not tenable 
and the conditions unendurable and we will not be able to do so.”440 
 
 As I had feared, Salazar took the artillery down to the Colonia Dublán stockyards and 
turned it on the Colonies.  At the same time, he demanded that they surrender the arms and 
ammunition.  He threatened to exterminate them if they did not comply. 
 

He dispatched General Alaniz to Colonia Juárez with the same orders.  The colonists 
followed my recommendation.  They delivered up the old arms and ammunition.  Then the 
majority prepared to leave for El Paso as soon as possible. 
 
 Within ten days of my dream, [Salazar suddenly gave] the Mormons [24 hours to leave their 
homes and lands or face extinction.]  [They] started [the next day, Sunday, July 28, 1912] on their 
way out of Mexico to take refuge in the United States. 
 
  
Salazar Crisis: Orson Called to Mother’s Side in Thatcher, Arizona (July 
1912)441 
 

The day following my notification of Senator Smoot’s letter to President Romney, I 
received a letter from my sister, Cynthia Layton, in Thatcher.  It said my Mother was very sick and 
desired very much to see me; that she felt she might die at any time.  I showed this letter to 
Brother Ivins.  He said, “I think you had better not go just now.” 
 

Then on Friday morning’s mail I received another letter from my sister, requesting my 
immediate presence in Thatcher, Arizona; that my Mother was much worse.  I showed this letter 
to Brother Ivins and asked him what I should do.  He said, “Well, I think you had better go.” 
 

I said to him, “Brother Ivins, things in the colonies are in a terrible condition and I don’t 
feel like deserting my post, but if you say go, I will go and if anything happens while I am gone, 
you can wire me.  At any rate, I will be back here next Monday morning. 
 

I arrived at Thatcher Saturday at noon and found that my Mother’s condition was 
somewhat improved.  She had received a wire [that] I was on the way. On a Sunday afternoon 
while I was in Thatcher I was privileged to speak in meeting.  While addressing the assembly I 
briefly related the critical conditions of the Saints in Mexico and asked the people of that 

                                                 
439 Ibid. 
440 Ibid. 
441 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 52-53. 
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community for their faith and prayers for the preservation of the lives and property of the people 
in Mexico, and I was inspired to say that not only did we need their faith and prayers but also their 
materiel help, for at this time I knew the people would be having to leave because of Salazar and 
his Red Flaggers. 
 

After the meeting was over I was asked to go and administer to one of our sisters who had 
previously lived at Morelos.  On my return from that sister’s home I met President Kimball with a 
telegram from President Ivins.  It read, “Conditions serious.  Return immediately.” 
 

When asked by President Kimball what I thought it meant, I said, “It means that our 
people have been attacked and are being driven out of Mexico by those bandits.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1912 Mormon Mexican Colonies Exodus routes, drawn by James Brown Klein 
 

map courtesy:  The Smoke Signal, #27, p. 144 
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CHAPTER  30 
 
 
 
Expulsion of Mormon Colonists (July-August 1912)442 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 

Editor’s Note:  The urgent exodus of the approximately 4,000 Mormon colonists from 
their eight colonies during July and August 1912 was over four basic routes:  1) the five eastern or 
Chihuahua colonies of Dublán, Juárez, Pacheco, Garcia, and Chuichupa exited first by wagons to 
Colonia Dublán or Pearson where they then took the Northwestern Mexican Railroad to El Paso, 
Texas; 2) the northern colony of Díaz, Chihuahua, left by wagons going north to Columbus, New 
Mexico; 3) the men who remained in the Chihuahua colonies to gather and protect as many horses 
as possible, drove 1,000 of them north and  across the United States-Mexican Border at Antelope 
Wells, and continued north to Hachita, New Mexico, 443 and 4) the two western or Sonora colonies 
of Morelos and San José (with former residents of Oaxaca)444 left by wagons going north to 
Douglas, Arizona.   

 
Because of Salazar’s presence at, and threat of immediate extermination of the Chihuahua 

colonists, they were the first to leave with only what they could carry on the train.  They were soon 
followed by the Sonora colonists who exited in wagons.  Important to note is that the four refugee 
cities and towns of El Paso, Texas; Columbus, New Mexico; Hachita, New Mexico; and Douglas, 
Arizona were all connected by the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad.445  The Western United States 
railroads helped to facilitate the subsequent relocation of the Mormon refugees. 
 
 
First Train of Mormon Refugees; Orson to El Paso to Help Them (July 28-29, 
1912)446 
 
 On Sunday afternoon, July [28,] 1912, the first train of refugees who had been driven 

                                                 
442 See Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt 
Brown. 
443 Ibid.  See Romney. The Mormon Colonies in Mexico, supra ch. 14 and 15.  Taylor.  The Life and Times of Harvey 
Hyrum Taylor, 1890-1972, An Autobiography, supra at pp. 266-278. 
444 It should be remembered that Colonia Oaxaca was completely destroyed by a flood in 1905.  See 
Chapter 16:  Colonia Oaxaca Land Problems (1896-1905), supra.  Many of its residents first went to 
Colonia Morelos, and then in 1909 they established Colonia San José near Morelos.  See Turley, Clarence F., 
and Anna Tenney Turley.  History of the Mormon Colonies in Mexico (The Juarez Stake) 1885–1980.  Salt Lake 
City: Publishers Press, 1996. 
445 See El Paso & Southwestern Railroad Company.  http://home.swbell.net/lwsumner/history.htm (Accessed 
8/30/2006); and Map of the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad.   
http://home.swbell.net/lwsumner/areamap.htm  (Accessed 8/30/2006). 
446 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 205-206; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 52-53.  See also 
Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
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out [from the Chihuahua Mormon Colonies] with the women and children and a few men in 
charge [left Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico and] arrived in El Paso[,Texas, very early Monday 
morning, July 29, 1912].  I returned home on [that] Monday, finding them in El Paso.447 
 

It was one of the most heart-rending scenes I have ever seen in my life.  My people, driven 
from their homes!  To see those women and children who had been driven from their homes, with 
most having left behind their husbands and sons, and their anxiety for their safety, was a terrible 
scene.  They had been there [in the Colonies] more than twenty-five years.  Their children had 
been born there; they had been happy there, and their life’s work was left behind. 

 
 I had been preparing for their arrival, and I tried to make them as comfortable as possible.  
I rented halls [and] lumbar yards.  Fortunately it was Summer.  I got oats from Fort Bliss.  I was 
able to accommodate everybody [in vacant buildings and tents448]. 
 

Everyone turned out to lend me a hand – the Mayor, different organizations, Mr. Greet 
from Fort Bliss.  They tried to outdo one another in kindness.  The different stores gave us 
provisions, until we had devised a way of providing for ourselves.  They saw what we were up 
against, and the people of El Paso, and officials, made the cross much lighter to bear.449  [The 
Church leadership in El Paso, including Orson, expressed their deep gratitude to the people 
publicly through the El Paso Morning Times.]450 
 
 
Mormon Refugees Continue Exodus; Some Go to U.S. Relatives and Friends 
(August-September, 1912)451 

 
They continued coming out until all of the women and children from all of the colonies 

arrived in the United States [at El Paso, Texas; Hachita, New Mexico; and Douglas, Arizona]. 
 

From El Paso, I went to Hachita, New Mexico [August 11 and 12, 1912].452  I met 
President Junius Romney, his son, and the brethren from the Chihuahua colony who came later.  
They brought with them about 1000 head of horses.  They traveled overland, hiding in the 
mountains whenever there was any sign of danger.453   
 

Then on going to Douglas, [Arizona, about August 21, 1912 through September 4, 1912] 
[we] met the people coming out of Colonia Oaxaca and Morelos in their teams and wagons.  When 
                                                 
447 See also “Mexican Conditions Are Intolerable – Red Flaggers Drive Americans From Their Mexican 
Homes.”  El Paso Morning Times, Monday, July 29, 1912, p. 1. 
448 “Temporary Quarters On Magoffin Crowded.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, August 3, 1912, p. 1.  
“Tents Came Last Night For Refugees.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, August 3, 1912, p. 2. 
449 “United States Helps Refugees.”  El Paso Morning Times, Sunday, August 4, 1912, p. 1. 
450 “Colonists Express Their Thanks to Citizens.”  El Paso Morning Times, Friday, August 2, 1912, p. 1. 
451 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 205-206; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 52-53.  See also 
Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
452 The order of narration in Orson’s autobiographical transcripts infers that he went first to Douglas, 
Arizona, and then to Hachita, New Mexico.  In fact, he went to Hachita first, and then to Douglas.  See the 
following two footnotes. 
453 Orson went with Apostle A. W. Ivins to Hachita, New Mexico, Sunday, August 11, and returned to El 
Paso, Monday, August 12, 1912.  “Reach Border After Long Ride.”  El Paso Morning Times, Monday, August 
12, 1912, p. 1.  “Mormons Leave Their Homes.”  El Paso Morning Times, Friday, August 16, 1912, pp. 1-2. 
“Meet Today to Decide Action.”  El Paso Morning Times, Tuesday, August 13, 1912, pp. 1-2.   
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they got over to the United States, we had nothing but tents to put them in. We located them in 
the north side of Douglas.  Rations and water were provided by the government, also sanitary 
facilities.454  [Orson returned to Hachita September 29, 1912 to supervise bringing 800 head of 
cattle from the Colonia Díaz area across the border.  He then went on to Douglas to help there 
before returning to El Paso, October 3, 1912.]455 

 
We decided that it was wise that our people should be scattered among relatives and 

friends in the United States [until the possibility of returning to our homes in Mexico could be 
resolved].456  The matter of transportation came up.  The spirit of helpfulness from the railroad 
was wonderful.  They gave us a rate of one cent per mile.457 
 
 In the meanwhile, Senator Smoot [of Utah] was busy working in our behalf.  He got 
Senator A. B. Fall [of New Mexico] to present a bill before Congress for a relief fund of $150,000 
[$100,000], to be used in the relief of all Americans driven out of Mexico.  All of the colonists were 
given rations and provisions, which proved a great blessing.  The bill was passed immediately and 
this proved a great blessing for the colonists, as well as to all other Americans coming out of 
Mexico.458 
 
 Notwithstanding that many of the colonists had become Mexican citizens, we were all 
received and treated in Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona, like the prodigal son, returning to the 
fold of the father’s house. 
 

The reception of the colonists in El Paso, [Texas,] Hachita, [New Mexico,] and Douglas, 
[Arizona,] by the people who resided there was certainly wonderful.  They seemed to try to outdo 
one another in their kindness and appreciation of our situation.  This made the cross that the 
people were bearing, much lighter than it otherwise would have been. 
 
 Eight colonies had flourished in Mexico, at the time.  They were forced to take refuge.  
Colonia Juárez, Colonia Dublán, Colonia Guadalupe [Díaz], Colonia Pacheco, Colonia Garcia, 
Colonia Chuichupa [all in the state of Chihuahua], and Colonia Oaxaca [San José], and Colonia 
Morelos in [the state of] Sonora. 
 
 

                                                 
454 Orson went to Douglas, Arizona about August 21, 1912, to help the Mormon refugees from the Sonora 
colonies, and remained past September 4, 1912, for more than two weeks.  “25 Families Reach Douglas.”  
El Paso Morning Times, Friday, August 23, 1912, p. 1.  “Refugees Reach Douglas Safely.”  El Paso Morning 
Times, Wednesday, September 4, 1912, p. 1. 
455 “Colonists Import 900 Head of Cattle.”  El Paso Morning Times, Monday, September 30, 1912, p. 2.  
“Brave Girl Saved Woman.”  El Paso Morning Times, Friday, October 4, 1912, p. 1. 
456 “United States Helps Refugees – About 200 ... Colonists Have Been Sent to Arizona ... by Mormon 
Church.”  El Paso Morning Times, Sunday, August 4, 1912, p. 1.  “Many Families Have Left.”  El Paso Morning 
Times, Sunday, August 18, 1912, p. 1.  “More Refugees Sent To Friends.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, 
August 17, 1912, p. 2.   
457 “Many Families Have Left.”  El Paso Morning Times, Sunday, August 18, 1912, p. 1.  The one-cent per 
mile rate from railroads operating west of El Paso, Texas, lasted until October 15, 1912.  “Colonists Rates 
On Local Railroads End Today.”  El Paso Morning Times, Tuesday, October 15, 1912, p. 3. 
458 See, e.g., “Senate Votes Refugees Help.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, August 3, 1912, p. 1.  The 
amount appropriated by Congress was $100,000. 
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Jane Galbraith Brown’s Family Exodus; Accidental Death Son of Galbraith 
(August 1912)459 
 

My wife, Jane, and her family were going from Morelos to Douglas, Arizona in August 
1912, and the mules became frightened and the wagon was overturned, killing my son, Galbraith, 
who was eight years old.  They took him back and buried him at Morelos.460 
 

Editor’s Note:  It was raining heavily when the Jane Galbraith Brown family left with other 
Morelos refugees in “60 wagons and buggies.”  One refugee tells what happened to Jane and her 
family:  “Sister Brown’s overloaded wagon tipped over in one of the deep, muddy ruts, and one of 
her six[eight]-year old twins [Galbraith] was thrown under the spilling load and crushed to death.  
The journey was halted, one of the buggies was emptied of it occupants, and this broken-hearted 
woman and a couple of men took the crushed little boy back to the colony and buried him, 
furtively, just as he was, in the cemetery, while we waited in the never-ending rain.”461 

 
The El Paso Morning Times also reported the tragedy:   
 

“Son of O. P. Brown Killed by Wagon” --- “Galbertha [Galbraith] Brown, the 
youngest son of O. P. Brown, business representative in El Paso of the American refugees 
from Chihuahua, was killed at Alizal, near Colonia Morelos in the state of Sonora, last 
Tuesday night [August 13, 1912] by the overturning of a freight wagon, according to 
information received yesterday from the colony headquarters in this city.  Mr. Brown’s 
family, who have been living in Colonia Morelos [at the Petacachi Ranch], started overland 
for the border at Douglas, Ariz., last Tuesday.  At Alizal, one of the heavy freight wagons 
in which the party was traveling, overturned and the boy was crushed beneath it.  Ray 
[Ronald] Brown, brother of the dead boy, had his leg injured in the smashup.  The Brown 
family returned to Morelos with the body, where it was buried.  Mr. Brown was notified of 
the occurrence Tuesday and made preparations to leave for Morelos, but later received 
word that the funeral had taken place and that his family was already starting again for the 
border.  It is expected that the family will arrive in El Paso today or tomorrow.”462 

 
 
Mormon Leadership Meetings in El Paso (August 13-20, 1912) 
 
 Editor’s Note:  A special council meeting was called of the refugee Church leaders, 
including the stake presidency, bishoprics, high council, and other stake leaders, to consider what 
they should do regarding their expelled members.  I was held at the American National Bank 

                                                 
459 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 58. 
460 Ronald Brown, Galbraith’s older brother, was 14 years old at the time, and he was driving the wagon that 
overturned.  He said of the tragic experience:  “My third brother, Orson, had a twin by the name of 
Galbraith.  Coming out of Mexico, the wagon tipped over and he was caught under the hub of the wheel 
and crushed.  That delayed us.  We had to go back to Morelos and bury the boy.  When we got done, it was 
a very hard shock on Mother, having to move and everything.  That was one of the major incidents in all of 
our lives as we remember it.”  Brown, Ronald Galbraith (1898-1969) and Brown, Grant Galbraith (1899-
1992).  Oral Interviews by Aron Brown, Yakima, Washington, 1952.  Transcribed by Maria R. Klein 
(Skousen), Mesa, Arizona, August 2002, and titled:  1952 Audio Recording Transcript of Ronald Galbraith Brown 
and Grant Galbraith Brown, p. 3.  Unpublished. 
461 Thomas. Uncertain Sanctuary: A Story of Mormon Pioneering in Mexico, supra p.137. 
462 “Son of O. P. Brown Killed by Wagon.”  El Paso Morning Times, Friday, August 16, 1912, p. 2. 
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Building in El Paso, Texas, Tuesday, August 13, 1912.  Two subsequent meetings were also held, 
August 14 and August 20, 1912.463  Orson Pratt Brown was a member of, and actively participated 
in, the first two meetings.  In the first meeting, Stake President Junius Romney said, among other 
things, that:  “The First Presidency [of the Church] had placed the responsibility on Brothers [A. 
W.] Ivins, [O. P.] Brown and himself and in turn that Brother Ivins had placed the responsibility 
on President Romney [regarding the decision of whether the colonists should leave Mexico].” 
 

The El Paso Morning Times reported on Tuesday, August 13, 1912, about the first meeting to 
be held that day:464   

 
“A. W. Ivins, apostle, O. P. Brown, high councilman, and Joseph E. Robinson 

[California Mission president] returned yesterday from Hachita, N. M., where they went to 
meet the American colonists from the settlements in the western part of Chihuahua, who 
were forced to leave their homes and come to the border on account of the depredations 
of the Red Flag bandits in that state.  Junius Romney, president of the colonists in Mexico, 
H. S. Harris, his first-counselor, and Bishops Bentley, Thurber and Steiner, of the Dublán, 
Pacheco, and Juarez villages are expected to arrive in El Paso this morning from Hachita 
for a conference with the officials who are now in El Paso in regard to the situation in 
Mexico.  John W. Wilson, manager of the colonial mercantile stores, is also expected to 
reach El Paso today with Mr. Romney.  . . . . 

“Guy C. Wilson, president of the Juarez Stake academy, said yesterday that all 
future movements by the exiles, both here and at Hachita, depend on the action to be 
taken at today’s conference.  There is no change in the local situation.  The number of 
refugees here has not been augmented or decreased to any extent.  . . . .” 

 
 Orson made a written statement to the El Paso Morning Times the day before, Monday, 
August 12, 1912, that was included in the August 13th Times’ report, which follows:465 
 

 “O. P. Brown, business agent for the colonists in El Paso, yesterday sent the Times 
the following signed letter: 
  

“El Paso, Tex., Aug. 12, 1912.  To the El Paso Morning Times. 
 “I have just returned from Hachita, New Mexico, where I went in connection with 
Apostle Ivins to look after the interests of the refugees who are there from Colonia Diaz 
and especially those who are coming in from the Colonies Dublán, Juarez, Pacheco, and 
Garcia.  We found that there had come overland from these colonies about 235 men and 
boys, partly armed, having before given up to the rebels a greater part of their arms, and 
after talking with these men and finding out the facts, we find that they were more than 
amply justified in leaving those colonies to their fate, because of the menacing and 
threatening conditions existing there.  Not only were the stores being sacked and their 
horses and arms being taken from them, but rebels were breaking into the homes and 
hauling off at will, by wagon loads, the furniture, bedding and clothing from their homes; 
and when any of them protested at these diabolical deeds, they were confronted with the 
muzzles of guns and ordered to stand aside, or they would be killed. 
 “They had already been forced to give up their means of protection . . . . 

                                                 
463 A report of the minutes taken at these meetings August 13, 14, and 20, 1912, is found in Taylor.  The Life 
and Times of Harvey Hyrum Taylor, 1890-1972, An Autobiography, supra at pp. 274-279. 
464 “Meet Today to Decide Action.”  El Paso Morning Times, Tuesday, August 13, 1912, pp. 1-2. 
465 Ibid. at p. 2. 
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 “Salazar and his hords [hordes] of from five to eight hundred Red Flaggers went 
into the Mountains to Colonia Pacheco, taking with them from seventy five to one 
hundred wagon loads of provisions and merchandise taken from the colonies . . . 
 . . . . 
 “The mental as well as the physical suffering that these brave men have been 
forced to endure through the savagery and brutal indecency of those cursed inbred 
neighbors is unprecedented in modern times, and that these people have something 
coming to them, there is no question.  The law of retribution is a natural law and these 
people who have inflicted these innocent people without cause or reason the afflictions 
that they have been forced to suffer, will receive a just retribution.466  Unqualifiedly and 
without reserve, I state that these men did the only thing that it was possible for them to 
do under the circumstances, unless they desired to lay down their lives as martyrs to a lost 
cause; and any criticism to the contrary that has been made in regard to the coming out of 
these men by government officials on this side or individuals whomsoever they may be, I 
condemn as previous and unwarranted. 

(Signed:)  “O. P. BROWN.” 
 
 In the second Church leadership council held the next day, Wednesday, August 14, 1912, 
the issue of whether the colonists should return to Mexico was discussed, with strong opinions on 
both sides.  O. P. Brown expressed his opinion:  He “said he feared for those who were yet in 
Mexico and thought there was great danger in returning.  He said he had no love for those 
despoilers of whom he had said harsh things and that he had not yet repented of his attitude.  
There is no stability of the government and for himself and family he would rather live on a rock 
than to return to live among those black devils who had driven us from our homes.  [He] was 
against the resolution [to return at that time] proposed by Brother Bowman.  [He] thought we had 
better go in a body to Morelos and assist in the defense of homes, lives and property.”467   
 

Editor’s Note continued:  Orson’s immediate statement above about the “‘black devils’ 
who had driven us from our homes” is clearly referring to his dream in July 1912 of the “Black 
Rattlesnakes,” who were  Salazar and his rebels, who would drive them from their homes, which in 
fact happened.  See Chapter 29:  Salazar Threatens Americans and Mormon Colonists (July 
1912) - Orson’s Dream of Black Rattlesnakes (Salazar’s Rebels) Driving Out Mormon Colonists 
(July 1912).   

 
Notes should also be made concerning Orson’s reference in the prior paragraph that the 

“suffering” inflicted on “these brave men” “through the savagery and brutal indecency of those 
cursed inbred neighbors” merited the application of “the law of retribution” on “these people who 
have inflicted these innocent people without cause or reason the afflictions that they have been 
forced to suffer.”  Note the footnote at the end of Orson’s statement above regarding his “heated 
remarks” being “unchristenlike.”  While “heated” and “unchristenlike,” it also should be 

                                                 
466 In the Church leadership council held August 13, 1912, among other things said by Apostle Anthony W. 
Ivins, he:  “Protested vigorously against the publishing of heated remarks and unchristianlike names against 
Mexicans such as was breathed out in the published statements of Orson P. Brown in this morning’s 
paper.”  Subsequently, at the August 14, 1912 council meeting, which Orson attended, “Apostle Ivins 
advised that we do not give out information to newspapers but that all legitimate news be given through a 
proper representative authorized by us to give such information.  Brother Guy C. Wilson was unanimously 
appointed to attend to all interviews with reporters.”  Taylor. The Life and Times of Harvey Hyrum Taylor, 1890-
1972, An Autobiography, supra at pp. 274 and 279. 
467 Ibid. at p. 278. 
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remembered that the “law of retribution” for those responsible for “savagery and brutal 
indecency” was something Orson and others living in the West sincerely believed was right when 
justice could not be administered otherwise.  See Chapter 6:  Fighting Arizona Apaches (1881-
1886) and Chapter 7:  Murder of Aunt Diana Fife at the Fife Ranch (1884).   

 
In addition, the context of Orson’s “heated remarks” on this matter, and the tragic events 

preceding and occurring during the Exodus, clearly manifest that a fair reading of them is that 
Orson was not referring to all Mexicans generally, but only to Salazar’s “Black Rattlesnakes” (or 
those like them) who robbed and killed colonists, and forced them to leave (rather than fight the 
aggressors with much more serious consequences), and destroyed their property.  Contrary to what 
is suggested,468 Orson never lost nor changed his benevolent attitude and actions toward good 
Mexican people, especially those Mexican people who were poor and abused, as his Autobiography 
clearly attests from the beginning of his life in Arizona to its end in Mexico.469 
 
 
Scattering of Mormon Refugees in the Western United States (August-
October 1912)470 
 
 Editor’s Note:  During August and early September 1912, Juárez Stake Church leaders 
continued to seek the help and protection of Madero’s Mexican Federal army officials against the 
Red Flagger Rebels so that they could return to their colonies.471  While these officials promised 
such protection, their efforts were belated and insufficient to assure the required security to allow 
the Mormon colonists to return.  On September 6, 1912, Stake President Junius Romney and 
Orson made a final effort for protection in a meeting with Madero’s commanding General 
Victoriano Huerta who had just arrived in Ciudad Juárez.  Huerta promised troops.  The El Paso 
Morning Times reported the conference: 472 
 

“President Romney and Bishop Brown, anxious to secure some definite 
information in regard to future conditions in the Chihuahua colonies, secured an audience 
with General Huerta and Mexican Consul E. C. Llorente.  . . . .  The main result of the 
conference was the promise made by General Huerta to garrison the four places 
mentioned [the Chihuahua towns of Sabinal, Ascension, Janos and Palomas] and to furnish 

                                                 
468 See Hardy, The Importation of Arms and the 1912 Mormon ‘Exodus’ from Mexico, supra at p. 307. 
469 For a few examples, Orson protected from a hanging mob the Mexican youth who had tried to save his 
Aunt Diana Fife; he hired, worked with, and trusted honest Mexican vaqueros; he gave help to those 
Mexicans who needed it, e.g., Reyes Portillo; he admired the good qualities of both Mexican presidents Díaz 
and Madero, naming his sons for each of them; he fought outlaws for both Anglos and Mexicans; during 
the Mexican Revolution and after, from 1910 through 1929, he saved a number of Mexican’s lives, including 
both Federal and rebel soldiers, vaqueros, and townspeople – and he advocated Mexican patriotism in his 
negotiations with Mexican Secretary of War General Alvaro Obregon to save his Mexican people in 1916; 
and he chose a sweet Mexican girl as his fifth wife, and moved back to Mexico to raise their family; and 
where he proactively served LDS Mexican Saints for 11 years as their Branch President, from 1930-1941.  
He was also proud of his Mexican citizenship. 
470 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 63.  See also documents of September and October 1912 through in 
Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
471 See “Going Back To Begin All Over – Leaders Talk With Tellez.”  El Paso Morning Times, Wednesday, 
August 25, 1912, p.1. 
472 “Rabago Forces For Garrisons – Protect American Colonies – Huerta Received Colonists.”  El Paso 
Morning Times, Sunday, September 8, 1912, p.1.  “American Colonists Will Not Join Filibusters.”  El Paso 
Morning Times, Saturday, September 7, 1912, p.1. 
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protection for all refugees who wished to return to Colonia Dublán and Colonia Juarez.  
The mountain colonies of Pacheco, Garcia and Chuichupa, east of Pearson, will remain 
unprotected, it is said, for some time, and the colonists are not advised to return to those 
places.  If plans made by General Huerta are carried out, a[s] outlined to the American 
leaders, it is believed that hundreds of refugees now living in El Paso and Hachita, N.M. 
will soon be on their way back to their deserted and looted homes in Dublán and Juarez.”   

 
 Notwithstanding, Huerta’s promise and the deployment of some Federal troops to help 
Colonia Juarez and Colonia Dublán,473 no effective protection was afforded the colonists.  The real 
reason for this was that Huerta was secretly planning his own revolt against President Madero and 
was complicit with Orozco’s Red Flagger Rebels.  See Chapter 33:  General Huerta’s Revolt 
Against Madero. 

 
Then on September 18, 1919, the Central Refugee Committee in El Paso, including 

President Romney and Orson, wrote to the First Presidency of the Church their evaluation and 
recommendations regarding moving the Mormon Saints, as follows: 474 

 
       El Paso, Texas, September 18th. 
1912. 
 
Pres. Joseph F. Smith & Counsellors, 
    67 East South Temple St., 
 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
 
Dear Brethren:- 
 
 Conditions along the border remain practically unchanged as you will be observed 
from the despatches [dispatches]. 
 Prior to the departure of Bros. Ivins, Miller and Robinson [on August 24, 1912,475] 
we all felt that conditions warranted our encouraging all who were desirous of returning to 
their homes in the Colonies in staying here in easy reach. 
 As the time has gone on, however, we have watched closely the ever multiplying 
evidences of the weakness of the Mexican Government and its consequent inability to even 
fulfill the promises which are made to us by the highest military authorities connected with 
the army in the North.  We have made careful official investigations of the conditions 
prevailing in and around the Colonies of Juarez and Dublán, each member of the Stake 
presidency having made a trip of investigation at different times. 
 We have permitted numbers of reliable brethren to go into the mountain Colonies 
and make reports of conditions there. 
 We are now confronted with the near approach of winter and the prospect of soon 
reaching the end of the appropriation made for our benefit by the United States 

                                                 
473 “Not Compelled To Pay Duties – Rabago at Casas Grandes.”  El Paso Morning Times, Wednesday, 
September 18, 1912, p.2. 
474 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  See letter dated 
September 18, 1912 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving 
Orson Pratt Brown. 
475 See “Going Back To Begin All Over” – “Leaders Not Now Worried.”  El Paso Morning Times, Sunday, 
August 25, 1912, p. 1. 
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Government; and have as a result been forced to consider carefully what alternatives there 
are for us to choose from. 
 There seem to be but two -- the first to council the return of the people to their 
homes in the Colonies[,] and the other to advise them all to begin immediately to scatter in 
search of employment where they may be able to sustain their families and winter them as 
best they may. 
 The first we do not feel justified in doing, for we consider the trouble in Mexico far 
from settled yet. 
 Being forced to the acceptance of the belief that the latter is the only proper course 
left open to us, we write to suggest this idea for your consideration, in the hope that it may 
be  
possible for you to give it your immediate attention and communicate your approval or  
disapproval at the earliest moment convenient, since it is of such importance to so many of 
our brethren and sisters. 
 Permit us to farther [further] add that in our opinion it would be wise for us to 
suggest that[,] so far as agreeable with those concerned[,] they had better look for some 
place in the South-west, because they will find their clothing and so forth, wholly unsuited 
for the more severe weather of  Northern countries, and then they will be in easy reach of 
their homes in Mexico, should they desire to either return to re-establish themselves at the 
close of the war or to dispose of their property, as may best suit them later. 
 Should you see fit to wire us so that we may the sooner put some move on foot 
and then write us also, we shall be very much pleased and helped. 
 The United States has farther showed its kindness to us by ruling that we may bring 
in our teams, milch cows, wagons and household goods, that the same as aliens who 
colonize into the country.  We think that as a result of this ruling, much furniture and other 
property will be shipped here during the present lull in rebel activity. 
 We passed and published the following resolution to-day [see resolution in 
footnote]:476 
 . . . . 
 We feel that an occasional letter would be encouraging, provided you have time to 
dictate one.  Our address is:  Rooms 8 & 9, Buckler Building. 
 With kindest regards,   
     
     Yours sincerely, 
      
          [Signed:] Junius Romney 
     H. S. Harris 

                                                 
476 “The following resolution suggested by the Juarez Stake Presidency was unanimously adopted by the 
Central committee in their meeting held in Room 8, Buckler building, on September 18th, 1912. 
     “In view of the recent visit of President McClellan to the Colonies in the Casas Grandes district and his 
report, based on the most thorough information he could obtain, we feel that now is an opportune time for 
men having cattle, farm products, or household goods that need caring for, to return to the other Colonies, 
if they care to, and look after interests. 
     “The conditions that make the present time seem opportune for this work are that there are apparently 
few rebels in that part of the country at present, and but little rebel activly [activity] manifest; while federal 
garrisons already occupy the towns of Pearson, Casas Grandes, La Ascencion, Sabinal and Guzman, while a 
detachmen[t] of 135 federals are now on their way from Guzman to Palomas.  There are many cattle 
belonging to the Colonists in the district and good offers have been made to buy most of these cattle.  
There is much lucern[e] hay, corn, and oats that might be harvested and perhaps sold.”  See also “Time Is 
Ripe For Return.”  El Paso Morning Times, Thursday, September 19, 1912, p. 1. 
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     C. E. McClellan 
     Guy C. Wilson 
     Orson P. Brown 
 
The result of the Committee’s letter appeared in the El Paso Morning Times on the following 

Wednesday, September 25, 1912, under the heading “Will Abandon The Colonies For The 
Year”:477 
 

 “The American colonists from western Chihuahua, who are now in this country, 
having fled from their homes because of the depredations of the Red Flaggers in that 
section, will not return to Mexico until next year, or at a time when peace rules in that 
country.  This is the decision of the central committee of the colonists in El Paso. 
 “This action was taken after much deliberation on the part of the presidents of the 
Chihuahua stakes and chief leaders of the colonists.  They said this year’s crops were 
destroyed, either by invading rebels or inclement weather, the harvest season being long 
past due.  And, on account of the disturbance, it would be folly to try to plant anything for 
next year’s harvest.  Considering the approaching winter, and the conditions from every 
standpoint, the central committee has advised all colonists to remain out of Mexico.  They 
have been advised to seek employment so that they will not be dependent on the United 
States government for support.  In response to this advice, many have already left for New 
Mexico, Arizona, and Utah to make new homes. 

“Professor Guy C. Wilson, superintendent of the Colonia Juarez stake academy will 
leave today for New York City where he will enter Columbia University to pursue a special 
course in pedagogics [pedagogies] and history. 
 “Junius Romney, president of all the colonies in Mexico, has gone to Salt Lake City, 
where he will remain until next May.  His departure leaves the colonists without their 
official ecclesiastical leader. 
 “It was thought several weeks ago that the colonists would be able to return to 
Mexico, but the arrival of Red Flaggers in Colonia Pacheco has put an end to this hope.” 
 
Orson continues:  Then the refugees began to scatter [to find employment and new 

homes].478  [Mormons who had returned to Colonia Juarez, however, continued to suffer at the 
hands of Mexican Rebels, including an assault on a mother and daughter.]479 
 
 
 
                                                 
477 “Will Abandon The Colonies For The Year.”  El Paso Morning Times, Wednesday, September 25, 1912, p. 
1. 
478 “Refugees Prepare To Seek New Homes.”  El Paso Morning Times, Thursday, September 26, 1912, p. 1.  
“Insulted By Red Flaggers.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, September 28, 1912, p. 2.   
The First Presidency of the Church issued their written counsel to the Mexican colonists on October 11, 
1912.  “Mexican Colonists.”  Deseret Evening News, Saturday, October 12, 1912, p. 2, LDS Church microfilm 
#026,987, which appears in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving 
Orson Pratt Brown. 
In addition, the one-cent per mile rate from railroads operating west of El Paso, Texas, lasted until October 
15, 1912.  “Colonists Rates On Local Railroads End Today.”  El Paso Morning Times, Tuesday, October 15, 
1912, p. 3.   
479 “Brave Girl Saved Woman.”  El Paso Morning Times, Friday, October 4, 1912, p. 1.  “Rebel Killed For 
Outrage.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, October 5, 1912, p. 1.  See also Appendix 5:  Documents of 
Orson Pratt Brown, Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, October 4, 1912. 
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Orson and President Romney seek a Permanent Location for Mormon 
Refugees in the Southwest (September 1912–January 1913)480 
 

President Junius Romney and myself began to look for some place for our refugees to get 
homes, and we visited the Pecos Valley in Texas [near Arno, Texas], also Carlsbad, New Mexico 
and found what looked like suitable locations.  We went to Salt Lake City [in December 1912] and 
laid the matter before President Ivins (then an Apostle), and he sent us to the First Presidency, and 
they treated us most kindly and gave the following advice: 

 
“We feel that it will be better for the Mexican Saints to scatter among the settlements of 

the Latter-day Saints than for them to locate all together.”481 
 
 Editor’s Note:  President Romney’s and Orson’s letter to the First Presidency regarding a 
permanent location for the Mormon Refugees follows:482 
 

JUNIUS ROMNEY 
        Salt Lake City, Utah, 
        December 31, 1912. 
 
President Joseph F. Smith and Counselors 
  CITY. 
 
Dear Brethren: 
 
 Agreeable with your suggestion[,] we are pleased to submit the following written 
proposition in the interest of our brethren and sisters who are homeless in the Southwest 
and whose interests have been entrusted with [us] as a Refugee Committee: 
 1st.  We earnestly recommend that a piece of land be acquired, suitable for the 
establishment of a Colony of our people. 
 2nd.  That if possible it be found near the Mexican border. 
 3rd.  That immediate steps be taken to investigate a property near Arno, Texas 
[Pecos River Valley area], on which Orson P. Brown holds an option483 till __________ 
[blank], with a view to determining definitely whether there is any reason why suitable titles 
can not be made to this land if purchased (this on account of a telegram received at your 
office from some party claiming to have information that the titles could not be delivered.) 
 4th.  That if this matter clears up satisfactorily this property be purchased and our 
refugees permitted to locate there at once. 
 5th.  That a corporation be formed to handle this project in keeping with the terms 
of the option and that the  

                                                 
480 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 63.  See also documents of September 1912 through January 1913 in 
Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
481 See relevant letters in September 1912 through January 1913 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and 
Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
482 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  See letter dated 
December 31, 1912 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving 
Orson Pratt Brown. 
483 See letter dated December 12, 1912 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus 
Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown, and original Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, December 12, 
1912 in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
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– 2 – 
officers of this corporation be i[e]mpowered to distribute these lands among the various 
applicants at an average price slightly above the cost of the same so as to create a fund to 
cover the necessary expenses which will be incurred and to deed as fast as lands are paid 
for, in full, and not before. 
 6th.  That the officers of this corporation be selected from among the many 
responsible men who plan to go there, according to your pleasure, with as strong a 
representation here as you may desire. 
 7th.  That those buying land there be required to pay into the treasury of the 
company at once not less than $1.00 per acre to apply on the first payment, exceptions to 
this rule being made only as the officers of the company may see fit. 
 8th.  That the Church raise the money necessary for the 25% cash payment on the 
land ($50,000.00) approximately) at as low a rate of interest as possible and on such terms 
as will enable the settlers to return it the third, fourth and fifth years, paying the interest 
annually.  That the contracts under which the land will be passed to the individuals call for 
the payment of the other three-fourths of the purchase price of the land one year prior to 
the maturity of the bonds so as to give amply[e] opportunity for the officers of the 
company to assemble the money with which to make the payments and thus provide 
against any necessity of asking for farther  assistance in a material way.  That the contracts 
with the purchasers also provide that all their improvements will be held to secure the 
payment of the purchase price of their lands. 
 9th.  That as soon as any considerable number of the people assembled there[,] they 
be given some ecclesiastical organization so that they may enjoy the advantages of the 
various organizations and their tithes be properly paid into the Church. 

– 3 – 
In support of the first proposition we submit the following facts:  
 Your instructions to the committee regarding the disposition of the people have all 
been complied with and yet there are many people still along the boarder who are 
homeless, not having availed themselves of the free transportation furnished by the United 
States government either because  (a)  They desired to return to their homes in Mexico and 
entertained the hope that conditions would soon improve and make such a course 
consistent;  (b)  They felt they must be near their present interests in Mexico, which 
constitute their entire material holdings;  (c)  They felt they had been in the warmer climate 
of the Southwest so long that their families would be unable to stand the severer weather 
of the North or  (d)  They recognized the fact that it would be practicably impossible for 
them ever to acquire a home with the high prices of land prevailing in the old established 
settlements and still provide their large families with the necessities of life. 
 Conditions have not improved so as to make it safe for the people to return to 
their homes in the Colonies yet, nor does the prospect look good for a restoration of even 
normal conditions, so it seems imperative that something be done as suggested. 
 Farther more we make this suggestion in response to the petition of some 35 or 40 
heads of families of faithful Latter-day Saints who are willing to take hold of the 
proposition and thus insure its success.  They are among the best people of the Juarez 
Stake in every respect.  They were thrifty, God fearing and faithful tithe payers as a whole 
and will continue to be so.  Their petition is deserving of consideration and we must  

– 4 – 
present it to you and give it our hearty endorsement as a committee. 
 We base our second suggestion on the following facts and conclusions: 
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 We regard it as entirely impractical to consider the total abande[o]nment of the 
Colonies as it will mean not only practically a total loss of all earthly possessions of 4,000 
people but also of hundreds of thousands of dollars of public or Church property. 
 We think that afares [affairs] will in time shape themselves in such away [a way] as 
to make it entirely safe for all people to reinhabit their homes there, whether it be through 
the intervention of a foreign power in the affairs of Mexico, the seding [ceding] of a strip 
of territory to this country, which would include our holdings, or through any other plan 
which may be in the providences of the Lord. 
 We regard this plan as the greatest possible guarantee to the repeopling of the 
Colonies – since it will keep many people there with something to do till the return of 
peace when it could easily be made apart of the same state as that comprising the colonies, 
as it is more easily reached from the Chihuahua Colonies than were our settlements in 
Sonora.  We would have needed more land after awhile any how.  In case of the Mexican 
government succeeding in quelling temporarily the insurrection[,] it may be come safe for 
the people to return in part, with the prospect of having again to flee to the United States 
for safety, and in such an event it would relieve the situation very materially to have a part 
of the people located on this side of the land.  The climate is also about the same as the 
people are used to.  Those settling there have heavy interests in Mexico which they could 
look after if near  

– 5 – 
the boarder [border] and could not be farther away. 
 With regard to our third proposition[,] we think it essential that prompt action 
should be taken and[,] if the deal is to be made[,] get it through, or at least tied up, during 
the time of the option because we think it extremely doubtful if the option can be removed 
without considerable loss and the property may even be lost.  The Hagerman proposition 
sold just after we looked at it for $50,000.00 more than we could have bought it for[,] while 
we were preparing to submit the proposition to you.  It was only a few miles from this and 
was not as good a deal as is offered us in this. 
 With reference to our fourth suggestion we recommend this proposition in 
preference to any other on the strength of the favorable report of nine of our brethren 
who made a careful examination of the project and all of whom, though prejudice[d] 
before going, came back desirous of buying some of the land in case it can be acquired.  
Whatever draw backs it may have[,] it seems to us to offer many advantages then over 
anything else that has been offered to any of our people, near the boarder [border]. 
 The reasons for suggestions 5, 6 and 7 are self-evident, while with regard to 
number 8 we have to say that it is a question of furnishing a lot of homeless Church 
members with a living chance to make for themselves homes, and naturally in their present 
distressed conditions they are not fit subjects for speculators and farther more financiers 
will not be likely to take hold of a proposition as large as this unless there are fabulous 
things in sight; while we naturally feel, and the people whose interests we represent to you 
feel, that the Church will be content to make itself safe on the proposition and will not 
expect to double or treble its money on them in  

– 6 – 
a time of distress.  They turn to the Church as a child turns to its parent because they can 
trust it.  We have endeavored to suggest such a plan as will make the Church perfectly safe 
and yet such as we think our brethren will be willing to subscribe to.  It has also been our 
observation that no private enterprise, in the way of colonizing our people, has ever been a 
success[,] and it is indespensible [indispensable] that the move and [have] the sympathy of 
[and] the moral support of our leaders or it will probably go the way of all the rest. 
 Number 9 needs no comment. 
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 In conclusion[,] we desire to say that there is absolutely not one cent of 
commission in this deal to Brother Brown[,] but he is submitting to you herewith the deal 
just as it is with all its advantages, including a large discount which he is able to get out of 
the owners and commission men over the first proposition made.  On the other hand, 
Brother Brown has paid out considerable money in procuring this option[,] but he will feel 
well paid if he is simply allowed to buy for himself enough land here with his brethren on 
which to build him a home.  Attached hereto we hand you for your consideration the 
option papers, map, report of the brethren who visited the property and a list of the men 
who propose to take the land with acreage set opposite their names.  Others have applied 
in sufficient numbers to cover the balance of the land.  In case further information is 
desired, both of the undersigned will remain here today and will be pleased to answer any 
questions.  After the conclusion of this business[,] it is the present intention of your 
refugee committee to proceed to make its final report to you, which will include the 
recommendation that Brother Hyrum S. Harris be left in charge of the affairs at El Paso 
while the undersigned be released. 
 Respectfully submitted, yours very truly, 
 
    [Signed:]  Junius Romney 
      O. P. Brown 

 
 The First Presidency answered President Romney and Orson with the following letter:484 
 

         Office of 
The First Presidency 
           of the 
Church of Jesus Christ 
  of 
  Latter-day Saints 
 
67 East South Temple St.   Salt Lake City, Utah,  January 3rd, 1913 
 
     Elders Junius Romney 
      and Orson P. Brown. 
         City. 
Dear Brethren:- 
 
 Your communication of the 31st ult. [ultimate] in regard to securing a tract of land 
of some seven thousand acres, near Arno, Texas, on which to colonize from thirty five to 
forty families of our refugee brethren and sisters who are still on the border, not having 
availed themselves of the free transportation furnished by the U. S. government, received 
full consideration yesterday afternoon at our council meeting of First Presidency and 
Twelve. 
 Ever since the expulsion of our people from their homes in Mexico we have been 
greatly concerned for their welfare, and have without exception rendered assistance to 
those who have been in distress, and shall continue to do so through the regular mediums 
provided for such purposes in the organization of the Church. 

                                                 
484 Courtesy of Aron Brown.  See letter dated January 3, 1913 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and 
Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
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 Many propositions have been presented to us looking to the colonization of our 
people at different points, nearly all of which have involved the expenditure of large sums 
of money, expenditures which, under the present financial condition of the Church, we 
have not felt able to assume. 
 During the last October conference the question  

2 
of disposing of our Mexican refugees was thoroughly discussed, and a conclusion reached 
to the effect that none of these colonization propositions be entertained, but that the 
people be advised to act upon the suggestions contained in a circular letter which was 
handed to President Romney, also published in the Deseret News.  This letter suggested 
that those who did not desire to return to Mexico at all take immediate steps, while free 
transportation was available, to reach points in the Stakes of Zion with a view to making 
permanent homes; those who desired to return to Mexico, who did not feel that conditions 
were sufficiently settled to justify their doing so at present, were advised to seek 
employment near the border until it was thought safe to return; while those who wished to 
return without delay, and by doing so assume the risk which, at the time, was thought to be 
great, were at liberty to act accordingly. 
 Since then we have seen no reason for changing this policy.  Wherever our people 
have come to the Stakes of Zion they have been received with kindness, the Church and 
people standing ready to assist them. 
 Referring to the several colonization propositions which have come to us, we have 
this to say: some appear to have very great merit, as yours appears to have, but inasmuch as 
none of these have been favorably entertained, we could not consistently act favorably on 
yours, especially in view of the fact that others of our brethren from Mexico have 
petitioned us as you have done.  The fact is the Church is really not in a position to assume 
the financial responsibility which such undertakings involve. 

3 
 We desire to say however that wherever our people feel able to undertake the 
purchase of lands in small quantities on their own account, on which to make homes, 
either permanent or temporary, they have our full approval, and our blessing will go with 
them in all such undertakings. 
 In closing we may add that letters have come to us offering inducements to our 
refugee brethren to find homes at various places, notable from President Mark Austin of 
the Fremont Stake who offers sugar beet land, at the factory, ready for planting, for $80.00 
per acre, from President Smart of the Uintah Basin, President Wood of Canada, and one 
from President Andrew Kimball of the St. Joseph Stake, who speaks very highly of the Gila 
Bend, in Arizona.  Besides these opportunities, which require no cash payments, the 
Church has land in Moapa Valley, Nevada and a small tract at Enterprise, Washington 
County, which can be obtained on easy terms. 
 We are, with kind love, 
 
  Your Brethren, 
 
   Joseph F. Smith (signed) 
   Anthon H. Lund (signed) 
   Charles W. Penrose (signed) 
    First Presidency. 

 
Editor’s Noted:  When the Church declined to purchase a permanent location for the 

Mormon refugees, Orson tried in early 1913 to obtain some of the Pecos River land at Arno, 
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Texas for some of the refugees and his own families.  That effort, however, was not successful, 
and left him discouraged.  See three handwritten letters to his wife Eliza Skousen Brown dated 
January 14 and January 30, 1913,485 and May 8, 1913 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and 
Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 

  
Editor’s Note:  Also during 1913 and early 1914, Orson and Senator A. B. Fall and Senator 

Reed Smoot exchanged correspondence about the Mormons and the ongoing Mexican Revolution.  
Of particular interest is Orson’s response to Senator Fall by letter dated July 23, 1913 where Orson 
lists by memory a number of the Mormon families which left Mexico in 1912.  See these 
documents of 1913 and 1914 in Appendix 4:  Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus 
Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
 

 
Joseph Bentley Seeks Church Approval to Return to Mexican Colonies 
(October 1912)486 
 

Then [in September-October 1912], Brother Joseph C. Bentley came out from a trip to the 
Colonies in Mexico.  He said, “Brother Orson, I am going to see the First Presidency of the 
Church and try and get permission for those who desire to have the privilege to return to their 
homes in the Colonies.” 
 

I said I thought it very foolish at that time and opposed the move as entailing too much 
danger.  But he said he felt impressed to make the effort and he went to Salt Lake City.  And the 
brethren of the First Presidency gave their consent and their blessing, but not their advice, to 
return to Mexico.487 
 

Brother Bentley was right and I was wrong, as matters have since proved; and here and 
now I want to pay the following tribute to Brother Joseph C. Bentley:  He is one of the truest 
friends, most humble and God-fearing, and has by his life proved to be one of the most 
courageous (I mean moral courage) of all the men I ever had the privilege of being acquainted with 
and associating myself with.  When duty has called there was no thought of danger and the 
consequence to his personal safety. 
 
 
Return of a Few Colonists to the Colonies (1913~1916)488 
 
 Many of the older colonists died of a broken heart at having to come out of Mexico.  They 
had left their all behind, their work, their animals, their farms and more. 
 
 Of all these colonists who came out of Mexico in the year of 1912, only a little over a 
thousand ever returned.  Today [circa early 1930’s], there are only around 750 colonists.  Three of 
the colonies were abandoned altogether. 
 
                                                 
485 Original Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, January 30, 1913, in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt 
Brown. 
486 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 63. 
487 See above “Mexican Colonists.”  Deseret Evening News, Saturday, October 12, 1912, p. 2, LDS Church 
microfilm #026,987.  See copy also in Appendix 4. 
488 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 206. 
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CHAPTER  31 
 
 
 
Orson, His Wives and Families After the Exodus (1912-1915) 
 
 
 
Orson Broken Financially by Revolution and Booker Business Deal (1912-
1913)489 
 

General Rojas with 500 men went to Colonia Díaz and burned the buildings of the colony 
and then proceeded west to my ranch known as Las Cuevas (The Caves) [Petacachi] where he with 
his men remained for eighteen days rounding up the cattle and horses, killing the three men I had 
there and putting them in a well.490  He took about 1,600 head of cattle and horses and went into 
the southwest.  This, with other disasters incident to the revolution, put me out of business and I 
wandered around like a lost sheep. 

 
I became connected in business with Louis C. Booker [or Brooker?].  The titles of land 

which we had in common were in his name and he sold [them] to a Canadian company for $65,000 
and was to retain ten percent, but instead he used all the money and then died, and I had no 
recourse.  That together with other unprofitable deals and revolutionary conditions broke me. 
 
 
Orson Relocates His Wives and Families (August-September 1912) 491 
 
 Editor’s Note:  When the urgent Mormon Exodus from Mexico occurred, Orson’s families 
were all living in different locations in Northern Mexico.  Mattie Romney Brown’s family lived in 
Colonia Morelos, Sonora.  Jane Galbraith Brown’s family lived at Orson’s Petacachi Ranch, located 
twelve miles northeast of Colonia Morelos, between Morelos and Douglas, Arizona.  Eliza 
Skousen Brown’s family lived at her brother, Jim Skousen’s, home in Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, 
caring for their father, James Niels Skousen.  Bessie Macdonald’s children lived with their 
Grandmother Elizabeth Macdonald in Colonia Garcia, Chihuahua. 
 
 Mattie’s family left Colonia Morelos on freight wagons, going north to Douglas, Arizona.  
Jane’s family left the Petacachi Ranch on freight wagons, also going north to Douglas, Arizona, 
with their mentioned sorrowful tragedy.  Eliza’s family departed by wagon to Colonia Dublán, and 
then by train to El Paso, Texas.  Bessie’s children left with their grandmother by wagon, and then 
by train to El Paso, Texas.  By leaving Mexico where it was legal to practice Plural Marriage, they 

                                                 
489 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 40. 
490 “Three Dead Bodies Found On Brown Ranch.”  El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, October 12, 1912, p. 1:  
“Advices have been received by the headquarters of the American colonists of western Chihuahua, in the 
city, that three bodies have been found on the ranch of O. P. Brown, business agent of the colonists.  It is 
said that the three men were killed by the Red Flaggers because they worked for Mr. Brown.  One of the 
men had been identified as Jose Hernandez, who was foreman of the Pitchi [Petacachi] ranch, which is 
located twelve northeast of Morelos.  The three men have been missing since August.” 
491 See Orson’s Wives’ Histories in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2.  See 
also Chapter 30:  Expulsion of Mormon Colonists (July-August 1912), supra. 
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entered the United States, where it had become illegal.  So, in addition to their basic life needs, the 
Brown families, along with the other such families, were faced with this new and uncertain 
condition that would affect their lives. 
 
 Once in the United States, Orson brought all of his families to temporary refugee lodgings 
in El Paso, Texas.  There they each counseled with him about what they should do and where they 
should go.  It was decided that Jane’s family would stay with Orson in El Paso. Mattie’s family 
would go to her relatives in Thatcher, Arizona.  Eliza’s family would go to her relatives in Alpine, 
Arizona.  And Bessie’s children went with their grandmother to her relatives in Mesa, Arizona. 
 

During August 1912 through early 1913, Orson lived in El Paso and was as an agent for 
the Church and coordinated and directed the relief of the United States Army and Congress, and 
the refugee communities, for the Mormon colonists.  He helped with their initial relocation.  He 
also worked with Stake President Junius Romney to try and find land in New Mexico and Western 
Texas, which might be bought as a permanent place to relocate some of the refugee colonists 
pending the end of the Mexican Revolution, but that possibility did not materialize.  In addition, 
Orson tried to help protect and reclaim the homes and lands of the Mormon colonists, and do 
what he could to help resolve the Mexican Revolution wars.  See Appendix 4:  Mexican 
Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers Involving Orson Pratt Brown. 
 
 
Orson’s Efforts to Bring His Wives and Families Together (1912-1914)492 

 
Editor’s Note:  By the end of 1912, it became clear to Orson that there would be no new 

permanent location in the Southwest for the refugee Mormon colonists.  So during 1913 through 
mid-1914, he focused his efforts on trying to find another way and place where his families might 
live closer together. 

 
These were very difficult things to do for at least two significant reasons.  First, living in 

Plural Marriage was then illegal in the United States.  Second, as stated above, Orson lost all of his 
assets and resources including those in Mexico because of the Mexican Revolution, which 
“revolutionary conditions” and “unprofitable deals” “put me out of business” and “broke me.”  
Orson worked hard at trying to reestablish himself, but with very limited success.  This included 
working as an Inspector of Cattle for Mexican General Poncho Villa.493  He was severely limited in 
what he could provide to his families. 
 
 During this difficult time, Jane’s family in 1913 moved from El Paso, Texas to Salt Lake 
City, Utah.  Mattie’s family first moved from Thatcher, Arizona to farm land near the Pecos River 
and Dexter- Roswell, New Mexico.  Then they moved to Provo, Utah.  In January 1914, Orson 
had Eliza and their children come from Alpine, Arizona to live with him in El Paso.  In April 1914, 
he and they moved up to live in Utah, first in Salt Lake City, and then in Provo, Utah.  Eliza was 
pregnant with their sixth child, Bessie.  Utah was to be the place where they could begin to live 
their lives closer together.494 
 
 Orson and his three families, however, found themselves in very poor economic 
conditions.  He was both broke and ill from the stressful conditions under which he had been 
                                                 
492 Ibid. 
493 See Chapter 34:  Working for Poncho Villa as Cattle Inspector (1913-1914), infra. 
494 See Orson’s Wives’ Histories in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
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living during the previous years, and he was struggling to reestablish himself and to provide for his 
families.  Under these distressing circumstances, each of his families was also struggling by 
themselves, almost without him, to provide for their own basic necessities. 
 
 Then, something happened to Orson that caused him to leave his families on their own in 
Utah, and for him to return to El Paso and Mexico to live on his own.  Orson did not say what it 
was in his Autobiography.  Some of his children were told that it was the arrest warrant that his wife 
Jane made out against him for trying to practice Plural Marriage in the United States.  Other 
children were told that he was so sick that he could not provide for his families, and that he said if 
he could not provide for all of them, he would not provide for any, and thus he had left to die in 
Mexico.  Whatever his reasons, his decision to abandon his wives and children left Mattie, Jane, 
and Eliza, and their children, alone in dire situations to provide for themselves, which resulted in 
bitter feelings for many years. 495 
 
 
Wife Jane Galbraith Brown Seeks Orson’s Arrest (1914-1915)496 
 

Orson continues:  [About 1914 or 1915], my wife, Jane Galbraith, through the influence of 
her brother[,] Raphel, told me not to come to her house anymore [in Salt Lake City, Utah].  Later 
through this same influence, after I had visited the children in Salt Lake City, she swore out a 
warrant against me for plural marriage[;] and only through the timely warning of our son, Ronald 
[Galbraith Brown], did I escape arrest and came on to El Paso where I met U.S. Marshal White 
who said he had papers for me at his office.   

 
I told him to give me half an hour and he said I could have an hour.  I did not tell him that 

I would go to his office, so I went to my room and packed my valise and went to [Ciudad] Juárez, 
Mexico.  I advised him by phone that I was in [Ciudad] Juárez and that he could send the papers 
back to Salt Lake City. 

 
When things were clear, I returned to El Paso and went to work.  I tried to get 

employment in a number of places, but because of my age was turned down.  I finally opened up a 
labor agency and made enough money for rent and food. 

 
Editor’s Note:  During May-June 1915, Orson was selling stock in Arizona in the Cactus 

Rubber Gum Company of which he was a co-founder with Jefferson Davis Crawford and William 
Dietrich Dodenhoff.  This company was to extract rubber products from the ocotillo plant, but 
the company was not successful.497   

 
Beginning March 1916, Orson worked as a Secret Service agent for General George Bell, 

Jr. during the United States Army Punitive Expedition against Poncho Villa.  He reported to 
General Bell at Ft. Bliss, El Paso, three times a day during the Punitive Expedition.  In 1916, he 
probably lived in Ciudad Juárez because of his Secret Service and is not listed in the El Paso City 

                                                 
495 Ibid. 
496 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 40. 
497 Miles, Lynn W.  “The Arizona Rubber Industry, 1915-1935.”  Unpublished manuscript written for Dr. 
Servin, Arizona State University, May, 1973, pp. 3, 15-20.  Copy in possession of O. James Brown Klein 
(Skousen).  Orson and Leo Alldredge reportedly took the idea of extracting rubber from ocotillo to 
Jefferson Davis Crawford, a chemist in San Francisco, California, who worked out the extraction process.  
Ibid at p. 3. 
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Directory.  In 1917, he is listed as a rancher living at the Grand Hotel in El Paso – El Paso City 
Directory, p. 257.  During this time, Orson also maintained his interests in cattle and mining.  He 
continued his work for General Bell from March 1916, through about August 1917, at which time 
General Bell left the command of Ft. Bliss to go to Europe during World War I.498 
 
 
 

                                                 
498 See Chapter 36:  Secret Service Agent for the U.S. Army (1916-1917), infra. 
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CHAPTER  32 
 
 
 
Orson’s Wives Divorce Him; His New Marriage (1916-1920) 
 
 
 
Orson’s Three Wives in Utah Finally Divorce Him (1916-1920)499 
 
 Editor’s Note:  After Orson left his three wives in Utah and returned to El Paso, Texas and 
Mexico, Orson did try to help Mattie’s family become established on a farm in Idaho, but that 
effort failed, and he left them there.  They finally returned to live in Salt Lake City, Utah in January 
1919.  Mattie never remarried.  Jane divorce Orson in December 1916, and she continued to live in 
Salt Lake City until 1921, when she moved her family to San Jose, California.  Jane never 
remarried.  Eliza, left pregnant and with nothing in Provo, Utah, struggled there to provide for her 
children through Bessie’s birth in December 1914, and the serious complications of illness 
thereafter.  She continued to live in Provo until early 1920 when she divorced Orson.  Afterwards 
she married twice, and finally moved to Mesa, Arizona to live near some of her children.  None of 
Orson’s wives ever returned to live in Mexico.500 
 

Orson continues:  In 1918 [1917], when the U.S. went to war with Germany, I found 
myself in a very bad condition.  I had family troubles and my three wives, Mattie Romney Brown, 
Jane Galbraith Brown, and Eliza Skousen Brown, refused to come where I was [see Editor’s Note 
1 below], and it wasn’t healthy for me in Utah [see Editor’s Note 2 below].  

 
This separation [and our family troubles and difficulties] caused them to divorce me 

[between 1916 and 1920 – see Editor’s Note 3 below]. 
 
I was apparently left to myself.  I felt that I had no friends, and [I] was alone. 

 
 Editor’s Note 1:  After reading Orson’s statement above that “my three wives, . . . , 
refused to come where I was,” his wife Eliza Skousen Brown states clearly that Orson never 
asked her to come to where he was.  She wrote to their daughter Gwen:  “Orson never did ask me 
to come to Mexico or El Paso after I went to Provo [with him in 1914].  I can’t say what he asked 
Mattie and Jane to do, but he never did ask me.  I want to tell you about it some day.  I feel just a 
little resentful when he says this in his writings.  I know how Aunt Mattie felt.  I also remember my 
own feelings.  I would like to tell you about it.  While I have as much respect for your Father as I 
do for myself, I have always been a truthful person.  I have not nor ever will forget my strict 
teachings as a child.”  In 1914, Orson had asked Eliza to leave Alpine, Arizona, with their three 
young children and return to live with him in El Paso, Texas, which they did from January to April 
1914.  Orson then moved Eliza, pregnant with their fourth child, Bessie, and their three children, 
to live first in Salt Lake City, Utah, and next in Provo, Utah.  Then in early Summer 1914, Orson 
deserted Eliza in Provo, pregnant and with three children, to return to El Paso. 501 

                                                 
499 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 60, and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 40-41. 
500 See Orson’s Wives’ Histories in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
501 See Klein, Eliza Skousen Brown, Her Life, Family and Legacy – “Summer 1914:  Orson Deserts Pregnant 
Eliza and Returns to Mexico.” in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
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 Editor’s Note 2:  Orson’s statement above that “it wasn’t healthy for me in Utah” refers 
to an outstanding warrant for his arrest in Utah for attempting to continue living in Plural Marriage 
there, which had been signed by his wife, Jane Galbraith Brown. 502 
 

Editor’s Note 3:  Orson’s three living wives, Mattie Romney Brown, Jane Galbraith Brown, 
and Eliza Skousen Brown, divorced him some time between 1916 and 1920.  In reference to them, 
Orson states above that they “divorced me.”  It is yet uncertain when Mattie Romney Brown 
divorced him.  Jane Galbraith Brown divorced him December 28, 1916, in Salt Lake City, Utah.503  
Eliza Skousen Brown divorced him May 12, 1920, in Provo, Utah, which was over one year after 
Orson married his fifth wife, Maria Angela Gabaldón, on March 8, 1919, in Las Cruces, Dona Ana, 
New Mexico. 504  His wife Elizabeth “Bessie” Macdonald had died years earlier on October 23, 
1904, in Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico. 
 
 
Orson Marries His Fifth Wife, Maria Angela Gabaldón (March 8, 1919)505 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Orson continues:  I went along – after a while I met a young lady by the name of [Maria] 

                                                 
502 See Orson’s statement earlier in Chapter 33:  General Huerta’s Revolt Against Madero (1912-1913), 
supra.  
503 Jane’s Temple sealing was cancelled December 28, 1916.  Her civil divorce needed to occur before her 
sealing would have been cancelled.  Temple Department, Special Services, The Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints. 
504 See Eliza Skousen Brown, Her Life, Family and Legacy – “1919 and 1920:  Eliza’s Divorce from Orson Pratt 
Brown.” in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
505 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 60; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 41. 

Orson Pratt Brown, 55, 1919 
courtesy:  S. Gustavo Brown

Angela Gabaldón, 18, 1919 
courtesy:  S. Gustavo Brown
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Angela Gabaldón, of Mexican extraction, and after a year we were married [March 8, 1919, at Las 
Cruces, New Mexico]. 506  We moved to Ciudad Juárez where we lived seven years [1919-1926]. 

 
Editor’s Note 1:  At the time of his marriage to Angela Gabaldón in Las Cruces, New 

Mexico, in 1919, Orson was still married to his first wife, Mattie Romney Brown, and to his fourth 
wife, Eliza Skousen Brown.  In 1919, Mattie was living in Salt Lake City, Utah, and still had at least 
three children of their children at home, who were Orson, Peg and Tony, ages 10 to 15.  Eliza was 
then living in Provo, Utah, and still had all four of their living children at home, who were Bessie, 
Otis, Anna and Gwen, ages 4 to 16.  Apparently, Orson did not tell Angela that he was married to 
two other women at the time of their marriage.  The fact that he and Angela were married in the 
United States, in New Mexico, in his violation of the anti-polygamy laws, may be a reason why 
Orson used the name of “Silvestre Moreno” and false birth information to conceal his true identity 
and marriage status on their New Mexico marriage documents.507  There may have been other 
reasons.  See Editor’s Note 2 that follows.  The next year, on May 12, 1920, Eliza divorced Orson, 
apparently after learning of his new marriage.  It also appears that Mattie divorced him afterwards.  
Orson says she divorced in his Autobiography, but it is uncertain when.  There are no Church or civil 
records that have been found involving their divorce happening before 1919. 

 
Editor’s Note 2:  Orson used the name “Silvestre Moreno” of Chihuahua, Mexico, when 

he married Maria Angela Gabaldón of El Paso, Texas, in Las Cruces, New Mexico, all of which 
appears on their New Mexico Marriage License and Marriage Certificate.508  See “Silvestre 
Moreno” in the paragraphs following below.  When Orson and Angela were married March 8, 
1919, he was 55 and she was 18.  Their seven children were:509  1) Silvestre Gustavo Brown, born 
December 17, 1919, Ciudad Juárez; 2) Bertha Irma Elizabeth Brown, born July 31, 1922, Ciudad 
Juárez; 3) Pauly Brown, born January 29, 1924, Ciudad Juárez; 4) Aron Saul Brown, born July 29, 
1925, Ciudad Juárez; 5) Mary Angela Brown, born June 15, 1927, Colonia Dublán; 6) Heber 
Jedediah Brown, born February 6, 1936, Colonia Dublán; and 7) Marta Gabaldón Brown, born 
July 29, 1940, Ciudad Jimenez. 
 
 “Silvestre Moreno.”  Orson used the name “Silvestre Moreno” while living in Ciudad 
Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico for a period of time, from at least 1918 to 1922, and perhaps earlier and 
longer.  He was using that name when he first met Angela Gabaldón in 1918, and when they were 
married in 1919.  It is reported that Angela’s mother, Maria Holguin Gabaldón always knew him 
by “Silvestre Moreno” and always called him “Don Silvestre.”510  He named his first son by Angela 
“Silvestre Gustavo” in December 1919.  In January 1922, Orson used his real name, Orson P. 
Brown, when he obtained authorization from the Commanding General of the Federal Garrison in 
Ciudad Juárez to carry arms for his personal protection and defense.511  By February 1924, when 

                                                 
506 The life history of Maria Angela Gabaldón, including her marriage to Orson, is found in: Archer, Lucy.  
Maria Angela Gabaldón Brown in Klein ed., Orson Pratt Brown, His Wives and Children – Histories, Vol. 2. 
507 New Mexico, Dona Ana County Marriage Record No. 3319.  Original documents in possession of 
Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón) (1919-    ).  Orson as “Silvestre Moreno” certified on this document 
that he was born at “Lago Salada, Nev. [Salt Lake, Nevada – a fictitious place] on May 22, 1878 [a fictitious 
date - not his real birthday, May 22, 1863]. 
508 Ibid.  
509 Children’s birth information is from the Maria Angela Gabaldón Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 
510 Green, Mary Brown (Gabaldón) (1927-    ).  Oral Interview by O. James Brown Klein (Skousen), High 
Rolls, New Mexico, May 2002. 
511 See Mexican federal authorization to carry arms No. 20 to Orson P. Brown and signed by the “General 
Jefe” [Commanding General] of the “Jefatura de la Guarnición de Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua” 
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Orson had his first three children from Angela blessed in the Church at El Paso, Texas, their last 
name was recorded as “Brown” and his as “Orson P. Brown” on the Church records there.512 
 

On January 6, 1954, two of Orson’s personal friends, T. Pauly and L. S. Tenney, both 
residents of El Paso, Texas, made an affidavit regarding Orson using the name of “Silvestre 
Moreno,” which was filed of record in the El Paso Country Clerk’s office that same day.  They 
testified:  “Know all men by these presents that we, T. Pauly and L. S. Tenney both residents of 
the City of El Paso, Texas who are 60 and 80 years old respectively were personal friends of the 
now deceased Orson P. Brown who was sometimes also known as Silvestre Moreno, to be one and 
the same and only person to marry Angela Gavaldon [Gabaldón] at Las Cruces, N. Mex. on March 
8, 1919.  We also attest to the fact that we personally know the children born from this marriage to 
be in order of birth, Gustavo, Bertha, Pauly, Aron and Mary Brown, all of whom are now living.”  
[Signed] L. S. Tenny and T. Pauly.  Notarized and signed by Edward V. Turley, Notary Public.  
Filed for record in the office of Constance P. Chavez, County Clerk, on January 6, 1954, with her 
signature and County Clerk Seal.513 
 

It is uncertain as to exactly why, and under what circumstances, Orson used the fictitious 
name of “Silvestre Moreno.”  His son Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón) said that Orson used it 
to help protect himself from his enemies who sought to harm him.  Gustavo also said that Orson 
was told that “Silvestre Moreno” was how his name was translated in Spanish.514  There is, 
however, no Spanish translation for the name “Orson.”  But “Brown” may be translated in 
Spanish as “Moreno.”  “Silvestre” is the popular way of saying the English name “Sylvester” in 
Spanish.  It is interesting to note, though, that the Spanish word “Silvestre” also means “wild” or 
“rustic.”515  Given what some persons thought of Orson’s courage and personality, such meanings 
may have had some relevance to them, and to him. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                           
[Headquarters of the Federal Garrison in Cuidad Juárez] dated “5 de enero de 1922” [January 5, 1922] in 
Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
512 Maria Angela Gabaldón Personal Ancestral File (PAF).  Dublán Mexican Branch, Juárez Stake, Record 
of Members 1917-1948, p. 245, LDS Church microfilm #35,128. 
513 Copy in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón) (1919-    ). 
514 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ).  Oral Interview by Lorna Raty Brown, Mormon 
Mexican Colonies, June 1990. 
515 See “silvestre” in  de Gamez, Tana.  Simon and Schuster’s Concise International Dictionary – English/Spanish, 
Spanish/English.  New York: Simon, 1975, p. 1282. 
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CHAPTER 33 
 
 
 
General Huerta’s Revolt Against Madero (1912-1913)  
 
 
 
Salazar Rebels Lose to Madero General Sangines and Colonel Obregon 
(August-September 1912)516 

 
After the exodus of our people, Salazar came on with a few chosen forces to meet the 

government forces of General Sangines and Colonel Obregon at Ojitos.  As they neared Ojitos, 
they had what is known as “The Battle of Ojitos.”  On a mountain near Ojitos, Sangines put his 
artillery and awaited the coming of Salazar.  At the same time, Colonel Obregon with his Yaqui 
Indians slipped around the foothills and flanked Salazar’s bandit army and they scattered and run 
[ran] like a bunch of coyotes.  The government forces got the better of the rebels and drove them 
back.  But the Federales, instead of following up their victory, they remained at Ojitos, for what, I 
do not know.  After being there for some time, Sangines and his army retreated back to Sonora.  
Salazar and his bandits gathered more strength and followed.   

 
They were coming into Sonora when, between Agua Prieta and Fronteras, Colonel 

Obregon, with his 250 Yaqui Indians, attacked them so savagely that they retreated into the 
foothills towards Chihuahua.  That night between Fronteras and Morelos, Obregon attacked again 
the Salazar forces and cut them to pieces.  They retreated by way of El Tigre mining camp where 
they robbed it of bullion, merchandise and provisions.  They loaded the bullion on their burros 
and had started up the steep, mountain trails on their way toward Bavispe.  When a rumor came 
that Obregon and his men were close behind them, the rebel forces stampeded leaving the loot 
and the burros.  For days afterwards, scattered through the hills, a number of the mules were 
found dead with bullion still tied to their backs.  The soldiers made their way back to Casas 
Grandes on foot.   
 
 
Orson Discovers General Victoriano Huerta’s Revolt Against Madero (Fall 
1912-Winter 1913)517 
 

It will be remembered that General Huerta and his forces were driving the rebel forces of 
Orozco and Salazar to the north, before the exodus of our people, and that Salazar and his forces 
came over the Northwestern Railroad from Chihuahua City to Casas Grandes, and Pascual Orozco 
went over the national road to Ciudad Juárez.  And at this time Huerta arrived at Chihuahua City 
with his forces.  
 

They were banqueted by the Terrazas-Creel Scientific Faction and, although there wasn’t 

                                                 
516 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 195, 206; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 58; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 29-30. 
517 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 197-198; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 55-56; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 30-31. 
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anything that came to light of the plot that was formed until later,518 General Huerta and his forces 
followed Orozco and his forces to the north.  Orozco burned the [railroad] ties and putting [put] 
the railroad track out of commission.  Huerta’s forces followed, their fires in sight of each other, 
without attacking each other. 
 

The fact came out later that this Scientific Faction of traitors in Chihuahua had advised 
Huerta not to destroy the Orozco forces because it would be [only] a matter of time before they 
could bring about a council between Orozco and his party and Huerta and his party.  Orozco and 
his forces divided, some going towards Ojinaga [Ojitos?] and some towards Casas Grandes.  The 
rebellion spread.  Huerta was bought off [by the Terrazas- Creel Faction]. 

 
Huerta and his forces arrived at Ciudad Juárez with all of his artillery [August 21 - 

September 1, 1912]519and began to prepare for their new plot against the Madero government.  He 
stayed in Juárez two or three months while Orozco moved over the railroad toward Casas Grandes 
and on into the mountain country near Madera.  At this time, Huerta was acquiring ammunition, 
and arms and artillery, and horses and making his preparations for his treacherous attack on the 
Madero government.  One of my Secret Service men, who was very friendly with one of Huerta’s 
Generals by the name of [Antonio] Rabago,520 reported to me that he believed that Huerta together 
with others were planning to overthrow the Madero Government. 

 
Huerta’s Chief of Staff had been appointed to deal with me for the purchase of 100 saddle 

horses. He was a find [fine] looking officer of French extraction.  They bought cavalry horses and I 
delivered them.521  Then I was on a deal with Huerta to sell him six hundred artillery horses and 
this officer had negotiated for artillery horses with me.  I had arranged the purchase of the horses 
pending the coming of the money from Mexico City.  It was delayed and General Huerta and his 
officers were very anxious and had received indirect information that there was a counter plot 
being formed by one of the men in the [Mexican] Secret Service but the details were lacking. 
 

I found out all about the Huerta plot from one of Huerta’s own men.  While waiting, I 
began working on Huerta’s Chief of Staff.  He was in El Paso, buying ammunition.  I wined and 
dined him.  When he had just the right amount of liquor and I had gained his full confidence by 
this time, I finally asked, why they waited on Panchito Madero to do things; why didn’t Huerta take 
matters in his hands and do things as they had been done once in Mexico.522  And over his cup of 
wine he spilled the beans. He said, “That is just what we are going to do.” 
 

                                                 
518 “General Huerta Has Left Juarez – Gen. Terrazas Denies Aiding Orozco Rebellion.”  El Paso Morning 
Times, Friday, September 21, 1912, p.2. 
519 “Federal Army Occupies Ciudad Juarez.”  El Paso Morning Times, Wednesday, August 21, 1912, p.1. 
 “Huerta Brings Two Trainloads.”  El Paso Morning Times, Sunday, September 1, 1912, p.1. 
520 “Rabago Forces For Garrisons – Protect American Colonies.”  El Paso Morning Times, Sunday, September 
8, 1912, p.1. 
521 “Rabago Forces For Garrisons – Protect American Colonies – Federals Will Buy Horses.”  El Paso 
Morning Times, Sunday, September 8, 1912, p.1.  “Crops Lost By The Colonists – To Sell Horses to Huerta.”  
El Paso Morning Times, Tuesday, September 10, 1912, p.2.  “Red Flaggers Near Colonies –Huerta Buys 
Horses.”  El Paso Morning Times, Wednesday, September 11, 1912, p.1.  “Hop Valley Is Held By ‘Reds’ – 
Horses Are Sent Down.”  El Paso Morning Times, Thursday, September 12, 1912, p.1.     
522 Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 30, records Orson’s question as:  “Why wait for a few thousand dollars 
from Madero?  Looks to me that a man like Huerta wouldn’t stand for such much longer.” 
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He revealed to me the whole plot.523  He said that they were going to overthrow Madero 
and his government. That Huerta was to return to Mexico City and release General Ferris [Felix] 
Díaz,524 nephew of ex-president Porfirio Díaz, who would rise up in Veracruz and march on 
Mexico City, and at the same time General Fernando Reyes would be released from the 
penitentiary and with armed prisoners would also march upon the City, capture President Madero 
and his officers and slay them and take over the government.  Another General would join General 
Huerta in helping to overthrow the Madero Government in the northern part of the country.  And 
finally, that General Huerta would be made President of Mexico.  And that the Scientific Party 
headed by Terrazas and Creel were putting up the money and backing the project of overthrowing 
the Madero Government.  It was midnight by the time he finished telling me the whole story. 
 

I went home, and then walked over to the apartment of the young lady who had been 
doing my stenographic work.  I got her awakened and told her to get up, for I had very important 
work to do.  I wrote the whole history of the contemplated plot and sent a copy to Abram 
Gonzalez, a copy to the [Madero] Consul General of El Paso, and a copy to Senator Smoot in 
Washington. 
 

The copy to Gonzalez was sent by a special courier by Loredo to Chihuahua City, and 
Gonzalez in turn sent a copy by special courier to President Madero.   

 
General Pesqueria, one of his friends and counselors, was with Madero at the time he 

received my communication.  He told me about it later. When Madero had finished reading, he 
had gasped, and exclaimed, “It cannot be true. General Huerta is not a traitor.”  General Pesqueria 
had said with conviction, “It is true, it must be true.  Mr. Brown would not make such a charge if 
he did not know.  Mr. Brown’s word had stood in the past.”  But, Madero still could not believe. 

 
But President Madero wired to Huerta to come to Mexico City.  There they had a 

consultation and Madero bared the information I had sent to him, but of course Huerta repudiated 
it all.  Poor Madero, in his own destruction, preferred to believe one of his own race to a foreigner.  
As we all know, the plot was carried out only too well. 
 

At the same time in Mexico City the American Ambassador, Henry Lane Wilson, dean of 
foreign representatives in Mexico City, began one of the worst diabolical, treacherous, damnable, 
outrageous course of maneuvers that ever was done by any foreign representative in a foreign 
country.  He backed Huerta and the Scientific Party, and without the knowledge of the approval of 
the President of the United States. Consequently, they began to fight the Madero army.  
 

Huerta pretended to be on Madero’s side, biding his time and an opportunity to carry out 
this plot, even ordering Madero volunteers into the streets where they were shot down.  After eight 
days, President Madero and Vice President Pino Juárez were taken from the palace and murdered 
in the streets of Mexico.  President Madero’s brother, Raul Madero, was also killed.  Huerta 
usurped the power of President and was backed by Ambassador Henry Lane Wilson.  When the 

                                                 
523 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 197, says, “He revealed the whole hideous plot.  Huerta was to return 
to Mexico and take charge of all the forces, and Felix Díaz, the old president’s nephew, was to revolt in 
Vera Cruz.  They were to murder Madero and take over the government.” 
524 “General Felix Diaz Is Under Surveillance.” El Paso Morning Times, Monday, October 14, 1912, p.1.  
“General Felix Seizes Vera Cruz Raising The Banner Of Another Revolt.”  El Paso Morning Times, Thursday, 
October 17, 1912, p.1. 
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facts were learned by United States government, Wilson was disgraced, discharged and called 
home.  
 

As had been contemplated, this Terrazas-Creel combination in Chihuahua got in 
communication with Orozco and Salazar and the rebels, and they entered into an agreement and 
joined the Huerta forces.   

 
After Madero’s death, Gonzalez was grabbed in Chihuahua and taken prisoner.  I heard of 

it and tried to do what I could.  But I was too late.  The United States government was appealed to.  
Washington asked Grouse and company in Chihuahua to spare this fine man’s life for his country, 
but all to no avail.  There was no appealing to those savages which the “Cientificos” [Scientific 
Party] had let loose. 
  
            He was cruelly murdered and thrown under a train east of Chihuahua [City], about twenty 
miles, by soldiers of General Orozco.  This was just after his own chief [President Madero] had 
been murdered with his brother, and Pino Suarez, in the ten bloody days at Mexico City.  Huerta 
had turned out to be a traitor of the darkest kind. 
 
 
Opposition of Generals Poncho Villa and Venustiano Carranza to Huerta 
Revolt (1913-1914)525 
 

Then Huerta tried to subdue the people all over the country.  But the Republic wouldn’t 
stand for it, and the people rose up in arms all over Mexico.  General Poncho Villa did not throw 
in with Huerta, but remained faithful to the Madero government.  Villa in the north rallied the 
mountaineers and started south, cleaning Huerta’s followers in Chihuahua, and then marched on 
south.  General Venustiano Carranza raised up in the east with an army, and others in the 
southwest. General Victoriano Obregon came with a big body of men and drove Huerta out of 
Mexico City. 

 
During this time General Villa was mobilizing his forces in the mountain districts of 

Chihuahua and Durango, and while the Orozco forces were in Ciudad Juárez, he made an attack 
upon the town at daylight in the morning and took the city. 
 

In the morning, as the men and officers were being brought in, among them Colonel 
Enrique Portillo and some sixty other officers, Villa with his officers had their headquarters in the 
Mexican Customs house in Ciudad Juárez.  He ordered these prisoners immediately to be 
executed.  Bishop Arwell Pierce, Mr. Tod McClamey, and I went over to Ciudad Juárez to the 
“cuartel” and we witnessed the execution of Enrique Portillo and his three companions.  The 
others were taken out to the cemetery and lined up and executed and all buried in a large pit that 
was dug for the purpose of their burial.  
 

The Orozco forces that came from Chihuahua City and attacked the Villa forces in Juárez 
were driven off with considerable loss.  Villa then went into the northwestern mountain country 
with his men and General Feliz Terrazas, one of the Orozco generals, with three trains of men 
went to where he was to attack him. 

                                                 
525 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 199; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 56-57; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 31. 
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He [Villa] was then at San Andres, about sixty miles west of Chihuahua City. Villa allowed 
the trains to come up the canyon from Santa Isabel then blew up the bridges behind them. At this 
time his forces attacked them in the canyon from the hills, and out of 3000 men that went to attack 
him only 1300 returned to Chihuahua City.  The trains were loaded with provisions and equipment 
which Villa took into the mountains and buried for future operations. 
 

In a stone corral, Villa stood up one thousand prisoners, in rows of five, one behind the 
other and with their own guns shot them down to see how many men a Mauser bullet could go 
through and as the men fell they were treated with a “tiro de gracia” (bullet through the head). 
 

Villa then began to get stronger, and with his forces went to Chihuahua City and drove the 
rebels out.  He also went to Jimenez City and Santa Rosalia. By this time the Trevino brothers had 
been sent by Huerta to take command of the forces in the state of Chihuahua.  One was to be the 
Governor and the other to be in command of the military forces.  Villa attacked these from the 
south and east, and after twenty four hours of battle drove them from Chihuahua City to the 
north.  They went to Ciudad Juárez and Villa followed, attacking them on the way, and their 
officers and a great number of their men passed over the border into the United States. 
 

Then Villa took Torreon, state of Coahuila, Mexico [October 1913] after ten days of battle 
in which he showed wonderful military genius.  He followed them south and at Zacatecas, state of 
Zacatecas, Mexico [June 1914] drove them before him, killing ten or fifteen thousand rebels there. 
 

It was then that General Carranza who had taken charge of the Madero forces, sent for 
Villa to return to Chihuahua and take charge of the military forces in the north.  Carranza feared 
that Villa, with his strength and popularity, might try to thwart Carranza’s plans.  Carranza was and 
became afraid of him.  Villa had won too many battles and laurels of glory for his comfort.  
Carranza was recognized as the rebel President in Mexico, but Villa refused to accept this 
arrangement and said he was going to drive the Huerta forces out into the sea. 
 
 At this time the Obregon and Calles forces were coming from the west, driving the Huerta 
forces before them, and in many instances destroying them.  They went into Mexico City and took 
charge of the city, driving the Huerta forces out.  And then a conference was held at Aguas 
Calientes.  Huerta finally resigned as Provisional President of Mexico and fled to Spain [July 1914]. 
 
 
Mexican Generals Conference at Aguas Calientes; Disagreement (October-
November 1914)526 
 

The Generals of the revolutionary forces agreed to meet in Aguas Calientes in the center of 
Mexico and there discuss a man for president. General Carranza was joined by Obregon and 
Calles, and General Villa joined Zapata and other generals from the southwest and they met. A 
Zapatista was named to the disappointment of the Carranza forces. They couldn’t agree.  

 
Carranza and Obregon retired to Vera Cruz, not willing to submit to the decision of the 

other Generals. Villa and Zapatista forces concentrated, and made a drive on Mexico City and 
drove out the Carranza forces.  Obregon retreated to Veracruz.   

                                                 
526 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 57; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 31-32. 
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Carranza Forces: General Obregon Drives Villa and Zapata Forces North 
(1915)527 
 

When Obregon was strengthened in his forces, he came up to Mexico City, driving out the 
Villistas and Zapatistas to the north.  He followed them, and at Celaya, [state of Guanajuato, 
Mexico – April 1915], the largest battle of the Revolution was fought.  It lasted three days in which 
the Obregon forces cut the Villa forces all to pieces and took the greater part of his equipment. 
 

Villa fled to the north, making small resistance until he came into Torreon and Chihuahua.  
He left General Fidel Avilo in command at Chihuahua City with about 10,000 troops, and General 
Ornellos at Ciudad Juárez.  General Villa went with about 5,000 picked men528 to Casas Grandes 
and Dublán and there made preparations to invade Sonora, Obregon’s stronghold.  While at 
Colonia Dublán he had an explosion of dynamite killing about fifty of his soldiers.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
527 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 220-221; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 57; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 32. 
528 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 57, says Villa went “with about 1,500 men” to prepare to invade the state 
of Sonora. 

maps courtesy:  Matthew White
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CHAPTER  34 
 
 
 
Working for Poncho Villa as Cattle Inspector (1913–1914) 
 
 
 
Inspector of Cattle (1913-1914)529 
 

When Villa first received the “Aguila” (the “little eagle”) I congratulated him.  He said to 
me, “It is the small Eagle, Amigo, I want the large Eagle.”  I asked him, “Do you want to be 
President?”  “No, in politics, I do not meddle, but in war, yes.”  He aspired to be commander in 
chief of the Mexican army. 
 
 I went to work for General Villa as an Inspector of Cattle coming out of Mexico, during 
the revolution, at both the port of El Paso [, Texas,] and Columbus, New Mexico.530 
 
Confiscating Juan Terrazas’ Cattle Already Sold to U.S. Buyers (~1914)531 
 
 One morning, I received word from my representative at Palomas that Juan Terrazas had 
arrived there with twelve “vaqueros” [cowboys] and approximately fourteen hundred head of 
cattle.  These cattle belonged to about twenty people, principally to the Guillermo Urrutia Estate, 
and a man from Fresnal Ranch, Guzman, Chihuahua owned a small portion of it. 

 
 I was in Ciudad Juárez at that time, but as soon as I heard, I went on down to Palomas.  
We needed that cattle badly to feed [Villa’s] soldiers.  But they would not be satisfied with anything 
but cash.  We gave them Villa money.  They had to take it, but they protested loudly, declaring that 
the cattle was already sold in the United States.   
 
 When I returned to Ciudad Juárez, I reported the matter to General Benavidez [Benavides] 
commander of [Villa’s] military forces, who had his headquarters at the time, at the “Juzgado” 
[Court House] upon the hill, across from the medieval jail building.  As we were talking and 
wondering what would come of the transaction, General Villa, as was his habit, walked in, 
unannounced.  Benavides was glad to shed himself of the responsibility.  It was ticklish business all 
around.  He said to me, “Please tell General Villa what you have just told me.”  I did as I was 
commanded.  I reported the whole incident to Villa. 
 

                                                 
529 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 145, 210; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 64. 
530 Orson received an authorization letter signed from “Francisco Villa” “El Gobernador Militar Interino” 
[Interim Military Governor] dated December 23, 1913, giving him and J. F. McClaminy, authority for: “… 
VERFIQUEN LA COMPRA Y VENTA DE GANADO, con facultades á su vez para exportarlo con 
cualesquier dirección….” [the verification of purchase and sale of livestock or cattle, with the power or 
authority at the same time to export them in any direction].  Orson Pratt Brown Papers in possession of S. 
Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón), Mesa, Arizona, May 2002.  See original authorization letter dated December 
23, 1913, in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
531 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 210-212; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 64-65. 
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 Villa said, “Execute the men, confiscate the cattle and bring them here.”  The matter was 
finished as far as he was concerned.  He began giving orders on other matters.  That was the way 
of Villa.  He never hesitated.  His decisions were made with lightening speed. 
 
 The Mexican government had a leased wire from Ciudad Juárez through El Paso to 
Columbus and Palomas.   The operator took the [Villa’s] message and started to send it when I 
spoke up, and I said to General Villa, “My Señor!  I don’t think you should send those instructions 
to execute those men.  They are only men being employed to bring those cattle to the border and, 
as far as I have knowledge, are not enemies of our cause, and besides, it is sure to have a bad effect 
with our friends, the Americans, on the American side.”   
 

Long ago, I had found out that I had a powerful weapon that very surely never failed to 
work!  At that magic warning, Villa straightened up and thought for a moment, then said, “Change 
the order.  Release the men and confiscate the cattle and bring them here!” 
 
 A few days later, they came in from Palomas with the cattle.  The cattle had been sold to 
one, Richard Kees, of El Paso.  Juan Terrazas came with his predicament, and asked me what to 
do.  He showed me the check that had already been paid him.  They had sold for $10.00 a head.  
There was no doubting his word. 
 
 Immediately I knew there would be real serious trouble if we went on with the 
confiscation.  I went to General Villa and told him the truth of the whole story.  I suggested, “Why 
not investigate this whole cattle deal?” 
 
 He called one of the fiscal agents and commanded, “You go on over across the river to the 
American Bank and make the investigation.”  The fiscal agent and I went over on the streetcar to 
the First National Bank of El Paso.  We found out not only that the check had been paid, but also 
a contract had been drawn up at the same time.  There was no doubt as to the validity of the 
contract.  There would be a big time with international lawyers if Villa persisted in his confiscation. 

 
We came back and reported to General Villa.  He knew it would be serious to steal the 

cattle when we told him what we had found out at the bank.  He asked brusquely, “Well what are 
we going to do about it?” 

 
I had my answer ready.  I knew the only thing for us to do was to save our face, and get as 

much out of it as we could.  “Let them pay the export duty, which is a couple of pesos a head,” I 
recommended.  Villa grasped at the solution, as he always did, in those first good years of his.  The 
matter was ended as far as he was concerned.  He merely said, “Está bien!” (“It is well!”). 

 
Thus the lives of twelve innocent men were saved by my butting in, to say nothing of the 

money and involvement. 
 
 
Confiscating Tarrazas-Creel Holdings in Chihuahua (~1914)532 
 

While I was still working for Villa, I had another experience with him after the Villa forces 
had driven the Huerta forces from the State of Chihuahua and the Terrazas and Creele contingent 
had left Mexico and come to El Paso. 
                                                 
532 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 218-219; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 63-64. 
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 I got information from El Paso, that a prominent El Paso judge was organizing an English 
corporation in order to protect the Terrazas-Creel land and cattle holdings in Mexico.  This 
American judge533 was the attorney for the interests of the Cientifico Group [Terrazas-Creel 
Scientific Group].   
 
 Villa, after the unfortunate killing of the English subject, Benton,534 was being a little 
conciliatory to English interests. 
 

I immediately went to General Rodolfo Fierro in Ciudad Juárez for a permit to go to 
Chihuahua City to advise General Villa, who was acting Governor and Commander of the 
Carranza forces in the state of Chihuahua.  There were no trains running at this time between 
C[iudad] Juárez and Chihuahua City, only military trains.  I told him, “The Terrazas-Creel 
combination, in order to protect their  interests, have decided to form an English Corporation.  In 
this company, they will put all their holdings, so that the revolution cannot touch or confiscate 
[them]!” 
 
 He saw the seriousness of the situation, and said to me, “Come over tonight at eight 
o’clock and I will take you on a special train.”  So I went over and we arrived in Chihuahua City at 
about 4:00 a.m. the next morning.  Upon arrival, General Fierro and I, together with an escort of 
soldiers, started for General Villa’s headquarters.  We found him up, and sitting out in front of his 
house. We told him what we had come for.  He got his breakfast, and then we all walked down 
together to the Government Palace. 
 
 In the meantime, I summoned the Secretary of State, Colonel Joaquin Terrazas.  
Immediately, he wrote up a decree, confiscating for the Government in the name of the 
Government all the properties of the Terrazas-Creele holdings - lands, cattle and all properties 
owned or controlled by them.  Villa did this by the authority he had as Governor of the state and 
had the state Congress in a special session approve the act, thus thwarting the plans of the Terrazas 
and Creele traitors.  
 
 We published and posted this decree all over Chihuahua.  We put it in the local papers, 
official and otherwise, stopping the transfer of these properties to an English Corporation. 
 
 
Confiscation of Lem Spilsbury’s Cattle (~1914)535 
 
 Another time, Lem Spilsbury had purchased from one of the Villa Colonels about 150 
yearling heifers, supposedly from the Bavicora Ranch and had them taken to the United States.  
Later his brother, David Spilsbury, and Byron Macdonald, purchased 450 head of cattle in the 
pueblos of Cruces and Namiquipa.  They brought them out to Ciudad Juárez to ship into the 

                                                 
533 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 63, records:  “…that Senator A. B. Fall [of New Mexico] was the Terrazas 
and Creele attorney arranging this deal because all the revolutionary factions in Mexico were respecting 
English subjects and their property rights.” 
534 William S. Benton, a British subject, was living in El Paso, Texas.  He owned property and cattle in 
Mexico and was killed Tuesday, February 17, 1914, by General Francisco “Poncho” Villa, in Ciudad Juárez 
when Benton called upon Villa for protection of Benton’s property in Mexico and permission to remove his 
cattle to the United States.  “Admit Benton Was Executed.”  El Paso Morning Times.  Saturday, April 21, 
1914. pp. 1, 3. 
535 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 213-216; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 64-66. 
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United States.  As was my duty, I went over the cattle and found everything in order.  I signed and 
released the papers for the cattle to go through, but when the time came to pay export duty, the 
Fiscal Agent said, “These cattle are confiscated.” 
 
 I was astounded by his claim.  I could not believe him, but he showed me a telegram from 
General Villa who was in Chihuahua City, to prove his story.  General Villa commanded that this 
particular lot of cattle be confiscated.  He gave no explanation.  I was aghast.  I just could not 
understand why.  Too, the Spilsbury brothers and Macdonald were some of my people.  I said with 
firmness, “These cattle are OK.” 
 
 But the fiscal agent was going to stick to Villa’s orders.  He defended himself by saying, “I 
do not know just what is the matter, but I cannot let the cattle go through on the face of the 
General’s telegram, we must hold the cattle back, at least until the General gets back.” 
 
 And there was nothing I could say or do to make him change his mind.  It was just as well, 
for as it later turned out, it certainly would have been unsafe to have flown in the face of the 
General’s explicit orders on this particular lot of cattle.  Sure enough, pretty soon, General Villa 
came back from Chihuahua.  When I broached the subject, he merely said, “They are confiscated 
and that is all!”  And he refused to give us any other explanation for the time being.  I knew him 
well enough to let him alone, for the moment anyway.  But the next morning, I decided, in despair 
of justice [injustice] being done, again to take up the matter with General Villa. 
 
 I told him, “Spilsbury and Macdonald have asked for an explanation of such confiscation.”  
He immediately riled up, and repeated, “These cattle are confiscated.  And if these men come over, 
I will have them executed.”  Well, I had been as patient as I knew how to be.  I let him have it 
straight from the shoulder.  “This is an act of pure banditry.  You have got to give these men a 
chance to defend themselves.  You gave them permission to go down and purchase the cattle and 
bring to the port for export!” 
 

He went white with fury, and hissed at me.  “Get out of here!”  There was nothing to do 
for the present.  I walked over to the Cuartel, and found General Benavides.  I told him my story.  
When I finished, he said to me, “You had better be careful, for the General is in a bad mood.”  I 
knew I would get no help from General Benavides.  He was plain scared. 
 
 The next morning, I went back again to General Villa’s headquarters, and knocked at the 
door of his office.  He opened it himself, but when he saw who it was, he never asked me in, nor 
did he ever take his hand off the knob; instead, I could see he was still in a very ugly mood, and he 
received me with the following:  “You called me a bandit, yesterday, you ____ --____.  I know 
who you are!”  He looked at me in the meanest way possible. 
 
 I looked him straight in the eye and I realized that real trouble was coming.  He had one 
hand on the doorknob and the other hand on his pistol.  I thought quickly; I figured on grabbing 
his pistol if he tried to pull it out, and then to fight for my life. 
 
 I never took my eyes off his, as I said, “General, I still think you are not treating those men 
fair!”  I just continued to look him straight in the eye, but before he acted, there was a knock at the 
hall door and two Americans walked in.  I knew the time for him to act had passed.  He merely 
said, furiously, “Get out and do not come back and talk to me anymore.”  And I got out and was 
very glad for the privilege to get out of such a difficult situation, with my skin whole. 
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 I immediately went to General Benavides, commander of the Post.  When he saw me, he 
exclaimed, “Did you not get my message I sent you last night?”  I answered “No, what message?  
Did you send me a message?”  He explained, “I sent you a special message to tell you not to come 
to Ciudad Juárez because General Villa was very much infuriated with you at what you said to him 
yesterday.” 
 
 He said if you ever came over here again he would kill you; that he never let any man talk 
to him as you had and live.”  I told General Benavides what had happened.  He gasped.  “You 
must have a charmed life, but you had better stay away.”   
 

Spilsbury and Macdonald put in a claim for their confiscated cattle and they got their 
money.   

 
Later I learned of the reason for the confiscation.  John Hayes, manager of the Bavicora 

Hacienda told Villa’s Fiscal Agent that these cattle were from Bavicora.  He thought they were 
cattle belonging to the “Cientifico” Group [Terrazas-Creel Scientific Group].  A mistake all 
together. 
 
 
Edmund Richardson Cattle Incident (~1914)536 
 
 Before I was through with Villa, I braved him once more.  I had to.  It was a matter of life 
and death.  When duty called, I had to act.  I never gave the consequence a thought, for I knew 
that if I did my duty, the Lord would take care of the rest. 
 
 About a week later [after the Spilsbury-Macdonald incident,] I received word from 
Edmund Richardson that Villa’s men [were holding] him and other men from Colonia Díaz with 
their cattle at Palomas.  So again, I braved the lion’s den.  I went over to see General Villa at the 
Cuartel.  He was standing, talking to some of his officers.  When he saw me, he turned his back on 
me.  But, I knew I had to talk to him.  I went around in front of him, and looking him straight in 
the eye, I told him of my new grievance. 
 
 He said, “Did I not tell you not to come and talk to me anymore?”  I came back, “Forgive 
me my General, but this is a matter of very great importance and I needed to talk to you.” 
 

He said, “I will give my decision to General Benavides.  Go to him and don’t you come to 
me anymore!”  He was angry.  I never had occasion to go to him any more, for which I was glad.  
When he was mad, he was very difficult to deal with. 
  
 

                                                 
536 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 216-217; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 65-66. 
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CHAPTER  35 
 
 
 
U.S. Recognition of Carranza Government Infuriates Villa 
(1915-1917) 
 
 
 
United States Recognition of Carranza’s Government Infuriates Villa 
(October-November 1915)537 
 

When Villa was in Casas Grandes and Dublán making preparations to invade Sonora, 
Obregon’s stronghold, and attack Agua Prieta, the United States came to the Mexican Federal 
government’s aid and recognized the Carranza Government [October 19, 1915].  That action made 
Villa an outlaw.  It allowed Mexican troops to march through American territory to reinforce 
General Calles at Agua Prieta.  This made Villa wild with fury.  He could not understand why he 
had been made an outlaw. 
 

[In November 1915,] Villa took the cream of his army, some 5,000 men, and started for 
Sonora.  When he came through the Pulpit Canyon in front of Agua Prieta, he found out that 
Carranza reinforcements had been allowed to go through to the United States, coming from 
Nogales, Sonora, to reinforce General Calles who was in command of the forces at Agua Prieta.  
Villa made an attempted bombardment on Agua Prieta but as he was shooting down-hill, the 
shells, instead of hitting Agua Prieta, passed over and did no damage whatever.538  Villa failed to 
take the town and marched around Agua Prieta.   
 

Villa then went around to the south to Cananea and down the Southern Pacific Railroad to 
Magdalena, Sonora.  General Obregon sent forces around by Guadalupe and Sinaloa to intercept 
him.  They met Villa near Magdalena.  General Calles followed chase behind.  The two 
government forces met, and caught Villa in between them.  The result was that his whole army was 
pretty nearly exterminated.  He retreated to the Yaqui Country being cut to pieces by the Yaqui 
Indians, and arrived back into the mountains with less than half539 of the men he had started with 
from Dublán. 
 

                                                 
537 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 220-221; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 57; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 32. 
538 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 220, states:  “Villa had one good piece of field artillery, and an expert 
American artillery man to use it.  At Colonia Dublán, he gave orders that no women were to follow the 
army, under pain of execution, for both men and women, caught infringing his orders.  The American 
artillery man had a woman companion, who was dressed as a man and who looked like a man.  But at 
Colonia Oaxaca, she was [the rest of the sentence is missing; perhaps she was “discovered and dismissed”?].  
When the army arrived before Agua Prieta, the artillery man’s [new] assistant, a Mexican, put the 
[ammunition] in the artillery and went into action.  But he did not know enough about it, and all his 
ammunition went wild.  All his shots went beyond the town and were wasted, doing no one any harm.” 
539 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 220, states that Villa “arrived with less than one third of his forces.”  
Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 32, states that Villa “returned to the state of Chihuahua with only about 
500 of the 5,000 men.” 
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While he was gone from the state of Chihuahua, the Carranza Mexican Consul at El Paso, 
Andres Garcia, started working on Villa’s General Ornelas at Ciudad Juárez, and bought [him] 
over.  Now Garcia was a prominent diplomat.  Ornelas had not heard of Villa’s defeat in Sonora.  
Nevertheless, he surrendered and went over to the Carranza Federal government.  Also, Villa’s 
[General] Avilo at Chihuahua capitulated to the new government. 
 
 The commanders at Parral and Jimenez also turned on Villa and went over to the Carranza 
government.  In all there must have been 20,000 of Villa’s troops who went over to the Carranza-
Obregon forces, while Villa was coming from Sonora.   
 
 
Enraged Villa Kills Americans (1915-1916)540 
 

When Villa arrived at Madera, state of Chihuahua, he found that all of his forces in the 
state of Chihuahua had surrendered and deserted to the Carranza government.  This enraged him 
very much and that he had been deserted also by the United States Government, which had 
heretofore been friendly.  He turned on everyone like a ferocious beast.  He reasoned that the 
United States Government had thwarted his plans by allowing troops to come through American 
territory into Sonora.  He began making preparations to invade the United States, and started on 
his march to do so.  He traveled down through the Sierra Madre Mountains and the Hop Valley, 
near Colonia Pacheco. There lived there an American family with a man by the name of Wright 
and his wife with their two year old boy. 
 
 His Chief of Staff, Cervantes, killed the husband, giving the child to a native woman and 
forcing the wife to live with and accompany him to the border.  At the attack of Columbus, 
Cervantes released this woman, and she came to El Paso.  I was working for General Bell at Fort 
Bliss about this time, as his Chief Agent on the Mexican side.  I happened to be in his office when 
the poor woman walked in and told us her story. 
 
 A little further on their march, before they arrived at Columbus, [Villa’s] army ran across 
another American, Frank Hayden.  Instead of shooting him, they roped him by the arms and put 
him between two horses.  This way they pulled the arms and legs off.  Then they hanged the rest 
of the body and left him dangling from a tree for the coyotes. 
 
 On their road, they hanged and shot four Americans whose names are Arthur McKiny, 
foreman of the cattle company, Ed Wright, Frank Hayden, and one other who I don’t know. 
 
 
Villa Attacks Columbus, New Mexico (March 9, 1916)541 
 

Villa crossed the border into the United States and attacked the town of Columbus, New 
Mexico, on the American side [March 9, 1916].542 He commenced burning houses, killing people, 
robbing stores, in revenge for the U.S. permitting the Mexican army to cross over into the U.S. so 
as to reach Agua Prieta more easily, and so to attack him.  
                                                 
540 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 220-222; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 57; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 32. 
541 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 222-223; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 57-58; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, p. 32. 
542 Taylor.  Memories of Militants & Mormon Colonists in Mexico, supra pp. 81-83. 
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 The Colonel in command at Columbus had information that Villa was on his way.  
Ascención had sent word by special runners.  But evidently he did not believe them.  He took no 
notice of his advance information.  The American soldier’s guns were in the lockers, under key.  
The keys were lost and could not be found, and as a consequence, there was a terrible delay before 
the American soldiers could go into action.  In the meanwhile, Villa had things his own way.  He 
burned houses, he looted the store, and he killed several people. 
 
 When the American soldiers finally located the man who held the key to the lockers where 
the arms were hidden, they went into action.  They killed and wounded several of Villa’s men, 
chasing them clear across the border. 
 
 From there, Villa came on down through the country into Chihuahua, and up to San Pedro 
Corralitos.  Here he got two of the Polanco brothers with two of their sons and hanged them.  The 
only thing he had against these Mexicans was that they worked for Americans.  They then came up 
the country, leaving Colonia Dublán to the west and going out by the lakes and up through 
Galeana and El Valle. 
 
 
Mormon Colonists’ Fear of Villa, and Their Protection (1916)543 
 
 All these horrors reached the ears of the [Mormon] colonies [where some of the colonists 
had returned after the 1912 Exodus].  Many of our people were panic-stricken and went into the 
hills to hide.  However at Colonia Dublán, the Bishop told them, “Remain in your homes and be 
quiet, as nothing will happen to you.”  Sure enough, instead of going through Colonia Dublán, he 
went around to the east, three or four miles, and never touched a piece of stone at Colonia 
Dublán. 
 
 At Galeana, he [Villa] killed a number of people and forced a lot of young men to go with 
him.  He did the same thing in Buena Ventura, Cruces, and Villa Ahumada.  Here he maltreated 
the women and young girls.  The same thing happened at Namiquipa.  All through the country, 
south of Chihuahua, he murdered, and raided.   
 
 
U.S. Punitive Expedition Against Villa by General John J. Pershing (1916-
1917)544 
 

At this time the American Expedition was organized under General Pershing [General 
John Joseph “Blackjack” Pershing].  Two weeks after Villa’s depredation at Columbus [March 15, 
1916],545 General Pershing had started after him with 5,000 men.  He crossed the Mexican border 
at Palomas (south of Agua Prieta across from New Mexico) and followed Villa’s trail, making his 
headquarters near Colonia Dublán. They followed the trail and captured and executed a number of 
Villa’s men but failed to capture the main object of their crossing the border, which was the 
capture of Villa.  This put a stop to his depredations. 

                                                 
543 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 223-224. 
544 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 224-233; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 58, 66; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 32-33. 
545 Taylor.  Memories of Militants & Mormon Colonists in Mexico, supra pp. 81-83. 
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CHAPTER  36 
 
 
 
Secret Service Agent for the U.S. Army (1916-1917) 
 
 
 
Orson Appointed Special Agent for General George Bell, Jr. (1916)546 
 
 When the Punitive Expedition into Mexico was organized [March 1916], I took service in 
the Secret Service Department547 under General Bell [General George Bell, Jr.], who was in 
command at this time of all American military forces at El Paso and the surrounding territory.  
There was a mutual understanding between the Mexican Consul General in El Paso, Andres 
Garcia, and General Bell.  American Consul Edwards had been stationed at Ciudad Juárez, but 
because the conditions in Juárez were so very disagreeable, he moved to El Paso.  As a result, I was 
appointed the special agent and representative of General Bell with the Mexican officials at Ciudad 
Juárez.  I was employed by General Bell to deal with the matters between General Bell and the 
Commander of the Mexican Army at Ciudad Juárez.  I was his Chief Agent on the Mexican side, as 
well as having two Secret Service agents gathering information as to the movements of Villa.  
Looking after Americans and American soldiers in Ciudad Juárez was also part of my job. 
 
 Those were busy days!  I used to report to General Bell three times a day and I would tell 
him what I had picked up about Villa’s movements.  Usually I went to his office in the early 
morning, before breakfast.  Then again at noon, before dinner, and in the early evening. 
 
 I gathered my information of Villa where I could.  From railroad employees; also from the 
governing officers of Ciudad Juárez and Chihuahua.  I had in my employ a woman from the 
underworld, the “Querida” [“Mistress”] of one of the prominent railroad officials. 
 

In a little town in Chihuahua, Villa was actually wounded in the leg.  He hid in a cave in the 
mountains for a couple of months until his leg was healed. 

 
In the meantime, as the American soldiers traveled down through the country, Colonel 

Cervantes attacked them.  At the time of the attack, they were working on the road between 
Cruces and Namiquipa.  There was a Sergeant and ten men at work.  The American soldiers 
opened up on them and killed Cervantes and three of his men.  Only two escaped.  Pershing sent 
out scouting parties trying to capture Villa and his bandits.  They went as far south as Parral, 
Chihuahua. Here the American soldiers were fired upon by a group of Mexican citizens.  They 
were ordered not to go any further south but to go north. 
 
 During the Punitive Expedition, the American soldiers captured and executed a number of 
Villistas.  They also took a number of prisoners.   
 

                                                 
546 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 222, 224-226; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 58; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 32-33. 
547 See e.g., Powe, Marc B.  The Emergence of the War Department Intelligence Agency:  1885-1918. Manhattan, 
Kansas:  Military Affairs, 1975, pp. 66-67. 
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While the American soldiers were encamped with military headquarters at Colonia Dublán, 
the Carranza government issued orders to all his military forces to the effect that they were not to 
allow any American soldiers to go either south, east, or west.  The only way they could possibly go 
was north, back into American territory.  The Mexican government advised General Pershing not 
to send out any more scouting parties [and to return to the United States]. 
 

About the time of the issuance of this order, General Pershing had sent on the railroad two 
companies of 60 Negro soldiers under the command of Captain Boyd, to a town called Villa 
Ahumada.  When about 20 miles from their destination, on the junction on the Santa Maria River, 
they were encountered by about 300 Mexican soldiers.  The Mexican General said, “I cannot let 
you go farther without permission from my superior officer at Chihuahua City.”  Captain Boyd 
replied, “I have orders to proceed to Villa Ahumada and that is where we are going.” And Boyd 
ordered his men to advance.   

 
They were fired upon by the Mexican soldiers and Boyd together with his Lieutenant and 

about 18 Negro soldiers were killed.548  The Negroes were thrown into panic.  The Federal forces 
of Carranza captured thirty-five colored soldiers, and the chief scout of the expedition, Lem 
Spilsbury, [and they were] taken to Chihuahua City.  The other Captain, seeing what they were up 
against, retreated and they retired back to Colonia Dublán.   
 

As soon as General Pershing knew about this, he demanded the surrender and safe delivery 
of these men.  He also said that their arms, ammunition and horses should be returned.  

 
When we heard of their arrival in Ciudad Juárez, he instructed me to go across the river 

and see about bringing the soldiers back.  I went to see General [Francisco] Gonzalez who was in 
command of the Garrison in Juárez and made arrangement to bring the Negroes, Lem Spilsbury 
and their equipment, [including] the horses, ammunition, rifles and pistols that were delivered by 
the Carranza forces, to the bridge on the Santa Fe Street. 
 
 Many of the poor men had their clothes and shoes taken off them.  They had been 
replaced with Mexican shoes and rags.  They were the sorriest looking lot I had ever seen!  When I 
got the bunch to the bridge, I telephoned General Bell, from the line, to send somebody to receive 
them and their equipment.  While they delayed in coming, I counted the soldiers, rifles, pistols, and 
ammunition. 
 
 The Colonel of Fort Bliss finally came and I handed him my list.  He loaded the soldiers 
into trucks and drove them home.  This was about the end of the expedition.  It had lasted about a 
year and a half.  They never did catch Villa.  I do not believe they really wanted to, for what to do 
with him would have been a problem! 
 

Finally, the American Government, not desiring disagreeable complications with the 
Mexican Government, ordered General Pershing and his men back to the U.S. 
 
 

                                                 
548 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 225, records:  “. . . .  They prepared for attack from about two hundred 
Mexican troops.  These [American] troops were driving back part of Carranza’s troops along the canal.  
There was an old Mexican there.  He was a man about sixty.  He had evidently been hunting with a 30 30 
rifle.  He did not like the trend that the situation was taking.  He said out loud, ‘This does not look good to 
me.’  With this he shot Captain Boyd, then he shot his Lieutenant.” 
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Saving Joseph Williams and Two Vaqueros in Ciudad Juárez (1916)549 
 
While I was working for General Bell [in 1916] and representing him in Ciudad Juárez, one 

morning I was making the rounds of the jail at the Cuartel, as was my custom.  A man called to 
me.  It was Joseph Williams from Colonia Dublán who was a prisoner.  I went over and talked 
with Williams and asked him what was the matter.  He was one of our people.  He told me the 
whole story.   

 
 It seems that Williams and two Mexican cowboys were driving a bunch of cattle from 
Galeana to Casas Grandes.  Spencer, Williams’ father-in-law, had asked Williams to go get the 
cattle.  When he was nearing Casas Grandes, the Colonel in command there, came out and 
confiscated the cattle and sent Williams, a prisoner, to Ciudad Juárez. 
 
 The Colonel claimed that he had been stealing the cattle, whereas the man had only been 
acting as his father-in-law’s agent.  There was no doubt of the truth of his story.  The cattle had the 
right papers and everything on them to identify them as Spencer’s cattle.  It was probably only a 
matter of the Colonel wanting to steal the cattle himself. 
 

General Gonzalez planned to execute the two Mexican “vaqueros” [cowboys] with 
Williams.  After I had heard what had happened to him, I went to see General Francisco Gonzalez, 
commander of the Carranza forces at Ciudad Juárez.  I asked General Gonzalez, “Why is Williams 
a prisoner?”  He replied, “This man and two others, Mexicans, had a bunch of stolen cattle.  We 
are fixing up the papers now and are going to execute him this afternoon at five o’clock!”  I 
wanted to know why.  General Gonzalez said, “He is a cattle thief.”  I protested.  He said, “I do 
not care what you do, but I am going to execute these men.” 
 
 I rushed across the border and reported the case to General Bell.  He wired to Columbus.  
An airplane went to Colonia Dublán and returned to Columbus with word from General Pershing 
regarding the incident.  While I was in General Bell’s office telling him the story of Williams, a 
telegram arrived from General Pershing, giving protest on Williams and saying he had investigated 
the case, and that Williams had been arrested without reason.  The telegram read as follows: 
 
 “Protect Joseph Williams.  Get his release as soon as possible.  He is innocent 
 of any crime.”  Signed (General Pershing). 
 
 I hurried back to see General Gonzalez and told him that General Bell said he would hold 
him personally responsible for the safety and life of Joseph Williams.  At the same time I 
demanded his release. 

 
 General Gonzalez cursed and swore.  He railed out, “If you damn Americans think you are 
going to give me orders on this side of the border you ____ are badly mistaken!!  I am not taking 
orders from General Bell or any other Gringo!”  Then I said, “Don’t you dare execute this man, 
for if you do, General Pershing and his forces will hunt you as they are now hunting Villa.” 
 

He turned pale, and I went to El Paso and General Bell called Andres Garcia, the Mexican 
Consul and told him that if Williams was not protected he would cross the border.  Consul Garcia 
went to Ciudad Juárez and counseled with General Gonzalez.  He accused me of threatening him, 
and we had some lively words in General Gonzalez’s office. 
                                                 
549 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 230-233; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 66. 
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However, after a bit, he got off his high horse and changed his tune.  He turned Williams 
over to the judge and asked him to let us give bond.  The judge said, “I cannot arrange for a bond, 
only with the consent of General Gonzalez.”  I went back to General Gonzalez.  He authorized 
the judge to take $5,000.00 in cash (U. S.  currency). 
 
 I told him that was highway robbery, and we refused to give such a bond.  I said, “We will 
give a bond of 10,000 pesos.”  He said, “I want the money.  If I have the money, I know I have it!”  
I told him that we would not give any money and to instruct the judge to accept a bond.  
Reluctantly, he had to consent. 
 

We arranged for the bond in Ciudad Juárez, and then brought Williams over to El Paso.  
The two Mexican “vaqueros” were included in the bond and also went free. 
 
 
Saving Two Americans in Ciudad Juárez (1916)550 
 
 Another time I was going over in the street car from El Paso to Ciudad Juárez and in front 
of the customs house, there was a detail of Federal soldiers, playing with one another and one 
jumped in front of the streetcar and was killed instantly. 
 
 As a consequence of this unfortunate accident, the conductor was arrested, also the 
motorman, and while they were in jail, the soldiers and people could [would] line up and threaten 
to kill them.  They were scared nearly to death.  General Gonzalez demanded a bond of 5,000 
pesos. 
  

I went and bought a lot of Villa Money which cost us about $200 and deposited [it] with 
the judge until the case should be disposed of.  When they brought the prisoners into court, the 
poor men thought it was to receive the death sentence.  The conductor fainted he was so 
frightened.  I told him everything was OK, and kept reassuring him.  Still he was so scared, he 
could hardly stand up.  They were soon released and I brought them to El Paso. 
 
 
New Carranza Government’s Problems with the United States (1916)551 
 

[During this time, 1916-1917,] the new Carranza government, which had taken over, was 
against everything American and had trouble with the United States.  The Carranza government 
did everything they could think of against their neighbors.  They confiscated their property without 
any regard of loss.  It was at this time that they declared the famous slogan, “Mexico for the 
Mexicans.” 
 

The United States replied by concentrating on the frontier 65,000 soldiers, all arms at and 
near El Paso for the purpose, if needs be, to invade Mexico.  Her navy, also, had been 
concentrated at convenient points for the same purpose.  The whole country became very 
unhealthy for foreigners, especially Americans.  The American representative in Mexico City was 
unable to bring about any understanding between the two governments. 
 

                                                 
550 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 234. 
551 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 207; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 58. 
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Orson Helps General Scott Negotiate a Peace Agreement Between the United 
States and the Carranza Mexican Government (March-April 1916)552 
 

While I was in the employ of the United States government under General Bell, there had 
been a number of very disagreeable circumstances that had come up between the Carranza 
government and the U.S. government.  It seems that Carranza did everything he could to drive the 
American troops [of Pershing’s Punitive Expedition] out of Mexico.  The United States had many 
conferences through their ambassador in Mexico City but without satisfaction.   So they demanded 
a conference to see if something might be brought about.  A conference was held at Ciudad Juárez 
and El Paso to try and bring about some arrangement that would be amicable to both parties.  
 

The President of the United States appointed General Scott [General Hugh L. Scott], of 
the American army, as the American Representative, and Carranza appointed General Alvaro 
Obregon, Secretary of War and Marines of Mexico, as the Mexican Representative.  These two 
were to try and bring about a reconciliation.  General Obregon came to Ciudad Juárez with Juan 
M. Amador, Assistant Secretary of the Interior, as advisor and counselor.  Then General Obregon 
and General Scott went into a series of conferences. 
 

The first meeting was held in Ciudad Juárez in General Obregon’s private [railroad] car.  
Present at the meeting were:  General George Bell, Brigadier General Frederick Funston (of 
Philippine Insurrection fame 1899-1902), and Major General Hugh Scott. With General Alvaro 
Obregon were:  Secretary of the Interior Juan N. Amador (he was also a prominent lawyer), and 
Andres Gonzalez (Mexican Consul in El Paso at the time). There were no results from this first 
meeting. 

 
After the first conference between General Scott and General Obregon in Ciudad Juárez, 

General Bell from Fort Bliss, called me in to help work out a solution with General Scott.  The 
meeting took place in General Scott’s private car in El Paso.  General Scott said to me, “Do you 
know General Obregon?”  I answered, “Yes.”  He asked me what I thought of the chances for 
settlement.  And I said to him “You have been very successful in settling Indian affairs in the U.S., 
but you have a different class of people to deal with in Mexico.” 

 
After consulting, General Scott said to me, “Mr. Brown, I’d like you to go over and talk 

with General Obregon.  He seems to be [self-]assured and does not want to come to terms. You 
tell General Obregon that unless there is an amicable agreement brought about at this conference, 
the United States Army and Navy will invade Mexico within twenty days, and we do not mean 
maybe!” 
 

In compliance with instructions, I went to General Obregon and told him I feared terrible 
consequences unless there was an agreement made.  He said, “We don’t propose to have the 
United States, or Uncle Sam, as our stepfather.”  I said, “You will not only have Uncle Sam for 
your stepfather, but also as your stepmother, if an agreement is not made.”  I reported what 
happened to General Scott. 

 
Their second meeting was held in General Scott’s private [railroad] car in El Paso without 

any satisfaction.  Then General Scott asked me to come to another meeting where present were, 

                                                 
552 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 207-209; Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 56–57; and Experiences 
Transcript, 1943, pp. 37–39. 
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besides General Scott and myself, General Bell and General Funston. I was instructed to go back 
again.  I proceeded to General Obregon’s private car where present were General Calles, Secretary 
of the Interior Amador, and General Obregon. For an hour and a half I set forth the conditions 
that were existing and had existed, and what would exist, and I begged them to listen to what I had 
to say.  They were unmoved. 

 
I finally spoke to General Obregon pretty strongly.  “My feelings and sympathy are not for 

you or for myself, or for what the army might suffer.  I am thinking of the privation and untold 
misery of the families, of the women and children, and the poor people of Mexico who will suffer 
because of this invasion which is inevitable unless an agreement is made.  We are neighbors.  We 
cannot get away from that fact.  After the whole thing is over, and after the suffering and disgrace 
that will come upon the Mexican people and the Mexican Government, we will still have to get 
together and resolve this disagreement.  And it has always been the weaker that have to pay.  We 
are neighbors and should be friends.  Why can’t we fix this disagreement up before a war, instead 
of after?” 
 

I said to General Obregon, “I have watched your career from the time I met you in 
Colonial Morelos with your Yaqui Indians, and I believe you to be a patriot and a good man.  It 
seems to me that pride and vanity should be done away with from this proposition, and you and 
the others should have patriotism and come to this agreement to keep the U.S. troops from 
invading Mexico.” 
 

He answered, “Mr. Brown, what is patriotism?”  I said, “A man has patriotism who will 
sacrifice his own interests, as you have done, going with your men in the defense of your country, 
someone who will give everything he has for the benefit of his country, even his life, if it is 
necessary.”  [He said,] “There are a few of that kind of patriots in this world!”   
 

I answered, “Oh no! I think you are mistaken General Obregon.  There are thousands of 
them.  History repeatedly speaks of them in every country. There have been and always will be 
many patriots who will sacrifice their lives if need be for the good of the country and other people.  
And I believe you are a good man and a patriot.”  I recalled to him Hidalgo, Juárez, Morelos and 
the others who fought and died for the liberty of their country.  He said, “There was only one 
good man in the world and that was Christ.  He was sacrificed because he was good.  I do not 
want to be sacrificed.” 
 

I then answered with emphasis, “You have espoused a cause of sacrifice and you are going 
to be sacrificed for that cause before you get through with this work. Your country and people are 
being sacrificed.  Now you have the opportunity of keeping your country from being over-run and 
abused.”  And he turned pale and was nervous, as did Calles and Amador.  Somehow they knew, 
that minute, in their hearts, that I spoke the truth. 
 

He then answered, “Maybe you’re right Mr. Brown, maybe you’re right. Let’s see what calls 
can be done tonight. I am going to do my best to come to an agreement for the salvation of my 
people and country, and to save them from this destruction you speak of.” 

  
I left and reported to General Scott what happened.  I told him further that I thought that 

they might be able to come to an agreement because there was a change of attitude on the part of 
General Obregon. 
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 The conference between General Obregon and General Scott took place at four o’clock in 
the afternoon, at the Paso del Norte Hotel in El Paso.  At four o’clock, the next morning, they had 
signed a tentative agreement with the stipulation that the document was to be reviewed and signed 
by the Congress and President of each country. This averted a great crisis.   
 

The Congress of the United States approved it and President Wilson signed it.   The 
Mexican Congress could never agree on the agreement and neither did President Carranza sign it. 
 
 
Investigating Alleged World War II German Training of Mexican Soldiers; 
Daughter of Railroad Master Mechanic (1917)553 

 
In 1917, just before the United States declared war against Germany [April 6, 1917,] while I 

was still employed by General Bell, there came a report from a German who was employed by the 
Department of Justice of the United States, that General Elias Calles, who was then Governor of 
the State of Sonora, had amassed northeast of Hermosillo, the capitol of Sonora, about 50,000 
Mexican soldiers who [were] being trained by German officers with the view of attacking the 
United States. There was a great deal of friction between the United States and Germany at this 
time, and the feelings were strong,554 and the report of these soldiers’ training was of great 
importance.555 

 
The U.S. government wanted to determine whether the German agent was reporting fact. 

There had been two Secret Service men who had gone to Nogales, Arizona, and were refused 
entrance into Mexican territory.556  So at this time General Bell asked me if I thought I could get in 
there and get first hand information.  I told him that I thought I could for at this time I had 
Mexican citizenship papers.  So I went to Nogales where I learned that they would not allow any 
Americans over the border.  I had my Mexican citizenship papers with me and they were accepted 
at the Mexican Immigration Office, and I was allowed to proceed to Hermosillo, Sonora the next 
day. 

 
In the meantime, while stopping at the hotel on the American side, I met a man who said 

he was a master mechanic for the South Pacific Railroad Company at Tucson, Arizona. He told me 
that a young man 25 years old, half Mexican, half white, had stolen his daughter of 16 or 17 years 
of age three or four days before and had taken her to Guaymas, Sonora. He said that he had just 
gotten a letter from her and she wanted to return.  He pled with me to try to find her and bring her 
back.  

 

                                                 
553 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 35-37; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 59-60. 
554 See newspaper articles about the interception of the infamous Zimmermann telegram where Germany 
proposed to Mexico that Mexico invade the United States and reconquer its lands lost in the Mexican 
American War of 1846-1848.  Headline:  “President Vouches for Authenticity of German Plot.”  El Paso 
Morning Times, Friday, March 2, 1917, p. 1.  “Zimmermann Says He Proposed War.”  El Paso Morning Times, 
Sunday, March 4, 1917, p. 2.  Katz, Friedrich.  The Secret War in Mexico – Europe, The United States and the 
Mexican Revolution.  Chicago:  University of Chicago Press, 1981, pp. 350-367.  Tuchman, Barbara W.  The 
Zimmermann Telegram.  New York:  Macmillan, 1958. 
555 See also “Germans Offer to Organize Regiment to Help Mexico.”  El Paso Morning Times, Sunday, March 
15, 1917, p. 1. 
556 “Secret Service Men Watching German Spies on Border.” Ibid, at p. 1.  “Government Agents at Nogales 
Seize Trunk of Alleged Spy.”  Ibid, at p. 2. 
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The next day I left for Hermosillo, and arriving there, I immediately went to the 
Governor’s palace and met Governor Calles and asked for a “salvo conducto” [safe passage]  - a 
pass to go to Sierra Prieto where I had previous papers to look at a mine located there. It was in 
the vicinity the 50,000 soldiers were reported to be in training.  I received the pass and went out to 
the mine and spent a [day?] talking to a guard of the mine, making examination, cutting samples, 
and talking to the guard about the large training camp.  I finally got into the car and drove to the 
military headquarters in the vicinity and found about 3,000 Mexican soldiers encamped there for 
the purpose of guarding against a surprise attack from the Yaqui Indians of Sonora who were in 
revolt against the Mexican government.  So I found the whole story as told by the German agent 
of the U.S. Department of Justice a pack of lies.  

 
So arriving back at Hermosillo, I went down about 60 or 80 miles to Guaymas, Sonora to 

see if I could find the daughter of the master mechanic of the railroad.  The same evening, on 
going around the plaza, I saw this girl.  She was a very beautiful blond of about 17 years of age.  
She was sitting on a bench with a Mexican woman.  As her father had given me a photograph of 
her, I walked up and showed her the photo and asked, “Do you know this girl?”  She jumped up 
and said, “Oh.”  

 
I told her that her father wanted her home and asked her where the man was who had 

brought her here.  She said, “I want to go but the man is in Sinaloa and is due back here 
tomorrow, and if he sees you here with me he will kill us both.”  So I told her to go where she was 
staying and pack her clothes and send the old woman after something and, while she was gone, to 
come to the hotel where I was staying, after night.  She came, and I got her a room next to mine, 
which proved to be my undoing morally.  . . . [I]t was the worst thing that ever happened in my 
life.  . . . .  I never was so scared in all my life as I was after that night’s experience.557  Before 
daylight, I got a car and we drove to the station, and took the train to Nogales.  I had wired her 
father and he met us and took the girl home to Tucson.  I came on to El Paso.  Later her father 
told me that Molly was married and happy.  She also was half Mexican on her mother’s side.  

 
On arriving in El Paso I reported my findings to General Bell concerning the 50,000 

soldiers, and that it was all a lie. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
557 See Chapter 38 and Chapter 39 infra regarding Orson’s Excommunication and Rebaptism into the 
Church. 
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CHAPTER  37 
 
 
 
Orson’s Last Revolution Experiences (1917-1929) 
 
 
 
U.S. Entry into World War I; Continuing Problems in Mexico (1917-1929)558 
 

Then World War I was on between Germany, France, Great Britain and other European 
countries.  Then, the United States declared war against Germany and entered into World War I 
[April 6, 1917].  Our forces on the border were taken away and the Mexican incident was forgotten 
for the time. 

 
In a general election, Carranza was elected President of Mexico [in 1917]. However, a 

constant fight between Villa and Obregon forces continued.  [Emiliano Zapata was assassinated on 
orders of Carranza in April 1919.]  Obregon and his party split with Carranza [in 1919.]  They 
followed and killed Carranza [in 1920].   

 
Obregon came into power as President of the Republic [in 1920].  [Poncho Villa was 

assassinated July 1923.] Then followed General Calles as President [in 1924].  Then there was 
another political upheaval [the Cristero Rebellion 1926-1929].  Obregon [was re-elected President 
in 1928 and] was being feted at a big feast and [he] was assassinated, giving his life for the cause he 
had espoused. 
 
 While General Obregon was still in Ciudad Juárez and before he was elected President, an 
agent from a New York bank came to El Paso and asked me to go over [with him] to see General 
Obregon.  [He said,] “Undoubtedly with the great drain of the revolution on the Mexican 
government, it is in need of funds and our banking institution (naming the bank) will assist you in 
the rehabilitation of your government by loaning your government money necessary for that 
purpose, if and when you have come to an agreement with the U.S. Government.” 
 
 General Obregon seemed to be pleased with the offer and said, “We will take it into 
consideration.”  But later, when he became President of Mexico, he remembered the incident and 
accused the American government through this N.Y. banking institution of trying to bribe his 
government into making an agreement at that time with the American government. This showed 
his utter duplicity. 
  
 
Villa’s Last Raid on Ciudad Juárez (June 14-15, 1919)559 
 
 [In 1919,] I was living at Ciudad Juárez at the time, near the International Bridge, on the 
continuation of Stanton Street.  It was after the Punitive Expedition that General Villa again 

                                                 
558 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 209; Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 59; and Experiences Transcript, 
1943, pp. 32, 39. 
559 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 226-227.  See also “Rebel Forces Again in Heart of Juarez.”  El Paso 
Morning Times, Sunday, June 15, 1919, p. 1. 
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attempted, for the last time, to take Ciudad Juárez.  But before he tried to come back to the 
border, he sent one of his men to communicate with a man by the name of Ted McClaney 
[McClamey?].  Ted McClaney had acted as Secret Service man for Villa on many occasions.  He, it 
was who assisted him when he returned from Mexico City around the west coast, and came back 
to El Paso.   
 
 McClaney had furnished him with arms and horses, and had gone with him across the 
border, west of El Paso and Ciudad Juárez, as far as Guzman on the Mexican border, on the 
Mexican Northwestern Railroad.  For this, Villa paid McClaney well.  Villa’s man came to Ted 
McClaney with Villa’s message.  He asked him to inquire at the border and see if the American 
government would interfere with him in the taking of Ciudad Juárez. 
 
 Whether or not McClaney thoroughly investigated with the American government, I do 
not know, but he sent word back to Villa to come on.  [He said,] the American government would 
make no attempt to drive him out of Ciudad Juárez, or to capture him. 
 
 Villa believed what McClaney had said, and he brought his troops as far as Ahumada 
Station, about sixty miles south of Ciudad Juárez.  He captured two trains and came on to Ciudad 
Juárez.  He left the train about five miles south of Ciudad Juárez, beyond the high bridge and went 
around to the east of Ciudad Juárez.  He came into Ciudad Juárez and drove the Federales out.   
 
 
Orson Helps Resolve Border Tensions Between Mexicans and Americans 
(June 14-15, 1919)560 

 
Just about this time [June 14, 1919], I heard the cannonade, and troops marching over the 

bridge.  I immediately knew what had happened.  There was an invasion by the United States 
forces.  It was early in the morning; I walked on up to town.  The streets were deserted when I 
reached the Little Plaza with its few trees and its benches. 
 
 Major Horton was there in command of a squadron of Negro infantrymen.  After talking 
with him for a few moments, he got a telephone message from General Irving [Erwin – General 
James B. Erwin].561  The General asked him to arrange for a conference with General Francisco 
Gonzalez, in command of the [Mexican] Federal forces in Ciudad Juárez. 
 
 Major Horton turned to me and asked me if I would not help him out by communicating 
with General Gonzalez.  I immediately complied.   
 
 I went to the Fort upon the hill, southwest of Ciudad Juárez and there found the General 
and his staff, worn out by the two nights and one day of fighting.  His forces were still in the 
southwest, in the hills. They had not returned. 
 
 I told General Gonzalez that General [Erwin] desired to meet him in the middle of the 
bridge. 
                                                 
560 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 227-234.  See also “Rebel Forces Again in Heart of Juarez.”  Ibid.   
561 General James B. Erwin was commander of the U. S. Army El Paso District and of Fort Bliss at El Paso, 
Texas during this battle of Ciudad Juárez.  Cullum, George W., and Wirt Robinson. Biographical Register of the 
Officers and Graduates of the U. S. Military Academy, Supplement, Volume VI-A, 1910-1920.  Seemann & Peters:  
Saginaw, Mich., 1920, pp. 294-295. 
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 He said, “Tell General [Erwin], I prefer meeting him in the plaza.”  He knew that his 
Federal troops had fired on the American side to get him [Erwin].  He had told them to.  And he 
was just a little afraid of arrest.  I went on back to the plaza to wait for the two generals.  Major 
Horton brought the telephone line with him. 
 
 General [Erwin] arrived, but General Gonzalez still was not there.  I began to wonder what 
was the matter, as I tramped up the hill again to find the reason for the delay.  It turned out that 
when he saw the colored escort, he was afraid of being captured.  We had to go on up in front of 
the market place and the municipal palace. 
 
 General [Erwin], with twenty-four soldiers, went up with me to where General Gonzalez 
was waiting.  When the Mexican General saw General [Erwin], he said; “Send back the soldiers, for 
my people will attack them and destroy them!”  But General [Erwin] said, “Tell him that we are 
quite ready to take care of any situation which may come up!”  
 
 One of the Mexican interpreters, Aguirre, tried to translate, but he was so nervous that he 
could not get the words out.  Just at this moment, a Mexican woman came up and shook her fist at 
General Gonzalez, and called him a coward for letting the “Gringos pistoleros pizarnos” 
[American soldiers step on us], meaning (step on them). 
 
 A little manifestation followed, but we got the crowd pacified.  General [Erwin] said, “We 
did not come over to attack the Federal soldiers, but Villa and his bandits, whom we will not 
tolerate on the frontier.” 
 
 General Gonzalez answered, “Retire with your troops immediately because if you do not, 
my people here will attack them and perhaps “eliminarlos” (destroy them).  General Gonzalez was 
trembling, he was so mad and scared! 
 
 General [Erwin] had me translate; “Tell General Gonzalez that we are in position to take 
care of ourselves!” 
 
 Then General Gonzalez asked, “How soon will you leave?”  General [Erwin] answered 
promptly, “Not until every American soldier is on the American side!” 
 
 This unnecessary battle and loss of life was due to misunderstanding by a man whose 
veracity was questionable. It was the cause of why Villa dared the attack on the rich city, for the 
last time. 
 
 
Orson’s Thoughts on Mexican Revolutionary Leaders562 
 
 Upon reviewing, in my memory, on parade, the revolution with its characters, the fury it let 
loose, and the state of chaos which had resulted, I am convinced that Madero, with his wonder-
dream for his country and his people, and Abram Gonzalez, with his courage and faith and loyalty, 
and Obregon with his patriotism, were all sacrificed on the altar of unselfish work. 
 
 I would not exchange the privilege of having known them and worked with them for all 
the gold that the country holds. 
                                                 
562 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 235. 
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CHAPTER  38 
 
 
 
Orson’s Excommunication from the Church (1917-1922) 
 
 
 
Orson’s 1917 Guaymas Experience Leads to His Excommunication from the 
Church (May 7, 1922)563 
 

This incident [mentioned above in Guaymas, Mexico in 1917] 564 is one of those in which 
we do good, and evil presents itself.  For the matter of this girl [Molly] was the most fatal step of 
all of my experiences in life.  This matter so worked on my mind that I found myself in a condition 
of not being worthy of fellowship with my brethren and sisters [in the Church].   

 
Therefore, I wrote a letter [in 1921 or 1922] in which I made confession of misdeeds to the 

Bishop Arwell Pierce, of El Paso,565 which was forwarded to President Anthony Ivins [at Church 
headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah.]  President Ivins sent this letter with the records to the 
Presidency of the St. Joseph Stake in Arizona [Thatcher, Arizona] to take whatever action 
necessary against me.  They notified me to appear at a High Counsel trial, and I refused.  They 
took action and disfellowshipped me [excommunicated me May 7, 1922] from the Church.566  For 
a long time it seemed to me that I was in HELL! 
 
 
 

                                                 
563 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 60, and Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 41. 
564 See Chapter 36:  Secret Service Agent for the U.S. Army (1916-1917) - “Investigating Alleged W.W. II 
German Training of Mexican Soldiers; Daughter of Railroad Master Mechanic (1917).” 
565 Orson is reported to have written in his letter to the Church:  “I am no longer worthy of [Church] 
membership.  I want you to disfellowship me.”  Klein, Gwendolyn Brown (Skousen) (1903-1991).  Oral 
Interview by O. James Brown Klein (Skousen), Falls Church, Virginia, March 1974.  Transcribed by Tamara 
Joy Klein (Skousen), Mesa, Arizona, and titled:  Gwendolyn Brown Klein Personal Oral History, Recorded March 
1974, p. 12.  Unpublished.  Original document in possession of O. James Brown Klein. 
566 Church records indicate that Orson was never disfellowshipped.  Church records do show that he was 
“excommunicated for unchastity” from the Church on May 7, 1922.  El Paso Ward, St. Joseph Stake, 
Record of Members 1915-1932, #397, and Ward Record, 1922, p.693, LDS Church microfilm #24995.  
Church doctrine requires faith in the Savior Jesus Christ and in His Atonement for personal sins, and 
complete repentance, before a person can be either first baptized, or re-baptized, in the Savior’s name into 
His Church.  See The Articles of Faith No. 4, The Pearl of Great Price. Salt Lake City, Utah: The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints, 1981, p. 60.  Re-baptism is required of any person excommunicated from the 
Church who desires to become a member again.  Re-baptism is not required of a member who is 
disfellowshipped.  Orson desired to repent and join the Church again, and he did.  Three years later he was 
accepted for re-baptism into the Church, which occurred on May 26, 1925, in El Paso, Texas.  See Chapter 
39:  Orson’s Rebaptism into the Church; A New Life; Blessings Restored (1912-1930), infra. 
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CHAPTER  39 
 
 
 
Orson’s Rebaptism into the Church; A New Life; Blessings 
Restored (1925-1930) 
 
 
 
Orson Rebaptized into the Church; Begins a New Life in Mexico (1925)567 
 

Editor’s Note:  During 1919 to 1926, Orson lived in Ciudad Juárez for seven years with his 
wife Maria Angela Gabaldón whom he married in March 8, 1919.  They had four children born 
there.568  During this time, Orson wrote his confession letter of misdeeds to the Bishop Arwell 
Pierce, of El Paso [in 1921 or 1922], and was excommunicated from the Church on May 7, 1922.569 

 
While living in Ciudad Juárez, Orson continues:  “I had very poor health and was in 

desperate straits financially.  I was visited by such friends as Sullivan C. Richardson, New[e]l K. 
Young, Thomas Kimball and Alma Tate. These brethren plead with me and prayed with me.   

 
Finally I got strength enough to ask the Lord to forgive me.  And in the Rio Grande River 

at El Paso, Texas, I was rebaptized into the Church in 1925 [Tuesday, May 26, 1925]570 by Bishop 
Arwell W. Pierce and confirmed by my very true and good friend, Brother Thomas Kimball of 
Thatcher, Arizona, and a member of the St. Joseph Stake High Council.571   

 
And now [I] began a new life.  The four children we had born in Ciudad Juárez were all 

blessed [in the Church in the El Paso Ward, the three oldest being blessed on February 19, 1924, 
and the new baby, Aron, in 1925.]  And I returned to Colonia Dublán [starting in 1926] taking the 
family with me where I began to live once more. [In Colonia Dublán, Orson and his children 
became members of the Colonia Dublán Ward.  Later, his wife, Angela Gabaldón, joined the 
Church and was baptized in the Colonia Dublán Mexican Branch on March 30, 1929, and 
confirmed a member of the Church the next day, March 31, 1929].572 
 
 

                                                 
567 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 61; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 41. 
568 The four children of Orson and Angela born in Ciudad Juárez were:  1) Silvestre Gustavo Brown, born 
December 17, 1919; 2) Bertha Irma Elizabeth Brown, born July 31, 1922; 3) Pauly Gabaldón Brown, born 
January 29, 1924; and 4) Aron Saul Brown, born July 29, 1925. 
569 See Chapter 38:  Orson’s Excommunication from the Church (1917-1922), supra. 
570 Orson was re-baptized May 26, 1925 by Bishop Arwell L. Pierce, and confirmed that same day by 
Brother Thomas S. Kimball.  See El Paso Ward, St. Joseph Stake, Record of Members 1915-1932, #930, 
and El Paso Ward Record – Baptisms and Confirmation, 1925, pp. 138-139, LDS Church microfilm 
#24995. 
571 See original Certificate of Church Membership, Dublan Ward, Juarez Stake, October 10, 1928, in 
Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
572 Maria Angela Gabaldón Personal Ancestral File (PAF).  Dublán Mexican Branch, Juárez Stake, Record 
of Members 1917-1948, p. 245, LDS Church microfilm #35,128. 
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Orson Returns to Live in Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico (1926-1927)573 
 

All during the [Mexican] revolution, I lived in Ciudad Juárez and El Paso. [Orson was 
authorized to carry arms for his personal security and defense in Mexico in 1922, specifically a 
40x65 rifle, a 12 gage shotgun, a Colt 38 pistol, and a Johnson 38 pistol].574  
 

I did not return to Mexico until 1926[, but before he moved back to Colonia Dublán, 
Chihuahua, Mexico, on February 12, 1926, Orson was made a Deputy Sheriff of El Paso County, 
Texas, by Sheriff Seth B. Orndorff. 575  In addition, the Palomas Land & Cattle Company of 
Palomas, Chihuahua, Mexico, on May 10, 1926, legally authorized Orson to reclaim any of its stock 
with its brands that he found with third parties in Mexico].576 

 
In the year of 1926, however, we returned little by little to the colonies, to beginning again 

my appreciation and sense of the blessings of the Gospel. 
 

The older ones [older Mormon colonists who returned to the colonies, returned there] 
because there was nothing left for us to do.  We could not start all over again, and we had too 
much pride to burden our children.  But it was never the same as it had been in the old days.  The 
new [Mexican] government never bothered to give us the protection of the old government.  [We 
experienced] petty thievery, and other little tyrannies from the natives, and there was no redress. 
 

I was employed in El Paso in the winters of 1929 and 1930. 
 
Editor’s Note:  When Orson returned to Dublán in 1926, he was 63 and Angela was 26.  

They had to start from scratch.  Orson’s mine at Corralitos was not successful.  He traded an old 
Cadillac car given to him by his son, Ray Brown (Romney), to cancel his mining debts and obtain 
an old house in Dublán with five acres of land.577  He traded a rifle and a pistol for food for his 
family.  Then he and his little family began to fix up the old house to make it livable.   
 

Their first two years were the hardest.  They planted vegetables in little sections, and a 
variety of fruit trees – apple, pear, quince, and plum – and grapes of all varieties, strawberries, and 
pomegranates.  Orson made a greenhouse to start the plants out in the winter so they could be 
transplanted out in the spring.  He and Angela used irrigation to water them.  He had an 
underground cellar where they kept potatoes, squash, sweet potatoes, carrots and other produce 
                                                 
573 Recollections Transcript, 1941, p. 236; and Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 61. 
574 See original Mexican federal authorization to carry arms No. 20 to Orson P. Brown and signed by the 
“General Jefe” [Commanding General] of the “Jefatura de la Guarnición de Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua” 
[Headquarters of the Federal Garrison in Cuidad Juárez] dated “5 de enero de 1922” [January 5, 1922] in 
Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown.  The document also shows a handwritten note by the 
Commanding General of the Federal Garrison in Ciudad Juárez dated February 9, 1922, that Orson has a 
40x65 rifle, a 12 gage shotgun, a Colt 38 pistol, and a Johnson 38 pistol.  This authorization also shows that 
it was registered with the Mexican Customs at Cuidad Juárez on May 22, 1922.  Original authorization in 
possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón). 
575 See Certificate of Deputation dated 12 February 1926 for El Paso County, Texas in Appendix 5:  
Documents of Orson Pratt Brown.  Original certificate in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown 
(Gabaldón). 
576 See original letter to Mr. O. P. Brown in El Paso, Texas, from the Palomas Land & Cattle Company 
dated May 10, 1926 showing the Company’s brands in the left margin, in Appendix 5:  Documents of 
Orson Pratt Brown.  Original letter in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón) (1919-    ). 
577 See Chapter 21:  Orson and Mining in Mexico (1880’s-1940’s). 
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nearly the year-round.  They dried grapes to have raisins, as well as dried peaches, apples and pears.  
Orson taught his wife, Angela, how to bottle fruit, and it would last them for years. 

 
Orson and his son, Gustavo, would go to the mountains to hunt turkey and deer to bring 

home for meat, and to dry for later use.  Orson was an excellent marksman.  Even into his 70’s 
and 80’s, he would target practice behind their barn with his pistol, shooting 100 feet at a board 
about 6 feet tall, 4 inches wide, leaned against hay, and hit it every time. 

 
Orson was a jack of all trades as they established their little home and farm.  He was an 

engineer, carpenter, plumber, and electrician.  He was a doctor and a dentist.  He was a farmer, a 
cattleman, and a miner.  He also helped others.  There was nothing that he would not try to do to 
help them. 

 
 Later, Orson began to buy properties.  He knew of old homes and farms that had been 
owned by Americans before the Mexican Revolution who had left the country and never came 
back.  Normally, these properties would have Mexican squatters on them.  Orson began to seek 
out some of the land owners, and buy some of their properties, even when some wanted to give 
their property to him.  He then needed to have squatters legally evicted so that he could get 
possession of the property, which process went through the Mexican court system.  The squatters 
would become angry, and some of them threatened Orson’s life.  When other older land owners 
heard of his success, they would write him and ask him to reclaim their lands, and pay him for the 
service.  His success, however, created a number of enemies for him.  Yet Orson’s indomitable 
courage always sustained him in this difficult work, and he always carried one or more firearms for 
protection, including a sawed-off shot gun under a blanket in his buggy.  Orson lived under those 
conditions because there were people seeking to kill him all of his life.578 
 
 
Cattle Thieves, Train Robbers and Murderers Caught Near Los Lamentos 
(After 1926)579 
 
 In [1926 or later], I was employed by the interests of the Santa Clara Valley, [Chihuahua,] 
an American company [the War Finance Corporation of the United States,]580 which loaned money 
to ranchers who had cattle at Santa Clara.  There was a lot of stealing going on, and I was trying to 
put a stop to it. 
 
 I got on the trail of a bunch of cattle thieves and followed them up.  I ran down three 
cattle thieves and put them in jail.  I recovered 42 head of cattle near Los Lamentos Mines  
[in Chihuahua].  One of the thieves happened to be an American. 
 
 While I camped in one of the little lakes about fifteen miles north of Lamentos, I got 
information of a band of bandits and murderers who were in that vicinity.  It was during a cold 
snow storm from the northwest, a young man rode up in his shirt sleeves, nearly frozen to death.  
                                                 
578 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.  Brown, 
Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ).  Oral Interview by Lorna Raty Brown (Romney), June 1990. 
579 Recollections Transcript, 1941, pp. 237-240; and Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 60-61.  This experience 
apparently happened after 1926 when Orson moved to Colonia Dublán because, after relating the 
experience, he says, “I went on home, back to work on my little farm at Colonia Dublán.”  Recollections 
Transcript, 1941, p. 240. 
580 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 60; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 41. 
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He got off his horse, hobbled it and turned it loose.  He was a Mexican boy about eighteen years 
old.  He told me the following story: 
 
 In the mountains north of the ranch belonging to Escobar where he was working, there 
were sixteen men who came in, well armed with good horses and American saddles.  He knew 
three of them.  Previous to this, the train had been attacked near Candelaria, Chihuahua, on the 
Mexican Central Line by a bunch of bandits who had killed the one American pay master, Mr. 
Barker, together with five railroad men and three Mexican section men.  They murdered these men 
in cold blood and robbed the train. 
 

These three men answered the description of the three bandits I had met about two years 
before, when I was coming through the Little Mining Camp, just ahead of the Lucero Mountains, 
about fifteen miles southwest of Villa Ahumada.  They came there with the purpose of holding me 
up, but they found out that I never brought any money to the camp. I met them on the road 
between Villa Ahumada and camp.  I rode a ways with them and stopped and talked a few minutes 
with them, and found that they were a hard-looking bunch.  Later, I found out that they had killed 
a China man at Colonia Dublán and robbed him. 
 
 At that time, I had offered my services to the [mining?] company, and to their detectives 
who came down from New Mexico.  They all agreed [that] these were the men, but nothing was 
done at that time.  I was satisfied that these three men were a part of the gang that held up the 
train and killed Mr. Barker and five of the crew and three track men. 
 
 When we got the stolen cattle and delivered them to the “caporal” of the “vaqueros” 
[person in charge of the cattle and cowboys], the head of the Cordada [Gendarmes or Police], I 
went into Los Lamentos.  When Mr. Mohler, the general manager of Los Lamentos mining camp 
heard I was there, he sent for me.  When I climbed up the hill, and went into the little white-
washed office, he said to me, “Mr. Brown, we seem to be in trouble here.  Some of those bandits 
are out there and we fear trouble.  Could you do anything to help us out?”  I answered promptly, 
“I surely can.” 
 
 Immediately I sent a wire to General Marcelo Caraveo [Caravello].  He sent me twenty-five 
mounted soldiers with a Captain by the name of Musica.  I had the young man come down to Villa 
Ahumada with the soldiers, and we started out. 
 
 After four or five days of hunting, we found that the bandits had scattered.  It looked 
pretty much as if they had crossed the border.  I went back to Los Lamentos and reported.  Again 
Mr. Mohler said to me; “Mr. Brown, is there something you can do for us?”   

 
I said to him, “You ought to have Federal troops here.  Those bandits can kill the guards 

of the company, and then the company would be responsible and have to pay big indemnities to 
their families.  But if you have Federal troops, that can be avoided; and besides, those bandits have 
more respect for Federal troops than for private guards. 
 
 He asked me, “Can you get them for me?”  I said, “I believe I can.”  I went to Ciudad 
Chihuahua and General Caravello gave me an order for General Lopez in Ciudad Juárez.  And [I 
went to General Lopez who] gave me a Lieutenant with fifteen men, which I brought down to Los 
Lamentos.  When I got there, I established them in their Cuartel.  When I had settled the soldiers, I 
walked on up the hill to see Mr. Mohler.  There was something bothering me.   
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 [I told Mr. Mohler,] “I believe that some of those fellows might lay around here and see 
how things are going.”  Mr. Mohler said to me, “I would like to employ you to help me.”  I took 
employment with him and resigned from the position with the cattle company, having finished 
rounding up the cattle thieves, and putting a stop to their nefarious work. 
 
 In a short time I was ready to start with my work.  The first thing I did was to employ a 
Mexican whom I could trust.  I gave him instructions, “Go out to the ranches, as if you were 
looking for those animals, and keep your eyes open for those bandits.”  In a few days, he came 
back and said he had found one of the bandits at a certain ranch. 
 
 I drove out about a mile from the ranch, and the next morning we were on his trail.  We 
finally caught up with him and saw him go to another ranch.  The following morning from our 
camp on the trail, we saw him go out, un-hobble his horse, feed him and get his own breakfast. 
 
 At this time, we were hiding behind two mesquite trees.  It was time to do something.  I 
went up to him and threw my shotgun down on him.  My Mexican, at the same time, went for his 
rifle.  Very reluctantly, he threw up his hands.  We disarmed him completely and handcuffed him.  
I chained him to a Mesquite bush.  I left my Mexican on guard, and drove to the nearest town.  
There I wired General Lopez.  He sent out his [Lieutenant] with fifteen men in a truck and a car.  
They took the bandit up near Carrizal.  At twelve o’clock that night, they shot him.  When the 
Presidente Municipal [of Carrizal] asked what his name was, the chief of staff told him, “You have 
been harboring bandits, and we are going to shoot the whole bunch of them.” 
 
 This execution put such fear into the neighborhood and into the local authorities that for a 
long while all bandit activities ceased.  His punishment had such salutary effect on these bandits 
that the thieves of the country laid low for a long time. 
 
 I went back to Los Lamentos about daylight.  The [Lieutenant] and his men went back to 
Ciudad Juárez.  Mr. Mohler wanted me to continue and to run down the rest of these fellows.  
General Calles issued orders to General Caravello to shoot them just as fast as they found them. 
 
 Before the bandit was executed at Carrizal, he made a complete confession and told of the 
first bunch, as well as a plot they had on hand, and the names of the second bunch.  The plan was 
to go to the switch back at Los Lamentos Station and hold up the train, rob and kill whatever 
Americans were there, then drive to Los Lamentos and make a cleaning of the Gringos there and 
of any Mexicans who interfered. 
 
 This prompt action saved a catastrophe.  Unfortunately, Mr. Mohler died of pneumonia 
and another manager came who had other ideas about bandits, [and he] refused to pay any more 
expenses.   
 
 I went on home, back to work on my little farm at Colonia Dublán. 
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Orson Attends Church Conference in Salt Lake City; Restoration of 
Priesthood Blessings (March-April 1930)581 
 

On the March 1, 1930, I received a letter from my son, Miles, who was living in Salt Lake 
City, asking me to come to the Church Centennial celebration in Salt Lake City.  He sent me fifty 
dollars and said he had told the other boys to do the same and was sure they would.  I had the 
glorious privilege of accompanying Brothers Keeler, Pierce and Call to Salt Lake City to the 
Centennial. 
  

Editor’s Note:  While in Salt Lake City, Orson met with, and received a special blessing 
regarding his life from, Alexander Jameson, his dear friend and former counselor in the Colonia 
Morelos bishopric.  Orson wrote that blessing down as follows: 582 
 

“April 8, 1930 [Tuesday] 
 

“Blessing given to Orson Pratt Brown By Patri[arch] Alexander Jameson on the 
Tabernacle Square, Salt Lake City. 
 

“The Lord Knowes all Concerning The[e].  [B]y his Power the Lord desires to 
Bless The[e] with all youre former blessings, [and] you Shall bea Cleansed and Purified in 
youre [Mind] and Heart, and if you are faithfull and Humble before the Lord, it Shall Come 
to you while you are yet able to doo good, and you Shall feel when the time Comes that the 
burd[e]n and the heavy load that you Carry at this time, shal[l] Continue to bea [lightened] 
unt[i]ll you will Know youre Sins are forgiven. 
 

“[A]nd by the A[u]thority of the Holy Priesthood, I Bless you with Power from 
oure He[a]venly Father to fully repent and get Forgiveness, as it only Comes through true 
repent[a]nce, which is a gift of God, thoug[h] you may bea requaired to go through a test 
of youre Faith, but Come off Victorious.” 
 
[Orson continues:]  While there in Salt Lake City I met Brother Thomas Kimball and he 

asked me if I had had my former blessings restored to me, and I said, “No.”  He went to President 
Grant and related the circumstances and he [President Heber J. Grant] instructed President Ivins 
[who was his First Counselor]583 to confer all my former blessings.  

 
[On Friday, April 11, 1930, President Anthony W. Ivins]584 laid his hands on my head and 

gave me all of my blessings and resealed my wives to me, and also my children, for time and all 
eternity.  [President Ivins restored upon Orson his previous priesthood blessings including his 
ordination as a high priest in the Church.]585 

 
This was one of the happiest days of all my life. 

                                                 
581 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 61-62; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, p. 41. 
582 Brackets with additions and spelling corrections; punctuation is added.  Single handwritten sheet, Orson 
Pratt Brown Papers in possession of S. Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón), Mesa, Arizona, May 2002.  See original 
blessing document in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
583 Deseret News 2003 Church Almanac, supra p. 64. 
584 Dublán Mexican Branch, Juárez Stake, Record of Members 1917-1948, #242, p. 996, LDS Church 
microfilm #35128. 
585 Ibid. 
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I had been laboring as a teacher in the Mexican Branch at Colonia Dublán [which probably 
started about October 21, 1928, when Orson’s membership records were transferred there from 
the Dublán Ward],586 notwithstanding that I did not hold the priesthood.  
 

While at Salt Lake City, I had the privilege of meeting my wives Mattie and Eliza and had a 
thorough understanding with them as to the future.  I also met my dear sister, Abbie, at Los 
Angeles, California.  And I saw some of my children at San Francisco, California and at other parts 
and in Arizona. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
586 Ibid. 

Dublán Home of Orson Pratt Brown and Angela Gabaldón and their family 
courtesy:  Lorna Raty Brown, 1990 
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CHAPTER  40 
 
 
 
Colonia Dublán:  Mexican Branch President (1930-1941) 
 
 
 
Dream of Savior, Orson’s Mother, and Call to Serve Mexican People (1930)587 
 

I returned home to Dublán.  Shortly afterwards I had a most wonderful manifestation.  I 
dreamed that I was on a beautiful grassy hill that sloped down towards the east.  To the east and 
north side there was a grove of trees, and a road running round the hill. 

 
I had heard that the Savior was coming, and I was gazing into the heavens watching for 

him to come.  Then I walked down the slope to the road, and as I looked around by the side of the 
road I saw two men.  As I walked towards them, I saw that one was kneeling and the other holding 
his hand.  I recognized the one as the Savior – the other kneeling was a Mexican pleading for 
forgiveness 
 

As I neared, the man who was standing said, “Who are you looking for?” I said, “I am 
looking for the Master.”  He answered, “You are like many others looking for me where I am not.  
For my spirit and that of my Father are ever present to those who are humble like this brother.”  
Then He passed on along the road with the Mexican and disappeared. 
 

I walked along the road to where there was a beautiful river. The water [was] clear as 
crystal.  My wife, Angela, had in her arms our little baby, Mary.  She was a beautiful child.  She was 
tossing her up and down as we stood on the bank.  The baby fell into the river, and I jumped into 
the river and picked her up unhurt.  As I came up the bank, I looked across the river and saw on 
the other side a wonderful space of green grass surrounded by trees.  It was one of the most 
beautiful spots I have ever imagined. I saw my Mother coming down the slope towards the river.  
She looked just as I first remembered her, young and beautiful, walking so sprightly. 
 

I called to her, “Oh, Mother, don’t you know me?”  “Of course I do, son,” she said.  I said, 
“Look at this beautiful baby.”  “Yes, she is most beautiful,” she said.  I asked her, “Can we come 
over there?”  “No, Orson,” she answered.  “You are not yet prepared and haven’t finished your 
work here on earth yet.  You need to wait until you are prepared and finished your work; then you 
can come and join me.”  

 
Then I said, “Why mother, you do not seem to be lame any more.”  My mother had been a 

rheumatic invalid all the last years of her life.  She answered, “No, son.  I have my resurrected body 
and am free from all pain, and am no longer bothered with that awful rheumatism. I am so happy 
to see you and to know that you are working in the service of the Lord again.” Her countenance 
was lighted up, and it was most beautiful.  
 

Then she disappeared, and I marveled at this wonderful manifestation and knew that I 
must surely be more prepared.  The vision closed, and I awoke, and the impression came to me 

                                                 
587 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 61-62; and Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 41 - 43. 
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that I was going to be called to labor among the Mexican people.  My heart was filled with 
thankfulness, and I thanked the Lord for the wonderful vision and impression I had had. 
 

When I related this experience to my wife [Angela] she said, “Where and when do you 
think you will be called?”  I said, “ I do not know but I want to be prepared and be in a spirit of 
humility.  I want to go wherever they call me.” 
 
 A few nights later, when I was lying on my bed contemplating, a knock came to the door.  
I asked, “Who’s there?”  President Aubeg [Abegg?] answered, “It is President Keeler and myself.”  
When I heard their voices, I knew that they had come to call me on a mission to labor among the 
Mexican people.  They came in and Brother Aubeg said, “Brother Brown, we have come to advise 
you that we have been inspired to call you to preside over the Mexican Branch at Colonia Dublán.”  
When at last I could speak, I answered, “I know, I know.  I knew before you came.”  Then I 
related to them my dream.  [Orson was 67 years old when he received this calling to serve the 
Mexican people in Dublán.] 
 

I had the privilege of laboring with and presiding over these people for eleven years.  I am 
thankful now to say, that while my labors have not been altogether satisfactory, I am enjoying this 
labor.  [Orson was sincere and honest when he spoke to others.  When he preached the Gospel to 
his Mexican Saints, he would often cry because he always spoke from his heart and soul about the 
Gospel.  He meant everything he said.  He also served as the free dentist and doctor to poor 
Mexicans who could not afford to go to a regular dentist to have their teeth pulled or doctored.  
Many people came to him with teeth problems, and he helped them without charge.  They would 
bring him some vegetables, eggs, or cheese, whatever they had, to show their appreciation for his 
help.  He helped others.  There was nothing that he would not try to do to help them.]588 

 
And I want to leave my testimony to all of those who read this that there is only one way 

to retain the Spirit of the Lord, and that is to be humble and prayerful and in service.  For the 
beginning of my downfall was in the neglect of the paying of my tithes and my lack of devotion to 
the Lord.  

 
Editor’s Note:  It was shortly after Orson’s return from the April 1930 General Conference 

in Salt Lake City, that he was called by the Juárez Stake Presidency to be Branch President of the 
Colonia Dublán Mexican Branch.  He was sustained by those members and began serving as their 
Branch President.589  He was set apart the next year to serve in this calling on Saturday, February 
21, 1931, by Elder George Albert Smith, an Apostle of the Church.590  Membership grew to 205 
members by the end of 1940,591 and Orson was released as Branch President sometime in 1941 
when Manrique R. Gonzalez became the new Branch President.592  Orson then served in a Juárez 
Stake calling, at least into 1942.593 
 

                                                 
588 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.  Brown, 
Aron (Gabaldón) (1925-    ).  Oral Interview by O. James Brown Klein (Skousen), Tempe, Arizona, May 
2002.  Green, Mary Brown (Gabaldón) (1927-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002. 
589 Dublán Mexican Branch Record of Members, supra p. 989. 
590 Orson Pratt Brown August 2, 2005 Email from LDS Church Archives to O. James Klein (Skousen). 
591 Dublán Mexican Branch Record of Members, supra p. 766. 
592 Dublán Mexican Branch Record of Members, supra p. 915+. 
593 Ibid. 
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 During his service as Mexican Branch President, Orson was instrumental in obtaining from 
the Church officers an old, run down building called the “Culto Verde” as a chapel and meeting 
place for his Mexican Latter-day Saints.  Prior to that time, they were not allowed to meet with or 
in the buildings of the Anglo Latter-day Saints.  He organized them to completely fix it up.  The 
Mexican Saints were thrilled to have their own building to worship in and to use for their classes 
and activities.594 
 

During this time, Orson was also instrumental in getting the Church Juárez Stake Academy 
to open its doors to Mormon Mexican students, including his own children.  Before then, the 
children of Mexican Latter-day Saints were not allowed to attend the Academy.  Many of them 
have now graduated from it.595 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 As mentioned earlier, Orson also continued to sell and/or buy abandoned properties for 
and from older Mormon colonists who had left Mexico, which created enemies for him.596  He 
received a special letter of acknowledgement and help from the Governor of the State of 
Chihuahua, Rodrigo M. Quevedo, dated July 16, 1934, in which the Governor recommends Orson 
to whomever the letter may concern, and asks them to provide Orson with guarantees to his 

                                                 
594 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.  Brown, 
Aron (Gabaldón) (1925-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.  Green, Mary Brown 
(Gabaldón) (1927-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.   
595 Green, Mary Brown (Gabaldón) (1927-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.  Brown, 
Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002.  See also the list of 
Juarez Stake Academy Mexican student graduates beginning in 1931 through 1997.  Wagner, Albert 
Kenyon, and Leona Farnsworth Wagner. The Juarez Stake Academy, 1897–1997, The First One Hundred Years.  
Wagner: (No date), pp. 152-176. 
596 See Chapter 39:  Orson’s Rebaptism into the Church; A New Life; Blessings Restored at “Orson 
Returns to Live in Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico (1926-1927).” 

Orson and Mexican Branch Member 
courtesy:  S. Gustavo Brown

Mexican Branch “Culto Verde” 
courtesy:  Aron Brown 
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person and interests, regarding his work, and he confirms Orson’s many years living in the state of 
Chihuahua.597 
 
 While living in Dublán during the early 1930’s, Orson began his first autobiography.  He 
wrote portions and also dictated portions to his young children who would do their best to write it 
in English.  Afterward, Orson would correct it.  Then he asked a young woman, Jean Pratt of 
Dublán, to type it.  This transcript is the Bishop Transcript, 1932.598 
 
 
Orson Attends Church Conference in Salt Lake City; Reunions in Mesa, 
Arizona, and in Ogden, Utah (1940)599 
 

In 19[40 at age 77], I had the pleasure of going to Salt Lake City to [Church] Conference 
and on my way, stopped off at Mesa, Arizona and was given a surprise party by Brother Arnold 
Huber.  Forty people from Morelos came down to Bishop Shill’s place at Lehi where we spent one 
Sunday afternoon recalling and telling experiences, and it was one of the most pleasurable of 
occasions.600 
 
 Editor’s Note:  A single page record was made of this reunion and the attendees:601 
 

“SUNDAY AFTERNOON, Sept. 15th, 1940, a group of people gathered at the home of 
Bishop Otto Shill, in Lehi, Arizona, to honor and visit with their former Bishop Orson P. 
Brown.  Brother Brown had been their Bishop when they lived in Colonia Morelos, 
Sonora, Mexico.  At the time of this visit, he was 78 [77] years of age and his home was in 
Colonia Dublan, Chihuahua, Mexico.  Quoting from my mother, Margaret C. Lillywhite, 
‘Bro. Brown is a man who has gone through much suffering and sorrow and hardships, but 
comes back smiling.’  E. D. Brown 
 
“Those attending were: 
 
Emma Skousen Chandler, Ariz.   C. W. Lillywhite Phoenix 
Estella Huber  Mesa    H. F. Lillywhite Phoenix 
Eva H. Johnson Mesa    O. S. Shill  Lehi 
Elsie Jones  Mesa    Donald Brown  Phoenix 
Willard Huish  Mesa    J. N. Skousen  Chandler 
Martha Huish  Mesa    Owen Webb  Mesa 
Clifford Coplan Phoenix   A. C. Huber  Mesa 

                                                 
597 See Letter dated “Julio a 16 de 1934.” from the office of “Gobernador Del Estado De Chihuahua, 
Correspondencia Particular” signed by “Rodrigo M. Quevedo.”  Original letter in possession of Silvestre 
Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón).  See original letter in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
598 Original transcript in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón).  Brown, Silvestre Gustavo 
(Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002. 
599 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 46-47.  Orson estimated that this experience occurred in 1938 or 1939, 
but the record of the meeting of the residents of Colonia Morelos states that it happened Sunday, 
September 15, 1940.  
600 A record of the this meeting on Sunday, September 15, 1940, of Orson and some of the former residents 
of Colonia Morelos, was typed and it lists those who attended.  It is found in Appendix 5:  Documents of 
Orson Pratt Brown. 
601 Original document in possession of O. James Brown Klein (Skousen). 
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Mrs. Donald Brown     E. D. Brown  Mesa 
Richard Ray  Mesa    Harriet Webb  Mesa 
Martin Mortensen Mesa    Esther Ray  Mesa 
E. G. Taylor  Safford    Belva Winn Jensen Mesa 
Julia Brown  Mesa    Georgiana Lillywhite Phoenix 
Minnie Taylor  Safford    Helen Coplan  Phoenix 
Esther Lewis  Mesa    ___et C. Lillywhite602 Phoenix 
Walter B. Lewis Mesa    ________603  Mesa 
       ______[Sh]ill604 Lehi.” 

 
Orson continues:  I went to Salt Lake and met my wife, Mattie, and children Miles, Vera, 

Phoebe [“Peggy”], Anthony, and Orson.  We decided to have a Brown reunion at Ogden, Utah.  
On the 30th of September [1940], the birthday of my Father and the day of his demise, there met 
together 266 of the grandchildren, great-grandchildren, and in-laws of my Father’s family.  I had 
the opportunity of bearing my testimony to them and hugely enjoyed the opportunity of visiting 
with them.  Most of them I had never seen before.  It was a meeting to remember for all time.605 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson wrote a poem to honor his father, Captain James Brown, which he 
gave at this Brown Reunion in Ogden, Utah to celebrate his father’s birthday:606 
 

Verses to the Memory of Captain James Brown of Ogden City, Utah 
By his son, Orson Pratt Brown, of Colonia Dublan, Chihuahua, Mexico 
 
[Orson’s handwritten note on the back of the poem:  “To Captain James Brown, the 
Founder of Ogden Town, who was Captain of Company C of the famous Mormon 
Battalion, you see – Who bought all of this land, wonderful and grand, and gave it to the 
people of the place of Brownsville, which now is known as Ogden City Town.”] 
 
Arouse you Browns of Ogden and make your armor bright! 
Prepare to meet the Captain – truth and liberty are his fight. 
The Gospel of the Master was ever his greatest shield; 
To those precious principles, he ever was ready to yield. 
 
Then arise Ye Browns of Ogden!  Prepare you for the fight! 
We must be ready to meet our Captain over on the other side. 
We have no time to falter or waver by the wayside. 
We must buckle on our armor and always keep it bright! 
 

                                                 
602 This is a single page document, with only one column.  It is presented here in two columns to conserve 
space.  Parts of the last three names are missing because the lower left corner is torn off.  The third to the 
last name may be Margaret C. Lillywhite, the person referenced in the first paragraph.  The last person is a 
Shill. 
603 Ibid. 
604 Ibid. 
605 This Brown Reunion was held September 30, 1940, at Ogden, Utah, and was “Given in honor of Orson 
P. Brown, only living son of Captain James Brown, on the anniversary of his father’s birthday.”  See Brown 
Reunion printed program.  At this reunion, Orson shared a poem he had written to honor his father, 
Captain James Brown.  His poem is found in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
606 Spelling and punctuation corrections made here.  Original document in possession of O. James Brown 
Klein (Skousen). 
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He was a great humanitarian, who loved his fellow man; 
Who always helped the needy from his storehouse and his lands. 
He was true to his country, family, friends, and God.   
His life was a worthy example, good for other people to trod. 
 
Obedience was his watchword – no sacrifice too great 
When the voice of God called through prophets of Latter-Days. 
He was fearless as a lion when meeting man to man; 
But when the Spirit of God was with him, was humble as a lamb. 
 
He crossed the trackless deserts over mountains and rivers too, 
Also through the wilderness with red men in pursuit! 
But as a pioneer and soldier of the Master, he trusted in his God. 
He had no fears of anything as the trackless wastes he trod. 
 
God bless his posterity!  Help us to see and feel the light! 
And may the Spirit of the Master help us make the good fight! 
Let us emulate His good example – be faithful to our trust. 
And the Lord will love and bless us when we stop following after lust. 
 
So come all ye Brown descendents and promptly tune your lyre. 
Get ready to meet him, for he comes – our noble sire! 
He will be one of the judges with Jesus Christ our Lord, 
Coming to give his people justice with mercy, and each his just reward. 

 
Orson continues:  On my return trip, I visited my sister, Cynthia, and her daughter, Edna, 

and family at Los Angeles; also Duncan and family at Mexicali, Lower California, and Donald and 
family in Phoenix, and Elsie and Marguerite and Eliza and many friends in Mesa.  At Thatcher, 
Pima and Layton, Arizona, I met many other relatives and friends whom I hadn’t seen in many 
years.  I returned home rejoicing that I had been able to meet and enjoy so many friends and visits. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  May 2, 1940, in El Paso, Texas, Orson apparently entered into a contract 
with C. V. Rutledge and Connie Seggerman Diehl, regarding the “Memoirs of Captain Orson P. 
Brown” to be used “in serial, magazine, syndicated, or book form, including … any dramatic, or 
motion picture rights.”607  These people wanted to make a motion picture movie of Orson’s 
colorful life, and they agreed with Orson on a 60/40 split, Orson to get 40%, when a movie was 
made.  They obligated themselves to publish Orson’s Memoirs within six months of May 2, 1940, 
or their failure to do so would automatically terminate the contract.608  They did not fulfill their 
obligations to Orson, so the contract terminated automatically.  Orson apparently provided them 
with the Historical Transcript, 1940, and then dictated his memoirs on reel to reel audio 
recording tapes, which were subsequently loaned to Orson’s son, Silvestre Gustavo Brown 
(Gabaldón) and transcribed by his sisters, Bertha Irma Elizabeth Brown (Gabaldón) and Mary 
Angela Brown (Gabaldón) on paper provided by his brother, Pauly Brown ((Gabaldón) in the early 
1950’s.609  This transcript is the Recollections Transcript, 1941.610 

                                                 
607 See unsigned contract between Orson Pratt Brown and C. V. Rutledge and Connie Seggerman Diehl 
dated May 2, 1940, in El Paso, Texas, p. 2, in Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown.  Original 
unsigned contract in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón). 
608 Ibid. at p. 3. 
609 Brown, Silvestre Gustavo (Gabaldón) (1919-    ), Oral Interviews by Klein (Skousen), May 2002. 
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Dublán:  Orson’s Serious Leg Accident (1940)611 
 

Then I had a very serious accident in 1940 in the which my right leg, from knee to foot, 
had twelve fractures.  The local Mexican doctor put it in a cast.  There was a compound fracture 
near the ankle and the pain was so great, I couldn’t rest.  The brethren were fearful that I couldn’t 
stand the trip to El Paso.  Patriarch Joseph Bentley came and blessed me that I would have sleep 
and rest.  I then went to sleep at six o’clock p.m. and didn’t awaken until ten o’clock the next day.  
I awoke and took nourishment.   

 
The next day they put me on the train with my daughter, Bertha, and we arrived at Ciudad 

Juárez at 3:00 a.m.  Bishop Pierce and Brother Pauley took me to a nice room where I rested. 
 

That evening, Dr. Britain came and took me to the Providence Hospital in El Paso.  That 
night they operated on me.  They took out my left eye, which also was injured in the accident and 
which had become so badly swollen as to be beyond aid or cure.  Then Dr. Stevenson, the bone 
specialist, cut the cast off my leg and found the cement had gone right into the flesh and at the 
point of the compound fracture, the flesh was decaying and smelling.  The doctor said, “My G__!  
That man left no place for drainage when he put on the cast and I may have to take off this leg for 
gangrene has set in.” 
 

I said, “No, you’re not!  You’re going to stop that poison.” 
 

After being in the hospital forty-eight hours, I asked the doctors if I might rest in an 
apartment where my daughter would care for me.  The doctors came every day and attended me, 
and Bertha took care of me in the apartment where I was more at rest.  In two or three days the 
poison had been killed in my leg and Dr. Stevenson took me back to the hospital and straightened 
up the leg, broke the adhesions, and put on a cast leaving a hole for drainage. 
 

Then my two sons came, Donald [Brown (Macdonald)] from Phoenix and Duncan [Brown 
(Macdonald)] from Mexicali, Lower California.  We had a wonderful and lovable father and son 
experience.  Duncan said, “Well, Father, I’m glad we have come together, but I’m sorry it had to 
take this to bring us together” in a feeling of father and son affection.  Then they left me $100 to 
help pay expenses and returned home and to business. 
 

Dr. Schuster had visited me and told me that if he handled my eye operation, it would cost 
$350, but I had met Dr. Britain (Briton?) in his uncle’s office when his uncle had treated my left 
eye for glaucoma.  So I finally called Dr. Britain and when he came to see me again, I took $50 of 
the money the boys had given me and handed it to him and said, “Doctor, I want to give you this 
as an initial payment.” 
 

He answered, “I have made no bill against you, Mr. Brown.  I feel it an honor to serve you, 
a man who has gone onto the frontier against Indians and outlaws and has taken the stand that you 
have.”  He further said, “If you don’t need this money, I am paid in full.” 
 

After about three weeks I returned home, and after five weeks time I returned to El Paso 
where Dr. Britain checked [me] and said I was getting along fine.  I had a glass eye put into the 
                                                                                                                                                           
610 Original transcript in possession of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón), and a copy given to each of his 
brothers and sisters. 
611 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 43-44. 
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socket.  Dr. Stevenson ex-rayed [x-rayed] my leg, took off the cast and remarked, “Why, Mr. 
Brown, it’s a miracle the way that leg and ankle have healed, and if you are careful, you will be 
walking in four or five months more.  But in less that two months I was walking and with a cane 
instead of crutches. 
 
 
Dublán:  Orson’s Near Fatal Illness (1941)612 
 

About six months later [at age 78] I became very sick – a complication of stomach trouble, 
rheumatism, kidneys, and liver – all became in a very serious condition.  My feet swelled, the 
swelling coming up to my navel.  My heart, too, was in very bad condition.  Two doctors were in 
attendance.  One of them said, “Mrs. Brown, your husband can’t possibly live more than five days, 
so you had better get all the information you can concerning his business affairs.” 
 

So she came into the room about 5:00 o’clock in the evening with pencil and paper and 
commenced asking questions.  I was full of dope, but I gave the best answers I could.  And then in 
the early morning, she came in to give me medicine and I remembered that she had been asking 
questions the night before, and I said to her, “What is it all about?” 
 

And she answered with tears in her eyes, “The doctor says that you can’t live more than 
five days, and that you might go any minute.  And we haven’t been to the Temple yet, and the 
Patriarch told me that I would have the privilege of going to the Temple and being sealed to you.” 
 

And I answered saying, “If it is the will of the Lord, the way will be opened; and if it is not 
the will of the Lord, then I will be taken and you can go and have it done.”  And she answered, 
“No, that is not the way the Patriarch said it.”  I replied, “If you have faith and we are worthy, then 
the way will be opened.”   Then I said, “Now, I am not taking any more of the doctor’s medicine 
since he has sentenced me to death.  We’ll call in the elders.” 
 

So Brother Longherst and Brother Robinson, who were our neighbors, were called in, and 
I said to them.  “Brethren, it looks as though I am in a very serious condition and I want you to lay 
your hands upon my head and call upon the Lord to bless me, and if it is His will that I should be 
restored to health and strength, to bless me, and if it is His will that I should go to the other side, 
then for Him to take me.  His will – not mine – be done.” 
 

I did not take any more of the doctor’s medicine, and in fifteen days I was riding around 
on horseback.  The Lord healed me by His power.  Then a man who had owed me $300 for ten 
years came to [me] and said, “I couldn’t sleep, so I raked up the money I owed you and here it is – 
for I know that you need it.” 
 
 
Orson Attends Church Conference and Visits His Families (1941)613 
 

The Presiding Bishopric of Salt Lake City sent me $96, inviting me [at age 78] to come to 
Salt Lake for [Church] Conference [October 1941], and thus it was that the Lord healed me and 
provided the way for me to take this wife [Maria Angela Gabaldón], whom the Patriarch had 

                                                 
612 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 44-46. 
613 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 44-46. 
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promised, to the House of the Lord and have her sealed to me, thus fulfilling the words of the 
Patriarch.614 

 
En route to Salt Lake City, we had also stopped over at Mesa and had the privilege of 

meeting Eliza and her two daughters, Anna and Elizabeth.  And we had a little family reunion at 
Bishop Otto Shill’s home at Lehi (Marguerite’s husband).  Here we heard Elizabeth sing four 
numbers and met Donald, Duncan, and Elsie’s families.  We had a very enjoyable and delightful 
time. 
 

We had a very enjoyable trip [home from Salt Lake City] going around by San Francisco 
and meeting my wife, Jane, who is in the mental hospital near San Francisco, and meeting as well 
her two daughters, Mattie and Emma, who treated us royally.  Then we came to Los Angeles and 
stayed there thirty-six hours, but I was worn out and did not feel like visiting there.  Then we went 
on to Mexicali where we visited Duncan and his wife and had a fine time for a couple of days, and 
then on to Phoenix where we stayed with Donald, and then to Mesa visiting Elsie and Marguerite. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson wrote a list of his children, and this original document may be seen 
under Orson’s List of His 34 Children, Colonia Dublan, Mexico, circa 1940, in Appendix 5:  
Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
 
 
Dublán:  Released as Branch President of the Mexican Branch (1941)615 

 
Because of failing health and so being unable to attend to the many urgent affairs of the 

Church at Colonia Dublán, and after explaining the situation to the Stake Presidency, they gave me 
an honorable release [in 1941 at age 78].616  I settled up all the financial affairs of the [Mexican] 
Branch and received from the Presiding Bishopric of Salt Lake City, the Stake Presidency of the 
Branch and the local new president [ Manrique R. Gonzalez], who took my place, a certificate or 
letter of commendation for having faithfully performed my duty and for turning over all of the 
books, papers and assets belonging to the Church. 
 

Since that time, I have in my humble way helped out the new Presidency in every way that 
I have been able.  On the 15th of April, 1942, we sent our son Sylvester Gustavo Brown, to Salt 
Lake where he went through the preparatory school for missionaries and also went through the 
Temple and received his endowments.  And then [he] came home and went on a mission to 
Mexico City where he is now laboring (February 1943).617 
 
 

                                                 
614 Orson and Maria Angela Gabaldón were sealed in the Salt Lake Temple October 2, 1941.  See Maria 
Angela Gabaldón Personal Ancestral File (PAF). 
615 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 46-47. 
616 Dublán Mexican Branch Record of Members, supra p. 915+. 
617 Silvestre Gustavo Brown (1919-    ) completed his mission and returned home in October 1944.  Dublán 
Mexican Branch Record of Members, supra p. 1130.  Orson’s daughters, Bertha Irma Elizabeth Brown 
(1922-1979) (Gabaldón), and Martha Gabaldón (1940-    )(Gabaldón), and his son, Aron Brown (1925-    ) 
(Gabaldón), also served missions for the Church. 
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Dublán:  Orson’s Buggy Accident; and Horse Accident (1942)618 
 

In September 1942 [at age 79], I had another accident.  I was driving in a buggy.  One of 
the shafts came down.  The horse ran away.  A trace chain came loose and the other shaft pulled 
me over under the horse and I was kicked in the head making a gash five inches long and four 
inches wide from which I nearly bled to death.  This kick also put a kink in my neck from which I 
suffered very severely and almost constantly.   

 
Then in the month of November of this same year, 1942, I was coming down off a high 

mountain horseback and came to a jump-off of five feet down.  I worked myself down and there 
was another jump-off of six feet down.  I had gotten off the horse and was holding to the rope 
around his neck.  And as I went to feel my way down, my foot slipped and as I pulled on the rope, 
the horse jumped down and over I went, my head and shoulders hitting a big rock.  I felt 
something slip in my neck and the damage done by the kick of the horse came back into place and 
my suffering ceased.  Robert Tate of Phoenix was with me.  He is Scotch Irish, and he called, “Mr. 
Brown, are you kilt?  I thought sure I would have to go down to the Venatura (Mescal Joint) and 
get somebody to help carry your body down.” 
 

He and I were hunting for a big zinc deposit that he said he and Mr. Len Shaddock and 
Charley Overlock had found 35 years ago somewhere in the region of Cajon Bonito in the 
Espinelo Mountains in northern Sonora.  We didn’t find it. 
 

Later [after November 1942] I proceeded down to Colonia Morelos where I had the 
satisfaction of building a monument on the graves of my wife, Elizabeth Macdonald Brown, and 
my son, Galbraith [Brown], who was killed in an accident (wagon overturned) when his mother, 
Jane Galbraith, and the rest of the family were coming out of Colonia Morelos, Mexico during the 
Revolution of 1912. 
 
 Editor’s Note:  In early February 1943 at age 79, Orson traveled from Dublán to Mesa, 
Arizona to attend the funeral of his son James Duncan Brown (1904-1943) (Macdonald) who was 
killed January 31, 1943.  He saw his family members who lived there, including the children of his 
wife, Bessie Macdonald, and his wife Eliza Skousen and some of her children, and grandchildren.  
During his stay there, he told experiences from his life to his daughter, Gwendolyn Brown Klein 
(Skousen), which she wrote down and typed, and which is the Experiences Transcript, 1943.619 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
618 Experiences Transcript, 1943, pp. 47-48. 
619 Original transcript in possession of O. James Brown Klein (Skousen).  Gwen wrote at the end of her 
transcript:  “Papa [Orson] said there was more but he was too tired to do more – we were pressed for time 
and many questions relative to some of the incidents crossed my mind as I tried in longhand to take the 
stories down.  But I didn’t interrupt and now – it’s too late.  How I have enjoyed all of this and now I hope 
to get Mother’s [Eliza Skousen Brown’s] impressions of the Revolution at least.  She too, could tell stirring 
tales – So come on Mother dear, start talking.  G.B.K.” 
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Ending 
 
 I could go on with many other interesting incidents, which have come to pass in my long 
and varied life:  [Such] as the manifestation of gratitude of my people in Mexico for the work I 
have done among them; or again, I might narrate with the meeting of the Brown Clan [of] over 
two hundred and fifty; and with the unveiling of my Father’s monument in Utah.   

 
 
Mother Phoebe Abbott Brown Fife620 
 
 I owe more to my Mother than to any other person in the world.  She taught me to pray 
and to have faith in the Lord and in his many great works, as well as to have faith and reverence 
for the Prophets Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and John Taylor, Wilford Woodruff, and all of the 
Apostles.  She constantly watched over me and I have heard her voice many, many times since she 
passed on.621 
 
 
 

                                                 
620 Bishop Transcript, 1932, p. 33. 
621 Phoebe Abbott Brown Fife died January 9, 1914, in Thatcher, Graham County, Arizona, where she was 
also buried. 

Orson, 79, and grandsons (l-r):  Steven Petrie and 
John Klein, February, 1943, Mesa, Arizona 

courtesy:  Gwendolyn Brown Klein 
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CHAPTER  41 
 
 
 
Conclusion622 
 
 
 

In conclusion I want to make the following declaration:  That the preservation of my life in 
the many instances and incidents has not been because of my personal bravery but because of my 
being willing to serve others in a humble way, and thereby depending upon the Lord for his 
strength and protection, which was promised me by his servants in whose words I have implicit 
faith. 
 

And I want to leave my testimony to all of those who read this that there is only one way 
to retain the Spirit of the Lord, and that is to be humble, and prayerful, and in service.  For the 
beginning of my downfall was in the neglect of the paying of my tithes, and my lack of devotion to 
the Lord. 
 

I hereby give my testimony that if we are faithful in the service of the Lord, He will protect 
and bless us in every way that will be for our good.  We are useful in this life only according to the 
service we render others.  The privilege to serve is the greatest blessing that ever came into the life 
of man, and it depends on the kind of service we give, the amount of good we get out of it and the 
blessings we reap.  Selfishness is the greatest handicap to the progress and true happiness of men. 
 

For the Gospel of Jesus Christ, the most sacred trust ever handed down to man from the 
God of our fathers, we who have had the privileges of its blessings should see to its preservation in 
all its virtues, inspiration, vigor and strength, and hand it down to the generations here and those 
yet to come, for their heritage and blessing.623  
 
 
 

****************** 
 
 
 Editor’s Note:  Orson died March 10, 1946, in Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico.  He 
was 82 years old, and he would have been 83 just two months later.  His passing before his 83rd 
birthday fulfilled an inspired promise he had received that he would live until he was 82 years old.  
His funeral was attended by family and friends, including his only living wives Angela and Eliza.  
He was buried in the Dublán Cemetery, March 12, 1946. 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
622 Historical Transcript, 1940, p. 66. 
623 Historical Transcript, 1940, pp. 62, 66.  Orson dated this testimony August 20, 1932, when he was 69 
years old. 
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Appendix 1: “Portrait” Photos of Orson Pratt Brown 
 
 
 Seven of the following 18 “Portrait” Photos of Orson Pratt Brown are actual document 
or portrait pictures (and are marked with an asterisk*), while the other 11 were created or 
“cropped” from larger photos by Lisa Ann Klein Layton or the Editor.  Orson’s age and the year 
under each photo were estimated by the Editor from the circumstances surrounding each photo 
and/or from what appears in it.   
 

These Portrait Photos are included here as an important part of The Autobiography of 
Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946) to better understand what he looked like. 
 
  All pictures were provided by Brown family members for this project.  The courtesy of 
providing the pictures is identified below with our sincere appreciation. 

 
O. James Brown Klein (Skousen) 

        Editor 
 
 

Photo   Courtesy 
 
Abt 24, 1887*  S. Gustavo Brown, with photo restoration by Lisa K. Layton 
Abt 30, 1893  Patrick Brown, and James Brown Klein 
Abt 32, 1895  Ray Brown, III, , and Lisa K. Layton 
 
Abt 39, 1902*  Eliza Skousen Brown 
Abt 50, 1913*  S. Gustavo Brown 
Abt 52, 1915  S. Gustavo Brown, and Lisa K. Layton 
 
Abt 54, 1917  S. Gustavo Brown, and Lisa K. Layton 
Abt 56, 1919*  Lucy Brown Archer 
Abt 56, 1919*  S. Gustavo Brown 
 
Abt 59, 1922*  S. Gustavo Brown, and Lisa K. Layton 
Abt 61, 1924  Ray Brown III, and Lisa K. Layton 
Abt 63, 1926  S. Gustavo Brown, and Lisa K. Layton 
 
Abt 70, 1933*  S. Gustavo Brown 
Abt 74, 1937  S. Gustavo Brown, and Lisa K. Layton 
Abt 76, 1939  S. Gustavo Brown, and Lisa K. Layton 
 
Abt 78, 1941  Mary Brown Hayden Green, and Lisa K. Layton 
Abt 80, 1943  S. Gustavo Brown, and Lisa K. Layton 
Abt 80, 1943  Gwendolyn Brown Klein, and Lisa K. Layton 
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Appendix 1: “Portrait” Photos of Orson Pratt Brown – continued 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Abt 24, 1887 

 

Abt 30, 1893 Abt 32, 1895

Abt 39, 1902 Abt 50, 1913 Abt 52, 1915

Abt 54, 1917 Abt 56, 1919 Abt 56, 1919
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Appendix 1: “Portrait” Photos of Orson Pratt Brown – continued 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Abt 59, 1922 Abt 61, 1924 Abt 63, 1926 

Abt 70, 1933 Abt 74, 1937 Abt 76, 1939 

Abt 78, 1941 Abt 80, 1943 Abt 80, 1943 
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Appendix 2: The Five Wives and 34 Children of Orson Pratt Brown 
 
 
 This List of the Five Wonderful Wives and 34 Children of Orson Pratt Brown is provided 
here as an important part of The Autobiography of Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946) to better 
understand all of them and their lives.  Orson’s handwritten list of his 34 children may be seen in 
Appendix 5:  Documents of Orson Pratt Brown. 
 

O. James Brown Klein (Skousen) 
        Editor 
 
Martha “Mattie” Dianna Romney 
Married:  10 October 1887, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Born:  25 February 1870, St. George, Washington, Utah 
Died:  16 January 1943, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake, Utah 
Parents:  Miles Park Romney (1843-1904) and Caroline Lambourne (1876-1879) 
 
1. Carrie Brown 
 Born:  September 30, 1888, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 

Died:  May 20, 1890, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
2. Orson Pratt Brown 

Born:  August 28, 1890, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  April 10, 1892, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 

3. Ray Brown 
Born:  October 4, 1892, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  October 2, 1945, New Orleans, Louisiana, USA 

4. Clyde Brown 
Born:  November 27, 1894, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  June 15, 1948, Chihuahua, Chihuahua, Mexico 

5. Miles Romney Brown 
Born:  April 8, 1897, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  February 17, 1974, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake, Utah, USA 

6. Dewey Brown 
Born:  November 14, 1898, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  November 25, 1954, Tucson, Pima, Arizona, USA 

7. Vera Brown Liddel 
Born:  April 17, 1901, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  April 1975, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake, Utah, USA 

8. Anthony “Tony” Morelos Brown 
Born:  January 30, 1904, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  February 16, 1970, St. George, Washington, Utah, USA 

9. Phoebe “Peg” Brown Gardner 
Born:  April 23, 1906, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  March 25, 1973, St. George, Washington, Utah, USA 

10. Orson Juarez (Juarez Orson) Brown 
Born:  December 28, 1908, Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  July 31, 1981, Salt Lake City, Salt Lake, Utah, USA 
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Jane Bodily Galbraith 
Married:   28 March 1896, Colonia Díaz, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Born:   2 April 1879, Kaysville, Davis, Utah 
Died:   1 August 1944, Napa, Napa, California 
Parents:  William Wilkie Galbraith (1838-1898) and Emma Sarah Bodily (1858-1935) 
 
1. Ronald Galbraith Brown 

Born:  April 11, 1898, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  July 17, 1969, Orting, Pierce, Washington, USA 

2. Grant “Duke” Galbraith Brown 
Born:  September 18, 1899, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  September 28, 1992, Port Angeles, Clallam, Washington, USA 

3. Martha Elizabeth “Mattie or Betty” Galbraith Brown 
Born:  June 19, 1901, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  September 22, 1972, San Francisco, San Francisco, California, USA 

4. Pratt Orson “Orson” Galbraith Brown (twin) 
Born:  January 17, 1905, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  May 10, 1960, Seattle, King, Washington, USA 

5. William Galbraith “Galbraith” Brown (twin) 
Born:  January 17, 1905, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  August 13, 1912, Alizal, Sonora, Mexico 

6. Porfirio Diaz (or Thomas Patrick) Galbraith Brown 
Born:  July 19, 1907, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  June 26, 1978, El Paso, El Paso, Texas, USA 

7. Emma Jean Galbraith Brown 
Born:  December 10, 1909, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  May 19, 1980, El Paso, El Paso, Texas, USA 

 
 
Elizabeth “Bessie” Graham Macdonald 
Married:  15 January 1901, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Born:  27 August 1874, St. George, Washington, Utah 
Died:   23 October 1904, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Parents:  Alexander Finlay Macdonald (1825-1903) and Elizabeth Atkinson (1841-1922) 
 
1. Elsie Elizabeth Webb Brown Jones 

Born:  October 9, 1895, Lehi, Maricopa, Arizona, USA 
Died:  May 18, 1982, Mesa, Maricopa, Arizona, USA 

2.   Marguerite Webb Brown Shill 
Born:  December 9, 1897, Lehi, Maricopa, Arizona, USA 
Died:  February 18, 1991, Lehi, Maricopa, Arizona, USA 

3.   Donald Macdonald “Mac” Brown 
Born:  March 10, 1902, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  October 30, 1971, Houston, Harris, Texas, USA 

4.  James Duncan “Dunc” Brown 
Born:  January 5, 1904, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico  
Died:  January 31, 1943, Somerton, Yuma, Arizona, USA 
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Eliza Skousen 
Married:  2 September 1902, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Born:  15 June 1882, Springerville, Apache, Arizona 
Died:  24 March 1958, Mesa, Maricopa, Arizona 
Parents:  James Niels Skousen (1828-1912) and Anna Kirstine Hansen (1845-1916) 
 
1. Gwendolyn “Gwen” Brown Klein 

Born:  August 27, 1903, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico  
Died:  March 1, 1991, Mesa, Maricopa, Arizona, USA 

2. Anna Brown Encke 
Born:  September 26, 1905, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  January 27, 2001, Tempe, Maricopa, Arizona, USA 

3. Otis Pratt Brown 
Born:  September 6, 1907, Colonia Morelos, Sonora, Mexico 
Died:  April 17, 1987, Mesa, Maricopa, Arizona, USA 

4. Orson Erastus Brown 
Born:  May 22, 1909, Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  September 10, 1910, Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico 

5. Francisco Madero Brown 
Born:  May 24, 1911, Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  March 17, 1912, Colonia Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 

6. Bessie “Elizabeth” Brown Howell 
Born:  December 24, 1914, Provo, Utah, Utah, USA 
Died:  July 14, 1999, New York City, New York, New York, USA 

 
 
Maria Angel Gabaldón 
Married:   8 March 1919, Las Cruces, Dona Ana, New Mexico 
Born:  10 August 1900, Ciudad Jimenez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  20 June 1967, El Paso, El Paso, Texas 
Parents:  Jose Tomas Gabaldón (1869-1915) and Maria Holguin Uribes (1874-1955) 
 
1.  Silvestre Gustavo “Gus” Brown 

Born:  December 17, 1919, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
2.  Bertha Irma Elizabeth Brown Navas Ferrara 

Born:  July 31, 1922, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  December 16, 1979, El Paso, El Paso, Texas, USA 

3.  Pauly Gabaldón Brown 
Born:  January 29, 1924, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  August 12, 1998, El Paso, El Paso, Texas, USA 

4.  Aron Saul Brown 
Born:  July 29, 1925, Ciudad Juárez, Chihuahua, Mexico 

5.  Mary Angela Brown Hayden Green 
Born:  June 15, 1927, Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico 

6.  Heber Jedediah Brown 
Born:  February 6, 1936, Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico 
Died:  February 6, 1936, Colonia Dublán, Chihuahua, Mexico 

7.  Marta Gabaldón Brown Gardner 
Born:  July 29, 1940, Ciudad Jimenez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
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Appendix 3:     Colonia Morelos Church Service of Orson Pratt Brown 
 
 
Statements in the Church General Minutes of Juarez Stake Quarterly 
Conferences, including Colonia Morelos Bishopric Reports (1901-1908)624 
 

Orson Pratt Brown was sustained as a member of the new Juarez Stake High Council when 
it was first organized in Colonia Juarez on December 8, 1895, as reported in the Juarez Stake 
General Minutes of that Conference.  Apostles Francis M. Lyman and George Teasdale organized 
the stake.  Anthony W. Ivins was called as Stake President, Henry Eyring as First Counselor, and 
Helaman Pratt as Second Counselor.  Orson was called as the tenth High Councilor of twelve 
High Councilors.  Six additional Alternate High Councilors were also called at that time.625 
 

Orson served as and remained a member of the Juarez Stake High Council until he was 
called by President Anthony W. Ivins as the first Bishop of Colonia Morelos Ward in January 1901, 
and sustained there in March 1901.  He was released as Bishop six years later in Colonia Morelos in 
March as reported in the March 9-10, 1907 stake conference. 
 

At the time of Orson’s release as Bishop, he was called by President Ivins to move to 
Colonia Dublan to help provide leadership in the building of the Dublan reservoir and canal 
systems, and he also served as a counselor of the Stake Sunday School presidency.  He was also 
called again as a member of the Juarez Stake High Council some time before March 1908.  He 
continued to serve as a High Councilor with different assignments until the completion of his final 
assignment as a member of the 1912 Mormon Exodus Refugee Committee in early 1913. 
 

The following 23 dated excerpts from the Juarez Stake General Minutes and information 
of the Church are provided here as an important part of The Autobiography of Orson Pratt 
Brown (1863-1946) by courtesy of the Church Archives of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints.  Sincere appreciation is expressed for their courtesy.  The information contained here 
may not to be copied or republished, in whole or in part, without the express written permission of 
the editor. 
 

O. James Brown Klein (Skousen) 
        Editor 
 
 
Colonia Juarez Mexico Stake General Conference Minutes:626 
 
 
February 23-24, 1901 Stake Conference; No visiting Church Authorities mentioned:  Sunday, 
2/24/1901, p. 3 - “Elder Orson P. Brown next addressed the Conference.  Spoke of his labors in 
helping to build up the Colonia of Juarez.  Expressed his desire to labor where the Lord wanted 
him.” 
 

                                                 
624 Courtesy of the Church Archives of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  Colonia Juarez 
Mexico Stake General Minutes, Vol. 1, LDS Church Archives microfilm #LR 528-11. 
625 Colonia Juarez Mexico Stake General Minutes, supra Vol. 2. 
626 Ibid. 
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May 18-19, 1901 Stake Conference; Apostle John Henry Smith visiting:  Saturday, 5/18/1901, p. 
11 - “Bishop Orson P. Brown represented the condition of the people of the Morelos Ward, which 
was organized last March.  There are now about 27 families and about 195 souls in that Colony.  
Our prospects are very encouraging, although there is a great deal of work to be done. Our main 
canal will cost about $75,000 [pesos?].  We also have another smaller canal with which we can 
irrigate about 600 acres of land. We have been increased by 43 new colonists since our 
organization.” 
 
August 17-18, 1901 Stake Conference; No visiting Church Authorities mentioned:  Saturday, 
8/17/1901, p. 21 – “Bishop Orson Pratt Brown reported the condition of the people of Colonia 
Morelos. All of the associations were not yet fully organized.  Have harvested the first crop which 
was very satisfactory.  About two thousand dollars had been spent since the organization of the 
Ward some months ago in Public improvements.  Spoke of some of the evils growing out of our 
brethren going to Naco freighting.” 
 
November 9-10, 1901; No visiting Church Authorities mentioned:  Saturday, 11/9/1901, p. 32 – 
“Bishop Orson Pratt Brown then reported the condition of the Saints of the Morelos Ward as 
follows:  The health of the people in general is good, although there has been some sickness 
among those who have returned from Naco.  Crops have been very good and the facilities for 
building houses and making a living better than in most any of our other colonies.  Some of the 
organizations of the Ward are not yet completed but the Sunday School’s, Young Men, M. I. A. 
and the Primary Association have been organized and are doing a good work.  The Young Ladies 
M. I. A. has been temporarily organized and is doing a good work.  The Relief Society has not yet 
been organized.  Spoke of the evils of going to Naco and away from home to work.” 
 
March 8-9, 1902 Stake Conference; No visiting Church Authorities mentioned:  Saturday, 
3/8/1902, p. 41 - “Bishop Orson Pratt Brown reported the condition of the people of Colonia 
Morelos.  Population a little over three hundred.  During the past year, the people have done four 
thousand dollars work improvements.  All of the Ward organizations are in good condition.  Most 
of the brethren who have been to Naco have returned to stay for which we feel very thankful.  
Referred to the death of Bishop Edward Bunker, who died in Morelos since last Quarterly 
Conference.” 
 
Saturday Conference session, 3/8/1902, p. 43 – “Patriarch [Alexander F.] Macdonald also spoke 
upon the necessity of complying with the law of Mexico on the marriage matter by seeing to it that 
the marriage is properly registered.”  “Bishop Brown asked what should be done in cases where 
people are not wishing of being sealed.  Should a Bishop perform the ceremony?  President Ivins 
said the parties should go to the Civil Authorities and be married.” 
 
May 17-18, 1902 Stake Conference; No visiting Church Authorities mentioned:  Saturday, 
5/17/1902, p. 50 – “Bishop Orson Pratt Brown reported the condition of the people of Colonia 
Morelos.  The drought has e[a]ffected us perhaps less than any of the other Colonies.  Having had 
a good rain and snow storm in March which had started the grass.  We have had plenty of water in 
our canal.  As to the present, all of our crops look very encouraging.  The health of the people is 
excellent.  All of our organizations are in excellent condition.  We are endeavoring to produce our 
own lumber and brick for building.” 
 
August 16-17, 1902 Stake Conference; Apostle Matthias F. Cowley visiting:  Saturday, 8/16/1902, 
pp. 59-60 –  “Bishop Orson Pratt Brown reported the condition of the people of Colonia Morelos.  
The people had suffered considerably less through the drought which has been so general.  The 
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rains heavens were now beginning to come.  Spiritually the people were feeling well.  They were a 
good people.  In general, the people feel very much encouraged.  The prospects for heads[?] was 
not very encouraging. 
 
“Several accidents had happened.  Brother Skinner falling down a well and kinking his neck.  The 
next was Brother Brigham Duffin, who had his arm badly shattered by an explosion in putting in a 
blast.  His arm has pretty well healed, but his nerves condition has become so affected that the 
results may be serious unless our Heavenly Father heals him up.  The next accident was that of 
Brothers Alexander Jameson and Thompson and myself.  Brother Jameson hurt his hip and side 
quite seriously and will suffer from the effects of his fall for some time.  Brother Thompson was 
not hurt seriously.  We were endeavoring to pull a heavy cottonwood log weighing about 400 lbs., 
upon to a building when the scaffold gave way and we were thrown to the ground a distance of 
about 12 feet.  I fell upon my head, the side of my head was upon my breast and my body lying 
upon my head and the heavy log following on top of me and crushing my shoulders and 
dislocating my arm in the shoulder.  I knew my neck was dislocated, but I also had a testimony that 
I was not going to die.  The brethren went to get water to put on me and an old Mexican working 
for me raised my body up.  I was conscious, but did not raise my head from my breast.  I had no 
pain and when raised up, I was able to speak.  The first words I spoke were to the Mexican telling 
him to raise up my head, where upon he excitedly let go of my body and caught hold of my head 
and pulled it up into its place.  My neck cracked like bones do when they go back into their 
sockets.  When this was done, I immediately felt intense pain and was carried into the house, and 
upon further examination found my shoulder was crushed (p. 59/p. 60) and out of place.  
Whereupon, about ten of the brethren took hold of me and pulled my shoulder back into place.  
Notwithstanding the intense suffering I underwent, this experience has been a wonderful 
testimony of the blessings of the Lord.  It has strengthened my testimony of the Gospel and of the 
Lord, Jesus Christ.” 
 
August 17, 1902 Stake Conference, Stake General Priesthood Meeting:  Saturday, 8/17/1902, p. 64 
– “Bishop Brown asked how far young men should prove themselves worthy of the Higher 
Priesthood.  Some young men fall in love with a young girl.  He becomes very humble, pays a few 
dollars in tithing and then wants a recommend to get married.”  “Apostle [Mathias F.] Cowley said 
he should say No Sir.  Let him prove himself worthy of the Higher Priesthood first.  Let him get 
married under the law and have time to prove themselves [himself].  Also [Elder Cowley] urged the 
necessity of men who are financially able to go to the temple of the Lord and receive their own 
endowments and even where the man has already received his endowments if he is able he should 
take his young lady to the temple and let her receive her endowments so that they may both be 
under equal covenants.” 
 
March 7-8, 1903 Stake Conference; Apostle John W. Taylor visiting:  3/7-8/1903, p. 79 – “Bishop 
Orson Pratt Brown spoke of a visit from Civil Authorities in reference to cattle thieves.  They got 
them out of our country.  Referred to a visit to Arizona to visit his Mother.  When he returned 
found our young ladies had taken to wearing bloomers in their games.  This was under the 
direction of the Stake Academy.  He wanted to enter his protest against such practice.” 
 
May 30-31, 1903 Stake Conference; Apostles George Teasdale and Matthias F. Cowley visiting:  
5/30/1903 – “Bishop Orson Pratt Brown reported that the Ward Teachers were keeping the 
Word of Wisdom with one exception.  All the Ward organized.” 
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August 29-30, 1903 Stake Conference; Apostles Rudger Clawson and Joseph W. McMurrin 
visiting:  8/29/1903 – “Bishop Orson Pratt Brown moved that the resignation of Bishop William 
Johnson, Jr. as Stake Tithing Clerk be accepted, seconded, and carried unanimously.” 
 
March 12-13, 1904 Stake Conference; Apostles George Teasdale, John W. Taylor and Abraham O. 
Woodruff visiting; also President Joseph Robinson of the California Mission:  3/12/1904, p. 124 – 
“Bishop’s Councilor Lorenzo Huish represented the Morelos Ward.  Spoke of planting 2,000 fruit 
trees and 3,100 grape vines and some 200 acres of grain. 
 
June 16-17. 1904 Stake Conference; Apostle George Teasdale visiting:  6/16/1904, p. 133 – “Elder 
Thomas Romney reported for Morelos Ward.  Said that through the over work of Bishop Brown 
and counselors, [they] were not able to attend.  Apostle Teasdale had visited [Morelos] and felt to 
bless the Bishopric.” 
 
September 17-18, 1904 Stake Conference; Apostles George Teasdale and Matthias F. Cowley 
visiting:  9/17/1904, p. 143 – “Bishop Orson Pratt Brown reported about past month being trying 
for Saints of Morelos.  About twenty percent of the cattle had died, many work animals have died.  
We have suffered considerable losses, but the rains have come at last and things look more 
favorable for a second crop.  It looked as though our wheat would not mature, but a servant of the 
Lord came into our midst and told us that notwithstanding the discouraging outlook our crops 
would mature and we could harvest grain.  That man was Apostle Teasdale.  We did get a fall crop.  
We did get a good one.  We also had trouble with a band of outlaws in our locality.” 
 
December 17-18, 1904 Stake Conference; Apostle George Teasdale visiting:  10/17/1904, p. 154 – 
“Patriarch Alexander Jameson [Bishop’s Counselor] reported on Morelos.  People have sustained 
heavy losses this year.  Prospects now looking better.  Schools running in order.  Relief Society 
organization not complete due to the late death of Bessie Brown [Orson’s wife].  Morelos is higher 
than the water in the river.  The Priesthood has been directed to get the water out on the land for 
the development of Morelos.  We believe this will succeed.” 
 
June 10-11, 1905 Stake Conference; Apostle George Teasdale visiting:  6/10/05, p. 178 – 
“Lorenzo Huish, [Bishop’s] Councilor reported on Morelos.  He spoke of being short handed as 
many are away on freight [to Naco?] and other places.  Deacons (3 of them) doing a good job 
collecting fast offerings.  Priests and teachers organized and members of quorum are sent out to 
visit the people.  Sunday School doing excellent work.  Health of the people excellent.  We have 
some fruit this year, and the best garden.  Referred to the promises made by Apostle Teasdale last 
year.  I had planned on turning water on only half of my wheat in hope of getting some, but when 
Apostle Teasdale made that promise that our crops would mature, we could hardly believe it, but 
when I harvested my wheat the one half I had left to dry up – I found that it had matured just as 
much as the half that had been watered.  I harvested 29 ½ bushels of wheat per acre.  He 
expressed great gratitude to his Heavenly Father for his blessed condition.” 
 
September 16-17, 1905 Stake Conference; President Joseph F. Smith, President of the Church, and 
Elder Joseph W. Summerhays and Apostle Joseph F. Smith Jr. accompanied President Smith:  
9/16-17/05, pp. 186-190 – “President Ivins reported that this is the first time in the history of this 
Stake of Zion that a President of the Church has visited the Stake.  This is the first quarterly 
conference to be held in this new building.”  “Bishop Brown reported the Bishopric and the 
people are all invited and in good health [in Morelos].” 
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“President Joseph F. Smith announced that due to the size of the Church, the presidency of the 
Church will not entertain personal complaints of members of the Church.  These would be 
handled by the Stake Presidency.  If necessary the Stake can send them on to the Church 
Presidency by appeal.  We receive letters from people in this Stake complaining of difficulty that 
should be settled here – and hereafter we will not entertain their complaints.” 
 
“President Joseph F. Smith advised people not to sell their inheritance to those not of us.  There 
are no plural marriages being performed at present in the Church in Mexico or anywhere else.  Be 
true to your wives and children that God has given you.  Men cannot marry plural wives at present 
without my concent [consent].  The Church is upon trial before the Government of the United 
States and we must be very careful.  Ralley [Rally] around your bishop, sustain him, do not pull him 
to pieces.  Also sustain Presidency of Stake.” 
 
December 9-10, 1905 Stake Conference; Apostles George Teasdale and John W. Taylor visiting:  
12/9/1905, pp. 202-204 – “Bishop Orson P. Brown was called upon to give a detailed account of 
the disasters which occurred at Colonies Oaxaca and Morelos – The river had been high for some 
time but two weeks ago next Monday, the water rose and came around the houses along the river 
bank at Oaxaca.  Bishop Naegle and most of the brethren were away from home attending the 
roundup.  The women girls and boys who were at home began to move their effects to higher 
places where they thought they would be safe, but they had hardly time to turn around until 
another rush of high water came and swept over nearly the entire town, so that out of 42 houses, 
33 were washed away. 
 
“The water was 20 feet higher than the high water mark.  Potato vines were left hanging to the 
telephone lines, which ran through the town.  In some cases, the water swept over the top of the 
houses.  Many people lost everything but what they stood up in, not having a change of clothing.  
The people are in great distress and need assistance.  The people are warn out and are on the damp 
ground, many have colds.  Had this flood occurred in the night time few lives would have been 
saved, but as is[,] people are very thankful no lives were lost. 
 
“At Colonia Morelos, while they have suffered a great loss, they are not in the destitute condition 
as the people of Oaxaca.  It is estimated that the people of Morelos have lost about $40,000 in 
property, and while all of the farming land that was under cultivation was swept away, there is still 
plenty of good farming land higher up. 
 
“The people of Morelos, as a rule are satisfied and want to remain, while the people of Oaxaca are 
unsettled and many will want to leave.  The land at Oaxaca was not washed away but about two 
feet of soil placed upon it. 
 
“President Ivins said it had been nearly two weeks since this terrible disaster.  This was the first 
detailed account the Stake Presidency has had of the conditions of the people.” 
 
In another Conference session:  “Bishop repeated much of the same thing reported earlier adding 
Sister Pauline Naegle’s beautiful home and all its surroundings were entirely swept away and 
nothing left to mark the spot of her former home.” 
 
March 10-11, 1906 Stake Conference; Apostles George Teasdale and Matthias F. Cowley visiting: 
3/10/1906, p. 213 – “Bishop Naegle gave his report of the condition of Colonia Oaxaca.  Stake 
Presidency considering whether to introduce waltzing into our public dancing etc.  Big discussion 
on waltzing ensued.” 
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June 16-17, 1906 Stake Conference; Apostles Rudger Clawson, George Teasdale and Matthias F. 
Cowley visiting: 6/16-17/1906, p. 223 – “Bishop Orson P. Brown reported on people Morelos 
since the flood last fall and winter.  Our people have been much scattered, away from home 
earning means to rebuild their homes and farms.  Many have done well financially because there is 
plenty of work at good wages.  Grain crop better than usual.  All ward organizations in good 
condition.” 
 
Historical Record 1907-1932.627 
 
March 9-10, 1907 Stake Conference; Apostle Heber J. Grant visiting: 3/9-10/1907, p. 2 – “Bishop 
Orson P. Brown and counselors released at Morelos, [and] Bishop Charles LillyWhite made Bishop 
of Morelos.” 
 
June 8-9, 1907 Stake Conference; No visiting Church Authorities mentioned:  6/8/1907, p. 6 – 
“Bishop LillyWhite reported on Morelos.  Said [the] people [who] had originally settled on the low 
lands that were swept away by the floods – they now have moved to higher lands.  Ward 
organizations in good condition.” 
 
March 7-8, 1908 Stake Conference; Apostles Anthony W. Ivins, John Henry Smith, and George F. 
Richards visiting:  President Anthony W. Ivins presiding with counselors Helaman Pratt and Guy 
C. Wilson.    3/7-9/1908, pp. 50-64 – “President Ivins:  Someone had written to the First 
Presidency stating that the people of this stake were not as good as President Ivins had represented 
them to be and that the Stake should be divided into 6 stakes.  Then things might be in a better 
condition.  President Ivins said he had never boasted of the goodness of the people but had tried 
to tell the simple truth as to what had been done.” 
 
Saturday afternoon Conference session:  “Elder Orson P. Brown spoke in appreciation of the 
welcome extended to our people by the Republic of Mexico.  He felt that our children should be 
taught that they are Mexican citizens.” 
 
“President Ivins released as Stake President.  New Stake President Junius Romney.  1st Counselor 
Hiram S. Harris.  2nd Counselor Charles E. McClellan.  Carried unanimously.  New Stake 
Presidency set apart.”   
 
Many of the High Council had been released.  “New High Counselors set apart:  Helaman Pratt, 
Guy C. Wilson, Orson P. Brown, Brigham Stowell.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
627 Courtesy of the Church Archives of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  Colonia Juarez 
Mexico Stake Historical Record, 1907-1932, Vol. 3, LDS Church Archives microfilm #LR 528-11. 
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Appendix 4: Mexican Revolution and Mormon Exodus Papers 
Involving Orson Pratt Brown 

 
 

90 Letters and Documents About the 1912 Mormon Exodus 
from Mexico, Written from and to Orson Pratt Brown  

(February 2, 1912 to February 23, 1914) 
 

This first-time compilation and publication of these 90 letters, telegrams, newspaper 
articles, and journal entries of Utah Senator Reed Smoot written from, to, or about Orson Pratt 
Brown regarding the events surrounding the Mexican Revolution (the “Papers”).  These Papers 
include Mexican Revolution and the resulting Exodus of the approximately 4,000 Mormon 
Colonists from Mexico during July and August in 1912, and the subsequent efforts of some of 
them to return to Mexico.  They provide tremendous detail and insight into what really happened 
and why.  The Papers shed clarifying light and perspective into the lives of Orson, his fellow 
Church leaders, his fellow Latter-day Saints, the Mexican Revolution and counter revolutions, and 
political and military leaders on both sides of the border. 

 
These Papers are provided here as an important part of The Autobiography of Orson Pratt 

Brown (1863-1946) precisely because they add such rich detail, perspective, insight and 
understanding into his life and service, as well as to the people and the tumultuous events and 
consequences themselves. 

 
The Papers were gathered, carefully transcribed and proofed, spelling modernized as 

appropriate, and footnoted, and placed in chronological order to facilitate the best context for 
understanding.  By their courtesy, the owners of these Papers provided copies to the editor for the 
purposes of this publication, which copies came from either original documents, or carbon copies 
of original documents, in their possession.  We gratefully recognize both their courtesy and the 
reality that we would not have them today in this compilation were it not for their kind generosity 
in sharing them.  Our sincere appreciation is expressed to:  The Church Archives of The Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; James Gordon Brown (Romney); Aron S. Brown (Gabaldón); 
S. Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón); Eliza Skousen Brown; L. Tom Perry Special Collections Library, 
Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah; The Huntington Library, San 
Marino, California; The United States National Archives and Records Administration; and to the 
El Paso Morning Times and Deseret Evening News newspapers for letters and articles found in their 
pages. 

 
These Papers are not to be copied or republished individually, in groups, or collectively, in 

whole or in part,  without the express written permission of the Editor.   
 
As presented here, all Papers are single spaced unless indicated by a footnote to be double 

spaced.  They are typed single spaced here to conserve space. 
 
        O. James Brown Klein (Skousen) 
        Editor 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Form 2289 B. 

NIGHT LETTER 
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

INCORPORATED 

 25,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA   CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD 
 
RECEIVED AT 
 
92. D.  sr.   26.  N.L. 
 
   El Paso, Tex., Feb 2-1912.628 
 
Joseph F. Smith, Prest. 
 
  Salt Lake, Ut,. 
 
The Uprising here is local and from present indications will be settled soon.  Everything is quiet in 
Cases Grandies [Grandes] and the Colonies[.]  [W]ill advise you later. 
 
     Orson P. Brown 
 
933 p.m. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Form 2289 B. 

NIGHT LETTER 
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

INCORPORATED 

 25,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA   CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD 
 
RECEIVED AT 
 
87-D, sr.---49-N.L. 
 
   El Paso, Tex,  Feb 4-1912.629 
 
Prest Joseph F. Smith 
 
   Salt Lake, Ut,. 
 
Order is restored in Juarez[.]  General Orozco has taken Mutineer Soldiers to Chihuahua[.]  [T]here 
[Their] leaving was like a funeral cortege.  The General Spirit and conditions are very bad[.]  [F]ear 
Government cannot cope with it.  All quiet in Colinies [Colonies.]  [M]any soldiers demanding 
Madero[’]s retirement and acclaiming VasQues [Vasquez] Gomez as President. 

                                                 
628 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
629 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
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     Orson P. Brown 
 
7:53 p.m. 
 
[Stamped:  Received Feb-5’12, President’s Office] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    The Juarez Stake      Junius Romney, President 
      of       Hyrum S. Harris, 1st Counselor 
The Church of Jesus Christ     Charles E. McClellan, 2nd Counselor 
   of Latter Day Saints      Joseph C. Bentley, Stake Clerk 
 
     Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico,630 
      February 9, 1912. 
 
Elder Orson P. Brown 

c/o Ramona Hotel 
El Paso, Tex., 

 
Dear Orson:- 
 
 I desire to answer your favor of the 25th of Dec. last, which with the enclosed clipping we 
have sent to the First Presidency, and your favor of the 5th inst. [instant] both of which were greatly 
appreciated. 
 I feel to thank you for the lively interest which you always take in us and your prompt 
action in notifying the First Presidency regarding us when you know that our connections are cut 
off. 
 I think they will approve of our decision that we need some long range guns for our 
defense against marauding bands and I trust they will be willing to furnish us some, in which event 
I am sure that your efforts in looking up what we need will prove very useful. 
 I hope the fact that your letters are not always answered promptly will not make you feel 
like not writing to me whenever you feel that there is need or you have a good suggestion to make. 
 If I were to use your own way of expressing what I have been passing through the last two 
months I would say that we have had HELL and them some. 
 You doubtless already know that I have been assisting to protect our brethren who had to 
kill Juan Sosa in self defense and the matter is not yet entirely cleared up. 
 Never before have I been made to feel how treacherous and unreliable are most of the 
people by whom we are surrounded to the extent that I have during the persecution that they have 
waged against us in this affair.  The Judge has been the ring leader and has made more promises 
and broken them without conscience than he will get forgiveness for in the next thousand years. 
 I have virtually been living in Casas Grandes until this last rebellion broke out and was 
unable to think of anything else than our troubles so I could not attend to my correspondence.  I 
tell you Orson we have been through the narrows more than we were during the Madero 
revolution for the other day it simply came to a point where they had made up their minds to run 
us just as far as we would stand for it. 
                                                 
630 The same typed letterhead appears on the second page, but it is not repeated here to conserve space.  
The third page, which is the signature page, is missing, but the context of the letter indicates it is from 
Junius Romney.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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 They made up their minds to disarm us by what ever method might prove easiest, so they 
began with such propositions as this: if we would furnish the guns and ammunition they would put 
20 men to guard the entrances to Colonia Juarez, for instance.  We didn’t bite and they were 
disappointed. 
 

[- 2 -] 
 

Then they formed a party of about 25 men to go to Dublan and an equal number to come here.  
Those who came here were headed by Portillo, the presidente, and came direct to my home.  They 
had been drinking some and were pretty gay and the first thing asked for was 25 guns and 
ammunition.  I explained to Portillo that we could not consent to give up our guns and told him 
the reasons:  1st. that we would not feel secure to be left with our families dependent upon others 
for protection, and 2nd. we could not do anything against the constituted Government, as we had 
no complaint and we considered their troubles with their government in the nature of a family 
quarrel which they must settle among themselves and that we expected to give obedience to the 
constituted authorities who ever they might be when their troubles were over. 
 When he saw that persuasion would not work they decided to try still another method, 
namely the forcing of the issue.  They ordered Croff to go to his home and get them a gun which 
some of their party or our local Mexicans said Croff owned and which they felt would be useful to 
them in their present campaign.  This he refused to do and they put him under arrest, and placed a 
guard over him.  Then some of them said that Loren Taylor had a gun and a pistol which they 
wanted and Portillo wrote out a receipt for them and sent some of his men over to get the arms 
but Loren had smelled a rat and could not be found.  We felt that patience had ceased to be a 
virtue and so we invited Portillo to a conference with Bro. Guy C. Wilson, J. C. Bentley and myself 
and there we did what would be called in the U.S. the reading of the riot act.  We told him in both 
English and Spanish that the affair had been pushed just as far as it would be wise for them to 
push it as, if it had at last come to the matter of choice whether we should surrender our guns to 
them or use them we would start them to smoking at once. 
 We told him that we regarded any invitation to give up our guns to them as equivalent to 
asking us to give up everything in life that made it worth living including our homes and families, 
and that being the case we would go them one better and throw our lives in with the bargain.  We 
told him farther that he might go and tell the same thing straight to Salazar as I had told him last 
year and that we intended to find out whether American citizens had a right to a gun, of their own 
private property, in their home for the defense of their family in Mexico or whether they had not.  
Croff was released at once and the outfit left town shortly after.  The next day four of us went 
from here and four from Dublan to have it out with Salazar but when we reached there the work 
of the day before seemed to have settled the matter for Salazar simply told us that he did not desire 
to mix up with us at all and he readily gave us a communication calling upon all their people to 
leave us alone.  We have a copy of this for each Colony on this side of the mountains.  Well, the 
Lord seems to open the way a little at a time. 
 

Kindest regards, Your friend and Brother 
 
    [Signed – Junius Romney]631 
 

                                                 
631 The third page, which is the signature page, is missing, but the context of the letter indicates it is from 
Junius Romney. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Colonia Dublan, Feb. 22, 1912.632 
Dear Orson:- 
 
 Your welcome letter of the 17th. inst. [instant] was received and read with much interest as 
were the papers which you sent us.  Do the same thing just as often as you have opportunity and 
we will send the money to re-emburse you.  We are very anxious to receive as many of the daily 
papers as possible so that we may keep in touch with the situation. 
 We have written the First Presidency a long letter to go out with this same party and in that 
letter we have given them your address and asked that in case they need to communicate with us 
quickly that they write or wire you as the circumstances may require and that you would promptly 
forward whatever message you received to us. 
 We note what you say in case of trouble and we certainly appreciate your attitude and 
assure you that if conditions seem to warrant we will get word to you.  If the condition which you 
mention in your letter should confront us there is no telling what we might have to face and we 
would depend on your getting us word in case of intervention just as quickly as possible and also 
to be ready to render whatever help you could at the earliest possible moment. 
 Of course we do not think that the Lord will permit us to be drawn into a condition where 
we will have to engage in this affair but we do not feel justified in taking no thought of what we 
would do if these fellows should push things just one notch farther than they did before, of which 
I wrote you. 
 We would suggest that you write the First Presidency and tell them what you have in mind 
in case things get bad here and keep in touch with them and Bro. Ivins.  We have not had a single 
word from any of them since this last trouble began. 
 Last night the special arrived here about 11 a.m. carrying a number of the R.R. [railroad] 
officials, including the general manager, Thede, and the Government inspector, but they were 
stopped on the road by Salazar and his men and were ordered to proceed by train only as far as 
Pearson.  From that point they will have to go it on a hand car if at all.  We are to have no more 
trains till the rebels succeed in taking Juarez.  There are about four hundred at Guzman waiting for 
re-inforcements before proceeding to the task. 
 A train was placed at their disposal by the R.R. people this morning and it just passed at 
this 4 p.m. bound for the North with a carload more of men bound for the front. 
 They slaughtered nearly all the beef belonging to the Dublan people while they were 
camped out at the lakes and wasted nearly half the meat.  They seemed to take delight in killing the 
best cattle they could find and in some instances killed heifers worth one hundred and fifty dollars 
each just to take the choicest cuts of meat and throw the rest away. 
 They took considerable merchandise from both the Union Mercantil[e] and Farnsworth 
and Romney’s but have not bothered us farther in our homes. 
 Well we have other letters to write so will close for the present. 
 With kindest regards and best wishes, we remain, 
  
       Your brethren, 
 
       [Signed:]  Junius Romney  
           H. S. Harris 
 

                                                 
632 Double spaced letter without typed letterhead.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Letter/Article by O. P. Brown dated Monday, March 12, 1912, to the El Paso Morning Times, which 
appeared with a letter by President Junius Romney to the Editor Morning Times dated March 6, 
1912, the next Thursday, March 14, 1912, page 6, under The Public Forum: 
 

“Observer” of Mexico Conditions. 
 
El Paso, Texas, March 11, 1912.633 

 
 Editor Times:  The object of this article is to set forth the views of an observer of the 
international condition, who has followed carefully the revolution and counter-revolution with 
much interest, having seen personally four engagements or battles, three at Agua Prieta, Sonora, 
and the taking of Juarez of last year by Madero. 
 The revolution of Madero634 was one of high principles, of which were both ennobling, 
inspiring, and for the uplifting, regenerating and educating of a down-trodden people, and it was 
inspired and carried on by good, patriotic men with high and noble ideals. 
 While the counter-revolution, by Vasquez Gomez, Orozco, Salazar, the Ponces, Quevedos, 
and the Casas Grandes Red Flag robbers which has been brewing for many months, has for its 
object the dispoilation [despoliation] of the properties of those who have labored and saved, their 
object being the further their personal ends, and not for the betterment of the people.  They were 
not satisfied with the division of the spoils and offices of the past revolution, notwithstanding they 
took every advantage and robbed their neighbors and appropriated these means to their own 
benefits, and their success in this only gave them desires for greater opportunity of looting and 
robbing.  I unqualifiedly pronounce these Red Flag social anarchists of the Vasquista-Orozco 
Cientifico Liberals a bunch of traducers and traitors of their mother country, who have laid their 
plans in the United States to further the object of their quest in their own land; of which they have 
many of them been exiles, from their mother country, because of past deeds committed there; and 
that we as Americans should arise in the majesty of our sovereign rights and should protest to City, 
County, State and Nation against the exportation of munitions of war that we know go direct into 
the hands of these bandits, making us parties in fact to this counter-revolution against our sister 
Republic. 
 And more than that, that these robbers and thieves are now getting cold feet and are 
beginning to return to the Home of the Brave and the Land of the Free, where they realize and 
know through the technicalities of International Law these undesirable breakers of the law can find 
a place of refuge and safety, after having wrecked the properties and business interests of many of 
our citizens as well as those of our neighbors.  All of those that can get away will do so in the very 
near future, for their die is cast and their doom is sealed, and their days are numbered, and they will 
be coming over here in hordes in a very few days, and I believe that it is the duty of the City, State 
and Nation, and of all good citizens along the border to try and prevent the on-coming of this Red 

                                                 
633 Double spaced carbon copy of this letter/article is dated Monday, March 11, 1912.  Orson delivered it to 
the El Paso Morning Times for publication, together with a separate letter to the Times’ Editor that he had 
received from President Junius Romney dated Wednesday, March 6, 1912.  The Times published both letters 
on Thursday, March 14, 1912, p. 6, under The Public Forum.  Orson’s letter/article appeared first and is titled 
“Observer” on Mexico Conditions, and the letter from Junius Romney is titled Not Molesting 
Mormons Now.  Orson’s letter courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
634 Orson greatly admired and respected Francisco Madero and his principles.  Orson named a son after 
him, Francisco Madero Brown, born of his wife Eliza Skousen Brown in Colonia Dublan, Chihuahua, 
Mexico, May 24, 1911, during Madero’s Revolution. 
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Flag bunch of robbers and thieves, and keep them back where they belong, in their own country, 
until the good people and Government of Mexico gets through with them.  If we will do this I 
believe that we will never be bothered with them any more, nor will it be necessary for the United 
States Government to intervene in the internal affairs of our Sister Republic, avoiding great loss of 
life and money in attending to other people’s business.  For I believe that the patriotic spirit, which 
is awakening in Mexico among the better classes will place her in a condition to take care of her 
own affairs. 
 So just let us stand pat and together against this bunch of bandits, and cut out the 
technicalities in the law that prohibit us doing our duty to our neighbor, and keep the horde back 
of undesirables from our country, for they are surely coming. 
 
     [Unsigned – O. P. Brown] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Letter by President Junius Romney to the Editor of the El Paso Morning Times dated March 6, 1912, 
published with the preceding article/letter by O. P. Brown dated March 12, 1912, on Thursday, 
March 14, 1912, page 6, under The Public Forum: 
 

Not Molesting Mormons Now 
 

Colonia Juarez, Chia. [Chihuahua], Mex., March 6, 1912.635 
 

 Editor Morning Times:  Having noticed the various items appearing in your columns from 
time to time regarding the depredations committed against the Mormon colonists by the armed 
bands of “Liberals” who have been operating in this section of the country we ask you to kindly 
allow us space in your paper for this brief statement which we feel, in justice to these people, 
should be made. 
 We assume no responsibility for statements published by the newspapers as our reports 
have been confined to the officials whose right it is to understand conditions here and these 
reports have been both conservative and correct. 
 While many of the statements made have been true, still it is also a fact that conditions 
might have been worse had it not been for the influence exerted in our behalf by the leaders of the 
party. 
 It should be borne in mind that times such as have existed here since the outbreak of 
hostilities tend to make the feelings run high and where foreigners are located among the natives as 
we are here, it is not surprising that at times their right should be trampled upon and threats, by the 
unthinking, even against the lives of such foreigners. 
 Therefore, while we have suffered considerably, we feel that there must have been 
exercised in our behalf the influence of the leaders or we should have suffered much more. 
 Since but half the truth is sometimes equivalent to a misrepresentation we feel it a duty to 
call attention to this side of the question and to speak of a virtue just as readily as we would point 
out a vice. 

                                                 
635 Orson delivered this letter from President Junius Romney to the El Paso Morning Times for publication 
together with Orson’s separate letter dated Wednesday, March 11, 1912.  The Times published both letters 
on Thursday, March 14, 1912, p. 6, under The Public Forum.  Orson’s letter/article appears first and is titled 
“Observer” on Mexico Conditions, and the letter from Junius Romney appears next to it and is titled 
Not Molesting Mormons Now. 
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 It is quite remarkable that with all the unsettled conditions that have existed about us we 
have lost no lives with the exception of the tragic murders at Guadalupe by persons who took 
advantage of the unsettled conditions early in the Madero revolution; and farther that our schools 
and public gatherings have been able to continue almost without interruption. 
 We trust that through the continued efforts of the leaders of each of the contending parties 
whatever abuses have been committed may not be repeated, and that the anti-foreign feeling may 
be reduced to the minimum. 
 We have always been friends to the masses in Mexico and we hope that all Mexicans may 
understand that we demand only our constitutional rights, and surely these will not be denied us by 
those who claim to be fighting in defense of the very instrument which guarantees to us these 
rights.  Very respectfully, 

 
JUNIUS ROMNEY 
President of the Mormon colonies. 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

REED SMOOT, CHAIRMAN. 
KNUTE NELSON. FRANCIS G. NEWLANDS. 
CLARENCE D. CLARK. JEFF DAVIS. 
ROBERT J. GAMBLE. GEORGE E. CHAMBERLAIN. 
WELDON B. HEYBURN. JOHN R. THORNTON. 
JOSEPH M. DIXON. NATHAN P. BRYAN. 
WESLEY L. JONES. HENRY L. MYERS. 
SIMON GUGGENHEIM. 
JOHN D. WORKS. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC  LANDS. 

 
Washington, D. C.636 

March 14th, 1912. 
 
Mr. Orson P. Brown, 

El Paso, 
Texas. 

 
Dear Sir: 
 
 Your night lettergram of March 11th, 1912, has been received.  Along the lines of your 
lettergram, the Senate passed yesterday Senate joint resolution 89, a copy of which I enclose you. 
 I am in close touch with the State Department as to the situation in Mexico and am 
watching the interest of our colonists there. 
 With best wishes, I remain 
            
      Yours sincerely, 
 
   [Signed:] Reed Smoot 
(Enclosure) 
 

                                                 
636 Double spaced letter.  Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
       Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, 
        March 28, 1912637 
Mr. O.P. Brown, 
 El Paso, Texas. 
 
Dear Friend:- 
 
 Inasmuch as you are looking after the interests of our colony during the present trouble in 
Mexico, I thought it proper to advise you in regard to the conditions as they have and now exist in 
Colonia Juarez. 
 In the first place, the President[e] of Casas Grandes[,] Enrique Portillo, with twenty-five 
men came to our colony about two months ago and demanded the surrender of our arms, in the 
which we refused absolutely.  Shortly  after that one[,] Terivio Lara went to the stock yard of 
Daniel Skousen and loaded a wagon with hay from Skousen’s yard, and when Skousen asked him 
by what authority he was taking this hay he said Lara throwed his gun down on Skousen and told 
him it was ‘by that authority’ that he took the hay.  Skousen immediarelt[immediately] made 
complaint to Portillo at Casas Grandes.  Lara was summoned to appear, which he did, and after 
ten minutes before Portillo was turned loose to commit more depredations.  This same man Lara a 
few days later went to the home of a widow by the name of Humphries about ten o’clock at night 
and tried to force open the door, and when he couldn’t force the door open went to the window 
and demanded a rifle, 100 rounds of ammunition, and Twenty Dollars.  The  
 

-2- 
 
lady in the meantime got one of the children out of the back way for help.  Very soon two young 
men, one by the name of Whetton and the other Farnsworth, came to the rescue and caught Lara 
breaking into the window, arrested him, and took him direct to the Presidente, who is a Mexican 
by the name of Acosta.  The Presidente said to the boys, “There is no law here” and turned the 
man loose.  The matter was referred to the authorities at Casas Grandes, and they also turned this 
Mexican loose, to return to commit more depredations. 
 On the fourteenth of this month my son Eugene, sixteen years of age, was coming home 
from school, and when in front of my home on the sidewalk with some other boys, he was 
accosted by Florentino Acosta, the son of the Presidente, Acosta grabbing the boy by the throat, 
and demanded of the boy to know where his (Acosta’s) horses were.  The boy told Acosta that he 
knew nothing of his horses, which was the truth.  The Mexican was on horseback, having with him 
the Mexican policeman and another Mexican by the name of Jose Torres. Acosta immediately 
drew his knife; another boy companion of my son started to interfere and Acosta hit him over the 
head [w]ith a quirt, and in that the knife dropped from his hand.   At this instant Prof. George 
Romney was walking on the opposite side of the street with his wife, and immediately ran to the 
rescue and picked up the knife.  Acosta demanded the knife from Mr. Romney and Mr. Romney 
said that he would only give him the knife after he had released the boy, which he refused to do.  
At this,  

 
-3- 

                                                 
637 Double spaced, four page letter.  The United States National Archives and Records Administration 
(“National Archives”).  Note at the top of each page:  Classification Canceled.  Authority:  Letter of 1-8-58 
from W. H. Anderson, State Dept.  By R. A. Jacobs  Date 7-17-59. 
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Jose Torres, one of the companions of Acosta, jumped on his horse, hitting Mr. Romney in the 
face several times, demanding that he give the knife to Acosta, Acosta saying that he was going to 
kill the boy, and at the same time the Mexican policeman sat on his horse with his hand on his six-
shooter, also demanding that Mr. Romney give the knife to Acosta[.]  [A]t this two or three other 
men came up and then, and not until then, did the policeman, and Jose Torres, [and] the other 
Mexican, [yield to their] demand that Acosta release the boy, and [they] only got him to do so by 
taking hold of him and prying his hands loose from the boy’s throat, after he had held him about 
thirty minutes.  Acosta and his companions leaving [left], saying as they left that they would yet kill 
the boy. 
 After two trips to Casas Grandes by our people, Acosta was summoned to Casas Grandes 
and appeared, and in a very short time on the same day was released to return home.  Acosta got a 
number of other Mexicans who were armed, to return to the Colony with him, and on arriving at 
the Colony, having with them several bottles of liquor, made speeches on the public street, 
flourished their arms and their bottles of whiskey, denounced the Americans, and said that they 
would yet clean them out. 
 Only last Sunday night this same band of men got on a drunk and in the middle of the 
night shot up the town, and when the Mexican Presidents would appeal to them there was nothing 
done, and on the following night they went down into  

 
-4- 

 
my field, half a mile out of town, and burned one of my stacks of hay and barn.  On the following 
night they returned and burned another stack of hay, and now are making open threats that this is 
only a beginning, that they expect to burn not only my home, barn, but that of the rest of the 
people, and that if I in person show up on those streets of the town that I have helped to build and 
make what it is, that they will kill me on sight. 
 Now just how long we are going to be able to stand this strain is the question.   For the 
people are at a high tension, and unless something is done to relieve this situation, and these 
people taken care of there are liable to be serious consequences.  We have appealed to the 
American Consul, Mr. Edwards of Ciudad Juarez, and he in turn has appealed to Portillo, to 
Ponce, and others of the heads of the Liberal Party, but instead of giving relief, conditions are 
getting worse, and I am now making this appeal to you. 
 See if you can bring any influence to bear upon these people so that more serious 
consequences may not happen, and the conditions be cleared up so that we can have peace. 

I remain,  
  Yours sincerely, 
 
              (signed)  E. G. Taylor 
       (COPY) 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, April 1, 1912.638 
 
Hon. Senator Reed Smoot, 
 Washington, D. C. 
 
Dear Senator:- 
 
 The object of this communication is to send accompanying this letter a letter from Colonia 
Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, received from Mr. E. G. Taylor, which will show you the conditions as 
they have been existing for the last two months in that section of country.  I took this letter 
yesterday to the Mexican Consul, as well as to the administrative head of the rebel party here in El 
Paso, as the rebel party have supreme control in our section of the country, and again made 
another appeal to them for protection against outlawry and the depredations that have been 
committed in the past.  And they again made other promises, which we have no faith in. 
 Now, dear Senator, the people in those colonies are practically unprotected. They are 
almost entirely without arms and ammunition to protect  themselves in case of an assault.  In fact, 
not one- half of the available men have arms, and in case of a siege there isn’t ammunition enough 
for the arms that they have, to hold out an hour.  And I am writing this in the hopes that you can 
do something for them in the procuring of arms and ammunition from the United States 
Government, so that we will be more amply protected.  I see by recent articles published by the 
newspapers that the Govern- 

-2- 
 
ment  is furnishing arms and ammunition to the American residents of the City of Mexico, and 
believe if the same thing could be done for these people in our colonies that it might save a great 
disaster in the event of an attack by the rebels of that section, for as I wired you on the eleventh of 
last month, they are now beginning to return, having deserted and are getting very insolent, and as 
time goes on it is my belief that the Mexican Government will defeat them, and that they will break 
up in small bands and scatter back to the beginning of their first rendezvous that is in our 
immediate section of the country. 
 I have just wired you today in regard to the release of a few rifles and ammunition that I 
had shipped from here to Hermanas, New Mexico to T. G. Earnest, which were destined for our 
colonies, and was seized by Colonel Steever of this place.  Now, I had designed shipping about 43 
rifles more and 15,000 rounds of ammunition, which was being purchased by individual members 
of the colonies through me as their agent, to the same point of destination as the others that we 
shipped, and expected to have taken these across country by night marches to the colonies.  I am 
in hopes that you can arrange, not only for the release of those that have been seized, but for a 
permit for the other shipment, as well as for the rifles and munitions from the United States 
Government that we do very much need. 
 Hoping to hear from you on this very important question, I am, 

 
-3- 

 
    Sincerely yours, 
          (Signed) Orson P. Brown 
                                                 
638 Double spaced, three page letter.  National Archives.  Note at the top of each page:  Classification 
Canceled.  Authority:  Letter of 1-8-58 from W. H. Anderson, State Dept.  By R. A. Jacobs  Date 7-17-59. 
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My address is 
610 North Stanton St., 
Ramona Hotel, 
El Paso, Texas. 
 

P.S.  If we could get say 250 Rifles and 100[,]000 careges [cartridges,] colts[,] automatic 
machine gun. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[Telegram] 
F. 192 CH.MD  49 N.L. 
 
  El Paso, Texas, April 2,3, 1912.639 
 
 
Hon. Senator Reed Smoot, 
 
 Washington, D.C. 
 

The Arms and ammunition seized by Colonel Steever were ten guns [and] six thousand 
cartridges.  I would like these released and a pass for forty more guns and fifteen thousand more 
cartridges [that] I have bought[,] making a total of fifty guns and twenty thousand cartridges[.]  
[T]hese arms are for colonies. 
 
     Orson P. Brown. 
  
      7:13 a.m. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[Telegram] 
 
      SW. RO.  36  Blue- 
 
       El Paso Tex Apl 2- [1912]640 
 
Hon. Senator Reed Smoot 
 
 Washington, D.C. 
 
 Would take arms across County where there were no rebels[.]  [N]umber of rifles fifty 
number of cartridges twenty thousand[.]  Ivins left Saturday for North via Omaha[.]  [H]e 
approved proposition[.]  T. G. Ernest is here with me. 

                                                 
639 Double spaced telegram.  National Archives.  Note at the top of each page:  Classification Canceled.  
Authority:  Letter of 1-8-58 from W. H. Anderson, State Dept.  By R. A. Jacobs  Date 7-17-59. 
640 Double spaced telegram.  National Archives.  Note at the top of each page:  Classification Canceled.  
Authority:  Letter of 1-8-58 from W. H. Anderson, State Dept.  By R. A. Jacobs  Date 7-17-59. 
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     Orson P. Brown- 
 
      1134 a 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Wednesday, April 3, 1912641 

Had a conference with the President requesting him to instruct the Officer in charge at El 
Paso, Texas to allow arms and ammunition to enter Mexico for the Mormon Colonies.  I explained 
to him the conditions as they existed in Mexico and read him a number of telegrams[.]  Mr. Orson 
P. Brown had undertaken to smuggle arms and ammunition, but they were seized by General 
Steever.  The President told me he would release them and give orders to allow them some to be 
taken into Mexico.  I was to see the Secy [Secretary] of War to have him prepare the order & e. 
[etc.?]  .... 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:   Thursday, April 4, 1912642 
 

....  Attended a meeting of Finance Committee, hearings on Sugar Bill continued.  Secy 
[Secretary] of War Stimson was a witness and a number of representatives from Puerto Rico.  I 
presented the question of release of arms and ammunition for our Colonies to Secretary Stimson 
as requested by the President [Taft].  He thought the State Dept. ought to pass on order of release.  
He would take it up with President at once.  He did so and Secretary Heilles asked me to let him 
know to whom to instruct Col. Steever to deliver arms to and take them into Canada [Mexico?].  R. 
G. Clark [J. Reuben Clark] thought it was dangerous to do so now, so I asked that the matter go 
over until tomorrow and I telegraphed President Smith [Joseph F. Smith of the LDS Church] the 
situation as seen by R. G. Clark [J. Reuben Clark] and I agreed with him.  Senate took up the 
calendar.  . . . . 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

REED SMOOT, CHAIRMAN. 
KNUTE NELSON. FRANCIS G. NEWLANDS. 
CLARENCE D. CLARK. JEFF DAVIS. 
ROBERT J. GAMBLE. GEORGE E. CHAMBERLAIN. 
WELDON B. HEYBURN. JOHN R. THORNTON. 
JOSEPH M. DIXON. NATHAN P. BRYAN. 
WESLEY L. JONES. HENRY L. MYERS. 
SIMON GUGGENHEIM. 
JOHN D. WORKS. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC  LANDS. 

 
CONFIDENTIAL 
        Washington D.C.643 
                 April 6th, 1912. 
                                                 
641 Smoot, Reed.  Reed Smoot Journals, L. Tom Perry Special Collections Library, Harold B. Lee Library, 
Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah.  MSS 1187, Box 1, Folder 4, Items 11 and 12.  Utah Senator Reed 
Smoot was also a member of the Quorum of the Twelve Apostles of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints. 
642 Ibid. 
643 Double spaced, two page letter.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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Mr. Orson P. Brown, 
 610 North Stanton Street,  
  Ramona Hotel, 
   El Paso, Texas. 
 
Dear Mr. Brown: 
 
 I am in receipt of your letter of March 1st, enclosing a copy of a letter addressed to you by 
Mr. E. G. Taylor of Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, relative to existing conditions the last two 
months in that section of the country.  I wish to say to you that I am in close touch with the State 
Department and am doing everything in my power to keep President Smith advised of the 
situation. 
 I received your telegram of April 1st, 1912, which reads as follows: 
 
 Please see State Department and have arms and ammunition released shipped from here to 
 Hermanas, New Mexico,644 to T.G. Ernest and seized by Colonel Steever.  They are for our 
 colonies and very necessary. 
 
 Upon the receipt of your telegram I held a conference at the State Department and wired 
you night message as follows: 
 
 Can you get permission of Rebel leader to allow  
 
Mr. O. P. Brown - 2 

arms and ammunition to be delivered to our colonies.  Would not rebels capture them 
even if consent were granted?  Remember rebels are short of ammunition.  Who and where 
is T.G. Ernest?  Have Ivins wire me if he thinks undertaking is wise. 

 
 Your telegram of April 2nd, 1912, was received and I took the question up with President 
Taft and the State Department.  I sent the following telegram to President Smith: 
 

The President will release arms and ammunition for colonies if we think best, but State 
Department fears results if smuggled in now.  It thinks decisive battle will be fought     
between Federals and rebels within next week.  If Federals win rebels will scatter and then 
our arms and ammunition should be rushed to colonies to enable them to defend 
themselves against scattered bands of rebels.  If arms smuggled in now and rebels who are 
in control learn of it all parties connected with the smuggling might be put to death.  Wire 
Brown at El Paso to do nothing until he hears from you or me.  Wire me your opinion and 
state whether shall ask  for release of arms now or wait until State Department tells me 
when to act.  I am in immediate touch with State Department. 

                                                 
644 Hermanas, New Mexico, during this Mexican revolutionary time was a focal point used by the Mormon 
colonists, who had a series of men available as horseback riders to communicate between leaders on both 
sides of the Border on sensitive matters and when telephone and telegraph communications were 
interrupted.  It was principally a railroad town on the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad line, and was named 
for the Tres Hermanas (Three Sisters) Mountains to the East of it.  It was located in Luna County about 5 
miles north of the New Mexico – Mexico Border, between Hachita, New Mexico and Columbus, New 
Mexico, about 30 miles southeast of Deming, New Mexico.  It is a ghost town today.  See the Internet 
www.ghosttowns.com/states/nm/hermanas.html. 
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I received a telegram from President Smith to-day as follows: 
 
    Our opinion is not ask for ammunition and arms at present, but to wait for word from  

State Department. 
 
 If you leave El Paso, Texas, I want you to let me know your address.  I may wire you any 
day. 
 I desire you to keep this letter confidential. 
 
      Yours sincerely, 
      [Signed:]  Reed Smoot 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
     134 First Avenue, Salt Lake, Utah.  April 7, 1912.645 
 
Dear Brother Brown: 
  
 I wired you last night that the State Department, we ourselves thought it very dangerous to 
take arms and ammunition to the Colonies unless it could be done with proper customs house 
clearance papers. This telegram was written at the Presidents Office where I signed it. 
 The situation is this: A long telegram had been received from Bro. Smoot in which he set 
forth the danger, as viewed by the State Department[,] should we undertake to smuggle arms and 
ammunition in at present.  If detected, either before or after, we would be in a position which 
would be indefensible either with the Madero government or the rebels. 
 The fact that arms have been seized by Col. Ste[e]ver makes it almost certain that even if 
we succeeded in getting the arms to the colonies it would be known by the agents of one or the 
other party[,] and parties who either took the arms in or had them in, their possession would be 
subject to arrest.  We could expect no assistance under such conditions from the United States 
Govt.  They would be as helpless as we ourselves would be, and it might result in great 
embarrassment to the Govt. as well as to us. 
 Whenever we go outside the law we are helpless except as we are strong enough to make 
physical resistance effective. 
 If we can get the consent or either the Madero government or the rebels to take in arms 
for our personal defenc[s]e, whenever either party is in control of ports of entry, we have a good 
defense, and in case of trouble could with consistency ask protection and help from our 
government, but if we over-ride the law we are left entirely to our own strength, and are doing 
something which might be used against us in case it becomes necessary to appeal to our own 
government for protection in the future. 
 This is the substance of the telegram received from the Senator and it seems to us that the 
ground taken by him and the State Department is the only one consistent with safety under 
existing circumstances. 
 We are anxiously waiting the result of the fighting around Torreon and hope that 
conditions will improve in the near future.  It is pleasing to know that the disturbing element in 
Colonia Juarez has in a measure at least been removed by the action of Orozco in bringing out the 
men referred to in your telegram. 
  Sincerely yours, 
                                                 
645 No letterhead.  Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
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     (Signed)  A W Ivins 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Sunday, April 14, 1912646 
 

Went to the office at 10 o’clock and worked until 2 o’clock.  Sent a telegram to President 
[Joseph F.] Smith regarding the serious and critical situation in Mexico.  Held a conference with R. 
G. Clark [J. Reuben Clark] of State Department and we agreed it was best to ask Mexican 
Government to allow a shipment of arms and ammunition to our colonies.  . . . . 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Monday, April 15, 1912647 
 

The Mexican Situation is still more critical and it is almost certain that we will have to 
intervene.  The Secy [Secretary] of State wired for permit to ship into Mexico to our colonies 50 
rifles and 20,000 cartridges as I requested yesterday.  I also asked Secy [Secretary] of War to 
instructed Col. Steever at El Paso, Texas to release the rifles and cartridges seized by him, so[me] 
days ago and deliver them to the Shelton and Payne Arms Co.  Wired to O. P. Brown on same 
subject.  . . . . 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Tuesday, April 16, 1912648 
 

. . . .  The President [Taft] gave orders to allow arms and ammunition to be sent to our 
Colonies in Mexico.  I wired details to President [Joseph F.] Smith. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
ORSON B. BROWN 
 
        El  Paso, Texas, April 19, 1912.649 
 
Elder A. W. Ivins 
 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dear Brother: 
 
 I am just in receipt of your favor of the 14th and have noted contents, and in reply to same 
will say, that the arms and ammunition that was shipped and seized at Hermanas[,] New Mexico 
consisted of twelve rifles and about 6000 rounds of ammunition.  Previous to making this 
shipment[,] I had made an arrangement with the Customs people of El Paso, as also the Secret 
Service people of both Governments, and supposed that they had made all arrangements for their 
safe delivery.  But there seems to have been a hitch and Colonel Steever was not notified of this 

                                                 
646 Reed Smoot Journals, Perry Special Collections Library, supra. 
647 Ibid. 
648 Ibid. 
649 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
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intended shipment, and therefore when he got notice of the arms and ammunition he had them 
seized.  As for instructions from Senator Smoot, I have left these arms and ammunition where they 
are, pending a further arrangement. 
 I had also purchased other arms and ammunition that I had intended shipping tomorrow, 
having made all arrangements with the American Customs office, Colonel Steever, and the Secret 
agents of both Governments; but on the receipt of your letter this morning I concluded that it 
would not be wise to take any chances that would complicate us with either Government or that 
would bring about any complications between the two governments.  I therefore visited the 
Mexican Consul, who is the chief representative of his government here, and after a long 
conference have decided with the very delicate conditions and strained relations existing between 
the two governments not to ship any arms or ammunition to the Colonies until the conditions 
clear up, because I prefer the strong arm and protection that will be available through the 
American Government than anything we might get by these arms and ammunition that we have so 
much desired to obtain.  And therefore have them here and will hold them, subject to a change in 
conditions. 
 I will say that I am in daily communication with Colonel Steever and we understand one 
another perfectly, and he is willing and anxious to give us any protection available in case of need 
or intervention.  Of course following out instructions he may receive from headquarters.  I observe 
what you say in regard to my deportment or communications with Colonel Steever in your last 
telegram. 
 
[Page 2] 
 
 Please advise the President and brethren of the fact that I have both received their telegram 
and their communication, in which they send me a check for $100.00 for expenses, as also the 
Code Book and their special mark which they designated in same of Flannelette. 
 Bishop Lilleywhite was here yesterday.  I phoned for him to Douglas to come, and when I 
phoned I phoned to Millard Haymore and advised him that I thought it would be a good thing 
under the prevailing circumstances and conditions to remove their movable goods from both San 
Miguel and Colonia Oaxaca, as also the women and children from Oaxaca to be removed to 
Colonia Morelos.  I gave him no word whatever, used anybody’s name or authority, only my own, 
but I found an article in yesterday evening’s Herald, a clipping of which I am sending you.  I 
immediately went to the Herald office and gave a contradiction, as also to the Times office, of 
which clippings I am accompanying this letter.  Some people are so anxious to give our 
information unauthorized when you are trying to help them that it makes one tired. 
 Conditions in the colonies are very quiet, as usual the Mexicans that were arrested at 
Colonia Juarez and brought to Ciudad Juarez under Orozco’s orders, were turned loose, to go back 
home, but they say that their conduct is better than it was before and that conditions are very 
peaceful and tranquil.  As far as I can learn in all of the Coloneys [Colonies].  I have asked Junius 
to send me a couple of men to Hermanas, N.M. so that in case that the railroad and telegraphic 
communications are severed here I may be able to get them word by that means.  The train that 
went down the other night by some means or other, near Bereal, was wrecked, turning over and 
burning all of the cars, baggage and mail, and the mail clerk.  The other people escaped, some with 
slight bruises, and the company now are [is] running their [its] trains in the day time. 
 The war conditions seem to be unchanged, neither party seems to be willing to take the 
aggressive.  The government have [has] shown a decided weakness in the fact that they have not 
made any forward advances, and it is a question whether they are in a condition to drive the rebels 
from their stronghold or not.  Anarchy and chaos are growing apace throughout the whole land, 
and I can see no other way of settling this proposition only through Flannelette, and when I think 
of this it makes my blood run cold, for I know that it will take lots of good American blood to 
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bring about the pacification and the establishing of a stable government in The Land of Manana 
[Mañana = tomorrow]. 
 Thanking you for the confidence you have reposed in me, and hoping to see you in the 
very near future, I am, 
     Your friend and brother, 
 
     [Signed:] Orson P. Brown 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

El Paso, Texas, April 19, 1912.650 
 
President Junious Romney, 
 Colonia Juarez, Mexico. 
 
Dear Junious:651 
 
 I just received communications, one from Brother Ivins and the other from President 
Smith, and I am sending you a copy of a letter that I just sent them in reply to theirs, which will 
explain my situation in regard to the stuff we intended to ship. 
 The Mexican condi[ti]ons doesn’t seem to clear up very much, and I believe that the 
delicate situation existing between the two governments is about to a breaking point, and that as 
war is hell, hell will be popping soon. 
 I suppose you have seen the news of the terrible disaster of the ship Titantac [Titanic] 
wherein over 1300 of the foremost people of the two continents lost their lives.  When you think 
of it, it makes your blood run cold, but when I think of the future for the land of Mexico and her 
people, and the good American blood that will have to be spilled to restore that unhappy country 
to normal conditions, it makes me shutter.  But I believe it is going to be necessary for this 
sacrifice to be made so that the blessings of peace, prosperity, and the establishing of a stable 
government can be brought about. 
 Hoping that this will find you and all well at home, I am, 
 
     Sincerely yours, 
      
     [Signed:]  O P B 
 
P.S. Think that you should send the boys to Hermanos [Hermanas, New Mexico] as I suggested, 
but will not be necessary to hold the outfit in readiness to move the goods that we anticipated 
moving, but just know where they are in case you need them. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Saturday, April 20, 1912652 
 

I have suffered with a severe headache all day.  I called on Secy [Secretary] Knox and we 
talked over the Mexican situation and the critical condition the Mormon people.  We talked over 
                                                 
650 Double spaced letter.  Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
651 The correct spelling is always Junius Romney. 
652 Reed Smoot Journals, Perry Special Collections Library, supra. 
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the political situation and the danger.  . . . .  I called on Secy [Secretary} of War Stimson and 
General Wood and had them release the rifles and ammunition that Col. Steever seized as they 
were being smuggled into Mexico for our colonies.  They were turned over to the Treasury Dept 
by wire.  The Secy [Secretary] and General Wood were very blue over the situation and expect 
trouble.  The plan for a campaign of battle is already mapped out in case we have to intervene.  I 
called on Curtis of Treas. [Treasury] Dept. and asked him to release the rifles and ammunition 
seized and allow them to be taken to our people as to do so would save our people buying that 
many more.  He said O. P. Brown violated the law and he perhaps ought to be in prison instead of 
having arms and ammunition released to him.  He also thought the goods should be held for 
evidence against Brown or the Shelton Paine Arms Co. [and] that the question was now having 
considered by the Department of Justice.  I told him I was not worrying about Brown going to 
prison, that could be settled later.  I wanted the rifles and ammunition for my people and I would 
guarantee that the Government, if they want to send Brown to prison[,] will have no trouble in 
getting evidence of his guilt.  I will testify he was guilty and so will Brown himself so testify.  I will 
make a written statement if it was wanted.  I wanted action now.  I explained to Curtis how Brown 
expected to take the rifles and cartridges from Hermanas, New Mexico to Casas Grandes over 
land.  He [Curtis] will take it up with the Attorney General.  . . . . 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

REED SMOOT, CHAIRMAN. 
KNUTE NELSON. FRANCIS G. NEWLANDS. 
CLARENCE D. CLARK. JEFF DAVIS. 
ROBERT J. GAMBLE. GEORGE E. CHAMBERLAIN. 
WELDON B. HEYBURN. JOHN R. THORNTON. 
JOSEPH M. DIXON. NATHAN P. BRYAN. 
WESLEY L. JONES. HENRY L. MYERS. 
SIMON GUGGENHEIM. 
JOHN D. WORKS. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC  LANDS. 

 
       Washington D.C. 
                April 22nd, 1912.653 
 
Mr. Orson P. Brown, 
 c/o Romania Hotel,   
  El Paso, Texas. 
 
Dear Mr. Brown: 
 
 I am in receipt of your letter of April 15th, 1912, and note your suggestions in relation to 
the movement of the army in case intervention happens.  I have no doubt but that the War 
Department has already plans mapped out for immediate action in case intervention becomes 
necessary.  In my opinion I do not see how it can be prevented.  The situation is most critical. 
 I sincerely trust that you have secured ample arms and ammunition for our colonies. The 
War Department has authorized Colonel Steever, as no doubt President Smith wired you in cipher, 
to allow up to two hundred and fifty rifles and two hundred and fifty thousand cartridges to be 
shipped into Mexico. 
 You probably know that you violated the law in trying to smuggle the ten rifles and six 
thousand cartridges into Mexico.  I had the question up with the Secretary of War Saturday and he  
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Mr. O. P. Brown – 2 
 
instructed General Wood to order Colonel Steever to release the same to the Treasury officials.  I 
called on Mr. Curtis of the Treasury Department, and he says, of course, that he cannot do so until 
the Department of Justice authorizes it.  I told Mr. Curtis that I wanted the rifles and cartridges 
released and as far as your going to jail was concerned could be settled later. They felt that they 
ought to be held as evidence, but I told them that there would be no disposition on anybody’s part 
to deny the responsibility.  The arms were to be sent to our colonies to defend their lives.   It was a 
question of life and death and not one of Mr. O. P. Brown going to jail.  I expect to have the 
mattered settled to-day. 
 I take it for granted that any telegram I send you will be kept absolutely confidential.  The 
day I telegraphed you about the order allowing arms and ammunition to go into Mexico, the 
Associated Press received a story from El Paso, Texas, in relation to the same, but were good 
enough to call my attention to it before sending it out.  I told them that I did not want it published, 
but there were some things in it that were not true.  You cannot be too careful or too discreet in 
this matter. 
 With kindest regards and best wishes, I remain,  
 
     Yours truly, 
     

[Signed:]  Reed Smoot 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, April 26, 1912654 
 
President Joseph F. Smith, 
 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dear Brother: 
 
 I am just in receipt of a letter from President Romney of Colonia Juarez in the which he 
informs me that everything is quiet and peac[e]able throughout the Colonies, as also I am just in 
receipt of a letter from Senator Smoot and of which I will send you the following extract: 
 “I am in receipt of your letter of April 15th, and note your suggestion in relation to 
movement of the army in case of intervention.  I have no doubt but that the War Department has 
already plans mapped out for immediate action in case intervention becomes necessary.  In my 
opinion I do not see how it can be prevented.  The situation is most critical.  I sincerely trust that 
you have secured ample arms and ammunition for our Colonies.  The war department has 
authorized Colonel Steever as no doubt President [Senator] Smoot wired you in cipher, to allow up 
to 250 rifles and 250,000 cartridges to be shipped into Mexico.” 
 Now you see by what Brother Smoot says that I am not the only one who is anxious that 
there be a thorough preparation made.   I am just now in receipt of notice of the release of the 10 
rifles and the 6,000 rounds of ammunition that was held, and I am now shipping 38 rifles[,] 3 shot 
guns and 4 pistols with the 10 rifles that have been released making a total of 48 rifles.  Also I am 
shipping about 19,000 rounds of ammunition, making a total of 25,000 rounds.  They [There] will 
remain in the Colonies not less than 250 able bodied men that will be without arms and 
ammunition, and it appears to me that the best thing that we could do[,] and with the present 
urgent conditions[,] would be to supply them with at least 100 more rifles and 25,000 rounds of 
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ammunition.  If we should buy the Mouser gun of which I have just bought 24, and which I think 
are an excellent gun, not only for defense, but for any other general purpose, they would cost us 
about $6.50 apiece delivered here, and the cartridges at $40 a thousand would cost us $1000, 
making a total of $1650, and with all other necessary expenses in getting them to the Colony would 
probably make a total cost of $2000, and I believe that that much money could not be expended 
more wisely and immediately than for this purpose. 
 If you consider this favorably, please wire me on the receipt of this so that I can wire east 
for these munitions. 
 With kind regards, I am 
     Yours sincerely, 
     [Signed:] Your Bro Orson P. Brown 
 
[Stamped:  Received Apr29’12, President’s Office] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

REED SMOOT, CHAIRMAN. 
KNUTE NELSON. FRANCIS G. NEWLANDS. 
CLARENCE D. CLARK. JEFF DAVIS. 
ROBERT J. GAMBLE. GEORGE E. CHAMBERLAIN. 
WELDON B. HEYBURN. JOHN R. THORNTON. 
JOSEPH M. DIXON. NATHAN P. BRYAN. 
WESLEY L. JONES. HENRY L. MYERS. 
SIMON GUGGENHEIM. 
JOHN D. WORKS. 

UNITED STATES SENATE, 
 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC  LANDS. 

 
       Washington, D.C.655 
               April 29th, 1912. 
CONFIDENTIAL 
 
Mr. O. P. Brown, 
 Hotel Romanes, 
  El Paso, Texas. 
 
Dear Mr. Brown: 
 
 I desire to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of April 20th, 1912, and was very pleased 
indeed to receive the information contained in the extract from a letter received by you from Mr. 
A. W. Ivins. 
 The State Department reported to me that its request made of the Mexican Government to 
allow arms and ammunition to be shipped to our colonies had been refused and desired to know 
what I wished done in the matter.  The Department stated that if we could give any assurance that 
the arms and ammunition would not fall into the hands of the rebels, it would instruct our 
Ambassador to notify the Mexican Government that permission would be granted and the number 
of rifles and ammunition shipped would be reported to them. 
 
 I wired President Smith as follows on this matter. 
 

      Wire in cipher to Brown the following:  Mexican Government has refused our 
governments request to allow arms and ammunition to Mormon colonies on ground that 
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they would fall in the hands of rebels.  If you can furnish Senator Smoot quickly by mail 
assurances  

 
Mr. Orson P. Brown - 2 
 

of ourselves and others that they will not fall in the hands of rebels do so and State 
Department will make another request of Mexico based upon said assurances.  If request 
again refused by Mexico and State Department is satisfied with assurances given, State 
Department will notify Mexican Government through our Ambassador that arms and 
ammunition will and should be allowed shipped to our colonies. 

 I received the following answer from President Smith to the above telegram. 
 

    We are satisfied no valid assurance can be given and are now of the opinion it would not 
be wise to send in ammunition and arms to our colonies except in case of intervention.  
Rebels apt closely watching things and if ammunition and arms should be sent colonies 
they will undoubtedly find out and become prejudiced against colonies and might demand 
those ammunition and arms resulting in conflict.  Suggest matter be deferred. 

 
I shall take up with the State Department the question suggested in your letter of having 

men stationed at points so that they can reach the colonies in the shortest possible time.  Perhaps it 
would be just as well for you to keep in touch with Colonel Steever and tell him of the points at 
which you think soldiers should start in case of intervention. 
 
 The Collector of Customs at El Paso, Texas, has been informed by the Treasury 
Department that the Attorney General does not require further detention of rifles and ammunition 
seized at Hermanos [Hermanas], and he has been instructed to release the same to bona fide owner 
or consignor. 
 
Mr. O. P. Brown - 3 
 
 I fully realize the fact that our people in the colonies are not more than half armed and 
should have more arms and ammunition.  The question of how to get them to our colonies under 
the present situation is a most serious one.  Our Government will assist in any way it can, but I am 
afraid, as suggested in the telegram from President Smith, that if the arms are sent to the colonies 
they are liable to be seized by the rebels; or if not seized on their way to the colonies, are liable to 
be the means of an attack upon the people by the rebels for the purpose of obtaining the same. 
 We are watching the situation as closely as possible at this end. 
 May success ever be with you, I remain 
 
    Yours truly, 
 
    [Signed:]  Reed Smoot  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    The Juarez Stake      Junius Romney, President 
      of       Hyrum S. Harris, 1st Counselor 
The Church of Jesus Christ     Charles E. McClellan, 2nd Counselor 
   of Latter Day Saints      Joseph C. Bentley, Stake Clerk 
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     Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, 
      May 1, 1912656 
 
Dear Bro. Brown 
 
 While Junius is copying a letter to the First Presidency and at his request, I pen you this 
brief note – brief, because it is mail time. 
 The enclosed copy of the letter sent to the first Presidency is for you; and we send it to you 
in order that you may understand exactly our feelings and anxieties. We shall be glad if you, after 
reading the enclosed letter, will also write to the brethren at the head if you feel like it, letting them 
know exactly how you view the situation.  We want them to have the fullest information possible 
that they may the better be able to give us wise counsel in our present critical needs.  Of course, 
there is no question with any of us except the welfare of our people in this land, and just what to 
do and what not to do, that will best serve their interests in the problem paramount to us. 
 We view the situation as being very grave, and are giving both days and nights to the 
consideration of our conditions and needs.  We mean to do our duty, all of us; and will do it as fast 
as we recognize it as duty. 
 Conditions are quiet here, and the commencement exercises of the school are being carried 
out successfully.  Of course, there is a strong undercurrent of anxiety but our labors and school 
duties help us to maintain a calmness that we feel is very necessary in these tense times. 
 There is some excitement in Casas Grandes over the reports of Federals approaching from 
the West, and we understand rebels have been ordered here from Chihuahua.  The reports of 
Federals are only rumors as yet. 
 We received your correspondence by Bro. C. E. Neilson O.K., and were very glad to get it. 
      
      Junius Romney (signed) 
      H. S. Harris (signed) 
      C. E. McClellan (signed) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        May 1, 1912657 
 
Pres. Joseph F. Smith and Couns. 
 Salt Lake City, 
 
Dear Brethren: 
 
 One of our brethren, B. B. Riggs is enroute to El Paso and will be entrusted with this 
important communication. 
 Some days since in one of his letters Orson said he was expecting Bro. Ivins in a few days, 
but yesterday we received a letter from him again from which we naturally glean that Bro. Ivins has 
not come and probably is not expected soon. 
 You are probably somewhat acquainted with the opinions and feelings of our present 
representative in El Paso [Orson P. Brown] and if not Bro. Ivins is. 
 We quote to you a paragraph from a letter dated April 17th as follows:  “I hope that you will 
get thoroughly organized and be in shape to protect yourselves, and if you get word of 
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intervention, and the date, when that day comes, round up every black skin in that town, disarm 
them and put a strong guard over them and don’t let one of them get away, and don’t mince 
matters, not take any chances, but let the other fellow do it.  Keep your scouts out.  I would 
suggest that at least women and children at Guadalupe be removed immediately and that every 
preparation be made for the mountain people to get together.” 
 In our reply of the 23rd, we said:  “I am not in harmony with the closing paragraph of your 
last letter as to the course we should pursue in the case of trouble such as you suggest.” 
 Now we herewith reproduce in large part the letter received yesterday: “The war conditions 
are unchanged as far as any information that I have been able to get up to present, but we are 
anticipating news of the battle at or near Escalon today or tomorrow.  I am sending you the Los 
Angeles Examiner of the 26th, and that of the 27th as well as the El Paso papers, and an extract 
from a letter that I just received from our Senator.  This is contained in a letter I am sending you a 
copy of, of which I wrote President Smith a few days ago. 
 [“]Now in regard to the real situation as I view it, we are making preparation for war, 
because the conditions by which we are surrounded demand these preparations, and I believe that 
we are not going to get out without a taste at least of the real thing, and the sooner that you and 
the people down there make up your minds that if necessity demands it that you are going to get 
out and every man do his duty, for I tell you the race feeling when they contemplate intervention 
around these parts are simply fierce, and no sooner will the news reach these people down there 
than they will swarm around you like bees, and sting you at every opportunity, and you must be in 
a position to absolutely depend upon your own resources until you can be reached by the natural 
course of the march southward by the boys from this side.  The longer it goes on, the more critical 
and the more serious this proposition looks to me.  You must remember that we are the only 
American Colonies in Mexico except at Guadalajara and Mexico City who are not leaving the 
country, and they have been provided  
 

[- 2 -] 
 
with a plentiful supply of arms and ammunition, and are preparing to defend themselves against an 
attack, because they realize that intervention means blood, and I want to impress you with that 
same fact, so that you will make every possible preparation for what I believe to be the inevitable.  
Of course as long as the heards [hoards?] of both sides are down at the front the danger is not so 
great, but you know that unless railroad communication is cut that 24 hours could bring into our 
midst thousands of these people armed so well that they could annihilate us.  I think that you 
ought to be thoroughly organized and have a thorough understanding as to just what every man in 
the several communities is going to do, and have a place for him, and have him know his place. 
 [“]I have already been accosted by half a dozen prominent Mexicans since the talk of 
intervention has become general accusing me and the people down there of seeking intervention, 
because of our protest to the American Consul when we were in distress, and their feeling is very 
much intensified when they say that we received the protection of the Mexican government and 
some of them who know something of our concession rights state, that according to them we had 
all agreed to become Mexican citizens, and that now only as a rouse we are asking protection from 
the American government and are contributing to possible intervention. 
 [“]Now in case that I get any advanced news, I am going to recommend something very 
strenuous along with notifying you of this incident, and if you see fit I hope that you will adopt it, 
but in the recommendation that I made of some time ago of the rounding up of those natives in 
the Colonies and disarming them, will say I have not changed my opinion nor feeling in regard to 
this matter at all, but the more I see and understand the real situation the more I feel that that will 
be necessary absolutely.” 
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 From the foregoing you will see that we are urged to prepare for war and that in case of 
intervention we may consistently expect to receive recommendations for more drastic measures 
even that those already quoted. 
 We have not forgotten how earnestly Bro. Ivin[s] advocated a different course while here. 
 Now so far as Bro. B’s attitude is concerned we have this to say:  there is no man on whom 
we would rely more for help and guidance than he, once it were to become apparent that in the 
providences of the Lord we were to fight, and we have no man in the stake whose integrity to his 
people can more fully be relied upon, but it cannot be doubted that had we all felt so strongly as he 
in the past we would have been plunged into war long since, or else the people would have become 
thoroughly discouraged through having had to abandon their homes and gather together &c. and 
from the fact that no crisis has come they would have come to regard us in the light of the fabled 
one who called “wolf, wolf” when there was no wolf. 
 It seems to us that our condition is so delicate that it has had few paral[l]els and we would 
ask that you kindly assist us by making plan[s] as far as may be possible for you to do what our 
respective duties are. 
  

[- 3 -] 
 

We understand that the responsibility of deciding such matters here falls directly on us but 
that Bro. B. is placed there to help us with his suggestions.  It is plain to be seen that from a 
military standpoint his plans would be best but we have hoped and prayed that we might not have 
to take any hand in this affair even in defense of ourselves. 
 While we feel our unpreparedness for any kind of fighting, because we will not have been 
drilled and organized[,] not equipped[,] still you will see that no such preparations can be made 
without exciting suspicion on the part of the natives and making almost certain that which we 
dread most and have tried not to avoid. 
 We have sincerely desired to avoid doing anything that would have a tendency to 
precipitate intervention and bring on a race hatred both because of the dangers and loss of life 
which are sure to be the immediate result of an armed conflict[,] and because we think we see 
possible serious complications farther ahead. 
 Suppose we get through this thing without the loss of a single life and we be left here with 
our friends to deal with as before. 
 If we are able to show that our course has been consistently neutral and that we have been 
the sincere friends of the Mexican people then we may stand some chance, but if they should feel 
and be able to show that we have been hard on them and have done otherwise than to refuse to be 
drawn into conflict with them except in defense of our lives we shall have little opportunity to 
bless them by our presence in this country. 
 If Bro. Ivins was ever needed in El Paso it is now and if consistent with your views and his 
feelings we would appreciate it very much if he might be sent down there at once to be in easy 
reach of us to counsel and advise with us during the crisis which is upon us. 
 Conditions locally are less favorable than for some time past because of the report from 
Mr. Portillo that there are 250 federals in the neighborhood of Ojitos and that he is expecting 500 
rebels from Chih. to meet them. 
 More local details would be interesting to you but this must leave at once. 
 
      Sincerely yours, 
 
      [Signed:]  Junius Romney 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
ORSON P. BROWN 
 
        El Paso, Texas, May 2nd, 1912658 
 
 
Pres. Joseph F. Smith, 
 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
 
Dear Brother:- 
 
 I am just in receipt of the communication from the Stake Presidency of Coli[o]nia Juarez, 
in the which they have sent me a copy of a letter that they have written you with the date of 
yesterday, in which they refer to the advice that I have been giving them and anticipate giving them 
in regard to the war conditions down there, and in which they quote a great part of two 
communications, one of the 17th of April, and the other of the 30th of the same month, which you 
undoubtedly, before this reaches you, will have before you for your consideration.  President 
Romney suggested that I should write you, referring to any part or parts of this letter, making any 
suggestions that I might deem necessary in regard to the matter.  Now, in regard to the reference 
that I made in my communication in both instances, my reasons for these references are as 
follows: 
 First, They have specially in Colonia Juarez a bunch of very bad natives, who have robbed 
and plundered and been a menace to that colony for the past five or six years, getting bolder in 
their operations each year because they have not been prosecuted or handled for this bad work.  
Now, my idea was and is that these people should be rounded up and disarmed and placed in a 
condition that we would not of necessity be forced to kill them, in case of intervention, because if 
they got word of intervention I fear they would apply the torch and kill every one that it would be 
possible for them to do if they were not made secure until such time as help could be reached 
from this side. 
 Second, In reference to what President Romney says in regard to my over-anxiety of the 
moving in of the families, especially of the women and children from the outlying and unprotected 
small communities and ranches,  will say this, that I have been very anxious in regard to this 
matter, even from the beginning of the revolution of the year before last, and as a matter of fact 
then advised that  
 

-2- 
 
the people of Guadalupe especially the women and children, were without protection be moved 
together so that they could be protected, and it is my opinion that had this been done the terrible 
crime of the murder of the Mortensen family would have been avoided.  Some of my brethren feel 
that I am somewhat of an alarmist in regard to these matters, but if any man in this country knows 
the nature of a Mexican and what he is and what he is still liable to do,  I think with my thirty years 
of intimate association with him, gives me some knowledge regarding him.  I have had only the 
best wishes, and the interests for my people in making any suggestions that I have made, or that I 
anticipate making, and in regard to the clause that I suggested that in case of advanced news that I 
was going to recommend something very strenuous along with notifying them of this incident, I 
will say this: 
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 That I was going to recommend, and still have that intention unless advised otherwise, to 
see that all communications, telegraphic and otherwise, be cut between here and the Colonies, and 
between Chihuahua and the Colonies, so that it would not be possible for the rebels in any great 
numbers so be able to get to our communities until such time as the American soldiers could reach 
them and give them ample protection. 
 I am of the same opinion that if ever there was a time when the presence of Bro. Ivins was 
ever needed in this section of the country, it is now, and I would appreciate very much his co-
operation, advice and counsel in regard to everything that comes up in regard to our situation, and 
hope and trust that I will have the pleasure of his presence here in the very near future, and that 
this will find you all well, I remain sincerely 

 
      Your Brother, 
 
      [Signed:]  Orson P. Brown 

 
[Stamped:  Received May-6’12, President’s Office] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

NIGHT LETTER 
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

INCORPORATED 

 25,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA   CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD 
 
RECEIVED AT Wyatt Building, Cor. 14th and F Sts., Washington, D.C.  ALWAYS OPEN 

 
121 CH BM 60 N L 

   EL PASO TEXAS MAY 5 1912659 

HON SENATOR A B FALL 

   WASHINGTON D C 

COPY OF TELEGRAMS RECEIVED.  COLONIA DIAZ[.]  MAY FOURTH[.]  STORE 
ROBBED BY MEXICANS BANDITS[.]  THEY WERE TOLD TO STOP BUT REFUSED 
ONE OF THEM WERE KILLED.  MAY FIFTH[.]  COLONIA DIAZ[.]  BROTHER OF 
DEAD BANDIT MURDERED.  J D HARVEY YESTERDAY WHILE AT WORK ON  
HIS FARM WITH HIS THREE BOYS[.]  HARVEY NOT SLAYER OF DEAD  
BANDIT.  HARVEY AMERICAN CITIZEN[.]  CONSIDERABLE EXCITEMENT, AGT 
MORMON COLONIES. 
 
  O P BROWN 
 
725 PM 
 

                                                 
659 Courtesy of The Huntington Library, San Marino, California.  Albert Bacon Fall Papers, FA Box 73 (29) 
Brown, O. P., 1912 – 1913. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

POSTAL TELEGRAPH – COMMERCIAL CABLES 
CLARENCE H. MACKAY, PRESIDENT 

TELEGRAM 
 

      Washington, D.C.  May 6, 1912.660 
 
Mr. O. P. Brown,  
 El Paso, Texas. 
        Your wire.  Have conferred Senator Smoot and will act with him in all matters.  Called 
attention State Department to murder of Harvey[.]  [K]eep me fully posted.  In your opinion 
would recognition of belligerency or revocation of order prohibiting exportation supplies and arms 
relieve situation by giving less incentive for robbery stores and individuals there.  Answer 
immediately and have Ivins wire Smoot and myself. 
 

A.B. Fall. 
 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Statement by O. P. Brown to the El Paso Morning Times, which appeared Monday, May 6, 1912, p. 
1: 

 
RED FLAGGER KILLS MORMON COLONIST 

------------- 
J. D. Harvey Shot In Sight of His Home. 

------------- 
 
Mr. Brown yesterday sent long telegrams to Senator Smoot of Utah and Senator A.B. Fall 

of New Mexico, informing them of the desperate plight that envelops his people in Mexico.  
Discussing the situation in Chihuahua yesterday[,] Mr. Brown said:   

“Notwithstanding the chaotic conditions that exist in and around our colonies, we expect 
to remain in the country, and look after our homes and cultivate our farms, for we don’t propose 
to be run out by that class of outlaws and bandits that are infesting that section of the republic.” 

The Mormons in Chihuahua and Sonora are all American citizens.  Their settlements have 
been in existence for many years.  They are known to be a most law abiding and industrious 
people. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
POSTAL TELEGRAPH – COMMERCIAL CABLES 

NIGHT LETTERGRAM 
 

DELIVERY No.  663 
 

INDEPENDENT  COMPETITIVE  PROGRESSIVE 
 
                                                 
660 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
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Elpaso Texas May 6, 1912661 
Hon Senator A. B. Fall,  
    Washn, DC. 
 
Your wire just received[.]  [C]ontents noted[.]  Dont by any means recognize the beligerency nor 
revoke the order prohibiting exportation of ammunitions of war but if possible make conditions 
more drastic by prohibiting all supplies including provisions and coal[.]  I believe that recognition 
of beligerency would show a weakness in the Washington administration and endanger the lives 
and property of all foreigners.  Ivins will be here Thursday[.] 
   
     O. P. Brown. 4:43 a.m. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    The Juarez Stake      Junius Romney, President 
      of       Hyrum S. Harris, 1st Counselor 
The Church of Jesus Christ     Charles E. McClellan, 2nd Counselor 
   of Latter Day Saints      Joseph C. Bentley, Stake Clerk 
 
     Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico, 
        May 7, 1912.662 
 
Orson P. Brown, 
 Ramona Hotel, El Paso. 
 
Dear Brother Brown: 
 
 Don’t think that I am a Red Flagger because this is written in red.  It happens to be the 
kind of ribbon in the machine and I haven’t time to change it. 
 I only desire to say that your letter of the 5th came all right and contained about the same 
information concerning the Diaz affair that we have already received by special courier.  We were 
glad to note the prompt attention you gave to the matter. 
 You have no doubt met brothers Bentley and Wilson before this, and from them have 
learned that Pres. Romney left Dublan early Monday morning for Colonia Diaz to render the 
people there whatever aid he might in their present most unfortunate situation.  He was 
accompanied by Bro. Nephi Thayne from Dublan, and by the visiting inspector of Jefeturas and 
the Judge and Secretary, I think, from Casas Grandes. 
 Junius wrote some letters from Dublan just before leaving and he may have written one of 
them to you, so I shall not make this longer now.  Conditions here are quiet now but the feeling 
seems to grow more tense day by day between the peoples in this land, and I hope and pray that  
 

[- 2 -] 
 
 
 

                                                 
661 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
662 Double spaced, two page letter.  The same typed letterhead appears on the second page, but it is not 
repeated here.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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a happy solution of the unhappy conditions to this distracted land may soon be found.  This 
constant strain month after month is something terrible, and the prospects from our viewpoint 
down here are anything but reassuring. 
 In regard to the expenses of those boys, that matter will have to wait till Junius’ return, 
when I will call his attention to the matter. 
 Regarding the Diaz matter, it is useless to say that we look at it as nothing short of a 
calamity and are only too sorry that we can not be more proud of the part we played in it.  But we 
trust that the Lord will overrule our mistakes so that we shall not be overwhelmed by our own 
weaknesses. 
 I am anxiously waiting to learn that things are quieting down in Diaz, and that no further 
trouble need be apprehended from that direction. 
 In the meantime I subscribe myself fraternally and cordially yours, 
 
      C. E. McClellan (signed) 
Thursday morning, 
 
 Can’t send anything by mail – no stamps and have had no other chance. 
 
 All quiet here.  No other word yet from Diaz. 
 
      C.E.M. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, May 11, 1912663 
 
President Joseph F. Smith 
Salt Lake City,  
Utah. 
 
Dear Brother:- 
 

I suppose ere this that you have the full details of the matter pertaining to the lamentable 
affair of the murder of our Brother J. D. Harvey, as President Romney has just advised me that he 
had written you fully in regard to this matter. 
 I just received a communication this morning by special courier from Colonia Diaz in 
which it was announced that the authorities of Ascencion presented an order to the Mexican 
Comissary of Colonia Diaz and he in turn presented this order to Bishop Romney demanding the 
surrender of all arms, ammunitions of war contained by the colonists of that Colony.  I 
immediately took this matter up this morning and for that reason deferred writing until I could 
hear from the Mexican authorities in Ciudad Juarez as to their disposition in regard to this order, 
and as the Commander of Arms, Col. Pascual Orozco, the father of the General, was in Chihuahua 
I could not get anything definite until his return, but his chief Lieutenant gave me a guarantee that 
there would be nothing done until the return of his superior officer, which will be tomorrow 
evening, and in the meantime that there should be no action taken in regard to the forcing of the 
people to give up their arms; being that this order had come from the State Capitol, this officer 
said that he thought that there had been a misrepresentation of the order by the local authorities of 
Ascencion, and it was not meant to be applied to our Colonists at all, and I believe this to be the 
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case, not having received any communication whatever referring to this matter from the other 
colonists[, I] am satisfied that they will not try to put this order into effect.  I have made it very 
clear in my communication to Col. Pascual Orozco that under no circumstances or conditions 
whatever would we submit to these indignities, and that if necessary that we would call upon [the] 
United States Government for protection as an ultimatum in this condition.  I do not feel worried 
over the situation, but will immediately advise you by wire as soon as a definite answer to this 
communication has been given.  Everything is quiet in the other colonies and from the latest 
advices believe that the Federal government is going to overcome, if not completely anhilate 
[annihilate] the Chihuahua rebels. 

 Hoping that this will find you well, I am 
 
     Your obedient servant and Bro., 
 
     [Signed:]  Orson P. Brown 

P.S.  Would appreciate very much if you would send me another check of $100 for           
expenses. 
 
[Stamped:  Received May-15?’12, President’s Office] 
[Stamped:  Approved May-18’1912, Jos. F. Smith, Trustee-in-Trust  $100.00] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

Form 2289 B. 

NIGHT LETTER 
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

INCORPORATED 

 25,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA   CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD 
 
 
RECEIVED AT   147 Main St., Tribune Building, Salt Lake City, Utah 
 

 
33 GS CW  36  N L 

 
         EL PASO, TEXAS  MAY 12 1912664 
 
 

PRES. JOSEPH F. SMITH 
 
  SALT LAKE, UTAH 
 

WROTE YOU LETTER DAY BEFORE YESTERDAY SAYING THAT AUTHORITIES 
ASCENCION HAD DEMANDED ARMS AND AMMUNITION FROM PEOPLE AT 
COLONIA DIAZ[.]  OROZCO REVOKED ORDER TODAY, SAYING IT WAS MISTAKE 
THAT ORDER WAS ONLY TO MEXICANS HAVING ARMS. 
 
     O. P. BROWN 
1055 PM 
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[Stamped:  Received May-13’12, President’s Office] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
NIGHT LETTER 

THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY 
INCORPORATED 

 25,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA   CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD 
 
RECEIVED AT Wyatt Building, Cor. 14th and F Sts., Washington, D.C.  ALWAYS OPEN 
 
F164 CH BX 62NL 

EL PASO TEX  MAY 16-12665 

HON SENATOR A B FALL 

  WASHN DC 

FROM RELIABLE INFORMATION I UNDERSTAND THAT THE GOVERNMENT  HAS 
GRANTED TO THE SANTOY MINING CO OF CHIHUAHUA AS WELL AS TO THE 
NORTHWESTERN RAILROAD COMPANY THE PERMISSION TO EXPORT SEVERAL 
CARS OF DYNAMITE  INTO THE R[E]BEL TERRITORY.  UNDER THE VERY 
CRITICAL CONDITIONS OF A PROBABLE GREAT BATTLE [I] BELIEVE THAT IT 
WOULD BE A VERY UNWISE THING TO DO UNTIL CONDITIONS SETTLE MORE. 
 

    O P BROWN    221A 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
         

El Paso, Texas, May 16, 1912.666 
Hon. Senator A. B. Fall,  
 Washington, D. C. 
Dear Senator: 
 
 At this moment I have just sent to Senator Smoot a telegram referring to the exportation 
of dynamite into the rebel territory, and in brief have said [I] believe that it would be a very unwise 
thing to do until conditions settle more. 
 I notice by day before yesterday’s paper the brief account of the death of Major General 
Duncan, Commander of the Department of Texas, and that Colonel Steever being the Senior 
Colonel is now in charge of the Department.  It is not only the opinion of myself, but of all those 
who know of the invaluable services rendered on the frontier here during these international 
complications by Colonel Steever that he is the most competent man today within the whole 
service to take command of the Department of Texas and remain in active service at least until 
these very complicated conditions are cleared up, and those who know Colonel Steever and the 
service he has rendered feel like asking that he be recommended to be made a Major General and 
be placed in command of the Department of Texas. 
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 Hoping that this will find favor with you, and believing that it would be a great service not 
only to the War Department, but also to the immediate vicinity and region of country, but a great 
protection to the interests that the Colonel is so familiar with along the international border.   
 Because of the miscarriage of letters it has not been possible for me to get the full details 
until a few days ago in regard to the killing of J. D. Harvey, and the action taken by the Mexicans.  
He was shot three times, once while standing, and after falling [the] Mexican putting the gun to his 
body over his heart firing one shot, then putting it to his forehead shooting him between the eyes 
and blowing out his brains.  Then picking up a shovel and mashing his head.  This same Mexican  
went to the town of Ascencion and loading up on whiskey and declaring in the presence of his 
many friends that he expected to get ten for one, and while there has been no part of a threat 
carried out, it is known that he is harbored in that same town and that there has been no effort 
whatever made by the authorities there to apprehend him. 
 From our experience in the past regardless as to who were in charge of the government the 
conditions have been the same.  There has been eight murders and five cases of rape, and in no 
one instance notwithstanding that many of them have been apprehended have they received the 
punishment commensurate with their crimes,  
 
2.  
 
and there has only been one instance where any of them have served a sentence for more than one 
year.  The two men who committed a double murder and raped a child of nine years little over a 
year ago in one of the Colonies are at large and at their homes having served about six months in 
the penitentiary after having confessed to their crimes.  This will give you an idea as to how justice 
has been meted out in Mexico unto foreigners. 
 I am in possession of information which I believe reliable that in case that the Federals 
should be able to whip the rebels that they by some means are going to commit some overt acts 
against foreigners and bring about intervention.  It is my opinion that in case that the Federals win 
the next an[d] approximate [proximate?] battle that we will have a continuation of looting and 
robbing and murdering and stealing committed by these red flag robbers for at least the next 
quarter of a century unless there is a strong hand goes in and puts it down, for it is understood 
among the rebels in case that the Federals by their superiority of artillery should be able to drive 
them from their present strongholds that they will break up in small bands and prosecute a gorilla 
warfare; and the fact that over half of the volunteer soldiers going to the front near Torreon having 
refused to fight, and in consequence of the same have been sent to the Salt Mines of Yucatan 
under a heavy federal guard shows you the condition of affairs as to loyalty, and while the federal 
government in the last three engagements have been very successful, and we hope that they will 
continue to be so.  Conditions are anything but assuring, and while I believe that it is an excellent 
plan to allow them to spend their energies among theirselves, destroying as much of their fighting 
materials and men as it is possible for them to do before there is an invasion so that conquest will 
be much easier in the event of an invasion.  I don’t believe as I have repeated before that the 
elements of stability and peace are within the land. 
 I believe it would be a good thing to have a few mounted soldiers stationed out at 
Columbus instead of the Infantry that was there so that they could more efficiently stop the 
proposition of the exportation of munitions of war along [and] through that region, and farther 
believe that the fewer munitions of war allowed to be exported into Mexico under the present 
conditions the better the conditions are going to be, for it appears to me like putting a club in 
those people’s hands which we will have to take away from them sooner or later.  
  

 
Desiring to remain with kind regards,  
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    Yours sincerely, 
     

[Signed]  O P Brown 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

El Paso, Texas, May 18th, 1912.667 
 
President Junious Romney, 
Colonia Juarez, Chih., Mexico. 
 
Dear Junious: 
 
 I am again writing you to give you what information I have in regard to the situation as 
near as I understand it. 
 The Federals are undoubtedly marching on Juarez as was reported in the Morning Times 
that I sent you this morning, and we are apt to have some fighting around this section of country 
in the next few days.  I was advised this morning by a high United States Official to advise the 
people of the Colony to stay as close to home as practical, and prepare to defend themselves 
against any small bands of robbers and thieves.  Keep their horses and saddles and equipment 
close in so that they would not lose them, for from authentic information from the South, it is 
presumed that tomorrow or Monday there is going to be another big battle; that is, if the rebels 
makes a stand.  Their defeat of a week ago tomorrow has had a decided effect upon them, and it is 
said that they are making every preparation in case of defeat at the next battle to scatter all over the 
country in small bands, each command to take care of itself. 
 Now while this condition does not really exist, nor hasn’t come about yet, it looks very 
probable.  It would be well at any rate to be prepared.  In case that communication is cut off, I will 
keep you posted via Colonia Diaz as the boys are still down the line. 
 If the federals are successful in their present work, intervention668 looks a long ways off, so 
that it keeps one on the quin saba list [“quien sabe” list, means “who knows” list].  For my part, I 
would like to see something definite, but as this is a big game, and big things usually move slow, 
nation’s integrity is at stake.  I guess we will have to abide our time. 
 With all of it, I don’t know how you feel, but I don’t feel very much alarmed, and at the 
same time believe it is necessary to ever be on the alert.  For as the old adage goes, “Watchfulness 
is the price of safety,” and I believe that there is more in this to us at the present time than any 
time in the past. 
 I am anticipating the coming of Brother Ivins this evening, and will write you a port note 
herein in case he arrives. 
 With lots of love, I am, 
 
   Yours sincerely, 
 
   [Signed:]  O P B 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
REED SMOOT, CHAIRMAN. 
 

                                                 
667 Double spaced letter. Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
668 Intervention refers to intervention by the United States into Mexico to protect its citizens and interests 
there. 
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UNITED STATES SENATE, 
 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC  LANDS. 

 
       Washington, D. C.669 
                May 18th, 1912 
 
Mr. O. P. Brown, 
 El Paso, 
  Texas. 
 
Dear Mr. Brown: 
 
 I am in receipt of your letter of May 8, 1912, also your telegrams of May 5th and 16th. 
 
 Your telegram of May 16the reads as follows: 
 
    From reliable information I understand that the Government has granted to the Santoy 
 Mining Company of Chihuahua as well as to the Northwestern Railroad Company the 
 permission to export several cars of dynamite into the rebel territory under the very critical 
 conditions of a probable great battle.  Believe that it would be very unwise thing to do until 
 conditions settle more. 
 
I can hardly agree with the position taken by you in this telegram.  After discussing the question 
with the State Department I am positive that you are mistaken in the matter.   Cannot take the 
stand that the thousands of Americans working in the different mining companies in Mexico are to 
be prevented from securing materials to prosecute their work. 
 
 At my request the State Department made an examination of the killing of J. D. Harvey, 
and  
 
Mr. O. P. Brown – 2 
 
yesterday received a preliminary report and in it the statement is made that Harvey had taken out 
his first papers as a citizen of Mexico.  This was only a report, but it was to be verified by the party 
making the examination and the State Department advised me that as soon as it learned whether 
Harvey had taken out his first papers as a citizen of Mexico it would let me know. 
 
 With best wishes, I remain 
 
    Yours truly, 
   
    [Signed:]  Reed Smoot 
 
 
 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        El Paso, Texas, May 31st, 1912.670 
                                                 
669 Double spaced, two page letter. Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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President Junious Romney, 
 Colonia Juarez, Mex. 
 
Dear Junious: 
 I arrived last night from Sonora and Douglas, Arizona.  I found everything quiet at Colonia 
Morelos and San Jose, only that the people were talking very much about intervention.  In fact, 
they were so unwise in their advocation [avocation] of the proposition that it was creating a great 
deal of animosity among the natives in that section of country, and  - advised them to stop 
speculating and talking about this topic, for regardless of all of their talk or any desires that they 
might have in regard to the proposition, it would not change the situation any as far as real 
intervention was concerned, but that it would irritate the natives and that it was like shaking the 
red flag in the bull’s face, and I asked them to desist, and to cease talking about it as the chances 
were less probable of intervention now than any time during the revolution. 
 There is a rumor afloat today that the rebels are now robbing and sacking Chihuahua City, 
and that there had been already 14 foreigners killed.  I have been running this rumor down and 
have not had as yet any confirmation of it, and believe that at least the latter part of it is not true. 
 After leaving here I got to thinking of the advice given just as I was leaving the station by 
Brother Ivins, and arranged for someone else to purchase these horses.  I had arranged  
 

-2- 
 
for to draw on the bank for the value of the horses that I had asked Guy to buy, the other people 
having made the deposit so that there would not have been any trouble in the money matter as 
soon as the horses had have been delivered at Agua Pr[i]eta, but as the horses did not come, and as 
there is a great many Americans who had been rushing their cattle over the line during these 
disturbed conditions we found lots of horses; in fact, more horses than I had anticipated, and as 
they are expecting in Sonora the rebels to come over that way, the people are very anxious to get 
rid of all of their horses for fear that they will lose them. 
 I am very sorry of the attitude of you people down there in regard to this horse question, 
and that you are afraid that you are not going to get your pay, because as I said in my letter, I 
believe that saddle horses are going to be one of the elements which instead of being a benefit to 
us, are liable to become a serious menace. 
 We are expecting Gen. B.--- [Blanco?] here about tomorrow night, and it may be that we 
may yet be able to make some disposition of the horses.  Guy expects to remain here for a day or 
two yet. 
 I expect that you will think that I am hollowing [hollering] wolf, wolf, but I am going to say 
once more, that in my opinion, we are in more danger now than at any other previous time, and 
that every precaution should be taken not to be surprised by roving bands of bandits and robbers. 
 Hoping that this will find you all well, I am, 
 
    Yours sincerely, 
 
    [Signed:]  O P B 
 
[Name and Address]671 
                                                                                                                                                           
670 Double spaced letter. No letterhead.  Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
671 There are a name and address on a separate sheet of paper appearing on/with the copy of this letter:  
“Jose Caravelo[?], 528 King William St., San Antonio, Tex.” 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
       El Paso, Texas, June 3rd, 1912.672 
 
Hon. Senator Reed Smoot,  
 United States Senate, 
  Washington, D.C. 
Dear Senator: 
 Your favor of the 28th of May just at hand, and with much pleasure I have noted contents, 
and thank you very much for having recommended Colonel E. Z. Steever of the Fourth Cavalry to  
President Taft to be appointed to the rank of Brigadier General.  I will say dear senator, if there is a 
man in the United States army who is deserving of promotion, it is Colonel Steever. 
 As per my telegram of May 31st in the which I wired you as follows:  “I understand that 
orders from the War Department have been given for the removal of the Fourty Calvary to Fort 
Huachuca, Arizona.  If this includes Colonel Steever, think it would be a great mistake, because of 
the [his] familiarity, ability, and popularity with this section of country.” 
 Upon further investigation I find that the second Cavalry coming here from the Philippine 
Islands to replace the Fourth Cavalry are without horses, and therefore, would practically be of no 
use for border patrol duty on the outline sections of country lying both East and West of this 
place, and I think that it is a great mistake that the War Department is making in the taking away of 
the Fourth Calvary and its officers who are now familiar with the country along the International 
border, as well as being equipped with horses and other necessaries for to maintain this patrol.   
 When application was made today to Colonel Steever for Cavalry for the patrol of the 
country along the International border in New Mexico where the rebels are now getting their 
supply of munitions of war, the Colonel replied, that it would be impossible under his present 
instructions as he had orders to call in all of the Cavalry preparatory for marching to Fort 
Huachuaca, Arizona.  Now this leaves the whole border between here and Douglas, Arizona, a 
distance of about 220 miles absolutely without any patrol to keep rebels from smuggling munitions 
of war into the rebel country, and all because of the fact of the order being issued for the change 
of the Fourth Cavalry to Fort Huachuca, Arizona. If there ever has been a time when that section 
of country should be patroled, it is now.  The fact that the Rio Grande river is very high makes 
smuggling of munitions of war into the rebel territory along this line impractical, but of course not 
impossible.  While the territory that I have just spoken of lying to the west being unprotected 
makes it very easy for this smuggling munitions of war by the rebels. 
 It seems to me that if this order could be changed so that the 2nd Cavalry could go to Fort 
Huachuca, Arizona, where there is not the necessity of border patrol as there is along the lines that  
I have spoken of, and the 4th Cavalry who are equipped for this work remain here, it would be 
much better for the control of the situation. 
 I am very much pleased to note that the government has taken action in the prohibiting of 
the exportation of dynamite and other explosives into the rebel territory as I recommended to you  
both by telegram and letter.  The mining company who had the permission for the exportation of 
this dynamite have [has] shut down, but not on account of the lack of material, but rather because 
of the terrible conditions that are existing in that section of country.   

- 2 - 
 
 There was presented before your house a bill some months ago by one of the senators, I 
disremember which, which provided for the arrest and deportation of all undesirables who had 
been connected with this rebel movement, as I remember it.   
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 Now I don’t remember what became of this proposition, but is seems to me that if it isn’t 
contrary to International law, that there should be some legislation that would definitely settle this 
question, that wherein these undesirable aliens who have been mixed, and are now mixed, in this 
murderous rebellion, and who have for years, many of them been residents of the United States,  
and in reality fomented and began the present rebellion over here to go into Mexico. 
 Being that many of them are now deserting the rebel ranks and are fleeing over into this 
country, and finding refuge here, if they could be apprehended and held until they could be 
deported back to their own land and let the government deal with them as their several cases 
would merit, there wouldn’t be half the incentive in the future for creating and making a rebellion 
if they knew that they could not come over here and receive support, and escape the meshes of the 
law. 

I am making these suggestions as they appear to me from my many years of experience 
with these people and as a student of the general situation. 
 Trusting that will you treat them as you see fit in your wisdom, I am, with best wishes and 
kindest regards, 
 
     Yours very sincerely, 
 
     [Signed]  O P Brown 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, June 5th, 1912.673 
 
President Junious Romney, 
 Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua. 
Dear Junious, 
 
 I have just been down talking to Brother Ivins in regard to the general situation and believe 
from all information that I can get that conditions are very apt to be much worse in our section of 
the country within the next thirty days than at any previous time, because of the seemingly 
concentration, or at least movement of both federal and rebel troops to that section of country. 
 I suppose that you have had the information of the taking of Elvia and Galiana day before 
yesterday and yesterday by the federal volunteers from the Pueblo country.  There also left here 
yesterday afternoon about 180 rebel soldiers for that section, and I understand that about 200 left 
Chihuahua over the Northwestern [railroad] for Casas Grandes.  With the 350 that is around 
Madera, you see they have a force of about 700 men.  The forces numbering from 1500 to 2000 
that are now marching from Sonora and due to arrive in that section of country about the middle 
of the month will again make the general theatre of war in and around our country. 
 Now I don’t want to sound the alarm for I don’t feel very much alarmed, but considerably 
concerned, and believe that every precaution possible should be taken not to aggravate either of 
these contending parties, and if they demand provisions or stock of any kind, believe that it would 
be prudent, and a better policy to surrender them to them rather than to make a stand and take 
chances of a conflict in trying to defend them.  But when it comes to the delivering of any arms or 
ammunition to be had, believe that we should make the same stand in the future as we have in the 
past, and absolutely refuse to concede in any manner whatsoever any demands of this kind. 
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 The general condition to me looks more rotten every day.  I do not believe that there is any 
power within the land to bring about peace and stability, and if those conditions are acquired, it 
will have to be done by other elements going in there than is there at present. 
 I may leave for Central Texas in two or three days.  Am just waiting and watching the local 
conditions down there before leaving. Please write me by return mail telling me how conditions 
are, and I will appreciate it. 
 Desiring to remain, 
    Very sincerely yours, 
 
    [Signed:]  O P B 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        June 8th, 1912.674 
 
President Junious Romney, 
  Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua. 
Dear Junious: 
 
 I am just in receipt of a copy of a letter dated Colonia Dublan, May 9th, 1912, and 
addressed to President Joseph F. Smith and Cons. as well as your favor of May 13th, 1912, from 
Colonia Juarez, together with your favor of June 7th, 1912. 
 Now the two first letters were both addressed to Orson P. Brown 610 North Stanton 
Street, Salt Lake City, Utah, and as this copy which was addressed to President Smith is identical 
with a copy that I received, I believe that this should have gone to the Presidency, and will now 
place it in an envelope and address it to them.  I appreciate the fact that the burdens that you have 
been forced to carry are very great, and are the cause of the mistake in the address of these 
communications.  I surely hope that this strain will soon be lifted from your shoulders so that you 
can go along and attend to the responsibilities and burdens that are resting upon you in a normal 
way. 
 The conditions out here doesn’t [don’t] seem to have changed much.  In fact, I don’t think 
there will be much change in the situation down there or farther to the south for the next ten or 
twelve days, because it will take that long for the Sonora contingent to get over into your part of 
the country, and for the federals in the south to get up and make connection with the rebels. 
 I have just had a conference with Brother Ivins, and am anticipating leaving tomorrow for 
my lands down in Texas, and will be back the last of next week.  There is some business there that 
needs my immediate and personal attention, and as conditions appear to be favorable for my 
going, thought I had better go while opportunity was at hand. 
 I don’t know why, but I do not feel alarmed in my feelings notwithstanding all of the 
natural conditions seem to point to the fact that our dangers are greater now than at any previous 
time. 
 Hoping that you will be able to throw off this burden, and not allow it to bear you down, 
and that the operation that you speak of to be performed on Gertrude will prove a success, and 
that you will all get the necessary strength and ability to carry on the work, I am as ever, 
 
    Yours sincerely, 
     [Signed:]  O P B 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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       El Paso, Texas, June 19th, 1912.675 
 
President Junious Romney, 
  Colonia Juarez, Mexico. 
Dear Junious: 
 
 I returned a couple of days ago from Central Texas, and Brother Ivins left yesterday 
morning for the North. I find that the Federals are slowly moving north and according to the best 
information that I am able to get, they anticipate a decisive battle about next Sunday.  They are 
anticipating the coming of the federals from Sonora, a number of them having left there a few days 
ago and others leaving yesterday.  It is to be hoped that whatever fighting is done will be done at a 
distance from our Colonies sufficiently that we will not suffer through anything that might happen.  
I believe that the red flag leaders are making preparations to leave and come over to this side as 
soon as they are crowded too much, and this will leave the soldiers and minor officers at the mercy 
of the government.  I have been urging that there be sufficient troops in the vicinity of our 
colonies for their defense in case of a breaking up of the rebels, and a desire on their part to bring 
about intervention by murdering, looting and robbing some American interests in that section of 
the country. 
 From the outward surface, it would appear that the government forces were sufficiently 
united to make a sweeping victory, but I fear that they will not be able to bring about a condition 
of stability and peace, for there are soundings of eruptions in the great volcano of politics and 
revolution all over the land which may break forth in any quarter at any moment.  The under 
current is simply fierce, and only those who are on the inside can have any conception of the 
terrible condition that exists. 
 I am still of the same opinion as I have been for many weeks, that the country and people 
will have to have help from some one else before we will have peace and stability. 
 The political situation over here was never so hot over the seating of delegates to a 
convention for the electing or nominating of a candidate of president of United States as it is at 
present.  I believe that T. R. is going to get there, and that the condition of the country demand 
and need him, or a man of his character, there is no question. 
 I am with lots of love and kind regards to all, 
 
   Yours sincerely, 
 
   [Signed:]  O P B 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, June 22nd, 1912.676 
 
President Joseph F. Smith, 
 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
 
Dear Brother: 
 
 The delayed train from Casas Grandes arrived about 9 o’clock this morning and from 
information from there, it is reported that about 11:30 last night, there was considerable rifle firing 
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to the west and in the hills of Colonia Dublan.  This was reported by a train crew who passed there 
about that time, who said that they not only heard the report, but saw the flashes of the rifles.  It is 
also reported that a bunch of federal volunteers again attacked El Villa, San Buenatura, day before 
yesterday, and at last reports, were still fighting.  Nearly all of the rebel garrison from Madera, 
Pearson and Casas Grandes came to Cuidad Juarez this morning, leaving that country practi[c]ally 
in the hands of the federals without any farther attempt on the part of the rebels of defending it.  
The federals from Sonora are now marching towards the Chihuahua line, and expect to connect 
with those who are now already in and about the Casas Grandes country, and from present 
indications, it would seem at present at least, that there would not be any fighting in that locality 
between the two contending parties, which to a great extent relieves the situation and danger of 
trouble in the Colonies.   Reports from the Colonies are that everything is very quiet, and 
prospects for a good crop, and with the leaving of the rebels, makes conditions much better. 
 Rebel officers returning from the front as well as rebel soldiers are condemning Orozco 
and his methods very severely, and it looks as though there might be a mutiny in his ranks any day, 
and it would not surprise me if he wouldn’t be assassinated by his own people any time, and while 
this is going on, there is still others who are trying to form other revolutionary methods for the 
unseating of President Madero, and so it goes, and while it would appear from the surface, and that 
advantages that the federals have gained over the rebels in the recent engagements, there is an 
undercurrent and a secret working between the church and the scentificals that is bound not only 
to unseat Madero, but to rule or ruin the country.  It may be within the possibilities for them to 
settle their own disagreeable affairs, but the more I see and the more I understand the situation, 
the less confidence I have in them being able to settle their troubles without the help of someone 
else.  The fact of the matter is this:  that where national, as well as individual pride is ten  times 
higher that national patriotism or integrity, and[sic] the word “honor” should be stricken from their 
vocabulary, for the reason, that it doesn’t exist in their actions, nor works.  I can’t see how such a 
country or people can maintain their individuality either national or otherwise. 
 With kind regards, 
     Yours sincerely, 
     [Signed:]  O. P. Brown 
 
[Stamped:  Received Jun26’12, President’s Office] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, June 24th, 1912.677 
 
President Junious Romney, 
  Colonia Juarez, Chih., Mexico. 
Dear Junious: 
 
 Since last writing you, it seems that the program of the rebels have very materially changed.  
I just met a gentleman that came from Chihuahua last night whose story seems to be authentic, 
and he says that there will be no great stand at Bachimba nor any stand at Chihuahua at all, and 
that the rebels are now starting their wounded towards Casas Grandes, and that they are going to 
make that point their headquarters for the carrying on and prosecuting of the revolution, and the 
fact that they brought four small and one large siege cannon to Juarez last night, and that other 
troops are being moved to Villa Aumada [Ahumada], and also that they have sent more troops to 
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Madera would indicate that they are going to move into that section of country in great numbers in 
the very near future. 
 I will try and keep you posted just as fast as I get information.  I would suggest, however, 
that you renew your vigilance, keep up your organizations and be in a position of self defense in 
case of trouble, for I feel that eternal vigilance is the price of safety.  I would further suggest that 
just as near as possible that you lay in bread stuffs and provisions for a siege if it is possible, and 
advise the people in the mountain colonies to do the same. 
 I just had a conference with General Sangenes [Sangines] and Colonel Talimantis, who 
leave here in the morning to take command of the troops coming from Sonora, and I fear that they 
are about going to meet in our section of country to do battle and the Lord only knows where it 
will end.  I was in hopes from what appeared to be the leaving of the troops from that section, and 
the information that I had the other day, that they were not going into our country, but now it is 
sure that they are going that way. 
 Hoping that all will be well, and that you will let me hear from you as I suggested in my last 
letter to you, I am with lots of love, 
 
    Yours sincerely, 
 
    [Signed:]  O P B 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Have changed to 
Great Northern Hotel. 
 
        El Paso, Texas, June 27th, 1912.678 
President Joseph F. Smith, 
     Salt Lake City, Utah. 

 
Dear Brother: 
 
 Since last writing you the war situation in Mexico seems to have changed very materially, 
for in the last few days the rebels have sent a train load of their wounded to Casas Grandes, and 
from the most reliable information that I have been able to get they are now preparing to vacate 
Bachimba and Chihuahua, and make Casas Grandes the center of their operations.  They have 
already brought five canons and eight machine guns to Cuidad Juarez from Chihuahua, and it 
appears as though they were going to try to make a stand in and around Juarez, and the country to 
the Southwest, including the Sierra Madre Mountains. 
 Now just what effect this will have on our Colonies, we don’t know.  I received a letter 
from President Romney in the which he said that our relations with the rebels were better than 
they had been at any time in the past, or at lease that we were getting better treatment from them. 
 General Sangenis with his staff left here night before last for Douglas, Arizona, and 
Colonia Morelos, Sonora, where he expect to overtake about 1500 federal volunteers and Yaque 
[Yaqui] Indians that are now marching towards the Casas Grandes country.  It looks as though 
there wasn’t going to be any great amount of fighting in and around Chihuahua, but that the rebels 
would break up in smaller bands and harass the federals in their advance northward.  I don’t 
believe by any means that the rebel cause is dead because of their retreat before the federals at the 
present time, but believe that they intend to continue this fight for an indefinite period of time, and 
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as I have repeated in my letters previously, I can’t see only one solution to this question, and that is 
by someone else going in and helping them to settle this question. 
 I will try and keep you posted as fast as changes are made. 
 Hoping that this will find you all well, with love and kind regards, I am 
  
     Your brother, 
 
     [Signed:]  O. P. Brown 
 
[Stamped:  Received Jun[Jul]-1’12, President’s Office] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, June 27th, 1912.679 
 
Bishop Ernest Romney, 
  Colonia Diaz, Chih., Mexico. 
Dear Ernest: 
 
 After writing you, in a few days I received your kind favor which was handed to me by 
James Mortensen together with a check for $26.00, for which I thank you very much. 
 Conditions around here are changing very fast, for in the last few days the rebels have sent 
a train load of their wounded to Casas Grandes, and from the best information that I am able to 
get, it would seem that the operations to be conducted in the immediate future was going to be in 
our section of country and that Casas Grandes would be the center of these operations, for the 
rebels are already vacating Bachimba and Chihuahua, and are making preparations to defend 
Ciudad Juarez and the Galiana district. 
 Now just what effect this will have on our country down there and the people, we don’t 
know, but I believe that if we are conservative and careful, and continue to maintain the same 
neutral position in the future that we have in the past, that all will be well with us. 
 The federals are now marching from Sonora and should arrive in our section of country 
before the end of next week, and I expect that within the next few days that all communication 
both railroad and telegraphic will be severed between here and the Colonies, and that we will need 
to renew our communications by Hermanos [Hermanas, New Mexico]. 
 Junious will notify you in case this is done and I hope that you will be in a position to both 
receive and send us all the communications that will be necessary for us to have.  I am sending this 
by Mr. Boyd, as well as the latest papers so that you may be able to at least guess the conditions as 
they appear in the newspapers. 
 Hoping that this will find you all well, I am with lots of love and kind regards, 
    
     Yours sincerely, 
 

[Signed:]  O P B 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso, Texas, July 1st, 1912.680 
 
Pres. Romney & Harris: 
  Colonia Juarez, Chih., Mexico. 
Dear Brothers: 
 
 As for my last communications in giving you the information of the rebel movement 
towards the Casas Grandes country, you will no doubt have the evidence before you of the arrival 
of many of them before this reaches you, as 250 left here Saturday night, arriving there on Sunday 
morning, Salazar and [Rafael] Campa with 300 soldiers with horses and equipment left here this 
morning for there.  With the 150 that you already had there, making a total of over 700 men 
already in that vicinity with 500 to 1000 more that is [are] supposed to leave within the next few 
days, will make a very formable army to meet Sanganes [Sangines], Blanco and Garabaldi 
[Garibaldi], who are coming from Sonora, and who have their troops at Bavispa, Morelos and the 
majority of them still at Agua Prieta. 
 The conditions at the front, at and around Bachimba seems to be changing somewhat as 
they had a scrap this morning, in the which the rebel cavalry drove back a flanking movement that 
was being made by the federals, and rumor has it, that the rebels blew up a troop train of 20 cars of 
federal soldiers. 
 I am sending you a copy of a letter that I have just written to Pres. Smith, which will give 
you some additional information with this, and say, I just wanted to remind you of the fact that the 
war isn’t over yet, and I believe that as far as we are concerned, the mennes [menace?] is going to 
be worse in and about our Colonies than ever before, and while I am not alarmed, still I feel 
anxious, and believe that every precaution should be taken especially with these who are on the 
outside, and without protection, because we know that the greatest evil doesn’t always come from 
soldiers, but from those devils of the inferno that live amongst us, and know all about our internal 
conditions, are the ones that we need to fear most. 
 I will try and keep you posted just as often as I can, and hope that you will write me as 
often as you have opportunity, and say, don’t send any more letters by mail.  I will send you 
herewith some American stamps, and you can have whoever you give the letters to, give them to 
any of the conductors, and if I don’t meet them at the depot, they can drop them in the first letter 
box. 
 With lots of love, and best wishes for yourselves, I am, 
 
     Yours sincerely, 
      
     [Signed:]  O P Brown 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
       Colonia Dublan, July 3rd, 1912.681 
 
Elder O. P. Brown, 
El Paso, Texas, 
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Dear Orson:- 
 
 Your favor of the first inst. [instant] is just at hand.  You will have heard of the killing of 
Wm. Adams in his own home at Diaz by a Mexican, and now the rebels from Casas Grandes have 
been making another effort to capture Guy [Wilson?].  Bp. Bentley telephoned that about fifteen 
have been at Juarez all night trying to locate him. 
 We are going up to Casas Grandes this morning to see what we can do and will meet Bp. 
Bentley and others from Juarez.  We enclose a copy of a letter we will present to Salazar this 
morning and a similar one will be delivered to Portillo.  It seems that our conditions are the most 
critical of any since the beginning of the first hostilities.  There seems to be no hope of justice for 
an American when in dispute with a native and life is held very cheap indeed.  It is a time of sevier 
[severe] test to the pa[t]ience of a people like ours and the Lord only knows what the outcome will 
be.  We can but do our duty and trust in Him. 

We will write [Counsel] Edwards and President Smith this morning.  The rebels took 15 
sacks of flour from Farnsworth & Romney yesterday and we are required to furnish milk for all the 
wounded, for which they have promised to pay. 
 A comm[i]ssion was up yesterday from Dublan to protest to Salazar against armed forces 
coming and making demands on our people and were treated very nicely.  The first undersigned 
was also up to Casas Grandes yesterday and was treated respectfully by the officials.   The feeling 
seems to be alright. 
 We are very anxious about the immediate future. 
 With love and best wishes, 
 
    We are your brethren, 
 
    [Signed by President Junius Romney] 
 
P.S. 
 The copy of the letter to Pres. Smith and the American stamps which you said you would 
send were not enclosed, but may have been in a copy sent to Pres. Romney at Colonia Juarez not 
yet received. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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HON SENATOR  A B FALL  U S SENATE    WASHINGTON DC 

 WILLIAM ADAMS WHO WAS MURDERED MONDAY BY REBEL SOLDIER WAS 
AMERICAN CITIZEN.  HIS WIFE LAY DEAD IN HIS HOUSE AT TIME OF MURDER.  
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HIS DAUGHTER AND SON-IN-LAW  IN MEXICAN JAIL FOR NOT HAVING GOTTEN 
PASS TO GO FROM COLUMBUS TO WIFES FUNERAL FROM MEXICAN 
AUTHORITIES AT PALOMAS.  OROZCO HAVING BEEN DEFEATED AND COMING 
NORTH INTO OUR COUNTRY LEAVES PEOPLE ABSOLUTELY AT THEIR MERCY 
AND WITHOUT PROTECTION.  I FEEL THAT YOU SHOULD DEMAND FROM 
PRESIDENT TAFT PROTECTION OF AMERICAN CITIZENS IN OUR COLONIES OR 
HIS ORDER FOR THEM TO MOVE OUT IMMEDIATELY WHICH IS NEXT TO 
IMPOSSIBLE.  ANSWER RESULTS.  AM VERY ANXIOUS. 
      1252A  O P BROWN 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
     El Paso, Texas, July 4th, 1912.683 
 
Hon. Senator A. B. Fall,  
 Washington, D.C. 
Dear Senator: 
 
 Referring to the telegrams sent you on July 3rd and 4th, and as I desired to give you more 
details in regard to this matter as well as information in regard to the general conditions in and 
about the Colonies and the surrounding country, I am enclosing herewith some newspaper 
clippings which seems to be as nearly as I can ascertain from the best information obtainable to be 
about correct.  

In my opinion, there never has been such a critical condition existing for the people in and 
about our Colonies and all Americans in that section of country, as at the present period of time, 
for the simple reason, that these rebels are very sore naturally at all Americans, and especially so at 
the American Government for not having allowed them the same opportunities of getting 
munitions of war that they allowed the federal government, and that they are not going to take  
out their spite at every available opportunity upon Americans within the rebel zone, it is only 
natural to conclude that they will. 
 The American Government may be able to delay the invasion of Mexico and the settling of 
this very disagreeable matter, but I can see no other solution to the question, for there is [are] plots 
and counterplots throughout the whole nation, and the chasms are so broad and so deep that it has 
got beyond the possibilities of those people to ever be able to settle their own differences, and 
American citizenship because of that unprecedented proclamation issued by President Taft some 
months ago for the Americans to leave Mexico, has placed Americans and his rights at the lowest 
possible ebb, and it will never be possible in the history of that country for an American citizen to 
again stand out and demand his rights as such until that same citizen and people who have been 
asked to leave has gone back with the power and backing of the United States Army, and learn 
[teach] those people the severe lesson of law and order by the means of force, and not only does 
this apply to the American, but to every other foreigner and foreign interest in that unhappy land, 
for I believe without these suggestions that I have just made that this revolution and counter-
revolutions will continue for at least for the next quarter of a century for it has absolutely gotten 
beyond the power and ability of this people to control the situation, and the longer it goes on, the 
worse it gets until the devastation and dispoilation of the country is complete. 
 Hoping that this will find you well, I am with kind regards,  
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    Yours sincerely,  [Signed]  O P Brown 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      
        El Paso, Texas, July 5th, 1912.684 
 
Bishop Ernest Romney, 
  Colonia Diaz, Chih. 
Dear Ernest: 
 
 As there is an opportunity to send this letter direct to you by Mr. Boyd, I am availing 
myself of it.  I feel very sad when I think of the cold-blooded manner in which our friend and 
brother was murdered, and as I haven’t had any opportunity to hear from you only indirectly, am 
writing you at this time to ask you to not only write to me all of the particulars and details 
pertaining to this case of William Adam’s, but also those of Elder Harvey, who was murdered 
some time ago. 
 I would like to have the facts as to whether they were American citizens or not, as I desire 
to file, not only a strong protest, but a claim before the Washington Government for damages in 
case that either of them were American citizens, as well as a claim for damages with the Mexican 
government in case that either of them are Mexican citizens.  I would like to have the age, date and 
birth, number of the members of their families and everything pertaining in detail to the killing.  
You will confer a favor on me, and the cause if in the future you will dispatch a Courier with all of 
the detailed information in regard to anything that might happen in the future. 
 Now, I realize the delicate condition that you find yourselves in there, and hope and trust 
that you will be able to meet with the relatives and friends of those who have been murdered and 
bring to bear an influence on them and try and impress them with the fact that any single act of 
theirs of revenge might bring a whole community or communities into serious complication and 
cause many deaths, and the fact that it is better to suffer wrong than to do wrong, is the proper 
kind of a maxim to be carried out.  Junious is here, and says that Gen. Salazar treated them very 
nicely and that he had agreed to send men down there and arrest and bring to justice the men who 
had committed these depredations.  You know that is our duty to live above the law, and not stoop 
to do the same things that our enraged neighbors have done and threaten to do.  If we do this, I 
believe that we will be protected by a kind providence, and that our interest and people will be 
protected.  Express my sympathy to the bereaved in both cases, and be assured that if conditions 
warrant, that I will try and be there with the goods for the protection of the people.  I am with lots 
of love to yourself, family and the people, 
 
     Yours sincerely, 
 
     [Signed:]  O P B  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Letter by O. P. Brown dated Friday, July 5, 1912, to the El Paso Morning Times, which appeared the 
next day, Saturday, July 6, 1912, page 1: 
 

AMERICAN COLONISTS FURNISH STATEMENTS 
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------------- 
The Murder of Adams by Red Flaggers Was Most Wanton Act. 

------------- 
 
 President Julius [Junius] Romney, head of the American Mormon colonists, in Mexico, and 
whose headquarters are at Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, arrived in the city yesterday for a conference 
with O. P. Brown, of this city, a representative of the Church of the Latter Day Saints. .... 
 “The slaying of William Adams was terrible,” said President Romney.  “It was wanton in 
the extreme.  We have made protest to General Salazar and feel that he will do all in his power to 
bring the murderers to justice.  I believe he feels deeply the outrage and I know that he does not 
and would not countenance such an act.  I am returning tomorrow to my home in Mexico by way 
of the North-Western railroad.  Absolute quiet prevails in the colonies and we hope to be accorded 
every attention and protection.” 

After President Romney and Mr. Brown had conferred the following letter was 
communicated to The Times: 
 

El Paso, Tex., July 5, 1912.685 
Editor El Paso Morning Times, El Paso, Texas. 
 
Dear Sir:- 

The object of this article is to inform you and the public of the general conditions now 
surrounding the American colonies in and about Casas Grandes.  As I stated in an article that I 
gave you on the evening of the 2nd that a commission from Colonies Juarez, and Dublan went to 
Casas Grandes and there interviewed General Salazar of the rebel army in regard to armed bodies 
of rebels entering the colonies, as also to make complaint in regard to the many and repeated 
murders that had been committed in the colonies without the murderers being brought to justice, 
as also the many robberies and other crimes of minor importance.  These propositions were 
presented to General Salazar both in writing and verbally, and Gen. Salazar expressed himself as 
being very much grieved over these aggravated conditions, and said that he would do all in his 
power to protect the colonies from any further depredations of any kind being committed upon or 
against them, and that he would immediately send a detachment of men to apprehend and bring to 
justice the murderer of William Adams, and said that he wanted the friendship and not the enmity 
of the American people, and was ready and willing to give them every protection within his power 
as long as they obeyed the law. 
 We feel, as neutrals in this Mexican political question, that it is not only a duty, but also a 
pleasure to give justice its dues wherever it is, and we appreciate very much the sentiments 
expressed by General Salazar, and from promises that he has made in the past to our colonies, feel 
that he is going to make good on this occasion. 
 Trusting that this will find space in your valuable paper, I am, 
 

Yours respectfully, 
 

O. P. Brown 
 

                                                 
685 El Paso Morning Times, July 6, 1912, p. 1. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
ORSON P. BROWN 
 
 
        El Paso, Texas, July 7th, 1912.686 
 
Pres. Joseph F. Smith, 
 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dear Brother: 
 
 I have delayed writing you since sending telegram, because of the fact, that Pres. Romney 
had written you details of the murder of William Adams as well as giving you the general 
information of general conditions prevailing in and about the Colonies.  Pres. Romney came out 
arriving on the delayed train Friday morning, and returned on this morning’s train for the Colonies, 
and from information coming from the Colonies last night, everything is quiet.   Most all of the 
rebel soldiers that went down to Casas Grandes [were] leaving for the West to intercept the 
federals that were marching towards the Chihuahua-Sonora state line from the Sonora side. 
 The captain under Gen. Garabalde[Garibaldi,] the famous Italian commander of the 
federal troops in Sonora[,] just came from Douglas, Arizona, and gave me the information that last 
Monday morning Garibaldi and his advance guard of 125 men left Agua Prieta going towards 
Colonia Morelos and in the hills about 35 miles southeast of Douglas intercepted the command of 
Escobosa the Sonora rebel renegade with about 150 men.  They surprised Garibaldi’s force killing 
thirty and wounding 30 of his men, he returning to Agua Prieta with his wounded.  This is the 
second small engagement in the last two weeks in that section of the country, the other one being 
about 15 days ago near Bavispa where Escobosa and his men killed about 16 and wounded about 
18 of the federal bunch of 150 men. 
 I am herewith sending you copy of telegrams sent to Senators Reed Smoot and A.B. Fall at 
Washington, D.C., which are as follows: 
 

“July 4th, 1912.  William Adams who was murdered Monday by rebel soldiers  was 
American citizen, his wife lay dead in his home at time of murder.  His 

 daughter and son-in-law in Mexican jail for not having gotten pass to go from 
 Columbus to wife’s funeral, from Mexican authorities at Palomas.  Orozco 
 having been defeated and coming north into our country leaves people absolutely 
 at their mercy,  and without protection.  I feel that you should demand from Pres.  
 Taft protection of American citizens in our Colonies, or his order for them to 
 move out immediately, which is next to impossible. Answer results and very  
 anxious. 
 
 Reply to telegram:  “Washington, D.C. July 5th, 1912. 
 O. P. Brown, El Paso, Texas. State Department has wired particulars of Adam’s   
 murder to Ambassador and Consul at Chihuahua, also that our government will 
 expect the Mexican government to use every effort to the end that American lives 
 and property may be protected.  Will see President Monday.  Reed Smoot.” 
 

- 2 - 
 
                                                 
686 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
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 I sent the following letter to both Senator Smoot and A. B. Fall as well as sent copy of 
letter and telegram to President Romney at Colonia Juarez. 
 
 “El Paso, Texas, July 4th, 1912.  Hon. Sen. Reed Smoot, Washington D.C.  Referring to the 
telegrams sent you on July 3rd and 4th and as I desired to give you more details in regard to this 
matter, as well as information in regard to the general conditions in and about the Colonies and the 
surrounding country, I am enclosing herewith some newspaper clippings which seems [seem] to 
be[,] as nearly as I can ascertain from the best information obtainable[,] to be about correct.  In my 
opinion, there never has been such a critical condition for the people in and about our Colonies, 
and all Americans in that section of country as at the present period of time, for the simple reason 
that these rebels are very sore naturally at all Americans and especially so at the American 
government for not having allowed them the same opportunity of getting munitions of war that 
they allowed the federal government, and that they are not going to take out their spite at every 
available opportunity upon Americans within the rebel zone, it is only natural to conclude that they 
will.  The American government may be able to delay the invasion of Mexico, and the settling of 
this very disagreeable matter, but I can see no other solution to the question, for there is [are] plots 
and counter plots throughout the whole nation, and the chasms are so broad and so deel [real?] 
that it has got beyond the possibilities of these people to ever be able to settle their own 
differences, and American citizenship because of that unprecedented proclamation issued by Pres. 
Taft some months ago for the Americans to leave Mexico, has placed Americans and his [their] 
rights at the lowest possible ebb, and it will never be possible in the history of that country for an 
American citizen to again stand out and demand his rights as such until that same citizen and 
people who have been asked to leave has [have] gone back with the power and backing of the 
United States army, and learned those people the severe lesson of law and order by the means of 
force, and not only does this apply to the American[s], but to every other foreigner and foreign 
interest in that unhappy land, for I believe without these suggestions that I have just made, being 
made effective, that this revolution and counter revolution will continue for at least for the next 
quarter of a century, for it has absolutely gotten beyond the power and ability of this people to 
control the situation, and the longer it goes on, the worse it gets, until the devastation and 
disspoilation [despoliation] of the country is complete.” 
 General Huerta is supposed to be entering Chihuahua this evening with his command, his 
advance guard having arrived there yesterday.   Gen. Orozco with part of his command are tearing 
up the R.R. between Chihuahua and Montezuma,  he having sent overland towards Casas Grandes 
a great portion of his cavalry.  Part of his command left Chihuahua over the Orient, and they 
commande[e]ring  

 
- 3 - 

 
a train and engineer to run at full speed, they ran into the East bound passenger train that was 
coming towards Chihuahua, completely ruining both engines, killing one engineer and fireman, and 
making a very severe wreck.  This crew is supposed to destroy the bridges between Chihuahua and 
Madera.  Three troop trains of rebels arrived from Seucz on the Mexican Central road night before 
last bringing a part of the rebel army, as well as a great many of their families and poor people 
from Chihuahua.  These trains were supposed to have left Cuidad Juarez last night for the Casas 
Grandes country, but only one train left, the others remaining on account of the soldiers about to 
rise up in mutiny against their officers for not having received their pay for the last month or six 
weeks that is due them.  There were some executions this morning in Juarez because of attempted 
desertion, but notwithstanding this, there are many deserters every day and night. 
 There appears to be an open eruption between Orozco and Salazar and Campa, and some 
of the other officials.  It is reported that Gen. Salazar was brought last night on a Special from 
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Casas Grandes for medical treatment, and they despair for his life.  I never found out until today in 
regard to his paternal record.  He is the son of an American who is known by the name of “One 
armed Thompson” of Deming, New Mexico, and Mrs. Tomas Salazar and this accounts for his 
cursedness. 
 I will continue to watch the game with the hopes that I will have the presence of Brother 
Ivins in the very near future, because there are conditions arising and apt to arise that will need the 
counsel, wisdom and advice of a Solomon, and as I consider him the nearest Solomon on Mexican 
affairs that we have, [and] believe that he should be here. 
 Trusting that this will find you all well, I am with kind regards and lots of love, 
 
     Yours sincerely, 
 
     [Signed:]  O. P Brown 
     Parson Hotel 
      El Paso, Tex 
 
[Stamped:  Received Jul10’12, President’s Office] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
       El Paso, Texas, July 8th, 1912.687 
 
Pres. Junious Romney, 
  Colonia Juarez, Chih., Mexico. 
Dear Junious: 
 
 I am just writing you and sending copy of telegram received last night from Senator A. B. 
Fall, as follows: 
 “Washington, D. C. July 7th, 1912.  O. P. Brown, El Paso, Texas.  Wire me tonight fully 
names, dates, sex, all particulars killed or wounded, or maltreated your Colonies since outbreak 
anti-Diaz revolution to date.  Also concerning destruction property your Colonies and other 
Americans or foreigners,  A. B. Fall.” 
 I am sending you herewith a copy of telegram in reply sent to Senator Fall last night as well 
as copy of letter sent yesterday to President Smith, and clipping of El Paso Herald supposed to 
come from Colonia Morelos in the which I have little faith, notwithstanding that this information 
was given us this morning by the Associated Press Correspondent as having come from one of his 
men at Cinigita, which is General Sanjanes’ [Sangines’] headquarters which is located 20 miles up 
the San Bardanena Creek, the place they call the “house on the hill.”  I shall wire to Douglas 
tonight for information in regard to this matter.  I don’t believe that the people would be so 
foolish as to try to put up a fight against an overwhelming bunch of rebels as seems to be 
advancing from Chihuahua over there. 
 The conditions here seems to be unchanged only that they are moving many rebels down 
into the Casas Grandes country, and among them I suppose there will be thrown upon the mercy 
of the people of that section of country two or three thousand women and children, and wounded 
and disabled rebels within the next few days. 
 The general Mexican situation is being aired in the United States Senate today I suppose 
from the best information that I have at hand, and with a visit of Sen. Smoot to the President in 
regard to the Mexican situation is causing considerable anxiety and comment.  Just what the 
                                                 
687 No letterhead. Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
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outcome will be we don’t know, but I will try and keep you posted as conditions develop and hope 
to hear from you as often as practical, I am with lots of love to all, 
 
   Your loving brother, 
 

 [Signed:]  O P B 
 
P. S. – I forgot to mention the fact that our friend and brother Professor Wilson having just came 
in from the north, and I am sending this as you will know by him. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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       July 10, 1912. 
 
Pres. Joseph F. Smith and Couns., 
 67 East South Temple Street. 
  Salt Lake City. 
 
Dear Brethren: 
 We have not found time for the last day or two to chronicle the events but we take this 
opportunity of reporting some of our experiences which we think will be rather interesting to you. 
 In our last communication we reported to you the effort to recapture Bro. E. G. Taylor 
which was unsuccessful, and the death of Bro. William Adams at Colonia Diaz as also our visit to 
Casas Grandes and the result of our visit to Salazar and enclosing a copy of a protest which we 
presented to Salazar.  This is according to my recollection as I left the copies of this 
correspondence at Colonia Dublan. 
 Since the date of that letter I have made a hasty visit to El Paso and shortly after my return 
the other day a trainload of rebels under command of General Luis Fernandez came into Nueva 
Casas Grandes.  A number of them came down and wandered about the streets of Dublan taking 
liberties of various kinds.  One quartette called at Bishop Thurber’s and asked for something to 
eat, and indeed they looked as though they needed it, so sister Thurber gave them something to eat 
and the[y] sauntered on down through the town till they came to Bro. B. F. LeBaron’s orchard 
where there was some green fruit in evidence but enclosed by a splendid fence over which they 
climbed and began devouring the fruit.  Bro. Joseph A. Moffett who is a neighbor on the same 
block was watering in his own lot and seeing the men helping themselves he felt it his duty to go to 
over and remonstrate with them and give a little moral lesson. He asked if they had received 
permission of the owner to enter the place and help themselves to which they replied that they did 
not need the consent of the owner.  Bro. Moffett told them they had best leave the place, which 
they did but not without leaving some very vile language for him to think over.  He left the place 
and went back to his watering in his own lot but before he left one of the men reached into his 
pocket and taking out some cartridges filled his gun uttering at the same time some threats.  While 
Bro. Moffett was tending his water the Mexicans came down the street to a point just opposite his 
place and the big fellow who had filled his gun deliberately took aim at Bro. Moffett but did not 
fire.  This was reported to us and after consultation between the Bishopric and Pres. Harris and I 
we decided that it would be best for Bros. Harris Thurber and Moffett and I to go to Casas 
Grandes and make an appeal to the authorities to clear our streets of such characters before some 
catastrophe should do so. 
 

[- 2 -] 
 
Accordingly we did so and finding that Azcarate was in charge of affairs in the absence of Salazar 
who had gone to Juarez we laid the matter before him giving him the details of what had happened 
and telling him of our fears that some such tragedy might be enacted in Dublan as that which had 
been in Diaz unless such characters were properly taken care of.  He said he was disposed to give 
us every protection within his power and suggested that he would give us a letter to General 
Hernandez as he supposed the men to belong to his command. 
 He gave us a polite open letter to Hernandez asking that he take whatever steps he might 
think best to protect us but without giving him the details of what had happened, so when we 
presented the letter to Fernandez at his train we asked that he permit us an interview after he 
                                                                                                                                                           
689 This is an eight page letter, but page five is missing.  The same typed letterhead appears on all pages, but 
is not repeated here.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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should have read the letter.  This he very willingly granted and I suppose we discussed the situation 
with him for perhaps an hour or more, going over the many abuses which we had suffered and 
especially the murders which had been committed on our people in this land without the slightest 
redress.  Special attention was given to the two recent cases at Diaz and his attention called to the 
fact that the first assassin though perfectly known about the country had not been apprehended 
and that in the case of the killing of Bro. Adams the deed had been done by the Jefe de Armas of 
their own party and that while we had shown every disposition to leave the matter to the law the 
man had thus far remained in his official position without even so much as tried to make his 
escape and that he was now boasting that if we had any more  “gringos” that we wanted killed to 
just put them forward.  That we could not feel right to see such men sustained when the penalty 
for their actions should be death. 
 Mr. Hernandez turned to his secretary and instructed him to issue an order to all of the 
officers of his force not to allow a single soldier to leave his quarters without a permit and this 
order he sent out while we were there with instructions that it be read to each officer separately, 
which was done.  He then told us that his plans were to move on up the line the next day provided 
he could procure the necessary flour to begin the journey and that after reaching Madera he would 
go westward through the mountains to the southern end of the state of Sonora, in fact he went so 
far as to show us his commission from Crosco [Orosco] for this campaign.  He told us that he had 
made a thorough enquiry and had found that the only place that the flour was to be had was in the 
stores at Dublan and he wished us to furnish him what he needed till they could get the wheat 
ground that they were taking from the Mexicans and they would then return either the flour or 
wheat.  We tried to excuse ourselves by explaining our position as neutrals and by saying that such 
an act might be construed by the Federals as contrary to our professions of neutrality and bring us 
into serious  
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trouble in case they should later come along.  He replied that he could not control the men unless 
he could furnish them something to eat and that he must therefore have the flour.  We then told 
him, that if it was absolutely necessary we would like him to make this demand for the least 
possible amount with which he could get along.  He finally made out a demand on me to find him 
one hundred sacks of flour by morning for which they would give receipts to be paid in wheat by 
the Jefe de Armas at Casas Grandes and he hastened home about nine thirty p.m. to lay the matter 
before the brethren who were assembled in Priesthood meeting before they should adjourn.  After 
discussion it was decided that the only proper thing for us to do was to raise the flour so the 
brethren began offering one, two, and three sacks each from their supply to make up the necessary 
amount and thus distribute the burden somewhat so that it might not come entirely on the 
brethren who own the store.  We decided however that the stores would furnish the flour so as not 
to establish a precedent in the minds of the rebels that we were willing to give them the bread from 
our homes to meet their demands and then if we were able to get the wheat in return the brethren 
would not be called upon to pay the amount subscribed.  We went up the next morning and tried 
to get them to send the wheat down with the teams that were to go for the flour but Azcarate was 
there and said that they could not do that because if they went and took the wheat now from one 
of the Mexicans the rest would see what was up and they would not harvest their wheat but would 
leave it in the fields to waste.  So they gave receipts which state that they will return 85 kilos of 
wheat for each hundred of flour which they have taken. 
 Fernandes and his bunch rolled out as agreed upon without further trouble today but 
almost before they were gone Rojas and Jose de la Tore came in with two or three train loads more 
of the same kind only considerable worse. 
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 They stopped at the cattle pens below Dublan and a great many of them disembarked and 
came up on horse back and on foot flooding the streets of Dublan and beginning a raid in which 
they took nearly every horse they came to in many cases forcing them with threats from the 
owners regardless of who they might be.  When shown Salazar’s order they ignored it and for a 
while the situation looked extremely serious but the brethren handled the situation very tactfully 
and at once went in search of the Generals who when approached seemed to be prepared by some 
unforeseen power to treat us kindly and even went so far as to give us orders for all of their men to 
leave our property alone under pain of death. 
 As a result of the leaders the brethren reported to me late this evening, nine p.m., by 
telephone that they had been able to recover nearly all of the property taken.  I think they are out 
only about two or three horses and one saddle so far as they were able to determine.  They had 
brought back from  
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fifteen to twenty horses from Nueva Casas Grandes besides havings interferred with the taking of 
many before they left the Colony.  There has been no killing in the Colony up to the present 
though the conditions have been so acute that I have feared all day that some little thing would put 
the while thing ablaze.  For instance in one case where Bro. D. V. Farnsworth went to the home of 
Bro. Jas. A. Young to interfere with some Mexicans who were taking some of the Colony horses 
the Mexicans, or one of them drew a long dagger and menaced Bro. Farnsworth[,] and Bro. Young 
who was inside the house and grasping his gun prepared to defend Bro. Farnsworth in case the 
Mexican should press matters any further.   Fortunately, however, the single thread by which the 
whole situation hung did not break but Bro. Farnsworth was able to quiet the man down and get 
the horse back.  If the Mexican had made a rush though he would undoubtedly have been killed 
and then no one can tell what the end might have been. 
 We are so situated that the people around us are able to kill each other and there is scarcely 
any notice paid to it but if with the greatest possible justification we happen to kill one of them 
they never get done seeking for a way to get revenge. 
 Today while the brethren were up at the station one Mexican walked up to two others and 
deliberately shot one through the head and the other through the heart killing both.  The slayer is, 
in this case, under arrest and some of the people say he will be court-martialed and executed but I 
think this very doubtful indeed.  The provocation for the deed seems to have been a quarrel over 
some lude woman. 
 No excitement prevailed at all among them. 
 Compare this with the killing of the murderer at heart, Juan Sosa, or the killing of the 
Mexican bandit in Diaz for which Bro. Harvey paid with his life and you will understand pretty 
well the delicate situation in which we have been and are at present placed.  I think it little short of 
marvelous how the people have been able to bear up under the strain with their fingers on the  
triggers in some instances and yet have been able to avoid hasty action which might bring very 
serious consequences. 
 I cannot help, however, feeling very anxious least some did not uphold and vindicate the 
law  by bringing about the proper punishment of the murderer of Bro. Adams that we would be 
unable to restrain some of our more determined people who had begun to feel that patience had 
ceased to be a virtue and that they would be justified in taking it upon themselves to avenge the 
death of our people at the hands of such villains. 
 

[- 5 -] 
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 I explained to him that the cause of our self-restraint is the fact that we are the friends of 
the Mexican people and that we sense the responsibility which rests upon us in our present delicate 
position. 
 How easy it would be for us to bring about international complications which would 
plunge two nations into war and cause the death and suffering of many people and our earnest 
desire to avoid anything of that kind.   That if trouble must come we preferred to have it come as a 
result of the United States and the American people witnessing the abuses which are being 
practiced on us till they themselves feel that they will stand it no longer in-as-much as those abuses 
will have been practiced on an unoffending people.  I told him that there are plenty of the Diaz 
people who would not hesitate to avenge such an outrage if the only question at stake were their 
own personal danger. 
 The General seemed deeply impressed with these sentiments and advised that on the first 
opportunity I present this matter in the same way to his superior General Orosco, who he assured 
me would take drastic measures immediately to bring the man to justice in order to demonstrate 
that they are not in sympathy with such actions.  He said he would take the matter up himself if he 
were remaining in the country long enough to do anything with it. 
 Will write some more in the morning before sending this letter. 
   
        July 11, 1912 
  
 We passed a quiet and peaceful night here in Colonia Juarez and I learn indirectly that the 
same is the case at Dublan but I shall telephone Pres. Harris or Bp. Thurber as soon as I can get 
them by phone and will then be in a position to say just what the conditions are. 
  
        8:30 a.m. 
Just talked with Bro. Harris and he tells me that up to this hour all has been peace and quiet but 
there are many of the rebels again riding the streets and that they have made demands on some of 
the colonists for hay.  The orders from the Generals will be shown them however and we presume 
that all will be satisfactorily adjusted. 
 We will send a couple of the brethren throughout the mountain colonies with letters for 
the bishoprics in which we will embody the suggestions regarding the procuring of breadstuff and 
also some instructions regarding the way to get along with the Fernandez bunch in case they 
should pass through their locality. 
 I think I omitted to tell you that I talked over the conditions of our mountain colonies with 
Fernandez when I say what his plans were and told him that I would send word to the mountain 
Colonies that he would likely pass near them and that his attitude was most friendly and that in 
case that  
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Bandits should attack them while he is in reach that if they would simply let him know he would 
take care of such characters and that he would see that his own forces did not molest them either 
in their persons or their property. 
 You will readily read the meaning of this move. 
 It seemed to please the General and I think he will feel some responsibility in treating the 
people right. 
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 We will therefore get word to them before he will have time to reach the neighborhood of 
the mountain Colonies. 
 Bros. John W. Wilson and George F. Sevey will be entrusted with this mission as they have 
some other business up there. 
 I heard indirectly the other day that some rebels had been at Garcia and Pacheco and had 
taken something like eight hundred pesos in merchandise from the two small stores in these 
colonies but that they had brought along a Mexican rancher who lives in the Gavelan ranch west of 
Pacheco and required him to sign a note in favor of the stores covering the account. 
 Summing up the situation as it is now we are surrounded by thousands of reckless 
irresponsible characters and the situation is extremely delicate but we have the goodwill of the 
leaders and they seem disposed to use their influence in our behalf. 
 We sense the accuteness of the situation but have an abiding faith that the Lord will 
continue to open the way and preserve us. 
 We fear intervention if it were to come at a time like this as it would place us in a very 
critical position from which only the Lord in His mercy could deliver us, for in our present 
situation we have no place to draw the line till these people are among us. 
 Our people are remarkably calm considering the conditions which prevail and as a whole 
are inclined to accept council. 
 So far as the stake and ward authorities are concerned they are quite well united and their 
only desire is to perform faithfully their duties, if the Lord shall give them strength whatever 
conditions may arise. 
 Our greatest anxiety is for the people in Sonora because we are not able to keep in close 
touch with them and do not know whether they are as conservative as we have tried to get them to 
be.  We have the greatest confidence in the integrity of the brethren there but feel just a little 
anxiety least they may do something hasty owing to their temperament and the fact that we have 
had to leave it to Bro. Brown to council them and he has had difficulty to keep himself in harmony 
with the policy of patience and long suffering.  We are pleased though that he has done very much 
better of late and we think he will council moderation more than formerly.  We understand that he 
has gone over these now. 
 If conditions get very much more critical over there it may be necessary to send Pres. 
Harris or some member of the  
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High Council over there to help the brethren till the crisis is past.  Up until recently they have not 
had much to do in the way of meeting and dealing with the people of either side. 
 We never get any more word from you and would appreciate very much a letter 
occasionally with any suggestions you may have to offer. 
 We suppose that we are not represented at the border now unless you have sent Elder A. 
W. Ivins back again which would seem a good thing to do in case there is any indication that the 
U.S. will be forced into the affair. 
 We trust that thus far our actions may be approved by you and that the Lord will give us 
whatever inspiration may be necessary to do the right thing at the right time. 
 Peace will be very welcome to us.  We feel that we have had a pretty good chance now to 
learn to appreciate it. 
 We will not have time to write Bro. Ivins today but suppose that he will have opportunity 
to read this and thus be kept acquainted with the situation, which we feel is his due. 
 Trusting to hear from you in the near future, I remain, with love, 
   
      Sincerely, Your Brother, 
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       Junius Romney (Signed) 
 
Dear Orson: 
 
 Nothing more to report than  
this.  Be sure to keep the people in  
line with the councils we have given 
from time to time. 
  
  With Love, 
 
   Junius (Signed) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Monday, July 29, 1912691 
 

The press dispatches carried an account of our people being unarmed and leaving Mexico 
for El Paso, Texas.  I took the question with the State Department and the Secy [Secretary] of State 
immediately brought it to the attention of the President of Mexico[.]  Senator Fall and myself 
prepared a Resolution authorizing Government relief to our colonies on arriving at El Paso and 
furnishing them with tents.  It passed the Senate with unanimous consent.  The situation in Mexico 
is very critical.  It is my opinion General Orozco has made up his mind to force American 
intervention even if it requires the murdering of a large number of Americans.  . . . . 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Letter by the Mormon Refugee Committee in El Paso, Texas, of which O. P. Brown was a 
member likely dated Thursday, August 1, 1912, to the El Paso Morning Times, and appeared the next 
day, Friday, August 2, 1912, page 1: 
 

COLONISTS EXPRESS THEIR THANKS TO CITIZENS 
------------- 

  
The following communication was received by the Times yesterday afternoon from the 

leaders of the American colonists who are refugees in this city from the depredations of the Red 
Flag rebels in Western Chihuahua:692 
 
 “To the Times:  “In our own behalf, and in behalf of the many refugees from the Mormon 
colonies of Chihuahua, who are now in El Paso, permit us to express, through the column of your 
paper, our appreciation, and the deep gratitude we feel, for the spontaneous and universal 
expression of sympathy, and the ready assistance, which has been rendered in this hour of trial and 
distress. 
 “The city and county officials, the chamber of commerce, business men and people have 
responded as Americans are wont to respond when danger threatens, or calamity comes to human 
kind. 
 “To the military department, who have desired to do more than discipline would permit, 
we are grateful. 
 “We are especially grateful to the Mexico North Western railroad, whose representatives 
have been untiring in their efforts to transport our people from the danger zone to this city of 
refuge. 
 “We thank the transfer companies for the service rendered, and desire particularly to 
express our gratitude to the owners of automobiles who rendered such valuable assistance in 
carrying our people, without charge, from the Union depot to the places assigned to them. 
 “May He who rewards all men according to their works do unto you and yours as you have 
done unto us. 
 

“A. W. Ivins, 
“H. E. Bowman, 
“O. P. Brown, 

                                                 
691 Reed Smoot Journals, Perry Special Collections Library, supra. 
692 El Paso Morning Times, August 2, 1912, p. 1. 
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“Jos. E. Robinson, 
“Guy C. Wilson, 
            Committee.” 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Letter by O. P. Brown dated Monday, August 12, 1912, to the El Paso Morning Times, which 
appeared the next day, Tuesday, August 13, 1912, in an article on pages 1 and 2: 
 
[Page 1] 

MEET TODAY TO DECIDE ACTION 
------------- 

 LEADERS OF REFUGEE COLONISTS WILL CONFER AND PLAN FOR FUTURE 
------------- 

O. P. BROWN MAKES STATEMENT 
------------- 

Says Salazar’s Robbers Stripped the  
Settlements of Everything Portable 

Before They Left. 
------------- 

 A. W. Ivins, apostle, O. P. Brown, high councilman, and Joseph E. Robinson returned 
yesterday from Hachita, N. M., where they went to meet the American colonists from the 
settlements in the western part of Chihuahua, who were forced to leave their homes and come to 
the border on account of the depredations of the Red Flag bandits in that state.  Junis Romney, 
president of the colonists in Mexico, H. S. Harris, his first councilor, and Bishops Bentley, Thurber 
and Steiner, of the Dublan, Pacheco and Juarez villages, are expected to arrive in El Paso this 
morning from Hachita for a conference with the officials who are now in El Paso in regard to the 
situation in Mexico.  John W. Wilson, manager of the colonial mercantile stores, is also expected to 
reach El Paso today with Mr. Romney.   . . . .   

Guy C. Wilson, president of the Juarez Stake academy, said yesterday that all future 
movements by the exiles, both here and at Hachita, depend on the action to be taken at today’s 
conference.  There is no change in the local situation.  The number of refugees here has not been 
augmented or decreased to any extent. 
 
 
[Page 2] 

Councilman Brown’s Statement. 
 

O. P. Brown, business agent for the colonists in El Paso yesterday sent the Times the 
following signed letter: 
 

“El Paso, Tex., August 12, 1912.693 
“To the El Paso Morning Times, 
 
 “I have just returned from Hachita, New Mexico, where I went in connection with Apostle 
Ivins to look after the interests of the refugees who are there from Colonia Diaz, and especially 
those who are coming in from the Colonies Dublan, Juarez, Pacheco and Garcia.  We found that 
there had come overland from these colonies about 235 men and boys, partly armed, having 
                                                 
693 El Paso Morning Times, August 13, 1912, p. 2. 
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before given up to the rebels a greater part of their arms, and after talking with these men and 
finding out the facts, we find that they were more than amply justified in leaving those colonies to 
their fate, because of the menacing and threatening conditions existing there.  Not only were the 
stores being sacked and their horses and arms being taken from them, but rebels were breaking 
into the homes and hauling off at will, by wagon loads, the furniture, bedding and clothing from 
their homes and when any of them protested at these diabolical deeds, they were confronted with 
the muzzles of guns and ordered to stand aside, or they would be killed. 
 “They had already been forced to give up their means of protection and notwithstanding 
that Colonel Lino Ponce had left a guard of ten men at Colonia Juarez, there came in about 
seventy-five other men under another commander, who made threats that they had come to the 
colony to settle with the colonists for the killing of a Mexican bandit who had been executed by 
Colonel Ponce’s men a few days previous, saying that they would have ten men for one and that 
the colonists were responsible for the execution of this man, and so conditions went in Colonia 
Juarez, until it became intolerable. 
 “These rebels rode up and down the streets, shooting at will and threatening every man in 
sight.  At Colonia Dublan conditions were no better.  They sacked and robbed the stores and 
plundered the private homes and residences and took everything within sight that they desired, 
insulted, abused and threatened the lives of the men until they, too, could not stand these abuses 
longer, and decided that the only way to keep from having a massacre was for them to leave their 
homes. 

Salazar’s Bandits Took Everything. 
 
 “Salazar and his horde of from five to eight hundred Red Flatters went into the mountains 
to Colonia Pacheco, taking with them from seventy five to one hundred wagon loads of provisions 
and merchandise taken from the colonies and therefore made it intolerable and impossible for the 
people of Garcia and Pacheco to remain there longer. 
 “The people of Chuichupa, by some means, were cut off from communication, and as they 
had declared previously that they would remain and defend their interests, come what would, the 
men from the other colonies, after coming together in the mountains west of Colonia Juarez, 
awaited two days longer than it would have been necessary, for the men from Chuichupa to arrive, 
and then made their way to the line, where they all arrived well and safe near Hachita last night. 
 “The mental as well as the physical suffering that these brave men have been forced to 
endure through the savagery and brutal indecency of those cursed inbred neighbors, is 
unprecedented in modern times, and that these people have something coming to them, there is no 
question.  The law of retribution is a natural law and these people who have inflicted these 
innocent people without cause or reason the afflictions that they have been forced to suffer, will 
receive a just retribution.  Unqualifiedly and without reserve, I state these men did the only thing 
that it was possible for them to do under the circumstances, unless they desired to lay down their 
lives as martyrs to a  lost cause; and any criticism to the contrary that has been made in regard to 
the coming out of these men by government officials on this side or individuals whomsoever they 
may be, I condemn as previous and unwarranted.” 
 
  (Signed:) “O. P. BROWN.” 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 JUNIUS ROMNEY 
 
       The Juarez Stake    JUNIUS ROMNEY, PRESIDENT. 
                       of     HYRUM S. HARRIS, 1ST COUNSELOR. 

The Church of Jesus Christ   CHARLES E. MCCLELLAN, 2ND  COUNSELOR. 

   of Latter Day Saints    JOSEPH C. BENTLEY, STAKE CLERK. 
 
      Colonia Juarez, Chihuahua, Mexico 
 
       El Paso, Texas, September 18th. 1912.694 
 
Pres. Joseph F. Smith & Counsellors, 
    67 East South Temple St., 
 Salt Lake City, Utah. 
 
Dear Brethren:- 
 
 Conditions along the border remain practically unchanged as you will be observed from the 
de[i]spatches. 
 Prior to the departure of Bros. Ivins, Miller and Robinson[,] we all felt that conditions 
warranted our encouraging all who were desirous of returning to their homes in the Colonies in 
staying here in easy reach. 
 As the time has gone on, however, we have watched closely the ever multiplying evidences 
of the weakness of the Mexican Government and its consequent inability to even fulfill the 
promises which are made to us by the highest military authorities connected with the army in the 
North.  We have made careful official investigations of the conditions prevailing in and around the 
Colonies of Juarez and Dublan, each member of the Stake presidency having made a trip of 
investigation at different times. 
 We have permitted numbers of reliable brethren to go into the mountain Colonies and 
make reports of conditions there. 
 We are now confronted with the near approach of winter and the prospect of soon 
reaching the end of the appropriation made for our benefit by the United States Government; and 
have as a result been forced to consider carefully what alternatives there are for us to choose from. 
 There seem to be but two -- the first to council the return of the people to their homes in 
the Colonies[,] and the other to advise them all to begin immediately to scatter in search of 
employment where they may be able to sustain their families and winter them as best they may. 
 The first we do not feel justified in doing, for we consider the trouble in Mexico far from 
settled yet. 
 Being forced to the acceptance of the belief that the latter is the only proper course left 
open to us, we write to suggest this idea for your consideration, in the hope that it may be  
 
Joseph F. Smith --2 -- 
 

                                                 
694 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.  Three page letter.  
The same letterhead appears on the second and third pages, but it is not repeated here. 
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possible for you to give it your immediate attention and communicate your approval or  
disapproval at the earliest moment convenient, since it is of such importance to so many of our 
brethren and sisters. 
 Permit us to farther add that in our opinion it would be wise for us to suggest that[,] so far 
as agreeable with those concerned[,] they had better look for some place in the South-west, 
because they will find their clothing and so forth, wholly unsuited for the more severe weather of  
Northern countries, and then they will be in easy reach of their homes in Mexico, should they 
desire to either return to re-establish themselves at the close of the war or to dispose of their 
property, as may best suit them later. 
 Should you see fit to wire us so that we may the sooner put some move on foot and then 
write us also, we shall be very much pleased and helped. 
 The United States has farther showed its kindness to us by ruling that we may bring in our 
teams, milch cows, wagons and household goods, that the same as aliens who colonize into the 
country.  We think that as a result of this ruling, much furniture and other property will be shipped 
here during the present lull in rebel activity. 
 We passed and published the following resolution to-day: 
 “In view of the recent visit of President McClellan to the Colonies in the Casas Grandes 
District and his report, based on the most thorough information he could obtain, we feel that now 
is an opportune time for men having cattle, farm products, or household goods that need caring 
for, to return to the Colonies, if they care to, and look after their interests. 
 “The conditions that make the present time seem opportune for this work are that there 
are apparently few rebels in that part of the country at present, and but little rebel activity manifest; 
while Federal garrisons already occupy the towns of Pearson, Nueva Casas Grandes,  La 
Ascencion, Sabinal and Guzman, while a detachment of 135 Federals are now on their way from 
Guzman to Palomas.  There are many cattle belonging to the Colonists in the district and good 
offers have been made to buy most of these cattle.  There is much lucern hay, corn and oats that 
might be harvested and perhaps sold.” 
 The health of the people is generally good in all the camps and their spirits for the most 
part keep up fine. 
 We have received no letters from you since the departure of the Salt Lake brethren, though 
we have written you some four or five long reports and have wired you at length on various 
occasions. 
 
Joseph F. Smith -- 3 -- 
 
 We feel that an occasional letter would be encouraging, provided you have time to dictate 
one.  Our address is:  Rooms 8 & 9, Buckler Building. 
 With kindest regards,   
     
     Yours sincerely, 
      
          [Signed:] Junius Romney 
     H. S. Harris 
     C. E. McClellan 
     Guy C. Wilson 
     Orson P. Brown 
 
Dic. JR/ED/ 
 
[Stamped:  Received Sep21?’12, President’s Office] 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Letter by the Mormon Refugee Committee in El Paso, Texas, of which O. P. Brown was a 
member likely dated Wednesday, September 18, 1912, to the El Paso Morning Times, which appeared 
the next day, Thursday, September 19, 1912, page 1: 
 

TIME IS RIPE FOR A RETURN 
----------- 

Male Colonists From Western Chihuahua Colonies May Go Back. 
----------- 

 
Letter to the Colonists.695 

 
“The following resolution suggested by the Juarez Stake Presidency was unanimously 

adopted by the Central committee in their meeting held in Room 8, Buckler building, on 
September 18th, 1912. 

“In view of the recent visit of President McClellan to the Colonies in the Casas Grandes 
district and his report, based on the most thorough information he could obtain, we feel that now 
is an opportune time for men having cattle, farm products, or household goods that need caring 
for, to return to the other Colonies, if they care to, and look after interests. 

“The conditions that make the present time seem opportune for this work are that there 
are apparently few rebels in that part of the country at present, and but little rebel activly [activity] 
manifest; while federal garrisons already occupy the towns of Pearson, Casas Grandes, La 
Ascencion, Sabinal and Guzman, while a detachmen[t] of 135 federals are now on their way from 
Guzman to Palomas.  There are many cattle belonging to the Colonists in the district and good 
offers have been made to buy most of these cattle.  There is much lucern[e] hay, corn, and oats 
that might be harvested and perhaps sold. 
 

        (Signed.) 
Junius Romney, 
H. S. Harris, 
Chas. E. McClellan, 
Guy C. Wilson, 
O. P. Brown. 

      Central Committee. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The Resolution above of Time Is Ripe For A Return reported in the El Paso Morning Times, September 
19, 1912, was revoked seven days later by the Central Committee, of which Orson was a member, 
as reported in the El Paso Morning Times, Wednesday, September 25, 1912, page 2: 
 

Will Abandon The Colonies For The Year 
 
 The American colonists from western Chihuahua, who are now in this country, having fled 
from their homes because of the depredations of the Red Flaggers in that section, will not return 
to Mexico until next year, or at a time when peace rules in that country.  This is the decision of the 
central committee of the colonists in El Paso. 
                                                 
695 El Paso Morning Times, September 19, 1912, p. 1. 
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 This action was taken after much deliberation on the part of the presidents of the 
Chihuahua stakes and chief leaders of the colonists.  They said this year’s crops were destroyed, 
either by invading rebels or inclement weather, the harvest season being long past due.  And, on 
account of the disturbance, it would be folly to try to plant anything for next year’s harvest.  
Considering the approaching winter, and the conditions from every standpoint, the central 
committee has advised all colonists to remain out of Mexico.  They have been advised to seek 
employment so that they will not be dependent on the United States government for support.  In 
response to this advice, many have already left for New Mexico, Arizona, and Utah to make new 
homes. 

Professor Guy C. Wilson, superintendent of the Colonia Juarez stake academy will leave 
today for New York City where he will enter Columbia University to pursue a special course in 
pedagogics [pedagogies] and history. 
 Junius Romney, president of all the colonies in Mexico, has gone to Salt Lake City, where 
he will remain until next May.  His departure leaves the colonists without their official ecclesiastical 
leader. 
 It was thought several weeks ago that the colonists would be able to return to Mexico, but 
the arrival of Red Flaggers in Colonia Pacheco has put an end to this hope. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

El Paso, Texas. 696 
         October 4th, 1912. 
 
Dear Eliza: 
 
 I received your favor a few days ago, but was just on the eve of leaving for Douglas.  And 
as I have time, am now writing you to tell you how we are.  I have gotten word from Mattie and 
she is not at all well.  A letter from Grandma Mac and children say that they are feeling fine.  
Children are all in school.  Have not heard from Jane for some time. 
 A terrible affair happened at Juarez last Monday and Tuesday.  A small bunch of rebels 
came into town, took horses, and saddles and what ever else they wanted and as they were 
returning on Tuesday to their camp, one of them stopped and entered the house of Miles A. 
Romney, where Emily and Lizzie were living, (it was the Redd place).  The girls had seen him 
coming, and had locked the door.  He broke them open and they ran upstairs and locked the 
doors, and he again broke those down, and assaulted the two women.  Emily’s little girl jumped 
from the upstairs porch and in the fall broke her arm.  The rebel seeing the little girl running away, 
left the house.  Some of the families went to Pearson, some of them came out here.  Bishop 
Bentley, and Bro. Walser, Bro. E. L. Taylor and Dan Skousen remained with their families.  
Conditions here do not seem to improve any, as far as peace is concerned.  There are from two to 
five hundred rebels on the Tapacitas and the conditions look very bad. 
 I hope that this will find yourself and children well, and that the Lord will bless and 
provide for you.  With lots of love to yourself and children, to your mother and Erastus and their 
families, I am as ever, 

 

                                                 
696 Typed letter to Orson’s wife, Eliza Skousen Brown, who was living in Alpine, Arizona.  Papers of Eliza 
Skousen Brown.  For additional insight into Orson’s families, see Klein, O. James Brown. Eliza Skousen 
Brown, Her Life, Family and Legacy.  Mesa, Arizona: 2006.  See also “Brave Girl Saved Woman.” El Paso 
Morning Times, Friday, October 4, 1912, p. 1.  “Rebel Killed For Outrage.” El Paso Morning Times, Saturday, 
October 5, 1912, p. 1. 
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[Signed] Orson 
 
P. S.  I am sending you $25.00. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Friday, October 4, 1912697 
 

First day of [LDS Church] Conference [in Salt Lake City, Utah] .  Meeting at Tabernacle at 
10 o’clock.  A large attendance.  The house nearly filled.  . . . .  After the afternoon meeting I met 
with the Presidency and a number of the men in charge of the Mexican situation and we discussed 
what best to do.  I wired the Secy [Secretary] of State of the looting and assaults now being made 
at Colonial Juarez by the rebels with seemly no notice taken of their action by the Federal troops.  
It is very doubtful that the claims for lost property of our colonists can be made through our 
Government on account of an agreement between them and the Mexican Government.  . . . . 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Reed Smoot Journal:  Tuesday, October 8, 1912698 
 

The meeting of the Quorum of the Twelve with the Mission Presidents was today instead 
of yesterday as recorded [in Salt Lake City, Utah].  And Monday morning I attended the General 
Priesthood meeting in the Assembly Hall.  President [Joseph F.] Smith again spoke about the 
conditions in Mexico and also mentioned the good work I had done in Washington and how 
pleased he was with my being in the Senate.  No doubt some of the Democrats will take exception 
to it.  After the meeting with the Mission Pres[idents], ....  Then attended a meeting at the 
President’s office with about six of the Twelve, [and] the leading men of our people in Mexico.  
The situation was gone over in detail.  Brother Bentley wanted our people to return and considered 
it save [safe].  He was a Mexican citizen.  Had two families.  Spoke in highest terms of the 
treatment accorded him by the Mexicans.  The others from Mexico did not agree with him.  I[t] 
was decided that many of our people desiring to return could do so, but it was on their own 
responsibility.  They were at liberty to go back or locate in the United States.  The Church would 
assist them as far as possible in either case.  Many of the families are polygamist families. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      El Paso, Texas. 
 
       October 7th, 1912.699 
 
Hon. Senator A. B. Fall, 
 
 El Paso, Texas. 
 
Dear Senator:- 
 
                                                 
697 Reed Smoot Journals, Perry Special Collections Library, supra. 
698 Ibid. 
699 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
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 The object of this communication is to give a brief review of Mexico and her people ,and 
her political struggles and revolution in the immediate past. 
 We find that in her struggles for liberty and in the throwing off of the Spanish yoke of the 
Mother country of Spain, that the people were able, to a slight degree, to receive more liberties 
than she had in the past by the reforms that were instituted through her own people, (the 
Mexicans), but that the Spaniard and his selfish and cold-hard treatment have continued nobody 
who understands the real conditions of Mexico will deny, as was reported in a series of articles and 
headed “Barbarous Mexico”, and printed in the American Magazine.  These articles, 
notwithstanding their severity, were nevertheless true. 
 The Spaniard  with his historical cold blooded cruelty have marked his path with the  blood 
and tears and sufferings of every people that he has conquered and made slaves, and Mexico is no  
exception to the rule and those conditions that existed after the conquest of Cortez, have 
continued and are continuing even until today, and therefore it was necessary that reforms should 
come and that conditions politically and otherwise should be changed. 
 Notwithstanding that President Diaz was a great man and a great benefactor to his people 
and brought about many desired and wholesome reforms and blessing to his country by pacifying 
it, in his latter years, those benefits began to wane and instead of more free schools and great 
institutions of learning which the people were so much in need of, they were being replaced by 
great monoplies for the oppression of the masses of the people and the exploitation, not only of 
the people of the country and her interests, to the detriment of every interest, intellectually and 
socially, of the common good of enslaved and abused people, and this was being done by such 
men as Lamentor, Corral and the heads of the scientific party and co-incided with and winked at 
by the church party.  And so it became so intolerable by the thinking people who desired 
reformation, that uprisings and revolution was the inevitable. 
 And so we find a socialistic movement growing, having come from the United States 
through one, Flores Magon, who started publishing in the city of St. Louis, Missouri, a paper 
against the Diaz administration and in the year 1908, a small uprising was made at Casas Grandes 
headed by Inez Salazar and more lately known by the name of General Salazar, the most of his 
men being captured and imprisoned at the Mexican Military prison, while he and a few others 
escaped to the United States.  A little later we find a popular movement in favor of General Reyes 
and the uprising at the city of Guadalajara in his favor, and that many newspaper men were 
imprisoned for criticizing the Government and many political prisoners taken for  having voiced 
their sentiments, but notwithstanding this, the spirit of revolution and a desire for greater freedom, 
grew apace. 
 

- 2 - 
 

 We find that in the  year 1910 that Francisco I. Madero announced his candidacy to run, 
representing the liberal party for president of the Mexican Republic and after touring the country 
and making speeches in nearly all of the principal cities in the Republic, announcing his principles 
and asking the people to sustain him, just before the election, he was arrested and throwed into the 
penetentiary.  But [a] little later he was released on bond and escaped to the United States, where 
he began his propaganda anew, and when the election, which was the  voice of the selected few, 
declared President Diaz elected, Mr. Madero began his revolution, and called upon the people to  
sustain him in the tearing down of the Diaz regime and helping him to establish a government of 
the people.  And in about six months time, by the popular way of sentiment, both in Mexico and 
the United States, he was able, not only to drive Pres. Diaz from the land, but establish a new  
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government in Mexico.  Had he have been a despot or a military man, he would have no doubt 
driven from Mexico every man connected with the old regime, but desirous of dealing fair play and 
justice to all, he began the reconstruction of his new government by conciliatory measures, by 
trying to construct the new government by harmonizing all of the elements political in the land, 
and in this he has fallen down, because he has left the old elements, who having been in the 
majority in Congress and in many other official positions, to the detriment of, not only himself, but 
to his people and the cause of liberty, until now we find growing out of the old scientific and 
church party the construction of a new and third party, who with the influence and aid of the 
Federal army, have already begun their campaign against the Madero administration. 
 The rebellion of Orozco, Salazar and Campa was begun in the forepart of the present year 
as a Socialistic proposition, they being sore at President Madero and his treatment of them in the  
dividing of the spoils and having great political, as well as financial aspirations, and seeing an 
opportunity, as they thought, of success, having seen the fall of General Diaz with no apparent 
struggle, they believed it would be an easy proposition to over-throw the Madero government, and 
as I said before, they were prompted by their personal ambitions and the love and greed of money 
in this unwholly [unholy] revolution. 
 Coming on the heels of this revolution, the unprecedented blunder of the proclamation of 
President Taft, ordering all American citizens to leave Mexico, was the greatest blunder ever made 
by any President or potentate in latter times.  Had this proclamation been made with the thought 
of saving the lives of American as well as other foreign citizens, whose interests should be just as 
sacred to the United States as her own citizens under the Monroe doctrine, with the view of 
immediate intervention, it would have been very different, or if the proclamation had have been 
made to a civilized nation, who could have understood the motives of the President, it would  have 
been very different, but the fact that it was made to a people who are void of and do not 
understand the word “gratitude” and who believed when this proclamation was issued that it was 
done because of the fact that the United States Government and her people were afraid of 
standing on her dignity and the further fact of the repeated notes of warning to both the Mexican 
Government and the rebels not to interfer with or molest American interests or there would be 
immediate steps taken for their protection.  And the fact that there has nothing ever been done up 
to date to impress these semi-civilized ungrateful people, that the United States meant what she 
said in any of these warnings, have been taken by them to mean and understand and have been 
expressed both by words and by actions 
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that  the United States government and her people were afraid to back up any of these warnings, 
until it has become all over that land especially the word “American” and “Gringo” as they call 
him, a hiss and a by-word, not only him but his people and country are being derided, bemeaned 
and belittleed until it is impossible for him to hold up his head as a man and even ask for justice.  
 Had not the proclamation of President Taft been issued in the form that it was, but had 
this proclamation been made to this nation and people, demanding the protection of American 
lives and property as well as the protection of the lives and properties of all foreigners and this 
been backed, if necessary, by the American army and marine, it is my opinion that to-day we would 
have had peace in Mexico and every foreigner within her borders would have been protected in 
their interests, but as it is, there will be nothing short of an invasion by armed forces [that will] be 
able to bring about a pacification of the land and a respect by her people of foreigners and their 
interests, and this has been brought about, to a greater or less extent, by a vacilating policy and the 
unprecedented proclamation issued by President Taft. 
 Because of the many mistakes in the continued valicilating policy just referred to, we are 
now just on the verge of what we may call the fourth revolution in two year’s time, the first being  
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the Madero revolution, the second the Reyes revolution, the third the Vazquez Gomez or Orosco 
revolution, and the fourth the Scientifico and Church revolution which bids fair to accomplish the 
absolute ruin of the country and to devastate and impoverish it and father enslave his millions of 
people who are not responsible, many of them, for any part in these rebellions.  There has not 
been at any one period of time more than one-hundred thousandeth people under arms and 
implicated in these revolutionary movements out of the fifteen million people who are living in 
Mexico.  The great majority of her people are desirous of peace, but because of the fact that there 
are a few political aspirants with that Spanish instinct of avarice and greed, these many millions of 
people are being subjected to these terrible conditions, and the foreigners who had gone into that 
land by invitations[,] in-vested their means and many of them spent the best of their lives in the 
developement of the country have been driven from their homes and robbed of the[ir] 
possessions, they have been abused and many of them have lost their lives and a great deal of this, 
in fact the mayor [major] portion of it in my belief, is because of the lack of action and the 
vacilating policies of the United States towards Mexico.  
 It is not alone for the foreigner that I am pleading for some action to be taken, because I 
think in the sense of humanity their possessions and numbers and sufferings are few, compared 
with the great masses of enslaved and abused people who are living in that unhappy land, and in 
the name of humanity and for  the cause of justice and right, I am making this plea that the United 
States Government, who is the foster mother of Mexico, that she say to these disgruntled and 
avaricious politicians, that if they do not cease this unwholly [unholy] war that they are waging not 
only against the foreigner but against her many worthy and good citizens, many hundreds of 
thousands of them who have been made to flee to this land as exiles from their homes, as well as 
the many millions who are suffering unwillingly in her own land, that “if you do not stop this 
unwholly [unholy] war and sustain the constituted government and cease your bickerings, we will 
within ten day go in and stop these matters.”   
 Hoping that this communication will do the good that the  
 

- 4 - 
 

writer anticipates and that you will find time to peruse and digest its meaning, I subscribe myself, a 
lover of justice to all with a desire that peace may be restored with dignity and honor, I am, 
 
     Yours very respectfully, 
 
     [Signed]  O P Brown 
 
Dic. OPB/ED/ 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

MEXICAN COLONISTS.700 
----------- 

Salt Lake City, Utah. Oct. 11, 1912. 
 
To our Brethren and Sisters of Mexico. 
 
  Greetings: 
 
 After a conference with Elders A. W. Ivins, President Junius Romney, Bishop Allen D. 
Thurber of Dublan, Bishop Joseph C. Bentley of Juarez, and his counselor, Thomas Romney, and 
others, at which members of the Quorum of the Twelve were present, including President Francis 
M. Lyman, which conference was convened for the purpose of considering the conditions now 
confronting our Mexican colonists as a result of the revolution still being carried on in Mexico, we 
have concluded to advise: 

 
First:  That the Juarez Stake, and Ward officers and members, one and all, may consider 

themselves honorably released from any further sense of duty to return to or to remain in, Mexico.  
But the right and title to the property temporarily vacated should in all cases, and by every lawful 
means, be maintained. 

Second:  That all those who wish to permanently remain in the United States should take 
immediate steps, with the aid of the committee appointed to render needed assistance, to make 
definite arrangements to repair to the places decided on by themselves in which to settle. 

Third:  Those who regard it as unsafe to return to their homes at present, but who expect 
to do so under changed conditions, are advised to take up their temporary abode as near to the 
border line as they can, where suitable and profitable employment may be obtained. 

Fourth:  In view of what has happened, and what may yet take place, we have not felt, 
neither do we now feel, that we could consistently assume the responsibility of advising our 
colonists to return to their homes, and must therefore leave the responsibility of deciding this 
question with themselves.  But to all who may decide to return, we cheerfully say, go with our 
sanction and blessing and our prayers for your preservation and success. 
 
  Your Brethren, 
     
   JOSEPH F. SMITH, 
   ANTHON H. LUND, 
   CHARLES W. PENROSE, 
     First Presidency. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER-DAY SAINTS 
 

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDING BISHOPRIC 
 

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH       

                                                 
700 “Mexican Colonists.”  Deseret Evening News, Saturday, October 12, 1912, p. 2, LDS Church microfilm 
#026,987.  Also courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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                                                                                                              Oct. 14, 1912.701 
 
Bishop O. P. Brown, 
 El Paso, Texas. 
 
My dear Brother: 
 
 Your welcome letter of Oct. 8th came to hand last Saturday, but owing to press of business 
I have been unable to answer until the present.  Was very pleased to receive a letter from you and 
note with a great deal of interest the contents of said letter. 
 Conditions, I see, are gradually growing worse, and it does seem that our people will not be 
able to return to their homes for many months to come.  In many instances, I think it very 
doubtful if some of them ever return again to their homes in Mexico.  I note from your letter what 
took place in Morelos where Bishop Lillywhite presides, and when he gets scared and has to move, 
something is radically wrong.  It does appear from your letter that it is not safe in any of the 
colonies for our people at present. 
 I have had the privilege of being in a special meeting while Pres. Romney was here, also 
Bishop Bentley, and listened to the discussion and the resolutions that have been adopted for 
taking care of our people, and I have been moved in my feelings to the extreme and my heart has 
bled for the distress of our people who have been driven from their beautiful  
 
O.P.B.  (2) 
 
homes.  I am of the opinion that the action finally taken by the brethren is the best one that 
possibly could have been taken, that is, to locate our people near Tucson and let them secure 
homes in that beautiful valley, so that if peace is ever restored, they can return to their homes if 
they desire, or at least, will be in a position to look after their property in Mexico better. 
 I had the privilege of meeting Sister Brown about an hour ago.  She is feeling quite well in 
spirits and is getting along, I believe, fairly well.  She said that she had recently had a letter from 
you.   Bishop Henry Blood and myself have endeavored to do the best we could for her and have 
kind of assumed the right to direct and advise her in your absence.  She is somewhat exercised 
about the boys and feels as though she can hardly get along without their support; but she has one 
of them in school, and I advised her to let him continue and trust to Providence for means for her 
support, as the boy needed schooling more than anything else.  We are trying now to get the 
Deseret News people to provide him a route to deliver papers morning and night so he will be able 
to earn a little in that way. 
 There is one matter, my dear brother, that I desire to call to your attention, which came to 
my notice during the deliberations of the brethren in council meeting, and that is the item that 
Brother Ivins called your attention to when he was down there: the extreme view that you take in 
regard to the conditions in Mexico and the harsh way in which you have of expressing it.  I trust, 
dear brother, that you will be able to modify your views a little in this regard, or, at 
 
O.P.B.  (3) 
 
least, in writing or sending telegrams that you will be able to express them in a milder way, and 
thus avoid giving offence. 

                                                 
701 Double spaced, three page letter.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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 The brethren appreciate your labors along other lines, and I felt as though I would assume 
the liberty of calling your attention to this.  I trust that you will accept this suggestion in the spirit 
in which I desire to express it. 
 With kind regards and best wishes for your future success, and for the welfare of our 
refugee saints who are driven from their homes, I remain 
 
      As ever your affectionate brother, 
 
      [Signed:]  O. P. Miller702 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  [Seal]      TREASURY DEPARTMENT  96237 
              OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
DIVISION OF CUSTOMS 
              WASHINGTON 
         
               October 14, 1912.703 
 
Mr. O. P. Brown, 
 8 Buckler Building, 
  El Paso, Texas. 
 
Sir: 
 
 I have to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant in behalf of the Mormon 
refugees from Mexico, requesting the free entry of the animals which they have brought to the 
United States and which cannot be considered as being used for the purpose of emigration. 
 In reply,  I transmit herewith for  your information a copy of a letter this day addressed to 
the Collector of Customs at El Paso advising him of the interpretation of that provision in 
paragraph 493 of the tariff act of 1909 relative to animals used for the purpose of emigration. 
 To issue the “sweeping” order to which you refer, releasing all animals brought by the 
Mormon refugees would be to violate the law, which, of course, the Department will not do.  
Congress alone can grant relief to that extent. 
 
     Respectfully, 
 
     [Signed:]  F. M. Halstead 
     Chief, Division of Customs. 
1 enclosure. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 H/A          96237 
 
Division of Customs    TREASURY DEPARTMENT, 

                                                 
702 Orin Porter Miller was First Counselor to Church Presiding Bishop Charles W. Nibley during this time.  
See Deseret News 2003 Church Almanac, p. 102. 
703 Double spaced letter.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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        Office of the Secretary 
 
       Washington, D. C. 
         October 14, 1912.704 
 
The Collector of Customs, 
 El Paso, Texas. 
 
Sir: 
 
 The Department is in receipt of a communication from Mr. O. P. Brown, the 
representative of certain Mormon refugees, requesting the free entry of the animals which they 
have brought to the United States and which cannot be considered as having been used for the 
purpose of emigration. 
 
 Mr. Brown makes the following statements: 
 

 “According to the Emigration laws and special privilege granted by your 
Department, American citizens returning to the United States, have been granted the same 
privileges as aliens.  These privileges allow the emigrant to bring into the United States the 
horses, or other animals, necessary for the transporting of their household and other 
effects in wagons, as also two milch cows for their use. 
 “Our local customs officials have been very considerate and kind and have granted 
us every privilege within the law, according to their interpretation of the law,  which is, that 
the emigrant must actually have wagons and harness as well as the household effects and 
actually transport them with these animals and wagons to constitute an emigrant, and there 
has been a number of emigrants of these refugees pass through the customs house in this 
way.” 

 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 

 
H/A          - 2 -      96237 
 

 “There seems to be only one of two things to do, and that is to either return this 
stock to Mexico, where the rebels will be sure to get them, or that your Department come 
to their relief and give them the privilege of bringing this stock in free of duty and allowing 
them emigrant privileges, cutting out that technicality of requiring each emigrant to have 
the requisites of wagons and harness and household effects; (which household effects, 
wagons and harness) have been taken from them or destroyed by the rebels.” 

 
 Referring to the foregoing statements made by Mr. Brown, I have to advise you that it is 
not necessary to the free entry, under paragraph 493 of the tariff act of 1909, of the horses in 
question that they shall be drawing wagons or other vehicles containing household effects; they 
may be admitted free if they are ridden by the emigrant or members of his family, or if they are 
laden with property belonging to the emigrant or his family, or if they are used in any other way for 
the purpose of emigration.  The cows, however, cannot be admitted free of duty.  Nor can farm 
animals in general be admitted free of duty unless they are in use for the purposes of emigration. 

                                                 
704 Double spaced, two page letter.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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 A copy of this letter has been forwarded this day to the Collectors of Customs at Nogales, 
Eagle Pass, and Laredo for their information and guidance. 
 
      Respectfully, 
        (Signed)  Sherman Allen 
       Chief, Division of Customs. 
 
No enclosure.       Assistant Secretary 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

JOS. E. ROBINSON, PRESIDENT                                       J. HARVEY LANGFORD, SEC’Y 

California Mission 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 

423 WEST 10TH STREET 

Los Angeles, Cal.   December 7, 1912.705 
 
Mr. Orson P. Brown, 
 #8 Buckler Bldg., 
  El Paso, Texas. 
 
My dear Brother;- 
 
 Your letter of October 31st followed me about the country, and finally caught me in San 
Francisco.  I read your letter to Senator Smoot with much interest.  I appreciate about as well as a 
man can who has not had so much at stake, and whose knowledge is not as wide as yours as to the 
situation in Mexico, your feelings and sentiments and the stress under which you have labored; 
therefore I would be slow to find fault with your expressions in the letter that would militate 
against you if given to a stranger only to read, or someone not in sympathy with our people and 
knowing nothing of conditions in the Republic of Mexico. 
 I think it was a good letter to write because it gave you a chance to relieve your feelings, 
but it was a splendid good letter to keep at home and not send away.  You know, Orson, a man 
may be a d---- fool and you may know it and want to tell him so; but if he is holding the lines and 
handling the whip and your safety largely depends on the way he drives, you had better get at the 
proposition in some other way than telling him flat out what you think of him.  I had a lesson in 
this once from my partner, who was Bishop of Kanab.  Evidently at one time he had been quite 
prone to drink but had reformed.  One of his old associates, much older than he, came into the 
store one day deeply inebriated and insisted on the Bishop going to drink with him.  The Bishop 
good naturedly refused and tried to turn off the man and his importunities.  Finally the old fellow 
said, “Why, Bishop, you think you are a whole lot better than the rest of us, but many a time I have 
carried you home and put you to bed dead drunk!”  The Bishop flushed a little and shook his 
finger at his quondam friend and said, calling him by name, “Lute, you talk just like I do when I am 
lying.”  This seemed to convince the old fellow that he was wrong but still for all that was no 
worse than the Bishop, so it avoided a fight and kept peace, and the Bishop in this roundabout way 
rebuked the old man and let all of us know what he thought of him.  Senator Smoot being such an 
intimate friend of President Taft any attack made upon the latter would be resented by the Senator 
as quickly as if made upon himself and therefore your criticisms of the Administration, even 

                                                 
705 Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
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though they were wholly warranted and just, would have rather prejudiced our cause than helped 
it, I think. 
 I wish we could see the end of it, and that we could tell just what to do and say.  I feel 
chagrined and am distressed because more has not been done, in some individual cases at least, for  
some of our refugees.  I am in receipt of letters every day or two, asking advice, soliciting help, and 
wanting to know what the Church proposes to do with them, and critized [criticizing] me with 
Brother Ivins for not visiting more frequently and paying more attention to the people on the 
border.  Those who have come into this Mission and expect to reside here, of course, will be 
ultimately under my Presidency; but I have had so many other pressing things to do that I have not 
been able to visit as I would have liked to have done those people. 
 I expect to visit Tucson and vicinity, Benson and St. David, in company with Elder Orson 
F. Whitney and Patriarch Hyrum G. Smith, next week.  The following week I shall be at White 
Water, Douglass, and Bisbee; possibly at Douglass next Saturday, a week from today.  It would be 
a delight to meet you there  
 

- 2 - 
 
if you have business at that time that would bring you in that vicinity.  Since the trouble occurred I 
have given as much of my time in looking after the interests of these people, as in any other 
direction.  I had hoped to colonize them near Tucson, but that matter was discountenanced 
eventually, and with other things I was made to feel that about all I could do would be to visit 
them and try to comfort them with my sympathy, and I realize that this does not mean much to 
people who are homeless and without funds.  The boys who have come to this city are doing well, 
I believe, and there is plenty of work and opportunity for every good workman in the city and 
hundreds of others.  The Romney boys seem well content. 
 I am suffering from a severe attack of la grippe; otherwise all is well with me and mine.  I 
should have been at Mesa today in company with the brethren mentioned, but my indisposition 
has held me here.  Elder George Albert Smith and wife, and a local Elder, Joseph P. Payne, are 
with them and will visit Thatcher as well as all points along the road mentioned.  I hope something 
will yet come out of their visit for our Mexican Saints.  I suppose you are about ready to close up 
shop and turn your attention to other things, and it looks to me from the paper reports that there 
will be no opportunity in Mexico for some time to come to pursue our labors there in peace. 
 With the Season’s Greetings, I am, 
     
    Your friend and brother, 
 
    [Signed:]  Jos. E. Robinson 
 
JER/CC. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
         El Paso 12/8/1912706 
Dear Eliza[,] 
 

                                                 
706 Handwritten letter to Orson’s wife, Eliza Skousen Brown, who was living in Alpine, Arizona.  Papers of 
Eliza Skousen Brown.  For additional insight into Orson’s families, see Klein, O. James Brown. Eliza 
Skousen Brown, Her Life, Family and Legacy.  Mesa, Arizona: 2006. 
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 Youre favor Came a few days ago & I was glad to here [hear] from you & that you wer[e] 
all well & that Gwendelin [Gwendolyn] was so Brave & thoughtfull.  I received her little card last 
night inviting me to spend Xmas with her & nothing would please me more but I Can’t see my 
way Clear to doo so.   

I just returned from the Pecos Valley about 200 miles east of here with 8 other of the 
Brethren where we went to look over a tract of land I had gotten an option on before & we are 
going to try & Buy it.  Junious [Junius Romney] & myself will prob[ab]ly go to Salt Lake the last of 
this week to ra[i]se the money to Buy it so we can have a place to make a home in a White Man’s 
Country. 

[I] hope the Lord will Bless & Comfort you & the Children untell [until] we can meet again.  
Give my love to Erastus, youre Mother & all.  With lots to youreself & children  XXXXXXXX as 
ever 
 
 [Signed] Orson 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
O. P. Brown, 
#8 Buckler Building, 
El Paso, Texas. 
 
      December 14th, 1912.707 

Honorable Senator A. B. Fall, 

 Washington, D.C. 

Dear Senator:- 

 The object of this communication is to ask you to kindly return to me to the above address  
at least one copy of the affidavits that I handed you on your first visit here from Washington, 
having not looked at them and supposing that there was just one copy each, as we will need these 
affidavits in the making up of our claims against the Mexican Government. 
 Thanking you for the many kind expressions and actions of the past towards myself and 
people, I am, 
     Yours very respectfully, 

     [Signed]  OP Brown 

 

Dic. OPB/ED/ 

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

      December 30, 1912.708 

Mr. O. P. Brown,  

 El Paso, Texas. 

                                                 
707 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
708 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
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My dear Mr. Brown: 

Your favor of Dec. 14th requesting that Senator Fall return to you one copy of affidavits 
which you handed him on his first visit there from Washington, is received.  The Senator is now in 
New Mexico and I am unable to select from the affidavits on file with the Mexico matter the ones 
you desire.  If you will kindly send me a list of same, I will see that they are promptly forwarded 
you. 
  

   Very truly yours, 
 
      Secretary. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
JUNIUS ROMNEY 
 
        Salt Lake City, Utah, 
         December 31, 1912.709 
 
President Joseph F. Smith and Counselors 
  CITY. 
 
Dear Brethren: 
 
 Agreeable with your suggestion[,] we are pleased to submit the following written 
proposition in the interest of our brethren and sisters who are homeless in the Southwest and 
whose interests have been entrusted with [us] as a Refugee Committee: 
 1st.  We earnestly recommend that a piece of land be acquired, suitable for the 
establishment of a Colony of our people. 
 2nd.  That if possible it be found near the Mexican border. 
 3rd.  That immediate steps be taken to investigate a property near Arno, Texas [Pecos River 
area], on which Orson P. Brown holds an option till __________ [blank], with a view to 
determining definitely whether there is any reason why suitable titles can not be made to this land 
if purchased (this on account of a telegram received at your office from some party claiming to 
have information that the titles could not be delivered.) 
 4th.  That if this matter clears up satisfactorily this property be purchased and our refugees 
permitted to locate there at once. 
 5th.  That a corporation be formed to handle this project in keeping with the terms of the 
option and that the  
 

– 2 – 
 
officers of this corporation be i[e]mpowered to distribute these lands among the various applicants 
at an average price slightly above the cost of the same so as to create a fund to cover the necessary 
expenses which will be incurred and to deed as fast as lands are paid for, in full, and not before. 
 6th.  That the officers of this corporation be selected from among the many responsible 
men who plan to go there, according to your pleasure, with as strong a representation here as you 
may desire. 
                                                 
709 Double spaced, six page letter.  Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-
day Saints. 
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 7th.  That those buying land there be required to pay into the treasury of the company at 
once not less than $1.00 per acre to apply on the first payment, exceptions to this rule being made 
only as the officers of the company may see fit. 
 8th.  That the Church raise the money necessary for the 25% cash payment on the land 
($50,000.00) approximately) at as low a rate of interest as possible and on such terms as will enable 
the settlers to return it the third, fourth and fifth years, paying the interest annually.  That the 
contracts under which the land will be passed to the individuals call for the payment of the other 
three-fourths of the purchase price of the land one year prior to the maturity of the bonds so as to 
give amply opportunity for the officers of the company to assemble the money with which to 
make the payments and thus provide against any necessity of asking for farther assistance in a 
material way.  That the contracts with the purchasers also provide that all their improvements will 
be held to secure the payment of the purchase price of their lands. 
 9th.  That as soon as any considerable number of the people assembled there[,] they be 
given some ecclesiastical organization so that they may enjoy the advantages of the various 
organizations and their tithes be properly paid into the Church. 
 

– 3 – 
 
In support of the first proposition we submit the following facts:  
 Your instructions to the committee regarding the disposition of the people have all been 
complied with and yet there are many people still along the boarder who are homeless, not having 
availed themselves of the free transportation furnished by the United States government either 
because  (a)  They desired to return to their homes in Mexico and entertained the hope that 
conditions would soon improve and make such a course consistent;  (b)  They felt they must be 
near their present interests in Mexico, which constitute their entire material holdings;  (c)  They felt 
they had been in the warmer climate of the Southwest so long that their families would be unable 
to stand the severer weather of the North or  (d)  They recognized the fact that it would be 
practicably impossible for them ever to acquire a home with the high prices of land prevailing in 
the old established settlements and still provide their large families with the necessities of life. 
 Conditions have not improved so as to make it safe for the people to return to their homes 
in the Colonies yet, nor does the prospect look good for a restoration of even normal conditions, 
so it seems imperative that something be done as suggested. 
 Farther more we make this suggestion in response to the petition of some 35 or 40 heads 
of families of faithful Latter-day Saints who are willing to take hold of the proposition and thus 
insure its success.  They are among the best people of the Juarez Stake in every respect.  They were 
thrifty, God fearing and faithful tithe payers as a whole and will continue to be so.  Their petition is 
deserving of consideration and we must  
 

– 4 – 
 
present it to you and give it our hearty endorsement as a committee. 
 We base our second suggestion on the following facts and conclusions: 
 We regard it as entirely impractical to consider the total abande[o]nment of the Colonies as 
it will mean not only practically a total loss of all earthly possessions of 4,000 people but also of 
hundreds of thousands of dollars of public or Church property. 
 We think that afares [affairs] will in time shape themselves in such away [a way] as to make 
it entirely safe for all people to reinhabit their homes there, whether it be through the intervention 
of a foreign power in the affairs of Mexico, the seding [ceding] of a strip of territory to this 
country, which would include our holdings, or through any other plan which may be in the 
providences of the Lord. 
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 We regard this plan as the greatest possible guarantee to the repeopling of the Colonies – 
since it will keep many people there with something to do till the return of peace when it could 
easily be made apart of the same state as that comprising the colonies, as it is more easily reached 
from the Chihuahua Colonies than were our settlements in Sonora.  We would have needed more 
land after awhile any how.  In case of the Mexican government succeeding in quelling temporarily 
the insurrection it may be come safe for the people to return in part, with the prospect of having 
again to flee to the United States for safety, and in such an event it would relieve the situation very 
materially to have a part of the people located on this side of the land.  The climate is also about 
the same as the people are used to.  Those settling there have heavy interests in Mexico which they 
could look after if near  
 

– 5 – 
 
the boarder [border] and could not be farther away. 
 With regard to our third proposition[,] we think it essential that prompt action should be 
taken and[,] if the deal is to be made[,] get it through, or at least tied up, during the time of the 
option because we think it extremely doubtful if the option can be removed without considerable 
loss and the property may even be lost.  The Hagerman proposition sold just after we looked at it 
for $50,000.00 more than we could have bought it for[,] while we were preparing to submit the 
proposition to you.  It was only a few miles from this and was not as good a deal as is offered us in 
this. 
 With reference to our fourth suggestion we recommend this proposition in preference to 
any other on the strength of the favorable report of nine of our brethren who made a careful 
examination of the project and all of whom, though prejudice[d] before going, came back desirous 
of buying some of the land in case it can be acquired.  Whatever draw backs it may have[,] it seems 
to us to offer many advantages then over anything else that has been offered to any of our people, 
near the boarder [border]. 
 The reasons for suggestions 5, 6 and 7 are self-evident, while with regard to number 8 we 
have to say that it is a question of furnishing a lot of homeless Church members with a living 
chance to make for themselves homes, and naturally in their present distressed conditions they are 
not fit subjects for speculators and farther more financiers will not be likely to take hold of a 
proposition as large as this unless there are fabulous things in sight; while we naturally feel, and the 
people whose interests we represent to you feel, that the Church will be content to make itself safe 
on the proposition and will not expect to double or treble its money on them in  
 

– 6 – 
 
a time of distress.  They turn to the Church as a child turns to its parent because they can trust it.  
We have endeavored to suggest such a plan as will make the Church perfectly safe and yet such as 
we think our brethren will be willing to subscribe to.  It has also been our observation that no 
private enterprise, in the way of colonizing our people, has every been a success and it is 
indespensi[a]ble that the move and [have] the sympathy of the moral support of our leaders or it 
will probably go the way of all the rest. 
 Number 9 needs no comment. 
 In conclusion we desire to say that there is absolutely not one cent of commission in this 
deal to Brother Brown but he is submitting to you herewith the deal just as it is with all its 
advantages, including a large discount which he is able to get out of the owners and commission 
men over the first proposition made.  On the other hand, Brother Brown has paid out 
considerable money in procuring this option but he will feel well paid if he is simply allowed to buy 
for himself enough land here with his brethren on which to build him a home.  Attached hereto we 
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hand you for your consideration the option papers, map, report of the brethren who visited the 
property and a list of the men who propose to take the land with acreage set opposite their names.  
Others have applied in sufficient numbers to cover the balance of the land.  In case further 
information is desired, both of the undersigned will remain here today and will be pleased to 
answer any questions.  After the conclusion of this business[,] it is the present intention of your 
refugee committee to proceed to make its final report to you, which will include the 
recommendation that Brother Hyrum S. Harris be left in charge of the affairs at El Paso while the 
undersigned be released. 
 Respectfully submitted, yours very truly, 
 
    [Signed:]  Junius Romney 
      O. P. Brown 
 
[Handwritten:  Rec’d Jan. 2nd 1913.  Ans. Jan 3/13] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        Salt Lake City, Utah, 
  
         January 2, 1912 [1913]710 
 
President Joseph F. Smith and Counselors, 
 
  CITY. 
 
Dear Brethren: 
 
 Suppli[e]mentary to the communication addressed to you by myself and Brother Orson P. 
Brown of the Refugee Committee.  I desire to say that the plans of the Lillywhite and Romney 
groups of those desiring land are to have a part of those interested develope [in developing] the 
land for the first year or two while others continue their work in their trades elsewhere so as to 
furnish the necessary means to develope the property to a point where it will be self-sustaining. 
 I presume you are aware that personally I am not figuring on going there myself as I have 
accepted of a position with the Beneficial Life Insurance Company but if agreeable to you and if 
this property is acquired I shall be pleased to join my brothers and subscribe for a hundred acres of 
the land.  I am handing you herewith a list of those subscribing and the amount of land they desire. 
 
     Yours very truly, 
 
     Junius Romney (signed) 
(Enc.) 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
         Office of 
The First Presidency 
           of the 
                                                 
710 Double spaced letter, with year mistyped, and without enclosure.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. 
Gustavo Brown. 
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Church of Jesus Christ 
  of 
  Latter-day Saints 
 
67 East South Temple St.   Salt Lake City, Utah,  January 3rd, 1913 711 
 
     Elders Junius Romney 
      and Orson P. Brown. 
 
         City. 
 
Dear Brethren:- 
 
 Your communication of the 31st ult. [ultimate] in regard to securing a tract of land of some 
seven thousand acres, near Arno, Texas, on which to colonize from thirty five to forty families of 
our refugee brethren and sisters who are still on the border, not having availed themselves of the 
free transportation furnished by the U. S. government, received full consideration yesterday 
afternoon at our council meeting of First Presidency and Twelve. 
 Ever since the expulsion of our people from their homes in Mexico we have been greatly 
concerned for their welfare, and have without exception rendered assistance to those who have 
been in distress, and shall continue to do so through the regular mediums provided for such 
purposes in the organization of the Church. 
 Many propositions have been presented to us looking to the colonization of our people at 
different points, nearly all of which have involved the expenditure of large sums of money, 
expenditures which, under the present financial condition of the Church, we have not felt able to 
assume. 
 
 During the last October conference the question  
 

2 
 
of disposing of our Mexican refugees was thoroughly discussed, and a conclusion reached to the 
effect that none of these colonization propositions be entertained, but that the people be advised 
to act upon the suggestions contained in a circular letter which was handed to President Romney, 
also published in the Deseret News.  This letter suggested that those who did not desire to return 
to Mexico at all take immediate steps, while free transportation was available, to reach points in the 
Stakes of Zion with a view to making permanent homes; those who desired to return to Mexico, 
who did not feel that conditions were sufficiently settled to justify their doing so at present, were 
advised to seek employment near the border until it was thought safe to return; while those who 
wished to return without delay, and by doing so assume the risk which, at the time, was thought to 
be great, were at liberty to act accordingly. 
 Since then we have seen no reason for changing this policy.  Wherever our people have 
come to the Stakes of Zion they have been received with kindness, the Church and people 
standing ready to assist them. 
 Referring to the several colonization propositions which have come to us, we have this to 
say: some appear to have very great merit, as yours appears to have, but inasmuch as none of these 
have been favorably entertained, we could not consistently act favorably on yours, especially in 
view of the fact that others of our brethren from Mexico have petitioned us as you have done.  
                                                 
711 Double spaced, three page letter.  Courtesy of Aron S. Brown/S. Gustavo Brown. 
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The fact is the Church is really not in a position to assume the financial responsibility which such 
undertakings involve. 
 

3 
 
 We desire to say however that wherever our people feel able to undertake the purchase of 
lands in small quantities on their own account, on which to make homes, either permanent or 
temporary, they have our full approval, and our blessing will go with them in all such undertakings. 
 In closing we may add that letters have come to us offering inducements to our refugee 
brethren to find homes at various places, notable from President Mark Austin of the Fremont 
Stake who offers sugar beet land, at the factory, ready for planting, for $80.00 per acre, from 
President Smart of the Uintah Basin, President Wood of Canada, and one from President Andrew 
Kimball of the St. Joseph Stake, who speaks very highly of the Gila Bend, in Arizona.  Besides 
these opportunities, which require no cash payments, the Church has land in Moapa Valley, 
Nevada and a small tract at Enterprise, Washington County, which can be obtained on easy terms. 
 
 We are, with kind love, 
 
  Your Brethren, 
 
   Joseph F. Smith (signed) 
   Anthon H. Lund (signed) 
   Charles W. Penrose (signed) 
    First Presidency. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso 1/14/1913712 
Dear Eliza[,]  
 
 I returned from Salt Lake last Thursday wher[e] I went with Pres. Romney on business 
pretaning [pertaining] to the Refugees & found youre letter her[e] on my return.  I stop[p]ed off at 
Tha[t]cher[, Arizona] one day & see [saw] the folks there & expected to of [have] gone to Panoma 
befor[e] this but don[’]t know weather [whether] I will go or not now.   

Am starting to the ranch in Texas this eavning [evening.]  Have been sick with grip but am 
some better now.  I don’t know what I am going to doe.  Peter & Mary have been here a long time 
trying to get down to Mex[ico.]  Jim Came out after the rest of his folks[,] but as they [there] wer[e] 
no trains [that] left them here.  They seem to bea all well.   

I saw Polley in Salt Lake & she sayd [said] that her mother & the Children all wanted to 
return to Mexico as soon as possible.  I saw Orson at Tha[t]cher.  He sayed [said] that Ella & all 
wer[e] well.  There are no tranes [trains] to Cases Grandis [Casas Grandes, Mexico] & Conditions 
seame [seem] to get worse instead of better. 

 
Give my love to the Children.  My how I would like to see you all but don[’]t know when I 

can.  With Love to all as ever writing I am 
 
                                                 
712 Handwritten letter to Orson’s wife, Eliza Skousen Brown, who was living in Alpine, Arizona.  For 
additional insight into Orson’s families, see Klein, O. James Brown. Eliza Skousen Brown, Her Life, Family and 
Legacy.  Mesa, Arizona: 2006. 
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 [Signed] Orson 
 
P S   I saw Jane & Children -- & Mattie & Children on trip. Only stayed at Tha[t]cher one day.  
They ar[e] all pretty well. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
B. B. RIGGS         WM. RIGGS 

THE RIGGS REALTY COMPANY 
 
 
         ROOM 704 
RIO GRANDE BANK BLDG. 
        EL PASO, TEXAS  1/30/1913713 
 
Dear Eliza[,] 
 
 I wrote you some time ago that I would let you know what I intend to doo[.]  I am goeing  
to go to the Pecos Valley.  Am trying to a[c]quire some land down there.  Will go & take Ray & 
Clyde tomorrow & latter [later] will send for Mattie & as soon as I Can will arrange for you to 
Come.   

Now[,] Dear[,] condition[s] in Mexico dosent [doesn’t] look good to me.  Bro Bently 
[Bentley,] Jim[,] Bro Walser[,] Elonzo Taylor & others are taking there [their] families [to Mexico.]  
They will start Saturday & go by Clombus [Columbus, New Mexico] & Colonia Diaz.   

Mattie is not well yet.  She has had a very bad time Blud [Blood] Pois[o]ning[.]  I shure 
[sure] would like to see you & the Children but don’t know Just when.  I doo hope the Lord will 
bless & Co[m]fort you & the Children & Keep you in all you need. 

 
With Love to all the folks & youreself & Children --  as ever 

 
 [Signed] Orson 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      El Paso, Texas. 
           March 15th, 1913.714 
 
Hon. Senator Albert B. Fall, 
 United States Senate, 
      Washington, D.C. 
 
Dear Senator:- 
 
 I am just in receipt of the very valuable booklet that you sent me containing the testimony 
taken by yourself and Senator Smith in regards to the Mexican situation, and to say that I 
appreciate it does not tell all of it. 

                                                 
713 Ibid. 
714 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
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 I thank you very much for the same and [I] appreciate your friendship and confidence, and 
will say that it [if] at any time I can assist you by way of information, will be pleased to do so. 
 Our Mr. Romney took the evidence of a number of people, which evidence was contained 
in the roll of testimonies that I handed you in the Sheldon Hotel.  Mr. Romney advises me they 
were in triplicate, and that I handed you all of them, and as it might be necessary that we have this 
evidence in presenting our claims when the time comes, I will appreciate very much if you will 
return to me all of these copies except one, and as we did not keep a list of the several names, I am 
presenting you from memory as near as I can remember them, as follows; 
 
     Ed Clayson,   Barnette Smith, P. H. Carlin, 
     H. E. Bowman,     Neils Larsen,  A. M. Tenney, 
     Alexander Jameson,  A. D. Thurber  D. P. Black, 
     Miles A. Romney,   Peter N. Skousen. 
 
 I have a couple of friends here who are very desirous of getting a copy of the investigation 
committee’s work and testimony, and if it is not asking too much, I will appreciate very much if 
you will kindly send me two more copies of that valuable booklet. 
 It seems to me, Senator, that there never has been a time in the history of the Mexican 
rebellion when intervention would be so inopportune, nor has there been a time because of the  
developements in the last few weeks, that it seems to me that the policy that you advocated 
months ago would be so opportune, and that is to throw the ports wide open to all Mexicans and 
allow them to fight one another until they become satisfied, and will ask or would be glad to 
welcome from the United States to intervene and establish law, order and a government among 
them, for I believe they are fast coming to this point. 
 I congratulate you on the success that you are making not only in the United States Senate 
but among the people, and am very glad that you are there and are making yourself not only heard 
but felt in our National affairs. 
 
                       -- Sen. A. B. Fall, 2---- 3/15/13. 

 
 With kind personal regards and hoping that you may continue to labor for and in behalf of 
the interests of the masses, that the people may continue to hail you as their champion in the cause 
of Right, I subscribe myself, 
      
     Yours very respectfully, 
 
     [Signed]  O. P. Brown 
 
OPB/ED/ 
 
[Handwritten]  P S  Pleas[e] address Care 704 Rio Grand Bank bld El Paso 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
         March 20, 1913.715 

Mr. O. P. Brown,  

 704 Rio Grande Bank Bldg.,  

  El Paso, Texas. 

Dear Mr. Brown: 

I am in receipt of your favor of the 15th.  Under separate cover I am sending you copies of 
the testimony taken by the sub-committee on Foreign Affairs regarding the Mexican situation and 
which you can give to friends as mentioned by you. 
 I am also sending you under separate cover testimony of the following persons, which you 
handed me in triplicate while I was in El Paso:  Ed. Clayson, Alexander Jameson, Miles P. Romney, 
Peter N. Skousen, A.M. Tenney and D. P.Black. 
 I am unable to find among my papers the testimony of all the parties mentioned by you, 
viz., H.E. Bowman, Barnette Smith, Neils Larsen, A.D. Thurber and P.H.Carlin.  However, I do 
find among the testimony affidavits made in duplicate by Jesse Mortenson, Frank M. Farnsworth, 
George F. Sevey, Samuel Hawkins, Joseph Jackson.  As these were evidently written on the same 
typewriter and are generally similar to those you ask for, it is possible you may have handed them 
to me also and should such be the case and you desire, I can send a copy of each to you.  With 
kind regards, I am,  
 
S/A/      Very sincerely yours, 

      [Senator A. B. Fall – from his files]  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      El Paso, Texas. 
       April 3rd, 1913.716 
 
Honorable Senator Albert B. Fall,  
 United States Senate,  
  Washington, D.C. 
 
Dear Senator:- 
 
 I am in receipt of your favor of March 20th together with the extra two copies of the 
Testimony taken by the sub-committee on foreign affairs regarding the Mexican situation,  
for which I am grateful to you for the receipt of same, and in regards to the copies of the 
testimonies of Ed Clayson, Alexander Jameson, Miles P. Romney, Peter N. Skousen, A. M.  
Tenney and D. P. Black will apprec-iate very much if you will send to me the extra copies of the 
testimony of these gentlemen as well as the extra copies of those which you have already sent me.   
You, of course, retaining one copy of each one of all of those that I gave you. 
 
 
                                                 
715 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
716 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
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 I have just been trading for some property near Roswell, New Mexico, and am very glad to 
know that I am going to be a resident for awhile at least in the state so ably represented by 
yourself.  Am glad to know that you are continuing your good work in the Senate and that you are 
making yourself an influence felt in the U.S. Senate and by the people of United States. 
 I believe that when the federals under Huerta and Feliz Diaz revolted against the 
constitutional government and murdered the heads of the government, that they started something 
that it will take more than Mexicans to stop, and as I have held for a long time believe that the 
inevitable will ultimately be intervention, but as I said in my last communication to you, [I] believe 
that now would be the most inopportune time for such actions. 
 Trusting that this will find you in good health and that you are enjoying your labors and 
that all will be well with you, I am, 
 
    Yours very respectfully, 
      
    [Signed]  O P Brown 
 
    704 Rio Grande Bank Bldg., 
     El Paso, Texas. 
 
OPB-ED 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
        El Paso  5/8/1913 
Dear Eliza & Children[,]717 
 
 It has been so long since I herd [heard] from you & the Children that I am beginning to 
think you have forgotten me.  The las[t] letter I got you sayed [said] you wer[e] intending to go to 
Springervill[e] to which I sug[g]ested that you had not better go.  & my answer [And in your 
answer to me] you spoke of the efforts I was makeing to a[c]quire lands in the Pecos Valley wur 
[where] I have never been quiet [quite] so discouraged in all my life to try & get something or 
Rather some Place to gather together a few Saints & Build homes tog[e]ther. 

I am now trading for a farm near Dexter[,] N. Mexico.  I have allready moved Mattie & 
family there[,] & am here now tryeng [trying] to fix upp the [land] transfers so as to go back upp 
there & if Conditions will permit would like you to moove down there allso.  Jane has been verry 
sick & she will remain in Salt Lake for this sum[m]er at least.  I left Mattie in Bed sick with falling 
of the womb.   

Brigham Stowell was shot & wounded at the farm near Cases Grandis [Casas Grandes, 
Mexico] las[t] fridy [Friday] night but is getting allong nic[e]ly.  Peter Whalin wes also [was also] 
wounde[d] at his house & is getting allong O. K.   

Conditions in the Colonies are not verry good & verry unsafe.  The Rebels had Alonzo 
Taylor Prisnor [prisoner] the las[t] we he[a]rd[,] holding him for a Ransum [ransom.]  They held 
upp Dan [Skousen] las[t] week.  Allso, I have been passeing [through H--- for the last few months. 

Will try & send you something soon & may send for you.  Rather think I will.  I hope you 
will bea willing to come.  May the Lord bless you & the Children & don’t forget to Remember me 
to Erastus & youre [your] mother & folks.  As ever with love & XXXXXX 
 
 [Signed] Orson 
                                                 
717 Handwritten letter to Orson’s wife, Eliza Skousen Brown, supra. 
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P S  Write me at Dexter N. M. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

El Paso, Texas. 
         July 17, 1913.718 

 
Hon. Senator Reed Smoot & A. B. Fall719 
 Washington, D. C. 
 
Dear Senator: 
 
 I hope you will not think that I am “butting in” or trying to “steady the ark” by making the 
following suggestions and observations regarding the conditions in Mexico. 
 In view of the fact of the latest developments in the which the powers of Europe are 
taking a hand and are demanding that the U. S. recognize the Huerta Government or assume the 
responsibility of establishing a peaceful Government in Mexico, which means armed intervention, 
and the fact that to recognize the Huerta Government without giving recognition to the 
belligerence of the Constitutionalists, would be, in my opinion, a great injustice, because of the fact 
that Huerta and his collegues [colleagues] were the real revoltors against the Constitutional 
Government and are the usurpers of the present Government. 
 Now, it seems to me to recognize the Huerta Government and at the same time the 
belligerence of the Constitutionalists would be a good thing to do, and thus it would avoid at this 
time, at least, the necessity of intervention, and at the same time give to the two conflicting parties 
equal priviledges [privileges] in the importation of the munitions of war. 
 According to the best information I have been able to get, the Constitutionalists have more 
men in the field at the present time than the Federals, and are the most aggressive in their 
campaign and hold sway over nearly all the outlying country and smaller towns and villages—the 
Federals only holding the most of the larger cities and towns.  I believe that if the 
Constitutionalists have access to munitions of war, the same as the Federals have, they could 
double their army inside of thirty days.  I also believe that now is the most inopportune time to 
intervene in Mexico, because of the fact that the two contending parties or factions are so near 
equal in their forces that they both would make the claim and say that if you had have let them 
alone a little longer, they would have been victorious and would have settled the trouble among 
themselves, and I believe we should give them the priviledge [privilege], of trying to do so at this 
present time, and to recognize them both, giving them the same priviledges [privileges] and avoid 
intervention and a clash with Europe at this time would, in my judgment be the proper thing to do. 
 Hoping that the suggestions may bring about some thought in helping you to devise means 
of settlement of these very aggravated conditions that are confronting us and that the Great Giver 
of Wisdom may endow you with this precious boon, I am with kind regards, 
 
    Respectfully, 
 
    [Signed:]  O P Brown 
 

                                                 
718 No letterhead.  Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
719 “Hon. Senator” is typed.  The names of the two Senators are handwritten by Orson. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

NIGHT LETTER 
THE WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY 

INCORPORATED 

 25,000 OFFICES IN AMERICA   CABLE SERVICE TO ALL THE WORLD 
 
      Washington, D. C. July 21, 1913720 

 

Mr. O. P. Brown, 

 El Paso, Texas. 

Can you furnish me immediately approximate number of each men, women and children 
forced to leave Mexico from each of the colonies, naming them.  Also about how many children of 
American parentage have been born in these different colonies.  This information desired for 
purpose of showing attacks upon and losses to Americans actually residing and engaged in 
agriculture and stock raising in Mexico, in answer to statements that only Americans temporarily in 
Mexico for money making and return to United States have suffered losses. 

 
    A.B.Fall. 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

A.E. MACY, PRESIDENT               FRED MIELENZ, CASHIER 
JNO. W. POE, VICE-PRESIDENT              HOWARD MIELENZ, ASS’T CASHIER 

 

The Dexter State Bank 
CAPTITAL STOCK $ 15,000.00 

SURPLUS AND PROFITS  4 15,000.00 
 

DEXTER, NEW MEXICO 
 

       July 23, 1913.721 
 
Honorable Senator Albert B. Fall, 
 Washington, D. C. 
 
Dear Senator: 

                                                 
720 Albert Bacon Fall Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
721 Eight page letter with no letterhead.  This letter lists some 1,868 persons (280 men, 300 women, and 
1,288 children) as “American citizens.” It was compiled and typed one year after the 1912 Mormon Exodus 
by Orson in response to a telegram from Senator A. B. Fall.  Church records of the Exodus era were taken 
to Salt Lake City, Utah, so it is likely Orson wrote this letter/list from memory and consultations with those 
Mormons still in the El Paso/Mexico area in 1913.  Many of the Mormons in the Exodus were Mexican 
citizens like Orson Brown.  That is the probable reason why neither his name nor those of his wives or 
children appear on the list.  This list of 1,868 persons contrasts to the 4,000 Mormons in the Exodus given 
by President Junius Romney in his testimony to Senator William Alden Smith in El Paso, Texas in 
September 1912.  See “Colonists Tell Senator Smith.”  El Paso Morning Times, Monday, September 9, 1912, 
p. 2.  While the list has typos and is likely not complete, it does provides important family history 
information regarding those listed on it.  Courtesy of James Gordon Brown.  See also Albert Bacon Fall 
Papers, The Huntington Library, supra. 
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 In compliance with your telegram I am sending you a list of the American citizens, their 
wives, and number of children in each family that resided in the different American colonies in the 
northern parts of the States of Chihuahua and Sonora, as follows:- 
 

From Colonia Chuichuipi [Chuichupa] 
 
Geo. T. Sevey,   wife,  and 4 children 
Geo. F. Sevey      “    “ 4      “ 
Benj. J. Johnson, Jr.     “   “ 2      “ 
Benj. J. Johnson     “   “ 6      “ 
Frank T. Johnson     “   “ 2     “ 
David Brown      “   “ 2     “ 
Samuel Brown      “   “ 6     “ 
David A. Brown     “   “ 5 children 
Benj. Judd      “   “ 4     “ 
Jerome Judd      “   “ 8     “ 
Leroy Judd      “   “ 3     “ 
Woodruff Judd      “   “ 4 children 
John Williams      “   “ 5     “ 
William Williams     “   “ 2     “ 
Howard Vader      “   “ 3     “ 
Alfred Baker      “   “ 7     “ 
Heber Davis      “   “ 6     “ 
Wilfred Davis      “   “ 4     “ 
Geo. Davis      “   “ 3     “ 
Erastus Davis      “   “ 2     “ 
James Jesperson     “   “ 2     “ 
Geo. Brown      “ 
William Sevey      “   “ 1 child 
John Brown      “   “ 7 children 
John Jesperson      “   “ 6     “ 
Ephrian Western     “    “ 5     “ 
Samuel Western     “   “ 4     “  
Charles Anderson                “          “        3     “                             
 
   [Total]  28 Men, 26 women, 110 children --- Total 
 

Men, women and children from Colonia Garcia 
 
John Whetton   Wife  and 10 children 
John Whetton, Jr.     “   “  6      “ 
Bert Whetton      “   “  2      “ 
Orson Cauff [Cluff]     “   “  [8]    “ [piece of letter missing; estimated number] 
 
Page 2. 
 
Heber Cluff   wife and  8 children 
Hiram Cluff      “   “  6      “ 
Pair Cluff      “   “  2      “ 
James McDonald     “   “  7      “ 
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John Carlin      “   “  8      “ 
Lester Farnsworth     “   “  5      “ 
Earnest   “ [Farnsworth]    “   “  3      “ 
Heber Cluff, Jr.     “   “  1 child 
Wm. Foutz      “   “  3 children 
Hiram Nelson      “   “  7      “ 
Hiram Nelson, Jr.     “   “  2      “ 
Mrs. Vance Shafer,   Widow   “  4      “ 
Carl E. Nealson   wife   “  8      “ 
Ernest Nealson     “   “  2      “ 
Erastus Bingham     “   “  6      “ 
Erastus Bingham Jr.    wife   “  1 child 
 
   Total  19 men, 18 women and 99 children 
 

Men, women, and children from Colonia Paceco [Pacheco]: 
 
J. E. Stedner   Wife,  and 7 children 
Warner Porter     “   “ 5     “ 
Warner Porter, Jr.    “   “ 6     “ 
David P. Black     “   “ 7     “ 
James Carrol     “   “ 6     “ 
Mrs. William Carrol, Widow   5     “ 
Mrs. James Cluff, Widow   7     “ 
John Hardy   wife and 6     “ 
Mrs. W. M. Rowley, widow   7 children 
Mrs. Josiah Stevens, widow   8     “ 
Walter Stevens   wife  2 children 
Clarence Rowley    “   3     “ 
Ernest Rowley     “   4     “ 
Mrs. Sarah Lunt, widow   8     “ 
Breton Lunt     “  3     “ 
Edw. Lunt     “    1 child 
Oscar Lunt     “  5 children 
Thos. Lunt     “  4     “ 
Eggerton Lunt     “  6     “ 
James Palmer     “   8     “ 
Wm Palmer     “    2     “ 
James Palmer, Jr.    “    2     “ 
 
   Total  18 men, 22 women, and 112 children 
 

Men, women and children from Colonia Juarez: 
 
Junious Romney  wife  4 children 
Miles A.   “  [Romney]     “  7     “ 
George Romney    “      7     “ 
Eugene Romney    “   3     “ 
Thos. Romney     “   5     “ 
Park Romney     “  2     “ 
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Erastus Romney    “  1 child 
John Wilson     “  4 children 
 
Page 3. 
 
Byron McDonald  wife  3 children 
N. A. Clayson     “  6     “ 
J. A. Clayson     “     5     “ 
Guy C. Wilson     “  4     “ 
C. E. McClellan    “  4     “ 
John Tilford     “  2     “ 
Mrs. Erastus Fillerupp, widow   5     “ 
Mrs. Wm. Clayson, widow   1 child 
Andrew Dutby     “  7 children 
C. J. Hague     “  1      “ 
Calvert Allred     “  10    “ 
Calvert Allred, Jr.    “  1     “ 
Geo. Redd     “  5     “ 
Amos Cox     “  6     “ 
Edwin Taylor, Jr.    “  4     “ 
Mrs. Edwin Taylor, widow   8     “ 
Charles Taylor   wife  5     “ 
Jessie Taylor     “  1     “ 
Charles Conover    “  2     “ 
B. L. Crofft     “  8     “ 
John Hatch     “  7     “ 
John Hatch, Jr.     “  5     “ 
Ernest Hatch     “    4     “ 
Amicia Wilson     “  5     “ 
L. M. Mecham     “  2     “ 
Brigham Stowell    “  8     “ 
E. C. Taylor     “  7     “ 
Frank Lewis     “  6     “ 
B. B. Biggs     “  6     “ 
Warren Longhurst    “  1     “ 
 
   Total  35 Men, 38 Women and 176 [174] Children 
 

Men, Women, and Children from Colonia Dublan: 
 
Peter Welin   wife  3 children 
Oscar Hurst     “  4     “ 
Alfred Hawkins    “  5     “ 
Frank Jones     “  3     “ 
Manuel Cordon    “  6     “ 
Loren Patton     “  4     “ 
Oscar Bluth     “  2     “ 
J. E. Mamott [Memmott]   “  4     “ 
John Robinson     “  8     “ 
John Heder     “  7     “ 
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Joseph Wright     “   
John Jacobson     “  6     “ 
Wm Jones     “  5     “ 
Wm Jones, Jr.     “  6     “ 
Erastus Tugerson    “  4     “ 
Niels Larson     “  2     “ 
Mrs. Howard Young, widow   2     “ 
Clarence Cordon    “ ` 1     “ 
Lewis Cordon     “  2     “ 
Traves Tucker     “  8     “ 
 
Page 4. 
 
Edward Clayson  wife  1   child 
James Huish      “  6   children 
H. E. Bowman      “  6 “ 
Othello Bowman     “   
Henry Bowman, Jr.     “  2  “ 
Claude Bowman     “  1      “ 
Morris Michelson     “  5      “ 
Melvin Michelson     “   
John Hale      “  2     “ 
Melvin Ray      “   
Joseph Jackson      “  7      “ 
Erastus Jacobsen     “  5      “ 
Albert Farnsworth     “  2      “ 
Willard Call      “  12      “ 
Willard Call, Jr.      “  2      “ 
Jaskell Romney         “  6      “ 
Lewis Cordon      “  7     “ 
Don Labaron         “  2      “ 
Martin Harris      “  5      “ 
James Young      “  3      “ 
Phillip Young      “  4      “ 
Wm.  Young      “  3      “ 
Alma Young      “  4      “ 
Joseph Clawson     “  5      “ 
Hiram Harris      “  4      “ 
Albert Hurst      “  3      “ 
John Prowes      “  5      “ 
E[I]srael Thurber     “  1      “  
Mrs. Wm. Word, widow   3 “ 
Nephi Thane        4 “ 
Hans Fredrickson     “  2 “ 
Timothy Jones      “  7 “ 
Willard Jones      “  1 “ 
John Jones      “  3 
Frank E. Farnsworth     “  1 “ 
John Evans      “  3 “ 
A. D. Thurber      “  6 “ 
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Geo. Nagley      “  4  
Mrs. Benj. Boyce, widow      5 “ 
J. D. Chandler      “  8 “ 
Carl Joe Hanson     “  6 “ 
Benj. Labaron      “  4      “ 
Mrs. Mary Farnsworth, widow   3 “ 
D. V. Farnsworth     “  3 “ 
Wilfred Farnsworth     “  2 “ 
Rueben Farnsworth     “  2 “ 
Orin Romney      “  3 “ 
Abrachen [Abraham] Done    “  6 “ 
Joseph Done      “  1 “ 
Mrs. Mary McConkee, widow   4 “ 
Alexamar [Alexander] Jameson   “  6 “ 
Geo. Clayson      “  5 “ 
Lorenzo Peine [Payne]     “  6 “: 
E. Durfey      “  9 “ 
 
Page 5. 
 
Mrs. Anna Romney, widow   3  children 
C. Gurgenson [Jorgensen]  wife  2 “ 
Thos. Hilton      “  4 “ 
Winaby Butler      “  5 “ 
Nathan Tenney     “  6 “ 
Mrs. I. W. Pearce, widow   3 “ 
Ammon Tenney, Jr.     “  3 “ 
Benj. Price      “  6 “ 
David Winn      “  6 “ 
A. Camphense      “  3 “ 
S. F. Jarvis      “  6 “ 
Francis Bunker      “  6 “ 
Mrs. John Black, widow   4 “ 
Peter Hanson      “  4 “ 
Arthur Wagoner     “  5 “ 
Walter Wagoner     “  3 “ 
Benj. Beeles      “  7 “ 
Mrs. Fileman Cox, widow   6 “ 
 
   Total:  Men 86 [83], Women 92, and Children 374 
 

Women, Men and Children from Colonia Diaz 
 
James Jacobson  wife  7 children 
Geo. Hardy     “  6 “ 
P. F. Lemon     “  8 “ 
P. K. Lemon, Jr.    “  4 “ 
Ernest Romney    “  4 “ 
Heber Romney     “  6 “ 
John Rowley     “  7 “ 
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John Mabin     “  4 “ 
Jas. Mabin     “  4  “ 
Wm. Donaldson    “  3 “ 
James Donaldson    “  4 “ 
John Pearce     “  6 “ 
Isaac Peace     “   
Miles Pearce     “  7 “ 
Bernard Whiting    “  2 “ 
Orson Richins     “  8 “ 
Jessie Jacobson     “  3 “ 
 
   Total  17 Men, 17 women and 84 [83] children 
 

Men, Women and Children from Colonia Oaxaca: 
 
F. D. Haymore   wife  4 children 
Arthur Haymore    “  5  “ 
Wm. Nelson     “  1 “ 
Mrs. John Loving, widow   6 “ 
[Mrs.] John Alonzo Skinner, widow  8 “ 
John McNeil, Jr.  wife  6 “ 
 
   Total  4 men, 6 women, and 30 children 
 

Men, Women, and Children from Colonia Morelos: 
 
C. W. Lillywite   wife  7   children 
Joseph Lillywite    “  10 “ 
Horace Lillywite    “  3 “ 
 
Page 6. 
 
E. M. Webb   Wife  4   children 
O. N. Webb     “  2 “ 
Clark Webb     “  4 “ 
Henry Webb     “  2 “ 
Henry Copeland    “  6 “ 
J. W. Ray     “  10 “ 
J. W. Ray, Jr.     “  3 “ 
J. J. Huber     “  7 “ 
Arnold Huber     “  5 “ 
John Eager     “  2 “ 
Joyie Eager     “  7 “ 
Cas. Scott     “  6 “ 
Weldon Scott     “  3 “ 
Benj. Scott     “  1 “ 
Chas. Scott     “  1 “ 
Mrs. Frand Scott, widow   5 “ 
Adrian Haymore    “  4 “ 
Seth Johnson     “  5 “ 
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Eliza Thomas     “  2 “ 
Edw. Haymore     “  6 “ 
Edw. McNeil     “  1      Child 
Fred Gardner     “  4 “ 
Chas. Gardner     “  1 “ 
John Negley     “  4 “ 
Rueben Negley     “  7 “ 
Conrad Negley     “  7 “ 
Marion Negley     “  2 “ 
L. S. Hughis [Huish]    “  4 “ 
Owen W. Hughis [Huish]   “  1 “ 
Jessie Hughis [Huish]    “  1 “ 
Wm Hughis [Huish]    “  4 “ 
Horace Curtis     “  3 “ 
Wm. Beecroft     “  6 “ 
P. C. Hanney     “  5 “ 
R. M. Barney     “  4 “ 
D. H. Snarr     “  6 “ 
Ralph Snarr    “  4 “ 
Grover Snarr    “  1 “ 
John Fenn    “  4 “ 
Joseph Fenn    “  4 “ 
Alva Fenn    “  1 “ 
Moroni Fenn    “  3 “ 
Robert McCall    “  1 “ 
Jas. Bundy    “  3 “ 
Benj. McNeil    “  5 “ 
Sextus Johnson   “  8 “ 
Albert Minerally   “   
Jas. Hall    “  2 “ 
Wm. Hall    “  5 “ 
Marion Harris    “  2 “ 
Doris Webb    “  3 “ 
Edw. Bradshaw   “  12 “ 
Wm Jarvis    “  2 “ 
Heber Maxham   “   
Edw. Young    “  2 “ 
 
Page 7. 
 
Parley Negley           Wife  1     child 
James Anderson  “  4 “ 
Alvin Nelson   “  6     children 
 
   Total  Men 61 [60], Women 62 [61], and Children 213 [238] 
 

Men, Women, and Children from Colonia San Jose 
 
Don Ruse           Wife  5    Children 
Bailey Nelson   “  3 “ 
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E. S. Nichols   “  6 “ 
Nathan Van Duven  “  3 “ 
Mrs. Arthur Jonas, widow   6 “ 
Isaac Aldrige   “  1 “ 
Isaac Aldrige, Jr.  “  6 “ 
Jas. Aldrige   “  1       “ 
Mrs. John Jonas, widow   2 “ 
Samuel Western  “  5 “ 
H. J. Langford   “  7 “ 
Ernest Langford  “  1 “ 
Ozaies Hanney   “  1 “ 
Samuel Bradshaw  “  2 “ 
Albert Martina   “  6 “ 
Samuel Bradshaw, Jr.  “  3 “ 
John McClaus   “  5 “ 
Orange Jones   “  5 “ 
 
   Total  16 men,        18 women,        and 68 children    Colonia San Jose 
   Total  61 [60] men, 62 [61] women, and 213 [238] children   Colonia Morelos 
   Total    4 men,         6 women,         and  30 children   Colonia Oaxaca 
   Total  17 men,        17 women,        and  84 [83] children   Colonia Diaz 
   Total  86 [83] men, 92 women,        and 374 children   Colonia Dublan 
   Total  35 men,        38 women,        and 176 [174] children   Colonia Juarez 
   Total  18 men,        22 women,        and 112 children   Colonia Paceco [Pacheco] 
   Total  19 men,        18 women,        and   99 children   Colonia Garcia 
   Total  28 men,        28 women,        and 110 children            Colonia Chuichuipi [Chuichupa] 
 
Grand Total  284 [280] men, 301 [300] women, and 1266 [1288] children   [= 1,868 Total Persons] 
 
Page 8. 
 
 The accompanying list as far as it goes is very correct, but because of the lack of more 
detailed information with me here [Dexter, New Mexico], I haven’t been able to give you all of the 
names of the American citizens that had to leave Mexico because of the revolution, who are 
permanent residents there, and who had built them permanent homes, and had resided in that 
country from 10 to 27 years, and every thing on this earth that they possessed was there, and while 
they were permanent bonefide citizens of the United States.  They had there [their] all in Mexico, 
and at least 85% of these children of the accompanying list were born in Mexico.  Besides these 
colonies mentioned, there was [were] many hundreds of bone fide colonies and land holders on 
the Pacific coast especially in Sonora, and Senaloa [Sinaloa] who had taken up their permanent 
residence there, as well as there were a great many others in the states of Tampico, and Vera Cruz 
as well as the other states of Central Mexico.  
 I hope to be back in El Paso within the next ten days or two weeks, and if there is any way 
into which I may be at service to your-self or the good cause that you are representing, I hope that 
you will call on me, because I hope to be at your service at all times.  I have’nt forgot the great 
service that you did me and my people on there [their] coming out of Mexico in the promptness of 
your action in asking the government to provide us with means of subsistence, and transportation, 
and the many other kindnesses that you have shown us in our distressed condition. 
 Thanking you for these many kindnesses, with kind regards to yourself, and remembering 
my kindly to Mr. Smoot, I am, 
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  Yours very respectfully, 
 
  [Signed – O P Brown] 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
REED SMOOT,  
 

               CHAIRMAN. 

 

United States Senate, 
 

COMMITTEE ON 
EXPENDITURES IN THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 

 
       Washington, D. C.722 
                 July 23rd, 1913. 
 
Mr. O. P. Brown, 
 El Paso,  
  Texas. 
 
Dear Friend Brown: 
 
 I am just in receipt of your letter of July 17th, 1913, and to begin with will state that I don’t 
want you to think for a minute that any letter that you may feel inclined to write to me will not be 
considered by me as “butting in” or “trying to steady the ark.”  I am fully aware of the fact that 
you, with others, who are on the ground have a far better chance to know the actual conditions 
than we thousands of miles away, although our information comes from a source that is supposed 
to be absolutely correct, as it comes from the representatives of our government in Mexico. 
 Conditions in Mexico are developing rapidly to the end that some definite action must be 
taken and some positive settlement arrived at in that most unhappy country.  I still believe that 
diplomatic negotiations have not been exhausted, and I  
 
Mr. O. P. Brown - 2 
 
[believe?] there is going to be trouble in Congress. 
 With best wishes, I remain 
 
   Yours truly, 
 
   [Signed:]  Reed Smoot 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
REED SMOOT,  
 

               CHAIRMAN. 
 

United States Senate, 
 

COMMITTEE ON 
EXPENDITURES IN THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT. 

 

                                                 
722 Double spaced letter.  Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
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       Washington, D. C.723 
        February 23rd, 1914. 
Personal 
 
Mr. O. P. Brown, 
 El Paso,  
  Texas. 
 
Dear Mr. Brown: 
 
 I wish to acknowledge the receipt of your night lettergram of February 18th, 1914, advising 
me that as long as Mexican bandits and murderers are allowed to take refuge in the United States 
after committing depredations in Mexico on foreigners, as well as Mexicans, there will never be any 
peace in Mexico, and now is the time to serve notice on these depredators by deporting Castillo 
and his band of assasins [assassins] to Mexico where they can properly be taken care of, and 
expressing the hope that I will use my best efforts to this end. 
 I fully agree with your position and want to say that I condemn in as strong terms as 
possible the position of our State Department and President Wilson in harboring such murderers 
as Castillo and Salazar.  It never should be allowed and if there is no change from that policy in the 
very near future,  
 
Mr. O. P. Brown - 2 
 
might add that they have been availed of to a very small degree.  Until those negotiations prove to 
be a total failure, I am opposed to intervention.  I suppose that within the next two weeks some 
definite policy will be adopted by our government. 
 I shall always be pleased to hear from you giving your views on the situation in Mexico and 
the same shall have my most careful attention.  In the Washington Post this morning there is a 
reference made to a Mr. Jesse Williams.  In order that you may know just what was telegraphed 
from El Paso, Texas, relative to him I enclose you the clipping.  Kindly let me know if Jesse 
Williams is a member of the Church and if there is any truth in the telegraphic report.  If there is 
none I shall take the question up with the State Department and see what Mr. Edwards, the 
American Consul, has to say in relation to the matter. 
 With best wishes, I remain 
  
    Yours truly, 
 
    [Signed:]  Reed Smoot 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
723 Double spaced letter.  Courtesy of James Gordon Brown. 
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Appendix 5:     Documents of Orson Pratt Brown 
 
 

These 17 Documents are provided here as an important part of The Autobiography of 
Orson Pratt Brown (1863-1946) to better understand his life. 

 
These Documents are placed here in chronological order and footnoted regarding their 

source.  By their courtesy, the owners of these Documents provided copies to the editor for the 
purposes of this publication, which copies came from either original documents, or copies of 
original documents, in their possession.  We gratefully recognize both their courtesy and the reality 
that we would not have them today in this compilation were it not for their kind generosity in 
sharing them.  Our sincere appreciation is expressed to:  The Church Archives of The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints; James Gordon Brown (Romney); Silvestre Gustavo Brown 
(Gabaldón); and Eliza Skousen Brown. 

 
These Documents are not to be copied or republished individually, in groups, or 

collectively, in whole or in part, without the express written permission of the Editor.   
 

        O. James Brown Klein (Skousen) 
        Editor 
 
 
List of Documents (September 7, 1897 to May 2, 1940) 
 
1.  Naturalized Mexican Citizenship, September 7, 1897 
2.  “San Sebastian” Mine Title, May 9, 1909 
3.  “Creston de Plata” Mine Title, December 31, 1909 
4.  Letter to President Joseph F. Smith, June 27, 1912 
5.  Letter to Bishop Ernest Romney, July 5, 1912 
6.  Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, October 4, 1912 
7.  Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, December 8, 1912 
8.  Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, January 30, 1912 
9.  Letter Authorization as Cattle Inspector from Military Governor Francisco “Poncho” Villa,  
     December 23, 1913 
10.  Authorization to Carry Arms from the Federal Commanding General, Ciudad Juarez, January             
       5, 1922 
11.  Certificate of Deputation, El Paso County, February 12, 1926 
12.  Letter Authorization to Reclaim Stolen Cattle from Palomas Land & Cattle Company, May  
       10, 1926 
13.  Certificate of Church Membership, Dublan Ward, Juarez Stake, October 10, 1928 
14.  Special Priesthood Blessing by Patriarch Alexander Jameson, Salt Lake City, Utah, April 8,  
       1930 
15.  Letter of Acknowledgement from Chihuahua State Governor Rodrigo M. Quevedo, July 16,  
       1934 
16.  Orson’s List of His 34 Children, Colonia Dublán, Mexico, circa 1940 
17.  Unsigned Contract between Orson Pratt Brown and Connie Seggerman Diehl and C. V.  
       Rutledge, El Paso, Texas, dated May 2, 1940 
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1.  Naturalized Mexican Citizenship, September 7, 1897724 
 

 

                                                 
724 Courtesy of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón). 
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2.  “San Sebastian” Mine Title, May 9, 1909725 
 

 
  
 

                                                 
725 Courtesy of James Gordon Brown (Romney). 
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3.  “Creston de Plata” Mine Title, December 31, 1909726 
 

 
 

                                                 
726 Ibid. 
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4.  Letter to President Joseph F. Smith, June 27, 1912727 
 

 

                                                 
727 Courtesy of the Church Archives, The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
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5.  Letter to Bishop Ernest Romney, July 5, 1912728 
 

 

                                                 
728 Courtesy of James Gordon Brown (Romney). 
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6.  Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, October 4, 1912729 
 

 
 

                                                 
729 Courtesy of O. James Brown Klein (Skousen), from the Papers of Eliza Skousen Brown in his 
possession. 
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7.  Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, December 8, 1912730 
 

 
 

                                                 
730 Ibid. 
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8.  Letter to Wife Eliza Skousen Brown, January 30, 1912731 
 

 

                                                 
731 Ibid. 
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9.  Letter Authorization as Cattle Inspector 
from Military Governor Francisco “Poncho” Villa, December 23, 1913732 

 

  

                                                 
732 Courtesy of Silvestre Gustavo Brown (Gabaldón). 
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10.  Authorization to Carry Arms 
from the Federal Commanding General, Ciudad Juarez, January 5, 1922733 

 

 

                                                 
733 Ibid. 
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11.  Certificate of Deputation, El Paso County, February 12, 1926734 
 

 
 

                                                 
734 Ibid. 
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12.  Letter Authorization to Reclaim Stolen Cattle 
from Palomas Land & Cattle Company, May 10, 1926735 

 

 

                                                 
735 Ibid. 
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13.  Certificate of Church Membership (Front Side), 
Dublan Ward, Juarez Stake, October 10, 1928736 

 

 
 

Certificate of Church Membership (Back Side), 
Dublan Ward, Juarez Stake, October 10, 1928 

 

 

                                                 
736 Ibid. 
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14. Special Priesthood Blessing by Patriarch Alexander Jameson, 
Salt Lake City, Utah, April 8, 1930737 

 

 

                                                 
737 Ibid. 
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15.  Letter of Special Acknowledgement 
from Chihuahua State Governor Rodrigo M. Quevedo, July 16, 1934738 

 

 

                                                 
738 Ibid. 
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16.  Orson’s List of His 34 Children, Colonia Dublán, Mexico, circa 1940739 
 

 

                                                 
739 Ibid. 
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17.  Unsigned Contract between Orson Pratt Brown and Connie Seggerman 
Diehl and C. V. Rutledge, El Paso, Texas, dated May 2, 1940740 

 
 
THE STATE OF TEXAS.    ) 
             - 
COUNTY OF EL PASO.     ) 
 
  THIS CONTRACT and AGREEMENT made in duplicate in the City of El Paso, 
Texas, this 2nd day of May, A.D. 1940, by and between ORSON P. BROWN, of Colonia Dublan, 
Chihuahua, Mexico, hereinafter called Party of the First Part, and CONNIE SEGGERMAN 
DIEHL, a feme sole, and C.V. RUTLEDGE, both of El Paso, Texas, hereinafter called Parties of 
the Second Part.   
 
W I T N E S S E T H: 
 
  WHEREAS, Party of the First Part is writing a history of a part of his life and his 
personal experiences during a portion of his life, same being an original unpublished work at 
present, entitled “The Memoirs of Captain Orson P. Brown.” said Party of the First Part being the 
sole owner of same and of all serial, magazine, publishing, book, dramatic, motion picture, and 
other rights appertaining thereto; and, 
 
  WHEREAS, Parties of the Second Part are desirous of publishing, or causing to be 
published, and selling and marketing said work written by Party of the First Part and known as 
“The Memoirs of Captain Orson P. Brown”, at their own expense, in magazine, serial, syndicated, 
and book form:   
 
  NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the promises and the mutual covenants 
herein contained, and of other good and valuable consideration, by each of the parties hereto to 
the other paid, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the parties hereto agree to and with 
each other as follows:   
 
  Party of the First Part hereby grants and assigns to Parties of the Second Part the 
sole and exclusive right to publish in magazine, serial, syndicated and book form the work entitled 
“The Memoirs of Captain Orson P. Brown” in the United States of America, and all other foreign 
countries.   
 
  Party of the First Part guarantees and represents that the said work has not 
heretofore been published in any form  
 

--1-- 
 
that it is innocent and contains no matter libelous or otherwise unlawful, or which infringes any 
proprietary right at common law or statutory copyright; that he is the sole author and proprietor of 
the said work and has full power to make this agreement and grant.   
 

                                                 
740 Ibid. 
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  Parties of the Second Part undertake to publish said work in magazine, serial, 
syndicated and book form at their own expense, in such style, or styles, as they deem best suited to 
its sale.   
 
  Parties of the Second Part agree, at their own expense, to take all the steps 
necessary or required to secure copyrights of the said work in the United States of America, and 
such other countries wherein said work may be published.  The said work shall be copyrighted 
either in the name of Party of the First Part, or in the names of Parties of the Second Part, upon 
such terms and conditions as hereinafter may be mutually agreed upon.  Parties of the Second Part 
agree to procure renewals of said copyrights when obtainable, and at their own expense, to 
prosecute all infringements of such copyrights.  
 
  Parties of the Second Part agree to pay Party of the First Part forty percent (40%) 
of any and all sums of money received from the publication of said work, whether in serial, 
magazine, syndicated, or book form, including also any and all sums of money received from the 
sale of any dramatic, or motion picture rights of said work.   
 
  Parties of the Second Part agree to render statements of account to Party of the 
First Part on the first day of January and the first day of June of each year, and to make settlement, 
in cash, to Party of the First Part for all sums of money accruing to him under this contract each 
thirty (30) days, during the currency of this agreement. 
 
  Parties of the Second Part agree to present to Party of the First Part ________ free 
copies of said work upon publication, in book form, and to permit Party of the First Part to 
purchase at the lowest trade price further copies for his own personal  
 

--2-- 
 
use.   
 
  It is understood and agreed by and between the parties hereto that Party of the 
First Part shall be furnished with a copy of any and all contracts or agreements which Parties of the 
Second may enter into with any person, association, corporation, or any one else, whomsoever, 
regarding the publication of said work, in any form. 
 
  And it is further understood and agreed by and between the Parties hereto in the 
event that after two (2) years from the date of the first publication of said work, the same, in the 
opinion of Parties of the Second Part, is no longer merchantable or profitable, Parties of the 
Second Part shall give three (3) months’ notice to Party of the First Part of their desire and 
intention to discontinue the publication of said work and the termination of this agreement.  
Parties of the Second Part covenant and agree, and bind and obligate themselves to publish, or to 
have published, said work in serial, magazine, syndicated, or book form within a period of six (6) 
months from the date of this agreement, and their failure to do so shall automatically terminate this 
contract and agreement, time being the essence thereof, unless said termination shall be mutually 
waived by the parties hereto. 
 
  Party of the First Part hereby authorizes T. Pauly, of El Paso, Texas, as his agent, 
to collect and receive all sums of money payable to him under the terms of this agreement, and 
declares that the receipt of the said T. Pauly, Agent, shall be a good and valid discharge in respect 
thereof, and the said T. Pauly is hereby empowered to act in the behalf of the Party of the First 
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Part in all matters arising out of this agreement, and Party of the First Part agrees to pay his said 
Agent, T. Pauly, for such services, ten percent (10%) of the amount accruing to him, under the 
terms and conditions of this contract. 
 
  All rights not specifically granted to Parties of the Second Part by this contract shall 
remain the sole property of Party of the First Part.   
 
  This contract shall be binding upon the assigns, heirs 
 

--3-- 
 
executors, and administrators of the respective parties hereto, but no assignment shall be 
binding on either of the parties without the written consent of the other party to this agreement.   
 
  IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have not [?] set their hands and seals 
the date and year first above written. 

      
 ___________________________________ 

        Party of the First Party 
 

       
 ___________________________________ 

        
 ___________________________________ 

        Parties of the Second Party 
 
 
 
THE STATE OF TEXAS.     ) 
              - 
COUNTY OF EL PASO.      ) 
 
  Before me, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared ORSON P. 
BROWN, CONNIE SEGGERMAN DIHHL, a feme sole, C.V. RUTLEDGE, known to me to 
be the persons whose names are subscribed to the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to me 
that they executed the same for the purposes and consideration therein expressed. 
 
  Given under my hand and seal of office this _______ day of May, A.D. 1940. 
 

      
 ____________________________________ 

       Notary Public in and for El  
       Paso County, Texas. 
My Commission Expires:  May 31, 1941. 
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  279, 285, 298, 428 
 Nancy 13 
 Nubia xviii 
 Orson Erastus 122 
  246, 300, 428 
  

 Orson Juarez (Juarez  
 Orson) xvi, 87, 187 
  298, 428 
 Orson Pratt i - 442 
 Orson Pratt Jr.  xvi 
  xviii, 87, 90, 117 
  246, 285, 298, 428 
` Orson W. 2 
 Otis Pratt 122, 246 
  300, 428 
 Patrick xvi, xx, 96 
 Pauly Gabaldón xiv 
  xvi, 2, 246, 274, 286 
  300, 428 
 Phoebe Abbott  x, 5  
  10, 11, 18, 19, 24, 25
  27, 28, 66, 68, 72, 83
  84, 96, 174, 175, 281 
  291, 425 
 Phoebe Adelaide 10 
  11, 19, 24, 27, 96, 280 
 Phoebe "Peg" 87, 117 
  246, 285, 298, 428 
 Polly 13, 390 
 Pratt "Orson"  
 Galbraith  
  120, 299, 390, 428 
 Ray 87, 117, 187 
  188, 220, 221, 275 
  298, 428 
 Ray III xvi, 11, 294 
 Richard xvii 
 Robin L. xvi, xviii 
 Ronald Galbraith 120 
  227, 242, 299, 428 
 Ronald K. xvi, xviii 
 Samuel 211, 397 
 Sarah 78 

Silvestre Gustavo 
"Gus"  

  xvi, xvii, xviii, xx, 2, 6 
  8, 10, 31, 32, 147, 188 
  245, 246, 247, 254 
  274, 275-276, 279  
  282-284, 286, 287 
  289, 294, 300, 309 
  311, 313, 321, 327 
  329, 331, 337, 343 

  361, 378-381, 388 
  389, 408, 421, 428 
 Stephen A. 11 
 Suzanne xvi, xviii 
 "Thomas Patrick"  
 (Porifio Diaz) 120 
  299, 428 
 Venna xvi 
 Vera 87, 117, 285 
  298, 428 
 Veralyn xviii 
 William xviii, 11 
  12, 15 
 William “Galbraith”  
  120, 227, 299, 428 
BRYANT 
 Mr. 222 
BUCKLES  
 Frank 54, 56, 57 
BULLOCK 
 Tom 139 
BUNDY 
 James 403 
BUNKER 
 Edward 50, 72, 303 
 Emily 50 
 Francis 401 
 George 167 
BURGETT 
 Jeff 125, 131 
BURNES 
 Barney T. 178 
BURNETT 
 M. R. 192, 204 
BURNS 
 Pat 61, 62 
BUTLER 
 Winaby 401 
CAGE 
 Colonel 39 
CALL 
 A. B. 425 
 Brother 279 
 Hannah S. 189 
 Willard 400 
 Willard Jr. 400 
CALLES 
 Plutarco E. 195, 252, 
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  259, 267-270, 278 
CAMERON 
 John 198 
CAMPA 
 Emilio 196, 197, 206 
  208, 209, 212-214 
  220, 221, 352 
  358, 376 
CAMPHENSE 
 A. 401 
CANTRELL 
 Mr. 180 
CARAVELLO 
 Jose 345 
 Marcello, Gen. 277 
  278 
CARDON 
 Joseph S. 95, 96 
 Phillip 89 
 Rhoda 95, 96 
CARLIN 
 John 398 
 P. H. 392, 393 
CARLTON 
 Mr. 109, 112 
CARRANZA 
 Venustiano ix, x, 194 
  195, 251- 253, 259 
  266, 268, 270 
CARROL 
 James 398 
 William Mrs. 398 
CERVANTES 
 Colonel 260, 262 
CHANDLER 
 Jack 59 
 J. D. 401 
CHARLIE 
 Bogus 43 
CHAVEZ 
 Constance 247 
 Cruz 104, 105 
CLANTON 
 Billy 34, 35, 61 
 Ike 32-35 
 James 34 
CLARK 
 R. G. (J. Reuben) 321 

  324 
CLAWSON 
 Joseph 400 
 Rudger 305, 307 
CLAYSON 
 Ed 392, 393, 400 
 George 189, 401 
 J. A. 399 
 N. A. 399 
 William Mrs. 399 
CLUFF 
 Heber 397 
 Heber Jr. 397 
 Hiram 397 
 James Mrs. 398 
 Orson 397 
 Pair 397 
CLUTT 
 Colonel 65 
COCHISE 
 Chief 23, 63 
COLEMAN 
 Henry 127, 128, 133 
  137, 138, 141, 142 
  145 
 John 124, 125 
 John Jr. 124 
COLORADAS 
 Chief Mangas 23, 29 
CONOVER 
 Charles 399 
COPLAN 
 Clifford 284 
 Helen 285 
COPLAND 
 Henry 402 
CORDON 
 Clarence 400 
 Lewis 400 
 Manuel 399 
CORNU 
 Cecilia H. 68 
CORRAL 
 Mr. 375 
CORY 
 Phoebe H. 10 
COSTILLO 
 Miguel H. 193, 406 

  407 
COTTAM 
 Thomas R. 151 
COWDERY 
 Oliver 18 
COWLEY 
 Matthias F. 303-307 
COX 
 Amos 106, 107, 109 
  110, 111, 113, 399 
 Fileman, Mrs. 401 
 John 9, 137, 138, 140 
  141, 142, 144, 145 
CRAWFORD 
 Captain 69 
 Jefferson D. 242 
CREEL 
 Enrique 206, 208 
  250, 251, 255 
CROFF 
 Mr. 312 
CROFFT 
 B. L. 399 
CROOK 
 General 63 
CULLUM 
 George W. 271 
CURLY 
 Bill 61, 62 
CURTIS 
 Horace 403 
 Treasurer 327, 328 
DANIELS 
 Sheriff 55, 56, 69 
DAVILA 
 Ignacio 35 
DAVIS 
 Lieutenant Britton 47 
  56, 64, 145, 155 
 Charles 126, 134 
 Diana 19 
 Erastus 397 
 George 397 
 Heber 397 
 Hurvie xvi, xviii 
 Martha Brown xviii 
  11, 120 
 Wilford 397 
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De ARMAS 
 Jefe 362 
De CABORA 
 Teresita 104, 114 
De La BARRA 
 Francisco L. 204 
De La TORE 
 Jose 362 
DEE 
 James 173 
DEGETAU 
 Mr. 125 
DELANY 
 Mr. 54-56 
DIAZ 
 Felix 250, 394 
 Pofirio, President ix 
  x, 89, 104, 114, 147 
  186, 190, 191, 193 
  194, 196, 198, 204
  205, 214, 230, 250 
  375, 376, 409-414 
DICK 
 Alkalide 81 
 Shoot-em-up 43, 44 
DIEHL 
 Connie S. 20, 286 
  408, 429, 433 
DIXON 
 Sarah Ellen 68 
DODENHOFF 
 William D. 242 
DONALDSON 
 James 402 
 William 402 
DONE 
 Abraham 401 
 Joseph 401 
DORIELLA 
 Leonardo 102 
DOWD 
 Dan 54-56 
DOWNING 
 Jack 32, 37-41, 44 
DOZAL 
 Colonel Juan 214 
DUFFIN 
 Brigham 304 

DUNCAN 
 Major General 340 
DURFEY 
 E. 401 
DUTBY 
 Andrew 399 
EAGER 
 John 402 
 Joyie 402 
EARP 
 Jim 61
 Tom 61
 Virgil 61
 Wyatt 61, 62 
EDDIE 
 Mr. 133 
EDMONDS 
 Mr. 59 
 Mrs. 59 
 Senator 59 
EDWARDS 
 Consul 262, 318 
  353, 406 
EISENHOWER 
 John 192, 196, 198 
El CHIVITO 
 Kid 67, 91 
ELLSWORTH 
 Fern S. xvii 
 Grant xvii 
 Samuel 36 
ELWOOD 
 Ed  32, 35, 36, 38 
  39-41, 50, 51  
EMMERSON 
 Mary "Polly" W. 12 
ENCKE 
 Anna Brown 300 
ERNEST 
 T. G. 210, 211, 319 
  322 
ERNSTON 
 Captain 127, 180 
ERWIN 
 James B.  271, 272 
ESCOBAR 
 Mr. 277 
 

ESCOBOSA 
 Mr. 357 
ESKIMINZIN 
 Chief 47 
ESTES 
 Cole 125, 129, 130 
 Dave 37-39, 46 
EVANS 
 John 400 
 Mr. 218 
EYRING 
 Edward 170 
 Henry 88, 89, 98, 114 
  129, 302 
FALL 
 Senator Albert B.  
  206, 217, 218, 226 
  239, 256, 335-337 
  340, 345, 353, 354 
  357-359, 366, 374 
  384, 391-393, 395 
  396 
FARR 
 Aaron 147, 148 
FARNSWORTH 
 Albert 400 
 D. V. 363, 401 
 Earnest 398 
 Frank E. 400 
 Frank M. 393 
 Lester 398 
 Mary Mrs. 401 
 Mr. 317 
 Reuben 401 
 Wilfred 401 
FASTNAUGHT 
 John xviii 
 Shawna Klein xvii 
  xviii 
FENN 
 Alva 403 
 John 403 
 Joseph 403 
 Moroni I. 100, 403 
FERNANDEZ 
 Luis  361, 362, 364 
FERNOY 
 Tom 64, 65 
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FERRARA 
 Bertha I. xvi, 300 
FERRIN 
 Mr. 67, 80 
FERRLEY 
 Mr. 76 
FIERRO 
 Rodolfo 256 
FIFE 
 Agnes 24, 25, 66 
  72-75 
 Cynthia A. 24, 25, 28 
  66, 72, 83, 96 
 Diana D. viii, 19, 24
  25, 64, 68, 72-74 
  230 
 John 24, 25, 28, 64
  65, 66, 68
 Phoebe Abbott  
 Brown  
  x, 5, 10, 11, 18, 19  
  24, 25, 27, 28, 66, 68
  72, 83, 84, 96, 174 
  175, 281, 291, 425 
 Walter 24, 25, 28, 31 
 William N. 18, 19, 24 
  25, 28, 64, 68, 70, 72 
  73, 77, 83 
FILLERUP 
 Erastus, Mrs. 399 
FONOCLE 
 Mr. 155 
FORD 
 Tom 54 
FOUNTAIN 
 Colonel 138 
FOUTZ 
 Susan 14 
 William 398 
FRANKLIN 
 Julia 181 
FREDRICKSON 
 Hans 400 
FUNSTON 
 General Frederick  
  266, 267 
GABALDÓN 
 Jose T. 300 

 Maria Angela vii, x 
  xiv, xvii, 8, 117-119 
  123, 158, 299 
 Martha xvi, xvii 
  8, 300 
GALBRAITH 
 Jane Bodily vii, x 
  xiv, xvi, 8, 117-119 
  123, 158, 299 
 Raphel 242
 William 299 
GALLEGOS 
 Colonel 58 
GARCIA 
 Andres 260, 262, 264 
GARDNER 
 Charles 403 
 Fred 403 
 Martha Gabaldón  
 Brown xvi, xvii, 8 
  300 
GARIBALDI 
 General 204, 213 
  214, 352, 357 
GERONIMO 
 Chief 23, 47, 63, 64 
  68, 69, 70, 155 
GIBBONS 
 August 130 
 Jack 140, 144 
GILL 
 Bill 41 
 Jim 41 
GLASS 
 Lieutenant 60 
GOMEZ 
 Vasquez 314, 377 
GONZALEZ 
 Abram 104, 198 
  200, 202, 207-209 
  250, 251, 272 
 Andres 266 
 Francisco 263, 264 
  265, 271, 272 
 Lilia xiv, xvii 
 Manrique R. 282, 289 
GOODYEAR 
 Miles 15 

GOSS 
 Buckskin Joe 9, 37 
  38, 39-42, 45, 46, 52 
GRANT 
 Heber J. 119, 148, 149 
  160, 161, 279, 307 
GREEN 
 Mary Brown xvi, xvii 
  8, 246, 282, 294, 300 
 Miss 44 
 William C. 190 
GREET 
 Mr. 225, 424 
GROUNDS 
 BILLY 44, 58-60 
GROVER 
 Chris 44, 46 
GUIDICHI 
 Mary Jane xvi 
GRUWELL 
 Mr. 90, 136, 137 
  139, 141 
 Oscar 125, 129, 133 
  137 
HADLEY 
 Don xviii 
 Shirley xviii 
HAGUE 
 C. J. 399 
HALE 
 John 400 
 Leland “Lee” xviii 
HALL 
 James 403 
 John 55, 58, 125, 131 
  132, 137 
 Tom 126 
 Will 54-58 
 William 403 
HALSTEAD 
 F. M. 380 
HAMMOND 
 Fletcher 20, 21 
HANNEY 
 Ozaies 404 
 P. C. 403 
HANSEN 
 Anna K. 300 
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 Jennifer M. 90, 98 
  115, 126, 135, 186 
HANSON 
 Carl Joe 401 
 Peter 401 
HARDY 
 B. Carmon 95, 116 
 John D. 124, 398 
 George 401 
HARPER 
 Brother 97 
HARRIS 
 Hiram S.228, 232, 237 
  307, 311, 313, 330 
  331, 337, 352, 360 
  361, 364, 365, 368 
  370-372, 388, 400 
 Marion 403 
 Martin 18, 77, 94, 99 
  400 
HART 
 John 149 
HARVEY 
 James D. 215, 217 
  335, 336, 338, 341 
  343, 355, 363, 416 
HATCH 
 Ernest 399 
 John 399 
 John Jr. 399 
 Mr. 92-98, 104, 114 
  128 
 Nelle S. 5 
 Patriarch 175, 176 
HAWKINS 
 Alfred 399 
 David 96, 98 
 Samuel 393 
HAYDEN 
 Frank 260 
 Mary Brown 8 
HAYES 
 John 258 
HAYMORE 
 Adrian 402 
 Arthur 402 
 Edward 403 
 F. D. 402 

 Millard 325 
HAYNIE 
 Brother 189 
 Sister 117-119 
HAYS 
 Bob 124, 125, 131 
HEANAN 
 John 42, 43 
HEATH 
 Johnny 55, 57 
HEDER 
 John 399 
HEIGES 
 Mr. 89 
HEILLES 
 Secretary 321 
HENNESSEY 
 Mr. 70 
HERMOSILLO 
 Teofilo 97, 207 
HERNANDEZ 
 Jose 240 
 Manuel 98, 201 
 Santiago 199, 200, 215 
  216, 361, 362 
HILLS 
 Joel 89 
HILTON 
 Thomas 401 
HINDS 
 Mr. 147, 148 
HOLLIDAY 
 Doc 23, 61, 62 
HOLSTEAD 
 Simon 127, 141-143 
HORN 
 Tom 69, 70 
HORTON 
 Major 271, 272 
HOUGHTON 
 Ted 127, 133-135 
  145 
HOWELL 
 Elizabeth "Bessie" 300 
 John D. xvii 
HUBER 
 Arnold C. 284, 402 
 Estella 284 

 J. J. 402 
HUERTA 
 General Victoriano   
  ix, x, 194, 212, 213 
  220, 230, 231, 245  
  248-252, 358, 394 
HUISH 
 Ana 178 
 James 400 
 Jessie 403 
 Lorenzo S. 164, 178 
  305, 403 
 Martha 284 
 Owen 403 
 Willard 284 
 William 403 
HUMPHRIES 
 Widow 317 
HUNSAKER 
 Brother 176, 177 
HUNT 
 Colonel 159 
 John 58-60 
 Zwig 58 
HURST 
 Albert 400 
 Oscar 399 
ISABA 
 Inslo 182, 183
 Peter H. 228 
IVINS 
 Anthony W.  
  95, 119, 121, 122 
  128, 129, 151, 153 
  154, 156, 161, 162 
  164, 168, 169, 189 
  190, 221-224, 228 
  229, 234, 273, 279 
  302-307, 313, 322 
  324, 325, 329, 331 
  333, 335, 336, 342 
  344, 347, 348, 359 
  365, 367, 368, 370 
  378, 379 
JACK 
 Black 129, 131 
JACKSON 
 Joseph 393, 400 
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JACOBS 
 R. A. 317, 319, 320 
JACOBSON 
 Erastus 400 
 James 401 
 Jessie 402 
 John 400 
JAMES 
 Frank 61 
 Jessie 23, 61 
JAMESON 
 Alexander 164 
  166-168, 177, 279 
  304, 305, 392, 393 
  401, 408, 426 
JARVIS 
 Samuel 93, 94, 401 
 William 403 
JASTROL 
 Mr. 127, 141 
JENNINGS 
 Elizabeth Brown xvii 
JENSEN 
 Belva W. 285 
JESPERSON 
 James 397 
 John 397 
JOH 
 Chief 63 
JOHNSON 
 Annie R. 218 
 Benjamin J. 397 
 Benjamin J. Jr. 397 
 David 109, 112 
 Eva H. 284 
 Frank T. 397 
 Joel 26 
 President 80 
 Seth 402 
 Sextus 403 
 W. D. 89, 95, 117 
 William W. 198, 304 
JONAS 
 Arthur, Mrs. 404 
 John, Mrs. 404 
JONES 
 Elsie E. 284, 299 
 Esther 14 

 Frank 399 
 John 400 
 Orange 404 
 Timothy 400 
 Wayne E. xvii 
 Willard 400 
 William 400 
 William Jr. 400 
JORGENSEN 
 C. 401 
JUAREZ 
 Benito 193 
 Pino 250 
JUDD 
 Benjamin 397 
 Jerome 97, 109-111
  397 
 Leroy 397 
 Woodruff 397 
KATZ 
 Freidrich 268 
KEATING 
 Mr. 70, 71 
KEATS 
 Doctor 167, 168 
KEEF 
 Tom 45, 46, 52 
KEELER 
 Brother 279, 282 
KEES 
 Richard 255 
KELLY 
 Mr. 55, 56 
KERR 
 George 127 
KETELSON 
 Mr. 125 
KIMBALL 
 Andrew 223, 238, 390 
 Thomas 274, 279, 425 
KING 
 Israel 127, 128 
  133-137, 142, 143 
 Mrs. Israel 143, 145 
 Sandy 43, 44 
KLEIN 
 Angela G. xvii, xviii 
 Daniel J. xvii, xviii 

 Gwendolyn Brown  
  xiv, xv, xvi, xvii, 1, 2 
  122, 145, 246, 273 
  290, 291, 294, 300 
  383, 428 
 John A. II x, xvii 
  xviii, 291 
 Karen Storrs xvi, xvii 
  xviii 
 Lisa A. xvii, xviii, 294 
 Maria R. 79, 227 
 Marta H. xviii 
 Michael R. xvii, xviii 
 O. James Brown  
 "Jim" 
  i, ii, v, xvi, xvii, xviii 
  xix, 1, 3, 6, 8, 10 
  31, 32, 81, 121, 123 
  188, 191, 223, 242
  246, 273, 276, 282 
  283-285, 290, 294 
  298, 302, 309, 373 
  383, 390, 408, 418 
 Shawna L. xvii, xviii 
 Shirley R. xviii 
 Tamara J. 273 
KNOX 
 Secretary 326 
KOSTERLITZKY 
 Colonel Emilio viii 
  131, 151-156 
KYLE 
 Jack 126, 132 
LAMBOURNE 
 Caroline 298 
LAMENTOR 
 Mr. 375 
LANGFORD 
 Ernest 404 
 H. J. 404 
 J. Harvey 382 
LARA 
 Terivio 317 
LARSEN 
 Neils 392, 393, 400 
LAWRENCE 
 Frank 130 
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LAYTON 
 Chris xviii 
 Christopher 78-80, 83 
 Cynthia 83, 96, 222 
 Joseph 83 
 Lisa Klein xvii, xviii 
  xx, 294 
LeBARON 
 B. F. 361, 401 
 Don 400 
LEE 
 Bob 180 
 Harold B. 309, 321 
 John D. 45 
 Van 155-157 
LEMON 
 P. F. 401 
 P. K. Jr. 401 
LeSUEUR 
 August 131 
LEWIS 
 Esther 285 
 Frank 399 
 Jeff 32-35, 38 
 Walter B. 285 
LIDDEL 
 Vera B. 298 
LILLYWHITE 
 B. F. 360, 366 
 Charles W. 165, 167 
  168, 178, 189, 284 
  307, 325, 379, 388 
  402 
 Georgiana 285 
 Horace F. 178, 284 
  402 
 Joseph 402 
 Margaret C. 284 
LLORENTE 
 General E. C. 212-214 
  217, 221, 230 
LOBLEY 
 John 64, 65 
LOCO 
 Chief 64, 67 
LONG 
 Venna Brown xvi 
 

LONGHERST 
 Brother 288 
LONGHURST 
 Warren 399 
LOOMIS 
 Sheriff 129-131 
LOPEZ 
 General 277, 278 
 Rojo 202 
LOVING 
 John, Mrs. 402 
LUDLOW 
 Daniel H. 6, 116 
LUNA 
 Donna xvii 
LUND 
 Anthon H. 238, 378 
  390 
LUNT 
 Breton 398 
 Edward 398 
 Eggerton 398 
 Oscar 398 
 Sarah, Mrs. 398 
 Thomas 398 
LYMAN 
 Francis M. 79, 80 
  116, 302, 378 
MABIN 
 James 402 
 John 402 
MACDONALD 
 Alexander "Pres.”  
  84, 85, 88, 102 
  114, 121, 163, 169 
  299, 303 
 Byron 256-258, 399 
 Elizabeth 240, 373 
 Elizabeth "Bessie"  
 G. vii, x, xiv, xvii, 8 
  120, 121, 123, 163 
  177, 240, 299 
 James 397 
MACLOWREY 
 Jim 61 
 Tom 61 
MADERO 
 Alberto 213, 221 

 Francisco I. ix, x 
  194, 196-198 
  200-202, 204-209 
  213-215, 230, 231 
  245, 248-251, 272 
  314, 349, 375-377 
 Raul 250 
MAESER 
 Karl G. 95 
MAGON 
 Flores 196, 375 
MARTINA 
 Albert 404 
MARTINEAU 
 Henry 91 
 Joel H. 79, 80, 87 
  89, 111, 123, 153 
MARTINEZ 
 Lieutenant 137 
MASILLAS 
 Mr. 196, 200, 205 
MAXHAM 
 Heber 403 
McCALL 
 Robert 403 
McCLAMEY 
 Tod 251 
McCLAMINY 
 J. F. 254 
McCLANEY 
 Ted 271 
McCLAUS 
 John 404 
McCLELLAN 
 Charles E.  232 
  233, 307, 311, 330  
  331, 337, 338, 360 
  370-372, 399 
McCLURE 
 James 68 
McCONKEE 
 Mary 401 
McDANIELS 
 Billy 32-34 
 Jim 32-34 
McDOWELL 
 Charles 155 
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McGOWEN 
 Mr. 71 
McINTYRE 
 Ed M. 83 
McKINY 
 Arthur 260 
McLAUGHLIN 
 Jack 32, 34 
 Jake 32 
 Jim 34 
 John 34 
McMURRIN 
 Joseph W. 305 
McNEIL 
 Benjamin 403 
 Edward 403 
 John Jr. 402 
MECHAM 
 L. M. 399 
MEDINA 
 General 201, 202 
MEMMOTT 
 J. E. 399 
MERRILL 
 Marriner W. 95 
METZ 
 Doctor 83 
MEYERS 
 Mr. 89 
MICHELSON 
 Melvin 400 
 Morris 400 
MILES 
 General Nelson 69 
  70 
 Lynn W. 242 
MILLER 
 Orin P. 231, 370, 380 
MINERALLY 
 Albert 403 
MOFFETT 
 Joseph A. 361 
MOHLER 
 Mr. 277, 278 
MONTGOMERY 
 Mr. 157 
MOORE 
 Bud 58, 60, 61 

 Mort 30 
 Scotty 60 
MORENO 
 Silvestre 246, 247 
MORRIS 
 Frank 81 
 Mr. 51 
MORRISON 
 Sam 32, 35-41, 54 
MORTENSEN 
 Family 334 
 James 351 
 Martin 285 
MORTENSON 
 Jesse 393 
MUSGRAVE 
 George 124, 125, 129 
  131, 135, 137 
MUSICA 
 Captain 277 
NACHISE 
 Apache 94, 99, 100 
NAEGLE 
 Bishop 306 
 George 93 
 John C. 151 
 Lydia 185 
 Pauline 306 
NAGLEY 
 George 401 
NAPOLA 
 Anastacio 205 
NAVARRO 
 General 204 
NAYLOR 
 Thomas H. 178 
NEALSON 
 Carl E. 398 
 Ernest 398 
NEGLEY 
 Conrad 403 
 John 403 
 Marion 403 
 Parley 403 
 Rueben 403 
NEILSON 
 C. E. 331 
 

NELSON 
 Alvin 403 
 Bailey 403 
 Hiram 398 
 Hiram Jr. 398 
 William 68, 73, 74 
  78-79, 214 
NIBLEY 
 Charles W. 386 
NICHOLS 
 E. S. 404 
NIELSON 
 Carl 106, 107 
  109-112 
NOBLE 
 George 166, 174, 175 
NUNAN 
 Mike 71 
OBREGON 
 General Alvaro V. 194 
  195, 214, 220, 230 
  248, 251, 252, 253 
  259, 266, 267-270 
  272 
O'KEEFE 
 Thomas 149 
OLIVER 
 Judge 211 
OLSEN 
 Leona L. xvi 
ORNDORFF 
 Seth B. 275 
ORNELLOS 
 General 253, 260 
OROZCO 
 General Pasqual ix 
  203-209, 212-213 
  231, 248-251, 310 
  314, 323, 325, 349
  354, 357, 358, 367 
  376, 438 
 Pasqual Sr. 104, 208 
  215-217, 338-339 
ORTIZ 
 Juan Mata 63 
OVERLOCK 
 Charley 290 
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PALMER 
 James 398 
 James Jr. 398 
 William 398 
PATTON 
 Loren 399 
PAULY 
 T. 247, 287, 430, 431 
PAYNE 
 Joseph P. 383 
 Lorenzo 189, 400 
PEARCE 
 I. W., Mrs. 400 
 Isaac 402 
 John 402 
 Miles 402 
PEEL 
 Benjamin 80 
PENROSE 
 Charles W. 238, 378 
  390 
PEREZ 
 Colonel 69, 70 
PERRY 
 L. Tom 309, 321 
PERSELEY 
 Jim 68 
PERSHING 
 General John J. 195 
  261, 263-264 
PESQUERIA 
 General 250 
PETERS 
 Pinkey 126, 132, 133 
  139 
PETRIE 
 Steven xi, xvii, 166 
  291 
PIERCE 
 Bishop Arwell W. 251 
  273, 274, 279 
  284, 425 
POLANCO 
 Brothers 261 
PONCE 
 Demetrio 217, 314 
  318 
 Lino 369 

PONDER 
 J. D. 149 
PONE 
 Captain 212 
PORTER 
 Warner 398 
 Warner Jr. 398 
PORTILLO 
 Enrique 251, 312 
  317, 318, 333, 353 
 Reyes 207, 230 
POWE 
 Marc B. 262 
PRATT 
 Helaman 91, 98, 121 
  129, 153, 155, 164 
  175, 189, 302, 307 
 Ira 196, 212 
 Jean 2, 4, 284 
 Leon 196 
PRICE 
 Benjamin 401 
PROOF 
 Mr. 45 
PROU 
 Mr. 43 
PROWES 
 John 400 
QUANTRILL 
 William 23 
QUEVEDO 
 Arturo Rivero 6 
 Jose 98, 99
 Rodrigo M. 283, 284 
  314 
 Rodriguez 98, 408 
  427 
 Silvestre 207 
QUIGLEY 
 Mr. 92, 93 
RABAGO 
 Antonio 249 
RAMIREZ 
 Aurelio 136 
RAPER 
 Esther J. 14 
RAY 
 Esther 285 

 J. W. 402 
 J. W. Jr. 402 
 Melvin 400
 Richard 285 
RECTOR 
 Shorty 61, 141 
REDD 
 George 399 
REED 
 Maime 128, 133, 137 
  145 
REJADA 
 Lerdo 193 
REYES 
 Chabano 97 
 Fernando 250, 375 
  377 
RICHARDS 
 George E. 307 
RICHARDSON 
 Edmond 258 
 Sullivan C. 274 
RICHINS 
 Orson 402 
RIGGS 
 Brannock B. 76, 331 
  391 
 Thomas 65 
 William 391 
RINGOLD 
 John 61, 62 
RIVERO 
 Arturo Quevedo 6 
ROBELLAZ 
 Cecilia H. 68 
ROBERTS 
 Dick 41, 43 
ROBINSON 
 Brother 288 
 John 399 
 Joseph E. 228, 231 
  305, 368, 370, 382 
  383 
 Wirt 273 
ROCKWELL 
 Orrin P. 6 
ROJAS 
 General 201, 202, 
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  240, 362 
ROMNEY 
 Anna, Mrs. 401 
 Caroline L. 87 
 Catherine 95, 96, 98 
  115, 126, 135, 186 
 Erastus 399 
 Ernest 215, 218, 351 
  355, 401, 408, 417 
 Eugene 398 
 George 317, 318, 398 
 Heber 401 
 Jaskell 400 
 Junius 199, 218, 221 
  222, 225,228-233 
  234, 237, 238, 241 
  307, 311-316, 325 
  326, 328, 330, 331 
  333, 334, 337, 338 
  342, 343, 346-353 
  355-360, 366, 368 
  370-373, 378, 379 
  384, 385, 387-391 
  396, 398, 416 
 Lydia 185
 Martha "Mattie" D.  
  vii, x, xiv, xvi, 7 
  86, 90, 95, 96, 116 
  117, 177, 298 
 Miles A. 398, 418 
 Miles P. 86, 87 
  91, 92, 98, 106, 107 
  109, 112, 115, 298 
  373, 392, 393 
 Orin 401 
 Park 398 
 R. V., "Bishop" 217 
 Thomas C. 92, 185 
  305, 378, 398 
 W. M., Mrs. 398 
ROOSEVELT 
 Theodore 194, 348 
ROWLEY 
 Clarence 398 
 Ernest 398 
 John 401 
 W. M., Mrs. 398 
 

RUSE 
 Don 403 
RUTLEDGE 
 C. V. 20, 286, 408 
  429 
SALAS 
 Jose G.  212 
SALAZAR 
 General Emiliano ix 
  196-197, 206-209 
  212-214, 218-223 
  224, 229, 230, 248 
  251, 312-314, 352 
  353, 355, 356, 358 
  361, 363, 368, 369 
  375, 376, 406, 416 
 Tomas, Mrs. 359 
SANGINES 
 General Agustin 213 
  220, 248, 350, 352 
  359, 416 
SANTA ANNA 
 General 193 
SCARBROUGH 
 George 124, 125, 130 
SCHINDLER 
 Harold 6 
SCHUGT 
 Mr. 146 
SCHUMACHER 
 Mr. 133, 134 
SCHUSTER 
 Dr. 287 
SCOTT 
 Bishop Franklin 151 
  152, 153, 155, 169 
  170 
 General Hugh L. 7 
  192, 266, 267, 268 
SERVIN 
 Dr. 242 
SEVEY 
 George F. 106, 107 
  109, 393, 397 
 George T. 85, 88, 102 
  103, 365, 397 
 William 397 
 

SHADDOCK 
 Len 290 
SHAFER 
 Vance, Mrs. 398 
SHAUNESSEY 
 Mr. 70 
SHAW 
 Mr. 131-133 
SHEARS 
 Jake 54, 55 
SHEPHERD 
 Arlene B. xvii 
SHILL 
 Betty R. xvii, xviii 
  121, 123 
 Fern xviii 
 Marguerite W. 299 
 Nancy xviii 
 Otto Jr. xvii, xviii 
 Otto S. 284, 289 
 Talmage xvii, xviii 
SILVER 
 Barbara xviii 
 Ed xviii 
 Mark xvi 
 Susan xviii 
SKINNER 
 Brother 304 
SKOUSEN 
 Daniel 317, 373, 394 
  418 
 Eliza vi, vii, x, xii 
  xiv, xv, xvi, xvii
  xx, 8, 121-123, 168 
  174, 175, 179, 233 
  234, 238-246, 280 
  286, 289, 290, 291 
  294, 300, 309, 314 
  373, 383, 390, 391 
  394, 408, 418-420 
 Emma 284 
 Gwendolyn "Gwen" 
  xiv, xv, xvi, xvii 
  1, 2, 122, 145, 246 
  273, 290, 291, 294 
  300, 383, 428 
 James N. 97, 173, 174 
  176, 240, 284, 300 
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 Jim 240, 391
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